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Oral evidence

Taken before the Work and Pensions Committee

on Thursday 8 December 2005

Members present:

Mr Terry Rooney, in the Chair

Miss Anne Begg Natascha Engel
Harry Cohen Michael Jabez Foster
Mr Philip Dunne Greg Mulholland

Memorandum submitted by Employers Forum on Disability

1. Introduction

This submission is based upon 16 years’ experience of the Employers’ Forum onDisability engaging with
employer members who employ over 20% of the UK workforce. This includes recent work carried out by
the Forum for the DWP and the Disability Standard work pioneered by the Forum in 2005 and involving
over 80 private and public sector employers.

The Employers’ Forum on Disability’s unique experience engaging and equipping employers could be
summed up in a sentence: To make it easier for organisations to employ and provide services to people with
disabilities. It is an employer led and employer funded membership organisation with charitable status that
mobilises employers behind the economic and social inclusion of disabled people—to their mutual benefit.

It does this through definitive guidance and educationalmaterials on best practice in both the employment
of disabled people and service provision, through capacity building seminars and business to business
networking and disability confident building events, through providing advice to members on every aspect
of disability as it aVects a business through its help line and internet site and through action research projects
helping members to better link to the supply of disabled applicants and to develop partnerships for the
mutual benefit of business and people with disabilities.

The Forum has throughout its existence coordinated business-to-business links with disabled individuals.
It partnered the creation of Dining With a DiVerence where opinion formers and business leaders address
disability issues over a meal. It is supported by a network of 18 disabled individuals, each a leader in their
field, who act as advisors to the Forum and its membership. It has run leadership programmes for disabled
people and provided work experience initiatives for DEAs and others in the knowledge that face-to-face
contact between business leaders and disabled individuals is the single most important lever to trigger
employer engagement.

The Forum measures its impact by the extent to which employers are committed to becoming disability
confident; are equipping themselves and investing in culture and attitude change and are reaching out to
attract and appoint applicants. The Forum has pioneered eVorts to link employers and the supply of
candidates in ways that make it easier for substantial numbers to move into work, while helping employers
to remove policy, procedural and attitudinal obstacles.

2. A Holistic Approach

Alistair Mant, a leading expert in socio technical systems, observes:

“The Employers’ Forum on Disability has a huge advantage as an agent for supporting change—
its members. Amongst them are world leaders in business process. EFD draws upon that expertise
to facilitate its understanding of the disabled unemployed-to-employed process in society. The
business language used includes phrases such as ‘end-to-end systems’, ‘throughput processes’,
‘added value’, ‘business process re-engineering’, ‘leanmanufacturing’ and ‘push/pull’. This sounds
like jargon to most lay persons but all these phrases represent a way of analysing the total system
which has to work well if substantial numbers of people are to be transformed from inactive (and
expensive) IB claimants into productive and fulfilled members of the economic system.
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EFD experience (eg; Recruitment that Works—see attached) shows how easy it is to eVect this
transformation if the many barriers in the IB claimant to employee ‘supply chain’ are removed or
ameliorated. The central diYculty is that no one is responsible for ensuring that the end-to-end
system works seamlessly. DWPmay ‘push’ individuals towards productive employment but if the
employment system fails to ‘pull’ those people into real jobs, all their eVorts amount to a grossly
expensive waste of taxpayer money. A variety of other organisations have to play a part in
removing the barriers (eg; Jobcentre Plus, intermediary employment agencies, DTI, DoH etc).

In the business world, ‘throughput’ problems of this kind are generally dealt with by restructuring
the system around the value-adding process. In other words, the purpose of the exercise (the
desired outcome—eg; a disabled person in productive work) determines the throughput processes
and those processes determine how each part of the total organisation will be organised and
resourced. ‘Human throughputs’ are subtly diVerent from material throughputs (eg; auto parts)
but the principle is the same—if you are not adding value in the external world, you should stop
what you are doing at once and find a better way.

The Department of Health has shown the capacity to learn from business process thinking by
studying the progress of infirm people all the way along the many steps of the ‘pathway’ from
illness to recovery. An organisational arrangement that makes sense to a clinician or health service
manager may make it impossible (or inexcusably wasteful) to deal with the patient’s real problem.
It may cause further infirmity. Given the multiplicity of departments and agencies, a realistic
approach to the IB claimant to productive employment transformation means paying attention
separately to the many barriers and to apply dynamic operational concepts such as ‘push’ and
‘pull’ in order to free us from entrenched economists’ jargon of ‘supply’ and ‘demand’.”

3. Submission

3.1 Given the above, it is not surprising that we view both Incapacity Benefit reform and Pathways to
Work as component elements of the broader strategy to support disabled people from economic inactivity
into work. Changing components without understanding overall system impacts can lead to dysfunctional
and ineYcient reform. Thus change and improvement requires a strategy for both the unemployed disabled
person and the employer. In systems terms, government can achieve change through regulation or
engagement. Reforms of Incapacity Benefit and Pathways toWork are strategies to regulate and engage the
unemployed disabled person. To be eVective, there need to be complementary strategies to regulate and
engage employers. The DDA provides the necessary regulatory framework for employers and now applies
to the vast majority of employers in the UK. Assuming a significant increase in the number of long termed
unemployed disabled people being required, encouraged or equipped to enter the “jobs market”, there needs
to be a significant strategy to engage employers to recruit and retain these people. The current policy
emphasis is predominantly geared towards “pushing” people towards employment. Engaging employers
leads to disabled people being “pulled” into jobs and careers.

3.2 In the UK, there are currently over 3.7 million enterprises. Over 95% of these employ less than 250
people. There are over 28 million people working in the UK, just under 75% of the people of working age.

3.3 Large private sector organisations employ 36% of the UK working population, SMEs employ 43%
and the remainder, (21%) are employed in the public sector.

3.4 Around 13%of theworking population (3.5million) have a disability. According to the LabourForce
Survey, a higher percentage of SME employees (14%) have a disability than in large private and public sector
enterprises (12%). These figures challenge conventional wisdom concerning disabled people and
employment. Most employers seriously understate (by anything between two and three fold) the number of
people with disabilities in their employment. For some employment itself defines whether a person is
considered disabled or not. In employment they may be considered to be inconvenienced rather than
disabled. In the public sector, targets from 3% (Senior Civil Service) to 6% (Local Authority PSAs) are seen
as aspirational, whilst in all probability they have already been exceeded.

3.5 The employment rate of people with disabilities is, however, 54% compared with 81% for the non-
disabled working population. Improving this rate is about engaging small and medium sized organisations
as well as large private and public enterprises and perhaps not only providing greater support to the SME
sector but also taking some lessons from that sector to advise larger organisations.

3.6 One million people moving from economic inactivity into work requires transformational change.
The UK employment rate of 75% already compares well with other European economies. A total system
approach to such a change suggests that policy makers understand the changes needed to be made by the
economically inactive client, employers and intermediaries or broking organisations (Jobcentre Plus and its
contractors). The metaphors of the change process—Engage or “I’ll try”, Equip or “I know how” and
Deliver or “I’ll make it happen”—are applicable to all three parties. The lack of engagement, capability and
delivery by employers and intermediaries seriously impacts the ability of the disadvantaged job seeker to
move out of economic inactivity. Systems that equip the employer to become disability confident and
intermediaries, which are themselves, disability and employer competent—will make it easier for the
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employer to attract and employ more disabled and other disadvantaged people. Disability confident
employers are then more likely to move into partnership and to invest in helping not yet job ready disabled
people to become job ready.

3.7 The system needs to facilitate three fundamental transformations:

— Employers and intermediaries must reposition disability from an issue to do with incapacity,
doctors, damage and cost—to an issue to do with the workplace, capability and investment in
human potential.

— Employers, intermediaries and disabled people must move from “unwilling and unable” to
“willing and able”.—If they are to “deliver” good job matches.

— Policy Makers need to reposition the employer from “problem and target”—to valued customer
and potential partner and enable the intermediary to deliver the support the employer and the
person need to achieve a good job match.

3.8 A campaign at employers on its own is counterproductive. Campaigns and conferences that initially
motivate the employer to “engage” undermine the employment prospects of disabled people when the other
pieces of the “equip” and “deliver” jigsaw are not in place. It then becomes too hard and not worth the
investment of time, money and personal risk. Getting employers to register their jobs with Jobcentre Plus
is very important but eVective engagement is more than this. It is a process that enables individuals, we stress
individuals, to change cultures and behaviours, policies and processes, in a way that helps disabled and other
disadvantaged to compete for jobs that already exist. DWP’s employer engagement strategy must reflect an
understanding of the world in which the employer operates and endeavour to identify and “exploit” each
and every disability dimension in that world. For example if an organisation is focused on riskmanagement,
legal risk may capture the attention: if focused on responding to changing demographics and an aging
workforce and customer base, the fact that 33–40% of those aged 50–65 are disabled may trigger the need
to learn to make adjustments; organisations bidding for substantial Olympic games contracts will have a
competitive edge if their tenders are obviously disability competent. The “levers” that motivate an employer
to act will diVer from company to company—and from department to department. Employer engagement
is the process employers go through as they begin to understand the need for change—learn how to justify
that change and learn how to aVect change and then connect with the system to get results.

3.9 Employer engagement requires the employer to be positioned as part of the supply chain—
“upstream” success in any supply chain is determined by its ability to meet the needs of the “downstream”
user or customer. A “supply chain” metaphor of moving a person from unemployed or economically
inactive to employed that achieves a balance of “Push” or action that is individual centred, building personal
knowledge, capability and availability or “Pull” that is employer centred, job focused, ensuring “Fit” for
role and Organisation capability to employ. There is a need, therefore, for a policy framework that supports
intermediaries/suppliers “to deliver more disabled and other disadvantaged people” into existing jobs by
enabling the “end user” of that supply chain, the employer—to pull more disabled people more eYciently
into work. It minimises the need for state regulation by making it easier for employers to voluntarily create
more inclusive organisations and a more equitable labour market. DWP focus is to make it easier for
employers to bring disadvantaged people into existing jobs: the DTI would seem best placed to focus on the
demand side—the generation of new jobs and building the capacity of the small business advice industry to
equip SMEs to become disability confident and to link to the DWP supply of candidates. A better push-pull
balance is essential for disadvantaged job seekers. When they are just pushed at employers generally, they
can be “knocked out” by barriers outside their control, such as low expectations, inaccessible transport or
lack of disability expertise on the part of the employer or intermediary. Job Brokers have a critical role in
delivering the right balance of “push and pull” to achieve eYcient delivery of service and penetration into
the harder to help clients.

3.10 Small and medium sized enterprises are the growth engines of the British economy. It is in this
important and diverse sector that many new jobs and future employment reside. Recruitment needs
invariably drive small andmedium sized organisations—they are engaged through finding someone with the
right capabilities for the role to be filled. Attracting this community to employ people with disabilities is
not seen as problematic by experienced and successful brokers who focus on finding people who have the
capabilities they need. In recruiting a disabled person, the employer may, however, have a need for support
through the induction and employment process and an understanding for example of their obligations under
the DDA.

3.11 Providing support to this sector is critical. It often lacks access to the professional human resources
expertise of the larger organisation both in the recruitment and employment processes and provision of
disability awareness support to managers and co-workers and which would enhance engagement with the
SME sector. Providing services at the point of engagement would also be highly cost eVective (pull) as
opposed to generalised awareness support (push) to a large and diVuse sector.

3.12 All government employment programmes impact people with disabilities. It has however, in the
past, been considered by many not to be “mainstream” but a specialised activity with its own New Deal
Programmes. Whilst diVerent impairments may entail diVerent and specialised support (eg condition
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management, supported employment), the core elements of support (eg confidence building, job seeking
skills, work preparation) given to disabled people looking for work are much the same as other
disadvantaged groups.

3.13 Employers use intermediaries with whom they have developed a relationship of trust. They have
repeatedly told us that they are unable to deal with amultiplicity of brokers. To engage employers eVectively
therefore would suggest brokers working with employers who are competent across the range of
disadvantage including disability and motivated to deliver a comprehensive service.

3.14 Where people with disabilities need significant adjustments for employment including specialist
support workers, there is a greater requirement for employer engagement to carry across the three core
engagement processes of “attract”, “equip” and “deliver”.

3.15 Recruitment That Works that has been deployed by Centrica, Fujitsu, IKEA, Barclays, Co-
Operative Financial Services and Government of Wales as it provides an eVective recruitment framework
that can be used by employers in the Public and Private sectors. It has been demonstrated to be a highly cost
eVective method of supporting people with a range of disabilities into sustained employment. Where it has
followed the core processes, retention has been high. It has been shown to be successful as both a local and
national initiative. The lack of a policy and funding framework, however, has resulted in its operation to be
fragmentary.

3.16 Jobcentre Plus has a major role, either directly or through its contracted services, in engaging
employers. It is the only organisation with universal coverage of the UK. It has the largest database of job
vacancies available to all job seekers. It has an infrastructure of account managers at both local and national
level. It has an employer engagement strategy for acquiring vacancies and segmenting the market and
focusing on key channels.

3.17 The role of commercial intermediaries in the attraction, preparation and employment stages of the
recruitment process is critical. When any stage of the recruitment process is outsourced, the commercial
partner organisation needs to be accessible, to meet its obligations under the DDA and to have the
competency and confidence to attract, equip or select people with disabilities. There have been clear
indications that many employers have considerably less control over information and process now that they
outsource so much of the process. In addition, the values and practices of the organisation are often not
reflected in the intermediary recruitment agency. This would appear to apply to all types of agency from
temporary agency to high-level search and selection. Jobcentre Plus has through its employer engagement
strategy begun to develop a strategic relationshipwith the recruitment industry and theForum in developing
a standard that can be applied when procuring outsourced recruitment services.

3.18 The Public Sector is a highly diverse sector covering public services, agencies, local authority, health
service provision, police, education and civil service. It is a sector that has many well-developed policies and
practices in the whole area of diversity and equal opportunities.

3.19 The Forum’s benchmarking project would indicate that across the spectrum of disability
employment measures, public sector organisations are slightly ahead on average to their private sector
counterparts. This is borne out by the recent report by York University analysing the latest Work Force
Survey that indicates a growth of people with disabilities employed in the public sector, largely as a function
of changes in policy and practice with regards early and medical retirements.

3.20 It is not a sector, however, that many intermediaries have found receptive generally to recruiting
significant numbers of people with disabilities—with the exception of health and care. Barriers to
employment include long and complex recruitment processes both in terms of application forms andmedical
questionnaires and time taken by the process.

3.21 E recruitment oVers many opportunities to make it easier for employers to attract from a wider pool
and the Forum in conjunction with the Deputy Prime Minister’s OYce have supported their Gold Card
member JobsGoPublic to launch a London-wide public sector recruitment portal for people with
disabilities.

3.22 The amount of information available concerning people’s “disabilities” compared with what we
know about their “capabilities” is very worrying. As capability is the gateway to employment, this is a
critical deficiency when engaging employers.

3.23 Inevitably, we have addressed the question of what could be done diVerently. We would suggest the
following:

(i) Actively recognise that employer engagement is an essential ingredient of supporting disabled
people into work.

(ii) Have a better understanding and knowledge of the “stock” of skills of unemployed disabled
people.

(iii) Understand and publicise the skills employed by disabled people in employment.

(iv) Based upon that knowledge, promote competency rather than disability to employers.

(v) Engage by selling “resourcing” solutions.
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(vi) Disability and disadvantage are often synonymous; it is therefore sensible to “mainstream”
disability into programmes, when the person is not disadvantaged by disability specific
barriers such as stigma or lack of adjustment related expertise.

(vii) Service providers shouldn’t be constrained by their contracts from being “too” successful.

(viii) Promote and publicise actively employer led “pull programmes” including Access to Work.

(ix) Encourage all public sector employers to carry out a structured benchmarking activity, The
Disability Standard, as part of their “duty to promote” and take action as appropriate to
redress any issues.

(x) Actively support a voluntary benchmarking standard for the commercial recruitment
industry.

(xi) Continue to develop a greater understanding as to how employers attract, select and appoint.
At the policymaking and intermediary level.

(xii) Monitor all employment programmes by tracking employer outcomes. And the balance of
push-pull in any given locale.

(xiii) Ensure all service providers contracted to DWP, including Jobcentre Plus are employer
disability competent.

(xiv) Promote Dining with a DiVerence Events throughout the senior management of the
department and to senior public sector employers.

(xv) Equip brokers to provide “pull programmes”.

(xvi) Streamline Access to Work.

(xvii) Provide “support services” to small and medium sized enterprises engaged in recruiting
disabled people.

(xviii) Encourage public sector positive action recruitment programmes.

(xix) Fund support to employer led “pull programmes”.

(xx) Hold regular regional employer workshop events through Jobcentre Plus.

(xxi) Deliver Access to Work consistently and eYciently.

(xxii) Review the training and accreditation process for the HR profession to ensure practitioners
are able to design and deliver barrier free recruitment process for every applicant.

The 12 Essential Ingredients of Recruitment that Works

As Developed by Centrica As Developed by Other Organisations

1. The Senior Management comes from the top Explicit Senior Management Commitment to
executive management committee of the recruit a significant number of disabled
organisation (eg board level) to recruit across the people into jobs as a specific project.
organisation at least 12 disabled staV in a
designated area and then repeat across the group.

2. Local line and business manager commitment to As Centrica
fill specific jobs by people with disabilities.

3. Group HR Director endorsement and champion Human Resource Department commitment
with a designated HR project manager across and resources to deliver programme.
the group.

4. National and regional support from Job Centre Job Centre Plus or other approved broker
Plus to facilitate delivery. commitment and capability to deliver.

5. Employer Project Manager—a senior line Project manager in both employer and
manager. broker organisations.

6. Formally written and signed. A Service Level Agreement between
Employer and Broker.

7. External Publicity, Advertising specifically An agreed external communications plan to
directed at people with disabilities and Local attract a required number of candidates.
Media Partner(s).

8. Clear statement of employer requirements As Centrica
interms of roles and competencies with jobcentre/
broker staV visiting employer premises and
understanding organisation culture.
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As Developed by Centrica As Developed by Other Organisations

9. Use of telephone interviews as a first sort Structured approach to candidate sifting,
followed by a three day job preparation preparation and selection.
programme before candidates have final
interviews.

10. HR Policy and Practice Review in particular with As Centrica
regards to accessibility, occupational health
policy and practice and recruitment methods,
including the role of commercial agencies.

11. Culture/disability awareness training for all As Centrica
involved including line and HR managers,
mentors and Job Centre Plus/broker staV.

12. Availability of advice and support for As Centrica
unsuccessful candidates, successful candidates
and employer management post appointment.

October 2005

Witness:Mr Paul Newman, Employers’ Forum on Disability, gave evidence.

Q1Chairman:Goodmorning everybody.We do not strategy also needs to take account not just of
attracting because an employer engagement strategyhave any acoustic system so it may be necessary to

speak up a bit louder than normal, not a problem for is more than just hoovering up vacancies and
gathering vacancies and saying, “Okay, go and findpoliticians usually! Can I just start by thanking

Derby Council for facilitating this evidence session them,” because if it was just that you would most
probably finish up with a lot of vacancies but notthis morning, and to welcome you, Mr Newman. It

is very good of you to take the time to come and be necessarily all of them or even the majority of them
being filled. It is about equipping. If you are doingwith us today. We are aware of the good work that

you have been doing and will continue to do, I am just the pushing of the individual and equipping of
the individual, but you find that there are employersure. If I can kick oV, in your written evidence you

said there is a strategy needed to encourage barriers to people entering into employment and if
you do not address those barriers, you are pushingemployers to recruit and, more importantly, to

retain disabled employees. What shape do you think people towards a brick wall, and I do not think that
is a sensible thing to do. So you have got to equipthat should take and who should draft it? Is the

DWP the right body to own and draft that strategy? and you have also got to deliver. Our strategy would
cover those pushing and pulling and having aMr Newman: I have been advising, with the Forum,
balance of push and pull and also recognising thatthe Department for the last two years on the whole
the transformation from unemployment toissue of engaging employers in this Welfare toWork
employment is that you engage, equip and deliver. “Iagenda, particularly with a focus on disabled people,
will try; I know how;” and then, “I will make itand part of that has been going out and talking with
happen.”employers in a series of workshops, and not just

talking to employers who are Forummembers, who
on the whole tend to be larger employers; we have Q2 Chairman: Just on this pull factor, if you look
been talking to small and medium-size enterprise at sexual and race discrimination that is
employers as well as the large employers andwe have generally straightforward malicious, but disability
also been talking to the intermediaries. What has discrimination is often borne out of complete
come out of this is, I think, an insight into the shape ignorance. There is a major job educating employers
of what the strategy should look like. One of the as to the merits and everything else associated with
concepts or ideas that we have identified is that there disabled people. How big a job do you think there is
appear to be two ways or two thrusts to support still to do there? We have, if you like, the blunt
people into work. One is you can push people. You instrument of the legislation but when you have got
can do all sorts of things to encourage, equip and to use that you have failed completely, have you not?
help them into jobs around things like improving Mr Newman: Yes. I think the view that we have
motivation, and quite a lot of what I expect you saw come to is that just campaigning at employers is on
yesterday when you were looking at Pathways to the whole ineVective if you have not got a system
Work which is very focused on the individual. That that can then deliver eVective people to the
is very important. The other aspect is the pulling, organisation. You do need to start where the
using employers who own the jobs at the end of the employer is, if you like, which is often, “I have a job
day—small, medium-sized, large—to draw people to do; is there anybody there who can do that job?”
into the jobs and starting with the jobs and the And if that person is disabled then the barriers to
employers rather than necessarily starting with the that person being employed need to be addressed
individual. What we are suggesting is that the with the employer. Disability is diVerent, I think,
strategy needs to have a balance between the two from the other equal opportunity agendas. It is not

always visible. If you were to talk about male/femaleand that we need to both push and to pull. That
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8 December 2005 Mr Paul Newman

that is fairly easy to count and see, I think ethnicity organisation. That is the reality for an employer, and
when we have talked to employers, I can rememberis the same, but if you were to go to an employer—

andwhen we talk to employers and say, “Howmany one small employer who said, “I have a person who
works for me who has only one eye. He does notdisabled people actually work in your

organisation?”—our estimate is that they most consider himself disabled. I do not consider him
disabled. Why are you constantly talking about theprobably under-estimate the number of disabled

people in their organisation by at least 50 or 60%. If disabled?” It seems disability becomes an issue for
people who are unemployed and in order to help, ifyou were to look at public service agreements with

local authorities, I have seen one where they talk you look at the information we have about disabled
people in work we can find a lot of informationabout achieving 6% of their employees being

disabled. If you look at the Senior Civil Service about what they do and the sorts of jobs they do. If
you look at the DRC report on the Workforcetarget of having 3%, which they are not yet at they

believe, and then if you look at the Workforce Survey you can find that disabled people work in all
strata of occupations, sometimes under-representedSurvey where people are asked about whether they

have a disability, actually one in eight employees in but in all strata of occupations. Now ask yourself the
question, of the 2.5 million people who are onthe United Kingdom have a disability, and so

disability is very diVerent. I think it is diVerent in Incapacity Benefit, tell me where I can find out
information about their capabilities? I found greatanother regard. From our consultations we have

found this to be an issue very relevant to the public diYculty finding any information about the skills of
the people who are unemployed. People who aresector, that equal opportunities is not necessarily

treating everybody the same. Sometimes you have to unemployed seem to be defined by their disability
and people who are employed are defined by the jobstreat people diVerently in order to treat them fairly,

and therefore sometimes you have to look at your that they are doing. So if it is about getting the
business case—and I apologise for rambling on aselection processes, you have to look at things

around access which is dealing with things bit—across to people it is about defining the
unemployed in terms of their capability,diVerently in the way that you would say we always

do the same for everybody. By doing the same for unemployed people on Incapacity Benefit, and you
are often just knocked sideways by what peopleeverybody you are sometimes disadvantaging

people with disabilities. The whole issue of actually can do who appear to have the label of
incapacitated.understanding adjustment is a critically diVerent

issue from any other EO agenda that I am aware of. Chairman: Thank you for that. Greg Mulholland?

Q4 Greg Mulholland: Clearly we are here in DerbyQ3 Chairman: Just sticking perhaps with this pull
looking at the Pathways to Work pilots and most offactor that you are obviously very interested in, do
the attention and most of the focus is on theyou think employers generally are aware of the
potential employees, but really what I want to askpositive business case there is for employing people
you is do you think that the pilots have focusedwith disabilities? Do you think there is a case to
suYcient attention on the employers? Bearing inenhance that with incentives from government to
mind whether you say yes or no, are there ways thatactually employ people in this category, say
it could be improved, because that is what wediscounted employers’ NI or something?
eVectively want to take back?Mr Newman: I think the business case is a very
Mr Newman: The fact that we have been asked byinteresting one. It is sometimes over-complicated. If
the Department to look at employer engagementsomebody was to say to me here in the East
would suggest that the Department are mindful ofMidlands, “Give me a business case for employing a
potential gaps that may exist in terms of someperson with a disability,” I would not go much
aspects of their strategies particularly with regardsfurther than Next, the retail organisation, run by
to employers. I have not had a lot of first-handDavid Jones who throughout this period has had
experience of what is actually going on in Pathways.Parkinson’s, so that is the first very simple way and
I have talked to people who are involved inthere are many other examples. The one in eight
Pathways. I think our evidence basically is more tofigure I talked about is another very strong
do with omission rather than commission. I thinkargument. Turn it round the other way and say is
there is not yet suYcient information that has comethere a business case to lose 1212% of your working
out of Pathways to say is it really working and is itteam because they happen to have a disability? I
really cost-eVective. I think the omission is really onthink the third and really the most telling issue that
the employer side of looking at ways and means ofhas come out of our work on the business case is
drawing people into jobs and that will be dependentwhen you look at the proportion of people who are
on how skilful and competent some of the brokersdisabled in diVerent sorts of organisations. The
are in particular Pathways areas in engagingorganisations that have the highest percentage are
employers. Some of them are very good and some ofthe small and medium-sized enterprises and I do not
them perhaps not so good.know of many small and medium-sized enterprise

owners and managers who do anything other than
for the sake of their business, and they have a higher Q5 Greg Mulholland: One of the things you
proportion of disabled people than larger particularly highlight is the importance of small and
organisations. I would say the business case has to be medium-sized businesses. Do you think that the

DWP need to do more in terms of supporting thesemade with the individual who is presented to the
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organisations? The other thing is it would be useful Q7 Mr Dunne: You have covered what I was going
to ask in your previous answers, to some extent. Justfor us if you have any examples of particularly
picking up on the removal of the DDA exemptiongood practice.
for firms below 20 employees, and you have said youMr Newman: We have been talking about one
think there are relatively few people who are awareparticular broker which is outside the Pathways
they are employing disabled people necessarily; cancontext but is still relevant in the West Country. If
you recommend some means to raise awareness ofyou go into any rural community—and you will
that challenge for smaller companies in order tohave come across it in the rural parts of Derbyshire
make sure that people do not see disability as aas well—employers are almost entirely small or
barrier to giving people jobs?medium-sized enterprises and what we find is that it
MrNewman: It is a fascinating one. I would go backis not too diYcult to find small and medium-sized
to the answer I have just given which is to engage onenterprises who will consider employing a person
people—on real people with real skills -because youwith a disability if they have the competence to do
are engaging on their agenda. The sad thing is badthe job and they are engaged on the basis, “I have
stories. Wrong information seems to flow so muchthis requirement for somebody to do the job; do you
more easily than good information. I was in a villagehave somebody who can do the job?” Where they
in Derbyshire and the local butcher said to me, “Doperhaps—and we will be suggesting this to the
you know, Paul, every church steeple now has toDepartment—need support is through the have a lift installed into it,” I said, “Why?” He said,preparation and the delivery stages of the process. It “It is this Disability Discrimination Act. We are

may be that they feel they need a bit more disability going to have to close down all these churches
awareness within the organisation. They need to because the bell ringers need a lift.” That was a
know a bit more about their obligations under the dreadful story and I was able to put him right on it,
DDA. Often it is no more than that there is a but bad stories do tend to have a lot of credence,
telephone number for them to ring if something people seem to run with those. What we have got to
starts to go a bit wobbly that they can have support do is show there are some good stories around about
on. I do not see any of that at the moment in the good people getting good jobs. I talked about David
current programmes. Then, and youmay come on to Jones and there are so many David Joneses in every
this issue later, we have had two events with small strata of occupation. It is those stories we have got
and medium-sized enterprises. I think it is honest to to ensure are out in the public domain. I do not know
say that not one of these organisations knew how interested our media are in those sorts of stories
anything about Access to Work. Access to Work but that is how to do it, I think.
was a mystery to them and in fact one of the small
and medium-sized enterprises when we explained it Q8 Mr Dunne: Is there a role for Jobcentre Plus
to them said, “On what planet does that happen? when they are presenting candidates who have
Why do I not know about it? Why is it not disabilities to provide information on that point? I
promoted?” Again we would say promoting it think that is what you were suggesting?
through things generally, putting an advert in the Mr Newman:What we are saying very clearly and it
paper saying Access to Work is available I am not may be adding to my answer to Greg, is that
too sure that would even touch those organisations intermediary organisations, the skilled helpers if you
because they will not be engaged on the subject of like—and theymay be trainers, theymay be brokers,
disability as a subject, we do not believe. We believe they may be Jobcentre Plus staV—as a basic
they will be engaged, “I have a requirement, I need principle need to have two core competences in this
somebody; here is somebody who could do the job”, area. One is that they have to be competent in the
and then Access to Work not only has to be known disability area. We have heard some horror stories
about, it has to deliver in a timescale that will meet about disabled people actually being asked to go oV

that requirement. programmes because the trainers did not feel that
they were capable of working with them because of
their disability. So they do need to be disability

Q6 Greg Mulholland:Who should be doing this? Is competent and they do need to have a competence to
this something Jobcentre Plus should be doing or understand what employers are looking for and a

competence for dealing with employers and talkingsomething that should be more centralised?
to employers and understanding what barriers exist.Mr Newman: In terms of engaging with the
That exists in Jobcentre Plus, as it does withemployer, it has to be whoever is brokering the
intermediaries. What we are saying is nothing newrelationship between the potential job seeker and the
because out there you will find that there are someemployer. That is the point of contact with the
first-class voluntary organisations, first-classorganisation. Access to Work is a Government
commercial and public sector and Jobcentre Plusprogramme and needs to be managed through an
people out there who have got those skills, but it isappropriate Government agency, and Jobcentre
not a consistent picture, in our view, across thePlus is the agency who manage that. It has to be
country.managed incredibly slickly and I am not criticising

the people who are doing it or anything like that but
Access to Work when I talk to people does not Q9 Mr Dunne: Can I take us on to the mentally ill
appear to be eVective, particularly in the SME segment of the disabled. Mental illness accounts for

the largest number of claimants on Incapacitysector.
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Benefit and yet the lowest rates of employment. Can so on and yet still it is not getting down to the SMEs
particularly? Is there a project that you think couldyou recommend measures for employers to take to
work?see mental illness as not such a barrier to work?
Mr Newman: I think the major reason it is not beingMr Newman: The first thing I would suggest—and
publicised is that there are budgetary controls thatwe have not included it in our evidence but the
say we have only got this amount of money to spendForum has a whole series of briefing papers and if I
on Access to Work, and therefore I do not believe itwere Susan Scott-Parker now I would have my
is particularly well-publicised at all. So I think thatbriefing paper and say, “Here is a briefing paper with
is a principal reason why Access to Work is notregards tomental health conditions which covers the
actively publicised.waterfront not only of recruitment but also

retention,” because I believe the IB agenda is not just
about looking to help people who are currently on Q12Michael Jabez Foster: This year some £300,000
IB find jobs, it is about that and that is very has been allocated simply to publicity of the scheme,

but are you seeing that?important, but it is also about stemming the flow of
Mr Newman: My evidence is sitting around withpeople into IB. There are all sorts of retention
employers and asking them about it and in the smallstrategies that good employers use. I think one of the
and medium-sized sector none of them were awarecase studies in that briefing paper is from Rolls
of it at all. I think that is pretty well general. I thinkRoyce, here in Derby, where they recognise that a
public sector organisations are aware of it and largesignificant element of their absence was due to stress-
private sector organisations are aware of it becauserelated reasons. Some may have been to do with
they have got professional diversity personnel andwork, many are not to do with it, and having
experts in there who can advise and there are somestrategies and plans and policies to support that, but
people who are very good at using it, but goingone of the important things was it was not just
beyond that I do not believe the publicity is havingsomething that was issued by the company doctor, it
any real influence.was not just something that was issued by the

personnel director, it was something that had top-
Q13 Michael Jabez Foster: So if there is anlevel support. Forgive me for repeating myself, I do
information gap is there a substance gap as well? Dobelieve that the best way to deal with some of these
you think there are any issues within the Access toissues is with the individual. One of the—and it is not
Work programme that are insuYcient to deal withreally a mental health area—low areas of take-up of
the sorts of issues that you come across?people into employment is people with learning
Mr Newman: I think that the biggest issue I woulddisabilities, and one of the things that we have
say is the economics issue. Economics is economicsrecently done is taken some of the concepts that we
and you have got to decide where you are going tohave used with this Tripod project and the Forum
put your money. The real issue is the economics ofand applied them to a whole series of case studies
Access toWork and that it has a budget. The budgetwithin the public sector. The Department of Health
is controlled within Jobcentre Plus districts andearlier this month publishedValued in Public, giving
regions and they have only somuchmoney each yearexamples of how public sector organisations
to spend on it.actually recruited and employed people with

learning disabilities. We are now using it and road-
Q14 Michael Jabez Foster: The other area I want totesting it with public sector bodies. I was at a
ask you about is the retention side of employment.conference on Monday in Birmingham and we are
There are two aspects of this, I suppose. One is theusing it with employers and saying, “Does this help?
retention of those who have already used theDoes this help you to think slightly diVerently about
Pathways route to work, and we know there are 25%the way you do things in your recruitment and also
of them who finish up back out of the market withinin your retention?”We have done that in people with
a year, so that is one area, and the second area islearning disabilities; I do not see any reason why we
those who are already in work that become disabledshould not do something around the area of mental
and employers do not know quite how to deal withhealth conditions, andMencap have been absolutely
it and go through a dismissal process and it is allcentral to that work and they have done all the
back to the beginning. What do you think could beproduction work of that particular publication.
done about those issues?
MrNewman: It is very interesting. On the first point,
which is retention once people are employed, that isQ10Mr Dunne:Would it be possible for you to send
incredibly important. We were involved inus a copy of it?
evaluating a programme that was runmore than fiveMrNewman: I have one.Would you like me to leave
years ago by Centrica in the North West. They tookit with you?
a decision “we are going to go out there and we are
going to employ more carers and more disabled

Q11 Michael Jabez Foster: You have been very people in our admin centres in the North West.” In
complementary about what is out there in theAccess 2000 they actually recruited 50 people, 34 of whom
to Work oVer, but recognising that employers just were disabled. They had actually recruited them by
do not know enough about it.Whatmethodology do advertising and promoting these employees. Out of
you think the Government could employ, because that came this model of recruitment which works

and which we talk about in the document. Wethey are spending a lot moremoney on publicity and
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decided because we were doing this work with the harder it is to get them back into employment. So in
capturing and understanding trends early on,Department to ask: “Where are they now? Are they
managing absence, I believe employers and thestill in employment? How long have they stayed in
Government have got common ground.employment?” We were able to not only ask the
Chairman: Anne Begg?question are they still with Centrica, which is of

interest to Centrica and they have been through a
huge amount of change in the past five years, but are Q15 Miss Begg: The cynics say it is all very well the
they still working which is really what we are Government saying that they want a million
interested in. We discovered that after five years, disabled people into work but really there are not the
70% of those people recruited in 2000 were still in jobs for them so why are we bothering?What is your
employment, and that struck us as a very, very high response to that?
retention rate. We asked whether it was just because Mr Newman: One very simple answer is that in the
of the Hawthorne eVect, Centrica, a lot of publicity, last quarter, according to the OYce of National
ministers been to see them and all that sort of stuV. Statistics, there have been over 100,000 new jobs in
We ran a similar programme with not so many the system, just in a quarter and 300,000 in the last
people but at a very, very high employment level at 12 months. That would be one response and that is
Lakeside. I think you have got somebody from the in a period of lower than anticipated growth, so our
Papworth Trust later, Matthew is coming. They economy is continuing to create more jobs. I think
worked with Ikea and Jobcentre Plus and they the second answer I would give you is we have to
recruited seven or eight people over 12 months ago look at the demographic trends. People like me are
with disabilities using the same pull approach. 12 part of the baby boom. There are a lot of us moving
months later all of them were still with Ikea and towards retirement. I heard a statistic recently that
these were churning jobs where the problem that at the moment there are four of us supporting every
Ikea had at the time was “every time we train pensioner. When I say “supporting” we are
somebody we lose them because they go to a shop generating growth and income, et cetera, for every
down the road”. So as much pull as you can put in one pensioner. In about 30 years’ time it is going to
we would suggest will lead to higher levels of be two to one if we do not change things, and I think
retention, and I think rates of 70 to 100% retention this economic activity issue is driven verymuch from

that supply side because, if anything, we are going toafter 12 months is considered a good performance. I
over the next 20 to 30 years always find that supplyknow you cannot get more than 100% but there are
is chasing demand.programmes that get to that level. As far as

employers are concerned, to answer your question
purely from a macro perspective, I do not believe Q16 Miss Begg: You do not think those with
that there is any widespread service to support disabilities are going to be at the bottom of the heap
employers on this issue of an employee becoming at or at the end of any list of people who are coming
risk. We did look at a pilot again in the West into these jobs or are going to be recruited into jobs?
Country at St Loyes when the Government was Mr Newman: I think there is a danger if we have a
promoting innovative schemes. There is a richness of cultural mind-set that disability is a problem, within
insight from those innovative schemes and one of the society if we have a cultural mind-set that employers
things we discovered is if you run that sort of service are the problem in terms of employing people with
you need to find out where people come from. There disabilities, and if we have a mind-set within the
were about 100 people, and a third of them came people who are responsible for policy that this really
from the Job Centres because the Job Centre said, is actually too diYcult, I think you are right, in 30
“By the way, there is this service so the person had years’ time we will not be any further on than we are
gone to the Job Centre and said, “I think my job is now. We have got to create significant changes in
at risk”; a third came from employers who knew that mind-sets at all of those three levels.
person had got either a health issue or a worsening
situation and they did not knowwhat to do; then the Q17Miss Begg: I remember Ian Charlesworth of the
final third came from individuals themselves who Shaw Trust, the last time he gave evidence to this
had not told their employer, they had been Committee, he said that the Shaw Trust were
soldiering on in the job so there was not an absence probably more successful in a tight labour market in
record but they were concerned because they could getting people into work, which is counter-intuitive,
see that their job could become at risk because of but I suspect it is because the Shaw Trust are very
that situation. So I believe if we are to look at well geared up to making people work-ready so they
retention then we need to look at those three sources become eminently employable regardless of their
of people, but it does not exist at the moment. The disability. Do you think he has a point that to get
only thing on retention and sickness absence is that people ready, employers are ready and willing to
there is a lot of common ground between employers take on people regardless of whether they have a
and government, certainly with large employers. disability or not?
Any self-respecting large employer will be looking at Mr Newman: I believe if one’s emphasis is almost
absence levels. Ask any HR Director, that is a key wholly on push and pushing people towards the
indicator because losing people oV sick was a great employment market and then letting them sink or
cost to the organisation a) because you are losing the swim that you could argue that as a consequence
skills, b) you are often having to replace them with people with disabilities, as economic cycles move,

will be disadvantaged in a worsening economictemporary staV and c) the longer they are oV the
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cycle. If you actually engage employers and get them a business breakfast aimed at getting disabled people
to work and hardly any employers turned up.to see beyond the disability, see beyond the visual

impairment, beyond the mental health condition, Normally they get 500, but they got less than 100 in
this one. Jobcentre Plus did one and the onlybeyond the wheelchair, and actually engage the

employers, you will actually break that cycle of employers that came along were the ones that are
already engaged. The DRC had one Aberdeen anddisadvantage.
hardly any employers turned up. The only ones that
turned up were already engaged. The Federation ofQ18 Miss Begg: I was really interested in what you
Small Businesses in Scotland has been very cluedsaid earlier that if you are unemployed you are
into all this, but the voluntary sector turn up, thedefined by your disability and if you are in work even
public sector turn up, and only the employers thatif you are a disabled person you are defined by your
they already know turn up. What do we have to do?job. That is an important psychology I suppose. It is
Mr Newman:What do we have to do? It is funny Inot the disability that is the problem, it is not
was talking to a—someone’s disability that is acting as a barrier to

them getting a job, it is actually something else, and
Q21 Chairman: Do we need a ConditionI was wondering what those other things are. Is it
Management Programme for employers?lack of skills? Is it lack of training? Is it lack of
MrNewman: I think you need competentDEAswhoincentive within the person themselves? Is it that
do not just—these things are far bigger barriers to getting work

than even the most severe disability?
MrNewman: I think having worked with one or two Q22 Miss Begg: —who sit on their bums in their
projects that were—my words not theirs—helping oYces.
people to switch their lights back on, making them Mr Newman: They do exist. When you talk to the
realise that they have something to oVer, is often the really successful DEAs they will be going out
first stage of the transformation for the individual. amongst those employers.When I say theDEAs, the
People have almost given up and this is not just same applies to intermediary organisations in the
people who are disabled. Long-term employment private and voluntary sectors. They go out and they
and mental health conditions often start to merge make relationships with those employers and they
together. People get so depressed they do not think are there when the employer says “I need somebody”
they will ever work. That transformation is an and then they find somebody. That is not going to
important one and there are a lot of people, I answer all the problems because theremay be certain
suspect, who have just given up and you do need skills issues that those employers are looking for that
programmes to help them switch their lights on, but you will not find perhaps in the group of disabled
unless you have got the programmes to equip them people the DEA is looking after. It is having people
and also to engage with the employers, turning their on the ground actually working with those
lights on is only going to be a temporary thing employers at their point of need, and my experience
because they will then fall back perhaps into a worse is of these sorts of employers the reason that they do
situation, “I tried but I failed.” not come to events about disability is that they do

not see that as addressing their issue; their issue is
running their business.Q19 Miss Begg: Because we heard yesterday from

the Pathways to Work people they have got
cognitive behaviour therapists. I had never heard of Q23 Miss Begg: So you need the DEAs, the job
them before and I do not think most folk in the brokers, to be knocking on their door?
Committee had. I suppose that is what they are Mr Newman: Absolutely.
doing, they are switching the lights on. You are
saying that is very important but then you need the Q24Miss Begg: Spotting job adverts and then going
training, the job readiness, and then the engagement to employers and saying, “What are you looking for
with employers; you need all of those together to to fill that job?” It has to be that intensive approach?
make it work. Mr Newman: Absolutely. The basic thing if we have
MrNewman:Youhave got to look at it as a through- not got jobs and if we have got no employers to work
put process. That sounds awfully consultancy. You with we are not going to be able to help our
have got to look at the whole process, Anne, not just individuals aswell. The other thing is if you have real
the single component. If you just start playing employers and real jobs, the motivatory impact that
aroundwith single components the big problemwith that has upon the person who is unemployed on
that is you do not understand the consequences on Incapacity Benefit is, “Hang on, this is real. This is
other aspects of system. not ‘there might be an IT job if you do this course’

or ‘there might be a call centre job’. This is a real
employer with real requirements,” and the broker orQ20 Miss Begg: But how do you get the employers

involved? I give an example from my own area in the DEA will only put people in front of that
employer who can do the job because they know ifAberdeen where we have got a real labour shortage

and employers are crying out for skilled workers. they put somebody in front of the employer or just
smother them with paper, “Here are 16 people whoThey are desperate to get people into a whole range

of jobs. And yet local providers and chambers and I have just pulled oV the database; have a look at
those”, the employer will not go back to the jobthe FSB are trying very hard to get employers

involved. The local chamber of commerce organised centre, the DEA or the broker.
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Q25 Miss Begg: As a small employer myself, I have not been able to do a proper quantitative survey of
why half the people who are still in employment whoexperience of having someone recommended to me

from a broker and we interviewed her with 20 others joined British Gas did they leave British Gas and
move to other employers, but there is someand she was streets ahead because she was already

sold to us. anecdotal evidence that says some of it is to do with,
“I am nowon the career ladder, I now can pursuemyMr Newman: And next time where will you go?
career, which is great because this is all about
capability and potential and people being able toQ26 Miss Begg: We always go to the job centre,

absolutely! Is your answer to that the answer to fulfil themselves.
Michael as well on Access to Work, that there is no
point doing the adverts or doing letters which go Q28 Miss Begg: I was going to say how do you get

over that barrier, though, especially somebody whostraight into the bin because employers think,
“Access toWork? That is nothing to do with me.” It might be very well-educated but has had a mental

health problem who is not going to accept a job thatis only when it comes to face-to-face where they are
faced with someone that they will listen to them? they see as demeaning, a call centre job, a contact

centre job, working in McDonald’s, as part of thatMr Newman: Yes, absolutely. Give a half of it to a
good broker and the other half spend it on Access to yet, or whatever, yet in fact a stress-free

environment—maybe not a call centre orWork at the point of employment.
McDonald’s they are not good examples—a job that
is to build their confidence is actually what theyQ27Miss Begg:My final question is to do with what

you are saying about retention and the quality of need, but there is a psychological barrier that this
somehow would be demeaning to them?jobs. Are people who have been on Incapacity

Benefit or are out of the labourmarket when they do Mr Newman: There are two issues here. One is the
issue with the individual. Some individuals getget a job are more loyal to that employer? Is there a

gratitude perhaps that makes the retention slightly beyond that and say, “Yes, this really is what I want
to do. I do want to stack shelves at Sainsbury’s oreasier in some respects if they have been well

matched, or is it that once they get into a job it may whatever because it gets me back.” The other side is
the employer who says that person is over-qualifiedbe quite a low level job that having got that

experience and that work experience they are then for this job, and the only way that you can deal with
that is having skilled brokers who can talk with theable to move up the organisation and move on to

higher quality jobs? employer and talk with the individual in the context
in which they are.Mr Newman: I think the matching is the most

important issue of retention. If you select people and Chairman: Mr Newman, thank you very much. It
has been a very interesting session and there isthen prepare people for particular jobs and they

match with those and they fit with the team, that is certainly plenty for us to take away. Thank you for
your time today.one of the principal reasons for retention. We have

Memorandum submitted by The Wise Group

Introduction

The Wise Group is a not-for-profit organisation dedicated to supporting unemployed people and the
economically inactive to find and sustain employment.With over 20 years’ experience of working with those
who are furthest from the labour market, we believe we are in a strong position to inform the inquiry into
the reform of incapacity benefits (IB) and Pathways to Work.

With considerably more people claiming IB than there are claiming unemployment benefits, the reform
of incapacity benefit is key to tackling the financial, social and economic exclusion faced by large numbers
of people with health issues and the economic and demographic realities that theUK economywill face over
the next 20 years. The most appropriate way to do this is through the development of employment
programmes that can provide comprehensive support and help people to move oV incapacity benefits and
into the labour market.

TheWiseGroup has a track record of developing a wide range of successful welfare to work programmes,
the best known of which is the Intermediate LabourMarket (ILM) model. The ILM helps unemployed and
economically inactive people to gain the skills and experience they need to enter the labour market, whilst
contributing to the wider regeneration of deprived areas. In providing training and work experience
opportunities, an ILM boosts the economic output of a community, assists in the economic regeneration
process and encourages community participation and improved skill levels.

Over our 22 years of operation, theWiseGroup’s approach and programmes have developed and evolved
in line with the substantial changes in the economy, labour market and amongst the unemployed
population. Since 2002, we have delivered part of the government’s NewDeal programmes and are themain
provider of New Deal for Young People and a substantial element of the Employment Zone in Glasgow.
Our Workable programme works with New Deal for Disabled People participants across Scotland and the
North East of England and has enjoyed particular success in engaging with this client group. We deliver an
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individually tailored combination of diVerent interventions including paid work experience placements,
skills development and supported employment and as a result, since 2002, we have helped over 1,500 people
to move oV incapacity benefits and into work.

The experiences of our NDDP job brokers confirm that most new claimants of IB have every intention
of returning to work. However, the longer they are claiming the further their chances of a return to the
labour market decreases. The development of further barriers to employment after this point is inevitable
and many clients will approach the prospect of returning to work with anxiety, a lack of confidence and an
erratic work history: in common with the “mainstream” unemployed. This must be taken into the account
in the development of new programmes that focus on employability—not disability.

TheWiseGroup welcomes the opportunity to inform theWork and Pensions Committees considerations
on IB reform and Pathways to Work and hope you find our comments useful. We strongly believe that, for
most disadvantaged and excluded people, finding and sustaining work is the best starting point for
improving their lives.

Executive Summary

— The Pathways to Work pilots form a strong foundation for the reform of Incapacity Benefit with
work-focussed interviews helping new IB claimants to return to work by providing clear channels
of support and a co-ordinated approach to service delivery.

— The pilots have highlighted the success of the New Deal for Disabled People programme, which
has in itself been boosted by themandatory element of the Pathways programme. Compulsion can
be an eVective tool and should be introduced for all but the most severely disabled claimants.

— Plans to introduce employment advisors into GP surgeries represent an eVective and proven
method of integrating health and employability approaches and of engaging the most diYcult to
reach clients with the labour market.

— In order to be truly eVective this model must gain the trust of its clients—this is best achieved
through the use of an intermediary delivery body, seen as distinct from statutory institutions such
as Jobcentre Plus.

— Outsourcing is an eVective means of delivering welfare to work programmes and non-
governmental organisations can play a significant role in the delivery of Pathways and other IB
related programmes.

— The not-for-profit sector is best placed to delivery this kind of activity, as a result of its focus on
beneficiary need over profit and the way in which they already actively engage with the most
disadvantaged groups.

— Established and proven models, such as the Intermediate Labour Market, can play an important
role in assisting the IB client group into employment, and should be considered as an eVective
route-way to the open labour market.

What lessons can be learned from the Pathways to Work pilots in shaping the reform of incapacity benefits?

The Pathways to Work pilots have been a pertinent addition to the available welfare to work provision
for economically inactive people with health issues and have provided a strong foundation onwhich to build
incapacity benefit reform. The recent research update on the pathways pilots has demonstrated the value of
work-focussed interviews in helping new IB claimants to return to work by providing clear channels of
support and a co-ordinated approach to service delivery.1With the support ofNewDeal forDisabled People
(NDDP) job broker services, many people who claim incapacity benefits have been encouraged to see the
benefits of work as a means by which to improve their quality of life.

The pathways to work pilots have helped to highlight the encouraging results of the NDDP programme.
Figures show that there has been 6,660 NDDP registrations within Pathways, of which 4,300 (65%) have
gone onto to successfully secure employment.2 The mandatory element of the Pathways pilot gives a
significant boost to the NDDP programme, which whilst it is delivering results, as an entirely voluntary
regime it is unlikely to reach the large numbers of inactive people currently claiming incapacity benefit.

We welcome the extension of compulsion from February 2005, to people who have been on incapacity
benefits for up to three years and we would suggest that this should precede the introduction of mandatory
participation for all but the most severely disabled claimants when reform is introduced in 2008. Findings
from the DWP’s Research Report 2593 revealed that many of the participants involved in the Pathways
pilots did not object to being asked to attend a Jobcentre Plus oYce for a work-focussed interview and often

1 Incapacity Benefit Reforms Pilots: Findings from a longitudinal panel in clients. Department ofWork and Pensions Research
Report No 259.

2 DWP Statistics—August 2005.
3 Incapacity Benefit Reforms Pilots: Findings from a longitudinal panel in clients. Department ofWork and Pensions Research
Report No 259.
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considered it to be a reasonable condition of receiving benefit. It would therefore be wrong to assume that
compulsory participation in work-focussed support will incite a hostile response from claimants; for some
people this may actually provide the impetus they need to instigate a return to the labour market.

Mandatory programmes can be helpful in terms of incentivising people who have been economically
inactive for a long time and who are demoralised, isolated or lacking in confidence. We would caution
against failing to engage existing claimants in active labour market support, as this will eVectively leave a
large proportion of the 2.7 million people on IB to “languish” on a passive benefit system.

How can healthcare professionals be further engaged in the reform of the incapacity benefits system?

Our experience suggests that further engagement of healthcare professionals should involve the creation
of amore integrated approach and a greater degree of jointworking between the employment and healthcare
services. Signifying a move in the right direction, plans to introduce employment advisers into GP surgeries
were detailed in the DWP’s Five-Year Strategy and this should encourage more eVective support for
economically inactive people with health diYculties.

As highlighted in the Five-Year Strategy,4 the Wise Group currently delivers intermediary employment
support for people with health problems in the Glasgow area. Since January 2004, the Compass project has
worked with over 60 General Practitioners to provide economically inactive patients with a joint service of
employability support and professional, health-related advice. Patients who participate in the Compass
programme receive a customised package of support based on their current level of employability, the
physical and psychological challenges they face and their aspirations for work. The project has enjoyed
particular success with 78% of clients improving their employability, 22% reducing their medication and
49% into full-time paid employment.

An independent evaluation of the Compass project found that the involvement of primary health care
professionals to be critical to its success. Beneficiaries believed that the team’s knowledge of their medical
history led to a realistic assessment of their capacity to work. For the majority of participants a positive
employability assessment from the GP convinced them to take a positive approach to the support on oVer
from the Compass team. Moreover, clients did not feel less trust towards their GP if they did not succeed.
The researchers concluded that this was because Compass acted as an intermediary between the Jobcentre
and the health service and did not attract any of the prejudice or scepticism that clientsmay have felt towards
statutory employment agencies.5

The Compassmodel requires partner organisations to be “invisible” to the client with all support branded
as “Compass”. When working with the Compass team, staV from partner organisations such as Jobcentre
Plus, presented themselves to clients as part of Compass. This was found to be extremely important, as some
clients expressed very strong views on their negative experiences of other employment initiatives and their
negative perceptions of some of the agencies involved in employability.6 We would suggest that the findings
of the Compass evaluation have implications for the government’s approach to programme development
for the IB group and would recommend that intermediary bodies, like the Wise Group be used to deliver
active labour market support.

The Compass programme has demonstrated the value of a partnership approach when working with
people with health issues. Discussions with the evaluation team illustrated that participants did not regard
Compass with the same suspicion that they felt towards statutory employment services. Compass was not
viewed as being part of “the system” in the same way as the partner agencies are often viewed and clients
continually cited the benefits of having Compass operate within the GP practice, perceiving the primary
health care team as being the last to get involved in this type of project.7

Our experiences with the Compass project would lead us to strongly recommend that the introduction of
employment advisors into GP surgeries be undertaken with the involvement of the not-for-profit sector. An
independent brand such as Compass works because it does not stimulate the same levels ofmistrust amongst
participants, as statutory agencies are liable to do.

Have the private and voluntary sectors been successfully involved in the Pathways pilots?

To date there has been limited opportunity for the private and voluntary sector to be involved in the
Pathways to Work pilots. Responsibility for Pathways delivery currently lies with Jobcentre Plus and any
involvement of other organisations has been restricted in the main to NDDP service provision. As stated
earlier, the NDDP programme has been instrumental in the success of the Pathways pilots. This suggests
that there should be greater involvement of non-statutory organisations in helping people who claim IB to
enter the labour market.

4 The Department of Work and Pensions Five-Year Strategy—Opportunities and security throughout life, page 45.
5 Compass Evaluation Final Report for NHS Glasgow.
6 ibid
7 ibid
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The outsourcing of government employment initiatives, such as the New Deal and Employment Zone,
illustrate that competition in service provision helps to create more eYcient and eVective programmes.
Outsourcing has proved to be a successful way of enhancing local control over service delivery by decreasing
the role of more centralised government bureaucracies.

However, this approach is not without its drawbacks. As private sector organisations have started to
deliver these programmes, conflicts can arise between welfare to work provision and the acquisition of
profit, with the susceptibility of the “profit motive” to supersede the needs of beneficiaries.8 We would
therefore suggest that not-for-profit organisations are the most appropriate providers of employability
support to the IB population.

Investor-owned delivery organisations are driven by the need to provide a return on investment to their
shareholders. This is not a negative in itself; in fact the desire to make a surplus can increase motivation to
perform on key targets. Although a non-profit making organisation, operating in a competitive market, the
Wise Group is driven by the same pressures of cost eYciency and the desire to make an annual surplus as
for-profit companies. The fundamental diVerence is that not-for-profits generate a financial return that aims
to ensure the long-term sustainability of socially beneficial provision and is ultimately reinvested for the
good of our beneficiaries.

The not-for-profit sector has been identified as particularly able to help those peoplewho are furthest from
the labour market and is expected to play a significant role in service provision for IB claimants after the
reform of the benefit. According to Minister for Work, Margaret Hodge, “for a lot of the inactive in the
labour market, the voluntary sector, in particular, has a strong role to play.”9 The Wise Group agree with
the Minister for Work that not-for-profit organisations are most eVective at reaching out to marginalised
groups and this is largely because they are not subject to the distraction of profit margins faced by their for-
profit counterparts.

For-profit Service Providers

There is a risk that private sector providers of welfare to work programmes face pressures in delivering
profit margins that can lead to numerous shortfalls in the delivery of welfare to work provision; and these
are primarily felt by beneficiaries.

Any organisation has an incentive to avoid delivering “unprofitable” programmes that have the potential
to become a financial burden. However, if an organisation is also expected to oVer a return on investment
to its shareholders, that incentive is magnified. There are numerous examples from theUS of the advantages
of not-for-profit organisations and the shortcomings of for-profit companies in the delivery of welfare
services.

Studies have shown that because of the nature of commercial business, for-profit providers are inclined
to work with beneficiaries from whom they have the best chance of making a profit.10 Marmor, Schlesinger
and Smithey11 found that for-profit providers of healthcare in the US tended to work with lower numbers
of people on lower income and under-insured patients who were unable to pay for care and were therefore
perceived as “unprofitable”. They report that this has meant that the success of for-profit companies may
be at the expense of the significant needs of more disadvantaged groups. We would suggest that the same
problems are likely to be encountered in the for-profit provision of welfare to work programmes in the UK,
with their being a temptation to “park” the “unprofitable” hardest to help clients in favour of those who
are closer to the labour market and therefore more likely to generate profitable job outcomes. There are
clearly economic and moral issues surrounding the idea of “writing oV” of sub-sections of the workless
population.

This is demonstrated for example by research into the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
programme in the US, which has found that for-profit companies focus their support on those people who
more “work-ready” and therefore considered to be potentially more lucrative.

The Case of TANF (Temporary Assistance for Needy Families)

The introduction of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act (PRA) in the US allowed
non-profits to deliver a greater proportion of the welfare to work provision, but it also opened the door to
large for-profit organisations to enter into the delivery of the welfare to work programme, Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF).

8 Freedman et al (2002) Uncharted Terrain: The Intersection of Privatisation and Welfare, Welfare Law Centre.
9 Financial Times—“Private agencies and voluntary groups likely to be given sickness benefit role.” 15 September 2005.
10 Marmor, Schlesinger and Smithey (1987); Gilman, M (2001); Bendick, M (1989).
11 Marmor, Schlesinger and Smithey (1987) “Nonprofit Organisations and Health Care” in The Nonprofit Sector Handbook
New Haven: Yale University Press, 221–239.
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Inherent to the corporate structure of for-profits is a need to generate a significant financial return and this
increases the incentives for profit-seeking organisations to implement cost-cutting savings. Research into the
delivery of TANF by for-profit companies has found that the desire to make a profit led to reductions in
resources and a tendency to help only those persons most easily placed into jobs.12

Furthermore, Crew and Lamothe (2003)13 used data on employment outcomes and satisfaction among
clients to compare government, for-profit, and non-profit providers of welfare services in Florida. The study
indicated that nonprofits and public agencies are more successful than for-profits in finding unsubsidised
employment for welfare clients, Studies suggest that for-profit firms have an incentive to minimise quality
of care (unless this will harm their business), minimise staV costs and minimise spending on non-profitable
activities (including particular services and client groups).14 This observation is consistent with the findings
of Bendick, who examined the eYcacy of the privatisation of publicly delivered social services within a
framework of public financing.15 He indicated that not-for-profit deliverers had a better record in providing
services in the interest of clients beyond what was precisely specified in contracts. Accordingly, where
problems are complex, such as welfare to work programmes, he recommended the privatising of
programmes to the not-for-profit sector rather than to the for-profit sector, an approach he refers to as the
“empowerment of mediating institutions”.16 On the basis of these findings the Wise Group would suggest
that the higher eYciency savings that for-profit companies are impelled tomake do have a significant impact
on the quality of service provided.

Not-for-profit organisations like the Wise Group do generate a “surplus” of revenue over costs, but we
are at liberty to use this money in ways that propagate value for public investment. This includes subsidising
programmes that whilst unprofitable, provide a social return on expenditure. This means that innovative
projects that would be ruled out by private companies purely on a cost basis can be developed by not-for-
profit organisations to the benefit of groups in need of specific support. One such programme would be the
Compass project, as detailed above. Compass has no pecuniary benefits to the Wise Group; however, the
evaluation of the project demonstrates the many other positive outcomes for people with health issues. As
a not-for-profit organisation, theWiseGroup is therefore in a position to oVer supplementary employability
support to people on incapacity benefits that for-profit companies are not motivated to do.

How can voluntary and private sector be further involved in the reform of incapacity benefits?

As stated above, we would recommend that non-statutory agencies continue to be involved in the
provision of welfare to work support for people who claim incapacity benefit. Organisations such as the
Wise Group have the experience and knowledge to deliver such programmes, and can add value to them
through the wealth of other activity that they already deliver.

In order to ensure that eVective programmes of support are in place for the increased number of
mandatory referrals that will be provoked by reform, it is important that creditable methods of intervention
are used in parallel with innovative programmes. We would recommend the expansion of Intermediate
Labour Market (ILM) to provide IB recipients with an employment continuum that facilitates their
transition from benefits into unsupported work.

“Innovative approaches for the future will need to learn from some of the cutting edge work in ILMs,
which provide pathways to work through Community based activity.” (Blunkett, 2000). The Wise Group
pioneered the Intermediate Labour Market (ILM) model in the UK and continues to operate programmes
twenty years on. Research has shown the ILM to be a valuable tool for helping the long-term unemployed
and those furthest from the labour market into employment. The success of the ILM in helping diVerent
client groups is widely acknowledged and the Government has adopted the model, which forms an integral
part of the New Deal programme.

As the main provider of New Deal for Young People in Glasgow, we have found that the ILM continues
to be a crucial form of work-based training and experience for people who have been out of work for a
significant period of time and eVectively need to bridge the gap between welfare andwork. In addition to our
NDYP clients, we currently have over one hundredNDDPparticipants gaining valuable work experience or
training on our programmes and we would argue for the further expansion of this programme to give more
IB claimants the appropriate support to find employment.

There are a number of reasons why the ILM is an appropriate intervention for the IB group and these
are detailed below.

12 Gilman, M. (2001) Legal Accountability in an Era of Privatized Welfare, 81 Cal L Rev 569.
13 Crew, R. (2003) Evaluating The EYciency Of Private Sector Organisations in Helping Welfare Beneficiaries Find
Employment. Eval Rev 2003; 27: 151–164

14 Raisa, B. (2002) Delivering Health Care Services: Public, Not-For-Profit, or Private? University of Toronto, August.
15 Bendick, M (1989) “Privatizing the Delivery of Social Welfare Service.” Privatization and the Welfare State. Princeton:
Princeton University Press.

16 ibid
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It provides “real” work in a supported environment. The ILM has shown that the best way to engage
people who are furthest from the labour market is to oVer them a wage and meaningful work. With the
added support and capacity building that is incorporated into an ILM programme, progression in terms of
soft skills development and overall employability naturally follows from participation. The emphasis is on
preparation for work but the package includes training towards a qualification, personal support, career
planning and aftercare support. For IB claimants who require a supported approach to work, the
transitional nature of the ILM is ideal because it gives participants the opportunity to “test” work and
identify what type of employment they are best suited to, any additional support they may need and
crucially, help to alleviate any fear they may have of the working environment.

It is an integrated model that targets a wide range of client groups; removing the disability label. The
overall aim of the ILM is to provide the necessary support for people who are distanced from the labour
market to help them find meaningful, paid work. Participants therefore come from diVerent backgrounds
and face various barriers to employment. As much as possible, an ILM should reflect a real work
environment, programmes are not (and should not) be developed to cater solely for one client group, such
as disabled people, but should include participants of diVerent ages, backgrounds etc.With its primary focus
on employability, the ILM therefore removes the disability label with IB claimants working in mixed teams
where the only common barrier amongst participants is their employment status. In eVect, the ILM puts all
participants on a level playing field and removes the damaging and often unmerited association between
disability and incapacity to work.

It is a flexible model that can be structured as either a demand or supply-led intervention. The flexibility
of the ILM means that it can be easily adapted to suit diVerent client groups and diVerent local labour
markets. The traditional ILM provides paid work experience and training for a period of suYcient length
to ensure that clients can make the transition from benefit to stable employment, whilst delivering work that
has other community benefits. This programme was, and continues to be, most appropriate and highly
eVective for people who have been out of work over an extended period of time, given that they often require
more intensely supported work experience in order to become job ready. Many IB claimants will need
concentrated support in order to help them find work and this model is particularly suited to this group.

The demand-led ILM intervention delivers a variety of projects in direct partnershipwith local employers,
oVering beneficiaries closer to the labour market a range of work-based learning opportunities. Unlike the
traditional ILM, work experience is provided independently of the ILMprovider, with employers providing
mentoring support to beneficiaries whilst on placement. Demand-led programmes seek to guarantee
beneficiaries interviews for employment, and are fundamental in ensuring engagement with public and
private sector employers on a sectoral basis. In addition, they tend to be shorter and therefore less expensive
than the traditional ILM. Demand-led programmes will work well for some IB clients who are keen to work
and with the correct support could quickly find employment. The further advantage of this model is that it
requires employer buy-in and therefore encourages further commitment from employers to tackle disability
discrimination in the workplace. The Wise Group currently operates the WHIGG project (Working for
Health in Greater Glasgow) which was developed in response to employment opportunities in the NHS and
aims to widen the labour market improve the diversity of the NHS workforce and improve the health of
new recruits. We have just begun the second phase of the initiative, which, having helped 95 out of the 149
trainees intowork in 2004, has been expanded andwe expect to oVer opportunities for employment this year
to 350 long-term unemployed people.

It is an added-value model with wider regeneration benefits. The ILM is an added-value model—as well
as delivering jobs and qualifications and increasing participants’ overall employability, the ILM model has
a social, economic and often a physical impact on the local area in which they operate. In providing training
and work experience opportunities, an ILM boosts the economic output of a community, assists in the
economic regeneration process, encourages community participation and improves skill levels. The eVects
of the ILM extend far beyond employment and training benefits to the positive influencing of the wider
economic, social and environmental dimensions that are deemed essential in improving the quality of life
for both individuals and communities throughout the UK.

The ILM is often criticised for being a costly intervention even though the funds needed to deliver an ILM
programme are relatively small when the results and added value of the programmes are taken into account.
As Marshall and MacFarlane argue, “compared with other initiatives for the same target group, ILM
programmes oVer equivalent or better value for money through higher job placement, durability of
employment rates and the higher incomes gained”. In order to calculate the real costs of an ILM place it is
important to consider the costs of no intervention. Researchers at Northumbria University17 suggest that
it costs an average of £10,426.44 per annum to keep somebody on Incapacity Benefit. This is calculated by
adding the average annual amount of Incapacity Benefit (£84 per week) given to one person to the annual
amount lost to the exchequer in terms of taxes and National Insurance (based on the national average full
time wage of £26,903) plus the cost of administering the Incapacity Benefit system itself:

17 Source: A feasibility study by Northumbria University of behalf of Finchdale Training College: http://
online.northumbria.ac.uk/csru/worddocs/finchale final draft.doc
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Average IB payment (£84) £4,368.00
Lost Taxes and NI payment £5,918.66
Administrative costs £139.78
Total £10,426.44

We would suggest that this is a rather conservative estimate, as it does not include the additional benefits
that many IB recipients claim such as council tax benefit, housing benefit and income support.

The average cost of a place on an ILM programme ranges is estimated to be between £7,000 and £14,000,
we would suggest that the annual cost is approximately £10,000; therefore costing less than it would for an
individual to stay on benefits for the year. As stated in the Five-Year Strategy, once a person has been on
Incapacity Benefit for 12 months, the average duration of their claim will be eight years. Therefore with no
intervention after twelve months the government can expect to spend £83,411.52 on an IB recipient. It is
clear therefore that the ILM is a highly cost-eVective means of intervention even without considering the
added value of the ILM that result from the physical and economic regeneration that ILM programmes
create.

Conclusions

The Pathways toWork pilots have signified an important early stage in the reform of IB and the creation
of awelfare towork system that enables thosemost removed from the labourmarket to access opportunities.
It is important that this model links to other examples of best practice in order to provide a comprehensive
system of support. The success of the New Deal for Disabled programme and its contribution to the
Pathways pilots must be acknowledged and the element of compulsion introduced through the pilots should
be extended to cover most IB claimants.

The Wise Group’s Compass model demonstrates that plans to introduce employment advisors into GP
surgeries are likely to be highly successful. However key to themodel’s success will be the use of intermediary
delivery organisations such as the Wise Group that provide a safe and trusted forum in which participants
can explore their employment options.

We support the idea of outsourcing for the delivery of programmes targeted at the IB client group and
would advocate that the not-for-profit sector be considered a major potential provider. Many voluntary
sector organisations have trusted and well established relationships with disabled people, and are able to
engage with the most diYcult to reach groups. The not-for-profit sector provides a high quality of service,
and are motivated to assist even the most diYcult clients, un-fettered by the limitations of the profit-motive,
that limits the lengths to which many private sector organisations are willing to go.

TheWise Group strongly supports the increased emphasis on employment as a route to improve the lives
of people living on IB.We believe that employment is the best way to move people out of poverty and social
exclusion and would welcome the opportunity to further comment on these issues in discussion with the
Work and Pensions Committee.

The Wise Group is a not for profit organisation whose key focus is helping those outside of, or
disadvantaged within, the labour market to change their lives through improving their labour market
position. We operate throughout Scotland and the North East of England.

The Wise Group is managed by a voluntary Board of Directors which consists of:

James Stretton Chairman
Former Chief Executive of Standard Life UK

Steve Inch Depute Chairman
Director of Development and Regeneration Services, Glasgow
City Council

Lord Archy Kirkwood
Carol Fletcher Director, Sale Developments Ltd
Will Hutton Chief Executive, The Work Foundation
James Coleman Councillor and Depute Leader, Glasgow City Council
Des McNulty Member of the Scottish Parliament—Clydebank and Milngavie
Brian Mellon Managing Director, Frontline Management Consultants
Polly Toynbee Journalist, The Guardian
Douglas Henderson Member of Parliament—Newcastle North
Keith Anderson Managing Director of Strategic Transactions and UK Strategy

and External AVairs Director, Scottish Power
Ron Culley Chief Executive, Scottish Enterprise Glasgow
David Nicoll Chief Executive, The Wise Group
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Contact

Policy and Research Unit:

The Wise Group is a not for profit organisation whose key focus is helping those outside of, or
disadvantaged within, the labour market to change their lives through improving their employment
position. We operate throughout Scotland and the North East of England.

David Nicoll

27 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Employment Related Services Association (ERSA)

1. About ERSA

1.1 The Employment Related Services Association (ERSA) is the new representative body for providers
of publicly funded employment programmes. It has been established to raise the profile of the provider
network with interested parties, and constructively engage with Government and other policy-makers on
issues aVecting its membership.

1.2 ERSA’s membership consists of both private companies and not-for-profit organisations, ranging
from modestly sized organisations to the largest providers in the UK.18 ERSA’s members collectively
represent a significant proportion of the sector and they receive in excess of £400millionworth of funds from
Government (predominately Jobcentre Plus contracts).

1.3 In many ways, welfare to work policy has been at the forefront of public service reform. Public policy
has created a mixed-economy with independent providers engaged to secure employment outcomes.

1.4 ERSA’s membership is integral to the delivery of welfare to work policy. They have extensive
experience of working with Incapacity Benefit claimants and the Pathways to Work programme through,
among others, New Deal for Disabled People (NDDP), Condition Management Programme (CMP),
WORKSTEP and work-based learning for adults.

1.5 ERSA is working on a joint campaign with ACEVO (the Association of Chief Executives for the
Voluntary Organisations) to promote the case for a high performing cost eVective public employment
service through significantly increased and better use of independent provision by the private and voluntary
sector, supported by a clear definition of purchaser and provider responsibilities.

2. Introduction

2.1 ERSA welcomes this timely and important inquiry from the Work and Pensions Select Committee.

2.2 ERSA strongly supports the Government’s commitment to help individuals with health related
problems move into employment. Our members’ experiences demonstrate that many individuals, given the
right support, can be moved into sustainable employment and organisations have seen first hand the impact
this support can have on even the hardest to help customer groups.

2.3 It is important to recognise there are a number of possible reasons why those on incapacity benefits
sometimes find it diYcult to return to work. The DWP Five Year Strategy reflects this, and comments, “the
support we oVer must combine employment, skills and health support.”19

2.4 “The Choices Package” that forms a central part of the Pathways provision reflects this and builds
on those provisions that are oVered to lone parents.

2.5 The Department of Health’s publication “Choosing Health” rightly calls for “wider recognition of
the positive benefits for individuals and their employers that can come from getting people back to work
when they have been oV sick.”20

2.6 The plans for the roll out of the Pathways to Work programme are a welcome sign of ongoing
commitment towards helping these vulnerable individuals. We understand that the emerging figures from
the Pathways pilots are encouraging, with double the number of incapacity benefits claimants helped into
work in Pathways areas compared with the same period last year.21

2.7 This submission will argue that the Pathways to Work pilots, while achieving some success, could
achieve even more by eVectively utilising the skills and expertise of the provider network. ERSA would
welcome the opportunity to present oral evidence to the Committee.

18 ERSA’smembers are: A4E, BreakthroughUK,DISC, EmploymentOpportunities for People withDisabilities, Fern Training
and Development, Instant Muscle, Maatwerk, Mencap, The Papworth Trust, Pecan, RBLI, Reed in Partnership, Remploy,
RNID, Seetec, Shaw Trust, Tomorrow’s People, Working Links, WTCS, YMCA Training.

19 Department for Work and Pensions—Five Year Strategy 2005. p41—paragraph 78.
20 Department of Health, White Paper 2004—Choosing Health, Making Healthy Choices Easier. P155.
21 Department for Work and Pensions—Five Year Strategy 2005. p45—paragraph 98.
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3. About Pathways toWork

3.1 It is regrettable that up until this point the “spine” of Pathways to Work (WFIs) has not been
contested. The private and voluntary sector has mainly been used through the existing New Deal for
Disabled People (NDDP) provision and to a lesser extent the Condition Management Programme (CMP).

3.2 The Pathways to Work scheme was developed to bring together and build upon the tailored advice
and support on oVer to people with health conditions and impairments to help them get back to work.

3.3 “Under the new Pathways to Work scheme most new claimants are now required to attend six Work
Focused Interviews (WFI) over the earlymonths of their claim and are oVered specialist employment advice,
NHS rehabilitation to help manage conditions and a £40 a week Return to Work Credit to make work
pay.”22

3.4 Jobcentre Plus advisers carry out WFIs, where they explore options for work-focused activity,
develop job seeking and job retention skills and encourage the customer to take up further skills support.
At the WFI stage the adviser will encourage ongoing access to appropriate available services or help
facilitate the return to work.

3.5 Many customers, after initially enrolling on the Pathways to Work programme, find they are not
eligible for the benefits on oVer, or in fact do not pursue their claim. Some will leave benefits prior to the
WFI at eight weeks, or will have the WFI deferred or waived. Those that are eligible have their first WFI
after eight weeks and then will continue contact with their adviser as they search for work or a relevant
programme to help build their skills or confidence.

3.6 Incapacity Benefit Personal Advisers (IBPAs) conduct further meetings and interview sessions with
the customers under the Pathways to Work programme at Jobcentres or occasionally through outreach.
They refer customers on to various programmes on oVer through the “Choices Package” where independent
providers become involved in the process of delivering outcomes. Referrals however by IBPAs to
programmes oVered under the Choices Package are extremely varied.23

3.7 The Choices Package includes the CMP, developed jointly between Jobcentre Plus and local NHS
providers and other existing programmes and services (NDDP Job Brokers, the Disability Employment
Adviser, WORKSTEP, Work-based learning for adults, and programmes available through the Disability
Employment Adviser, such as WorkPrep). Independent providers are involved in delivering many aspects
of these options.

3.8 The CMP is designed to help people with health conditions to return to work. The programme is run
by the NHS, working in close partnership with Jobcentre Plus. The aim is to give people the knowledge and
confidence to manage their health condition in the workplace and in everyday life. The programme includes
a series of short courses designed to help customers understand their condition or disability and help them
to learn to live with it. With increased confidence, they are able to start thinking about a return to work.

3.9 NDDP, a voluntary programme, is targeted specifically at people with disabilities and long-term
health problems claiming a disability related benefit. The characteristic feature of NDDP is the national
network of “JobBrokers,”mainly provided by private and voluntary organisations. JobBrokers help clients
find, secure and remain in paid work.

3.10 Pathways to Work has seen a much greater involvement by the NHS than ever before in working
with Jobcentre Plus to help those on incapacity benefit. CMP delivers work focused rehabilitation, advice
and guidance on topics such as pain and lifestyle management, confidence building and motivational
support for the customer to return to work.

3.11 Providers have been delivering highly successful rehabilitation courses for many years and are at
present conducting the Introductory, Graduation and specialist modules as part of CMP for customers to
overcome some of their mental as well as physical issues and conditions. The success of CMP in engaging
with the private and voluntary sector has been varied across the pilot areas however. One example where
the system seems to be working well is Essex where providers have been engaged and are working closely
with Jobcentre Plus and the NHS.

3.12 Following the initial WFI, take-up of elements of the Choices package is around 20%. There were
a total of 11,690 starts to Choices package programmes to the end of March. This is broken down as 5,660
NDDP registrations (48.45%), 4,910 CMP referrals (42%) and 1,120 other programme starts.24

22 Department for Work and Pensions—Five Year Strategy 2005. p45—paragraph 98.
23 (National Centre for Social Research : Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the Personal Adviser Role and Practices—Prepared by
DWP November 2004, p10. Although Stage Two of the research paper published in 2005 shows “there was much greater
evidence of on-going relationships between IBPAs and option providers” many providers believe that the situation is far from
satisfactory).

24 House of Commons; Written Answer no 10756—21/07/05 (Pathways to Work Performance and Analysis).
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4. The Role of the Private and Voluntary Sectors

4.1 There are many benefits that can be derived from utilising the independent sector in the delivery of
Pathways to Work (and indeed most other welfare to work programmes).

4.2 DWP research has demonstrated that NDDP job brokers had advantages over Jobcentre Plus in
being able to spend more time with people, providing a more in-depth service, working more flexibly and
being independent of government systems. There was also some support for this among Jobcentre Plus.25

4.3 Customers value working with independent agencies that can generate trust, building on the fact that
both NDDP andCMP are voluntary programmes. Rightly or wrongly, individuals are often uneasy dealing
with Jobcentre Plus oYcials. These oYcials are sometimes viewed as “agents” of the State, put in place to
judge, and determine whether or not an individual is actively seeking employment. This ultimately becomes
an additional barrier to employment. However, customers value working with “independent” agencies that
are able to generate trust and help overcome barriers to employment without appearing to be “threatening”.

4.4 Independent providers are experts at developing long-term relationships with employers. This
experience is essential to help people secure sustainable employment.

4.5 Private and voluntary sector providers can oVer specialist and expert provision and are particularly
eVective when dealing with the hardest to help. Many organisations have built up a specialist network of
staV, and importantly, knowledge, that gives them a distinct advantage when dealing with hard-to-help
customers. Each individual case is diVerent and must be treated as such. It has been found that “IBPAs
sometimes felt out of their depth with specialist customers.”26

4.6 The independent sector is flexible. Providers can oVer a targeted range of services that again meet
individual need rather than oVering a blanket approach. Private and voluntary sector organisations have
pioneered innovative programmes that have led to enhancements in delivery. It is unfortunate that the
Pathways to Work programme has not more eVectively used these skills.

4.7 It is regrettable that postponed Jobcentre Plus procurement rounds followed by spending cuts during
the course of 2005 have impacted upon the provider network. ERSA is aware of staV leaving the profession
and of some providers going out of business. The continued loss of staV and expertise will have a negative
impact on welfare to work programmes.

5. Jobcentre Plus Resources

5.1 Jobcentre Plus is under significant pressure. The Independent Review of Public Sector EYciency
carried out by Sir Peter Gershon in 2004 set theDWP an agreed eYciency target of £960million by 2007–08,
as part of the overall public sector eYciency savings that the Government wish to implement.

5.2 The 2004 Spending Review gave the Department for Work and Pensions a funding level for 2005–06
that would remain unchanged until 2008. Living within this settlement will require the Department to make
savings of 2.8% per year by the end of March 2008.

5.3 As announced in the 2004 Spending Review, the Department for Work and Pensions has plans to
reduce overall staV numbers by 30,000 by 31March 2008.27 Jobcentre Plus has agreed with the Department
that its contribution towards that overall reduction would be a headcount target for March 2008 of 65,672
Full Time Equivalent (FTE) staV. To provide some context for that figure, at the end ofMay 2005 Jobcentre
Plus employed 72,888 FTE staV.28

5.4 As the Pathways to Work programme extends to approximately one third of the country, with the
ultimate aim of a national rollout, it is appropriate to question whether Jobcentre Plus has the capacity or
capability to take on additional responsibilities. It is also appropriate to test other models of intervention.

5.5 Concern can also be expressed about the management costs for Jobcentre Plus29 and whether an
extension of Pathways to Work will add to this burden.

5.6 There are examples where Jobcentre Plus, within certain districts, conductsWFIs and also has its own
broker service. The situation that arises when advisers are given the choice of referring to an independent
provider, or to an organisation that is merely an extension of Jobcentre Plus, is clearly anticompetitive and
should cease.

25 (New Deal for Disabled People: An in-depth study of Job Broker Service Delivery, 21 June 2005).
26 National Centre for Social Research: Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the Personal Adviser Role and Practices—Prepared for
DWP November 2004—p9.

27 The 20004 Gershon Review also deals with the matter of workforce reductions and calls for a gross reduction in civil service
posts of 40,000 by 2008.
Releasing resources to the front line—Independent review of public sector eYciency—Sir Peter Gershon, CBE July 2004.
Table 4.2.

28 House of Commons; Written Answer no 7306—30/06/05.
29 DWP, Departmental Report 2004, table 7.
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5.7 The DWP research papers investigating the role of IBPAs demonstrate that capacity issues and
workload for staV are areas of real concern. Longer-serving IBPAs often said, “their caseload increased over
time from around 30 to 50–60 customers and in some areas more.”

5.8 “There was evidence in some of the pilot areas that staV capacity and accommodation issues were
already stretching scarce resources.”30 If this trend continues, it will impact on outcomes.

6. The Future Rollout of Pathways toWork

6.1 Pathways to Work is scheduled to roll out to the 30 Local Authority Districts with the highest
concentration of incapacity benefits claimants by October 2006. The next phase of programmes rolling out
is inOctober 2005, followed byMarch 2006, andOctober 2006. Anticipated expenditure is forecast at £165.8
million in 2008–09.31 It has been noted that it is the Government’s intention to roll out the programme
nationally although funding has not yet been made available for this purpose. ERSA would be greatly
concerned if any funding for future expansion was at the expense of existing funds for welfare to work
programmes with a demonstrable track record of performance.

6.2 ERSA welcomes the DWP’s Five Year Strategy, which states “the voluntary and private sector have
a crucial role in the delivery of Pathways. As the programme rolls out we will want to keep this role under
review ensuring that where diVerent kinds of provision oVer clients advantages it is fully utilised.”32

6.3 There are four principles to the Prime Minister’s approach to public service reform: standards,
devolution and delegation, flexibility and expanding choice. “Alternative providers can help drive up
performance across the service as a whole, even when the individual citizen does not gain a wider choice.
Widening the market to create more suppliers of public services (contestability) can improve the quality of
management and value for money.”33

6.4 However, the Pathways to Work pilots while utilising the private and voluntary sector through the
pre-existing NDDP provision, and to a much more limited extent through CMP, have not tested the
eVectiveness of alternative providers in administering all of the Pathways elements.

6.5 Emerging figures are encouraging; however, data is not yet available on the cost per individual
moving into work34 and the evaluation of the programme is not yet complete. Crucially, alternative
approaches have not been tried to establish whether employment outcomes and value for money could be
further enhanced. ERSA would recommend, as a matter of public policy, that a range of providers and
approaches be tested during the pilot stages of welfare to work programmes. ERSA would be willing to
participate in any such study that compares equivalent costs and outcomes and suggests public policy is
evidence-led. Experience suggests that providers would be able to deliver an eVective service with reduced
management costs.

6.6 In a time of tight budgetary control, and reductions in Jobcentre Plus staV numbers, the introduction
of further contestability for Pathways to Work would lead to eYciency savings and enhanced performance
that would benefit customers and Government alike.

6.7 Independent providers have consistently demonstrated that when new or expanded programmes have
been introduced they have been able to increase capacity to meet the requirements of Government.

7. Recommendations

7.1 ERSA’s members look forward to the publication of the DWP’s Green Paper on Incapacity Benefit
Reform. With the right support many of the 2.8 million claiming incapacity benefits could be helped back
into the labour market.

7.2 The private and voluntary sector has both the capacity and capability to deliver complex employment
support programmes on behalf of government. The successful delivery of programmes such as the various
New Deals, Workstep, Work Preparation, Employment Zones and Progress to Work has been dependent
upon the diverse provider network. There are also many examples of eVective programmes that are not
currently funded by Jobcentre Plus that have been developed by the independent sector.

7.3 The provider network has invested considerably in its capacity and has proven flexibility and speed
of response, combined with innovative solutions that are essential to helping individuals claiming incapacity
benefits. Providers have extensive, specialist first hand experience in dealing with all of the elements of the
Pathways programme, including NDDP and CMP.

7.4 The reform of incapacity benefits is a significant opportunity to utilise the strengths of the
independent sector and to constructively engage with this client group. We hope that the Green Paper will
recognise this and we look forward to commenting on it in due course.

30 DWP Research Report No 278—Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the Personal Adviser role and practices: Stage Two—p2.
31 House of Commons; Written Answer no 215286—09/02/05.
32 DWP Five Year Strategy 2005. p47, paragraph 102.
33 Source: Reforming our public services—Principles into practice, March 2002. p24.
34 House of Commons; Written Answer no 14394—12/09/05.
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7.5 The extension of Pathways to Work should now be used to test alternative models so as to establish
whether employment outcomes and value for money could be further enhanced. Separating all aspects of
Pathways to Work from the process of administering benefits is both a desirable and feasible objective and
this approach should be piloted in a number of local authority districts whenPathways toWork is expanded.
Competition could also be introduced between providers in any district if this approach were followed.
These pilots should be in place for the completion of the roll out in October 2006.

7.6 The provider network has the experience and capacity to conductWFIs. Private and voluntary sector
providers already conduct interviews where they have the responsibility to recommend sanctions should a
client not engage. ERSA members recognise in conducting WFIs, they would have to take on a similar
responsibility. Providers believe Pathways toWork could bemore eVective if Jobcentre Plus levied sanctions
more consistently than it has to date.

7.7 The functions of the IBPA, including drawing up mandatory action plans, can also be performed by
providers and is an extension to the WFI role. Day-to-day support is central to helping individuals back to
work and the independent nature of the advice oVered by providers helps customers build trust and
overcome barriers.

7.8 Most independent job brokers have more extensive contacts and relationships with employers than
many IBPAs. This ultimately leads to a more eVective service for the customer and a quicker placement into
employment. The introduction of contestability for this function should also be tested with the extension of
Pathways to Work.

7.9 Primary Care Trusts should be left in no doubt about the benefits of using the private and voluntary
sector to deliver CMP.

7.10 Government should not underestimate the benefits that could be gained by DWP if Pathways to
Work provision were further opened up to contestability. For example, when the contested Employment
Zone programme was evaluated it was found to be performing at a significantly higher level than Jobcentre
Plus run New Deal programmes in similar districts.35

There are significant eYciency gains to be made through the elimination of duplication and utilising the
expertise of members’ organisations’ staV. This in turn will contribute to increasing outcomes amongst this
hard-to-help group.

7.11 Whilst the emerging data from Pathways to Work is encouraging, reform of the programme could
increase outcomes and achieve greater value for money.

7.12 ERSA would welcome the opportunity to present oral evidence to the Committee.

Rory Scanlan

4 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Shaw Trust

Introduction

Shaw Trust is a national charity and a company registered by guarantee. Our vision is that every disabled
and disadvantaged person should have the opportunity to work.We are the largest provider of employment
opportunities for disabled people within the UK; during the last year we assisted more than 7,500 people to
find and keep employment, during this year we expect to at least double this performance and we are on
course to do so. The only thing that is holding us back is the lack of opportunities presented by the current
funding arrangements for both Workstep and the New Deal for Disabled People; we have more clients
waiting to use our services than we are able to support.

Questions and Comments

Reforms to Incapacity Benefits

1. What lessons can be learned from the Pathways to Work pilots in shaping the direction of the reform of
incapacity benefits?

1.1 Since their inception in October 2003, IB Pathways to Work pilots have helped many sick and
disabled people change their attitudes about how they perceive their conditions and have assisted them into
employment. Over the years many lessons have been learned from experience and the DWP has moved
forward in its policy planning to take these lessons into account. It is a massive undertaking to change a
nation’s attitude, policies and systems to change the culture and perceptions surrounding Incapacity Benefit
and the DWP is to be congratulated on what it has achieved to date. It is also to be congratulated for
continually reaching out for advice on how Pathways should be improved.

35 National Centre for Social Research—Evaluation of Employment Zones: Report on a Cohort Survey of Long-Term
Unemployed People in the Zones and a Matched Set of Comparisons, National Centre for Social Research, DWP Report
176, 2003.
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1.2 The Pathways to Work pilots and the New Deal for Disabled People Job Broking service have both
shown that there is an enthusiasm and appetite for work amongst those who are claiming incapacity benefits.
Shaw Trust, as a provider of the latter, has marketed its services direct to potential clients through a variety
of means, including TV advertising. The response has demonstrated that there are large numbers of people
on long term benefits who were simply waiting for the right type of support to be oVered to them. Anecdotal
evidence from clients suggests that they are more likely to engage with Voluntary Sector providers than
Jobcentre Plus staV in discussions about returning to work. Actual evidence from Jobcentre Plus evaluation:
summary of evidence states that Jobcentre Plus Personal Advisors “tended not to challenge clients’ self-
assessed barriers to finding work, especially for those with more severe disabilities”. StaVwithin Shaw Trust
have demonstrated a commitment to pro-actively work with clients to ensure that all options which enable
people to move into work are properly explored.

1.3 The combination of these factors suggests there would be merit in introducing a Private/Voluntary
Sector Pathways to Work Programme to measure against the present Jobcentre Plus in-house provision, to
see if these hurdles can be overcome and performance improved.

1.4 The introduction of tax credits does appear to have ensured that people moving fromwelfare to work
are slightly better oV in employment. However, the transition from benefits to work is still a big step for
people to take. Any reform of incapacity benefits needs to encourage clients to take steps into employment
without feeling that their benefits are vulnerable. We would suggest that clients who are working with a
Personal Adviser should receive a time-limited dispensation to work and claim which goes beyond the
current restrictive Permitted Work process. The £20 disregard on Permitted Work has not kept pace with
improvements in the minimum wage. We would suggest that Permitted Work should be limited by the
number of hours rather than a financial ceiling. We would suggest that up to eight hours a week for a
maximum of six months should be permitted, for clients engaging with the Pathways to Work programme.

2. What are the implications of DWP’s proposals for the New Structure of Incapacity Benefits? Do they
address the complications inherent in the existing incapacity benefits system? Is a dual benefit the right
approach? Could it be Improved?

2.1 At the time ofwritingwe are still awaiting for the detail of theDWP’s proposals for incapacity benefits
reform. However, we believe that reform needs to ensure the following:

— A decent level of income for those whose sickness or disability prevents them from working.

— A sensible method for distinguishing between those who are required to work (the current JSA
claimants) and those whose health condition or disability means that; they will require additional
support in order to find and keep work, that they are unable to continue within their current line
of employment or that they may need to reduce the number of hours they are able to work. This
method should replace the current Personal Capability Assessment and could perhaps be referred
to as an Employability Assessment.

3. Will the reforms help to improve work Incentives for sick and disabled people?

3.1 Shaw Trust sees no evidence that people stay on incapacity benefits because of financial incentives;
our clients tell us that they have stayed on these benefits, often for years, because they lacked the confidence
and ability to make a return to employment. Rather than falling into the trap of believing that increased
financial payments to long term incapacity benefit claimants are a significant part of the problem, the
reforms must focus instead on ensuring that claimants with health problems and disabilities are kept
connected to the labour market, preferably from the time when they first take long term sickness absence
from work but certainly from the first moment when a claim for benefit is made.

3.2 Such an approach requires the reforms to include a greater investment in programmeswhich facilitate
an individual’s return to work, such as the Pathways to Work service. We would also recommend that the
eYcacy of this service is tested by extending the range of those delivering it beyond the current in-house
Jobcentre Plus service. A focus on active client engagement from the outset is, we believe, the best way to
reduce the numbers of long term benefits claimants.

4. Is it possible to distinguish between those who are able to return to work and those who cannot?

4.1 Any attempt to assess those who are able to return to work and those who cannot, will provide
significant challenges. One can say with some certainty that the impact of the current Personal Capability
Assessment, due to its continuing link with incapacity benefits, is to fix in the minds of both claimant and
Jobcentre Plus staV that some evidence of inability to work should be demonstrated.

4.2 The problem is further compounded by the fact that physical and mental fitness is not a requirement
in any but a small minority of jobs. There is no evidence we know of that indicates a sliding scale of ability
to work in relation to such fitness. A medical assessment has little to oVer in determining an individual’s
ability to return to work, though it does have more validity in determining the additional costs that are
incurred as a result of certain disabilities.
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4.3 It is tempting to say that individual’s themselves are the best judges of whether or not they are able
to work but it is our experience that this depends on when such a question is asked. A person who is out of
work and suVering from depression or anxiety, for example, may believe that they are not capable of
sustaining employment. However, with the right preparation, support and guidance it is possible to enable
that person to find and keep employment; once in work their confidence is renewed and their view of
themselves is changed.

4.4 It is Shaw Trust’s view that attempting to determine those who are able to work is unhelpful; people
who have extremely debilitating conditions are able to work providing there is alignment between their
skills, aptitude, their workplace and the support available to them. The decision about whether someone
can or cannot work is ultimately a decision that each person makes for his or herself.

4.5 Rather than attempting to measure this complex set of individual variables we would rather a revised
process distinguished between those whom it expected to actively seek work and those with additional
requirements to whom DWP is prepared to oVer both additional financial support and support in their
eVorts to find and keep work. Those who have medical evidence of a health condition or disability would
fall into the latter category. We would expect all claimants in the former category to provide demonstrable
evidence of how they are actively seeking work and those in the latter category to engage with a Personal
Adviser in order to assess what actions are required in order to facilitate a return to work. This process
should allow, as it does now, for people to take no further action if both they and the Personal Adviser agree
that a return to work is unachievable.

5. What are the implications of the reforms on levels of fraud and error?

5.1 Shaw Trust is not best placed to comment on the impact of reforms on levels of fraud or error.

6. Will the reforms address the main areas of concern with the current system?

6.1 We believe the suggestionswe havemadewill address concerns about the distance between incapacity
benefits claimants and the labourmarket.However, we are aware that there are a range of technical concerns
about the structure of benefits which others are better placed to comment upon.

The Future Rollout of Pathways toWork

7. How successful have the Pathways to Work pilots been? Does the current design need adapting for
national rollout?

7.1 The general consensus is that the Pathways to Work pilots are successful though it is has been hard
to disentangle job outcomes claimed for Pathways from those achieved by the already in situ Job Broking
providers. Nevertheless there is little to take issue with in the Pathways model as it stands. The main
adaptation we would like to see in preparation for the national roll out of Pathways to Work would be the
opportunity for organisations from the Voluntary and Private Sectors to become involved in its’ delivery.
We believe that the introduction of new players as deliverer’s of the Pathways to Work service will oVer the
opportunity to test both the eYcacy of diVerent approaches and the impact that diVerent organisations have
on the success of the programme.

8. What are the implications of a Rollout of Pathways on a new system of incapacity benefits?

8.1 The involvement of new players in the delivery of Pathways will enable Jobcentre Plus to speed up its’
rollout andmake a significant impact on the number of people who are able to return to the labourmarket. It
is hard at present to access information on the cost-eVectiveness of the Pathways service; our own research
into our current Job Broking service suggests that there is a positive impact for the Treasury within the first
12 months for each client who returns to work. It appears to be self-evident that significantly fewer
incapacity benefits recipients should allow for enhanced payments to the smaller numbers of those who
remain on long term benefits and for the funding of the Pathways programme.At the same time there should
eventually be a net reduction in expenditure in this area.

8.2 It is our belief that there are also significant opportunities for Jobcentre Plus to achieve greater
administrative eYciencies when managing its relationship with external contractors and such eYciencies
would oVer further opportunities for cost reduction. We would be happy to share our thoughts on this
subject with the Committee if required.
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The Experience of Sick and Disabled People

9. Including: the experience of those who have taken part in diVerent aspects of the Pathways to Work pilots;
barriers in accessing support oVered through Pathways; awareness of the support available; and views on
further reform

9.1 Shaw Trust has not conducted any research into disabled people’s experience of the Pathways to
Work pilot areas.

10. Are people with diVerent disabilities and health conditions, in both pilot and non-pilot areas, given
appropriate support by Jobcentre Plus? Is there a tendency to help those perceived as closer to the labour
market?

10.1 In relation to the first part of the question, anecdotal evidence from some of our clients suggests that
Jobcentre Plus staV have, in the past at least, encouraged them to remain on benefits rather than to seek
work. It is our belief that such advice was well-meaning and given in recognition that receipt of incapacity
benefits would be preferable to a return to JSA. It may also indicate that general Jobcentre staV may lack
the confidence to discuss work with people with disabilities and health conditions.

10.2 Shaw Trust has no direct experience which suggests that second question is the case. Shaw Trust’s
own clients volunteer to participate in our JobBroking programme, either in response to our ownmarketing
or after referral from Jobcentre Plus.We currently therefore tend to workwith those whomake contact with
us; the choice to contact us does not necessarily reflect close proximity to the labour market. Our clients on
the Job Broking service need a range of diVerent levels of support depending on their work- readiness; they
are not an homogenous group.

4.3 However, Shaw Trust staVwho have previously worked as DEAs within Job Centres, provide
anecdotal information regarding decision making processes within Jobcentres which are driven by
the target culture and which encourage staV to work with clients who are perceived to be closer to
the labour market. Within the context of a massive potential client base and limited resources,
theremaywell be an argument for Jobcentres focussing first on those clients who find the transition
to work easiest.

11. How will the reforms help those who are not able, or not yet ready, to work?

11.1 By enabling them to participate in a programme which provides them with the appropriate support
to find and keep employment.

Support for Sick and Disabled People toMove Back intoWork

12. Can the reformed systems support those with variable and manageable medical conditions, or those who
are able to work part-time? are those with mental health diYculties adequately supported?

12.1 As outlined in our answer to question 4, it is essential that the Pathways to Work programme is
suYciently flexible to accommodate people with a variety of diVerent support needs.

12.2 In terms of the possible changes to incapacity benefits, we have suggested that any new benefit
should be suYciently flexible to encourage claimants to try out work on a part-time basis. Our particular
preference is for the rules for permitted work to be changed in order to allow a maximum of eight hours
work per week, for a maximum of six months and with the agreement of the Personal Adviser. This would
be an improvement on the current restrictiveness of the £20 disregard and would be a more useful incentive
in allowing people to test out their skills within the workplace

13. Does the Condition Management Programme provide the right level of support?

13.1 Not at present. TheConditionManagement Programme relies too heavily on limitedNHS resources
and not enough on the Voluntary and Private Sectors which can provide a fuller roll-out of the programme
through an integrated, holistic version of that service, including strategic alliances and specialised
programmes of condition management.

13.2 Shaw Trust has a model for Condition Management which it has been developing over the past two
years. We would be pleased to share detail of this service with the Select Committee and with the DWP.
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Involvement of Healthcare Professionals

14. Has pathways successfully worked with healthcare professionals, including GPs, particularly in
rehabilitation initiatives such as the condition management programme? How can healthcare professionals be
further engaged in the reform of the incapacity benefits system?

14.1 There is clearly a long way to go in engaging healthcare professionals in preventing those who
develop a health condition or disability from becoming totally disconnected from the world of work. The
process of obtaining a medical certificate is largely one of absolutes; one is either well enough to work, in
which case no certificate is issued, or not well enough to work, in which case a certificate is provided which
authorises the complete cessation ofwork. It is possible for individual’s to obtain certificateswhich authorise
a partial return to work but individual’s need to engage with their doctor in a very pro-active way in order
to gain such a certificate.

14.2 It is easy to focus on GP’s because of their role in signing medical certificates; and much research
does just that, including the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit report “Able to Work”. This report concludes
that there is strong evidence to suggest GPs often sign patients oV from work, without fully considering the
longer term implications. It goes on to recommend that Jobcentre Plus and its providers should work with
GPs to ensure they are able to signpost patients on to locally available employment support, so that GPs
are able to eVectively encourage patients back to work.

14.3 However, the reality of the GPs role is that they have an allocated 10 minutes to identify the needs
of each patient, the current process does not necessarily allow for a sophisticated analysis of the interaction
between an individual and their employment. Whilst there is a good argument for ensuring that GPs have
relevant information about the range of services available to those who are becoming disconnected from
work due to ill-health or disability, it would be more useful to focus attention on the importance of
Occupational Health professionals. Large commercial employers already tend to invest in Occupational
Health services; the areas of significant weakness in this area appear to be the Public Sector and small/
medium sized enterprises. The former should be actively encouraged to improve the impact of its OH
provision; the latter may be encouraged but may also require tangible support from government in order
to ensure that employees who are at risk of losing their job through ill-health or disability are given every
assistance to stay in work.

14.4 The key diVerence between large employers and small businesses in this area is that people who
become ill or disabled require either significant adjustments to their employment or a diVerent type of work
altogether. A move to a diVerent type of job is possible in a large company, it is often not possible in a small
business and the diVerent jobmay need to be in a diVerent company. Such employment can only be identified
and supported with the intervention of an external agency and this is a service that could be provided as part
of an extended Pathways to Work provision.

Jobcentre Plus Resources

15. Is Jobcentre Plus suYciently resourced to deliver the Pathways pilots, both in terms of staYng and
finances? Are they equipped to deal with a reform programme for Incapacity Benefit?

15.1 It is our view that Jobcentre Plus is not suYciently resourced in either regard. There appears to be
a shortage of staV within Jobcentre Plus with the necessary expertise to act as Personal Advisers within the
Pathways programme. Jobcentre Plus finances have been a major source of concern within the New Deal
for Disabled People Job Broking programme for some time now. We are experiencing an extraordinary
situation whereby the only thing that is preventing increased numbers of clients on incapacity benefits from
making the transition fromwelfare to work is the low level of funding of this programme. Research suggests
that NDDP has the lowest proportional spending of the New Deals and the highest proportional job
outcomes. It is indisputable that the largest single group of people who are disconnected from the labour
market is incapacity benefits clients. Yet the overwhelming evidence in support of faster and greater
investment in enabling this group to move from welfare to work has not yet has not yet been matched by a
corresponding shift in priorities by Jobcentre Plus.

15.2 It is our view that the framework of the Pathways to Work service is the right way to engage with
incapacity benefits clients and should facilitate large numbers of them moving from welfare to work.
However, it is also our belief that this will only be achieved if Jobcentre Plus is, firstly, prepared to focus a
greater proportion of its resources into working with this client group and secondly, to work with a much
wider range of partners who have demonstrable skills in enabling disabled people to find and keep work.

15.3 We know there are organisations in the Voluntary and Private sectors who are ready, willing and
able to run the Pathways to Work service; we look to Jobcentre Plus to be prepared to share that
responsibility with us.
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16. What has been the eVect of the DWP EYciencies Agenda?

16.1 Shaw Trust is not best placed to answer this question in so far as any changes currently being made
within Jobcentre Plus in relation to Pathways toWork.However, it is our estimate that 25%of our resources
within NDDP Job Broking are spent on programme administration, caused by Jobcentre Plus contract
management requirements. We have made a number of suggestions to Jobcentre Plus about how we could
reduce administrative costs and increase client facing activity. We await their response.

Existing Employment Initiatives

17. What has been the eVect of the Pathways Pilots on Existing Programmes and Support, such as the New
Deal for Disabled People and Work-Based Learning for Adults?

17.1 In our view it is still too early to judge the impact and there are significant diVerences between
diVerent Pathways pilot areas. It is hard for us to separate out outcomes that we would have achieved
through NDDP and those which are being claimed as Pathways outcomes. DiVerent Pathways areas have
approached the business of working with the existing network of providers in diVerent ways. Shaw Trust is
still gathering evidence in this area.

18. How do personal advisers work in collaboration with other jobcentre plus staV such as disability
employment advisers and with job brokers?

18.1 We cannot comment on the relationship between Personal Advisers and other Job Broking staV.
The relationship with Job Brokers varies from one Pathways area to another, ranging from positive and
beneficial in one area to less eVective in other areas where Pathways is still finding its feet. Shaw Trust is still
gathering evidence in this area.

The Role of the Private and Voluntary Sectors

19. Have the private and voluntary sectors been successfully involved in the Pathways pilots? How can they be
further involved in the reform of incapacity benefits?

19.1 Private and voluntary sectors have been successfully involved in the Pathways pilots, in so far as
these pilots have overlapped with pre-existing New Deal for Disabled People Job Broking services. It is
entirely possible for a voluntary and community sector organisationwith a proven track record of providing
a broad spectrumof specialised services to run the greater part of Pathways service provision, with Jobcentre
Plus providing the role of benefits provision and customer referral.

19.2 We believe that there is great merit in providers other than Jobcentre Plus being involved in the
delivery of the initial Work Focussed Interviews. This is for a number of reasons, firstly that it is our
contention, as stated in response to question 1, that the incapacity benefits clients will more readily engage
with organisations outside of government when discussing the potential for them to return to work. Also
that Voluntary and Private Sector organisations are more prepared to challenge clients assumptions about
their own work readiness.

19.3 A wider range of delivers of this first stage of Pathways will provide competition within this
marketplace. Such competition oVers a good opportunity to benchmark performance between providers
and then to improve that performance. It will also provide an opportunity to speed up the roll out of the
Pathways service as the resources of a wide range of organisations will be brought into play.

19.4 There is also great capacity within the voluntary and private sectors to provide a huge range of
services within the Choices package, including as examples:

— Basic Skills Training.

— ESOL.

— Condition Management:

— Counselling, and

— Pain Management.

— Confidence Building:

— Intensive, and

— Fast Track/GOALS.

— Vocational Training.

— Social Firm Employment.

— Work Tasters.
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— Job Search Training:
— CV Writing,
— Application Forms, and
— Interview Skills.

— Job Search Support:
— Basic/Fast Track,
— Intensive including Job Matching and Finding, and
— In work benefit calculations once opportunity identified.

— Adjustments:
— Ergonomics, and
— Adaptive Technology.

— Permitted Work.

— Self Employment Advice.

— Ongoing Employment Support as Appropriate.

19.5 We believe that the best service for clients will be oVered by having small teams of experts in each
area involved in that service delivery.

Local LabourMarkets

20. What type of jobs are participants of Pathways moving into? Are they receiving appropriate in-work
support to enhance job retention?

20.1 We cannot answer on the types of jobs that participants or Pathways are moving into; however our
relevant experience of our Job Broking service suggests that our clients are moving into and remaining
within meaningful employment. We are currently achieving a job retention rate of 64%. We are constantly
reviewing our in-work support to continue to enhance this performance.

20.2 In terms of the types of jobs; again, we cannot answer for Pathways but our JobBroking clientsmove
into a whole range of employment opportunities, including self-employment. The type of jobs our clients
seek are chosen by themselves; it is our job to help turn their aspirations into reality.

21. Are local labour markets able to provide the jobs needed?

21.1 We have yet to see evidence that local labour markets are unable to provide the jobs needed; indeed
there is continuing evidence of labour market shortages in a number of areas. We have also noted, through
our years of delivering Job broking, that a number of clients move from benefits into self-employment,
tailoring their working lives to suit their own needs.

22. What is the experience of employers?

22.1 Shaw Trust has 23 years’ experience of working with employers who provide employment
opportunities for disabled people and our experience is overwhelmingly positive. Shaw Trust is also a
substantial employer in its own right; we employ over 1,180 members of staV and 18% have a disability or
long-term health problem. We employ disabled people at all levels within our own company; 14% of our
Managers have declared a disability or health problem. Our target is to ensure that we employ a
representative proportion of disabled people; one in five of the working age population is disabled so we are
aiming to achieve an employment rate of at least 20%, equally represented in staV and management grades.

22.2 The proportion of disabled people working within Shaw Trust has increased significantly over the
last five years; at the same time as we have become increasingly involved in delivering target driven, outcome
funded services. We believe Shaw Trust oVers a good case study for the employment of disabled people
within a competitive and pressurised working environment.

22.3 We are constantly monitoring our activity in this area but at present we guarantee job interviews to
all disabled people who meet the essential criteria contained within a job specification; we have a good
knowledge of the range of aids and adaptations available to facilitate employment for disabled people so
we are able to be pro-active in any discussions with Jobcentre Plus regarding anyAccess toWork equipment
that is required. We have created a flexible working environment which is able to accommodate a whole
variety of diVerent people’s needs. We focus on identifying the right person for the job and then on making
sure that the working environment is such that they are able to make their contribution. There is no doubt
that having a greater proportion of disabled people in our workforce has added great value to the services
we provide and we are keen to improve things still further.

Catherine A’Bear

3 October 2005
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Witnesses: Mr Chris Melvin, Deputy Chair, and Mr Matthew Lester, Director, Employment Related
Services Association; Mr Keith Faulkner CBE, Managing Director, Working Links; Ms Abigail Howard,
Head of Policy andResearch,Wise Group; andMr Ian Charlesworth,ManagingDirector, ShawTrust, gave
evidence.

Q29 Chairman: Good morning everybody, and months in most of the areas. So we are funding that.
thank you for joining us here in Derby, particularly Now for the first time during this last month under
Ian who seems to be following me around the the new contracting regime with Tony Perceval we
country. I do not know if there is something behind are beginning to see some chinks of light dawning in
that! Would you like to briefly introduce yourselves. Jobcentre Plus and some movement on that, but it
Mr Faulkner: Keith Faulkner, Managing Director has been a hell of a long time.We are still going to be
of Working Links. faced with we can only achieve up to our maximum
Ms Howard: Abigail Howard, Head of Policy and contract value overall, but instead of it being on five
Research at the Wise Group. contracts it is on one contract, which will help.
Mr Melvin: Chris Melvin, Managing Director of However, we could do 10 times as much and I say
Reed in Partnership and Deputy Chair of the that confidently. Jobs are not a problem, we can get
Employment Related Services Association. jobs for people, but the support is not there and
Mr Lester: Matthew Lester, Director of everything is stacked against any deliverer of
Employment at the Papworth Trust andChair of the Pathways, Broking, or whatever because of the silo
IB sub-group of the Employment Related Services eVect of the programmes. For instance, if you want
Association. to get access—
Mr Charlesworth: Ian Charlesworth, Managing
Director of the Shaw Trust and a member of ERSA.

Q32 Chairman: Ian, you were supposed to be brief. I
want to bring everybody else in. It is not amanifesto.Q30 Chairman: Two hats?
Mr Charlesworth: Just let me pick up the Access toMr Charlesworth: Always!
Work point. If you want to use Access to Work as
a broker you have got to go back to Jobcentre Plus.

Q31 Chairman: Thank you. You have all been Despite the fact you have done all the interface with
broadly supportive of the Pathways to Work the employee and all the interface with the employer,
approach. Can I ask you if you will each briefly you have to go back to Jobcentre Plus, and if
summarise what you think are the good and bad somebody is on leave or oV sick it can take 8 weeks
parts of the pilots, perhaps starting with Ian? or 10weeks or 12weeks to get a decision.Meanwhile
Mr Charlesworth: The good part of the pilots is that the person has started in the job without whatever
we are getting to more people who are out of work. was needed throughAccess toWork, andwhat valueThat is the very best thing about them. The other is that referral back adding? We know the client, wepluses are that there is a linking of programmes for

know the employer, and we know what is needed. Itonce, rather than having silo-driven programmes
is about trust. That is just one example. What I amthat force people down a route, the Choices
saying is expand Pathways into all theseprogramme oVers a wider variety by including
programmes, use the people who can form the linkscondition management and training and job grants
with all the diVerent sectors—health, education,and work trials as well as reference to brokers and so
social services, the voluntary sector, specialists suchon. What is wrong with the programme, in my
as the Dyslexia Institute, RNIB, and that is us fromopinion, is that it is far too narrow even now and
the private and voluntary sector who are doing that,that really we want to get away from these labels
running the brokering programmes and the 60-oddsuch as Pathways, NDDP, WORKSTEP, Work
contracts we have with social services and healthPreparation, Access to Work and so on and roll
trusts. Let us free to get on and help people intothem into a new programme that enables the broker
employment because we can do it and save theto provide the right support and the right help to
Government money. I brought some reports whichindividuals as and when they need it. It even needs to
I want to leave with you showing that every time westart further back than that, in our view, in schools
put somebody into work we are saving thebecause we have got the appalling situation whereby
Government between £500 and £2,500 per annum.just over 6% of people with special educational needs

move into employment following education, so we What is the problem in providing more resource to
need to be back into schools. At the other end I have help us do it?
heard you questioning about retention, there is a lot
of work that needs doing in terms of retention. There

Q33 Chairman: Is there anything left to say?are some problems with all the programmes in that
Mr Lester: Can I just follow that. From an ERSAthe cash limiting of programmesmeans that the scale
perspective we agree with a lot of what Ian is saying.of resource that is going to be needed in the future
In terms of what works, Pathways toWork providescontinues to grow because the numbers grow. I was
early intervention and we think that is going tolistening intently to what Paul Newman said in
address some of the longer term mental healthanswer to Anne’s questions about jobs and whether
issues. The earlier you get in the better. In terms ofit is easy to get jobs. At the moment we are funding
what does not work, we do not feel there is aas the Shaw Trust £2 million-worth of job
suYcient involvement of the private and voluntaryregistrations and sustained job outcomes under the
sector in developing and piloting those areas. We doNew Deal for the Disabled programme because we

have exceeded all our targets at the end of eight not see there is suYcient involvement going forward.
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There is a huge amount of expertise in this sector and ways I am making the same argument as Ian was
making earlier. We should be using broadly basedthat was not used properly to develop those pilots

and we think that is an opportunity missed. programmes like Employment Zones that allow us
to integrate all of the facilities available for theMr Melvin: I think picking up on Matthew’s point,
benefit of all forms of disadvantage and decide case-if this was contested so there was a range of
by-case whether the particular elements of theprovision from the public, the voluntary and the
present Pathways to Work programme to supportprivate sector, the results could be so much better
someone with disability are relevant to thebecause really, picking up on what Anne was

questioning around how you turn the lights on, individual. We are not spending our money well by
diVerent organisations can engage people in allocating money in small chunks to dozens of
diVerent ways. If there is a monopoly provider in diVerent programmes. The second part of the
whichever sector that is in there are going to be integration is the way that Pathways to Work is
individuals who are on Incapacity Benefit that are being delivered is being chopped up into tiny pieces,
not engaged by that provider. So I think choice is which is again destroying its eVectiveness. Having
quite important in Pathways. I think the other thing the initial assessment made by Jobcentre Plus rather
that ERSA believes is that if you had a number of than referring the individual directly to the people
providers it is quite possible it could be delivered who are then going to design a back-to-work
more cost-eVectively because not all of the people programme and more seriously having a separate
who are going through Pathways need all of the contract for the after care element within the
things that are available to them. Some of them Pathways to Work is a complete nonsense. I think
could probably find work with a fairly light touch everyone on this table knows that once you have
intervention; others will need significantly more built a relationship, which is the key thing with
support in order to get into work. helping to get an individual into work, you have to
Ms Howard: I would agree with a lot of what the see it all the way through. Despite the fact most of
previous speakers have said. I think the introduction our programmes are only funded to support people
of Pathways has introduced a clearer channel for 13 weeks after they enter work, we are still
towards work and a co-ordinated approach, which supporting the majority of them out of our own
is a good first step, but I agree with Ian there is a lot profits for a further 12months or 24months inmany
more that could be done to make it a lot more cases because we know that is what establishes real
eYcient by bringing together diVerent aspects of sustainability. If you introduce a new partnership at
provision in a coherent way. There is a lot of light the point where the work connection has already
touch intervention and I think for some clients that been made, the individual does not trust them, the
is great; for other clients we need more in-depth and employer does not trust them, and that service does
longer-term support. not understand the basis on which the job deal has
Mr Faulkner: If I return to your original question of been made with the employer, it is damaging the
what is good and what is bad about Pathways, I eVectiveness of the programme. So I think the
think on the plus side, trying to avoid repetition of fundamentals are a good programme but
my colleagues, it demonstrates yet again the implementation could be substantially improved
eVectiveness of a properly designed end-to-end with very good results.
programme—and there have been many others in Chairman: Thank you for that. I think we can all see
other areas like the Employment Zones, like the how passionately committed you are to this but we
Action Teams—where when you sit down and work do need a little bit of brevity in future answers to try
with an individual and provide a complete service, and get through everything. Harry?
you can get results, you can move people back into
work. In this particular programme the Condition

Q34 Harry Cohen: The figures I have seen show thatManagement Programme and the After Care
only about 21% of new claimants in the PathwaysProgramme are very positive features. They have
areas are choosing to go on the Pathwaysalready in diVerent forms been used in other
programme. That is quite a low percentage. Why doprogrammes in the past and been shown to work. I
you think that is and what can be done to encouragethink there are two closely related downsides to this
wider participation both new and existingprogramme that have seriously inhibited its success.
claimants?These really are both about integration. First, yet

again, we have a programme directed at nominally a Mr Charlesworth:We argued last time I came to the
Select Committee that the linking of possible benefitvery specific group, people with disability. The fact

is that for many of the people on Incapacity Benefit withdrawal with somebody being asked to look for
work would not work and I still argue the samethe disability itself is not the primary barrier to

work, and other issues need to be dealt with, as Paul because the problem is that an individual coming in
is coming in largely to defend his or her benefitwas saying in his initial presentation, and in other

contracts such as Action Teams and Working position rather than think positively about work,
and that is the diVerence between NDDP where weNeighbourhood Pilots, which are other programmes

we run, many of those people do have a disability as have a very small drop-out rate because the person
has come in voluntarily. We market it to them andtheir primary barrier to work and some of them are

registered, some are not. I think it is a mistake to they come voluntarily. There is a very small drop-
out rate. There is also the question of trust again.have these sharply focused programmes. In some
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Using Jobcentre Plus to provide the initial work- will not be supportive, and it is that concern that
once I come oV benefits will I be able to restore myfocused interview only heightens that awareness of

the link with benefit. We would argue that using present situation? Better not to take the risk when
your confidence is already low.private voluntary sector providers, certainly as well

as Jobcentre Plus, would give you some idea as to Chairman: Sorry, we do need to try and keepmaking
progress.whether we are right and it would be interesting to

see whether we are as good as we also say and that
the rates would be higher. We believe they would. Q37 Harry Cohen:Can I just follow up on this point
MrFaulkner: I think the other element of that is how because again I hear this point saying this concern
you make contact with the individual in the first about the link with benefits, but I have to say—and
place. I do agree entirely with what Ian has said. I am not a fan of it from my political stance—that
Community-based programmes that are more politically whichever parties are around that is going
broadly based allow you to access people not, as Ian to stay, the point about if people do not look for
has said, to deal with benefits but to deal with how work or are not seen to be looking because that is
you address people in communities. A very quick deemed to be an incentive in other ways perhaps, so
example, we run a programme called Job Match in it is going to stay. In the political fact of it being
Blaenau Gwent in the Welsh Valleys. It has no likely to stay how do you get people on to Pathways?
categorisation of who can enter that workforce MrMelvin: I think the people on this table would all
programme. The local authority does not bar agree with the responsibility for people to try and
anyone from entering. In fact about one in four do make themselves better and engage in society and if
have a disability. The reason we make such good they can work, work. We probably all agree with
contact and have a much higher engagement rate is that. Where we are coming from is that it does not
because we are engaging them within a community necessarily have to be provided directly by the state.
programme which is relevant and is taken to them in Jobcentre Plus has done very well to get 21% to
a place where they feel comfortable. As Ian has said, engage but the other 79%, the people around the
the moment you walk through the doors at the Job table, people working out there in Derbyshire and
Centre you are already beginning to lose the battle. other parts of the country they can get to those

people because they are working in small
community groups. We run a programme in theQ35 Harry Cohen: I heard that point about the link
Gorbals where we go to tower blocks, knock onwith benefits but ERSA did make the point that
doors, get people to come down and have a cup ofmany people who initially enrolled on Pathways to
coVee with us. It is a wide range of approaches. It isWork do drop out because they find they are not
not just one monopoly state approach that iseligible for the benefits that they thought they were
required to get 100% of people through any door. Itentitled to.
does not matter which door so long as that doorMr Charlesworth: They get sign-posted on to other
leads to looking for a job, engagement withbenefits.
employers and working.
Mr Charlesworth: 40% of our referrals in London

Q36 Harry Cohen: You are saying they are actually come from TV advertising.
moved oV Pathways to Work? Ms Howard: We have had similar success going
Mr Charlesworth: They are signed on to some other through GPs’ surgeries. People are willing to engage
benefit like JSA. because they have trust in their GP that they are not
Mr Lester: I think there is also a serious fear issue going to push them into something they are not
which cannot be understated. When providers ready for.
actively advertise and go out and try and find people
who are on benefit and we say, “We are oVering a

Q38 Harry Cohen: So we have got to encourageservice to help you findwork,” we get a huge number
these other ways of entering?of people who say they will not engage with
Mr Charlesworth: Requiring somebody to come forJobcentre Plus simply because of the fear of losing
an interview, we are not against that, it is the waytheir benefit. They want to work but they do not
you do it.want people to start talking about it because of the

fear of losing their benefit. That is this trust issue. It
pollutes the whole relationship in those interviews Q39 Natascha Engel: I wanted to ask questions

specifically around the Choices package. We heardbecause it changes the emphasis and people are
potentially at risk of losing their benefits. Whatever yesterday a lot of stuV about the Derbyshire

Pathways to Work pilot and some very positivethe evidence might be and the well-intentioned
motivation of people in the Job Centre, it is a factor things. What is your view of the Condition

Management Programme? That is something thatthat you have to convince people of on Incapacity
Benefit. we heard a lot about and the kind of successes that

they were getting. We were interested to see whatMr Faulkner: We need to be clear about how that
works because many of these people are very your views were of it and how successful you think

it has been and whether it could be improved?nervous of going back into employment particularly
where there are mental health issues. Part of the fear Mr Lester:We think it seems to be a good idea. We

think the jury is still out on how eVective that isis that they will manage for four or five months but
then either the condition will worsen, the employer within the Pathways areas. Is it the fact you have got
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more New Deal for Disabled People places in those Mr Charlesworth: Can I just make one point. As we
sit here today we have got condition managementareas that gives the higher outcomes or is it the fact

you have got ConditionManagement Programmes? and Pathways in most of the provision that we
provide. However, we have health trusts up andFrankly, we do not know. We can see from our

involvement, speaking with my Papworth hat on, in down Britain moving resources out of condition
management for mental health clients andtheConditionManagement Programme in Essex the

tangible eVects when you start talking positively to employment programmes for mental health clients
into acute cases. That is aVecting contracts forpeople about work, particularly people with mental

health issues. Some people very quickly respond employment provided locally all over the country.
because they realise they are not alone, it is as simple
as that. That is that client group but there is a wide Q41 Natascha Engel: Have you got a sense of this
range of client groups and whether condition NewDeal forDisabled People job brokers especially
management is appropriate for all of them is still a in the Derbyshire area and Pathways to Work, and
question to be resolved. are you in a position to judge whether movement
Mr Charlesworth: Virtually everybody uses some into work is because of the New Deal for Disabled
form of condition management in their provision People or whether it is because of Pathways?
under the direction of a whole team of psychologists Mr Charlesworth: We operate in three Pathways
as in the case of work direction. We have used areas. There is no diVerence in our filling rates
occupational psychologists and we have a full between the Pathways and our other areas. Sources
condition management scheme with pain of referral tend to be higher from Jobcentre Plus in
management in Wales. We also use Goals, which is the Pathways area and we do not have to find as
an adaptation of the Pacific Institute motivational many of our own clients, that is true.
programme for managers, because lack of
confidence is the common factor amongst most Q42 Natascha Engel: No diVerence betweenpeople, so you need to do some work on that. What Pathways areas and non-Pathways areas?we would say is there is a whole series of diVerent Mr Charlesworth: Remember, we have alreadymodels and they ought to be tested out, not just one exceeded our contracts in most areas so we are fillingmodel with the NHS. jobs over and above the contract.

Mr Lester: Our experience has been identical. We
work in Essex and all that has changed is we have aQ40 Natascha Engel: Can I ask the Wise Group
higher proportion of referrals coming fromparticularly about your Compass project and how
Jobcentre Plus largely as a result of work-focusedthat is diVerent from what is provided by
interviews. That is the only diVerence. Thereafter itJobcentre Plus?
is just the same just with more places.Ms Howard: My knowledge of Jobcentre Plus is
Mr Melvin: I think within the Pathways andacademic, I have not been involved so I might get
condition management, that is replicated in many ofthings wrong. In terms of Compass what we do is we
the programmes that are running in the private andlook at health and employment in one package. We
voluntary sector so it not something particularlyhave one team of employment consultants who case
new within the Jobcentre Plus oVer, and in thatmanage the individuals with the help of the
respect it is something to be welcomed. I think theoccupational therapists who work on the Compass
issue really is around capacity and lots of thepart of that, but it is not the whole focus on health it
deliverers of the New Deal for Disabled People,is all the other barriers to employment, it is an
particularly those who are doing very well, have hitholistic approach.Healthmight not be the only issue
the capacity of their contracts. Some, includingin somebody getting into work. The case manager
Shaw Trust, are saying we can fund it through ourwill work with the occupational therapist to get the
charitable fund-raising provision but others,whole picture. We are based in GPs’ surgeries and
particularly if they are commercial companies, willagain it is back to that issue of trust and the fact that
be saying well once the Government has said to mepeople involved in Compass see us as having their
do 1,000 and after that we are not going to pay you,health and all the issues facing them against
how can I then run that part of my business? Reallyemployment and their best interests at heart rather
the opening up of those contracts and capping themthan trying to get them oV benefits into any old job.
would lead to a real rise in performance, additionalThat is the key diVerence I suppose.
people engaging on those programmes, many moreMr Faulkner: The only thing that I would add is to
of them going into work.pick up your point earlier about whether we need a

Condition Management Programme for employers,
and in fact we do because our experience says that as Q43 Natascha Engel: Apart from that, in the whole
issues arise at work that are health-related, yes, the Choices package, which is exactly whatwe have been
individual needs some support and to recognise how talking about, what kind of gaps do you see that you
they can manage their condition but often the would think need filling, looking at it more
employer has to be engaged in that as well. That is specifically? Do you think that there should be more
why the after care is so important. Sometimes it is opportunities for disabled people to take part in
the employer who raises the concern rather than the training courses and voluntary work and that kind
individual. There has got to be a route for them to of thing, or do you think that work should be the

primary focus?have good professional advice and support as well.
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MsHoward: I personally think there should bemore 13 weeks, six months or a year. It is really for the
client and provider to find a way to get thatopportunities for a range of diVerent client options.
individual into work rather than for some otherThose on IB are not a homogenous group so the
organisation to say, “You are going to be doingoptions available to them should not be
this,” or “This is what we are oVering; you cannot dohomogenous either. Our paper highlighted the
that.” You can bring in a whole range ofintermediate labour market (ILM) as a potential
intermediate markets, training opportunities, workmodel for people for whom work is not an
experience to bear on the individual if that isimmediate option. They can get work experience,
appropriate for them.they can get confidence building, they can refresh or

gain for the first time (because many of our clients
have never worked) skills and work experience and Q44Natascha Engel: I do know the answer to this so
then move into work. Work first is a good approach it is a yes or no. Do you think the in-work support
but not for absolutely everybody. once people do go into work is good and long
Mr Lester: That has been exactly our experience as enough?
well. The Choices package is fine for a certain client Mr Charlesworth: No.
group but they are not usually going to be the people Natascha Engel: How did I know you were going to
with access to Pathways toWork which is a diVerent say that!
client group altogether. There are other client Chairman: Anne Begg?
groups which only receive services funded from
social services. These are all people for whom Q45Miss Begg: Can I tease out some of the answers
employment is a viable option. They always get you gave to Harry about work-focused interviews.
forgotten because we are only talking about quick, Can I take it from what you said that mandatory
easy fixes, the cheapest to get intowork.And in truth interviews or compulsion in itself is not a problem.
that is one criterion. The answer as to what works is Mandatory interviews can be helpful in terms of
as much joined up as possible. The more you put it incentivising people. It is which threshold they are
in the control of one organisationwho has the choice crossing. If they are crossing the threshold of
of that the more flexibility you have for that Jobcentre Plus they are already suspicious, they
organisation to deliver whatever is appropriate for want to protect their benefits. We heard a lot about
that individual, because it is going to be diVerent for that yesterday. Protecting their benefits becomes the
every single person. be-all-and-end-all so they are not well disposed to
Mr Charlesworth: Using a range of providers; not looking for work. However, if there is compulsion
doing it all yourself; bringing in those specialists to and things are mandatory then there has to be a
do it properly. It needs to be much wider. Some consequence if they do not come. Are you ready to
people take five years to move into work. They need do the sanctioning of benefits?
a whole series of steps along the way. It is having the MrCharlesworth:Wewould be ready to abide by the
right intervention at the right time when the person same rules that everybody else has and leave it to the
is ready for it and will accept it that is important. adjudication team working on whatever evidence is
Sometimes that can be doing something about provided by those doing thework-focused interview.
dyslexia. 10% of clients have got dyslexia and it is a Mr Melvin: There are already instances where
major barrier. It might be doing something about voluntary and private sector providers are making
family problems or housing problems. Quite often referrals to decision-making appeals, so the Wise
you do not make the right intervention. It could be Group in Glasgow, ourselves in Glasgow, and
basic skills, confidence building and vocational Keith’s organisation also in Glasgow where we run
skills. The trouble with Pathways, as Matthew says, Employment Zones. It is a mandatory programme,
is it is a bit of a quick fix. It does not accept there are people have to engage with them, we are paying their
all these stages for many people to go through, benefits for a 26-week period or until they find a job.
particularly with mental health issues. Somebody If they are not engaging it is our responsibility to put
might refer to the fact that their medication has not together a case for decision making and appeals to
worked today. Somebody might need to go in and then decide whether they have breached their benefit
out of work. There are all sorts of things that need regulations. We are not doing the sanctioning there.

It is decision making and appeals. All we are doingchanging with the benefits system. You need to be
is providing that body with the evidence that theyable to oVer the full range of interventions. I could
require in order to make their decision.not agree more with Matthew, instead of it being

driven down into these programmes let us look at the
person and be clearly focused. Q46 Miss Begg: But the problem is that Jobcentre
Mr Melvin: ERSA’s point of view on this is really Plus is tainted because they are the ones making the
that the choice should lie with the client, the decision, but if you are involved in that are you not
customer, the person on Incapacity Benefit to eventually as time goes on going to end up with the
choose an organisation and then what that same taint that Jobcentre Plus has got?
organisation and individual client agrees to should MrMelvin: I think the diVerence is that we have the
be the programme that then takes them forward into opportunity and we have the capacity and we have
work. The organisation working with the customer the freedom to agree with the individual what is right
should be paid when they achieve some milestones, for them, so it is a joint agreement on what is going

to move those individuals forward, and I think thatone of which would be whether a job is retained for
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is much more motivational for the individual rather NDDP in 14 locations but we are not a specialist in
this area, so we will then go to partners to help usthan being told that they are oV to this place or that

job, or whatever it is. It does not work in all cases so provide the right solution that is appropriate. The
best example I can give you is right here inDerby. Aswe do make some referrals to decision-making

appeals but in the main because we can bring to bear many of youmay be aware, there is theRoyal School
for the Deaf here and there is an unusually highawide range of interventions to help individuals they

are more trusting of us. number of profoundly deaf people in Derby. In that
case, we do have our own specialist consultant, with
a level two sign language capability, and we haveQ47Miss Begg: I am just wondering if what you are
built an in-house ability where it is relevant, but it isproposing that instead of benefits and the
very important only to introduce that when you areemployment service coming together in one agency
certain that is an important part of the solution. Incalled Jobcentre Plus, we should separate the two oV

70% of cases it is not.again with Jobcentre Plus going back to being a
benefits agency and the employment services should
all come to you anyway, and there should not be a Q49 Miss Begg: Can I look on to the idea of IB

reform. Is there anything in the way that IB isstate-run thing? Is that a fair summation of how you
would like things to develop? structured as a benefit at the moment that is

mitigating against all of the things that you areMrFaulkner:No.We have not said there should not
be a state-run employment service. What we have trying to do, particularly in the Pathways area but

not just Pathways? Are there flaws in the way that IBsaid is if Jobcentre Plus are going to be a provider
along with the voluntary and private sector they is structured as a benefit?

Mr Charlesworth: It is all about flexibility, in myshould not be the purchaser as well. Some of us who
have experienced that in other places will know the view, and there is not enough of it. I can give you one

case example from Wiltshire that happened not tooidea of Chinese walls and all that is laughable.
long ago of a former nurse who had an accident and
broke her back and had been oV work for two yearsQ48Miss Begg:Okay. Very quickly, when you have
who came to us. We got her on to a return-to-got work-focused interviews, and I know you are a
nursing programme and the Benefits Agencyrange of diVerent organisations, do you have
stopped her benefit immediately. She was having toadvisers with diVerent specialties for the diVerent
pay some £1,800 for the course, could not completedisabilities or do you think the disability is almost
the course, is back on IB. I do not know whether itirrelevant and it is looking at the person? Does it
is the benefits structure or the insensitivity withneed a diVerent approach for mental health and the
which it is handled, but we did go back to theother big one is the blind?My local Blind Society say
adjudication oYcer who said she had followed it bythat they get no help at all from anybody whether it
the book. It cannot be right when we have got thatis Jobcentre Plus or whether it is any of you lot, they
kind of nonsense happening up and down theare just forgotten completely.
country.Mr Lester: I think that goes to some degree to what

Keith said earlier. It depends on who the client
group are. If the impairment is not the most Q50Miss Begg:Can I ask about one of the groups of

people who are falling through the net as I perceivesignificant reason they are not at work, then you can
have a generic-type programme, which is the kind of it which are those who have been on IB, have gone

through the personal capability test, do not score thething Keith was talking about earlier. If the
impairment is a significant barrier to work or they 15, they score nine or whatever. They are then oV IB,

they have to go and sign on for JSA but particularlyperceive it to be—and there is a very important point
there about self-perception, then you need some if they have got mental health problems they say, “I

am not fit to work and I would be lying if I were tospecialist help to deal with that. From our point of
view as a provider (with my provider hat on again) sign that.” I have had a number through my door.

Therefore they are then on Income Support and theywe have some specialists to deal with some areas of
learning diYculty in particular but we have other get nothing, there is no help or anything. Is that quite

a large group and is that something where really it isgeneric advisers who help deal with people
generically because impairment is the lesser issue not just IB we need to reform because perhaps they

are not ill enough to get through the gateway into IB,and it is self-confidence and all those other issues you
identified earlier that are barriers to work. that is probably true, but it is a perception they have,

and they are not getting help to get the work that IBMr Faulkner: I feel very strongly on this one. The
starting point for us has to be building a relationship claimants are.

Mr Melvin: There is in many parts of the country awith the individual and the conversation does not
start oV with what the disability might be just group of people who are either on Income Support

or indeed on no benefit whatsoever who are at riskbecause they have come to NDDP. It talks about
them, their environment, their family their house, as of not being engaged and being helped into work. If

you look at worklessness figures, in some of the areasIan has said, all of these things. At the end of that we
have to come to a decision as to what is appropriate. where we have the lowest level of economically

active adults, the JSA, Income Support and IBWe are a partnership-based organisation and that is
why we work closely with other people on this table figures do not add up to the gap between those who

are working and the total adult population becauseand elsewhere. We are a general provider. We hold
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there are a lot of people who are on no benefits. The has worked with somebody over a period of time it
Department’s area-based initiatives, things like can make a much more sensible decision about
action teams and ethnic minority outreach, which whether it is relevant to place them on a benefit that
are designed to pick these things up need to be delivers security but maybe discourages entry to
encouraged. I think there is a risk with the current work. They are a very small group and I think
cuts that many of the 904 most deprived wards will making early decisions about that is a mistake. I
see that kind of provision, which is very much think we should have a general programme that
community based and picks up lots of people who allows us to work across the board. Whether it is
are not on the traditional benefits, being lost and Jobcentre Plus or external providers they have to
those most deprived communities slipping further engage in the assessment programme and provide
back from our ambition of an 80% working feedback that allows that decision to be made, but
population. further down the road.

Ms Howard:Many people’s conditions change and
Q51 Miss Begg: In any reform to IB would it be fluctuate over time. They might be in one category
possible, and we do not know what is in the Green in one year and another category in another. I worry
Paper, to do two diVerent types of benefits for those about the flexibility between them.
who will never work again and those who will Mr Lester: The minute you say somebody cannot
possibly work again? Is that a path to go down or is work you will almost certainly succeed, and that is a
that a false distinction? The blind or somebody like real problem. The diYculty is if you develop an
me would be in the exempt category. I am too expectation that therewill be some support for them,
disabled to even be invited in. But possibly if you you have to make sure it is there. There are huge
start making those kind of distinctions of somebody groups of those who are further from work for
who cannot walk, et cetera, is that the right way to whom there is very little support available, and that
go? is the diYculty.
Mr Charlesworth: The danger is it is going back to a
medical model disability and I do not think anybody

Q54 Mr Dunne: Can I take you back to some of theon this table would agree with that. I know your
criticisms you have been making about JobcentreChairman listened to Mansell Aylwood, the former
Plus and work-focused interviews. ERSA, in yourChief Medical OYcer, saying that 80% of those on
written submission you refer to Jobcentre Plus staVIB have common health problems that all of us in
being seen as agents of the state. That is quite anthis room have but it is other things that mean they

cannot handle those common health problems and aggressive statement. You might want to comment
there is no medical solution and that it is a on that. How if your organisations were to take on
biographical, psychological, social solution that is the role of work-focused interview would you not be
needed. All of us here would agree with that. The perceived in the same way?
danger with that kind of labelling “you will never Mr Melvin: I think the diVerence really is around
work”/“you might work” is that we are back to the choice, so if in Derby you have six organisations,
medical model and letting doctors make decisions including Jobcentre Plus, on this table represented
about people’s futures. Mansell is right (and he is so you have to do a work-focused interview but you
speaking as a doctor) that doctors do not have any can choose where you go for your work-focused
way of helping 80% of the people on Incapacity interview, youmight think the ShawTrust with their
Benefit and the best way is to get them in a job. Do long experience of working with disabled people is
not forget the Royal College of Psychiatrists in their exactly right for you as a disabled person.Youmight
report two years ago said that the best way to help think Reed who have their roots in recruitment
somebody improve their mental health is to get them agency have particularly good employers and you
a job. are ready to go to work now. You are going to make

decisions based on where you think you will get the
Q52 Miss Begg: All the concentration and all the best support. You might think it is Jobcentre Plus.
press and the Green Paper and everything is on IB You might want the security of the state to deliver
which is a very specific benefit for a very specific your work-focused interview. In that respect I think
group of people but in fact there are all these other all organisations would be able to do a better job.
people sitting around on no benefits or on We would get more than the 21% in. It would
Jobseekers? probably improve Jobcentre Plus services because
Mr Charlesworth: Or locked up in day care. people will be there because they have chosen to go

there. I am sure a lot would choose to go there. Our
Q53 Miss Begg: So should we be looking at an out- view is about giving the individual the choice to
of-work benefit as opposed to making these make where the work-focused interview is and then
distinctions? Would that help if we are looking at the organisations who have those contracts deliver it
reforming the benefits system? to an agreed standard and specification.
Mr Faulkner: I think it would help a great deal. I
think it argues for making decisions about people’s

Q55 Mr Dunne: Would that require a common ITfutures much further down the line rather than on
platform in order to cope with all of the variablethese assessment programmes that try and do it by a

score chart right at the start. Once an organisation issues?
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Mr Melvin: There is a common IT platform at the specialists who we would use if we needed to use a
moment but only Jobcentre Plus have access to it. So benefit specialist. We all do better oV in work
I do not think that is a particular barrier. It is about calculations. We would argue and have argued
opening up the resources that are brought to bear on today that what is really needed is a much more
this issue to a broader range of providers. client-focused process than we currently have, not a
Mr Charlesworth: Having spent years trying to client-focused process that concentrates on our
persuade Jobcentre Plus to talk to us about a needs but one that is much more client-focused on
common platform and common systems and their needs.
processes with little success, I have to say that again Mr Lester: It is also important to put it in context.
just recently there are signs of a change. They are The work-focused interview and benefit is a minor
talking to us about changes and what is sensible and part of that discussion. A bigger part of the
they are talking to us about systems and processes discussion is about the individual and getting that
and about IT systems, so there is hope on the individual into work. That is what takes up most of
horizon. the time and that is where most of the expertise

should be.
Q56Michael Jabez Foster: Just to follow that in, you
say that at least you should be one of the options.

Q59 Mr Dunne: Could you highlight how you areWhat do you know about benefits? You do not have
remunerated then for these contracts?that sort of expertise across the board, do you, or the
Mr Charlesworth: Registrations is a very small part,access to other agents and so on? Your main job is
jobs; equal payment for a job; and a sustained jobnot that.
after 13 weeks (although we need to actually helpMr Melvin: Our main job is not that but in my own
sustain for 26 weeks).organisation we do a lot of work with single parents

and for every single one of them we do a better oV

in work calculation for them. That is the basis of the Q60 Mr Dunne: So it is unrelated to the type of job?
compact we agree with them to help them move It is the job which scores one and then you get a
forward. So we are not experts in benefits but then I payment per job?
would argue that many of the Jobcentre Plus people Mr Charlesworth: Yes.
who are delivering the NDDP programme through
their in-house brokers are not experts on benefits.

Q61 Mr Dunne: Thank you. Your organisations are
all relatively substantial, you are operating in multi-Q57 Michael Jabez Foster: But they go alongside
locations. Could such services be replicated forthem, they have would parallel interviews?
smaller voluntary organisations? I think WorkingMr Melvin: Yes.
Links has made some comments on this in itsMr Faulkner: But so do we. We work very closely
submission.with Jobcentre Plus so we have virtually the same
Mr Faulkner: I think the relationship between thelevel of access to expertise as if we were sitting in the
larger and smaller organisations is absolutelyoYce alongside them, as indeed we do from time to
crucial. It is one of the things that ERSA (of whichtime, so I do not think there is a distinction.
we are also members incidentally) are very much
engaged in because there is an ability to makeQ58 Michael Jabez Foster: Do you not need an
contact at a community level, there is often specialistincentive as well? You have an incentive to make
knowledge of particular conditions, not just healthmoney out of this and fair enough, that is good, that
conditions but other conditions as well, which isis what you are there for, but the Jobcentre Plus
invaluable in finding solutions. Any sensiblepeople do not have that. Are you not going to be
organisation will develop a network of thosefocused, albeit unintentionally, on a particular
partnerships to allow those organisations to engageoutcome whereas Jobcentre Plus will be more
but to diminish the risk and indeed the hugeobjective?
investment that is often involved in entering intoMr Melvin: I think we are all focused on the same
formal contracts directly with Jobcentre Plus or anyoutcome which is to get the individuals into long-
other government department. We do not need toterm sustainable jobs. Some of us on this table will
adjust that process. We need to make sure the morewant to make a surplus because they are charities
substantial companies here actively engage andand they need to ensure that they are financially
contracts should take into consideration the degreerobust. Others on the table want to make a profit
of partnership engagement to allow that networkbecause they are owned by shareholders. I think
locally to flourish. That should be part of our jointthose two things are positive because it focuses the
responsibility, in my view.organisations on ensuring services are delivered to
Mr Lester: To put it in context, at the Papworththe highest quality.
Trust we spend only about £3 million worth ofMr Charlesworth: I am not sure I really understand
revenue a year on employment programmes andwhere you are coming from with that question
compared to some ofmy colleagues around the tablebecause all of us use IBIS, the better oV in work
we are a small fraction and we are voluntary sector,calculation tool, which is the same as Jobcentre Plus
but we have a common view on all these pointswill use. We have on-line access and we use it in the

same way. If we need them we have benefit because they are common to us.
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Q62 Mr Dunne: Picking up on Michael’s point, to Mr Charlesworth: The impact on us if we had not
funded the additional £2 million is we would havethe Wise Group, in your submissions you were
had to pull out of a number of areas after montharguing that the private sector should not be
seven, but we did not because we have made up theengaged in delivering employment programmes for
diVerence and they are now showingmore flexibility.the disabled. Would you like to explain why?
I do not know how any smaller contractor copes.WeMs Howard: I think that might be a stronger point
helped people into 15,000 jobs this year and we arethan I wished to make. I think a mixed provider
the largest job broker. I do not know how smallermarket is a good thing and the involvement of
contractors will cope. The real problem is when youthe private sector probably increases outputs
have got pilots and then you have got another onebecause competition naturally has that eVect. When
year extension and another one year extension, ifyou are working with particularly disadvantaged
you are recruiting the best staV—and we always giveindividuals, and this is a subsection of the IB client
everybody permanent contracts because you cannotgroup in the voluntary sector, because of
attract people on that kind of basis saying to them,operational necessity rather than a major goal, you
“You are here next year but we will not know untilhave a stronger interest in working with the harder
about a month before what is going to happen theto reach and can invest more money back into that
year after,” because it is not going to work. It is poorgroup. I think the case that was made earlier about
contracting and gives poor value for money becausethe NDDP and how the voluntary sector go beyond
obviously we reflect that uncertainty in the price,contracts and reinvest into that demonstrates that.
just to add to the bureaucracy. The problems withBut I would not say it should just be the voluntary
the bureaucracy have been unbelievable. Withsector.
concentration on inputs and FAM audits that go
way beyond anything the compact ever dreamt of on
outcome-funded contracts. I am glad to report thatQ63 Natascha Engel: Just a very quick one on
following some intervention by theMinister recentlyJobcentre Plus resources and procurements. It has
they are changing their tune on that at last, which Ibeen quite widely reported about the problems of
think is a good sign because it has been nonsense.Jobcentre Plus procurement rounds especially this
The requirement for us to get an employer and threeyear, with some employers going out of business.
signed wage slips to justify the sustained job meantWhat impact has this had upon services to disabled
that we are putting a real problem in front of thepeople and particularly those services in the
employer and the individual, and often thePathways to Work areas, in your experience?
individual does not want us to do that because thisMr Lester: In the Pathways areas I would say the
is an invasion of their privacy , to get this evidencemain impact has been on the consequence of any
to do what? It does not prove anything because thetracking of the New Deal or extension of the New
evidence could be faked. Yet Jobcentre Plus haveDeal for Disabled People. The biggest procurement
access to the benefits system and if they could getissues have been in non-Pathways areas and they
their IT working the tax and benefit systems wouldhave been in services for disadvantaged rather than
be able to find out whether we have sustained thatdisabled clients. There have been some dreadful
job a lot easier and would save the 20% it costs us tostories and I am sure Chris and Keith can speak far
provide the evidence could be spent on gettingbetter than me on that. There are issues in terms of
people intowork.Hopefully they aremoving on thatprocurement. There seems to be this wonderful
next year.perception that you can turn on and oV supply.

Supply is not something you can just turn on and oV.
You can turn it oV really quickly but turning it on Q64 Harry Cohen: You said earlier that you could
takes several months and huge cost. That is the domore on your existing contracts both in Pathways
simple message really and it needs to be a proper, areas and outside Pathways areas. That is in a way a
planned, long term considered basis; it is short term deepening but what you propose is a widening, that
and rushed. they will extend the Pathways to Work areas to
Mr Melvin: We are all very conscious of the cover a third of the districts by March 2008. In that
pressures that Jobcentre Plus are under currently context do you think suYcient resources have been
and they have a settlement which says they have got allocated to do that widening?
to lose jobs and they have got to save money. Our Mr Lester: No.
role, we believe, is to try and help them do that, but Mr Charlesworth: Absolutely no and the
they could spend their money so much more programme you have not even mentioned today,
eYciently. There is this whole plethora of little none of us has, isWORKSTEP,which is still amajor
programmes, split into small areas across a variety programme for people with disabilities. I have
of client groups when essentially we are doing pretty brought you some figures which I will leave you. We
much a similar thing for each individual which is have a waiting list of 614 and by the DWP’s own
agreeing what is best with them. I think the sort of research figures there are 160,000 people who could
contract where they allow the provider and customer benefit from Work Step right now and there is no
to agree how they are going to move them into work money. We have got a progression rate of some 30-
will give them much better results and it will be odd per cent. The programme works now, whereas

I would not have said that perhaps three years ago.considerably more cost-eVective to the public purse.
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Britain ought to be proud of what it has got. It has Mr Charlesworth: Basically this is the Employment
Zone model or a variation of it. Chris can tell yougot some good schemes. Let’s stop piloting them and

let’s start making them work. more about that, but from my point of view we
would not worry about it.Mr Faulkner: What we are doing is we are taking

Pathways toWork andwe have indicated the waywe
Q67 Chairman: After five years you would be afeel it needs to be integrated in a broader
multi-millionaire or in the bankruptcy court.employment programme. We are just rolling the
Mr Charlesworth:We are always happy to work tosame narrow programme out over a wider
outcome targets.geography which yet more drives up the cost of both

administration and delivery. It is just the wrong way
Q68 Chairman: You have not changed.of doing it. We have talked a couple of times about
MrLester: It is amodel that I thinkmost of us wouldcommunity-based funding and we have talked
accept because most of us feel we are professionalearlier about getting value for money in Jobcentre
and competent at what we do to appropriately costPlus in diYcult circumstances. I referred to that Job
that and recognise it, but we keep coming back to theMatch programme in Blaenau Gwent. In that small
point that the IB client group is a wide client grouparea of Blaenau Gwent that has taken nearly 1,000
so that model will work but what will happen is itlocal residents into work. It is a huge number in the
will cause providers to deliver services to the clientcontext of BlaenauGwent. The way that is funded is
group that that fits, which is fine, providing you stillWDA funding, DSS funding, local authority
make sure there is suitable provision for the otherfunding and Jobcentre Plus funding being pooled to
client groups as well, otherwise you keep drivingdeliver a relevant local programme. We need more
towards the cheapest and easiest to fix. We allof that thinking and less of, “Here is another new
understand the economic imperatives.idea, another programme, another pilot.”
MrMelvin: Probably for the majority of people that
would work but Matthew is right, there are peopleQ65 Chairman: You are probably not at all
whowould need greater support and greater securityinterested in this but in the Pathways pilot the
than perhaps that model allows, but it is very similarpersonal advisers have a case load usually of around
to the Employment Zones. Employment Zones50 to 60. Do you think that is too much, too little,
perform around about 10% better, it said in the PBRabout right, or not relevant? report, than theNewDeal currently, so I just ask theMr Charlesworth: A lot depends on what they are question why are there only 13 Employment Zones,doing and whether they are doing the employer why are they only for JSA people, why when theyengagement side as well as the personal adviser side have put together what is a very, very eVectiveand who is doing the assessment. We have an programme is it for a very small area of the country

assessment team now, we have a case manager and and a very small group of customers?
we have an employer engagement team and an on- Mr Faulkner: The last “why” on that is why is
going support team, and that is the way we intend to sustainability only measured over 13 weeks when
work in the future. It is diYcult to answer that what we are all driving to do is to establish 12 or 24
question specifically without knowing, but normally months’ sustainability? If we had the model you
our personal advisers or case managers would carry have just described we could aVord to invest even
something similar to that in terms of case loads. I more in driving down that route and we could make
would say that is pretty standard. the business case a lot better.
Mr Faulkner: It is the same for us. MrCharlesworth: If Imay, we have brought a report
MrLester: In Essex the IBPAs are not doing the case from CESI which has been done on six brokers and
management. If they are not doing the case compared us with all the other New Deal
management, if all they are doing is the WFI they programmes, both in terms of job outcome
should be able to manage that. eVectiveness and cost eVectiveness.Wewould like to

leave that with you. Obviously it shows us in a
Q66 Chairman: Can I test something with you. You good light!
have put this emphasis, rightly, on what happens Chairman: You would not have brought it
after the person gets into work after 13 weeks or 26 otherwise, I am sure. Can I thank you all for coming.
weeks. Would a system work where somebody Can I on behalf of the Committee thank you for the
arrives at the Shaw Trust, say, and you then have work that you do do and the passion that you have
their benefit for the next two years for whatever the shown today. I am sure there are elements of the
programme is and if you place them in employment world that think you have not got all the answers,
earlier in those two years and support them through but thank you very much for coming today, it has

been very much appreciated.it, you keep what is left?
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Welfare Reform Green Paper

Introduction

Shaw Trust is a national charity and a company registered by guarantee. Our vision is that every disabled
and disadvantaged person should have the opportunity to work.We are the largest provider of employment
opportunities for disabled people within the UK; during the last year we assisted more than 10,200 people
to find and keep employment, during this year we expect to double this performance and we are on course
to do so. The only thing that is holding us back is the lack of opportunities presented by the current funding
arrangements for both Workstep and the New Deal for Disabled People; we have more clients waiting to
use our services than we are able to support.

Following the publication of the Green Paper, we are pleased to take this opportunity to present
supplementary evidence to the committee; that evidence is contained below.Wewould bemore than pleased
to attend a future hearing of the committee to answer any questions on the points raised in this
supplementary evidence.

Catherine A’Bear
Chief Policy and Communications OYcer

Observations on the Green Paper

Shaw Trust welcomes the publication of the Green Paper and believes the intentions expressed within it
provide a real opportunity to ensure that, in the future, the Department forWork and Pensions is really able
to support large numbers of people back into work. At the same time it allows for those who are unable to
work due to significant ill-health or disability to receive an appropriate level of financial support.

We recognise that whilst the Green Paper provides a detailed analysis of the current situation and a real
commitment to tackling the problems faced by disabled people, lone parents and older people who need
support if they are to find and keep employment, it is less prescriptive in terms of how the necessary steps
should be taken.

Shaw Trust will of course submit a full response as part of the consultation exercise but, meanwhile, there
are a number of issues raised by the Green Paper which we wish to draw to the attention of the Select
Committee. These are outlined below.

Role of Private and Voluntary Sector

Shaw Trust is pleased by the strong commitment made within the Green Paper that future Pathways to
Work provision will be delivered primarily by the private and voluntary sector with payment by results. We
are in no doubt that the challenge of reducing by one million the number on incapacity benefits will require
the skills and creativity of a wide range of contributors.We are also in no doubt that, for the reasons outlined
in our original submission, these sectors will out-perform the back-to-work rates achieved within existing
Pathways Pilots.

The targets outlined in the Green Paper are challenging and we are keen for the opportunity to make our
contribution to meeting them. It is for this reason we urge the Select Committee to recommend that this
commitment is honoured sooner rather than later.We see no reasonwhy this opening up of Pathways should
wait until the next phase of the rollout is completed and instead recommend that the private and voluntary
sectors should play a key role in the Pathways provision from October 2006 onwards.

The Role of Job Centre Plus

The commitment within the Green Paper to a more significant role within Pathways to Work for the
Private and Voluntary sector may appear to present a challenge to the current role of Jobcentre Plus. Our
understanding is that, at present, Jobcentre Plus has a number of distinct responsibilities, including: benefits
and pensions assessment and administration, fraud investigation, “self-service” vacancy information, and
specialist back to work support for a number of hard to help groups. The first three functions are primarily,
though not exclusively, delivered in-house by Jobcentre Plus. The final function has, for a substantial
number of years, been delivered by a combination of external providers, both private and voluntary sector,
as well as, from time to time, Jobcentre Plus in-house teams. It would seem that the Green Paper
commitment to private and voluntary organisations having a primary role within future Pathways provision
is a natural continuation of this process and is to be welcomed.

In fulfilling the role of purchaser, it is essential that Jobcentre Plus procurement teams focus more on the
achievement of outputs rather than on administrative processes and it would seem that there is potential for
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improvement in this area. Shaw Trust notes that the DWPAnnual Report for 2004–05 shows departmental
administrative expenditure on New Deals as £111 million in 2003–04 against a total programme spend of
£544 million.36 This appears to demonstrate that administrative costs are running at approximately 17% of
total NewDeal spend which suggests some potential to reduce such programme overheads. It would appear
feasible that increased contracting out of programmes, combined with a review of Jobcentre Plus
contracting processes could assist in the achievement of a reduction in administration costs within
Jobcentre Plus.

All contractors, including Shaw Trust and ERSA, are concerned about a purchaser who is also a
contractor. The Committee will no doubt have noted recent questions, asked of DWP by Members of
Parliament, regarding the breakdown of performance, both in terms of outcomes and cost, between the
Jobcentre Plus in-house contractor and the private and voluntary sectors. The department’s
acknowledgement that they are unable to give anymeaningful answer is an illustration of both the confusion
and the uneven playing field created by this situation.

Should Jobcentre Plus wish to continue as a contractor in competition with the private and voluntary
sector then we strongly urge this Committee to recommend that the procurement role is not also part of their
brief. However, if they no longer wish to act as a contractor then, in fulfilling their role in procurement, we
would once again urge the Committee to recommend that those Jobcentre Plus staV undertaking
procurement process should be performance managed and rewarded on the achievement of contracted
outcomes rather than on their internal measurement of the procurement process.

Treasury Expenditure Rules

Shaw Trust has long argued that DWP should re-invest benefit savings achieved by successful back to
work programmes, which reduce the numbers of benefit claimants, into further back to work programmes.
The current treasury rules regarding allocation of resources between Departmental Expenditure Limits
(DEL) budgets and Annually Managed Expenditure (AME) budgets and the precise conditions for
switching resources between the two have been cited as precluding this approach.

Shaw Trust is aware that the rules regarding use of DEL and AME are complex. Nevertheless, we ask the
Select Committee to explore the potential, within current Treasury rules, for testing the process outlined
above, perhaps on a pilot basis within particular geographic areas.

TacklingWorklessness in Cities

The new initiative proposed in the Green Paper for addressing the particular problems within cities is
welcome. If this approach is to work it will need, in our view, to focus less on the familiar approach of
encouraging inward investment and more on addressing the cycle of deprivation which begins with low
educational achievement which in turn contributes to higher rates of unemployment and higher than
average numbers of incapacity benefit claimants and long-term unemployed.

Shaw Trust is developing a new local partnership model which we believe will oVer a real solution to this
problem, working as it does with key players within the Local Authority, Health Authorities, education,
local voluntary sector and business communities.Wewould be pleased to provide the Select Committee with
an early insight into this approach.

Memorandum submitted by Working Links

AboutWorking Links

1. Working Links delivers Welfare-to-Work and other employment-focused support programmes for
people disadvantaged in the labour market across England, Scotland and Wales. The majority of our
contracts are with Jobcentre Plus and the Department for Work and Pensions. We are a public private
partnership, jointly owned by Manpower Plc, Capgemini and the Government, established in 2000 to
develop and deliver the first Employment Zones. We have helped over 50,000 disadvantaged or long-term
unemployed people, from across the United Kingdom into sustainable employment over the past five years.

2. Working Links’ first worked with people claiming incapacity benefits through our Action Team for
Jobs contracts. We have successfully helped almost 19,000 people gain jobs through these programmes
which operate on a voluntary referral basis, and are open to people who fall into particular disadvantaged
groups within areas of high unemployment, regardless of benefit claimed.We now have extensive experience
of successfully supporting incapacity benefit claimants to find work through New Deal for Disabled People
which we operate in 14 areas, some within and some outside Pathways to Work areas. We also support
people facing health and disability issues through our other programmes such as Employment Zones, New
Deal and progress2work.

36 DWP Departmental Report 2005 p162.
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3. Our success in supporting people into sustainable jobs is underpinned by strong relationships with
local and national employers. This has been critical to our success in helping people with health issues and
disabilities. We involve employers fully in the design, development and delivery of all our programmes, and
are soon to start delivering Workplace Health Direct for the HSE—an occupational health, safety and
return-to-work service for SMEs across London.

4. Working Links is a founder member of the Employment Related Services Association (ERSA) who
have also submitted evidence to this inquiry.

Introduction

5. Working Links welcomes the Government’s decision to provide extra support to people claiming
incapacity related benefits who would like to return to work. We believe in empowering people to achieve
social inclusion and mobility for themselves, their families and communities through employment.

6. We agree with the Government that reducing the number of incapacity related benefit claimants will
play a vital role in achieving their aspiration of an 80% employment rate, and have already participated in
policy formulation in this area from the initials stages through discussions with and written proposals to the
Number 10 Policy Unit; we have continued this work through meetings with the Department for Work and
Pensions, and in our response to the Five Year Plan; and we are now looking forward to the release of the
Green Paper and playing our role in shaping the policy intentions that it will contain and responding with
solutions for practical delivering this policy.

7. Our response will cover the following areas:

— Delivering Back to Work Support for People on Incapacity Benefit. We will discuss whether
programmes specifically aimed at incapacity benefit claimants such as Pathways to Work are
required, or whether more flexible programmes based on the Employment Zone model could be
designed to meet the needs of workless people whether or not they have a health condition or
disability.

— The Role of the Voluntary and Private Sectors in the Delivery of Support for Incapacity Benefit
Claimants. The role for the voluntary and private sectors in Pathways to Work is largely confined
to the delivery of New Deal for Disabled People and elements of the Condition Management
Programmes. We discuss the role these sectors can play in the delivery of services to IB claimants,
and how the private sector could support smaller charities to provide vital support in this area.

— Ability not Disability. The incapacity reform debate has encouraged us to focus on ability rather
than disability, but how is this thinking being transformed into practice? We discuss of the need
to assess ability and make suggestions as to how this could be realised.

— Economic and Social Mobility. Support for people on incapacity-related benefits should not be
just about getting them back to work; we need to help this group progress within the work place.
We propose that more skills training andmore robust in-work support will make a diVerence here.
Moving into employment often helps improve a person’s health and as a result their quality of life.

The Structure of Delivering Back-to-Work Support for Those on Incapacity Related Benefits

8. Working Links would like to encourage the committee to evaluate the Pathways to Work pilots in the
context of the wider spectrum of support available for unemployed and “workless” people. Our experience
of providing a range of programmes for people in a variety of locations across the United Kingdom over
five years demonstrates that there are common, and often multiple barriers to work experienced by all
workless people, whether they are deemed to be disadvantaged by being a lone parent, having a disability,
a drug misuse issue or being of a certain age.

9. A notable feature of Pathways to Work is the condition management aspect. For many claimants of
incapacity benefits, the ability to manage their disability or health condition in the workplace is key to being
able to return to work. However, many of those who are claiming other welfare benefits such as Jobseeker’s
Allowance could benefit from condition management support, and many on incapacity benefits have more
substantial barriers, such as drugmisuse issues, childcare needs, debt or transport problems.Working Links
believes that all welfare-to-work programmes need to be individually tailored, providing the full range of
tools to help each participant overcome any barrier preventing them from accessing work.

10. In reforming Incapacity Benefit itself, the distinction needs to be made between those with severe
disabilities or conditions which mean that a return to work is unlikely even in the long term, and those with
barriers to employment of which health or disability is one. For the latter group, we believe that the
Employment Zone model could prove eVective. This model could be redesigned to allow the current six
months’ participation for the majority, and up to 18 months for those who require the most help, including
those with certain health barriers. This increased investment is worthwhile, as many incapacity benefit
claimants are unlikely to leave the benefit without outside support, and the longer they remain out of work,
the less likely it is that they will return.
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11. One group that is not well served by current support programmes is that of people with fluctuating
conditions where periods of inability to work are interspersed with periods where work is possible. This is
often the case, for example, for people with mental health problems. Employers frequently fear that
employing people with fluctuating conditions will be prohibitively problematic, and people with these
conditions are often anxious about taking a job in case their condition worsens, they have to give it up, and
they are left in financial diYculties.

12. We recognise that there is no simple solution for these people, and whilst we welcome the
improvements to the incapacity benefits linking rules, we believe that more could be done to increase the
probability of people with fluctuating conditions obtaining and sustaining employment. This might include:
ensuring an uncomplicated return to all benefits previously entitled to, such as housing benefit should this
become necessary because of ill health or disability; supporting employers to manage health conditions and
disability in the workplace, and to provide eVective occupational health and vocational rehabilitation
support; working with employers to develop and enhance flexible working solutions such as part-time/
variable hours, working from home, and job-sharing; and providing extended in-work support for both
employee and employer.

13. Employers do have an important role to play in the rehabilitation and integration of new employees
into the workplace, and the employees’ chances of retaining their job. Flexible work practices and
adaptations can create the environment where an employee feels more valued and is therefore likely to be
more committed and productive in the long-term. Creating a positive attitude towards adaptations and
flexibility will also benefit other groups in the workforce such as lone parents and those with caring
responsibilities.

TheRole of the Voluntary and Private Sectors in theDelivery of Support for Incapacity Benefit

Claimants

14. Working Links believes that there is the need for a greater role for the independent (voluntary and
private) sector in the delivery of Pathways toWork and other programmes for incapacity benefit claimants.
From discussions with DWP, the Treasury, and Number 10, we know that the Government is keen to pilot
new ideas, such as Pathways to Work, through a range of providers, including Jobcentre Plus. This is
necessary if we are to assess whether value for money is being achieved by these projects, but more
importantly, which ways of working attain the highest levels of success.

15. Working Links and the Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary Organisations (ACEVO) have
launched a proposal for a new way of involving the voluntary sector in the delivery of public services,
particularly in areas such as employment support. As part of this campaign we have jointly run a series of
fringe meetings at the party political conferences: “Third Time Lucky, Can the third sector provide a
solution to public sector reform?” and sponsoring a pamphlet: “Communities in Control, the new third
sector agenda for public service reform.” Ministers, Paul Goggins MP (Minister for the Voluntary Sector)
and JohnHuttonMP (Minister for the Cabinet OYce), spoke at the fringemeeting held at the Labour Party
conference.

16. Through our experience of working alongside and sub-contracting to smaller voluntary sector
organisations, we have become very familiar with their strengths, such as the ability to access hard to reach
groups, and providing high quality, cost eVective support. We are, however conscious that many of these
smaller organisations do not have the experience or capacity to be able to contract eVectively with
government bodies and to ensure quality and performance targets are maintained. Another issue for the
voluntary sector is that often they do not have the ability to accept commercial risk.

17. We recognise that no single organisation is likely to have expertise in all the areas required to address
themultiple and complex barriers to employment frequently experienced by IB claimants, insteadwe believe
strongly in partnership working. An example of this is our strategic alliance with Kynixa, an independent
provider of clinical and vocational rehabilitation. We are currently working with Kynixa to improve our
existing services to IB claimants, and to develop new integrated,multidisciplinary solutions for IB claimants
and employers in tackling health and disability issues in relation to employment.

18. Working Links believes that our proposal of a mixed economy of public, private and voluntary
organisations working together can provide the best solution.

Ability not Disability

19. Throughout DWP’s Five Year Plan (2005), the Government has emphasised that the Incapacity
Benefit reforms focus on capability, rather incapability.

20. When looking tomove intowork, either for the first time or returning, a thorough assessment of skills,
abilities and experience is essential, as people may not be aware of their own abilities in relation to work,
or their abilities may have changed. Whilst some people claiming incapacity benefits may have primary
“barriers” to finding work that are not specific to their disability or health condition, others may require
more specialised assessments. There needs to be a thorough understanding of how specific health conditions
aVect the ability to do specific jobs, and how particular jobs may aVect certain health conditions.
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21. Working Links supports the model of integrated employment and health-related support, as this
allows for specialists to focus on their own areas of expertise, whilst ensuring customers’ full range of needs
are met, however, we believe that these two activities should be combined more eVectively than is achieved
by people from two organisations simply talking to one another. What is needed is a fully integrated
interdisciplinary approach, which may be facilitated by the use of work-focused ability assessment tools.

Social and EconomicMobility

22. We are concerned that once in work, disabled people and those with health conditions are still too
often overlooked for development and promotion opportunities than others. This could confine them to a
life of low level jobs on minimum pay and is clearly unacceptable. OVering organisations like ours more
opportunity to support the people we help into work and their employers longer-term, to plan and
implement career development and progression plans would go a long way towards addressing this,
especially if accompanied by some form of decremental financial support to the individual.

23. Many people on incapacity benefits have a low skills base. Even those with high levels of skills and
education are likely to start work on low level salaries, particularly if they are returning to employment in
a new occupational sector. There is a need to ensure that people moving from incapacity benefits into work
are not moved closer to poverty. The preparation for return to work should include extensive planning for
any skills development necessary to ensure the individual’s progression within the work place, thereby
leading to potential increases in salary—if an individual does not anticipate much chance of progression
within a new job, they are less likely to want to take the job and to enjoy it if they do.

24. Working Links’ Constant Care is a service we provide for our programme participants and employers
to help with anything that may reduce the probability of a job being sustained. This may include reassuring,
advising with workplace adjustments, linking with specialist agencies and mediating between employer and
employee to find solutions to problems. We have found this service to be particularly important for our
disabled programme participants, and especially those with fluctuating conditions where there may be
changes in support requirement over time.Wewould like to see this type of support provided on an extended
basis, and while we recognise that this may appear expensive, we believe that the consequences of not
supporting people in this way ı increased sickness absence, a return to incapacity benefits, additional
recruitment costs—are more costly. We propose that in the development of Pathways to Work adequate
funding is made available for this type of in-work support.

Conclusion

25. Working Links welcomes DWP’s forthcoming Green Paper on the reform of Incapacity Benefit as
we believe that it provides the opportunity to develop amodel of back-to-work support which will maximise
the number of IB claimants moving into sustainable employment.

26. Too often assumptions are made about people with disabilities and health conditions, and the
employment-related support they receive is based on these assumptions rather than their true needs—a
disabled person may also be, for example, a lone parent, and this may be their primary barrier to
employment. We would like to see an end to “pigeon-holing” according to assumed needs, and we believe
that an Employment Zone model would be appropriate for many IB claimants. A generic programme that
is able to address multiple and individual needs also leads to reduced infrastructure costs.

27. There needs to be an increased focus on people with fluctuating conditions, especially those with
mental health problems. Two areas in particular should be addressed in designing back-to-work support for
these people: recognising that there may be the need to return to benefits periodically, and ensuring that this
transition is uncomplicated; and the importance ofworkingwith employers to eradicatemisconceptions and
to support them to support their disabled employees. Long-term in-work support would be ideal, and whilst
costly to provide, it may ultimately be less costly than the alternatives.

28. When considering support to retain employment, there are two further areas that need addressing.
Firstly, it is essential that employers are able to oVer eVective vocational rehabilitation to people who
develop a health condition or disability whilst in work. Secondly, consideration needs to be given to
supporting people with progressive conditions to stay in work for as long as possible. This is important both
economically and psychosocially, and may in addition help to slow disease progress.

29. The voluntary and private sectors have an important role to play in supporting IB claimants into
employment. Whilst we recognise that many specialist organisations have highly developed skills relevant
to people with particular disabilities and health conditions, we are also aware that their skills may not be
applicable across the full range of needs of IB claimants. In addition, they may lack the capacity to contract
eVectively with government bodies. We believe that a model which allowed smaller specialist organisations
to address complex needs with larger organisations such as Working Links acting as contract managing
agents would be eVective.
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30. In supporting people to enter sustainable employment there needs to be a shift in emphasis from
disability to ability. This is much more meaningful for individuals and employers alike; however ability
needs to be assessed accurately and eVectively in relation to employment, and is likely to require fully
integrated interdisciplinary input from both health professionals and employment-support professionals.

31. Finally, it is not enough just to think in terms of supporting IB claimants into sustainable jobs, it is
important that no one leaving IB and starting work is moved closer to poverty. People with disabilities and
health conditions tend to have a lower level of skills and qualifications, and we need to address this in order
to ensure that disabled people have the same potential for professional development and promotion as non-
disabled people.

Lucy Watts

3 October 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Working Links after the publication of
the Welfare Reform Green Paper

1. Introduction

1.1 Working Links welcomes the chance to submit further evidence to the Work and Pensions Select
Committee on the reform of incapacity benefit and Pathways toWork, in response to the press notice issued
on 25 January 2006. We have previously submitted written and oral evidence to this committee in October
and December 2005 respectively. Our comments in this response will be additional to those already made.

2. Something for Something

2.2 Working Links agrees with the theme that permeates the Green Paper, that of: “something for
something.” Whilst this theme may explicitly refer to proposals for some incapacity benefit claimants to
partake in work focussed activities if they are to receive a higher rate of benefit, we would like to focus on
the further implications of this. Not only will the benefit claimant receive more money for their eVorts, but
they are also increasing their chances of employment. Entering employment not only brings financial reward
to an individual but also to that person’s family and the local community. Standards of health and education
are likely to improve, whilst crime and addiction rates will fall. From our experience, once one member of
a family finds work, others are likely to follow. The “something” that the individual gains goes beyond
welfare benefit income.

2.3 Employment opportunities are central to social and economic development. The state of the labour
market will determine the number of job opportunities available to those people who are seeking them. The
proposals in theGreen Paper will result in a larger number of people actively looking for work, and therefore
the need for the United Kingdom to increase its competitiveness in a global economy is even greater. Our
Working Links publication, “Moving on Up”, makes a series of recommendations about how this
competitiveness may be achieved by up-skilling those who are already in work, enabling them and their
organisations to progress and achieve more.

3. Role of Private and Voluntary Sectors

3.1 Working Links welcomes the prominence of the roles given to the private and voluntary sectors as
delivery agents to achieve the aims set out in theGreen Paper.As a private sector companywith shareholders
from the public, private and voluntary sectors, we are excited about the potential opportunity to be involved
in the delivery of the Pathways to Work roll-out and the Cities Strategies.

3.2 Whilst the model of Pathways to Work has proven to be a success, we believe that the Employment
Zone model would be a more eVective way of moving people on all types of benefits into suitable work. The
Green Paper acknowledges that Employment Zones have achieved higher outcomes than comparable New
Deal programmes run by Jobcentre Plus. We would like the opportunity to prove Employment Zones can
benefit all workless people.

3.3 Working Links believes that programmes which group benefit claimants by their perceived barrier
(for example: health condition, single parenthood and age) reinforces the confusion that exists within this
complicated system and may result in the individual’s barriers not being properly addressed. For example,
someone claiming incapacity benefit may have childcare issues as a greater barrier to work than their health
conditions. Employment Zones allow the provider the flexibility to purchase support for individuals without
predetermining their needs.

3.4 The success of ourWorking Neighbourhood Pilot in Parkhead, Glasgow, has demonstrated how the
Employment Zone model can be extended to all benefit claimants within an area (people claiming
Jobseeker’s Allowance are included, along with all the other workless people) and can achieve
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unprecedented levels of engagement and job entry. From a local workless population of 2,000 people we
have engaged more than 1,000, with almost 500 entering work and 75% staying in work for more than six
months.

4. Workplace Health Connect/PreventativeWork

4.1 Working Links is the provider of the Workplace Health Connect contract for London and welcomes
the proposed role out of the scheme. At the time of writingWorkplace Health Connect had not commenced
its delivery. We are pleased to see that expansion will be subject to evaluation and we will be proactive
participants in the evaluation process.

4.2 Working Links takes a holistic and long term view regarding the prevention of unemployment and
agrees with the view oVered in the Green Paper that helping people stay in work is often a better solution
than helping them find a new job once they become unemployed.

4.3 Our Constant Care model of working, providing support to employee and employer once a jobseeker
has entered work, is of particular value where the employee has a health issue. Our Constant Care advisers
can work with employers to resolve any diYculties that arise in the initial months of employment, for
example concerns about excessive sick leave. This mediation service could be extended to people who are
already in work but are at risk of falling out of employment.

4.4 The proposals for working with General Practitioners to find a better solution to rehabilitation than
the common practice of issuing sick notes is welcomed. Working Links would like to participate in
discussions about the role of employment advisers in GPs’ surgeries. Our experience of helping workless
people with health issues across a range of contracts and diverse areas of the country, has given us the
expertise to gain the trust of this group and encourage them that work can be part of the rehabilitation
process.

5. Cities Strategies

5.1 Working Links welcomes the announcement in the Green Paper of plans for a more co-ordinated
approach to the spending of money for employment initiatives in cities. Multiple funding streams, paid to
diVerent organisations to deliver what are often overlapping outcomes can produce ineYciency, confusion
and a lack of co-operation. Organisations may not be willing to work in partnership with others to help a
person into work, for fear of not being able to claim the money paid to them for securing a job outcome.

5.2 There is, however, a lack of detail in the Paper, and therefore we will discuss the potential risks and
opportunities presented by this plan. Whilst local control can often result in outcomes that most meet the
needs of local communities and economies, there needs to be encouragement and direction for the local
consortia to try out new ideas and providers and to focus on the performance levels of contractors used to
deliver their strategies.

5.3 We note the involvement of central government in the cities strategies through such means as the
Government setting local targets, LocalAreaAgreements andDepartment forWork andPensions guidance
on contracting. We propose that outcomes given to contractors under this arrangement are less focused
on the process and more on outcomes. This demands high performance, whilst not prescribing the solutions
to each individual’s needs.Working Links has found that well managed contracts which allow providers the
maximum flexibility result in the highest level of job outcomes for participants.

5.4 WorkingLinks’WorkingNeighbourhood Pilot in Parkhead is an excellentmodel which could inform
the Cities Strategies. As outlined in the Green Paper, pockets of unemployment occur alongside poor health
and low levels of skills. Our Parkhead project has demonstrated that by working to address health issues
(including mental health and drug addiction), skills, confidence and networks of contacts and support,
alongside job search activities, someone is more likely to be successful in finding and keeping work.

6. Older People and Lone Parents

6.1 As outlined above, Working Links believes that rather than predetermining a barrier to work, the
Employment Zone orWorkingNeighbourhoodsmodels should be available nationally to older people, lone
parents and all workless people. This would allow the flexibility to spend money on each person in response
to their individual needs, rather than on what we expect their needs to be.

6.2 TheGreen Papermentions the 50! InWork Training Grant (para 44, p 70). In areas whereWorking
Links operates Employment Zones, we have been working with local training providers to help them to
develop their programmes to make them more output related (part of the payment is made when the
participant gains work). This encourages training providers to ensure that their programmes are directly
relevant to employers’ needs and the local economy’s skills gaps.When delivering employment programmes
to all age groups we encourage jobseekers to take short, work focussed courses, if necessary, before entering
employment, and to enter longer courses whilst at work. These plans are written into the jobseeker’s action
plan, and the training is arranged by our advisers. We suggest that take up of the grant might be improved
if advisers were involved in proposing and arranging the training with the jobseeker.
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7. Evidence Based PolicyMaking

7.1 Working Links welcomes the provision in the Green Paper for evidence based policy making. Pilots
need to be properly and openly evaluated and comparisons between sectors and providers need to be
published. This will then encourage the continuation of best practice, performance and innovation.

7.2 Organisations such as Working Links are able to oVer the Government the opportunity to develop
their ideas in a real and measurable way, without the limits often presented by necessary constraints on the
civil service. Working Links was originally set up to participate in the Employment Zones competition, and
enable theGovernment to experiment with a radical, newway of helping long-termunemployed people back
to work. Since then, we have drawn on our experiences and proposed policy ideas to the Government, based
on our own evidence based policy assessment.We like to think ofWorking Links not only as a “think tank”,
but also a “do tank”, enabling learning and development for the whole industry.

8. Conclusion

8.1 We support the Government’s aim of enabling every workless person to be able to contribute to
society through employment:

“We compete in an increasingly global economy, and therefore we must make the best use of our
most valuable asset—the talents of individuals. We cannot aVord to lose the contribution of those
who in the past were dependent on long-term benefits.”

(A new deal for welfare: Empowering people to work. p20, para 12)

8.2 To release each individual’s talent we recommend that programmes need to be designed to enable
each individual’s needs to bemet, and aspirations to be uncovered and realised. For this to happen, amarket
placemust be createdwhere organisations are awarded contracts of a suYcient length and potential financial
value to enable investment in developing solutions and achieving high levels of performance. These contracts
need to be well managed to deliver quality outputs, flexibility and value for money.

Lucy Watt
Public AVairs Manager

Memorandum submitted by Mencap

Mencap is pleased to respond to this Select Committee inquiry into incapacity benefit reform and the
Pathways toWork pilots. This submission addresses only two of the questions suggested by the Committee,
but the most significant issues facing people with a learning disability, their families and carers are covered
within these responses.

What Lessons can be Learned from the Pathways toWork Pilots in Shaping the Direction of the

Reform of Incapacity Benefits?

Evidence collected from Mencap’s Pathway employment services in Jobcentre Plus Pathways to Work
pilot areas suggests that there has been minimal contact between personal advisors and people with a
learning disability. Where work focussed interviews did take place, clients with a learning disability were
referred back to Mencap because personal advisors were unable to provide support for this client group.

The key lesson for Pathways toWork pilots to learn is that peoplewith lifelong disabilities require asmuch
support and investment as those with treatable illnesses. People with a learning disability are the most
excluded group from the work force, with a 90% unemployment rate among people of working age.Mencap
believes that Government funding needs to be invested in support for this group. Mencap’s Pathway
employment services do not have national coverage and can not be relied upon to provide support where
Jobcentre Plus falls short.

One solution to this issue would be for Jobcentre Plus to contract out to voluntary and private sector
organisations to provide the expert support that people with a learning disability need, in areas where no
existing service is available.

In areas whereMencap does have employment services, it would seem sensible for Jobcentre Plus to work
in partnership with these services to ensure that clients with a learning disability receive the support they
need. Jobcentre Plus needs to engage with supported employment services so that clients with a learning
disability are able to benefit from the support and additional funding available to people who find
employment through engagement with Pathways toWork. The evidence suggests that this is not happening
enough at present.

See Annex A for further information.
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not?

Mencap is concerned that people with a learning disability are often seen to be further from the labour
market than others, and as such may be treated as unable to work. Mencap would not want to see anybody
“written oV”. For this reason, we would have concerns about a dual benefit system which classified certain
people as unable to work, since there would be a danger that people with a learning disability would be
placed into this category, simply because they are perceived as “hard to help.”

Mencap would also be concerned about people with a learning disability being placed under pressure to
work, particularly as fear of loss of benefits is high and the rewards of coming oV benefits need to be
explained carefully, with sustained involvement of family members, supporters or carers. For this reason,
Mencap would prefer the compulsory element of work focussed interviews to be removed. It is our
experience that people with a learning disability are keen to work and that there is no need to introduce a
compulsory element to interviews which will help people to find work.

Whilst we welcome the position that people with a severe learning disability are currently exempt from
the Personal Capability Assessment (PCA), there is a danger that too many people are written oV as being
unable to work. Some within this group want to work and could work with proper support. We suggest
keeping the exemption from the PCA but ensuring that those who want to work have the opportunity and
support to do so.

Mencap is concerned by the frequent use of the term “return to work” by the Department of Work and
Pensions. This suggests a preoccupation with people who are “sick” and have worked in the past. People
with lifelong disabilities may not have worked in the past, and do need ongoing support to gain work.
However, this client group will not require the type of rehabilitation support that Jobcentre Plus oVers to
clients who need help to recover from sickness and “return to work”. It is important that the needs of clients
with lifelong disabilities are not overlooked due to a preoccupation with rehabilitation and condition
management.

In conclusion, Mencap is broadly supportive of Government’s plans to reform incapacity benefit, since
the high unemployment rate among people with a learning disability is a great concern toMencap, and any
initiative which addresses this is welcome. We would like to be reassured that the needs of people with a
learning disability are recognised as a priority within the planned programme of reform.

Susan Boddy

2 October 2005

Witnesses: Mr David Congdon, Head of Campaigns and Policy, and Mr Mark Crouch, Regional
Employment Manager, gave evidence.

Q69 Chairman: Thank you for bearing with us. I agencies involved with them. The net result is that
expectations being low very few people actually getknow you were here for most of the last session

which I think was illuminating, shall we say. All of the opportunity to work. Could I just say a couple of
words about the figures, Chairman, because one ofus are particularly interested in how the service does

not work. You represent people with Mencap the things that bedevils the whole field of talking
about the employment of people with a learningrepresents people with learning disability so we are

very glad that you are able to be with us here today. disability is the lack of really reliable data. I was
involved on the joint Department of Health/If I can perhaps kick oV. We have seen this alarming

figure of a 90% unemployment rate for people with Department of Work and Pensions Working Group
looking at the whole issue of employment for peoplelearning disabilities, in fact, most of them never ever

get into employment. Do you have any explanation with a learning disability, and there is a report that
for that? has been drafted called Occupation Supports

Participationwhich was referenced last month in theMr Congdon: Could I thank the Committee first of
Government’s Annual Report to Parliament onall for askingMencap to come here to see you today
learning disability. The report itself has not yet beento give us an opportunity to talk about some of these
published but it outlines some of the real problemsissues. I think there are a number of reasons. Firstly,
in understanding who we are talking about. Thethere are the historically low expectations of
Labour Force Survey, for instance, includes quite aeverybody about the ability of peoplewith a learning
broad definition and includes people with dyslexiadisability to do a job and therefore there is a

presumption that theywill not work. Part of thatwill and autism as well, so that is not terribly helpful. The
figure that we have tended to use is the figure thatbe evidenced by the fact that a lot of people go

straight from school or possibly further education youmentionedwhich is based on returns from social
services which indicates that one in 10 people work,into a day centre or some form of activity that is not

work related, and that is a very serious issue. When but “work” is a pretty broad definition really. Most
of those people will be working part time and forI say from everybody that is the perception, I am

talking about the parents, the people with learning very little money. There has been a recent bit of
research that the Department of Healthdisability themselves, social services, and any other
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commissioned from theUniversity of Lancaster into learning disability. They are the people you cannot
just put into a job and walk away; they need supportthe lives of people with a learning disability and that

showed, on a slightly broader definition, with 3,000 in the workplace.
people being surveyed, that about 17% were
working, but all these figures are slightly debatable. Q71 Michael Jabez Foster: In your submission you
The crucial point is, for reasons I have indicated, as clearly point out that many, in fact presumably
well as issues around perceived benefits traps, there nearly 90% of those with learning diYculties do not
is not an expectation of work. A final comment, we need support in returning to work because they have
would agree very much with what was said earlier never been in work. Is there a particular issue? Is it
that what is needed is long-term sustainable funding training centres that are needed or is it an individual
for various providers whoever theymight be in order approach, in your opinion, that is needed to prepare
to provide long-term support to many of these people for work?
people. Mr Crouch: I think it is an individual approach that
Chairman: Thank you. Michael Foster? is needed. From a practitioner point of view, we are

concerned that many Jobcentre Plus programmes at
the moment have a 16-hour level and if you look atQ70 Michael Jabez Foster: I am very privileged
the modernisation of WORKSTEP that moved to abecause I am the President of our local Hastings and
16-hour level. We find a lot of people with a learningBexhill Mencap Society and what I find when I talk
disability who can start on a few hours a day andto young people there is that work is one of the
gradually build up those hours, so it is not a case ofthings that gives them the greatest pleasure. Young
taking somebody from benefits into a full-time job.Lawrence Page cleans the fire engines and brushes
It is the support that is needed and it is one-to-one, itup one of the local yards and he feels great about it,
is the job coaching, it is the continuing support there.but is that sort of work suYcient? What more are
What we also find is some of the mainstreamyou looking for in terms of people with learning
programmes like the New Deal for Disabled Peopledisabilities?
are very outcome focused and from that point ofMr Congdon: Basically we are wanting real jobs for
view I do not mean that we are against outcomesreal pay. On that figure I mentioned of one in ten,
because we view outcomes as getting someone a jobone of the reasons why we worry about some of
which is what is good for the purchaser, thethose figures like that is there is quite a lot of
contractor, and most importantly the individualevidence that there are those sorts of jobs that are
themselves, but I thinkwhat we are finding, certainlynot jobs, if you know what I mean. It gives people
with the New Deal for Disabled People scheme, issomething to do which is great because the
that where resources are scarce the people who arealternative may be lazing around at home and doing
taking longer to place into work are often shovednothing, but you do come across examples where
towards the back of the queue. There are not alwayspeople are being paid very little or nothing and they
the resources there to fund the job coaching support,are doing some work and not getting any reward for
which can be quite expensive. We have not quite asit. What we want to see is an expansion of the
many quick wins in learning disabilities as youprogrammes that enable people to work in a
would have across the spectrum.supportive environment to start with. When I say

supportive I do not mean necessarily of a sheltered
Q72 Michael Jabez Foster: Can you give us someform but in open employment with some form of
examples of the sorts of things you feel if you can getsupport. Mark can tell you more about how we go
the opportunity that the employer really needs to do.about that sort of activity because we know what
If someone is physically disabled, we know what itworks for people; what works is sustainable support.
is, it is a chair lift, it is a particular piece ofThere are a number of steps you have to take before
equipment. What is it with people with learningyou get there, which we will obviously be very happy
diYculties that in practical terms an employer mayto go through, but the crucial thing in the work I
need?mentioned in Occupation Supports Participation
Mr Crouch: The key things are the access tofrommany of the groups who are doing the provider
education and information which can be provided.role (and you heard from some of them this morning
Also it is the job training support. It is having thatbut there are others involved in Occupation Support
supporter going in, looking at how adjustments canParticipation) is not only do they know what works,
be made and working with both the individual andthey are pretty convinced, as indeed some of the
employer to ensure those are provided. Thewitnesses were earlier, that out there a lot of
unfortunate thing is that the resources for that Iemployers in the private sector who would be very
believe are lacking inmany of the programmes at thewilling and are willing to take on people with
moment but also on the sustained element of thatdisabilities and with a learning disability but they
again a lot of the programmes work with a cut-oV atneed the certainty that they will get the support that
13 weeks or 26 weeks and often it can take peopleis needed, particularly for people who are harder to
with learning disabilities a lot longer to achieve that.place. So that is a very crucial point we would want

to make. Some of the people with a learning
disability, particularly those who are in the figures I Q73 Michael Jabez Foster: Could it take forever?
mentioned from social services, the one in ten, tend Mr Crouch: In some cases it could but we have got
to be people known to social services, which means many examples where people are in open

employment and unsupported but who have hadthey tend to have either a severe or profound
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that crucial initial time of workingwith the employer learning disabilities to gradually build up their hours
rather than being parachuted into a full-time job,so the employer takes on the mentoring or a
and that is the simplest solution to that.buddying role. We do not want it to be seen as a
MrCongdon:Could I just add to that, in theworkingdiscrete service where they are seen as special and
group that I mentioned there was a lot of time spentthey have got their own supporter. Through time we
on this issue because it is a very real issue and peoplewant them to be integrated and to be the same as any
are told you can do supported permitted work for upother employee.
to 16 hours a week and not lose your IncapacityMr Congdon: Could I just add this is multi-
Benefit—I do not want to get into all the intricaciesdimensional and that makes it quite diYcult. There
of benefits because I shall get well and truly lost,are some other things that can be done. One of them
Chairman—but you cannot get any long-termis what is called “job carving” and what that means
sustainable support. The general perception outvery simply is trying to get an organisation to look
there is that Access to Work will not continue long-at the sorts of jobs they have and whether they can
term past the 12-month period. It is true that therecreate from bits of other jobs a job that would be
are some disability DEAs who will say, yes, you canvery suitable for someone, say, with a severe learning
get it, but in the report that, as I say has not yet beendisability. There has been quite some success in
published, it makes it clear that that needs to bedoing that. That is very useful because that gives
clarified and promulgated because out there thesomeone the opportunity to do a job that might not
perception is there is no way you will get that long-otherwise exist in that form. It is not making work at term sustainable support and therefore it is a bit of aall, it is taking bits from here, bits from there and bits chicken and egg situation. There is no doubt if long-

from somewhere else. The other thing is the whole term sustainable support were there, whether it was
approach to interviewing. If you put someone with sustainable Access to Work or something else, it
a learning disability, particularly with a severe does not matter quite frankly, if that was done that
learning disability, in front of an interview panel would underpin those people going through
with five other people who have not got a learning progressive stages and some would progress past the
disability, they probably have not got a chance 16 hours and get on to other programmes or
because of their communication diYculties. One whatever. That would be a very firm message so try
thing that is working quite well where it is done is to and remove those barriers that the 16 hour rule
get someone in for whether you call it work creates. In a sense it was one of the things that when
experience or work trial does not really matter, the the old scheme becameWORKSTEP that seemed to
crucial thing is getting an opportunity to work on an have got missed out. I think everyone was looking at
employer’s premises with a real possibility that there the other changes in supported employment and did
will be a job at the end of it and that their not take on board the fact that the rule that existed
performance in that trial is a predictor or the factor before had been tightened and made 16 hours.
as to whether they will get that job or not. That is
working very well. What we want is more people to

Q75 Miss Begg: I have got a few questions but justagree to do that. Otherwise if you go down all the
on what you have said there, if we are expectingtraditional routes we will end up in five years’ time
people with learning disabilities to go into work andexactly where we are today with those figures that
be paid theminimumwage for real work, is there notyoumentioned at the beginning, Chairman, with the
a danger you can end up cutting oV your nose to90 not in work. spite your face, in as much as that is going to be a
very diYcult and the consequence is they might not
work at all? I have a cousin who has got learning

Q74 Mr Dunne: Could I just pick up on the 16-hour disabilities. He is now 50 and he worked in open
rule you mentioned, Mark. This was raised with me employment when he left school in the 1970s,
at my constituency when I went to a support group various jobs, always manual jobs, he often got paid
run by Bridgnorth College for those with learning oV partly because he hit somebody but then he
diYculties, and a number of people there, who are would always get another job. In the mid-1980s
quite articulate people, were indicating the lack of unemployment hit and he did not work for a long
flexibility around the 16-hour rule as a real time and he is now in a supported job run by a
impediment to them feeling they are part of the charitable organisation. He has got three days a
workforce. Have you any practical suggestions that week. He is obviously on long-term permitted work
you could put forward to us on what could be done and keeps his earnings above £20 aweek. Is there not
to provide more flexibility around that? a danger that if hewas insisting that he has to be paid
Mr Crouch: What we are looking for, and it is the minimum wage he could not do his 15 hours and
something we are working on in the Valuing People probably the charitable organisation could not
Support Team, is a programme that works between sustain paying him that level. For him the money is
four and 16 hours because that is the big gapwe have not as important because he has already got very
got at themoment. People can work for three to four high housing costs in supported accommodation
hours on the national minimum wage without and it would be very diYcult for him to earn enough
benefits being aVected and then the next big step up to be able to pay all his housing costs and his
is to 16 hours. There are very few support supported costs, so in that circumstance is there a
programmes in between those. So it is looking at a danger that if your focus is always on proper full-

time work that is paying at least the minimum wagefour to 16 hour programme that allows people with
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that you could end up with somebody like him not anybody with a learning disability goes through the
doors at Jobcentre Plus then the personal advisersworking at all or only working for four hours a week

and being absolutely bored out of his skull? automatically refer them on to yourselves?
Mr Crouch: That is correct. We have got a service inMr Congdon: There is that danger. It was either in

2001 or 2002, it may have been before then—time Derbyshire and a service in Essex. I manage the
service in Derbyshire, so I can speak more in-depthflies—shortly after the minimum wage had come in

that we produced a report to do with the minimum about that service. The service there is funded by
Jobcentre Plus and the European Social Fundwage because of those sorts of concerns, but I think

the conclusion of most people who are involved in finance monies. Since 2003 we have worked with
approximately 130 people, of whom 35 have movedlooking at those issues was to treat people with a

learning disability diVerently in terms of the into paid work, 30 in 16 hours plus, all people with
a learning disability. Of those, four people have hadminimum wage in principle would have been wrong
some interaction with the Pathways to Workand certainly the Department of Trade and Industry
scheme. All of those have been found work throughand the Low Pay Unit and all of that were not
theMencap scheme and then they have been referredprepared to move away from that. The problem is
back to Jobcentre Plus to enable us to gain the workthe corollary of it, to be absolutely frank. If you have
credit details. We do find that we have got a verya situation where you say it is alright not to pay the
good relationship with the advisers at Jobcentre Plusminimum wage, how do you distinguish between
and we do find that they do refer to us directlysituations that are being done for very good reasons,
because they feel that is the best service.for altruistic reasons and for reasons that frankly are

exploitative? We have come across examples where
devices have been used to not pay the minimum

Q78 Miss Begg: Yes, so you think that is the rightwage which cause great concern. Some of that is
approach, and that the Jobcentre Plus personalalluded to in the report that I mentioned earlier, so
adviser should not be better trained and qualified inthe principle must be to pay the minimum wage. Of
dealing with that client rather than to pass them oncourse we recognise that there are some situations
to you?and we do know of some situations where someone,
Mr Crouch: We do feel that there should be afrankly, is so profoundly disabled that that does not
grounding within Jobcentre Plus as to expertise withreally work. But then you have got to get into the
learning disabilities because again from thesituation of are they really doing work anyway and
information we have got there is expertise within thethere are cases where people are not really doing
personal advisers on physical disability and mentalwork and therefore the minimum wage would not
health and there is nothing on learning disability,apply, but it is a very complicated area, to say the
hence coming straight to us. We have this providervery least.
policy divide. It is great for us to be working but we
do feel that if it is not highlighted within Jobcentre
Plus and there is not some kind of expertise then thatQ76 Miss Begg: I have given you an example and I

am not saying he should not be paid the minimum does have a tendency to go oV the radar.
wage because actually I think he should because he MrCongdon: I think that is a really important point.
is doing a proper job.He did a proper job for the first In general, all the diVerent schemes from the
15 years of his working life. He has not deteriorated Department tend inadvertently to miss out people
so why on earth cannot he get open employment any with a learning disability. I said the evidence base
more? In some ways we are going backwards. was not great in terms of the actual stance but

certainly all the work that has been done wouldMr Congdon: I did not fully grasp all the details—
and I apologise—when you mentioned that but, indicate that in general people with a learning

disability miss out from many of these schemes,given that, clearly he should be paid the minimum
wage. We certainly have great concern where that partly for some of the reasons some of your previous

witnesses gave because the funding formany of thesedoes not occur. There are issues where there is a
pretence that someone is doing work experience and schemes is based on outcomes so inevitably

providers do tend to focus on those who are muchwork experience and work experience. That is
equally wrong. We do not want to see anybody easier to place. One can readily understand that. The

danger is therefore those who are harder to placeexploited and particularly when you get people who
are doing for various reasons a limited number of miss out. If no monitoring takes place at the level of

those specific and discrete groups of disabled people,hours a week the actual cost to the employer is very
low so the idea that somebody is doing four or five no-one identifies accurately that they are missing

out. One of our pleas has always been to actuallyhours a week and an employer says “we cannot
aVord to pay them the minimum wage” I do not monitor by the diVerent distinct groups so at least

that would show that that hypothesis is accurate.think, to be honest, in general stacks up, so we have
taken quite a strong line on people being paid the
minimum wage in line with the law in terms of what

Q79 Miss Begg: Is the benefits system also a barrieris work.
in as much as most of your client groups will not be
on IB because they will not have worked and made
their contributions. Unless they are very young andQ77 Miss Begg: Can I ask a question on the service

that you provide in the Pathways to Work area. Am they come under the new legislation, they will be on
Severe Disablement Allowance or Income Support.I right in saying in the Pathways to Work areas if
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Therefore one of the questions I asked the last group Mr Congdon: I think that corollary is undoubtedly
the case. The one thing you can say with certainty iswas if you are in that group there is no help ad you

do not fit readily into any of these schemes. given those crude statistics that we were talking
about earlier of one in 10 in work, the expectationMr Crouch: For people on Income Support and

SDA qualifying benefit, we are able to work in other that most do not work, for whatever reason,
whatever the system, is people with a learningareas with those people, but the emphasis is very

much on Incapacity Benefit which may again leave disability, particularly those with a severe learning
disability are missing out. In a sense it is ironicpeople with other disabilities marginalised.

Chairman: I am sorry about this but I think you because in 2001 Valuing People, which was a key
White Paper, and one that we supportprobably need to speak a little louder to help our

shorthand writer. Greg Mulholland? enthusiastically and energetically did talk about
trying to aim for a similar percentage of people with
a learning disability in work as other disabledQ80 Greg Mulholland: Mencap seems to give the
people. There has been some considerable success inimpression that you do not support the idea of
getting other disabled people into work but no realcompulsory work-focused interviews. Particularly
evidence of more people with a learning diYcultyin light of what we have just been saying, would
getting into work, so therefore the gap has probablyMencap change that view if the work-focused
increased. The challenge is to try to get whateverinterviews properly took account of the support
systems there are, whatever schemes there are, toneeds of people with learning disabilities?
recognise that there are some distinctions which doMr Crouch: I think the danger that we felt with the
need addressing.word “compulsory” for people with a learning

disability is that it does put a fear factor into the
situation, and I agree the worry is that if a work- Q83 Mr Dunne: You have referred to the close
focused interview is not completed by staVmembers relationship you have here in Derby with Jobcentre
who have got learning disability awareness training Plus. If you were to take over some of the Pathways
that is a big issue, and it is a diYcult question to services that they provide to the disabled—and
answer because at one point we were saying we do particularly you refer to having to go back to them
want people with learning disabilities to be treated to get the evidence to substantiate the claim at the
the same as everybody else and we feel that if work end of the process—do you think you would be able
focused interviews do not take place we are not to oVer a comprehensive service to the client? If you
getting our people on to the radar so, yes, I think I were, would that aVect your relationship with the
agree with what you say there. client as being eVectively a branch of government?

Mr Crouch: No, I think the results speak for
themselves. Our projects within Derbyshire showQ81 Greg Mulholland: It was a question.
that we have got a high level of people with learningMr Crouch: Yes.
disabilities into work. At present our relationshipMr Congdon: Could I just add to that. There is
with Jobcentre Plus is fantastic. It is a case of theanother layer of complication in a sense that people
individual being referred to us and it is there you gowith a severe learning disability and people on
and we will do the work to source the placements, tohigher rate DLA, as I am sure you are aware, are
find work experience, and to progress people intoexempt from PCA. Quite a lot of the younger ones
jobs. The way that we work is in terms of awill be on Incapacity Benefit. The latest figures that
community-based project. A major thing for peoplewere produced by the research by Eric Emerson at
with learning disabilities is to go into a Job Centre.the University of Lancaster had something like 21%
When I first started the job I went in myself and it ison SDA, 14% on Incapacity Benefit and 52% on
quite a daunting process. The way that we work byIncome Support. We do not have any problem with
visiting people in their communities, in their homes,that per se. I think the concern always is that simply
in their day services negates some of the worry andbeing exempt, we are not arguing against any of
concern. I would not necessarily think people withthose rules, we do not want people to be written oV.
learning disabilities or any of our customers orWe take the view that in a compassionate society it is
clients would particularly see us as an extra branchnot unreasonable to say that there are people whose
of government. It allows easier access to that clientdisability is so severe it is unreasonable to say they
group by working with those services.must work, there is an expectation they work. The
Mr Dunne: Thank you.corollary is not true; they should not been written oV

and they should be given an opportunity to
participate in any of these schemes. The only thing Q84 Harry Cohen: Could you tell the Committee
that we are not happy with is the compulsory nature about yourWorkRight programme, which you have
of the work-focused interview. That is all. just extended, I understand, for another three years?

On what grounds do you judge it a success? What
type of support do you oVer those taking part, forQ82 Greg Mulholland: Just to turn that on its head,

would you feel that there is a danger in the system if people with learning disabilities on it and indeed the
employers?people are exempted from compulsory work focused

interviews, as they often are in these situations, that Mr Congdon: Thank you very much for that
question. Back in October 2004 we launched a pilotleaves them with no support, so, ironically, they are

not only not being treated the same but they are not of WorkRight along with Citigroup and Pitney
Bowes and lastmonthwe launched that as a nationalgetting the support they need?
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scheme where we are aiming to get 500 people with Q85 Harry Cohen: That is useful. I presume that the
500 might be ambitious but the model is what isa learning disability into employment over a three-
important in that context. Do you need moreyear period. That is pretty demanding and it is
employers to come on board?diYcult to say at this stage whether we will be
Mr Congdon: Without any doubt, although it issuccessful. We want to be but the purpose behind it
something we are trying to roll out at a sensible pace.was to say that out there we have done work with
There are good discussions with the RoyalMail whoemployers across the country but it tends to be local
have signed up. It is very interesting. You wereso we would work with a local Marks and Spencer
talking earlier about some of the areas. I think youor a local Tesco or whatever but we have not tended
were talking earlier, Anne, about the issue of whereto work at that broader corporate level. This in a
jobs were not in short supply in general in themarketway was originally set up as trying to bridge that gap
place and then you have got an issue of the pool ofand work at the corporate level. What we do is we
labour, and the Royal Mail, as you know, have gottry to get alongside the business at that corporate
lots of diYculties recruiting in certain parts of thelevel and get across to senior managers exactly what
country, so they are very enthusiastic, but it is earlya learning disability is and why the issue of
days. One would hope in a few years’ time one couldemploying people with a learning disability is
say this has really worked, it has not just got onesimportant. We try also to get across to them—and
and twos, it has got hundreds of people in jobs. Wethis is not done in a stick sense it is done more in a
do need to make a quantum diVerence to thecarrot sense—get across to them what reasonable employment programmes for people with a learningadjustments you can make in the workplace to disability.

employ someone with a learning disability. I
mentioned job carving earlier. I know when I first
started work many years ago you would often have Q86Miss Begg: Just a final thing, in listening to you

when you say for people with physical disabilitiesin those days large central printing departments or
and mental health problems there is an expectationlarge central photocopying departments, where a
that they will get back into work, and despite thewhole range of people could be employed. Those
criticisms that some of the earlier witnesses gave,have disappeared and everybody seems to do their
having interviewed that same lot of witnesses fiveown all over the place. That in a way has made it
years ago things have moved quite a bit and there ismore diYcult to find jobs for some people with a
a lot more of a positive outlook for people withlearning disability. We need to be getting big
disabilities. However, I think you are absolutelyorganisations to look imaginatively at job carving,
right with regard to those with learning disabilities.getting them imaginatively to change the way they
Is it because society still has a very limited view ofinterview, along the lines I indicated earlier. We also
what they can do and in fact the barrier to gettingthen do a bit of training to train their trainers in the
them into work is because attitudes in society havebusiness so that they can cascade through their
not changed? They have not changed in socialorganisation staV understanding of a learning
services, they have not changed with their parents,disability and know how to deal with their new
they have not changed with those in authority suchcolleagues (hopefully) who have a learning
as doctors. They are still going to day centres. Theydisability. What we try and do is then provide a
cannot possibly work on a Tuesday afternoonback-up to them. That in essence is what it is about.
because that is the day they go to the day centre.We have got that back-up. It is designed to roll out They cannot work on a Wednesday morningwith a larger number of employers and get more because that is the day they go to college, they are

people into jobs.We have also embarked in October perpetually in college never getting out the other end
on extending WorkRight for local authorities. We like other people, they are on course after course. Is
have done some very good work with the London that the biggest barrier of all; we are still saying as a
Borough of Sutton where they have got quite a large society these are vulnerable people and we should
number of people with learning disabilities not even be attempting to get them intowork, far less
employed throughout their organisation. What is forcing them into work?
important about that and the public sector generally Mr Congdon: There is no doubt that is the
is youwould all be aware, I am sure, of theDisability fundamental cause. All the other ones, and they are
Discrimination Act 2005 and the public sector duty multi-faceted, and one could argue about the extent
and the need to have disability equality plans in towhich benefits are a problem,we think benefits are
place. That is going to pose an enormous challenge more of a perceived problem than a real problem.
across the public sector to say, “Who are we The fundamental thing, you are right, is about
employing? Why is there such a low percentage of attitudes of society generally and people taking the
people with learning disabilities and indeed other view they have got of learning disability, they cannot
disabilities in our organisation?” and theymust have work, can they, wewill provide themwith something
a plan to do something about it. TheWorkRight for else. The only thing I would say just to turn that
local authorities is an attempt to try to get into that slightly around, Imentioned earlier about providers,
area. Local authorities, as you are aware, are large I remember we held a conference a few years ago on
employers in most areas. I hope that has given you employment of people with a learning disability and
an indication. There are supporting materials like the message from a whole range of providers in the
DVDs and all those things which are very useful at room was, “We do not need any more pilots”—that

was very strong—“we have had enough of pilots, wegetting across the message.
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8 December 2005 Mr David Congdon and Mr Mark Crouch

know what works, give us the long-term sustainable workplace). I think it is fair to say that Pitney Bowes
in their presentations of WorkRight and thefunding.” The reason I say that is notmewearing the
experiences they have had, it has been beneficial tohat of Mencap as a provider because I am a
their existing employees because they have nevermetcampaigner, I am not on the provider side, he said
people with a learning disability before and theyvery quickly, but the point I was really wanting to
have got something out of it, so I think that supportmake is that we know what works, and if the money
is part of trying to say to employers this is not ais put in place it can happen. If you look at it from
problem, this will actually help you overcome anythe employers’ point of view, just turning it round
diYculties that you may perceive there are butfrom the employers’ point of view, if you have not
actually it will benefit your business as well. There isemployed people with a learning disability you
that multi-facetted bit. If you could not oVer any ofwould be fearful of employing people with a learning
that support you may change the attitude but theydisability. To start with you might think. We have
would still say, “We do not know how to do it, howgot our fair employment policies.” “Dowe interview
we go about it,” so you have to have that approachpeople? We may have done; we do not know. If we as well.

did would we would treat them fairly, would we Chairman: Can I thank you for coming today and
not?” “Yes, yes,” but they would fail at interview for for what you have had to say to us. We all recognise
the reasons I gave earlier. Therefore, what you have you work in a very challenging environment and we
got to do is change how they approach some of their have all got local experiences of Mencap and the
recruitment but crucially give them the comfort that work you do. It would be fair to say on behalf of the
there will be some support there to help at those Committee that your client group has a civic right to
early stages. If you can then go further and embed access to work and it is a civic responsibility to make
within their workforce the willingness to be sure that they can exercise that right. We thank you
supportive to their newer members of staV (and for what you have said today. It will be reflected in

our report. Thank you very much.some people use the term “buddies” in the
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Memorandum submitted by Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion

Summary

Pathways to Work and Reform of Incapacity Benefit

— The most recent data on Pathways to Work shows that a significant number of IB claimants are
volunteering for participation in Pathways and repeat Work Focused Interviews.

— Anational roll-out of Pathways can reduce Incapacity Benefit claimants by approximately 700,000
by 2010, from 2.6 million to 1.9 million and would save up to an estimated £3 billion annually.

— DWP proposals to reform IB and create a Rehabilitation Support Allowance are a necessary first
step, but further reform is possible with the creation of a single benefit.

Jobcentre Plus Resources and the Private and Voluntary Sectors

— The eYciency challenges is necessary, but has had an impact on operational capacity, local
strategic partnership working, and the Jobcentre Plus delivery infrastructure.

— Decisions are needed immediately on reform of the existing New Deals; the mix of Employment
Zones, private sector led New Deals, and Jobcentre Plus-led areas; and local integration between
Jobcentre Plus programmes and the local Learning and Skills Councils.

Local Labour Markets

— Welfare to work performance is lowest in UK cities. Local employment & skills plans, more
demand-led programmes, increased use of Employment Zones, and the coordination of resources
through Local Area Agreements (LAAs) are needed.

— The inactivity rate for the lowest-skilled is on the rise. The trend can be reversed with a Learning
Allowance for NVQ level 2 qualificaiton, a matched training subsidy for employers, and in-work
retention and advancement support for all benefit claimants moving from benefit to employment.

1. Inclusion would like to thank the Select Committee for the opportunity to provide a written
contribution to the inquiry on Incapacity Benefit reform and the lessons that have emerged from the
Pathways to Work pilots thus far.

2. The DWP PSA target to increase the employment rate of people with disabilities is one of the guiding
targets of the Government’s 80% employment aspiration for the working age population.

3. In its five year strategy, DWP aYrmed its commitment to providing support to people on Incapacity
Benefit who are able and want to return to work:

— More to prevent people becoming long-term ill, through improving health and safety and
improving advice to employees and employers.

— Increased support for those on Incapacity Benefit and wanting to work, with the roll-out the
existing Pathways to Work pilots to one-third of the country.

— Replacing Incapacity Benefit with a new benefit that encourages people to return to work before
a longer-term period of inactivity occurs, and provides financial security for those who are
restricted in their ability to work.

Pathways to Work and Reform of Incapacity Benefit

4. The DWP five year strategy outlines a plan to extend Pathways to cover one third of the country by
2008 as a prelude to making the programme a nationwide oVer. The most recent data on Pathways allows
us to draw some significant conclusions about the future of the programme:
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— A Significant Number of IB Claimants are Volunteering for Pathways. Most of the starts to the
Pathways programme are new IB claimants who are mandated onto the programme. However,
a small but significant percentage of customers, approximately 10%, join Pathways voluntarily,
indicating that those who want to work are volunteering to do so.

— A Further Significant Number are Volunteering for Repeat WFIs. Approximately 15% of new
customers who were not mandated for a repeat WFI went on to attend one voluntarily, suggesting
that even if the first WFI is unsuccessful, many are willing to make an additional attempt at
securing employment.

— Job Entries in Pathways Areas are Impressive, but Could be Better. Of the 30,000 new customers
who hadWFIs byMarch, there have been 13,000 job entries in Pathways areas. This is substantial
compared to job entry rates in non-Pathways areas.

— Pathways has had an Impact on Benefit OV-Flows. There is an 8% increase in the six month oV-
flow rates in Pathways pilot areas compared to other areas nationally. DWP has stated that this
surpasses expectations.

5. Taken together, this suggests the Government can make significant progress on connecting new IB
claimants to the labour market and improving the IB oV-flow rate by rolling out Pathways to Work
nationally. Inclusion has called for the sensible and consensual reform of IB, and we believe the success of
the programme to date lays the groundwork for oVering the programme in every Jobcentre Plus district.
This would essentially alter the structure of IB nationally, making a work-focused interview at eight weeks
a new national requirement for the receipt of the benefit.

6. We estimate that the national roll-out of Pathways can reduce Incapacity Benefit claimants by
approximately 700,000 by 2010, from 2.6million to 1.9million, and would save up to an estimated £3 billion
annually.
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7. As planning proceeds on further roll-out, the Government can build on initiatives currently in place
to help even more IB claimants into work by:

— Delivering the Building on New Deal programme that significantly extends New Deal to all IB
claimants.

— Giving £40 per week “in-work” premiums for six months to every IB claimant finding work.

— Expanding eligibility of New Deal 50! to those on Income Support and Incapacity Benefit.

— Expanding the capacity of New Deal for Disabled People to accept a greater number of
participants.

— Making greater use of Employment Zones.

— Ensuring more and better co-ordination with GPs and the NHS.
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— Using Local Area Agreements (LAAS) to develop and co-ordinate local resources.

— Improving support for people with mental health problems.

— Focusing eVort and resources on areas with high levels of inactivity and on those that want to
return to work.

8. As for further reform, the Government has rejected calls to abolish the benefit altogether, cut is rate,
or limit the time for which it is available, as this would undermine basic financial security that people with
health problems and disabilities have a right to expect. The five year strategy outlines the following model:

— An initial “holding benefit” payable at the same rate as JSA before the PCA has been satisfied.
(within 12 weeks).

— The PCA and an employment and support assessment that will help clients and adviser to plan a
return to work.

— The majority with more manageable conditions will receive a Rehabilitation Support Allowance,
with a stronger focus on supporting people back to work. The RSA would require participation
in WFIs and return-to-work activity. The payment will be set at a higher rate than the current IB
rate, but refusal to participate will return them to the “holding benefit” rate.

— Those with sever health conditions will receive aDisability and Sickness Allowance at a higher rate
than the current IB rate, with the requirement of a WFI and encouragement to return to work.

9. This is a step in the right direction, but further classification of benefit recipients could continue to put
people at a disadvantage by categorising them as either “can work” or “can’t work.” Our research for DWP
on Lone Parents and Health concludes that individuals’ health conditions and the corresponding desire to
work vary considerably, and that categorisation of who can and cannot work according to a specific
condition may unfairly deny them the opportunity to participate in the labour market.

10. It is also likely that in time, a two-tier system (ie a temporary benefit that quickly moves people back
to the labourmarket, and a second benefit that labels individuals as longer-term recipients) could produce an
outcome similar to the current situationwith IB: a “stock” of long-term claimants, somewhomare unable to
work and others whom are very hard to help into the labour market.

11. The success of Pathways demonstrates that with the right assistance, many of those who can andwant
to can move into employment. Financial support for those who are unable to work however must be
maintained.

12. For longer term reform, we propose consideration of a single benefit to replace both active and
inactive benefits, that would

— provide financial support to all;

— actively encourage the return to work or progression toward the labour market; and

— provide extra support for those unable to work due to a health condition.

Jobcentre Plus Resources and the Private and Voluntary Sectors

13. The DWP and Jobcentre Plus have an eYciency challenge to maintain outcomes for customers while
reducing staV by 40,000 full-time posts by 2008. This has led to a much needed financial assessment of how
Jobcentre Plus canwork smarter andmore eYciently to assess and pay out benefits, andmanage the delivery
of labour market programmes.

— Private and Voluntary Sector Expertise is Needed. The national roll-out of Pathways and the
delivery of a new IB benefit will have significant cultural implications for Jobcentre Plus, who have
not traditionally carried out WFIs with this group. DWP’s own research on Incapacity Benefit
Personal Adviser (IBPA) practices found that there were variations in IBPAs’ ability to progress
customers further from work, with more complex cases requiring longer periods of attention not
aVorded to IBPAs due to capacity andworkload issues. The private and voluntary sector providers
delivering NDDP may be better placed to work with this group on a national scale.

— Local Partnerships are Critically Important. The Jobcentre Plus Partnerships Agenda, which has
enabled Jobcentre Plus to play a major role in local strategic planning with participation on Local
Strategic Partnerships and closer working with Local Authorities, is in danger of collapsing. A
strong message is needed from the national tier that local concentrations of inactivity can only be
tackled with a strong strategic and operational profile by Jobcentre Plus.

— A Comprehensive Contracting Framework and Direction on BoND are Necessary. The delivery
infrastructure has been demoralised by continual contracting and financial problems, and there
has been little visible progress on Building on New Deal.
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14. When welfare reform began, an enviable infrastructure was established to deliver theNewDeals. The
decision to create Jobcentre Plus has been a massive investment, but the poor quality of contract
management and low volumes have undermined Jobcentre Plus providers.

15. DWP and Jobcentre Plus must re-build a delivery infrastructure that is fit for the labour
market challenges faced by the Government: high concentrations of inactivity, a poorly-skilled and
underproductive workforce, and a substantial benefit return rate for people who have participated in
Jobcentre Plus programmes.

16. DWP has long stated its commitment to further working with the private and not-for-profit sectors
to deliver Jobcentre Plus programmes, but a comprehensive market statement on how and to what degree
is needed immediately. A new contracting framework is needed in which Jobcentre Plus actively promotes
a high-quality, competitive provider market. Innovation should be encouraged by way of incentive-based
contracts that reward programme providers for getting people into work and keeping them there. Along
with the contracting framework there should be a statement on:

— The future for the existingNewDeals: their eligibility criteria, andmix of universal guarantees and
local flexibilities, which means resolving what is to be done with BoND.

— What mix there should there be of Employment Zones, private sector-led New Deals, and
Jobcentre Plus-led areas.

— More integration at the local level between Jobcentre Plus programmes and the local Learning and
Skills Councils.

Local Labour Markets

17. Nearly half of all benefit claimants live in UK cities, but on the whole, cities are where the results for
welfare-to-work measures are the lowest. The UK’s core cities need nearly half a million more people in
employment to raise their employment rates to the present national average. The 80% aspiration will be
virtually impossible to achieve without our major cities performing better that they do at present.

Employment rate shortfall from 80% aim: 
qualifications in regions
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Employment rate shortfall from 80% aim - disability in regions
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18. In our cities people remain out of work for a wide variety of reasons, and with a variety of
consequences. This needs to be reflected in how welfare to work is delivered in cities:

— Joining up agencies through requiring cities to have Employment and Skills Plans, approved by
DWP and DfES.

— Involving employers more and for city programme to be more “demand-led”.

— Using the Employment Zone model to enable front-line staV to deliver a more personalised
approach.

— Sharing the cost of reducing economic inactivity by making greater use of Local Area Agreements
(LAAs) to develop and co-ordinate local resources.

19. It is not possible to gather national data on the characteristics of jobs that Pathways participants are
entering, although this can and should be collected at Jobcentre Plus district level and reported nationally.

20. What we do know is that inactivity rates for all labour market indicators for disadvantaged groups
have decreased over the past decade, except for the unskilled whose chances of becoming economically
inactive are increasing at a steady rate.

21. As more people are moved from inactivity to work, this could have implications for the eYciency of
local labour markets and for productivity rates nationally. There are three ways to reverse this trend:

— First, permit all benefit claimants to transfer onto a Learning Allowance for a recognised NVQ
level 2 qualification, but with penalties for voluntarily dropping out of the course.

— Second, every employer who recruits a low qualified person through Jobcentre Plus should be
automatically entitled to a matched training subsidy to spur employer investment and allow the
person to either continue or start training.

— Third, provide all benefit claimants with high quality, in-work retention and advancement support
by Jobcentre Plus delivery partners.

Natalie Branosky

3 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by the New Policy Institute

Introduction and Summary

1. This submission draws upon the research we did for the 2005 edition ofMonitoring Poverty and Social
Exclusion, which was published last December by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation.37 The extent to which
disabled people suVer from low incomes, both in work and not, was a major theme of the report. In
presenting a selection of this material from it, we hope to assist the Inquiry in two ways:

37 The only substantive diVerence between this amended submission and the original one submitted in autumn 2005 is a
correction to figure 2 in the accompanying addendum and a consequent change to the commentary on that figure in
paragraph 6.
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— first, by providing background information on the extent of low income among working-age,
disabled people that is relevant to the assessment of any proposed reforms;

— second, by presenting evidence that conclusively shows that adverse employer attitudes are a factor
behind the low employment rate among disabled people.

2. Both these points have strong implications for the scope of the reform. In particular:

— although the objective of helping the many disabled people who want work actually to get a job
is a good one, a reform which concentrates on the disabled, would-be workers while ignoring
employers reflects an incomplete understanding of the problem;

— even if employment rates among disabled people start rising rapidly, many disabled people will
remain dependent on social security benefits for the foreseeable future—the long-neglected
question of the level of these benefits must therefore be addressed;

— reforms in this area should not be designedwith just one goal inmind—higher employment among
disabled people—but with two others as well, namely a poverty rate no higher than that for non-
disabled people and an end to the “disability pay gap”.

3. The graphs from our report appear in the accompanying addendum as figures I to V. We restrict our
attention there to working-age people age 25 plus. We ignore pensioners because our focus is work while
we ignore those under 25 because this age group as a whole has markedly diVerent patterns of pay and
employment which muddies the picture of what is happening to those of “core” working age.

“Poverty” and “Want work” Rates for DisabledWorking Age Adults

4. Figure I shows the proportions of working-age people age 25 plus living below the single most
important threshold defining low income,38 separately for those who are disabled and those who are not.
There are three messages, all sombre:

— first, the 30% “poverty” rate for disabled working-age adults is fully twice that for non-disabled
workers;39

— second, while little significance can be attached to year-to-year movements, the poverty rate for
disabled working-age adults is now somewhat higher than it was during the mid- and late-1990s;

— third, the amount by which the disabled poverty rate exceeds the non-disabled poverty rate is now
markedly higher than it was in the 1990s.

5. These high and arguably rising poverty rates for disabled, working-age adults reflect the way in which
the increases in social security benefits (including those delivered via the various credits) since 1997 have
been channelled towards children and pensioners. By contrast, social security benefits for working-age
adults without dependent children have kept pace only with inflation and have therefore fallen back against
average incomes.

6. What these rates do not reflect, however, is any tardiness on the part of disabled, working-age adults
to respond to the better employment conditions of recent years. Rather, as figure II shows, the percentage
of people with a work-limiting disability who lack but want work has come down from 25% to 19% over a
six year period while the comparable rate for people without such a disability has come down from 7% to
5%. In both cases, these “want work” rates have come down by a quarter.40

7. The conclusion we draw is that the problem this group faces is the result neither of a more generous
benefits regime that oVers disabled people a “comfortable” existence nor of a failure on the part of disabled
people to respond to the overall growth in jobs. Rather, it is because, despite the improved economic
situation and the desire of many of them to work, many have not been able to find jobs. In a situation in
which 19% of people with a work-limiting disability still lack but want work, reform of the way in which
the DWP supports these people in realising their ambition is welcome and indeed overdue.

8. However, even if all those wanting work found it, the employment rate for disabled people would still
only be 60%. This means that there will always be many disabled people reliant on benefits. The reform of
Incapacity Benefit (IB) that these people need relates to the level of benefit rather than help to move into
work.

Discrimination in the LabourMarket

9. So why is the “want work” rate for people with a work-limiting disability so high? One possibility is
that it is not disability per se that is to blame but the fact that disabled people have fewer qualifications.
Certainly, the lower a person’s level of qualifications, the higher is the risk that they will find themselves
lacking but wanting work. However, as figure III shows, at every level of qualification, a disabled person is

38 That is, 60% of median household income in the current year, after housing costs have been deducted.
39 Further analysis shows that 40% of the disabled, working-age adults in poverty are single adults without dependent children,
a group also likely to experience problems arising from isolation.

40 As figure II shows, those who “lack but want work” are made up of two groups: first, those who are counted as unemployed
and second, those among the economically inactive who nevertheless express a desire for a job.
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always much more likely than a non-disabled person to be lacking but wanting work—to such an extent
that a disabled person with a degree is more likely than a non-disabled person with no qualifications to find
themselves lacking but wanting work. With a pattern this clear cut, higher “want work” rates cannot be
explained away by lower qualifications.

10. Not only do disabled people face a higher risk of being out of work, they also are more likely to be
low paid than non-disabled colleagues with similar qualifications (figure IV).41 It is true that the additional
risk disabled people face of being low paid (figure IV) is a lot less than the additional risk they face of not
having a job at all (figure III): with low pay, therefore, qualifications are very important. However, there is
no doubt that disabled people face do face a greater risk of being low paid, with figure V showing this to be
true for both men and women and for both full- and part-time workers.

11. The finding that, at every level of qualification, people with a work-limiting disability are more likely
to be low paid and more likely to be “lacking but wanting work” than people without a disability is of great
importance. According to basic economic theory, such a situation cannot not arise simply as a result of
disabled people being more reluctant than non-disabled people to take particular jobs at particular rates of
pay. Rather, it is only possible if employers as whole discriminate against one type of worker compared with
another. Our finding, therefore, is clear evidence that the way the labourmarket works discriminates against
disabled workers.

12. In using the word “discrimination”, we do not mean to denigrate employers. We believe that the
evidence of after-the-event discrimination visible in our data comes despite the intention of most employers
not to discriminate. Government reports refer to “attitude” problems on the part of employers.42

Recommendations for remedial action from the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit include employer-led
campaigns to promote the business benefits of employing disabled people, establishing a single point of
information for employers and developing a new system of accreditation for employers. Nevertheless, when
considering benefit reforms, we think it is right to use the hard word “discrimination” because it reminds
policy makers that, whatever the intentions, it is the reality that disabled people face.

13. We draw three specific conclusions from the evidence of discrimination:

— First, while discrimination persists, the goal of substantially increasing the rate of employment
among disabled people can only be realised at the expense of lowering even further the average
earnings of disabled people.

— Second, since changing employer attitudes is bound to take a long time, benefit reform needs to
be implemented on the clear understanding that big shifts in employment will also take a long time.
A draconian approach to benefit reform would be disastrous.

— Third, the DWP needs to follow through strongly on the observation in its five year strategy about
the “need to change the expectations and attitudes of . . . employers”.43 By doing so, it would gain a
better understanding of thewhole problem, with consequent improvements to benefit reform itself.

Conclusions: What Should the Goals of Reform Be?

14. The high proportion of disabled people who lack but want work confirms the rightness of setting
higher employment for disabled people as one of the government’s goals. At the same time, the
extraordinary levels of poverty among disabled people, coupled with the obstacles presented by employers’
attitudes, show that the problem cannot be tackled through benefit reform alone. A much more balanced
approach is needed: the question at the moment is how to stimulate it. One possibility would be for
government to set not just one goal, relating to employment, but three, namely:

— the employment rate for disabled people;

— the poverty rate for working-age, disabled people; and

— average earnings for disabled people in work.

15. In both the latter two cases, the goal would be to eliminate, over time, the diVerence between disabled
and non-disabled people. Developing policy within this framework might be more complex but to ignore
this complexity, as the government is in danger of doing at the moment with its single-minded pursuit of the
employment target, risks failure there while deepening other problems.

Peter Kenway, Guy Palmer

September 2005 (amended February 2006)

41 Defined here as £6.50 per hour.
42 For example: Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People: Final Report, Strategy Unit, January 2005; Mental Health &
Social Exclusion; Disabled for life?; Social Exclusion Unit, 2004; Attitudes towards, and experiences of, disability in Britain,
DWP Research Report No 173, 2002.

43 DWP 5 Year Strategy. February 2005, p42.
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ADDENDUM44

FIVE EXHIBITS FROMMONITORING POVERTY AND SOCIAL EXCLUSION 2005
(PUBLISHED BY THE JOSEPH ROWNTREE FOUNDATION, DECEMBER 2005)
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One in five adults with a work-limiting disability is not working but wants to. This
compares with one in twenty of those with no work-limiting disability. 

(II) “Want Work” Rates: Disabled and Non-Disabled

44 This is an amended version of the addendum submitted in September 2005 containing a corrected version of figure 2.
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At all levels of qualification, the proportion of people with a
work-limiting disability who lack but want paid work is much

greater than for those without a work-limiting disability

(III) “Want Work” Rates by Qualification: Disabled and Non-Disabled
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At all levels of qualification, the risk of someone with a
work-limiting disability being low paid work is somewhat

higher than for those without a work-limiting disability

(IV) Low Risk by Qualification: Disabled and Non-Disabled
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For both full-time and part-time work, the proportion of employess with a work-
limiting disability who are low paid is around 10% higher than that for employees

without a work-limiting disability

(V) Low Pay Risk by Gender, full/Part-Time: Disabled and Non-Disabled

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the New Policy Institute after the publication of the Welfare
Reform Green Paper

1. The recently published Green Paper, A new deal for welfare: empowering people to work, sets out the
target of reducing the number of people in receipt of Incapacity Benefit by one million over the course of a
decade. This supplementary submission presents evidence to help assess how realistic this target is. It also
draws out the implications for the number remaining on IB.

2. On the assumption that (i) the target is to be understood as increasing the numbers in work by amillion
(rather than just removing some of them from IB even though they remain out of work), and (ii) all the
people on IB have a work-limiting disability,45 the target is tantamount to an increase of up to one million
in the number of people with a work-limiting disability who are in work. Since there are around five million
working-age adults with a work-limiting disability, the target implies raising the employment rate from the
current 41% to around 60%.46

3. In 1998–99 (the first year that the data was collected), the employment rate for this group of people
was 37%. The increase to 41% (in 2004–05) therefore represents annual growth of °–1% each year. If this
rate of growth continues, the proportion who are working will still only be 50% in the year 2020. Faster
growth than in the past is clearly required if the target is to be met. But how fast is realistic?

4. The group whose employment rate has grown the fastest under this government is lone parents. In
1998–99, 50% of lone parents aged 25 to retirement were working. By 2004–05, this proportion had risen to
59%, an annual rate of growth of 1–2% each year. If this rate of growth were to apply henceforth to disabled
people, then their employment rate would reach 60% by 2020.

5. Can we expect Pathways to Work to bring this about? Figure 2.3 in the Green Paper suggests that the
programme has increased the proportion of new IB claimants who return quickly to work from around 32%
to around 40%, an increase of 8%. Between a quarter and third of a million people start IB in any six month
period. If Pathways to Work can help an extra 8% of these people to return to work on a nationwide basis,
employment among disabled people will rise by an extra 20,000 to 25,000 every sixmonths, totalling between
400,000 and 500,000 after 10 years. But this in only half the rate that is required to meet the Green
Paper’s target.

45 “Being in receipt of Incapacity Benefit” is not the same as having a “work-limiting disability”—they use diVerent definitions
of disability.

46 From theLabourForce Survey.Note that this survey has twodefinitions of disability: “work-limiting disability” and “meeting
the criteria of the Data Disability Act”. Our analysis uses the former definition as this seems more directly relevant to the
subject at hand. This makes our figures not strictly comparable with those used by the DWP in their Opportunity for All
publications, which uses the latter definition. Also, our figures are for those aged 25 to retirement to avoid distortions from the
high numbers of younger adults in education, whereas the Opportunity for All analyses are for all those aged 16 to retirement.
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6. In conclusion, this analysis suggests that the target of taking one million people oV IB is at the very
edge of what is realistic where that is judged by the record of the most successful programmes of the last few
years, namely those aimed at lone parents. On the evidence presented so far, Pathways to Work will only
get us half the way there.

7. As we concluded in our original submission, “even if employment rates among disabled people start
rising rapidly, many disabled people will remain dependent on social security benefits for the foreseeable
future”.

Peter Kenway, Guy Palmer
New Policy Institute

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by TUC

1. Summary

— It is commonly assumed that it is not possible for large numbers of people to have genuine claims
for incapacity benefits as there cannot be that many sick and disabled people. The figures for the
number of people who are sick or disabled suggests that this assumption is mistaken.

— By international standards British workers are not particularly prone to take sick leave.

— Incapacity Benefit is not out of control; the number of people who receive it (and spending on the
benefit) have been falling for some time. What has been increasing is the number of people
receiving the Income Support disability premium.

— There is very little evidence of IB fraud or widespread malingering.

— There have been important advances in recent years but Britain is still a long way from achieving
equality for disabled people. Given this, there are limits to the extent to which it would be fair to
impose work-related obligations on Incapacity Benefit recipients.

— The TUC has strongly supported the Pathways to Work programme, which has been a great
success and should be extended nationwide.

— The Department forWork and Pensions budget cuts are a serious threat to the chances of helping
large numbers of Incapacity Benefit claimants to return to employment.

2. Introduction

1. The TUC is grateful for this opportunity to present its views on how best to help non-employed sick
and disabled people to obtain employment. The TUC is the voice of Britain at work. With 70 aYliated
unions representing nearly seven million working people from all walks of life, we campaign for a fair deal
at work and for social justice at home and abroad. We negotiate in Europe, and at home build links with
political parties, business, local communities and wider society.

2. The TUC has been a strong supporter of the Government’s welfare reform strategy, New Deal
programmes and Pathways to Work pilots, and we welcomed the new measures announced in February in
the Department for Work and Pensions’ five-year strategy. We strongly welcomed the aspiration,
announced in that strategy, of achieving an 80% employment rate, and the objective of helping one million
Incapacity Benefit claimants into employment. This is roughly the number of claimants who say they would
like a job, and the TUC supports attempts to help them. It is possible the labour market may slacken in the
coming months, but this remains a noble goal, and one we share. This submission’s theme is that the best
way to achieve it is through support, not compulsion.

3. Sickness and Disability—How Common are They?

2. There are a number of preconceptions that undermine discussions about incapacity benefits.
One is the refusal to believe that large numbers of people are sick or disabled. Time and again
commentators argue that, with improvements in medical technology and standards of living, the
number of sick and disabled people should be falling rapidly.

3. These discussions often confuse sickness and disability. These are not the same thing: most of
the time, disabled people are not sick, and to be sick is not to be temporarily disabled. But if we
take a range of statistics, we can build up a picture which suggests that the common assumption
is wrong: depending on the measure we use, between 9% and 31% of people are “not in good
health” or have a limiting long-term illness or have needed medical treatment in the recent past.
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4. Firstly, the 2001 census shows about one person in 11 self-reporting themselves as having “not
good health”:

GENERAL HEALTH, ENGLAND ANDWALES, 2001 (ALL AGES)47

Number Proportion

Good health 35,676,210 68.6%
Fairly good health 11,568,363 22.2%
Not good health 4,797,343 9.2%

5. The same source more than one person in six describing themselves as having a limiting long-
term illness:

LIMITING LONG-TERM ILLNESS, ENGLAND ANDWALES (ALL AGES)48

Number Proportion

With a limiting long-term illness 9,484,856 18.2%
Without a limiting long-term illness 42,557,060 81.8%
All people 52,041,916 100%

6. And the Family Resources Survey shows about one person in three having been ill enough in
the previous four weeks to have needed “something on prescription”:
7. Individuals by Medical Treatment, Age and Sex49

Proportion who received something on
Individuals by age prescription in the 4 weeks before the interview

16–19 14%
20–24 16%
25–29 20%
30–34 22%
35–39 21%
40–44 25%
45–49 30%
50–54 37%
55–59 44%
60–64 54%
All individuals 31%

8. It is a similar story when we come to disability. Once again, we must begin with a caution:
disability is not the same as incapacity for work, the large majority of disabled people are perfectly
capable of performing equally in paid employment and the main labour market obstacles facing
disabled people are barriers such as discrimination and failures of access. Despite discrimination,
negative stereotypes and problems with access a majority of working age disabled people are in
employment.50

9. Nonetheless, most people who receive Incapacity Benefit would probably qualify as disabled
people using the Disability Discrimination Act definition, so it is worth looking at the prevalence
of disability. Among statisticians disability is notoriously diYcult to define for measurement
purposes. A recent DWP review51 found that there is no “gold standard” and that diVerent surveys
estimate the number of disabled people as anywhere between 8.6 and 11million. Despite this, there
is better news for the current inquiry, as the diVerent estimates of the number of working age
disabled people “do not diVer markedly”, with between 15.7% and 20% of the working age
population being disabled.52

10. Labour Force Survey data shows that there are 6,830,000working age disabled people, 19%of
the age-group.53 55% are economically active.54 These figures suggest that disability is much more
prevalent than might be anticipated by those who scoV at the number of people claiming
incapacity. The 3,471,000 disabled people in employment and the 263,000 who regard themselves
as unemployed are hardly claiming this status to get themselves an easy life on incapacity benefits.
11. No-one is certain why the number of sick people is higher than some might expect, and no-
one knows for sure why at least one working age person in six is disabled, but this is undoubtedly

47 Calculated from 2001 census data, Table UV20 accessed at http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/ on 21/09/2005 16:01
48 Calculated from 2001 census data, Table UV20 accessed at http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/ on 21/09/2005 16:11
49 Taken from Family Resources Survey, 2002–03, ONS, Table 2.21.
50 Calculated from Disability Briefing, Disability Rights Commission, June 2005, table 1.
51 Review of Disability Estimates and Definitions, M Bajekal, T Harries, R Breman andKWoodfield, National Centre for Social
Research for DWP, In-house Report 128, 2004.

52 Op cit, pp2–3.
53 Disability Briefing, Disability Rights Commission, June 2005, table 1.
54 Ibid, table 2.
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the case. One reason may simply be that this is what should be expected in an ageing society. The
table above for medical treatment shows how older people are more likely to have been prescribed
treatment than younger colleagues, and there are similar results for disability:

ADULTS IN GREAT BRITAIN LIKELY TO BE COVERED BY THE DDA, BY AGE55

Age (years) Millions %

All adults aged 16! 9.8 22%
16–24 0.4 8%
25–34 0.7 9%
35–44 1.1 13%
45–54 1.6 20%
55–64 2.1 30%
65! 4.1 47%

12. It is sometimes pointed out that Incapacity Benefit claims are higher in some regions, and that
these tend to be regions with higher unemployment. It is sometimes suggested that this indicates
that these claimants are fraudulent, and that many should be claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance
instead.56
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INCAPACITY BENEFIT CLAIMANTS BY GOVERNMENT OFFICE REGION,
FEBRUARY 200557

As a proportion of the
Region/Country Number local population (%)

Wales 184,900 6.4%
North East 154,200 6.1%
North West 386,700 5.7%
Yorkshire and The Humber 216,300 4.4%
West Midlands 215,400 4.1%
London 275,300 3.8%
East Midlands 154,300 3.7%

55 Family Resources Survey 2002–03, quoted in Disability Briefing, Disability Rights Commission, Dec 2004, p34.
56 The chart is taken from a section from a paper by the Department for Work and Pensions analysing Incapacity Benefit
caseload (July 2004) released inMarch 2005 under the Freedom of Information Act, and accessed at http://www.dwp.gov.uk/
pub scheme/2005/mar/pdfs/analysis of caseload.pdf on 23/09/2005 16:13.

57 Caclulated from 2001 census data, table UV01, accessed at http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk on 26/09/2005 12:56 and
Incapacity Benefit and SevereDisablement AllowanceQuarterly Summary Statistics: February 2005, DWP, table 1.6, excluding
overseas claimants.
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As a proportion of the
Region/Country Number local population (%)

South West 160,600 3.3%
East of England 148,600 2.8%
South East 199,800 2.5%

13. But the fact is that the proportion of the population who are sick or disabled is also
higher in these regions.

PROPORTION OF LOCAL POPULATION WHO ARE DISABLED BY REGION58

Proportion of disabled
people in local population

Region (%)

North East 26
Wales 24
North West and Merseyside 21
Yorkshire and Humberside 21
East Midlands 21
Scotland 21
West Midlands 19
South West 19
London 17
South East 17
Eastern 16

PROPORTION OF LOCAL POPULATION WITH A LIMITING LONG-TERM ILLNESS
IN WALES AND ENGLISH REGIONS59

Proportion with a
limiting long-term illness

Region/Country (%)

Wales 23
North East 23
North West 21
Yorkshire and The Humber 19
West Midlands 19
East Midlands 18
South West 18
East of England 16
London 15
South East 15

PROPORTION WITH “NOT GOOD” GENERAL HEALTH IN WALES AND ENGLISH
REGIONS60

Proportion with “not good”
Region/Country general health (%)

Wales 12
North East 12
North West 11
Yorkshire and The Humber 10
West Midlands 10
East Midlands 9
South West 9
East of England 8
London 8
South East 7

58 Autumn 2004, LFS data, not seasonally adjusted. Disability Briefing, Disability Rights Commission, June 2005, table 7. A
study by Tania Burchardt using data from the British Household Panel Survey found a very similar regional pattern (Being
and Becoming: social exclusion and the onset of disability, T Burchardt, CASE, CASEreport 21, 2003, fig 2.1).

59 Calculated from 2001 census data, Table UV22 accessed at http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/ on 23/09/2005 15:27. Data
not available for Scotland.

60 Calculated from 2001 census data, Table UV20 accessed at http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/ on 23/09/2005 15:48. Data
not available for Scotland.
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4. Sicknote Britain?

14. Alongside the claims that claims for incapacity benefits are too high we often see an allied
allegation, that British workers take too much sick leave. The overall picture that is given is of a
country where too many people see sickness and disability as excuses, either for time oV work or
for a whole life on benefits.

15. International comparisons of sickness absence are uncommon—diVerent medico-legal and
social security systems use diVerent definitions, making comparisons diYcult. But British workers
are actually much less likely to take sick leave than workers in other European countries. One
recent report61 compared the UK with Denmark, Portugal, Italy, Belgium, Germany, France,
Netherlands, Norway, Ireland, Sweden and Austria.

— In Britain a lower proportion of working time was lost to short-term absence than in any
other country except Denmark, and

— Only Austria, Germany and Ireland lost a lower proportion of working time to long-
term absence.

16. Presenteeism is actually more common than absenteeism. A TUC poll in 200462 found that
75% of working adults said they had been to work when really they were too ill. There were large
majorities saying this in every group of workers—in every region of the country, every age group
from 16 to 65 and every social class from AB to E. The most common reason workers gave was
that people depended on them and they didn’t want to let anyone down. This is all very well, but
probably building up problems for the future—a study of absence in the civil service found that
working when you are sick is a route to long-term absence.63

5. Incapacity Benefit—a Description

17. IB is a benefit for people unable to work because of illness or disability, paid at three rates,
ranging from £57.65 to £76.45. Additional allowances can increase these amounts by up to a
further £60, but the average total Incapacity Benefit payment is £83.86.64 As a proportion of
average earnings, the Incapacity Benefit paid to a single person who qualified for the long-term
rate fell from 17.4% in April 1995 to 14.7% in April 2004.

THE DECLINING VALUE OF INCAPACITY BENEFIT, RELATIVE TO AVERAGE
EARNINGS65

IB (long-term rate, single person)
Date as a share of average earnings

April 1995 17.4%
April 1996 17.4%
April 1997 17.0%
April 1998 16.5%
April 1999 16.4%
April 2000 15.9%
April 2001 15.5%
April 2002 15.0%
April 2003 14.8%
April 2004 14.7%

6. Is Incapacity Benefit out of Control?

II. Contrary to received wisdom, the number of people who are getting Incapacity Benefit is
falling, not rising. Unfortunately, the terminology in which this subject is debated is often
confusing.

— In Britain, the income replacement benefit formany sick and disabled people of working
age is Incapacity Benefit.

— Generally speaking, to receive IB you have to pass a test showing that you are “incapable
of work” and must also have paid enough NI Contributions.

61 Review and Inventory of National Systems and Policy: UK, FZijlstra and J Rook, University of Surrey for the “Stress Impact”
project, 2003.

62 January 2004 poll by BMRB reported in “Attack of the Mucus Troopers!”, workSMART newsletter no 19, TUC, 2004.
63 “In Sickness and in Work”, Hazards 85, S Pickvance, 2004, pp 4–5.
64 Incapacity Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance Quarterly Summary Statistics: Feb 2005, DWP, table 2.5.
65 Abstract of Statistics, DWP, 2004, table 5.5. There are similar falls for people with dependents and those with adult
dependants.
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— Severe Disablement Allowance used to be an alternative benefit for people who hadn’t
paid enough NICs, but it was abolished for most new claimants in 2001 and the people
who get it now were either already getting it then (they have protected rights) or have
had a severe impairment since their youth.

— For other people of working age who are long-term sick or disabled the main benefit is
means-tested Income Support with a disability premium (the premium means that you
get a higher rate).

— Other benefits designed to provide income replacement for sick and disabled people
include Statutory Sick Pay, war pensions and industrial injury benefits.

— And there are benefits that aren’t designed as an income replacement, such as Disability
Living Allowance, that can be brought into discussions about “disability benefits”.

18. As we can see, only one of these benefits is called Incapacity Benefit, but IB, SDA and IS with
a disability premium are frequently referred to as “incapacity benefits”. All too often, discussions
about benefit reform begin by pointing to the growing number of people getting benefit, and then
moved on to discussions about how best to reform IB.
19. This glides over a key fact: the number of people of IB claimants has grown only slightly. If
we take IB and SDA together (and the two have eVectively been merged since 2001) it is falling:

NUMBERS OF IB AND SDA CLAIMANTS66

Benefit May 1997 Feb 2005 Change

Incapacity Benefit 2,370,500 2,387,000 !16,500
Severe Disablement Allowance 368,700 295,000 "73,700
Net 2,739,200 2,682,000 "57,200

20. More importantly, we need to distinguish between the number of people who claim a benefit,
and the numberwho actually receive it.During the same period the number of beneficiaries of both
IB and SDA has fallen:

NUMBERS OF IB AND SDA BENEFICIARIES67

Benefit May 1997 Feb 2005 Change

Incapacity Benefit 1,732,700 1,444,800 !287,900
Severe Disablement Allowance 367,100 294,400 "72,700
Net 2,099,800 1,739,200 "360,

600

21. We need to distinguish working age beneficiaries from those over pension age. A major
element of this debate is about how best to move people from “incapacity benefits” to
employment, and this is not applicable to those over retirement age. Rule changes have drastically
reduced the number of beneficiaries over state pension age, and this age group accounts for nearly
half the reduction in the number of beneficiaries. But even if we limit ourselves to beneficiaries of
working age there has still been a large reduction for both benefits:

NUMBERS OF WORKING AGE IB AND SDA BENEFICIARIES68

Benefit May 1997 Feb 2005 Change

Incapacity Benefit 1,560,400 1,444,800 "115,600
Severe Disablement Allowance 328,500 250,900 "77,600
Net 1,888,900 1,695,700 "193,300

66 Incapacity Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance Quarterly Summary Statistics: Feb 2005, DWP, tables IB1.1, IB1.2
and SDA1.1.

67 Incapacity Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance Quarterly Summary Statistics: Feb 2005, DWP, tables IB1.4 and
SDA1.1.

68 Incapacity Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance Quarterly Summary Statistics: Feb 2005, DWP, tables IB1.4 and
SDA1.1.
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22. These figures are reflected in spending on Incapacity Benefit, which has been falling since 1995.

INCAPACITY BENEFIT EXPENDITURE, GREAT BRITAIN, 1997–98 TO 2007–08
(£ MILLION, 2005–06 PRICES)69

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
–98 –99 –2000 –01 –02 –03 –04 –05 –06 –07 –08

Short-term 385 333 314 309 311 302 286 278 274 287 295
lower rate
Short-term 384 359 316 364 381 343 319 304 308 314 322
higher rate
Long-term 6,929 6,767 6,332 6,246 6,236 6,110 5,879 5,901 5,852 5,787 5,737

Earnings- 1,287 1,083 868 793 574 508 459 362 308 260 221
related
Total IB 8,985 8,543 7,829 7,712 7,502 7,263 6,942 6,846 6,741 6,649 6,574
spending

23. It is the same story when we come to Severe Disablement Allowance:

SEVERE DISABLEMENT ALLOWANCE EXPENDITURE, GREAT BRITAIN, 1997–98
TO 2007–08 (£ MILLION, 2005–06 PRICES)70

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
–98 –99 –2000 –01 –02 –03 –04 –05 –06 –07 –08

Total 1,211 1,160 1,160 1,156 1,156 1,029 977 939 877 828 765

24. There has been an increase in public spending on Statutory Sick Pay, but this remains at a very
low level:

GOVERNMENT SPENDING ON STATUTORY SICK PAY, GREAT BRITAIN, 1997–98
TO 2007–08 (£ MILLION, 2005–06 PRICES)71

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
–98 –99 –2000 –01 –02 –03 –04 –05 –06 –07 –08

Total 32 32 76 76 77 75 75 79 80 81 81

25. Finally, oYcial data “flow” of people onto Incapacity Benefit show that, far from being out
of control, the number of people starting a claim for the important long-term rate of the benefit has
been very steady indeed. The figures for everyone starting a claim (ie, including short-term rates of
the benefit) show a significant fall, of about a quarter over the last eight years:

INCAPACITY BENEFIT COMMENCEMENTS IN EACHQUARTER, Q2 1995 TO Q1 200572

All Incapacity Incapacity Benefit
Date Benefit (long-term)

May 263.6 31.8
1995 August 241.7 9.1

November 250.2 10.7

February 239.8 11.1

1996 May 239.1 12.1
August 235.4 9.9
November 243.5 9.5

February 240.4 9.7

1997 May 231.7 9.2
August 234.6 7.7
November 30.3 7.8

February 209.7 8.0

69 Benefit expenditure tables, DWP, table 4, updated 11 April 2005, accessed at http://www.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd4/
medium–term.asp on 26/09/2005 14:02. 1996–07 to 2003–04 are outturn; 2004–05 is estimated outturn, 2005–06 to 2007–08
are plans.

70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
72 Incapacity Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance Quarterly Summary Statistics:Feb 2005, DWP, table IB1.9. DWP notes
that “figures prior to 2004 are subject to minor changes;” “figures for 2004 include fewer late notifications than previous
quarters andwill be subject to greater change in future”; and “figures for the latest quarter do not include any late notifications
and are subject to major changes in future quarters. For illustration purposes, total commencements for February 2004
increased by 22% in the year following their initial release.”
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All Incapacity Incapacity Benefit
Date Benefit (long-term)

1998 May 200.5 7.5
August 202.6 7.3
November 211.9 7.5

February 198.1 6.3

1999 May 200.4 7.3
August 195.1 7.1
November 199.8 7.3

February 190.4 7.4

2000 May 193.1 7.5
August 192.3 7.7
November 193.1 7.3

February 186.2 7.5

2001 May 194.8 8.1
August 183.9 7.0
November 187.0 6.8

February 173.1 7.3

2002 May 183.5 7.4
August 181.6 7.3
November 186.7 8.7

February 173.5 7.8

2003 May 177.9 8.4
August 174.5 7.7
November 181.0 8.4

2004 February 167.4 7.4
May 170.5 7.7
August 166.5 7.6
November 165.6 7.6

2005 February 127.6 6.7

26. After looking at these figures the obvious question is why has there been so much concern
about the rising number of people on Incapacity Benefit? The key point is the distinction between
Incapacity Benefit and “incapacity benefits”. Statistics for Incapacity Benefit beneficiaries do not
include people who claim for National Insurance “Credits”. These Credits help people to build up
their pension entitlement even though they can’t pay National Insurance Contributions because
they are unemployed or sick or disabled. A surprisingly large number of IB claimants are listed as
“Credits only” in the oYcial figures.

27. In May 1997 there were 628,100 “credits only” IB claimants, and by February 2005 this had
risen to 930,500.73 Some of these claimants will not be getting any actual benefits (because, for
instance, of the level of occupational pension they receive) but five out of every six receive Income
Support with a disability premium.74 The number of people receiving Income Support with a
disability premiumhas risen substantially in recent years—from 827,000 inMay 1997, to 1,124,000
in February 2005,75 an increase of 297,000, though this figure includes children receiving the
Enhanced Disability Premium brought in by the current government (ie, the result of a policy
change and therefore presumably intended) and the increase in the number of working age
beneficiaries will be a little smaller.

28. We should not, therefore, be surprised to find that spending on Income Support for working
age disabled people is higher than it was eight years ago, though it is worth noting that is has been
quite stable for three years:

24. There has been an increase in public spending on Statutory Sick Pay, but this remains at a very
low level:

73 Incapacity Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance Quarterly Summary Statistics: Feb 2005, DWP, table IB1.3.
74 Source: conversations with DWP oYcials.
75 Income Support Quarterly Statistical Enquiry: February 2005, table IS2.7.
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EXPENDITURE ON INCOME SUPPORT FOR LONG-TERM SICK AND DISABLED
PEOPLE UNDER 60, GREAT BRITAIN, 1997–98 to 2007–08 (£ million, 2005–06 prices)76

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
–98 –99 –2000 –01 –02 –03 –04 –05 –06 –07 –08

Total 3,834 4,001 4,155 4,505 4,815 4,671 4,680 4,906 4,776 4,120 4,213

29. To summarise: the number of claimants of IB has risen slightly, but the number of claimants
of IB and SDA together has fallen, and the number of beneficiaries has fallen evenmore, evenwhen
we limit our scope to people of working age; spending on IB and SDA has fallen; the numbers
receiving means-tested Income Support with a disability premium has risen, and spending has
fluctuated. None of this should surprise us: Incapacity Benefit was introduced in 1995 as a more
restrictive replacement for Invalidity Benefit, and the eligibility criteria were further tightened in
2001. Many of the people thus excluded still have an underlying impairment or health condition,
and therefore claimed IS instead.

30. This should alert us to an important lesson: attempts to reduce the numbers receiving
“incapacity benefits” by restricting eligibility for IB are unlikely to have the eVect hoped for—they
are more likely to move claimants to other parts of the benefit system.

31. Circumventing this problem by cutting eligibility for disability premium at the same time as
Incapacity Benefit may run into popular opposition. DP beneficiaries are a clearly vulnerable
group—194,000 have impairments or conditions that that are severe enough also to qualify them
for the severe disability premium,77 and people receiving Income Support by definition are poor.
People who receive the disability premium are likely to be among the poorest of the poor, and it
would be a mistake to imagine that newspapers that have been to the fore in campaigning against
scroungers would deny themselves the satisfaction of criticising a government that was seen as
treating vulnerable people unfairly.

“STROKE MAN TOLD: FIND JOB

Bob Gascoigne’s benefit was axed and he was told to get a job—despite suVering a heart attack
and a stroke . . .”

The Sun, 17–12–04

7. Fraud, Malingering and Incapacity Benefit

32. Alongside the oYcial concerns about the cost of incapacity benefits a susurration of media
stories about fraudulent IB claims has helped to produce a sense of a benefit in crisis. The polite
version of this attack is that people who live on IB have too wide a “comfort zone”, and that it is
too easy for people who are not really disabled to live on Incapacity Benefit and avoid the stress
of trying to get a job. This constant drip-drip of hostile stories has its eVect: recent focus-group
research for the Department found that members of the public thought that IB fraud was a serious
problem that had got worse over the last 10 years.78

33. In fact, IB fraud is quite rare. In March, newspapers reported that it was thought to be as low
as £20 million a year, which would amount to about one-third of 1% of the £6.7 billion annual IB
budget.79 These stories may well have been referring to the 2001 Benefit Review of Incapacity
Benefit, which found that fraud levels were so low the review team did not have enough examples
to measure them properly, and had to rely on an estimate instead:

“Due to the small number of confirmed fraud cases found during the review, it is not possible
to produce a robust central estimate of the total annual value of benefit overpaid due to fraud
for short-term Incapacity Benefit and long-term Incapacity Benefit. However, an indicative
upper limit has been produced. It is estimated that the amount of overpayment is less than £19
million, ie less than 0.3% of all expenditure on cases in receipt of these rates of IB. Similarly,
it is estimated that the percentage of all IBST(H) and IBLT cases that are fraudulent is less
than 0.5%.”80

34. The figure of under 1% should be compared with the NAO’s estimates of Income Support
fraud (5.8% of spending) and Jobseeker’s Allowance (9.0%).81 The facts do not prevent some
newspapers claiming that Incapacity Benefit fraud is not just common, but prevalent, and it is

76 Benefit expenditure tables, DWP, table 7, updated 11 April 2005, accessed at http: /www.dwp.gov.uk
asd asd4 medium term.asp on 26/09/2005 14:34.

77 Income Support Quarterly Statistical Enquiry: February 2005, table IS6.1.
78 AReview Of The DWPBenefit Fraud Sanctions Scheme, Spark Research for DWP, In-house Report 149, 2004. Only Housing
Benefit fraud was seen as more serious.

79 This was reported in “£500 million saved in benefits fraud crackdown”, David Hencke, Guardian, 8-3-05.
80 Fraud and Error in Claims to Incapacity Benefit, ONS, 2001, para 2.2.
81 Department for Work and Pensions Resource Accounts 2003–04, Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General, NAO, 2005,
para 7. Available at http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/nao reports/04-05/0405170.pdf
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occasionally claimed that the fact that many claimants moved on to IB from Jobseeker’s
Allowance, not directly from employment. In 2001 the Department published a study of people
moving between Incapacity Benefit and Jobseeker’s Allowance, which found that:

“Moves from JSA to IB/ISS among claimants in our sample mostly seem to have been
appropriate, and were usually caused by the onset, recurrence or deterioration of a health
problem. Both BA and ES staV allege a range of situations in which this move is made
inappropriately in an attempt to manipulate the system, but there were few signs of this in the
research. Such cases no doubt exist and should be dealt with, but we suspect theymay be fairly
marginal in numbers.”82

35. There is a clear class gradient in the risk of becoming disabled. Each year, 1% of managers and
administrators will become disabled, and an even smaller proportion of professionals. The risk
rises as we pass down the socio-economic hierarchy, until we reach the people with the highest risks
of all—more than 3% of those who are “not employed” become disabled each year. This suggests
that it is entirely reasonable for a high proportion of disabled claimants of IB to be claiming from
non-employment.83

36. Far from malingering, a government-sponsored survey of working-age claimants of
incapacity-related benefits84 found that over half had a severity score of five or higher. (Disabled
people’s impairments are sometimes ranked on a 10-point “severity scale”.)85 The survey also
found that 64% of the participants said their condition had been aVecting their ability to do paid
work formore than five years, and 90% expected their conditions to last for at least another year.86

9. The Rights and Responsibilities of IB Claimants

37. The TUC is committed to the equality of disabled people. We believe that, when barriers to
equality are removed, disabled people have shown repeatedly their ability to perform on equal
terms in the same occupations as non-disabled people. Barriers to equality can include
discriminatory attitudes and practices, inaccessible workplaces and equipment and the barriers in
other walks of life (such as housing, education and transport) that make it diYcult for many
disabled people to compete on equal terms in the labour market.

38. The government frequently quotes survey evidence showing that there are a million disabled
people not currently in employment who want jobs, and that 40% of those receiving Incapacity
Benefit would rather be doing paid work. The TUC strongly agrees that these people should be
supported in their eVorts to return to employment. The government’s refusal to write anyone oV

for paid work is an attitude we strongly support: in particular, we would oppose any attempt to
establish a medically-defined group of “unemployable” disabled people, who are not oVered any
return-to-work support.

39. In para 9we noted that many Incapacity Benefit recipients would probablymeet theDisability
Discrimination Act definition of disability, so the future of IB has to be considered in the light of
the objective of equal rights for disabled people. Belief in the equal rights of disabled people implies
a corresponding acceptance of equal duties, and our discussion of the rights and responsibilities
of Incapacity Benefit claimants is informed by this understanding of equality.

40. At the start of this section we emphasised the fact that disabled people can achieve equality
when barriers to equality are removed. The equality of disabled people is more than just a
theoretical or legal exercise; legal rights to non-discrimination must be accompanied by social
rights to the removal of barriers, otherwise any talk of equality is just that, talk. Some of these
social rights include accessible transport and housing, integrated education, a free health service,
social benefits to meet the extra costs of impairment, accessible workplaces and workstations.
These social rights in turn depend on a web of citizens’ and human rights to participate in the
normal life of society—without equal rights to participate in political processes, for instance, it is
unlikely that disabled people will ever be able fully to press their claims for equality.

41. Some of these social rights have been achieved, such as theNHS. But others are, at best, works
in progress:

82 Moving between sickness and work, Alan Hedges and Wendy Sykes, DWP Research Report No 151, 2001, p2.
83 Being and Becoming: social exclusion and the onset of disability, Tania Burchardt, CASE, CASEreport 21, 2003, fig 2.5.
Burchardt also quotes multivariate analysis which has shown that not being in paid work is independently associated with
the risk of being disabled. (Ibid, pp 16 and 18, quoting Jenkins, S and Rigg, J (2003) Disability and Disadvantage: selection,
onset and duration eVects. Institute for Social and Economic Research working paper no 2003–18, which shows that a person
with no qualifications is 1.4 times as likely to become disabled as someone with qualifications.)

84 New Deal For Disabled People: National Survey of incapacity benefits claimants, J Loumidis, R Youngs, C Lessof and
B StaVord, DWP Research Report 160, 2001, p20. The “incapacity-related benefits” were Incapacity Benefit, Severe
Disablement Allowance and NI Credits.

85 This scale was devised by Martin, Melzer and Elliot in The Prevalence Of Disability Among Adults, the first of the OPCS
surveys of disability Britain, published in 1988.

86 Ibid, p18.
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— The Access to Work scheme, which helps employers meet any extra costs involved in
employing a disabled person, has always been under-funded. Governments have
repeatedly refused to publicise this scheme—disabled people have long suspected that
there is a deliberate intention to ration the scheme through ignorance.

— Disabled people are twice as likely as non-disabled people to have no qualifications.
Disabled 19 year olds aremore than twice as likely as non-disabled coevals 19 year olds to
not be in education, training or employment and half as likely to be in higher education.87

— The Disability Discrimination Act will not require all rail vehicles to be fully accessible
till 2020.

— The Disabled Facilities Grant (money from local authorities to help pay for adaptations
to homes) is very useful, but insuYciently funded—some disabled people get nothing,
some not enough to meet their needs, others face very long waits.

— Involuntary admissions to psychiatric services have been on the increase—there was a
24% rise between 1990 and 2001.88

— At the last general election 68% of polling stations failed a basic access test.89

42. In this context, it is particularly important to note the inadequacy of disability benefits to the
task of meeting the extra costs of being disabled. In 2004, budget standards research for the
Disability Alliance and Rowntree90 found that disabled people face extra costs in most areas of
everyday life, including one-oV investments in expensive equipment; recurring costs such as
personal assistance and higher “normal” costs, such asmore expensive food or higher heating bills.
The authors of the study developed a set of budget standards for people with diVerent levels of
need, but all based on one disabled person living alone in suitably adapted rented accommodation.
The maximum benefit entitlement of the hypothetical claimants was substantially below the level
of costs established by the standards:

MAXIMUMWEEKLY BENEFITS COMPARED WITH DISABLED PERSON
BUDGET STANDARDS (EXCLUDING PA AND HOUSING COSTS)

Benefits as a
Maximum Budget Unmet Percentage of

Needs Level Benefits Standard Costs Costs

High-medium £235 £467 £232 50%
Intermittent/Fluctuating £90 £298 £208 30%
Low-medium £79 £279 £200 28%

43. What is truly staggering about these figures is that they exclude personal assistance costs (these
accounted for over half the costs for people with high-medium needs and for those with hearing
impairments). Given the focus of the government on helping people to move into paid work it is
worth noting that the study found that unmet weekly costs for disabled people working 20 hours
per week at the minimum wage,91 no PA costs and receiving their full entitlement of in-work
benefits were:

— £118 for those with low-medium needs, and

— £189 for those with high-medium needs.

44. Discussion of the rights and responsibilities of disabled people and of Incapacity Benefit
claimants must take place against this background. In a world where disabled people and non-
disabled people had equal opportunities no one could object to their having equal duties.
Alternatively, if other forms of social provision for disabled people had reached something

87 Citizenship and Disabled People, Jenny Morris for the Disability Rights Commission, April 2005, p13. Accessed at
http://www.drc.gov.uk/disabilitydebate/uploads/Citizenship and disabled people final.doc on 27/09/2005 12:13.

88 Ibid, p16.
89 Information from the “Polls Apart” campaign, Scope, 2005. Accessed at www.pollsapart.org.uk on 27/09/2005 12:18.
90 Disabled people’s costs of living: “More than you would think”, Noel Smith, Sue Middleton, Kate Ashton-Brooks, Lynne Cox
and Barbara Dobson with Lorna Reith, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2004.

91 It is fair to use the national minimum wage—we know that people are more likely to become disabled if they have lower
educational qualifications (Being and Becoming: social exclusion and the onset of disability, Tania Burchardt, CASE,
CASEreport 21, 2003, pp14–15), which suggests that entry level jobs are the most realistic prospect for many non-employed
disabled people.
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recognisable as a minimum acceptable level, it would be only reasonable to talk about tougher
obligations for people claiming Incapacity Benefit. But unions will object if rights that are still too
often mainly theoretical are used to justify responsibilities that are very concrete.

45. The key point to note about IB claimants in this respect is that they face genuine impairment
and sickness-related obstacles to employment, that have the eVect of making it more diYcult for
them to get jobs than it is for people who are not sick or disabled. In 2001 a government-sponsored
survey of people who moved from Incapacity Benefit to Jobseeker’s Allowance revealed that they
found getting jobs very diYcult:92

— On average, 28% of all disabled and non-disabled people claiming JSA were still on the
benefit a year later.

— But, for people who moved there from IB, the figure was 45%.

46. This was despite the fact that this groupmight be assumed to have some advantages compared
with both people who stayed on IB (who would probably be further from the labour market) and
compared with other JSA claimants, as the researchers found that their commitment to
employment was such that they were substantially more likely to say that they would accept any
job they could get (39%, compared with 32%).

47. There are two key things to note about this study. One is that a majority of those who moved
to JSA had left unemployment within a year. Experience suggests that only a minority would
actually have been in employment, but it would be a significant minority. We are not arguing
against oVering employment support to Incapacity Benefit claimants.

48. But the second thing to note about these results is that they do suggest that the people currently
claiming incapacity benefits would face severe diYculties if the government went beyond oVering
to help them to get jobs and decided to require them to apply. It is our strongly-held view that
requiring this group repeatedly to apply for jobs they would fail to get would be unfair; the
experience of repeated rejections is stressful and demoralising, and can exacerbate some
conditions.

49. What is the right balance of rights and responsibilities for Incapacity Benefit claimants in a
society that is coming to recognise the importance of disability equality but is still a long way from
making it a reality? Firstly, the Government is right to oVer support to any disabled person who
is trying to move into employment. There should be no impairment test for this oVer, no-one
should be beyond the pale.

50. Secondly, the Government should concentrate its eVorts on the one million disabled people
who say they want jobs. This is an important group, but the evidence quoted above suggests that
many will require a lot of help removing barriers before they get paid work; the Government
should therefore concentrate on supporting this group—coercing the twomillion working age sick
and disabled people who do not want jobs is likely to be far more expensive.93

51. Earlier this year the TUC was reassured when the Rt Hon Alan Johnson MP clarified the
Department’s intentions in this regard. In a letter to Frances O’Grady, our Deputy General
Secretary, the then Secretary of State described the Government’s objective as being

“to help people with a health condition or disability realise their own aspirations of a return to
work. Such an approach benefits the individual, their family and both the local and national
economy. But realising this aim means we need to continue to invest more in better quality
support.

“Our Five Year Strategy sets out our intention to replace Incapacity Benefit with a more
positive and supportive benefit structure that provides people with greater incentives to try
and get back to work. There will be some additional responsibilities on most new claimants
to take steps to prepare for a return to work—although those complying with these new
requirements will receive a rate of benefit higher than the current long-term rate of
Incapacity Benefit.

“Although the new regime will ensure that those who are able take steps to get back to work
it will not force those with disabilities or health conditions to actively seek work or force them
to take up a job. While sanctions will be applied for non-attendance at work focused
interviews (as is already the case) and refusal to complete agreed back to work activity we will
not sanction anybody for refusing to take a job.

“Rather we want to see (as we are currently seeing in our Pathways pilots) a positive and
constructive relationship between the individual and the personal adviser that supports
people towards an eventual return to work wherever possible. It’s this approach that is
starting to have some success with the latest statistics on Incapacity Benefit showing
consecutive falls for the last three quarters.”94

92 Well Enough to Work?, Karl Ashworth and Yvette Hartfree, Centre for Research in Social Policy, and Augusta Stephenson,
Policy Studies Institute for DWP, Research Report No 145, July 2001.

93 Calculated from Opportunity for All, DWP, 2003 p103.
94 Letter of 5 April 2005, available at http://www.tuc.org.uk/welfare/tuc-9693-f0.cfm
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10. Pathways toWork

52. All the elements of this letter were welcome. The TUCwas glad to learn that the Government
had rejected the idea of imposing JSA-style availability for work obligations on IB claimants. At
the same time it would not be reasonable to claim—even in the current condition of society—that
claimants should have no obligations. The TUC has taken the view that it is reasonable to expect
people to attend interviews where they can find out about help available to return to paid work,
and has supported the work-focused interviews. An obligation to participate in action plans, in
return for a higher rate of benefit and high-quality active labour market programmes also seems
like a fair bargain.
53. The TUCwas particularly pleased that the DWP five year strategy emphasised plans to invest
in Pathways toWork (“on the road tomaking this a nationwide oVer”)95 as the basis for Incapacity
Benefit reform: “building on the extension of Pathways, we will reform the benefit.”96

54. The national roll-out of Pathways to Work was also recommended by the Prime Minister’s
Strategy Unit:

“The report endorses the current DWP initiatives within the Pathways to Work pilots. It
welcomes the PBR announcement and supports it. It proposes for DWP to roll out Pathways
to Work nationwide, subject to evaluation results from the current pilots and subject to the
availability of appropriate resources.”97

55. The Government’s commitment to Pathways to Work represents a willingness to invest in
long-term success, and is also the basis for a fair reform of Incapacity Benefit. Like a number of
other organisations, the TUC has emphasised that its decision to support the reforms announced
in the five year strategy was very strongly influenced by the announcement of the extension of
Pathways to Work. [The annex to this submission provides a description of the programme.]
56. This is, in large measure, a reflection of our belief that the Government has responsibilities
too, and it would be unfair for it to increase obligations for disabled people on benefits without
accepting an equivalent obligation itself. The Bank of England has noted that “the generosity of
disability benefits has fallen significantly since the recession of the early 1990s,”98 and the UK has
always under-performed in terms of spending on active labour market programmes for disabled
people:

SPENDING ON LABOURMARKET PROGRAMMES FOR DISABLED PEOPLE, 200399

Country Expenditure as a proportion of GDP

Norway 0.535%
Denmark 0.524%
Netherlands 0.473%
Sweden 0.459%
Germany 0.153%
EU average 0.135%
Belgium 0.115%
Finland 0.100%
France 0.087%
Spain 0.067%
Austria 0.056%
Portugal 0.055%
Ireland 0.038%
Luxembourg 0.025%
Greece 0.022%
UK 0.020%
Italy 0.007%

57. Pathways toWork is a welcome break with this traditional failure. The early results have been
very good.Many people will have seen the graph showing the impact of the pilot projects, and the
data on which it is based are just as impressive:

95 Opportunity and Security Throughout Life, DWP, 2005, pp 8 and 46.
96 Opportunity and Security Throughout Life, DWP, 2005, p47.
97 Improving the Life Chances Of Disabled People, Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, 2005, p157.
98 Health, Disability Insurance and Labour Force Participation, Brian Bell and James Smith, Bank of England Working Paper
218, 2004, p8.

99 Taken fromEuropeanSocial Statistics: labourmarket policy—expenditure and participants, EuropeanCommission, 2003 data,
published 2005, table B.1.3.
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INCAPACITY BENEFIT, PERCENTAGE LEAVING WITHIN FOURMONTHS NATIONALLY
AND IN THE PHASE 1 PILOT AREAS100

Month of claim National Phase 1 pathways areas

2002
April 19 21
May 18 21
June 21 22
July 21 23
August 18 19
September 19 20
Start of Phase 1 Pilots
October 19 20
November 23 24
December 23 26
2003
January 22 25
February 21 24
March 20 22
April 18 19
May 19 20
June 20 20
July 20 24
August 18 20
September 18 20
October 19 23
November 20 28
December 20 29
2004
January 18 28
February 17 26
March 18 27
April 17 26
May 17 26
June 18 27
July101 19 27
August101 18 26

100 Commons Hansard, 7 March 2005: Column 1590W.
101 Figures for July and August are provisional and are likely to be updated as more data becomes available.
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58. The table underlines the fact that the pilot areas were not selected to pre-determine the
outcome. The first independent study102 also suggests that the pilots are performing very well:

— Double the number of people were getting jobs through Jobcentre Plus compared to the
previous year.

— In pilot areas five times as many people as previously were joining the New Deal for
Disabled People and other special back-to-work programmes for disabled people.

— Participants were positive about the supportive elements of the programme, especially
the Return to Work Credit.

— Most felt that mandatory Work Focused Interviews were “fair enough”, but there were
also indications of issues that should make the DWP hesitate before considering harsher
measures:

— People who were waiting for further treatment, or whose condition was severe
tended to be much more negative about WFIs.

— Some people had problems with attending WFIs, such as fluctuating conditions,
diYculties attending the Jobcentre, “and in one case, physical access issues at the
Jobcentre itself”.

59. It has been reported that this level of success on a national scale could reduce the IB caseload
by 110,000 cases a year—representing an annual saving of £110 million.103 More recent data,
reported inWorking Brief104 shows that there have now been over 13,000 job entries in the pilot
areas, well over theDepartment’s original forecasts. Twenty-three per cent of all those interviewed
are joining the Choices programme, with about half opting for the New Deal for disabled people
and half for the condition management programmes: take up of NDDP is 10% of all those who
are interviewed, compared with 4% in other areas.

11. Possible Obstacles to Success

60. Pathways to Work has been very positively received by unions, as have a number of other
initiatives, especially theNewDeal for disabled people, JobGrant, Housing Benefit andMortgage
Interest Run-On, Action Teams for Jobs and Access to Work. Unfortunately, there are a number
of reasons why these schemes may not be as successful as they could be; the aim of helping one
million Incapacity Benefit claimants into jobsmay therefore bemore diYcult than theDepartment
currently expects.

61. Themost important barrier is the budget cuts theDepartment has tomake. Jobcentre Plus has
predicted that, by 2008, it will employ 65–66,000 people, 85% of the current level.105 The Customer
Management System (a contact centre approach to running a benefit service), which is being
introduced to enable JCP to cope with this reduction in numbers of employees, has not yet been
a success. The TUC has received complaints from Unemployed Workers’ Centres around the
country about the severe level of delays and inaccuracies being experienced by claimants,106

problems that seem especially to aZict disabled claimants. Computingmagazine has reported that
half of all contact centres will revert to processing claims with pen and paper as a temporary
expedient to deal with unprocessed claims; the TUC believes this story is accurate.

62. The cuts are currently deforming Jobcentre Plus’s “bread and butter” work processing benefit
claims, whilst other cuts are impacting on New Deal provision—in London, budget limits are
having a drastic eVect on the New Deal for young people, which has been reduced to two options,
instead of the four promised by Jobcentre Plus.107 Similarly, in the North East, language teaching,
mentoring and business creation programmes for self-employed workers have been cut.108 The
TUC understands that, in the North East, JCP is having to use ESF Objective 3 funds to pay for
core activities. We hope that these cuts will be reversed quickly; if they are not, it seems unlikely
that Jobcentre Plus will make significant progress towards the objective of helping one million
Incapacity Benefit claimants into employment.

63. Another barrier to success will be low levels of awareness amongst claimants—this ranges
from 3% to 30%, union representatives have been told; furthermore, where individuals are aware
of these schemes there is often a great deal of confusion about eligibility. JCP (and before it the
Employment Service) has repeatedly refused to publicise Access to Work, and publicity for other

102 Incapacity Benefit Reforms—early findings from qualitative research, S Dickens et al, NCSR for DWP, 2004. See also
“Jobcentre advisers help double the number of IB claimants getting back to work in reform pilot areas”, DWP Press Release
30 November 2004.

103 “Plan cuts incapacity claims”, Patrick Wintour, Guardian, 3 September 2004.
104 “Pathways to Work Success”,Working Brief, September 2005, p1.
105 “How and Why We Are Changing”, Changing for Our Customers (CD-Rom), Jobcentre Plus, 2005.
106 Details of these complaints can be provided if the Committee would find it helpful.
107 “Labour’s NewDeal for young jobless to be scaled down after budget cuts”, Andrew Sparrow,Telegraph, 3 September 2005.
108 “Treasury squeeze shuts down jobseeker schemes”, Phillip Inman, Guardian, 27 September 2005.
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schemes is limited. This is undoubtedly for fear of encouraging levels of demand that would be
expensive to meet, but the schemes that are going to be used to get people into jobs cannot work
if the people who would benefit do not know about them.

64. In the past unions and disability organisations have emphasised the importance of
accessibility for any serious attempt to help large numbers of disabled people into employment.
Inaccessible Jobcentre Plus oYces, badly-trained Personal Advisers, ignorance about disability
issues, failure to transcribe documents or provide BSL interpretation: the pitfalls presented by low
access standards have the potential to stop any reform programme in its tracks. But access is not
cheap: an agency concentrating on saving money may fail to take the necessary steps.

65. The Government’s aims and objectives are entirely laudable. But there is a real risk that they will not
be achieved unless the DWP budget cuts are re-visited.

12. The Government’s Planned Benefit Reforms

66. This submission does not comment in detail on the reforms of Incapacity Benefit announced
in the Department’s five year strategy. It has been widely leaked that the main reform—replacing
IB with three new benefits—has been dropped, so comments on it are not very profitable.
Nonetheless, we can suggest a number of questions that might prompt DWP to give some useful
guarantees:

— Will any replacement benefit continue to be contributory in nature?

— If they will, then how will Income Support Disability Premium be brought into the
system?

— And how will people who become disabled early in life continue to be covered?

— If not, will they be means-tested?

— If a reform on the lines of Jobseeker’s Allowance (creating a contributory and a means-
tested version of the same benefit) is envisaged, can the Department guarantee that the
contributory version will not be time-limited like contributory JSA? Press reports that
entitlement to IB might be time-limited have worried many disabled people.

— If IS disability premium is also being reformed will the severe and enhanced disability
premiums be aVected?

— And will there be a higher rate of the new benefits for people who currently qualify for
the couple rate of the premium? Otherwise they will lose out.

— If JSA is used as a model for reformed IB, will the new benefit(s) have the same age-
related rates of benefit as JSA? Currently, short-term lower rate IB is £55.90, while JSA
for 18–24 year olds is £44.05, a significant diVerence.

— Is the Department confident that it can (as promised in the five year strategy) keep the
wait for PCAs down to 12 weeks? This has been achieved in Pathways areas, but it will
be a tough challenge when JCP resources are being cut back in the wake of the eYciency
review. Will there be compensation for people who face long delays through no fault of
their own?

Annex

THE PATHWAYS TO WORK PROGRAMME

The main elements of the Pathways to Work pilot projects, introduced last October, are:

— Mandatory Work Focused Interviews (WFIs).

— A £40 per week Return to Work Credit for up to a year.

— New specialist IB Personal Advisers, focused on helping people back to employment.

— A set of “condition management” programmes, much better than ordinary rehabilitation
provision.

— A “Choices” package of extra support.

The 2004Opportunity for All report described Pathways as “a cutting-edge, joined-up approach . . . early
evidence shows that thousands have already been helped into work”109 and promising that “we will develop
the Pathways to Work pilots.”110

109 Op cit, p9.
110 Ibid, p10.
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Touchbase, the Department’s internal magazine, has been equally positive, informing readers that “IB
PAs report that, by dealing positively with customers’ attitudes to their health condition, there has been a
marked change in outlook. ‘Customers are more responsive and are focusing on their capabilities rather
than their disabilities. They now see a return to work as achievable.’”111

Richard Exell

30 September 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by TUC after the publication of the Welfare Reform Green Paper

COMMENTS ON EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO WORK

General Comments on the Green Paper

1. Shortly before the publication of the Green Paper the TUC set out112 a number of standards by which
the reform plans could be judged:

— A supportive approach to work and disability. It was very important for us that harsh reforms,
such as replacing benefits with vouchers, means-testing and time limits should not be introduced,
even though seemingly authoritative media stories had claimed that they were being considered
seriously.

— No JSA-style availability for work obligations.

— The expansion of the Pathways to Work programme.

— A role for employers, recognising the significance of discrimination as a barrier to employment.

— Guaranteeing Jobcentre Plus the resources to implement the reform proposals.

2. Although some questions remain, the Green Paper meets most of these standards. Like a number of
organisations, we have remarked on the positive tone adopted by ministers and oYcials throughout the
government when introducing these plans. This was reflected in the decision not to go ahead with some of
the more extreme reform options, such as replacing a part of IB with vouchers for employment and other
services, or limiting eligibility by time-limits or means-testing.

3. Reactions to theGreen Paper reflectedmore thanmere relief at whatwasn’t in it. The health promotion
proposals were mainly pre-announced, but none the less welcome for that. One very positive announcement
had not been leaked at all—the plans for Statutory Sick Pay. The government is concerned about the
complicated records employers have to keep to make SSP work, and plans to remove the need for most of
them by abolishing the current three waiting days before an employee becomes entitled to SSP, which will
now be “payable on the first day a person is sick for work.”

The Poverty of Disabled People and Benefit Rates

4. In our first submission the TUC argued that inadequate benefit rates for disabled people leave many
disabled people still facing poverty. Research in 2004 for the Disability Alliance and Rowntree113 on budget
standards found that even when the costs of personal assistance and housing were excluded, the maximum
benefit entitlement of a disabled person was no more than 50% of her/his budget standard costs.

5. A decent benefit rate would have required a bigger increase in resources than was announced in the
Green Paper. Hopefully the return-to-work focus will help a significant number of sick and disabled people
out of poverty by helping them in to employment.

6. It is plain that there will be winners and losers under the new structure.114 We do not have the rates of
the new benefit and many of the details that will enable us to judge how much diVerent groups will gain or
lose. We know that people with the most severe impairments and illnesses will be better oV, as will other
claimants if they comply with the work-related conditionality, but other results are harder to forecast.

7. It is possible, however, to make a number of intelligent comments and ask some pertinent questions.
One immediate concern relates to the position of people waiting for the Personal Capability Assessment,
who “will receive the basic level of Jobseeker’s Allowance.” This is £12 less than SSP, which means that
people who have been ill will find that, after six months, when they move from SSP to ESA, their income
falls by 17.5%.

8. Some people will have a lower entitlement than they would do under the current system as a result of
the abolition of the IB age additions. In Incapacity Benefit claimants get more the younger they were when
they became disabled; this was introduced to recognise the fact that people who became disabled earlier in

111 Touchbase, number 34, p12.
112 Press release of 23-1-06, available at http://www.tuc.org.uk/welfare/tuc-11277-f0.cfm
113 Disabled people’s costs of living: “More than you would think”,Noel Smith, SueMiddleton, Kate Ashton-Brooks, Lynne Cox
and Barbara Dobson with Lorna Reith, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2004.

114 Described on pp 41–8 of the Green Paper.
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life had had less opportunity to build up savings. Claimants who receive the age-related additions tend to
have more severe impairments, and the higher benefits for people with more severe conditions may
compensate them to some extent. On the other hand, this will also mean that people with more severe
conditions will, as a group, gain less from the reforms than they might have done otherwise.

9. People who become disabled in early life can currently qualify for non-means-tested IB on a non-
contributory basis and without having to pass a means-test. Will they have an equivalent route in to ESA?
There is also a question about the position of couples on means-tested ESA who qualify for the couple rate
of the disability premium—will they both get the enhanced rate of ESA?

10. Some claimants will have a lower entitlement as a result of the abolition of adult dependency
allowances. The age additions are worth up to £16.05 and the adult dependency allowance is worth £45.70.
As a result, some people will be £60 a week worse oV than under the current system.

11. Our understanding is that the new Employment and Support Allowance will bear a similarity to
Jobseeker’sAllowance. JSA, of course, has lower rates for young people: unemployed singlemenandwomen
are expected to surviveon £44.50 a week aged 18–24 or £56.20 aged 25–60. These ratesare to be increased
by £1, and £1.25 in April, maintaining the discriminatory diVerential. Is this to be replicated in the ESA?
The GP is not clear.

Assessments

12. The Personal Capability Assessment (the gateway to IB) will be reformed to give “a professional
assessment of an individual’s eligibility for financial support based on their functional capability” and to
identify the people for whom “work-related activity” is appropriate, and those for whom it would be
unreasonable to require this—though the Green Paper is clear that people in this category will still be able
to volunteer for employment support. The government plans to “work with health professionals, personal
advisers and disability groups (including the Disability Rights Commission and the Disability Employment
Advisory Committee) to ensure that the transformed assessment process is fair and equitable in application
and operation.”

13. As we said in our first written submission, the TUC strongly supports the government’s refusal to
write anyone oV for paid work: in particular, we would oppose any attempt to establish a medically-defined
group of “unemployable” disabled people, who are not oVered any return-to-work support. With increased
conditionality, however, getting the assessment right and carrying it out in a fair way will be an immensely
important (and potentially controversial) task.

14. On the one hand, it is right to ensure that the system is focused on getting people into jobs, and sends
participants strong messages to that eVect. On the other, it would be wrong to harry disabled people. The
OECD, which led the way in calling on governments to increase the conditionality in incapacity benefits,
recognised that boundaries between people to whom it is reasonable to apply extra conditions and those to
whom it is not are diYcult to define and even more diYcult to make operational. Generally speaking, we
should be careful about increased employment conditionality at a time when unemployment is creeping up
again and the DWP has shrinking resources with which to help people. This is why the TUC is vehement
in insisting that ESA claimants must not be required to be available for employment, or face sanctions if
they fail to apply for vacancies.

15. The TUC is also interested in the position of people who have been on the new regime for some time
(one year, say) and are plainly getting nowhere. It would be cruel to make them go through a routine of
courses that are never going to lead to employment, and the stress of this experience could well exacerbate
mental health, musculo-skeletal and cardio-vascular problems. It would be much better, after a certain
period of time, to put such people on a self-management regime.

16. Assessments will be important not only because they will determine which rate of benefit and which
conditionality regime a claimant will face, but because they will be taken into account in determining the
contents of an individual’s action plan. The TUC will be seeking guarantees that people who fail to comply
with their action plan for a reason related to their impairment or health condition will not face benefit
sanctions.

17. TheGreen Paper gives examples of whatmight be considered suitable for inclusion in the action plan.
The TUC worries that this includes “independent job searches”115—this could mean that people can put
looking for jobs in their action plan, and we would not object to that, but we would strongly object to
personal advisers being able to decide that applying for jobs must be included. This would put IB claimants
onto a JSA regime, even though the evidence (as put forward in our previous written submission) suggests
that they would find it much more diYcult to get jobs than unemployed people.

18. The items that can be included in action plans under the heading of “stabilising life” could also be a
source of concern. These include “Activities to stabilise health conditions (including mental health
problems), for example use of cognitive behavioural therapy.” The prospect of a choice between taking their
medication/ seeing their psychiatrist or losing all or some of your benefit will worrymany people withmental
health conditions, especially those whowould see themselves as survivors of themental health system, rather

115 Green Paper, p43.
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than users of mental health services. Many people would have doubts about whether a JCP (or other
organisation’s) personal adviser could ever be trained to the point where s/he couldmake a judgement about
what is reasonable in such circumstances.

19. The TUC is also concerned about the section of the Green Paper on delivery arrangements:
“The consortia will be required to operate within the new national benefits structure, including the
proposed conditionality arrangements for new claimants. Once the new benefits structure is in
place, the Government will consider proposals from pilot areas to trial a range of conditionality
and incentive structures for existing claimants.”116

20. We would not be alone in being worried by the thought of private companies having the power to tell
disabled people to apply for a job or lose their benefits—and having an incentive to do so. Unfortunately,
the section of the Green Paper on delivery arrangements is the most ambiguous in the whole document. The
TUC is currently seeking clarification fromDWP oYcials to explain just what is meant in these paragraphs.

21. When it comes to people with fluctuating conditions, the Green Paper is very vague: “personal
advisers should, wherever possible, agree appropriate action which reflects these variations.”117 The Green
Paper is also a hazy on people with partial capacity for work—fewer hours per day, days per week or with
reduced output. More detail is needed before anything intelligent can be said about the proposals in this
regard.

Witnesses: Dr Peter Kenway, Director, New Policy Institute; Mr Dave Simmonds, Director, Centre for
Economic and Social Inclusion; and Mr Richard Exell, Senior Policy OYcer, Trades Union Congress
(TUC); gave evidence.

Q87 Chairman: Good afternoon everybody and this in the Green Paper, but are we going to see
welcome. Even though we keep seeing each other, similar age-related rates of benefit that we have in
can we ask you to introduce yourselves briefly, Jobseeker’s Allowance- and there has been some
please? talk about that in the past? I am glad to say that the
Dr Kenway: I am Peter Kenway and I am Director Government has ruled out limitations on the time
of the New Policy Institute. I am here today really that you are eligible for the contributory benefit, so
because of work that we have done recently for the that should improve things as well. On the other
Rowntree Foundation, looking especially at rates of points, there are going to be winners and losers;
poverty among disabled people. people with more severe conditions probably are
Mr Exell: I am Richard Exell. I am a Senior Policy going to be better oV. We are concerned about the
OYcer at the Trades Union Congress. I am also a position of people going on to the holding rate of the
member of the Disability Rights Commission. new benefit. They will be coming oV SSP at £68 a
Mr Simmonds: I am Dave Simmonds, Director for week and going on to a benefit at the same rate as
the Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion. JSA, currently £56 a week for a single person; that is

going to be a serious problem for people in that
position. On the other hand, the increased benefitsQ88Chairman:Thank you. If we can start with Peter
for people with severe conditions are very welcome.and Richard, in your evidence you have both
Dr Kenway: I think it is worth just re-emphasisingpointed to the low level of Incapacity Benefit which
quite how bad the poverty position is for disabledcontributes to the high poverty rates of disabled
people of working age. The statistic that wepeople. In that respect, what are your views on the
presented in our evidence, that you have got fullysuggested new benefit structure? I accept there are no
30% of disabled working-age adults in low-incomeapparent figures there.
households, which is higher than it was a decade agoMr Exell: I think the first thing that we can say is,
and double the rate—double the rate—for non-one thing that needs to be wholeheartedly welcomed
disabled working-age adults, it does seem to us thatis the abolition of the waiting days in Statutory Sick
is a crucial fact which needs to be borne in mindPay, which eVectively will increase the benefits of
throughout discussion of these reforms. In terms ofpeople, especially in short periods of sickness. For
the actual structure of the benefit, Richard’s answerpeople working in small companies, non-unionised
has been, I think, in some ways, more detailed thancompanies, who have to rely on SSP, that is a very
mine. The way we look at it is, it is broadly the same,welcome reform, one we have been pressing for, for
I think, as the short-term/long-term IB, with the two10 years, and we are very, very glad that the
rates in it there. Obviously it is very encouraging thatGovernment has seen the light on it. Obviously, the
it says, I think in paragraphs 82 and 83 of the Greennew Employment and Support Allowance oVers up
Paper, that these will be set at levels to give peoplethe prospect at some point in the future of a merger
more money than they have now, that is veryof the ESA and the JSA with a single working-age
welcome; the key question, obviously, is how muchbenefit. One of the things that we are quite interested
more. For us, I think the yardstick by which toin, when there is more detail available, is whether
measure this really should be the pensionersome of the features of JSA are going to be replicated

in the new ESA. For instance, there is no mention of Minimum Income Guarantee. It is very diYcult for

116 Ibid, pp77–8.
117 Ibid, para 91.
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us to see how you could justify paying one sum of are quite interesting: 50% of all IB recipients are
claiming also for dependants, in other words,money to a 60 year old, who is entitled to the
Income Support, and 45% are claiming forpensioner MIG, and another sum of money, much
Disability Living Allowance. It is making sure thatlower, perhaps £30 a week lower, to someone who
those sums are ring-fenced and protected with thehas gone through all these assessments and is
new arrangements. Finally, I think the otherperhaps just a year or two younger.While we are not
unknown that we have here is the numbers of peoplesuggesting specific figures, because it seems that is
at the moment who can, in eVect, still choose torather premature with the Green Paper, that seems
remain at the holding rate, in otherwords, at the JSAto us to be the sort of yardstick which one ought to
level, and actually not opt to go into thebe looking towards. Thirdly, if I may, given (a) the
Employment Support Allowance. There, we have tooverall level of poverty and (b) the very radical
anticipate that there is going to be, for a whole hostreform that this represents, our view is that it would
of diVerent reasons, and really this is a big unknown,be appropriate to have not just the employment
a percentage that are going to be receiving less thantarget, which I am sure we will want to talk more
they would be now, but through their choice.about later, but also to have a poverty target for this

group of people, in the same way as we have had a
poverty target for children really since 1998 or 1999. Q91 Chairman: Richard, the TUC have suggested
Without getting into details, in some sense that the possibility of cutting the Income Support
would provide some reassurance that this thing was disability premiums. I do not know where you have
going to proceed in a way that was very much to the got that from but you have suggested it. In fact, if the
benefit of the people to whom the reforms are Income Support and disability premiums aremerged
supposed to be of benefit, namely disabled people somehowwith Incapacity Benefit, what problems do
themselves. you see around that?

Mr Exell: Our original comments, of course, were
before we had seen the Green Paper and whatQ89 Chairman: Just to clarify, when you referred to
actually is in the Green Paper has gone some way toPension Credit and transferring it across, do you
address your concern. We do have a remainingmean that for those who would be regarded as
query, which is, we are not sure what is going topermanently disabled, or do youmean it for those on
happen to couples where both qualify for thejust Employment Support?
disability premium at the moment, and the GreenDr Kenway: I did not mean it just for those who are
Paper simply does not go into that level of detail. Onpermanently disabled. It seems to us, the way the
the basis of the other proposals in the Green Paper,argument should go is, if people are on Employment
we are assuming that they are not going to be anySupport and have gone through the new assessment
worse oV, because they are some of the poorestprocedure, in some sense why should society not
working-age families in the country at the moment.deem that they be paid the same as it deems it right

to pay pensioners at age 60?
Q92 Mrs Humble: Can I move on to the Personal
Capability Assessment. Various comments haveQ90 Chairman: I think probably you have answered
beenmade about problems which currently the PCAthis already but, given that it is suggested that the
causes for claimants. Do you think that focusing onEmployment and Support Allowance will be higher
the claimants’ capability for work as outlined in thethan the current long-term rate, do you think that
Green Paper will address those perceived problems?does anything to improve benefit adequacy?
I will start with Peter.Dr Kenway: Increases over the present rate will
Dr Kenway: Some parts of this, particularly theimprove adequacy. The other issue, of course, which
operation of it, are not really my area of expertise. Iin some sense is hidden in my answer about pension
would be happy, if I may, not to comment.and MIG, is that it is not just a question of at what

level we set these benefits but at what rate they grow
over time, whether they go up merely with prices or Q93 Mrs Humble: Then I shall forgive you, but you
whether they go up with earnings, as the Minimum can come in on the back of other people’s answers
Income Guarantee for pensioners does at the because I am sure they are likely to trigger some
moment. comments from you.
Mr Exell: Although the new ESA is going to be set Dr Kenway: I would rather do that, if I may. I will
at higher than the long-term rate of IB, it is not going do my best.
to be set at higher than the long-term rate of IB with MrExell:This is one of those issues where the policy
the dependency allowance and with the age is relatively easy to establish; it is making it
allowance as well. Although there will be significant operational that is much more diYcult. In terms of
numbers of people who will be better oV, there will the policy, the Government has got an important
be losers as well and it is worth bearing that in mind. fundamental decision right, which is not to write oV

Mr Simmonds: I have two short points on this. First anyone as unemployable, and that is not an
of all, we also have to take into account the number automatic result of thinking about this. For
of IB recipients who are claiming other benefits, instance, if you look at TheNetherlands, or Sweden,
because it is the total pot that is going into the both countries we often admire in welfare policy, in

both those countries they have a category of disabledhousehold which is important. There, the statistics
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people oYcially labelled as “unemployable”. I find Q96Mrs Humble:Dave, do you have any comments
that notion horrendous and discriminatory and I am on that? In a way, what I would like to know is how
really, really pleased that the Government is not you would like to see the PCA actually being
doing that. There is an important move towards a administered, being developed; what end result do
social model of disability in the changes to the you want to see for the payment?
assessment. The Green Paper says that assessment is Mr Simmonds: First of all, I will agree with Richard,
going to be on the basis of the severity of the in terms of the overall broad thrust of the policy
condition’s impact on functionality rather than direction. There is no doubt that not writing people
severity of condition, which is what we have got at oV as soon as they claim a particular sort of benefit
the moment, which is a really important point is a good idea, but you are asking how we would
because you cannot read oVwhether or not someone make that work in practice. I think, in part, our
can do a job from the nature of their condition. If concern in the past was that actually local labour
you could then you would say that David Blunkett market conditions have been taken into account but
and Stephen Hawking were incapable of they have been taken into account by default. People
employment, and plainly they are not. We are not have ended up on IB precisely because of local
going the whole hog towards a social model at the labour market conditions, by the fact that they have
moment because to have a proper social evaluation become discouraged whilst on JSA, because of a
of someone’s capability you need to take into whole host of diVerent reasons which have led to
account their other personal characteristics and particular physical and mental health conditions.
matters to do with the local labour market, and that Not to take into account a full social model as part
is not proposed here but it is an important step of the PCA still seems to be denying people theforward. I do regard this as one of the more radical

identification of the right route for them back toand welcome elements of the Green Paper.
work. The next critical step is howwe put in place the
conditions to do that, and evidence after evidence
that we have seen, not just on IB but on otherQ94 Mrs Humble: Do you think then that those
claimants as well, is that themore individualised youwider issues and looking at the labourmarket should

be included? can make the approach and make the assessment of
that individual themore likely it is that theywill haveDr Kenway: Yes.
their own personalised route back to work. That is
more expensive. It does require more Personal

Q95 Mrs Humble: I am thinking back to a debate Adviser time. The assessment here has to be the
that we had in the late nineties when the PCA balancing of expenditure up front on Personal
replaced the All Work Test and there was a lot of Adviser time as opposed to the length of time these
discussion then about describing people’s capacity people may end up staying on Incapacity Benefit.for work and for particular forms of work, so that We want to see a more rounded PCA. Certainly weyou were not being told that you were capable of all

welcome the commitment to deliver the PCA withinwork or not capable of work. In practice, that did
12 weeks, although, we have to say, this does beg thenot happen. This is an opportunity to redress that
question of what processes will be used and theand the Committee has seen some compelling
extent of resources required to deliver that PCAevidence from The Netherlands about how it
within 12 weeks. Our fear is, of course, thatoperates there and people being told they are 50%
commitment to 12weeks will lead to some short-cutscapable of doing X job. Do you think that we should
and more of a paper-based system rather than thebe moving down that route?
rounded, more individual-centred assessment thatMr Exell: Certainly we should be taking into
we want to see in the future.account the individual’s personal history. For

instance, supposing you have got two people with
Stephen Hawking’s condition, one of them Stephen

Q97 John Penrose:Can I pick up on something JoanHawking, the other person not a genius. In the
mentioned, about the partial disability approachcondition of today’s society, where we do not have
which we saw, for example, in Holland. I take yourfull equal rights, we do not have a right to
point completely that one does not want to sortindependent living for disabled people, where very
people into sheep and goats and consign someoften attitudes are still discriminatory and
people to a hopeless category. One of the thingsexcluding, then people who are not geniuses, with
which I think concerned a number of us, when wethat level of impairment, probably face almost
saw people being classified as 40% disabled or 60%insuperable barriers to getting most jobs. Let us
disabled in Holland, was that intrinsically, yes, ithope that, 100 years from now, when we have got a
gives you something to aim at, saying it is not just amuch more accessible society, disabled people living
question of changing the type of work you may beindependent lives, regarded as fully equal citizens by
eligible for but also the quantity of work which youtheir fellow citizens, there would be no reason then
might be able to achieve. That introduces anto regard anyone, with any condition, as necessarily
impressive degree of flexibility, but does not thatincapable of any particular job. In those
also create some sort of potential ceiling oncircumstances we could then start saying, if we still
aspiration? If we are against the notion of sortinghad a benefits system at that point, that we should
people into sheep and goats on that sort of basis, arebe applying a more rigorous set of conditionality to

people in that situation. you eligible for work or are you not, is there not a
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risk that one is just shifting the bar up a bit but still because they found it a very expensive approach. It
is diYcult, however, to say that it is something youleaving a bar in place, if you have a partial disability

percentage of that kind? can expect every employer to have to do as well, so
they are left with the Government because there isMrExell:You can tell that we are all thinking about
no-one else for whom a convincing claim that theythat one before answering. I think that possibly one
should be responsible can be made out.of the weaker areas of the Green Paper, and largely

because it is so diYcult, is what to do about the
whole range of diVerent types of partial capacity Q99 Mrs Humble: I am going to have to move on
issues.We can be talking about people who have got because we have lots of areas of questioning. In
permanently partial capacity. You can measure answer to my earlier question, David, you seemed to
partial capacity in diVerent ways. It can be ability to be agreeing with the TUC that the new benefit
work at full output for a reduced number of hours should not “establish a medically-defined group of
per day, or a reduced number of days per work, or ‘unemployable’ disabled people, who are not oVered
normal hours but at reduced output, so that could be any return-to-work support.” That is right?
partial capacity. It can be also fluctuating capacity, Mr Simmonds: Yes.
which is very relevant for people with mental health
problems. I know plenty of people who are able to Q100MrsHumble:Now then, Peter, I am coming to
work at 100% of what everyone else can do this you. Do you agree with that statement as well, or
week, next week they can work at 500% of what not?
everyone else can do, incredibly eVective, sleeping Dr Kenway: No. Can I give a very brief explanation
three hours a night and enthusing everyone else, and as to why “no”; it is because I am concerned that the
then for a month afterwards they cannot do any targets, the goals, of this reform potentially are
work at all. It is extraordinarily diYcult for unrealistic. If there are not the jobs there or if there is
employers to cope with that and it is extraordinarily not the quality of the jobs therewhich are required, it
diYcult to work out assessments that are going to fit seems to me that, one way or another, people will
in with that. Essentially, the Green Paper promises have to be filtered, will be filtered, Dave mentioned
that something wonderful is going to be done and a few moments ago taking account of local labour
they will tell us what it is later on. I have got a lot of markets. It is not obvious to me that, while it might
sympathy with them because it is diYcult to have a be ideal not to label people in this way, unless it is
bureaucratic process which is going to reflect the achievable what one is setting out to do, I am not
diversity of outcomes, which is one reason why we sure it is helpful or the right thing to do; hence the
are so concerned to have a supportive approach. “no”.
You aremore than likely to fit the round peg into the
round hole when you are supporting people and

Q101 Mrs Humble: Earlier, Richard made referenceworking with the grain of their own aspirations,
to the new focus on the severity of the impact of abecause their own plans for their future are going to
sickness or disability rather than just the disability inbe what is most likely to have taken all that into
itself. We have seen a very large increase in theaccount.
number of claimants exempt from the PCA under
the existing rules, from 59,000 in 1995 to 430,000
now. How do you think the new concentration onQ98Mrs Humble:Can I interrupt you there because
the severity of a sickness or disability will impactI do think this is an important issue. I recollect that
upon those figures?under the old sheltered work placement scheme
Dr Kenway: One of the diYculties with the existingpeople were assessed for a percentage capacity and it
rules is, and the Green Paper mentions the severitywas a way of keeping people in work and Imet many
in this context, it talks about this thing, it must notof them. The Government met the diVerence and so
be a hurdle, we need to focus on people’s capacity,if you were 60% capable then the Government paid
at the moment it is seen just as a hurdle in order tothe rest but the individual received just the one pay
get to a higher level of benefit. It seems to me to bepacket with the two funding streams in it. Of course,
absolutely right, in principle, that one should beit proved to be very expensive and so the then
focusing on the severity but, in practice, if the secondGovernment put a cap on it. Do you think that is the
benefit is higher than the first benefit then,waywe should be looking atmoving down and, if so,
inevitably, it is going to be seen as a hurdle to bewhowould pay for it; any ideas about how expensive
crossed. I am not sure whether, in practice,it might be?
therefore, saying “Well, we’re going to do this,”Mr Exell: The evidence we have got is, that sort of
actually will alter things very much in reality, if theapproach is expensive. I always used to be a big fan
outcome is still the same for people and it is just aof the approach taken by the New Zealand Accident
question of getting to the higher level of benefit.Compensation Corporation. What they did was

have an advocate for the Government and an
advocate for the employer and, eVectively, they Q102 Mrs Humble: Then how can processes be put
would negotiate about the level of productivity in place properly to identify those people in the
which could be expected from the individual worker exempt category?
they were talking about, then the Accident Dr Kenway: I think the diYculty here lies in the
Compensation Corporation made up the diVerence, pressure that seems to be going to be put on this
with the employer having to pay that percentage of reform. Again, as Richard mentioned a moment

ago, in some sense, if it is very focused on thethe normal wage. I think they stopped doing it
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individuals and if one does not have a high-level, the interviews and how they are administering the
requirements under the EAS. Otherwise the wholequantitative target of how many people we want to

get from A to B but instead we are taking as many sanctions and the policing of the sanctions regime
can get bogged down, very, very quickly inpeople aswe can fromA toB, it seems tome that that

in itself amounts to a change in process. Changing arguments to and fro about fluctuating conditions.
the goal in this way, may perhaps change the
mindsets of, and the sorts of pressures, the sub- Q104 Mrs Humble: Finally, Richard, earlier Dave
targets, that face, these organisations which deliver expressed some concerns about the 12-week limit for
these things. That seems to me to be the key to it. completing this process. Do you have similar
What could be, in some sense, a very good reform concerns?
could be good or could be bad depending on the Mr Exell: Yes. I should say, talking to people in
context in which it takes place and the use to which DWP, they are very confident they can do this, they
it is put. point out they have been doing it in the Pathways

pilot areas. I am still worried, because it does seem
to me like a challenging target for when it is spreadQ103MrsHumble:For us, as politicians, the process
out across the whole country. One point which didis important because we vote on that, the legislation.
occur tome was whether, for people who are comingRichard mentioned earlier fluctuating conditions
oV SSP, they could try to carry out the PCA at theand people with mental health problems, not
end of their time on SSP rather than having to goexclusively mental health problems, there are all
through the holding phase. If they were doing thatsorts of other fluctuating conditions; again, how do
for that group then it might mean they couldyou see that sort of aspect workingwithin the outline
concentrate on rushing to get assessments done forproposals for the PCA?
other people, with rather more resources that theyDr Kenway: I have to look at the fluctuating health
could bring to bear on the subject.questions from the point of view of being an

employer and someone who has been in that
Q105 Jenny Willott: Moving on to looking atposition of employing someone who has had
Pathways to Work and getting people actually intodiYculties. It strikes me as an extremely diYcult
jobs, in the Pathways areas there have been 19,500situation and it is not clear to me that what is set out
people who have got into jobs. Dave, you said, or thethere would have helped in the situation that I have
CESI evidence to us stated, that “job entries inbeen in, as a small employer. I think the diYculty is,
Pathways areas are impressive but could be better.”and it seems to me that the whole issue actually on
Why do you think they could be better and whatboth sides, is to do with risks and who bears those
would you expect the levels to be?risks. If one wants to move people into work,
Mr Simmonds: First of all, I suppose the correctperhaps when they have not been used to it, and if
expression is that we are not only getting the sorts ofone wants to get employers to take people on then
job entries from the present Pathways toWork pilotsone has got to look at who is risking what and
that we need to achieve the one million oV benefit,whether there is a role for the state in mitigating
but the key problem is how that is rolled out to thethose risks. That is particularly acute in the
entire country and how that doubling is maintainedfluctuating health conditions. It does not really seem
over a period of time. Based on our analysis, and Ito me that the Green Paper talks in that sort of
think this is critical, if the Government is going to belanguage at all.
successful in securing one million oV IB in the nextMr Simmonds: Two points: first of all, allowing
10 years then not only have they got to double thepeople, when they are moving back into work oV IB,
job entries which presently they are securing for IBto be claiming sickness instead of having to reclaim
claimants but also they have got to halve the inflowIB, as Richard was talking about earlier. That has
to IB. If we concentrate just on Pathways to Workbeen an important step in recognising that, with
at the moment, because, Pathways to Work, thefluctuating conditions, actually you do not have to
evidence so far actually gives us the confidence togo back on to IB, there is a recognition that through
say, well, one million might be achievable if we areSSP they can be supported for a brief period of time,
looking at just that one half of the equation of howwithin which, hopefully, the fluctuating condition
we double the job entries. In the Pathways to Workhas become positive again. A second, general point
areas they have been securing something like 3.6%though, I think, is that it is probably going to
job entries for the whole of their IB, whereas in thebecome more important that, if the medical
other Jobcentre Plus districts it is almost exactly halfassessment, as part of the PCA, is that, whatever the
the Pathways area. Also, looking at who has doneperson has, it is a fluctuating condition and likely to
well in the present Pathways area is quite interesting,fluctuate in future and likely to aVect future
because actually it is Bridgend and Cynon TaVperformance, it is flagged up through the system all
which have been the most successful.the way along. One of our fears around the greater

conditionality is that people with fluctuating
conditions will be asked to do things which will be Q106 Jenny Willott: That is South Wales for you.
unreasonable at a particular point in time. Mr Simmonds: There you go. Whereas Essex, I
Somehow, within the system, all the details of which think, have been the least successful; however,
I think have yet to be devised, it is important that Essex, despite being the least successful, still have
those conditions are recognised and can be flagged met their targets. All of this, at this stage of the game,

I hasten to add, is extremely positive. We think thatup for Jobcentre Plus in how they are administering
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job entries could bemaintained at those levels across London is the classic case of where one size does not
fit all and there needs to be a customised Londonthe whole of the country; first of all, New Deal for

Disabled People, or Job Brokers, if their role is programme.
supported to the full extent that there is demand for.
With New Deal for Disabled People, we are looking

Q108 Justine Greening: Do you think there isat some of the highest job entry rates for all labour
anything in the fact that maybe Londoners tend tomarket interventions at the moment, higher than
use public transport more to get to work; therefore,New Deal for Young People. There is something
if that system of getting to work is not as eVective forvery positive going on there. That is a demonstration
disabled people, that itself is a huge barrier perhapsof the fact that there are a lot of people on IB who
where in other areas they could probably get a cardo want to work, who have got minimum
and drive?intervention, in terms of Job Broker, holding their
Mr Simmonds: It is going to be one of the factors,hands and finding jobs, and it is successful. The
which is again why we stress that what is needed inproblem, with NewDeal for Disabled People, is that
London, if there is ever a justification for joining up,London, which accounts for one in 10 of all people
London is it, and transport is part of it.on IB, achieves just half of the job outcomes, in

terms of the regional spread, London is right down
at the bottom. We need to boost the performance of Q109 Jenny Willott: You were talking about the
Pathways across the country. We should do that by success of the NDDP. Do you think that the work-
concentrating onwhat is working now, getting Local related activities which are highlighted in the Green
Partnerships combining and pooling their resources Paper will be enough to boost their job entry rate
to work better, and we need to tackle the patent and boost their performance?
delivery problems that we have in London. Mr Exell: I do not know about it being enough, but
Dr Kenway: It is not perhaps very helpful for your it should boost the job entry rate. We know, from
witnesses to disagree, but, if I understood Dave lots of experience now with active labour market
correctly, I think our evidence does not agree with programmes, that people do become more likely to
his. The point in our supplementary evidence was get jobswhen they become the centre of attention for
that, as we understand it, the improvement in the Jobcentre Plus. Simply spending more time with a
proportion of people leaving IB within six months, group of people does have an eVect on getting more
which is attributable to Pathways in the Green and more of them into jobs. I would say that even
Paper, I think something like up from 32 to 40% on more important is the emphasis in the Green Paper
the Figure 2.3 there, if one applies that to what we on carrying out the PCA quickly, because one of the
understand to be the rate of people coming into IB, findings of evaluations of the various New Deal
that suggests, we calculate, perhaps an extra 25,000 programmes has been that one of the things that

make a diVerence to getting people into jobs ispeople every six months, extra, going into work.
This is an extra 500,000 over 10 years, only half the carrying out quickly an assessment of their needs. If

you can do that before changes in their attitudes torate that would be required if one were trying to get
that whole million simply through increasing the work have settled in then you are far more likely to

be able to help them into jobs. If the Governmentnumber of people going back into work. Again, the
Pathways to Work pilot clearly has been very really canmeet this 12-week target for its PCAs, that

is going to have a beneficial eVect as well.successful, but it looks to us as if, potentially, too
much is being asked of it, if one is expecting it, and
it alone, to achieve this target of one million.

Q110 JennyWillott:The final area that I want to ask
about is those IB claimants who do go on to work
and then the element of sustainability, because 14%Q107 Justine Greening:As a LondonMP, obviously

I am interested in your comments about the job of IB claimants who get a job within a year are back
on benefits again. Do you think that there is enoughentry rates for London being lower. Do you have

any particular understanding of why that might be attention being paid to job sustainability in the
proposals?the case?

Mr Simmonds: There is a lot of time spent and Dr Kenway: No. I think again it is part of the
problem that we see with the strategy. The Greenscratching of heads over that. I think the best way to

say it, briefly, is that there is a multitude of diVerent Paper refers to, for example, discrimination, but
there is clear evidence, I think, hopefully in thereasons, on the delivery side as well as the

characteristics of claimants in London, in terms of evidence we presented, which shows that there is a
problem with the way in which this group of peoplethe concentration of particular groups of people

who have become detached from the labour market, are treated, if you like, ex-post, by the jobs market.
It is not a question necessarily of discrimination.and finally the nature of the demand side, the nature

of jobs which London employers demand. In Obviously there are employers who have
discriminatory attitudes but basically it is moreLondon, relatively speaking, there is a very low

demand for people with low skills, and as soon as subtle than that, I think. Unless that is addressed
and the problems, and let us put it like that, thatthat is the case then almost automatically many

people on IB who have got a higher profile of low employers will face, I see no reason why
sustainability should be improved. Myskills are going to be in a diYcult position. It is a

combination of diVerent factors and, as such, understanding of it is that very little attention is
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given to employers, certainly nothing like the MrExell:To answer, very, very briefly, for the TUC,
amount of attention which is given to the potential our red line on this issue is whether JSA-type
employees. availability for work conditions were going to be

applied to people on Incapacity Benefit. We are
pretty sure now that is not going to happen. TheQ111 Jenny Willott:What could be done to make a gasp you heard coming from the direction ofdiVerence? Congress House was this enormous sigh of reliefDr Kenway: I would repeat an answer from earlier,
when we saw that in the Green Paper. There are avery briefly, that I think the issue really is howmuch
couple of worrying points. One of the mostpressure is being exerted, being put on people and on
important is, if you look at, I think it is, page 43 ofthe advisers, to get people to take jobs. You want a
the Green Paper, there is a list of what can go intoprocess answer; that is it. If there are really hard
people’s Action Plans, things that they have got togoals to get lots and lots of people into jobs then it
do, as part of the increased conditionality, and oneis bound to be the case that sustainability will
of the things there is—I have made a note of thisworsen. If there is not that pressure then I think there
because I knew I would forget it—“activities tois a hope that you might get sustainability
stabilise health condition, including mental healthimproving things.
problems, for example, use of cognitive behaviouralMr Exell: I could suggest a five-point plan for
therapy.” I am a survivor of mental health servicessustainability for this group. One is having your
myself and the thought of being told by a DWPPersonal Adviser available for you once you have
Personal Adviser, who has had half a day’s traininggot your job and being able to intervene quickly
on mental health issues, that I have got to take mywhen a problem emerges about hanging on to your
pills, or see my therapist or lose my Incapacitynew job. That emerges from evaluations as a big
Benefit is utterly horrific. Hopefully, that is not whatissue. Secondly, they need to deal with personal

issues as well as strictly job-related issues. It is very they mean, but it would be useful perhaps, during
often the personal problems which force people out the passage of the bill, if ministers could be pressed
of jobs. Thirdly, flexible working, especially for to give an assurance on that point.
older disabled people; we know, for instance, that Dr Kenway: I would re-emphasise that last point. I
the ability to combine retirement with staying in think it is very diYcult to work out what is the real
part-time work is really helpful. Designing out nature of these reforms; it all depends how it is
health and safety problems at work, especially applied. It could be quite cuddly or it could be
related to stress and musculo-skeletal problems, a draconian and we just do not know at this stage,
big problem for Incapacity Benefit claimants, so if whichmakes it very diYcult for you, but it does seem
we could do more on health promotion in the to me that, in that sense, one needs to hang fire on
workplace, which is in the Green Paper, it is really judgment until we see more, as Richard said, during
useful stuV. A final point, it is an obvious one but it the passage of the bill.
does not get said often enough, more attractive jobs Mr Simmonds: Our warning I think is quite simple,
tend to make people want to stay in them longer, so that there would be grave concerns if the positive
improving work quality will contribute to job features within the Green Paper were overshadowed
sustainability. by both arguments about the level of conditionality asMr Simmonds: Two brief points, just to highlight well as what we would consider to be an inappropriatereally first of all the importance of the initial job

diversion of resources into managing what would bematch; get that right and people are more likely to
inevitably a very diYcult sanctions regime to police. Istick. Secondly, a lot of evidence points to the
alluded to that earlier, with people with fluctuatingimportance of the first six months in the job; if
health conditions. The proposals which we have insomebody gets through the first sixmonths then they
front of us at themoment of course can be read almostaremore than likely to stick with it. I think that there
as an incentive, as opposed to a penalty, andwebelieveare probably some good, cost-eVectiveness
that all eVort and all monies should be directedarguments to be put forward that some public
towards putting the positive message. I think, to date,support from Jobcentre Plus, or whoever, is
of all the surveys in the past, the evidence has beenjustifiable within that first six months.
demonstrating that two in five IB recipients, almost
one million people, want to work, all the evidence to

Q112 Jenny Willott: Do you think that the criteria date is demonstrating that is genuine. People do come
for what is considered to be sustainable jobs should forward, people are volunteering for Pathways; that is
be altered to be six months then? more than enough people on IB for which the positive
Mr Simmonds: Yes, if not longer. message works. Once you get down to levels whereby

there appears to be not suYcient people coming
forward then that becomes a diVerent sort of problemQ113 Harry Cohen: The Green Paper says “we will
and diVerent sorts of reforms may be needed, whichwish to build up increased conditionality . . . things
some people would say would require greaterlike the compulsory work-focused interviews,
conditionality as we have gone down the road ofotherwise sanctions will be applied, benefit cuts, and
greater conditionality with JSA. I would suggest thatthings like that. Can I ask you your general view of
is for the next wave of reforms, probably in somethingconditionality and increased conditionality in this
like 2012 or 2015, or so; that is not the conditions thatprocess, and can you indicate reservations that you

have? we face at the moment.
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Q114HarryCohen:Letme follow upwith you,David, Pathways pilot needs to be revised further before it is
CESI. I am thinking of not themost seriously disabled rolled out nationally? Specifically, to ask you, Dave, if
people, they get the support component, but still you could give your thoughts on Employment Zones
disabled people. Is there an alternative way to and procurement, two things which you have
encourage them into a labour market other than commented on, but if you could give us, as much as
conditionality, sanctions? possible, some brief bullet points on that it would be
Mr Simmonds: I would say two things. First of all, very useful?
what has been tried is Pathways and New Deal for Mr Simmonds: Let us look at the nature of Pathways
Disabled People. I have already described the success first. A lot more thought needs to go into the package
of both of those, success which goes beyond the job that will form the roll-out. The concern so far has been
entry rates of other programmes. Secondly, I would that the present Pathways looks too expensive. I doubt
say there are some things which actually have not been that is true, in cost-eVectiveness terms, but
tried suYciently broadly as yet to establish whether or undoubtedly there are diVerent parts of Pathways that
not a stick is needed as opposed to a carrot. If you talk workbetter thanothers; that needs to be evaluated and
to Local Partnerships or local outreach workers, looked at.Wewould still like to see a greater emphasis
maybe either employed by Jobcentre Plus or as part of on skills and the encouragement for people on IB to
an action team or maybe as part of a local voluntary participate in learning and the acquisition of
organisation or a Local Partnership, what you find qualifications. We believe that the reform of
time and time again is that people on IB just have not programmes that sit around IB is also necessary. New
been talked to, they have not been approached, the Deal 50! is flagged up within the Green Paper, so we
choices and options have not been put to them. Let us welcome developments of that. Also we believe that
put it to them first and see what the reaction is before the reform of the mainstream NewDeals is importantwe start talking about sticks. Going with a positive to stop the movement of people from JSA onto IB,message, I think, is far more important at this stage of

which, as you know, is considerable.When it comes tothe game than concentrating on the sticks.
Employment Zones and the proposals for consortia
within cities, we are in favour of that. We believe that

Q115Harry Cohen:Can I put another question about the delivery problems I have talked about can be
something that is in the Green Paper, what looks like tackled only by some radical change in some areas.
it is a dual path for new claimants and existing How do we sharpen up the contracting process and
claimants, and the new claimants will get more make sure that the procurementmeets the stated aims?
support, the Green Paper seems to indicate that, but Planning, planning andplanning; it is as simple as that.
will be subject to more sanctions than existing Mr Exell: To make just a couple of brief comments.
claimants. Is that something which concerns you? To The main concern that we have had about sharpening
pick up that point as well, what should be done to get up the process is whether the £360 million is going to
more of the existing claimants into work? be enough. Talking to people involved in the field, IMr Exell: Certainly one of the points that we have found a general assumption thatwe cannot rely just onbeen making from early on is that if you are going to

the private and voluntary sectors to deliver thedemand more of claimants then you have got to oVer
expansion of Pathways toWork, but equally there is amore as well. You need to bear it in mind that, by
lot of concern that DWPwould find it diYcult on justEuropean standards, the UK spends quite a small
the £360 million limit. In terms of practicality, that isproportion of GDP on active labour market
my number one concern.programmes for disabled people and our benefits are

far from being generous. Something that I always try
to remind people of in these debates is, when they are

Q117 Chairman: The Pathways to Work roll-out, hasgoing on about how overgenerous IB is, the average
that been alongside Incapacity Benefit reform;amount that people get on IB is £85 a week. When we
memories of Jobcentre Plus and all that?Do you thinkare talking about rights and responsibilities,
it should be necessary to wait for the evaluation beforegovernments have responsibilities aswell, so therefore,
doing that; just a “yes” or “no”?to the extent that what we have got is that the people
Mr Exell:No.who are going to face extra conditionality are going to
Mr Simmonds:No.get more generous benefits and extra support, that is a

fair recognitionofwhat rights and responsibilities does Dr Kenway: Yes.
mean, seen from both sides of the mirror. Chairman: Thank you.
Mr Simmonds: We certainly welcome the roll-out of
Pathways to the whole country by 2008, and that is the
critical method by which you can do more for the Q118 Michael Foster: In fact, you have just indicated
stock, so long as those people who are on IB have still that you do not think £360 million is enough. How
got the option to volunteer. We have already seen that much do you need?
10% of all of those people joining Pathways have been Mr Exell: That is a good question. I would have said
volunteers from the stock and so rolling Pathways out something in the order of twice that. We are talking
across the whole country will help. about expanding it beyond the third of the country

that it is covering at themoment. Certainly I could not
see it being done for less than £500 million. This isQ116 Greg Mulholland:We are running short of time
pulling figures out of the air, but I do know £360so Iwill ask youone, quite broadquestion and can you

give a few focused points. Do you think that the million seems extremely tight.
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Q119Michael Foster:Obviously, there will be a sort of calculation suggests that the evidence is you might get
half a million back into jobs, in answer to yourdiminishing return. What I really want to ask you

about is, given that theGovernment are looking for an previous question, I would say that is what the
evidence suggests could be done. Whether that half a80% involvement, it was an aspiration anyway, and
million then really gets into that group of people forthey are looking for something towards that, being
whom only, as you put it, social jobs are appropriate Ipractical, being honest about it, without writing
do not know, but I would guess perhaps not, really. Ianyone oV, what is a practical possibility out of that
would guess that this idea that, in some sense, there aremillion? Howmany do you think really will be able to
various stages to this reform, when one is looking overbe reintegrated into the work market, whatever you
at least 10 years, probably there is no reason to think,do?
in this first stage, that one does have to look at it likeMrExell: I think it is practical to get amillion disabled
that, provided that one is realistic about the numberspeople back into work. I think 10 years is a very
that can be achieved.demanding timescale for that, but yes, it is practical to
Mr Exell: A lot depends on what you mean by aget a million disabled people back into work. I think
realistic chance. If you are saying within theeven more than that, eventually, can be helped back
constraints of the resource limitations that theinto work.
Government has accepted, then probably a millionMr Simmonds: I would express it slightly diVerently. I
reduction in IB, rather than amillion on to jobs,woulddo believe that it is achievable to get a one million
be a fair way of putting it.With investing to save in thereduction in the present level of IB, because, aswe have
long term, I am convinced that it is possible to get atalked about already, getting one million actually into
million people currently on Incapacity Benefit intojobs would not be achievable with the resources we
jobs; there are that many people who want the jobs.have got at the moment and the nature of the labour
We have achieved those sorts of employment levelsmarket. However, what is critical actually, and what is
with the people who were aVected by it in the past.entirely proper and legitimate, is looking at the inflow,
There is no inherent reason why disabled people arebecause the inflow is determined by a whole range of
not capable of employment. This is not an unrealisticdiVerent things, primarily by employer behaviour.
aspiration.There is just more that can and should be done, that

goes beyond the Green Paper, in terms of how we are
Q121 Harry Cohen: On another matter which aroseadjusting employer behaviour and general health
from an earlier question, the Green Paper talks aboutconditions which actually stop people flowing into IB
wanting far fewerappeals onwhatbenefit levels are set.in the first place, so that has got to contribute to that
Do you think it is set up that there will be far fewerreduction on IB.Of course, there, the focus needs to be
appeals?on mental health conditions, because that is now the
Mr Exell: If there is going to be a new test then theresingle largest reason for people joining IB. It is looking
are going to be masses of appeals, you can guaranteeat not just the oV-flow into jobs but looking also at
that. The eVect of the new test will be the same as itwhere the inflow is coming from.
always is, initially you get a big reduction in the
numbers coming onto the benefit and then advice

Q120 Michael Foster: Is it really possible for the workers, and so on, find their way round the new
conventional labour market to pick it up? Something system and the numbers start creeping up again, and a
we were told last week in Holland was that there was big loadof appeals will almost certainly be part of that.
a group at the end of two years which needed social Past experience suggests that, and I do not see any
jobs; they needed tobeprovided for by the state. Is that reason in the current proposals why people are not
the inevitability, do you think, in any labour market? going to respond in that way to the new set of
Dr Kenway: I would think it is, but I think it comes proposals.
back to this point about how far one is trying to go Chairman: Thank you very much. It has been a

pleasure having you with us.with this. My, frankly, only “back of an envelope”

Memorandum submitted by Disability Rights Commission

Summary

— The DRC’s vision is of a society where disabled people are equal citizens. To this end we are
developing four key criteria based on citizenship against which to assess policy options.

— These criteria are that reforms should ensure human rights and equality of opportunity are
promoted; a more flexible system that supports participation; a fair balance between individual
and employer responsibility; and that disabled people have access to the support they need in order
to take up their responsibilities.

— Benefit reforms need to address the problems of “incapacity for work” being the basis for eligibility
and enhance work incentives. One benefit may be preferable to two. Severity of impairment may
not necessarily determine whether someone might be able to return to work or not, and benefit
rules should enable disabled people to participate in public life.

— The Pathways toWork pilots appear to have been very successful in helping people return towork,
and the role of the personal adviser is vital in ensuring the continued success of the pilots.
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— EYciency savings will be a challenge to Jobcentre Plus but we understand that savings should go
towards IB reforms. The disability equality duty should have an impact on the way that Jobcentre
Plus and its contractors deliver their services, and attitudes to IB recipients could potentially fall
under this duty.

— The role of employers is important as evidence suggests that if they fail to make reasonable
adjustments people can claim IB as a result.

1. The DRC’s Approach toWelfare Reform

1. The Disability Rights Commission (DRC) welcomes this opportunity to respond to the Committee’s
inquiry. Our thinking in this area is developing andwe hope to submit further evidence once theGreen Paper
has been published.

2. The DRCwas set up in 2000 to work towards ending discrimination, to promote equality for disabled
people and to keep the law under review. The DRC’s vision is of a society where disabled are equal citizens.
In the coming year we will be developing a policy agenda for the next decade, based on this vision. The
“Disability Debate” is based on ideas about citizenship, such as belonging and playing a part in society.118

Our work to date on Incapacity Benefit (IB) has developed from this framework of citizenship.119 We aim to
develop this framework to assess the Green Paper for its contribution towards the goal of equal citizenship.

3. We are currently considering four key criteria, based on ideas of citizenship, to frame our response to
the Government’s proposals.

4. These are:

— ensuring that human rights are met (also relevant to the other three);

— a more flexible system that supports participation;

— a fair balance between individual and employer responsibility; and

— access to support.

Reforms should ensure that fundamental human rights and equality of opportunity are both observed and
promoted

5. The state has a responsibility to prevent harm to its citizens and also has positive obligations to ensure
that individuals can enjoy basic rights such as a private life and family life (such as carrying out specific roles
like parenting). Human rights also include obligations on the state to ensure that measures are taken to
enable an individual’s personal development and participation in society.120 Similarly, the public sector duty
to promote equality of opportunity for disabled people introduced by the Disability Discrimination Act
2005 will require public authorities to promote disabled people’s participation in public life (see also
paragraph 26).

6. Current benefit rules can also prevent people from participating, for example denying some people the
opportunity to work to their potential.121

Government reforms in relation to disability, work and incapacity benefits should result in a more flexible and
responsive system that supports participation in society

7. IB reform will be more eVective if carried out in conjunction with related policies, rather than in
isolation. For example, the Scottish Executive “Fresh Talent” initiative to tackle population decline and
future supply of skills in Scotland will require the full participation of disabled people in the Scottish
economy. Changes to the benefit structure should be undertaken in the context of the Prime Minister’s
Strategy Unit “Improving the Life Chances of Disabled People” report. This means helping people who
want paid employment to achieve this without benefit penalty, whilst also oVering income and opportunities
during periods when paid work is not possible.

8. For example, consistent with the first criterion (human rights and equality of opportunity), reforms
should also protect the right to participate for people with severe impairments. Currently this may not have
happened; some advisers report a lack of knowledge and confidence in dealing with conditions perceived as
being complex and severe, such as mental health problems.122

118 DRC, 2005, “Shaping the future of equality”.
119 See DRC, 2004, “Conditions for conditionality”; DRC, 2004, “Equal citizenship and IB reform”; DRC 2005, “Shaping the
IB reforms Green Paper: preliminary response from the DRC”.

120 Following the European Court case of Botta v Italy.
121 Beyer S et al, 2004, “Working lives: the role of day centres in supporting people with learning disabilities into employment”,
DWP research report 203.

122 Dickens S et al, 2004, “Incapacity Benefit Reforms: the Personal Adviser Role and Practices”, DWP research W212.
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These reforms need to result in a fair balance between promoting the responsibilities of individuals to consider
work and the responsibilities of employers to adopt best practice under the law

9. Whilst impairments may notmake work impossible theymaymake job-search or paid work extremely
diYcult, so it would be unacceptable to compel people to undertake the same job-search obligations that
are mandatory for recipients of Jobseekers Allowance. However it is not unreasonable to expect individuals
to consider-work in the context of the support and appropriate work available to them.

10. The current system lowers people’s expectations, so at this point in time some disabled people would
not consider that work is an option for them. The Government can tackle this by changing expectations so
that, over time, more people want to work and are enabled to do so because of the support that is available
to them. This culture of low expectations may have had a greater impact on existing benefit recipients, who
may not have had the support or the legal rights that can be available today. For the future, the expectations
and practice of GPs, Jobcentre Plus and employers need to be raised to include paid employment as an
option for disabled people. The disability equality duty is also important in changing attitudes towards IB
recipients (see also paragraphs 41–47 below).

11. Individuals have responsibilities, but so do employers. Too many employers are still failing to adopt
best practice under the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) when, had they made some adjustments at
an earlier stage, their employee could have been able to stay at work (see also paragraphs 48–53).123 Early
intervention, including rehabilitation assistance, could help to prevent people losing their jobs.

12. Demand-side initiatives include employer-employer campaigns, as recommended by the Strategy
Unit report “Improving the LifeChances ofDisabled People”, and initiatives on skills (such as theAmbition
programme and the roll out of the Employer Training pilots) could have a role in enhancing the skills of
disabled people as well as meeting employers’ business needs.

Reforms also need to enable disabled people to accept responsibility, by ensuring the availability of, and full
access to, the range of high quality tailored support with work and everyday living that disabled people may
need to gain and retain employment

13. If individuals are expected to take on greater responsibility then others have a responsibility to ensure
the widest possible inclusion in mainstream services so everyone “belongs”. As many IB recipients will have
DDA rights, this means that service providers like Jobcentre Plus therefore have responsibilities. These
responsibilities will, from December 2006, include a duty on public sector bodies to promote disability
equality (see also paragraphs 41–47). This duty should be a tool to improve access to processes and
procedures such as making a new benefit claim, employment programmes. As a public authority, Jobcentre
Plus should also be developing a pro-active approach under Human Rights Act obligations (based on
fairness, respect, equality and dignity).124 This means that policies and procedures need to be reviewed
against human rights and disability equality objectives.

14. For example, if people have to undertakemorework-related activity in return for benefit, information
and services will have to be fully accessible and available from Jobcentre Plus and its contractors to ensure
this reciprocity.

15. IB recipients may also need additional measures to enable them to carry out their responsibilities.
This might include assistance with communications or support workers (from Access to Work or Direct
Payments) or altering the timing, pacing, or location of work focused interviews or activities to help people
withmental health issues (eg so as to avoid rush hour travel). The kind of support that is oVered in Pathways
also needs to be available nationally to coincide with national benefit reform, to ensure equity of access.

2. Reforms to Incapacity Benefits

Pathways to work pilots and IB reform

16. The success of Pathways to Work (see paragraph 28 below) suggests that, with the right kind of
support, many people on benefit can return to work. However the basis for the benefit (“incapacity for all
work”) means that activities can cast doubt on someone’s entitlement. As a result many people fear losing
benefit if they undertake work-related activities, and current benefit rules deny some people the opportunity
to undertake work or study.125 This contradicts our fist and second criteria. A reformed system therefore
needs to ensure that these kinds of activities are consistent with the basis for entitlement.

123 See for example Nottinghamshire County Council v Meikle.
124 Butler, F, 2005, “Improving public services: Using a human rights approach”, ippr.
125 See for example Seebohm P and Scott J, 2004, “Addressing disincentives to work associated with the welfare benefits system
in the UK and abroad”, Social Enterprise Partnership GB.
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Work incentives

17. There is limited information in the Five Year Strategy about the detail of the new benefits, but the
reforms are an opportunity to tackle some of the disincentives in the present system. One of the problems
with time-limited “permitted work” is that it may not deal very well with people with fluctuating conditions.
Having programmes and job broker/voluntary sector support for individuals that can kick in at below 16
hours a week (and can accommodate changes over time) could be important.

18. Similarly evidence from the Pathways evaluation suggests that some people may be unlikely to be
better oV in work because of the complexity of their situation, for example having problem debts. As well
as the interaction with other benefits like Housing Benefit, some services (like Disabled Facilities Grants)
are means tested, so that leaving benefit may mean that people have to pay charges for an item which was
previously free. Some people may also have to pay for prescriptions once they move oV benefit; this was a
particular concern raised by the DRC’s Mental Health Action Group as medication could cost significant
amounts each week. A Mind survey suggested that about two thirds of people surveyed paid around £68 a
month for care or treatment.126 People with mental health conditions can fall outside of the specified
conditions that confer exemption from prescription charges.127

19. Government may also need to look at other policies which may prevent people working, for example
some social housing providers may have a clause in their leases that prevent tenants from working.

A dual benefit

20. The Five Year Strategy proposals for two separate benefits to replace IB could create more
“boundary” issues than under the current system. The proposal for the “Disability and Sickness Allowance”
(DSA) with access to work-related activity on a voluntary basis, and the “Rehabilitation and Support
Allowance” (RSA) with some compulsory work-related activity suggests that the boundary would rest on
a judgement about which groups of people it would be reasonable to compel to engage in work-related
activity. Existing claimants already fear losing benefit; having two new benefits, one of which is less
conditional than the other, might reinforce reluctance on the part of existing IB recipients to try out work
for fear of making a claim under the new system. For new claimants post 2008, such boundaries could result
in a rush to claim the less conditional DSA. If circumstances change, individuals and administrators have
to change benefit rather than simply altering an action plan. The suggested names also carry negative
connotations. For these reasons the DRC is not convinced that the reforms need to be implemented via two
benefits, and are inclined to support the view that a single benefit (with a less loaded name) would be more
appropriate.128

Distinguishing between those who are able to return and those who cannot

21. How to make the distinction between people who can and cannot be expected to work or who face
significant obstacles is diYcult, especially when the outcome of making such a distinction results in diVerent
conditions of entitlement and benefit levels. Often the need to claim benefit will depend on whether
employers have made adjustments to enable them to stay in work (as noted in paragraph 11 above). There
may also be a distinction between changing the culture of expectations andmethods of distinguishing people
for the purposes of compulsion. The Five Year Strategy proposed a distinction between the two benefits
based on “severity” of condition. This can go against the culture of expectations though may provide
“protection” for a group of people with severe impairments. However, there are two potential diYculties.

22. Firstly, making such a distinction purely on impairment grounds runs the risk of reinventing IB as
two benefits instead of one. For example, people who are currently exempt from the Personal Capability
Assessment (PCA)129 could be steered towards the “DSA” without work-related conditions, irrespective of
their aspirations to work. Others would then be directed towards a “RSA” with some work-related
conditionality, when in fact they may have fewer prospects of work, or significant barriers that are not
related to impairment.

23. Secondly, distinctions based on impairment do not necessarily reflect likelihood of getting a job. The
DRC’s Mental Health Action Group was concerned that that oYcials could assume that someone with a
diagnosis of “severe and enduring mental illness” would be incapable of any sort of employment. If work
focused interviews and approved activities are an opportunity for people to learn about what support is
available to them, then some people (such as those exempt from the PCA) are excluded from taking up those
opportunities for reasons solely related to their impairment.

24. So how the distinctions between mandatory and voluntary claimants are made, and who makes such
a distinction, is crucial. It may be that, in determining whether it is reasonable to compel someone to
undertake work-related activity, the focus needs to be on the circumstances of individuals rather than their

126 Mind, 2003, “The hidden costs of mental health”.
127 Page 232, Disability Alliance 2005, Disability Rights Handbook, 30th edition April 2005–April 2006.
128 Stanley K with Maxwell D, 2004, “Fit for Purpose”, ippr.
129 This is a diverse group, but includes people with a severe/progressive condition, registered blind or receiving the higher rate
of the DLA care component. Some people in this category are likely to have aspirations to work.
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impairment per se. Obstacles can relate to individual factors as well as external disabling environments, and
these may need to be diVerentiated and dealt with separately. The PCA can measure someone’s impairment
but needs to be accompanied by an assessment of its impact in a work environment so as to determine what
support and help is needed, includingwork adjustments.Wewould questionwhether doctors are best placed
to make such an assessment. If the Capability Report, currently used in Pathways areas, is to be the basis
for the proposed “employment and support assessment” other professionals (as well as the individual) may
have a role to play in making such an assessment.

Main areas of concern with the current system

25. A key issue is that the gradual introduction of more work-related requirements calls into question the
original basis for the benefit (incapacity for work). People are placed in a position of having to meet
incapacity-related conditions whilst also undertaking work-related activity. Recent Pathways evidence
suggests that some people have failed a PCA because they attended a Condition Management
Programme.130 The Green Paper presents an opportunity to construct a new basis for benefit entitlement,
which allows people to undertake some activity whilst legitimately remaining on benefit.

26. Given our first and third criteria (participation) the DRC is also concerned that the current rules have
prevented people from taking up public appointments. For example, people can be referred for a PCA if the
activities involved suggest that they might be capable of work.131 Income-related benefits can also cease if
remuneration from a public appointment is over the permitted work limits or earnings disregards. These
limits can, in eVect, preclude someone from spendingmore than about four hours aweek in activities relating
to a public appointment. Payment of expenses can also exceed the limits.132

27. Local councillors are treated more favourably, as their entitlement to IB can continue without their
incapacity for work being in doubt, and their allowances only reduce and not extinguish benefit entitlement.
Otherwise someone taking up a diVerent form of public appointment can risk losing all of their IB.

3. The Future Roll Out of Pathways toWork

The success of the Pathways to work Pilots

28. The Pathways pilots seem to have been extremely successful to date. Compared with the rest of the
country, six times as many people have taken up the Choices package of back-to-work help and twice as
many people entered jobs (about 12,000 people by January 2005).133 About 7,500 people enter the pilots
each month, one in 10 volunteering rather than entering through the mandatory process of work focused
interviews. There is some evidence that advisers have helped people to progress towards work, though there
was a group considered by advisers to be harder to work with.134 The proportion leaving benefit is up to
10% in pilot areas; far in excess of the international average of 1% across several OECD countries.135 Most
of these seem to be moving into work rather than onto other benefits.136

29. Evidence about delivery can be interpreted in a positive or negative light but on balance suggest that,
even if a return to work has not been possible, some people have been able to progress towards work.
Advisers have been able to help some people to progress towards work, though there was a group of people
considered by advisers to be harder to work with.137

30. The role of the personal adviser is vital in delivering the pilot; most see their role as enablers and
emphasise moving forward at the customer’s own pace, which appears to be an important ingredient in the
success of Pathways to date. About 20% have failed to attend a work focused interview, though advisers
report that there are usually good reasons for this and many advisers make contact before an interview is
due so as to reduce the likelihood of non-attendance. Non-attendance can lead to a benefit sanction (ie a
reduction in benefit). Although advisers’ views about sanctions are mixed, only a limited number appear to
have been imposed to date; between April 2004 and March 2005, only 182 sanctions were imposed.138

130 Knight, T et al, 2005, “Incapacity Benefit reforms—the Personal Adviser role and practices: stage Two”, DWP Research
Report 278.

131 Seebohm P and Scott, J, 2004, “Addressing disincentives to work”, SEPGB.
132 Scott, J, 2005, “Benefit barriers to implementation of patient and public involvement”, report for the Social Care Institute
for Excellence, Commission for Social Care Inspection and the Practice Learning Task Force.

133 DWP, 2005, Pathways to Work: presentation to the Welfare to Work Convention June 2005: www.cesi.org.uk.
134 Knight, T et al, 2005, “Incapacity Benefit reforms—the Personal Adviser role and practices: stage Two”, DWP Research
Report 278.

135 OECD 2003 “Transforming Disability into Ability”.
136 Coleman, N and Kennedy, L, 2005, “Destinations of benefit leavers 2004”, DWP research report 244.
137 Knight T et al, 2005, “Incapacity Benefit reforms—the Personal Adviser Role and Practices: stage Two”, DWP research
report 278.

138 HC Hansard 22 June 2005 col 1076.
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Design for national rollout and benefits implications

31. Consistent with our fourth criteria, national rollout of the kind of support available in Pathways areas
is needed so as to build in reciprocity within the system. Put simply, individuals cannot be expected to meet
their responsibilities unless the relevant support and opportunities are available to them (see also paragraphs
13–15 above).

32. Without more evidence from the evaluation, it is diYcult to be precise about the range of changes
whichmight be needed.We concentrate here on some of the changes that could be introduced to help people
with mental health issues.

33. Expectations of people withmental health issues on the part of social care and employment providers
tends to be low, yet people with mental health issues are more likely thanmany people with other conditions
to want work, and more likely to fear the impact of benefit rules on trying out work again.139 Whilst the
changes to linking rules announced in the Budget may help, the benefit processes (action plans, interviews)
need to allow for fluctuations in conditions and other circumstances that are common for claimants with
mental health problems. For example this might entail allowing people to take a break from their agreed
activities during crises, etc.

34. The DRC’s Mental Health Action Group was concerned that someone’s non-attendance at an
interview, or failure to return a phone call, could be an aspect of their mental health condition rather than
a deliberate decision not to participate in the process. The tone to be adopted when following up such events
would be crucial; personal advisers should be trained and informed in how to make their service accessible
to mental health service users. For instance, finding out people’s preferred mode of communications (such
as telephone or email) and then, if the person did not turn up, initially using this form of communication
to contact them in an encouraging way to enable the person to engage with the process.

35. There was also concern that the new “customer management system” involved long telephone
conversations which could make participation diYcult for some mental health service users. Some may
prefer to receive information in writing rather than by phone.

36. The early evidence from Pathways suggested that personal advisers appear to be waiving or deferring
work focused interviewsmore, including for people withmental health problems, though individual advisers
varied in their response.140 More training and guidance might be needed as to when this is appropriate or
when reasonable adjustments should bemade to the process. People with “severe tomoderate mental health
problems”were among the groups considered by Personal Advisers to be harder to progress. Thismay relate
to a lack of confidence among advisers and assumptions that people are “insuYciently stable” to benefit
from training. It is unclear whether this is a fair assessment by advisers about someone’s condition at that
time (and if so whether a review was scheduled), or whether reasonable adjustments could have been made
there and then. Adjustments might have included timing of interviews eg to avoid rush hour travel, a venue
chosen by the client, allowing extra time for interviews, etc.

37. An “employment first” approach is often more successful than recycling around work preparation
activities. Whilst condition management programmes may be helpful, their eVectiveness and relevance may
be maximised by running concurrently with work trials or other work-related activity. Such programmes
could be available to people receiving Jobseekers Allowance or in work—so as not to create perverse
incentives for those in work to drop out in order to access condition management.

38. People with mental health problems who knew they would find it diYcult to undertake paid
employment can also be nervous of undertaking voluntary work in case this “proved” that they were after
all capable of paid employment. However, voluntary work could be essential for some people’s well-being
and may help to prevent re-admission to hospital.

39. Evidence suggests that a good job match (based on the individual’s preference), together with rapid
job entry (with training on the job) and support once in work, is crucial. OVering people the opportunity to
select a job they wanted to do could prevent drop-out and demoralisation. Research intoNDDP job brokers
also found that people with mental health problems encountered more problems sustaining work once they
have left benefit.141 This suggests that there needs to be a good choice of fit between the individual and the
job to begin with, and that in-work support (not time limited) needs to be routinely available.

4. Jobcentre Plus and Resources

40. The DWP’s Five Year Strategy stated that Jobcentre Plus will have to make eYciency savings
resulting in 30,000 fewer staV by 2008. This needs to be achieved without compromising the level of support
than can be oVered by Pathways advisers. A press release announcing the eYciency savings suggested that
such savings would be used to support IB reforms.142

139 Social Exclusion Unit, 2004, “Mental Health and Social Exclusion”, ODPM.
140 Dickens S et al, 2004, “Incapacity Benefit Reforms: the Personal Adviser Role and Practices”, DWP research W212.
141 StaVord, B et al, 2004, “New Deal for Disabled People (NDDP): First Synthesis Report”, DWP research W199.
142 HM Treasury, 2004, “Improved Work and Pensions Services”, Press Notice A13, 12 July 2004.
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41. As noted in paragraph 10 above, the role of Jobcentre Plus will be crucial in changing the culture of
low expectations. In particular, the Disability Equality Duty, which will be in place by December 2006,
should aVect the way that Jobcentre Plus and its contractors provide a service. This duty represents a shift
from a reactive to a proactive approach, based on organisational change that involves anticipating the needs
of disabled people in advance (rather than waiting for an individual to complain). The DRC is soon to
publish a Code of Practice. There will be a General and Specific Duty.

42. The General Duty will involve having regard to the following:

— eliminating unlawful discrimination under the DDA (this could require reasonable adjustments to
be made to the claim process or the way in which assessments are undertaken);

— eliminating harassment;

— promoting equality of opportunity between disabled people and others;

— taking steps to take account of disability even if this means more favourable treatment;

— promoting positive attitudes towards disabled people; and

— encouraging participation in public life.

43. The Specific Duty will involve compiling a disability equality scheme and impact assessments,
involving disabled people in the preparation and review of such plans. These plans should set out what steps
they intend to take to meet their duties.

44. Secretaries of State and the National Assembly for Wales will also have a duty to report on progress
within their relevant policy sector and an overview of proposals for co-ordinating the work of the public
authorities within this remit. There will be a separate Code of Practice for Scotland and coverage of
equivalent Scottish Ministers and public bodies.

45. Impact assessments of a new policy should be made before any new legislation is introduced.

46. The DRC will have powers of intervention where organisations are deemed to be failing to meet
targets.

47. IB recipients are more often portrayed in the media as “scroungers” rather than disabled. However,
most IB recipients are likely to be defined “disabled” under theDDA.As the disability equality duty involves
the promotion of positive attitudes towards disabled people, attitudes towards IB recipients could
potentially fall under this duty.

5. The Role of Employers

48. Given our third criterion (reciprocal responsibilities of employers) the DRC hopes that the Green
Paper will address how Pathways and other reforms could enable more employers to meet their
responsibilities.

49. Over one third of calls to the DRC’s Helpline concern employers failing to make an adjustment that
could keep someone in work. Some enquiries concern people who have been dismissed or left their job,
sometimes needing to claim IB as a result. One caller with arthritis had exhausted his Statutory Sick Pay
period and so claimed IB as his employer had not made any adjustments (such as redeployment or a change
in job role) and he was under threat of dismissal. Another person with Multiple Sclerosis contacted the
Helpline after his employer told him that his contract would be terminated as he had reached the end of a
period on Statutory Sick Pay. He had submitted a medical opinion advising that he could cope with part
time hours but this was later refused by the employer on the basis that to do so would set a precedent, and
only full time hours could be oVered. We do not always know the outcome of these enquiries if people are
represented by other organisations; there is a need for greater capacity building for advocacy at a local level.

50. The DRC has also handled cases where people have subsequently received IB because their employer
had discriminated against them.

51. One example isMrLaw,whose employer refused to allowpart timeworking in an alternative position
following redundancy, and then dismissed him because he could not accept full time working. His dismissal
led to a further deterioration in his health (depression, hernia and a mild heart attack) which he feels would
not have otherwise occurred. Subsequently he claimed IB for almost two years.143

52. Another case was successfully taken byMrs Beart, whowas dismissed following a period oV sick with
severe depression, where the employer failed to make an adjustment (redeployment) and dismissed her. Had
redeployment have taken place it was considered that she would have worked until age 62; instead as she
was likely to have diYculty finding similar employment for the rest of her career, she has received a record
compensation which included future loss of earnings—estimated to be in the region of £500,000.144
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53. Research evidence shows that people most at risk of leaving their job are those with mental health
issues and workers over age 45.145 In particular, employers and providers have low expectations of the
abilities of people with mental health issues, which results in their being twice as likely to lose their job and
to stay on benefit for long periods. Employers are less likely to want to recruit someone from benefit who
has mental health problems than people with physical impairments or other groups of claimants like lone
parents.146

Neil Crowther

3 October 2005

143 Law v PACE Microtechnology.
144 Beart v HM Prison Service: EOR no 144 August 2005.
145 Burchardt T, 2003, “Employment retention and the onset of sickness or disability: evidence from the LFS longitudinal data
sets”, DWP in house report 109.

146 Bunt, K et al, 2001, “Recruiting benefit claimants: a survey of employers in One pilot areas”, DWP research report 139.

Witnesses: Ms Marilyn Howard, Policy Manager and Independent Policy Analyst, and Mr Bert Massie,
Chairman, Disability Rights Commission, gave evidence.

Q122 Chairman: Good afternoon. Welcome. It is What we think is diVerent from the two or three
previous attempts to tackle this subject is that thisgood to have you with us. Would you care to
time the Government is putting some real eVort intointroduce yourselves?
supporting disabled people and not saying simplyMr Massie: Yes. Thank you for inviting us. My
that disabled people must get jobs. Some of thename is BertMassie and I chair theDisability Rights
diYculties we have with that very crude approach,Commission. On my left is Marilyn Howard, who is
which has been tried in the past and which we fearedone of our senior policy people, who can answer all
might appear in the Green Paper, are that we can allthe diYcult questions.
name at least one blind person who has reached highChairman: It is really good to have you with us
political oYce and yet 70% of blind people aretoday.
unemployed; you cannot say simply it is all their
fault. Also, we know the number of disabled people
unemployed, which is about 50%, rather better thanQ123 Justine Greening: I will ask you about your
the 70% of unemployment there was 10 years ago, soposter campaign at some point, which I have
there has been improvement. Given that figure, wenoticed, but the memorandum you submitted into
cannot say it is acceptable, because if thethis particular inquiry outlined four diVerent criteria
Government has a target of 80% of the workingwhich you were particularly keen to see addressed
population to be working then we should be at leastwithin the Green Paper. Now that the Green Paper
that ambitious for disabled people. Althoughis out, how do you find the Green Paper in relation
realistically we are not going to get to 80%, at leastto those criteria, on what would you say it is strong we shall have those sorts of targets. TheGreen Paper

and weak? is moving in that direction, so we do welcome it.
MrMassie:We welcome the Green Paper; we think Richard Exell, from the TUC, was talking recently
it is on the right lines. In that context, I would also about some of the red lines he had; we would have
acknowledge the tone which government ministers had red lines as well. Had there been means-testing,
adopted when the Green Paper was being published, which was mooted, we would have had to oppose it,
because in the long term it could have done it would have been silly; had there been a time limit
enormous damage and there were some very on this it would have been foolish. It would have
intemperate press articles. I was very pleased that been like saying to me, “Well, look, Bert, in three
none of the major political parties responded to the years we would like you to learn to walk; we’re
rather dubious agendas behind those articles. That taking your wheelchair away.” That would not get
rather sensible tone which has been adopted has me to walk, it would make me just more immobile.
enabled greater support and involvement in the These were the sorts of suggestions which were being
context of the Green Paper and I think that has been floated in political circles only six months ago, so
quite important. Our main starting-point really was they have all disappeared. What we have got now is
to look at theGreen Paper, indeedmost government a Green Paper which does impose extra obligations,
policies, in the context of a fairly broadDRC policy, and so forth, but they are quite gentle ones, in many
which is to promote the position of disabled people cases, of having to have an interview, not an
as active citizens, not as people for whom things are interview with an employer, an interview with a
done necessarily, althoughwe do need social services Jobcentre adviser. Actually, that could be useful
and we need support services. We wanted to lift it because people’s employment does change and quite
beyond that debate and say, “Look, disabled people often they do not realise that they are entitled to
can contribute towards society given the right more benefits than they are claiming currently, and
opportunities, given the right breaks.” That is why, claiming it back, this has always been an issue which
with the Green Paper, we can readily accept some of diVerent governments have tried to address, so there

could be good reasons for it. Also, I think, it couldthe issues of reciprocity and some of the obligations.
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13 February 2006 Ms Marilyn Howard and Mr Bert Massie

guide people towards real opportunities which they Q125 Justine Greening: In terms of the Capability
Assessment, where the Green Paper talks about itsimply did not know existed. That leads us, I
being done by medical practitioners and healthsuppose, to some of the tensions about the Green
professionals, do you think that is enough, or shouldPaper. The approach is right, we think, it has been
there be other people involved who would be helpfulpresented sensibly, but an awful lot of details are not
in assessing capability?in the Green Paper and that is where the danger lies.
Ms Howard: If it is designed to look at the kinds ofFor example, we talk about disabled people having
support that people need in order to get back toobligations. At the end of the day, nobody gets a job
work and the sorts of adjustments that an employerunless somebody gives themone; it really is as simple
would have to make then probably doctors are notand as crude as that. I have given you the figure on
best placed to do that, because we know that at theblind people.1 DWP did a survey where 38% of
moment their role is very much around diagnosisemployers said that they would be unlikely to
and treatment, they are less likely to have knowledgeemploy anybody with a history of mental health
about those kinds of issues. The other question isproblems; now where does that put some one with
how it relates also to the work that Personalmental health problems, even a history of mental
Advisers do within the work-focused interviews.health problems, if over a third of the employers they
There is currently a capability report process inapply to are not even going to consider their Pathways areas, which, certainly from theapplication seriously. That means the sanctions will evaluation, looks as though it has been received in

need to be looked at very closely and very carefully, quite a mixed way.2 Advisers sometimes have found
because people could be penalised for things beyond it helpful, on other occasions not, or it has been
their control. That is my opening shot. delayed. I think we would want to know a bit more

about how that is working as the Pathways system
rolls out, to know whether, in fact, there is a role forQ124 Justine Greening: One of the other aspects of
the capability report in the way that is envisaged.the proposals is to assess people and distinguish
MrMassie: This is happening already. There alwaysbetween those who can work and those who cannot,
have been assessments; quite often it is a GP givingand we have touched on this already today. What
you a medical note, which eventually leads to youare your views on those proposals; do you think that losing your job. One of the diYculties you face is thatis a fair thing to do, or not? the medical profession, at their best, might be

Ms Howard: I suppose it depends really what the capable of assessing somebody’s impairment and
purpose is and I think that is where we would want there are even some question-marks over that but let
to be looking at the detail quite carefully. There is a us give them the benefit of the doubt. That is quite a
diVerence, I think, between looking at whether you diVerent skill from assessing them for work, and that
can assess whether people can or cannot work and is a diVerent skill from assessing them for a
whether you are assessing people for eligibility for a particular job, in a particular factory, in a particular
benefit, which may have work-related conditions. town, or in a particular oYce. It is not immediately
There is a slight diVerence of emphasis if you are clear, that just those two professions, that they
looking at assessing people who should not be themselves would feel competent to make the
required to undertake work-related activity in order assessment they are being called upon to make, so it
to receive benefit, and it is quite important, I think, needs to be a much broader team. One of the things

which is positive, I suppose, is that the currentto be clear about that particular kind of distinction.
assessments, which quite often are, “Doctor, I’ve gotCertainly your earlier questions around partial
a problem.” “Let me give you a sick note.” are basedcapacity and whether there was a way to assess that
on what I have called, in another context, a lazyI think would be quite diYcult and would not
fatalism, it is assuming that people cannot do it sonecessarily get us further beyond the Personal
they are given a sick note. What the Government isCapability Assessment. I think it would be far better
proposing now is actually that some people canto look at means of assessing people to look at what
carry on working, providing we support them. Somekinds of job options would be suitable for them and
of your questions about the numbers, that is what iswhat kinds of arrangements with support,
going to start to make an impact, is not only thoseadjustments in employment, that people would need
who are helped to move oV IB, it is anybody’s guessto have. Probably there is a diVerence between
whether the million will be achieved, it is too roundlooking at eligibility for benefit and what people
a figure to be totally accurate would be my initialneed to do in order to move towards work and it is impression, but how many people we can preventnot very clear from the Green Paper how those two going on IB. Not because we are being horrible to

diVerent things would interrelate. There seems to be them but because we preserve their jobs for them, we
a suggestion that the Personal Capability preserve their income and we preserve a pension for
Assessment in some way would be recalibrated but them when they retire, because people working will
remain the gateway to benefit, but in addition there have better health, by and large, and a better income
is a Capability Assessment which is looking at the than ever they will have collecting IB.
wider issues about what people need to do in order
tomove back towardswork. The underpinning basis Q126 Justine Greening: Just almost to summarise
of the benefit needs to be able to accommodate both what you have been saying and throw in an idea, one

of the phrases you used earlier, which I thought wasof those.

2 Reference 8 in our supplementary evidence.1 Reference 13 of our supplementary evidence.
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quite powerful, was that nobody gets a job unless want to see is people making an assessment like that
who can enable people to make the right choices forsomebody gives them one, but the capability for
them and the right kind of job match for them.work assessment has to focus much more clearly on

both halves of that equation, in other words, looking
at not just the person themselves but perhaps some Q127 Justine Greening:Youmentioned the fact that
assessment of the labour market they are in. For at the moment it seems as if a ceiling is placed on
example, The Netherlands would have a formal people; that is something you mention in the
medical assessment and then a sort of labour market memorandumwhich you submitted. Is that based on
specialist look at what those skills sets translate into, your experience ofworkingwith disabled people and
in terms of potential job opportunities, not specific anecdotal evidence and what you have seen
ones but the kinds of things a person can do. Do you happening?
think that is the sort of development this might be? Ms Howard: Do you mean a ceiling on people’s
Mr Massie: It is certainly helpful. The Netherlands aspirations?
has a much broader system than we have, of course,
you will have seen that on your visit, and they bring Q128 Justine Greening: Yes, the fact that, shelf-
people into supported employment who probably stacking, they are given comparatively low-skilled
would not make supported employment in this jobs, even though they may have a fantastic brain
country, so there are notable diVerences between the which is not being put to use?
system in The Netherlands and that in the UK. I Ms Howard: There is a variety of barriers that
think one of the other equations here is the people on Incapacity Benefit can face and some of
employers themselves. Employers are forbidden them are around the benefit rules themselves, which
already by law to discriminate against disabled have an impact particularly on people with mental
people; that is the law of the land, Parliament has health issues and people with learning disabilities,
passed a law. Yet we know that if you put too many who are keptwithin a very narrow frame of reference
pressures on employers people simply never get the if they are trying to do paid work whilst remaining
jobs in the first place; the sort of thing, “I can’t get on benefit. There is an issue about that as well as an
rid of this person,” so the person does not get the job. issue about being enabled to move into employment
Evenwith the law you find some of themost amazing that people really want to have and they can
actions by employers, and some of those are progress through.
available on the DRC website. I will give you just a
few of them. Gaynor Meikle, who was a teacher in Q129 Justine Greening:Do you think that, broadly,
Nottinghamshire, began to lose her sight and all she the Green Paper will tackle some of those problems?
neededwas the school papers to be produced in large Ms Howard: I think we would hope that it would,
print. Now that is so easy with today’s computers, but there are some areas where the detail still needs
and the school would not do it; she lost her job. to be worked on, so certainly we will want to work
There is somebody who faces going on to IB simply with the Government on those levels of detail.
because a local authority did not have the wit to do
what the law requires them to do. You look at Susan Q130 Chairman: Can I pick up on something we
Archibald, in Fife, a cleaner who became disabled heard, the attitude of employers in general, there are
and had to apply for 100 jobs in the authority and good ones, I suppose, but there are too many bad
they said she was not qualified for any of them; in ones. I think we were all impressed last week, when
fact, you can identify about 20 of them, at least, for we were in Holland, by the responsibility of the
which she was highly qualified, and now she is employer for the first two years to deal with
managing a team of people herself. Clearly capable reintegration, rehabilitation and payment of wages
of jobs, and yet she lost her job. We do need to look and/or benefits. Do you think that sort of system can
at the obligations of employers. They need a great be transposed in Britain, or would that be
deal more training and a great deal more support overambitious, or is it wrong?
but, at the end of the day, reciprocity also falls on MsHoward: I thinkwewould have to be very careful
employers. about transposing one system from another country
Ms Howard: Could I come back on your question, on to the UK, partly because of the culture and the
because I think it would be important to ensure that systems and the set-up, which are all very diVerent.
any assessment of that nature, which was looking at I think also we would have to look at whether there
helping people go back to work, had two things. One were perverse incentives about putting a lot of onus
is that it involved disabled people being at the centre on employers to maintain benefit payments whilst
of that assessment, so it is based on the individual’s they retained somebody, in terms of what impact
aspirations and where they want to get to; and, that might have on their interest in recruitment.
secondly, that the people doing that assessment do What I would want to know from the system in The
not have the same kinds of low expectations of Netherlands is what is the role of retention and
disabled people that we have seen for years and years recruitment, how do employers deal with both, and
hitherto. I think, at theDRC,wewould be extremely is one at the expense of the other.
worried if people were going through that Mr Massie: The idea though of employers taking
assessment and it was being assumed that all they responsibility I think has to be examined closely,
could do was work in sheltered factories, because because part of this, and in fact we see similarities
that may be an option for some people but that is by also inGermany, I think, is that the involvement can

be helpful. I would not transfer the whole system, asnomeans the option formost. What we really would
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Marilyn was saying, but it is interesting how many MrMassie: By and large, disability groups objected
to the abolition of the Green Card scheme, whichpeople lose their job because employers do not

consider ways of keeping them in the job. The Royal was about in 1995 when the Disability
Discrimination Act was passed. I do not think thereNational Institute of the Blind people have argued

for years for rehabilitation leave, for example, when would be any point in bringing it back now, because
all it told you was “Are you disabled?” and thatsomebody is losing their sight that they do not

suddenly lose their job but their job is held for them; employers should ensure that 3% of their employees
were disabled people. That meant that if ever theya bit like the case of pregnancy, if you wish. That

they say, “Okay, let’s get some rehabilitation for you reached their 3% they could discriminate as much as
they liked against anybody else, which of course younow while you’ve still got a job so you can come

back.” It would mean that more blind people would could not do under the current legislation. Also, in
Germany, and I undertook some study of this in thenot lose their jobs because they could learn the

computer systems which would enable them to read 1970s, they had a card scheme with a quota of up to
6% for large companies. You get some links thereinformation, etc., so they could sustain their jobs.
with the situation in The Netherlands, that,One of the issues which has been taken was a case
providing the employer pays the benefits, you canonly a week or so ago when it was discovered that a
shed the person, and generally you paid a fine, itlady working for a confectionary company had
went into a rehabilitation fund. What happened wasdiabetes, she had worked there for three weeks, and
that people lost their jobs and the employers justthey dismissed her instantly; they said she was a
paid the money; it was so low that they did not care.health and safety risk. There was no way she was a
I would not like people to buy their way out of thehealth and safety risk and, in fact, the company
obligation. What I think would be a better way is,ended up paying compensation to her. It is this
first of all, that we support disabled people so theyPavlovian response. Health and safety so often are
are good employees anyway, because no employer isbrought out as an excuse for dismissing people,
going to be sanguine about taking on somebodywhorather than saying, “We have an employee here; how
does not contribute towards that company’scan we keep this employee and what are the issues?”
business, whether it be a commercial company, aThis certainly would be so with many people
local authority, or whatever, they want people whosuVering from stress. A lot of stress could be
can produce. Thenwe need to support the employersalleviated if the employment practices were right and
but make sure the employers follow the law. Therethere was support in the workplace; some of the
are many good employers out there but, their areissues which Richard Exell was alluding to. That
tensions. The DRC3 did some research last year,would automatically start reducing the people going
when we asked non-disabled people, these wereonto IB and would bring greater loyalty and
people whowere not disabled, if they would tell theirproductivity to the employer.
employer if they acquired a disability or if they hadMs Howard: I think, fundamentally, what we want
a long-term health problem growing, and 25% said,is for employers to be making reasonable
no, they would not, because they thought that if theyadjustments to retain people in work. The question
did they would get the sack. When we askedreally is how do you achieve that, and I am not sure
employers would they sack the people, they said, ofthat The Netherlands is actually the best model for
course, “No, we wouldn’t; we’d be very supportive.”achieving that.
It was diYcult to match the employers’ views withChairman: I willmake just a general observation that
what people were thinking. This is what non-where race and gender discrimination is concerned
disabled people think, “If I declare it,” that meansgenerally it is malicious; disability discrimination
then when people are in the early stages of multiplegenerally is out of ignorance. Ignorance is no
sclerosis, when a lot of adjustments can be done todefence, with the changes in the law, and there has
keep somebody there, they are not going to ask forgot to be a big push on changing employers’
help, and fear lets things run on for too long. Goingattitudes. I think the idea of the employer assuming
back to what you were saying, Mr Rooney, aboutresponsibility for somebody for two years, even if
ignorance, I think ignorance is a big factor but alsothey choose to dismiss them then they have to pay
it is fear. Talk to people about when they are facedtheir benefits as a financial penalty of sorts, so they
with epilepsy and suddenly you start getting amight just take more interest in changing their
diVerent reaction, “Well, what happens if they haveattitudes. I do not expect you to respond, I just make
a seizure in front of me?” It is easy to cope with, it isthat observation.
not a problem, so do not be afraid of it, would be the
starting-point. That is going to come down to the
quality and the training of the Personal Advisers asQ131Michael Foster: I want to ask a question about
these pilot schemes are rolled out nationwide. I thinkthat. We used to have a thing called the Green Card
somebodywas referring earlier to previous attempts,scheme, where employers had to employ, I think, 1
thinking perhaps of the Benefit Integrity project,or 2%, the larger employers.
which I think we all agree was an absolute disaster,Mr Massie: 3%.
people going around asking whether your leg was
likely to regrow, and if so when. I jest not; this was

Q132 Michael Foster: Is there any return to that, what was asked of people. “At what age did you get
which you would welcome, or are you just wholly
against it, I know that disability groups tended to be 3 Research referred to in reference 4 of our supplementary

evidence.against it, but is that still the case?
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Downs syndrome?” I think the training has of us is that DWP is losing an awful lot of staV and
whether they will have the resources or the people inimproved since then and the Pathways have been

successful. What we do not know about Pathways, post to ensure the standard of service is something
which we can only speculate on, we simply do notandGovernment will be ready to admit this, is which

bits of Pathways are most successful; do you need all know. It is something which we are slightly tense
about.the pieces of the jigsaw or are there any pieces more

dominant than others, so that actually, if you built Ms Howard: Given the proportions of people
up that bit, you would get more results. We simply currently claiming benefit who have got a mental
do not know. We know generally the pathways issue of some sort, then clearly it is going to be very
package is eVective. I remember earlier estimates much in the forefront of Personal Advisers’ work. I
that all our Pathways would cost about £1 billion; think one of the important lessons from Pathways is
now we have got £360 million, which has come oV the pivotal role which Personal Advisers have in
the other programmes in DWP, ministers have helping people not just to move back into
fought for this cash and taken painful cuts to find it, employment but to progress from maybe not really
so well done them on that. As the Spending Review thinking that work was likely to be for them towards
comes on for 2007 onwards, one would hope that actually beginning to think “Well, maybe I could do
extra money would be released, and hopefully this that.” We would want to see a system that is
would be investor to save. Hopefully, if this works, suYciently flexible to enable Personal Advisers to
there will be fewer people getting Incapacity Benefit, feel more confident about handling people with
not becausewe are being beastly to thembut because more severe mental health conditions, which
they will have a better life, they are contributing, certainly the evaluation at the moment suggests they
they are being full citizens, so I think they are are not very confident about doing. Also they need
minded to have more investment, but at least I think support from their line managers and they need a
we have got enough to start oV the programme. processed handle which actually is very flexible and
Come the Spending Review, I would hope that you has got the concept and the ideas of reasonable
would be using your influence to extract more cash adjustment built in. We would want to see some
from a Treasury increasingly tense over not having more eVort going into what is happening at the
the cash they would like. moment with Pathways and how it could be made

more flexible to enable more people with mental
health issues to be moving through the diVerent

Q133 Mr Dunne: Your comments lead on nicely to choices packages and moving into work. One key
what I was going to ask you, which is to do with area is that once people do get a job they may well
training for Personal Advisers, particularly dealing need in-work support for an unlimited period of
with the mentally ill. I am not sure if you were in the time, so that is one of the things we would think
room, MrMassie, when Peter Kenway talked about would be an important part of any new roll-out
Personal Advisers being either cold or cuddly, and I package.
think a number of us will have had experience of
people with mental illness who are stressed out, to
put it colloquially, about the pressures of having to Q134 Mr Dunne: There appears to be an inherent
deal with a work-focused interview under the conflict between forcing through eYciency savings
present arrangements. Do you think that under and moving a number of people who work in
Pathways enough training is being done for Personal Jobcentre Plus into contact centres where there is no
Advisers, or would you anticipate, as you have just personal interaction. As Pathways rolls out across
been suggesting, that a lot more eVort needs to go the country, with more emphasis on one-to-one
into that, particularly for dealing with those who are interviews and Personal Advisers, those people, in
suVering from mental illness? many cases, are not going to be there any more,

particularly as you go into the rural areas, which isMr Massie: I suppose the first thing is that you can
never have enough training on these issues because an issue which concerns me. Do you see any way of

squaring that circle without a loss of service quality?they are very complex. The representation we have
made to ministers already is that there would be an MrMassie:No. This is not going to work through a
outcry if somebody had sanctions imposed for not call centre, quite honestly, it just is not; it is too
attending an interview and the reason being that upsetting to think about. I think people have got to
they had a mental health disability in some way. decide where their priority is and they have got to get

the people on the ground. The general policy weThey simply could not face going, and actually this
was a direct result of their impairment. My support, but it simply will not work unless the

support services are there. By definition, we areimpression is thatministers are taking that on board.
It needs to be seen how that translates in to practice. talking about people who lack confidence and

people who need support and even employers whoAlso, mobility in employment; there might be a very
good reasonwhy they cannot get to an appointment. need support, so that needs trained people and I

think the DWP needs to find people. There isPublic transport is becoming increasingly accessible
but you have got to get to the bus stop first and that another issue round it, because the Government is

also using more voluntary organisations andis a problem for some people, so there needs to be
sensitivity. Equally, on the Pathways, what has been commercial organisations to deliver these

programmes, so presumably that will take someencouraging is how few people have had sanctions
imposed anyway, and that seems to suggest it is pressure oV DWP staV. That does not give us any

anxiety in principle, because it is not for us to saygoing reasonably well. Of course, one anxiety for all
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who should deliver services, but we have seen in problem can work and that what they need is a
certain process to enable them to identify what thatother programmes sometimes these organisations
work might be and gradually move towards it.are excellent, sometimes they are mediocre and,

frankly, sometimes they are appalling, and how do MrMassie: I think Imay say, after what Iwas saying
earlier about lazy fatalism, it is an assumption thatyou check. The Disability Equality Duty, which will
people in certain employment can do only a certainapply to all public bodies, or virtually all public
level of job.We talk about mental health; it is at leastbodies, fromDecember this year, will apply; they are
arguable that Winston Churchill had a mentalgoing to have to have positive policies. If I want to
health diYculty and he had a pretty senior job forknow what a public body is doing and you want to
part of his life and he seemed to do it reasonablyknowwhat the DRC is doing, all you have got to say
okay, I understand. We should not assume that,is “Freedom of information; we want to know” and
because people have employment, they can do onlywe have to give it to you. That does not apply to
low level jobs, and what we have to do collectivelyprivate bodies and it does not apply to voluntary
is lift those expectations. As a society, if we lift ourbodies. One of the ideas we have been promoting is
expectations and disabled people lift theirthat ifGovernment is going to give contracts to these
expectations, employers will lift expectations, andbodies, we are not asking for a new law, that would
that is what we are looking for.be quite unreasonable, and they unnecessary,

Government could easily put in the contract “For
this work, we would expect you to have policies in Q136 John Penrose: Can I just follow on from that
keeping with the Disability Equality Duty and we point and take us along to a topic we have touched
would expect you to have the same transparency as on already, which is the amount of support and the
if you were a public organisation.” That at least will type of support required for employers to make sure
enable thosemonitoringwhat is happening to ensure that people are both into the right jobs and then last
that the standard of service which you all want to be in those jobs when they are still there. I think Terry
delivered is being delivered, and if it is not, and it was talking firstly about the stick, an opportunity
might be for totally honourable reasons, at least we potentially of making employers responsible for
will know the reasons and we can do something decisions about employability, but also we were
about it. talking about the carrot, that support is required in
Ms Howard: Could I just build on that and say that order to make sure that people are staying in there. I
whatever the situation for the provider of a service think Terry mentioned also a large reason for people
the Disability Equality Duty still has to apply, so losing their jobs is ignorance, so what sort of
eYciency savings is no excuse for not meeting the support, once someone is placed in a job, do you
law as of the end of this year. If certain groups of think is required; is the current system providing it
disabled people are disadvantaged by some of the and what should be added?
arrangements then the Disability Equality Duty is MrMassie: Clearly the current system is not always
there to address those kinds of issues and I think we providing it, because people are losing their jobs.
will take a dim view of an organisation covered by Part of the reason is that employers are making
that Duty which was not meeting it. decisions on inadequate and often misleading data,

in fact they just do not understand the problem they
are faced with; sometimes they put more eVort into

Q135 Mr Dunne: Could you comment on the choosing their stationery than they do into deciding
distinction, as you see it, between promoting the future of an employee. There was a scheme in
“employment first” policies and the sorts of work Germany, I do not know whether it still applies,
preparation ideas that are in the Green Paper; you where before an employer could dismiss somebody
talk about ‘employment first’ as being a higher on health grounds, and by implication also on
priority in your memorandum? disability grounds, they had to at least ring the
Ms Howard: Certainly our experience with people equivalent of the Jobcentre and see if it was alright.
with mental health issues and learning diYculties is “ I enquired if it worked and was informed that on
that very often those groups of people who have the most occasions permission was given. It seemed the
lowest employment rates tend to be stuck in work employer could then say “OK, I’ll sack them” but, I
preparation or life skills courses, because people do was informed, that most calls do not get made
not expect them to be operating in the mainstream because in thinking about the prospective call the
labour market. Some of the best practice in mental employer realises that the argument to sack someone
health employment is to look at matching people is not strong enough. There is a slight diYculty in
with a job that they would like to do and looking doing that in this country because if a Jobcentre
towards giving them some experience in that kind of member of staV, for example, said, “I think it’s
work, with training on the job, so it is not actually alright,” the person still has the right to sue the
going through lots of courses beforehand but employer in a tribunal, and what a Jobcentre
actually looking at moving people towards manager said might be part of the defence but it
employment. Clearly, that is not right for everybody would not be all of the defence. As Marilyn was
and some people will need help to manage their saying, you cannot just import systems from
condition or to build up confidence first, but we overseas so easily. Nonetheless, it would be helpful
think it is important, in terms of raising the current if before an employer even considered dismissing a
low expectations, that people do start with the disabled person first of all they talked it overwith the

disabled person, because quite often the disabledassumption that people with a mental health
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person knows the solutions. The case I gave about what adjustments, if any, might need to be done to
the job so that, hopefully, through that kind ofthe confectionary company, a person with diabetes
process we would end up with having fewer peoplewould have known how to control the diabetes and
claiming Incapacity Benefit.said, “Actually, all I need is a break every four hours

to make sure my sugar levels are okay.” That would
have sorted it out. We need employers to start

Q137 John Penrose: So lots of advice and lots ofthinking.We do need to give them advice. The DRC
education at crucial moments.What about help withwebsite, which I do commend to you, go into it when
some of the ongoing additional costs of providingyou have an hour in an evening, waiting for a vote,
some of the in-work aids, the Access to Workor something, we put a lot of advice on there for
scheme, for example; are you guys enthusiasticemployers, so employers can learn not only of the
about that, would you want to see that continuing,lawbut the sorts of things they should be considering
expanded, contracted?so that they do not break the law. At the DRC we
Mr Massie: We are enthusiastic about Access totake no joy in saying “We’ve brought so many
Work I have to go to Manchester later and use myprosecutions this year;” it would be far better for us
big, powered wheelchair, which Access to Workto say “We haven’t needed to bring any prosecutions bought for me, so I am very fond of it. Its budget hasthis year because no-one’s discriminating any been limited to about £20million for a long time nowmore.” We are nowhere near there yet. There is and what we find is that, although some adaptationsadvice available, and also we work very closely with can be expensive, most of the adjustments which

the CBI, the Federation of Small Businesses, in fact, disabled people need already cost less than £100, and
one of the senior people from the Federation is a that is actually underneath the Access to Work
DRC Commissioner, that is Stephen Alambritis, budget. Where Access to Work does help people is,
whom many of you will know, I am sure, and the if people need to travel to their work but they cannot
Institute of Directors. We have built up quite good use public transport, Access to Work will pay for
relationships with them as well as with obviously the taxis. It is probably unreasonable to expect an
Trades Union Congress, to say we do not want to employer to meet that cost; of course, they will meet
battle over this, we would rather talk endlessly to the the cost of a chauVeur for the Chairman, but we will
employers about getting it right, and to that eVect we not go there at themoment. For blind people to have
have a lot of meetings and a lot of conferences with readers, who can read documents to blind people, I
them. There is still an assumption that disabled think it is right that Government meets those sorts
people cannot do it, or the great one is that they are of costs, and perhaps, in some cases, if it is used
a health and safety threat. Once you have analysed extensively, even the cost of interpreters for deaf
that, it is hardly ever true. I use a wheelchair, I am people. In most cases now employers do have an
not going to apply for a job as a steeplejack, clearly obligation to make reasonable adjustments, and
I could not do it and only an eccentric employer Marilyn has used the phrase on a number of
would give me the job in the first place. We know occasions, let me explain what it can mean. It can
what we can do and what we cannot do, so talk to mean simply cutting some legs oV a desk, so
disabled people, the advice is out there and we urge someone with restricted growth can reach the desk,
employers to use that advice. and a lot of it is not rocket science. Very few people
Ms Howard: Could I make just a couple of points, need the sorts of expensive adaptations which
because I think there are probably two slightly profoundly physically disabled people often require.
diVerent situations, both of which are important. People get terribly excited over reasonable
One is people moving from Incapacity Benefit back adjustments. You have already made reasonable
into employment and the employer as well as the adjustments in this building. Today you are all
individual needing support to enable somebody to sitting on chairs; you did not have to have chairs,
make a success of that transition. That goes back to you could have stood or you could have sat on the
some of the ideas about having in-work support, floor, so someone made you comfortable by giving
both for the employer and for the individual, maybe you a chair, they gave you desks, they gave you lights
follow-up through Jobcentre Plus, or Job Brokers, and you could have brought a torch up. What
to enable people to make whatever steps need to be Parliament has done is arrange the environment so
made. The second situation is preventing people you can perform eVectively as Members of
from leaving their job, which in some instances can Parliament. That is why you need the lights, that is
lead them to claim Incapacity Benefit, at the why you need to be comfortable, that is why you
moment. I think the issues there are verymuch along need desks, that is why you need papers, and the
the lines that we have talked about already, which is principle is no diVerent from putting software onto
about having information early enough in a period a computer which enables someone to dictate to the
of sickness absence so that the employer and the computer rather than type because they cannot use
individual have a way of engaging with each other to their hands. It is simply a reasonable adjustment,
find out exactly what the issues are. We think there and a reasonable adjustment does not mean an
is some scope in the suggestions in the Green Paper unreasonable adjustment, and that is always so, so
about managing attendance, that actually the no employer would be expected to spend, let us use
process within Statutory Sick Pay could be more of silly figures, £1 million to get somebody in who is
a managed process and there could be means of going to earn £12,000 a year, it just does not make
individuals and employers getting information at an sense. Nobody requires an employer to meet a cost

which would put him out of business. Disabledearly stage which would enable them to identify
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people themselves also are sensible about this; we are figures do not make sense, because I think we would
not going to make unreasonable demands but the all figure thatmaybe the personwho has got a job for
demands we are making usually are very reasonable. life and a career, and all the rest of it, is probably a
A lot of the stuV which was expensive years ago, the better hit than 20 people putting out deckchairs for
software for computers used to be priced in tens of a week. I think we are looking for sustainable jobs
thousands, now it is priced in hundreds; what but, equally, not forcing people to be in a job, and
employer cannot aVord £200, and if they cannot you would not expect them to be in a job, when
aVord £200 they probably have not got a viable actually it is better if they are not in the job. It is good
business anymore. It is reasonable. I think that what to have supported work right through, but there
we do want for employers, and it goes back to price, comes a point when, frankly, some people cannot
is that they do not spend their money unwisely, that work any more. If you think of a lot of the diseases
they do not gold-plate things they do not need to and and impairments which create fatigue, arthritis
have extra cost that they do not need. We want might be one, multiple sclerosis would be another
employers to be profitable, we want them to be there one, motor neurone, if getting somebody a job or
tomorrow, we want them to keep employing people keeping them in a job when it means, when they go
tomorrow and we want their services to be delivered home, they simply sleep and they come back and
tomorrow, so we are not about putting people out of they sleep all weekend, there is no point in that at all,
business. It is about reasonableness and disabled you begin to ask questions. That comes through the
people helping them to be successful. other part of Incapacity Benefit and the

Government’s proposals. This has to be about
getting people jobs but also it has to be recognisingQ138 John Penrose: I think probably you have
that even if the Government’s figure is accurate, oneanswered the issue I wanted to raise about
million people oV IB, we have still got 1.7 millionsustainability by talking about these long-term aids
people on IB, and these people we are saying cannotand support. We were asking your three
work. As a society, we have a duty to support suchpredecessors, sitting in the chairs you are in, just now
people with rather higher benefits thanwe have now.about what they would class as a sustainable job. I
We have a duty not to make them feel scroungers.think they said that six months would be an
We have a duty to say, “Look, even though you’reimprovement on the current rules of counting
not working, you are important citizens of thissomething as sustainable and they thought it would
country and whether you are just helping out at thebe better if it were a longer period than that before
library or teaching prisoners to read it is importantsomething really counted as a genuine work
and we’re going to back you.” I think theplacement. What would be your view on that?
Government has missed one important issue. WhyMr Massie: I suggest, as an MP, you would see it
did not the Government say that disabled people onas five years plus, would you not, or possibly
IB, who can work maybe only a few hours a weekfive? I imagine sustainability depends on the
now, can go onto government committees, ontocircumstances. I am sorry about that one. For some
quangos, which presumably are worthwhilepeople it will be short term. A job for six months in
otherwise they would not be government quangos,Torquay during the holiday season might well be
would they, so we assume they are worthwhile, andsustainable, but what are you going to go on to. I
get their fee. The Government says, “Ah, no,gather that most people stay in their jobs for about
because IB replaces income and if we did this ittwo years and that seems at least reasonable. What
wouldmess up the system.” This denies people socialwe have found from surveys is that disabled people
contacts, getting a taste of work in a socialtend to stay longer andwe do not knowwhether that
environment, sitting on committees, local healthis because we are suchwonderful workers orwhether
boards, for example, health authorities, and thewe are afraidwewill not get another job sowe do not
Government says “We can’t do this.” Yet it is okayleave, the research does not tell us this. There are
for councillors, councillors on IB can still get theirsome careers which you would hopewould last more
allowances. In principle, what is the diVerence; whatdecades. The Civil Service careers, I am told that
we are doing for councillors is absolutely right, wecivil servants tend to move quickly but I know civil
should do the same for people on IB to help them getservants who have been there for 20 years and more.
into if not formal work, in a nine to five sense, at leastI have known people in industry who have been
contributing, because that helps the well-being ofthere for decades. I think it depends really on what
people, that they know, even not on a full-time job,people are doing and also what they want. People
they are citizens and they are contributing towardsmove, their circumstances change, and disabled
the greater good of the United Kingdom.people, like anybody else, want to climb the career
MsHoward:Could I make just a couple of very briefladder, so, to some extent, I think any time you give
points about your question on sustainability. I thinkis going to be superficial and have broadly so many
it would be important to look at sustainablecaveats that probably it is meaningless. I remember,
employment, not just at sustainable jobs, because itgoing back to the Green Card scheme, I have been
might be that somebodymoves into one job and thenaround in this field for far too long, the Disabled
that does not work out but they move intoResettlement OYces used to be assessed on how
something else, or they change their employer. Also,many people they got jobs, so it was more successful
if we are looking at people with mental health issues,if they had got 20 people a job for one week, putting
I think the overall objective over a longer period ofout deckchairs on Blackpool beach, than one person

in a job for life, with a good career. Those sorts of timewould be to increase the proportion of time that
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somebody spends in employment and decrease the doing with DWP is, when we get cases we let them
know about it, we do not keep it a secret. Equally,proportion of time that is spent receiving benefit.

You cannot capture that in just a single snapshot of we have not necessarily gone to newspapers if there
is an outrageous case of whatever type, because oura transition from Incapacity Benefit into a job, that

has got to be looked at over a longer time-frame, but approach has been to help get it right.
I think certainly that would be an important
objective of the kinds of reforms flagged up in the

Q143 Miss Begg: A lot of the disabled people that IGreen Paper.
have spoken to about the Green Paper, almost all of
them, have said “It is all very well, the aims are great

Q139 Miss Begg: I think you have touched quite a but, honestly, no employer is going to employ us,”
lot onmost of the questions I am going to ask, which and that they see as the biggest barrier. On disability,
are all under the general heading of disability from the employers’ point of view, we think there are
discrimination, but there are a couple of things I a lot of employers who have enormous fears. You
would like to pursue with you. How well do you have touched already on that today, enormous
think Jobcentre Plus at the moment is fulfilling its fears about employing disabled people, the
access to services obligation under the DDA? misconceptions, in fact, if they think they are going
Mr Massie: The oVer we have made to ministers is to get sued at the turn of a hat because they have not
that the DRC is prepared to work with DWP to see done it right, and therefore they are not making the
if we can reach a standard for that department, of all eVort to employ disabled people. Are these
departments, where they would be an exemplar in perceptions right, on behalf of disabled people, that
the Disability Equality Duty. We have found some most employers really do not want to know, and, if
occasions where they have not reached that high it is, should there be a lot more sticks with regard to
standard at the moment and that has concerned us. employers in making sure that they have got
Of course, it is a huge department, so with a obligations?
department that large you are going to find that, Mr Massie: The evidence shows already that if you
inevitably. We think, as it is a department which has send two diVerent applications to an employer with
the lead on disability issues, really they should be the similar qualifications, one from someone who is
best. There is a lot right but it is not there yet. obviously disabled and one from someone who is

not, the non-disabled person is more likely to get the
Q140Miss Begg: Is it going to be there by December interview, sowe know the prejudice is out there. This
2006, when it has to be? goes on to what is known as themore social model of
Mr Massie: They will have the Duty in December disability, in that no matter how much training and
2006 but the line which the DRC is taking with all support you give to a disabled person, if ultimately
public sector employers is that “If you leave this the employers refuse to give them a job, for reasons
until December 2006 even to look at it, probably you which are either honourable or dishonourable, then
have lost the plot. You need to start thinking now.” there is little point in penalising that person because
That is why the Government, with our support, has they cannot get the job. It is a bit like the old ducking
already issued ourCode of Practice, so people do not stool, of cursing somebody because they had
have an excuse. The Code of Practice is out there, we drowned on you; when you had held them under
got it out early, we wrote it and it is out there now water for five minutes, it was hardly surprising. This
and people should be following it now. I think is where the Government has got to be really very
perhaps one of the recommendations might be that careful and clearly some parts of the economy are
DWP and all of the Government departments take more vibrant than others. The Pathways we have
this Duty very, very seriously, because they will be already said are being successful. Question: what
held to account for it. happens if the economy takes a downturn, where

unemployment generally begins to grow, rather than
Q141 Miss Begg: You said there is a lot they are strengthen as it has done over the last three or four
doing right but there are things that they are not; are years; that is going to make it more diYcult for
there any glaring examples that really we have not disabled people. When disabled people themselves
got right, or things that are proving very diYcult for have applied for 20 jobs and got a bland letter back
them to get right? every time, it is not easy to write the 21st letter with
MrMassie: I think we have had one or two cases to the same confidence and the same enthusiasm as
our helpline where advisers have not been as helpful your first two. I have mentioned already some
as theymight have been, and we take this up with the surveys we have done of employers, so we know
Department and obviously I would not want to go there is prejudice out there. If you say can we use
any narrower than that. more stick, we have the stick in the DDA, and the

Prison Service is likely, I think, to be paying out over
half a million pounds shortly, because of the wayQ142 Miss Begg: Is that maybe because individual
they treated one member of staV. That is a prettyadvisers have not been trained as well as others; is it
powerful stick, half a million quid. The problem wea variable service?
face is not so much when someone is beingMr Massie: We do not know, because we do not
dismissed, because then there are all the trails youhave access to the details of the individual adviser
can follow, the problem we have is when someoneand what their training is, etc.4 What we have been
does not get the job. How do you prove that person
did not get the job for a reason relating to their4 Supplementary evidence paragraph 19.
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disability? Occasionally we find an employer who that, but getting the media to cover “Here is
company ABC Limited, which has all these gooddoes it so badly we can take a case and win it, but it

is much more diYcult to use the DDA for job policies and everything is going great, it is a really
successful company,” try to get publicity for that.recruitment than on job retention.
The media sells itself on conflict, and conflict, as
someone was saying, is bad, and so it is very hardQ144 Miss Begg: How much engagement do the
then to get out the positive stories. What was goodDRC have with employers to try to change their
was when Alison Lapper had her statue put inperceptions, or do you leave that up to other
Trafalgar Square, and there were a lot of peopleagencies? I am just wondering whether, in fact, the
saying “Is this art?” which begs the question, whoNew Deal for Disabled People and the Job Brokers,
cares, it is just a good thing to do. Suddenly, becausebecause they go out and they know the local labour
of that, even the media carried good stories aboutmarket, they actually speak to employers, that is
disabled people and a lot of the media realised foractually knocking on employers’ doors, is that the
the first time that there had been a disabled personmost eVective way of breaking down some of those
in Trafalgar Square since it was built; he is just sobarriers and those misconceptions?
high we cannot see him. There are some good storiesMr Massie: The DRC has just over 200 staV, so I
but it is an uphill job. That, of course, then startsthink we would not go too far, we would be very thin
giving this perception of disabled people beingvery quickly, so we do not run special programmes
associated with bad news, and it is an issue, and Ifor employers. What we try to do is provide the
know you have done a lot yourself to try to push theinformation and support for others. I mentioned
good stories. It is much easier to push a bad one.that we have been dealing with employer

organisations to that eVect. We also run lots of
conferences to which employers are invited. Of Q146 Miss Begg: The OYce for Disability Issues

which has been set up, do you think it is going tocourse, small employers find great diYculty getting
a day oV to go to a conference because they are make a positive contribution to the Government’s

aim to move a million disabled people into work?running their business. The other thing we have
produced a great deal of, and we do the Codes of MrMassie: This is very interesting. I was a member

of the advisory group which recommended settingPractice, which tend to be rather large and legalistic
documents, which is not light reading, also we do a up the OYce of Disability Issues.
lot of small pamphlets, aimed at small companies, so
we have done pamphlets aimed at hairdressers, Q147 Miss Begg: So it is a good idea then?
grocer stores, so they know how to follow the Act, Mr Massie: My view is that everybody has got it
and that is not just on employment, that is on social right. It is how it is played, quite honestly. What has
provision, etc.We are doing what we can, but for the tended to happen in Government is that disability is
DRC to be going out and knocking on doors I think seen as something which the DWP or the
it would not be the best use of our time, quite Department ofHealth do, andDWPcan play a great
honestly. role but what is missing in Government is somebody

in theDepartment for Transport whowill say “What
is the downside to road bumps; why do some peopleQ145Miss Begg:What about in terms of the media,

because a lot of the negative perceptions are with arthritis have a really bad time in their vehicles,
because of road bumps, when there are better traYc-portrayed in the media, the horror stories. I had

somebody writing to me saying that climbing clubs calming measures than road bumps?” No-one is
asking the question. How is it, even in thewere all going to be caught out under the DDA

because their huts halfway up themountains will not Department of Health, that many disabled people
have great trouble getting to the hospitals becausebe wheelchair-accessible, and things like that. Do

you have somebody in your organisation doing that there are no parking spaces for disabled people; you
would have thought that hospitals have disabledkind of media monitoring, and when the Daily Mail

perpetuates these kinds of myths do you give the people so theymight put the two together, but it does
not happen. What a lot of the disability issues havecorrect answer to it?

MrMassie:We do a lot of responding. Of course, as got to do is say that disability is not just about help,
it is not just about Incapacity Benefit, or aboutwork,every MP knows, you can respond but you cannot

guarantee publication and you cannot always it is about every part of government policy. The
argument I was making in a speech I gave a week orguarantee that the radio programmes will invite you

to rebut the nonsense which has been expressed so ago at the Central Hall, Westminster, again it is
on our website if you want to read it, was that wepreviously. You mentioned the huts up mountains.

I recall that story. The one we had before that was need to put disability at the middle of government
policies. The Government has excellent policies onvillage halls. The village halls were all going to close

because of the DDA and actually they were closing trying to alleviate poverty and there has been some
success in those policies, but the Government isbecause no-one had fixed the roof for 30 years, that

was actually why they were closing, but it was missing its own targets. Now why are they missing
their targets, they are missing them because if youconvenient to blame disabled people. We do try to

rebut the stories and it is actually quite interesting, take a family with a child who is disabled, 89% of the
parents are not working compared with about 39%we all know this. We have got a media team at the

DRC who spend a lot of time on this and if where there is no disabled child. Unless you cater for
disabled people in every policy you are going to misssomething negative happens we can get coverage for
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the other policies, it is going to go on in education as and the OYce of Disability Issues is going to work,
every government department has to take itwell. I made the case about phonics. I have no

argument for or against phonics for general teaching seriously. Alternatively, if this new OYce starts
pushing out into Government and then it getsof children, I do not know enough about it, I just

know it is not the ideal way for deaf children, so why ignored, as “This is not our issue,” then it will not
work. They are setting it up for disabled people nowwas that not built in to the beginning of the policy,

why was it an add-on later. Why did not Education and the early signs look good, but we will not know
exactly how it is going to work until we have had athink, “We’re having a new policy, what’s the eVect

on disabled people?”When the ForeignOYce comes chance to taste it, quite honestly, but it is for every
government department and every policy to start oVout with a new policy, disabled people travel, are

they thinking about the eVects on disabled people at the beginning, not at the end, saying, “Right; here
is a policy for this group of people, how do disabledimmediately; so across every government

department, that is what the OYce of Disability people fit into it?” Then we will see a move in this
country in the right way.Issues has got to do. We have had some very good

Disability Ministers over the years, including the Chairman: Can I thank you for your attendance
today and for the evidence you have given. Yourcurrent one, but they are not Cabinet Ministers, and

a Cabinet Minister would have more clout. We have passion and commitment are obvious to everybody
and I am sure if this OYce of Disability Issues doesa Cabinet Minister for Women; we do not have one

for disabled people. I will just leave that thought not work you will be in there kicking the legs oV

somebody to make sure it does. Thank you verywith you. This has got to be spread across
Government. If this Department is going to work much indeed.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Disability Rights Commission after the publication of the
Welfare Reform Green Paper

1. In this submissionwe outline our initial reaction to theGreen PaperAnew deal for welfare: empowering
people to work and clarify points from our evidence session before the committee on 13 February 2006 (see
paras 5, 14, 19 of this submission).

Overall Reaction to the Green Paper

2. The Disability Rights Commission (DRC) supports the overall direction of the Green Paper in
emphasising employment opportunities for disabled people. Positive and constructive welfare reform has a
significant role in facilitating disabled people’s participation. Given our concerns about the culture of low
expectations we believe that policy which is based on the best available evidence is an important tool in
promoting such culture change.1

3. Since our original submission to the Select Committee we have refined our citizenship approach into
three key principles, which we take in turn below.2 Considerations of disability equality and human rights
are relevant to all three. Our response to the consultation will evaluate how far the Green Paper meets our
citizenship principles.

Principle 1. A fairer balance between responsibilities of individuals to consider work and responsibilities of
employers

The role of employers

4. The Green Paper, and the occupational health strategy published by the government last October,
include some measures—such as Statutory Sick Pay (SSP) reform—that may help to avoid people claiming
Incapacity Benefit (IB) when, with the right adjustments, they could have stayed in employment. TheDRC’s
research with the Health and Safety Executive, and Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) case law, shows
that an overcautious approach to risk by occupational health services can result in disabled people losing
their job or failing to secure one, particularly where mental health issues are concerned.3 We will be making
further proposals to government about employers’ role in recruitment and retention including reforming
SSP to introduce amoremanaged process consistent withDDAbest practice.We also welcomewider access
to services such as ConditionManagement Programmes including from people receiving SSP, which we had
also recommended.

5. In our evidence session several employment issues were mentioned, and summaries of DRC research
are attached.4 The pre-DDA quota system required private companies with more than 20 employees to
employ at least 3% of its workforce from the disabled person’s register. It was rarely enforced (only 10
prosecutions in 50 years), employers ignored it and few disabled people registered.5 Access to Work can
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enable people with support needs to retain employment, though there is apparently no information about
its take up in the Pathways pilots.6 Its budget was almost £59 million in 2004–05, increasing from £24.4
million in 1999–2000; on average, Access to Work breaks even if the job duration is less than a year.7

Principle 2. A flexible and responsive system that supports disabled people’s participation

Reforms to incapacity benefits

6. We were pleased that some of the suggestions floated in the press (such as means-testing, time limits,
mandatory job search) do not appear to be included (though not explicitly ruled out). Key aspects of the
structure and conditions of the Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) only appear in broad outline,
so the precise implications are unclear.

Benefit rules

7. We were pleased that the DRC will have a role in advising on the new assessment processes, and we
will consider this further during the consultation period. However the Green Paper is unclear about the
relationship between:

(a) assessment for eligibility for benefit (the Personal Capability Assessment: PCA); and

(b) assessment of capacity to undertake work-related activity, which may be similar to the
Capability Report, which has had a mixed response in Pathways pilot areas;8 together with

(c) the underlying basis for the ESA, which has to move beyond incapacity for work.

8. People can be placed in a contradictory position under current incapacity rules so it is unclear how the
ESA will address this. Distinguishing between what is allowed and required:9

— Currently people can risk losing benefit when undertaking work-related activities, so the activities
listed on page 43 of the Green Paper need to be allowed under ESA rules. Existing “permitted
work” rules and linking rules also need to be adapted for consistency with ESA eligibility. Current
disincentives (eg the number of hours worked by people with learning diYculties10) need to be
addressed as they can in eVect deny people the chance to participate, which may be contrary to
human rights obligations.11

— Any activities that are required (ie mandatory) need to meet key conditions such as high quality
adviser support and eVectiveness.12 On the basis of current evaluation evidence, DRC supports
the current package of rights and responsibilities in Pathways as representing a reasonable balance
of conditions with safeguards (including pre-interview contact) and access to support. Any
extended conditions should be similarly balanced. Inappropriate exposure to sanction would also
raise human rights concerns.

9. The PCA exemptions will be replaced by a new category of “reserved circumstances” based on the
severity of the impact of someone’s condition on their ability to function. Whilst this group will not be
required to undertake work-related activities the Green Paper is silent as to what kinds of activities will
be allowed:

— Will the benefit rules allow them, and existing incapacity benefits recipients, to participate in a wide
range of activities like volunteering, part time and public appointments without facing financial
penalty?

— How easy will it be to move between categories if appropriate?

10. A more rigorous approach is proposed for existing claimants based on increasing the frequency of
work focussed interviews over time, regular PCAs and ad hoc case checks. The latter needs to avoid the
problems of the Benefit Integrity Project and to balance correctness of benefit entitlement with the need for
sensitivity in review procedures.

11. An integrated contributory and means tested benefit structure also raises questions, such as

— How many recipients are likely to be means-tested, and what are their likely characteristics? (for
example under 25 year olds have a lower personal allowance under Income Support than other
adults but have the same basic rate as older adults for contributory IB).

— How will the diVerent combinations relate to the categories of “reserved circumstances” receiving
the additional support payment, and other ESA recipients receiving work-related premiums?
Assuming each of these could receive either a) means tested and contributory payments; b) only
contributory c) only means-tested payments, this suggests six diVerent combinations, rising to
seven or eight when existing claimants (including former invalidity benefit recipients) are included.
This presents a challenge to the longer term vision of a simpler system.
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— What are the implications of absorbing the disability premium into the new ESA structure for:

— recipients ofmeans-tested benefits who receive the premium on grounds that are not currently
related to incapacity (such as receipt of DLA or registered blind);

— other benefits like Housing Benefit;

— recipients of other means-tested benefits such as lone parents, carers and unemployed people
not on incapacity related benefits;

— earnings disregards and other rules associated with receipt of the disability premium.

12. Around four in 10 current recipients have mental or behavioural conditions so the ESA needs to be
designed around their needs. DWP research shows that only 37% of employers said they would in future
recruit people with mental illness.13

Principle 3. Comprehensive support with work and everyday activities to enable people to carry out their
responsibilities

Pathways roll out

13. Given the success of the current package, the DRC was pleased with the commitment to roll out
Pathways nationwide. On the basis of current evidence, we believe that this suggests it is the package as a
whole which has driven this success; for example mandatory work-focused interviews make a diVerence (in
engaging staV and recipients) but Pathways seems to deliver a better work focus than in other integrated
Jobcentre Plus districts.14

14. The government announced that £360 million would be available to extend a Pathways approach
nationally. However there are diVerent estimates of how much national roll out of the existing package
might cost; one estimate is £500 million, or £167 million a year.15 In our evidence session we may have given
the impression of another figure—£1 billion; this looks high, assuming that coverage of a third of the
country—already allocated—could cost in the region of £125 million by 2007–08.16 So for example if
national roll out was likely to cost £500 million, some £125 million could be deducted from that figure to
account for spending already allocated. Given the diVerent estimates a breakdown of current and projected
costs by the government would greatly aid clarity on this matter. If the existing package was changed, the
cost of national rollout would of course also be aVected.

15. Whatever the precise costing, if benefit oV-flows at the six month stage are running at around eight
percentage points and this is twice as high as initial expectations, we would expect that the estimated costs
of Pathways would be less than originally envisaged. Provided the employment rates hold up, upfront
investment could result in savings in the longer term from reduced benefit payments and increased revenue
from income tax and national insurance.

The role of the private and voluntary sectors

16. The impact of using private and voluntary sector providers to deliver Pathways in new areas without
having to replicate existing provision will need to be closely evaluated as support may vary by locality,
provider or individual adviser. Identifying the impact on employment rates by diVerent impairment groups
will be important. For example if contracts are based on outcomes, safeguards will be needed to ensure that
providers do not have incentives to focus on those perceived to be closer to the labour market to the
detriment of others with more complex barriers or potentially higher support needs.

17. The disability equality duty could ensure that the extended role of the private and voluntary sectors
as envisaged in the Green Paper drives up the quality of provision. The DRC is proposing approaches to
commissioning and monitoring of contracts that promote disability equality, transparency, accountability
and positive outcomes.

Jobcentre Plus and resources

18. The Green Paper sets out some challenging roles for Jobcentre Plus in the context of eYciency
savings, though as we noted in our earlier submission, IB reforms were intended to benefit from savings
elsewhere (para 40). It is unclear whether this would apply to Pathways roll out between now and 2008.

19. In our oral evidence session on 13Februarywe also referred to concerns about Jobcentre Plus practice
in relation to theDDA.We would like to set the record straight by clarifying that there is very little evidence
of concerns relating to Personal advisers in Pathways areas. A number of callers to the DRC’s Helpline
concern communications in inaccessible materials, procedures for benefit claims, and employment practice
in DWP agencies.17From an examination of 84 calls between July 2004 andDecember 2005, only six appear
to have originated from live Pathways localities and none appear to relate to Personal Adviser practice; two
concerned employment practice in DWP agencies, two were non-disability related benefit queries, one
concerned assistance with form filling and one regarding disallowance of IB.
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20. Nonetheless we hope that the concerns as raised by callers and in our earlier submission (eg regarding
communications with customers) will be addressed by Jobcentre Plus in the run up to publishing its
Disability Equality Scheme by December 2006.18

21. We have oVered to work with DWP to undertake a prototype disability equality impact assessment
on the proposals contained within the Green Paper to enable the department to have a fuller understanding
of the implications of proposals prior to implementation, and to provide a foundation upon which to build
DWP’s disability equality strategy.
We would be happy to provide any further details if required; contact Marilyn Howard
(Marilyn.Howardwdrc-gb.org) or Neil Crowther (Neil.Crowtherwdrc-gb.org).
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Summary

Reform of incapacity benefits

We are opposed to any further conditionality or sanctions being applied to sick or disabled people. We
believe making interviews, work-related activity and action plans compulsory is unnecessary, potentially
unworkable and likely to lead to hardship.

We are concerned about the proposed removal of choice from disabled people; the apparent level of
discretion to be given to personal advisers; the criteria to be used for themedical test (PCA), and the absence
of any mention of appeal rights.

Pathways to Work (PTW)

We believe the Government should build on the success of the PTWpilots by rolling out PTWnationally.
We have some concerns about the resourcing of the programme given the proposed reduction in DWP
staYng levels.

Poverty

Weare concerned at the low level of benefit support for sick and disabled people not in work. It is shocking
that the average weekly amount of IB in payment is as little as £84.01,147 just 53p a week higher than when
IB was introduced in May 1995. It is our view that a proper level of financial support is essential if people
are to remain socially included and to provide a suitable platform fromwhich people can engage in jobsearch
and training activities.

Job retention

People who have been out of the labour market for any length of time face enormous diYculties getting
back into work. More eVort needs to go into assisting people to remain in work when they become disabled
or begin to suVer health problems.

Combining work and benefits

Part-time work is the best option for many disabled people—either as stepping-stone to full-time
employment or as a long-term arrangement. The benefits and tax credit systems should support this.
Earnings disregards need to be increased to at least £40 per week and then up-rated in line with the
minimum wage.

Employers

We believe Government needs to engage more with employers to improve their willingness to take former
IB customers. This needs to include reducing their perception of risk and publicising the support available
for disabled employees ı such as Access to Work and tax credits.

147 DWP quarterly statistics for period May 1995 to May 2005.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Disability Alliance is a national registered charity with the principal aim of relieving the poverty and
improving the living standards of disabled people. Our eventual aim is to break the link between poverty
and disability.

1.2 We are a membership organisation with over 340 members which range from small self-help groups
to major national disability charities. We are controlled by disabled people who form a majority of our
Board of Trustees.

1.3 We provide information on social security benefits and tax credits to disabled people, their families,
carers and professional advisers; undertake research into the needs of disabled people—with a particular
emphasis on income needs, and promote a wider understanding of the views and circumstances of all people
with disabilities.

1.4 We are best known as the authors of the Disability Rights Handbook, an annual publication with a
print-run of 30,000, but also have a range of other guides, provide a telephone helpline, a popular website
and have an extensive programme of training courses aimed at professionals working in both the statutory
and voluntary sectors. Of particular relevance to this consultation are our publications Moving into Work
and Self employment—Why Not? both guides to the social security and other help available to disabled
people interested in employment options. In addition, our guide, The Way to Work is specifically aimed at
mental health professionals to assist them in helping their clients into employment.

1.5 Our policy work is informed by our daily contact with disabled people and those who provide services
for them. We undertake research into the needs of disabled people—with a particular emphasis on income
needs. We have recently completed a major piece of work, together with the Centre for Research in Social
Policy at Loughborough University, into the extra costs faced by disabled people—Disabled people’s cost
of living—more than you would think. Other recent work has covered disabled parents (Family values) and
families with more than one disabled child (Hard working families).

1.6 We welcome the opportunity to submit evidence to this Inquiry. We have not addressed all the
questions and have concentrated on those areas where we feel we have the most knowledge and experience.

2. Reforms to Incapacity Benefits

2.1 Pathways to Work Pilots: we initially gave a cautious welcome to the Pathways initiative. We were
concerned about the compulsory nature of the work-focused interviews but were positive about the range
of help available to incapacity benefit (IB) customers. All the evidence now emerging from the Pathways
pilots is that people claiming IB in Pathways areas are more successful at finding employment than in other
areas. Up toMarch 2005 there were 110,000 starts on Pathways, mostly new customers. An unexpected and
very positive factor is that some 10% are existing IB customers who are joining the programme voluntarily.
This appears to support our view that many IB customers do want to work and welcome help and support
when it is oVered. It throws a question mark over the need for any further compulsion or sanctions.

2.2 One of the likely reasons for the success of the scheme so far is the role of the Incapacity Benefit
Personal Advisers (IBPAs). Recent research148 carried out for the DWP found that IBPAs regarded
themselves as enablers rather than enforcers; “they felt that allowing customers to move forwards at their own
pace, and emphasising the voluntary nature of participation, were critical to gaining customer commitment and
co-operation”. The researchers go on to note that “if further elements of compulsion are introduced, care [is]
needed that it is not detrimental to the enabler role of IBPAs”.

2.3 IBPAs reported that pre-work focused interview (WFI) contact with customers was important in
overcoming customer fears and anxiety. This is interesting because Government introduced the compulsory
element of WFIs in the belief that it was necessary to get people to co-operate. In practice it appears that
IBPAs are having to counteract that message in order to encourage people into the programme. IBPAs
reported using early WFIs to build trust, give information and provide reassurance to customers.

2.4 There may be some diYculty in getting IBPAs to apply further sanctions. The research149 referred to
above found that IBPAs diVered in their approach to applying sanctions to those who failed to attend their
WFI. Some strictly enforced the regime. Others “went to great lengths to avoid” doing so. The researchers
noted that a number of individual IBPAs were uncomfortable about “the morality of imposing a sanctions
regime on IB customers”.

2.5 We believe that one of the clear messages emerging from the Pathways pilots is that compulsion is
unnecessary and unhelpful and may well run into operational diYculties.

148 IncapacityBenefit Reforms: PersonalAdviser roles and practices—qualitative research byTimKnight, SarahDickens,Martin
Mitchell and Kandy Woodfield for the DWP 2005.

149 ibid.
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2.6 Reform Proposals: we agree with the Government that the term “incapacity” is particularly
unhelpful. What really matters is not whether someone is “incapable” but that disabled people and those
with serious health problems are given a choice about whether or not to work. We believe that what
Government policy should be about is making that choice a real one—both for those whowant to work and
those who do not.

2.7 Loss of choice is the fundamental diVerence between the current system and the proposed one. Under
the current provisions sick and disabled people who successfully pass the personal capability assessment
(PCA) can then choose whether or not to get involved in work-related activity. They can choose to do
voluntary work, they can choose to do permitted work, they can choose to look for part or full-time paid
work and they can choose not to do any of these. Under the new proposals a 63 year old man recovering
from a heart attack will have to engage in work-related activity, whereas now he could choose to spend time
with his grandchildren and tending his allotment. Similarly, a disabled lone parent will no longer be able to
decide that caring for children, managing an impairment and travelling to an unrewarding job is too much.
She will no longer be able to go onto IB but will be required, under threat of benefit sanction, to engage with
work activity.

2.8 We remain unconvinced that compulsion is the best way of encouraging those on incapacity benefits
to take up help with returning to the labourmarket. All the evidence shows that the vastmajority of disabled
people want to work but face considerable barriers, huge risks, discrimination, prejudice and a hostile press
and media environment. Making interviews and the adherence to action plans and work-related activity
compulsory gives entirely the wrongmessage to people who already feel they are under constant surveillance
and at risk of losing their benefits.

2.9 It is likely to mean that people will attend interviews and sign up to work-related activity action plans
for the negative reason that they fear the loss of their benefit. They are likely to remain suspicious of oVers
of help.

2.10 We have a very real concern about the level of discretion that it is proposed to give to personal
advisers. It appears personal advisers will be deciding on what type and level of work-related activity is
appropriate for an individual, and whether or not an individual has fully engaged with the process. These
are very diYcult judgements to make. The samemedical condition or impairment can aVect diVerent people
in very diVerent ways. People’s reactions to drugs and other forms of treatment also vary. We would be
worried that people may be sanctioned because the personal adviser did not fully appreciate the full impact
of the person’s condition, or the side eVects of the medication they were taking. This is likely to be of
particular concern for those people with mental health conditions—is the person failing to engage or is their
apparent lack of co-operation a manifestation of their mental ill health condition?

2.11 Appeal rights: we have not seen anymention in theGovernment’s proposals about what mechanism
there might be for appealing against a decision made by a personal adviser.

2.12 There is a positive role for work-related activities and action plans where this is what the disabled
person wants. We believe arrangements will work best where the disabled person and the personal adviser
are working together in partnership. We fear that there could be widespread misunderstanding of where
compulsion begins and ends. It is our view that disabled people themselves are the best judge of what work-
related activity, if any, is appropriate for them.

2.13 Exemptions: one of the diYculties inherent in a system where there is compulsion is that it brings
with it the need to exempt some groups of severely disabled or seriously ill people. Yet the reasoning behind
the existing exempt criteria for the PCA is that these groups of people have a condition which is unlikely to
change, making re-testing unnecessary. Having a condition which is unlikely to change is not necessarily a
good indicator of who might be interested in employment. Blind people, for example, are quite rightly
exempt from the PCA, but that does not mean they would not welcome the opportunity to engage with the
labour market.

2.14 The Government’s initial proposals were to replace IB with two distinct benefits. We would prefer
that IBwere replaced by one single benefit—possiblywith two elements to it. One diYcultywith the proposal
to have two separate benefits is that people will be moving between the two as their health improves or
deteriorates. Having to stop a claim for one benefit, and start a claim for a new one, will add an unnecessary
level of complexity to a system the Government (and ourselves) wish to simplify.

3. The Future Rollout of Pathways toWork and Jobcentre Plus Resources

3.1 It is our view that the full national roll-out of Pathways is an essential precondition for any reform
of IB. This was also the view expressed by Alan JohnsonMP, when he was Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions (HansardHC 2 Feb 2005: Col 842). If there were to be any compulsion or sanctions then it would
be grossly unfair for disabled people in one part of the country not to have access to the same range of help
and support that was available to those in other areas.

3.2 Given the diYculties and costs associated with the application of compulsion and sanctions
(additional staV training, appeal systems, etc) we would argue that it makes sense to rollout Pathways
nationally and then examine the evidence. If it is as successful as initial results suggest then there would be
no need for “stick” elements within the proposed reforms.
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3.3 We do have a concern that any rollout is properly resourced. It is not unknown for pilots to be
successful because they are high profile, well resourced and staVed by the sort of people who volunteer to
work on new projects. This isn’t easy to replicate when rolling out to all oYces.We have particular concerns
about staYng levels. To do the IBPA job properly requires a level of skill and there is already evidence of
stress amongst staV working in the Pathways pilots. The researchers150 felt that an individual IBPA should
not domore than five or six work focused interviews per day. Given the scale of the proposed job cuts within
DWP it is hard to remain confident about the standard of service likely to be provided to disabled people.

4. The Experience of Sick and Disabled People

4.1 Background information: it would be useful to have more details of what people had been doing
beforemaking a claim for incapacity benefits. Obviously those on IBwould have been in employment within
the recent past but those moving onto income support with a disability premium may have been long-term
unemployed; or raising children as a lone parent; or a long-term carer. Evidence from theNewDeal for Lone
Parents would suggest that a significant proportion of lone parents have health problems or a disability.
Similarly, there is much evidence to indicate a close association between poor health/disability and the long-
term eVects of being a carer. More information is needed if appropriate help is to be provided.

4.2 Pathways: findings from recent DWP commissioned research151 amongst people on IB in Pathways
areas showed that although the scheme was generally popular there was a need to improve the range and
quality of services. It was also necessary to counteract the eVect of having a compulsory WFI regime.
Amongst IB recipients the first WFI was found to be important in dispelling negative views about the
purpose of the interview. This mirrors the views of IB personal advisers (see 2.3 above).

4.3 The research152 found that people’s views about the value of Jobcentre Plus services did not
necessarily depend on howmuch they were helped to move closer to work. For some people more value was
attached to how they were dealt with or made to feel about themselves. This is important in designing future
services and in ensuring that the crucial role of personal advisors is properly resourced.

4.4 Another major policy issue emerging from the research is how to engage with people who do not want
(or are not able) to pursue a path back to paid employment. We have a very real concern that this group
are being forgotten in the focus on employment outcomes.

4.5 If the services provided by Jobcentre Plus are to be properly inclusive for people on the “exempt” part
of newbenefit(s), and if they are to feel that they are valued and included, then the services on oVer need to be
of use to them. Services should, for example, encompass provision of individually tailored advice on benefit
entitlement. The group of people on this part of the benefit will include many who are likely to be eligible
for disability living allowance, but not claiming it. In addition information about other services like local
authority Blue Badges and community care assessments should be provided. Provision of information that
is of use to this group of disabled people will help get across the message that they are still valued, despite
not being able to engage in paid work.

4.6 Disabled people in receipt of the “exempt” part of the new benefit need to be made aware of their
right to access the same range of help that is available to other disabled people.

4.7 However, the real danger is that this group of people will feel “written oV” and of no value because
they are not able to work. Disabled people need a decent income (so comprehensive benefits advice is
crucial), good social and health care, as well as access to education, and training, in order to play their full
part in society according to their abilities. Non-workers should not be written oV as non-citizens.

5. Job Retention

5.1 It is always extremely diYcult for people to get back into work when they have been out of the labour
market for any length of time. We would like to see more eVort put into assisting people to remain in work
when they become disabled or begin to experience health problems.

5.2 Working Tax Credit (WTC) is available for people in employment on a low income whowork at least
30 hours a week. Disabled people can access WTC at 16 hours a week and get an additional disability
element. However, to qualify as disabled the person needs to either be getting disability living allowance or
to have moved into work from incapacity benefit. This doesn’t help those people who become disabled or
develop a chronic health conditionwhile in employment. Formany people the onset of disability or ill-health
means they have to reduce their hours and suVer a consequent fall in income. They may find they lose their
WTC altogether because they can no longer do 30 hours a week.

150 ibid.
151 DWP—Incapacity benefit reforms pilot: findings from a longitudinal panel of clients (Research report 259) by Anne Corden,
Katharine Nice and Roy Sainsbury, 2005.

152 ibid.
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5.3 The only way this group can access WTC is via the Fast Track but this has strict eligibility criteria—
for example they would need to be oVwork sick for a total of 20 weeks.We have been involved in anHMRC
(Inland Revenue) working group examining how the tax credit system could be altered to promote job
retention by allowing people who become disabled while in employment to access WTC. While we believe
we have agreement on the aim we have some concerns at the slow rate of progress with this issue.

5.4 Employer responsibilities: given that a significant proportion of those on incapacity benefits are
former manual workers we feel it is important that Government engage with employers, particularly large
employers, to plan re-training strategies for manual workers. It is not realistic to expect more than a small
number of people to continue heavy manual work into their late 50s and 60s. Yet at present this group are
forced out of the labour market, despite good attachment records, because they have few other skills or
experience and are likely to have some health problems. This group aremade redundant or pushed into early
retirement and then find themselves on low levels of benefit and low, if any, occupational pensions. Yet, if
employers were to plan ahead and begin oVering re-training and re-skilling frommid 40s onwards it is likely
that many more of this group could have a real choice about alternative jobs if failing health means that
manual work is no longer possible.

5.5 We very much welcome the joint announcement made by the DWP and Department of Health, on
26 September, that a National Director for Occupational Health is to be appointed. We look forward to a
higher profile for occupational health which we believe is key to job retention.

6. Support for Sick and Disabled PeopleMoving Back intoWork

6.1 Poverty: It is important to acknowledge the adverse eVects of living on IB for any length of time.
These adverse eVects include social exclusion, declining mental and physical health and being trapped on
low incomes. It is shocking that the average weekly amount of IB in payment is as little as £84.01,153 a mere
53p a week higher than when IB was introduced in May 1995.

6.2 It is our view that a proper level of financial support for those out of work is essential if people are
to remain socially included and to provide a suitable platform from which people can engage in jobsearch
and training activities. When the Government first outlined their plans for IB reform the proposed
replacement benefits were to be paid at a higher rate than the current long-term rate for IB. This aspect of
the reforms was very much welcomed by ourselves and other disability organisations. We are unclear
whether this is still part of the Government’s intentions.

6.3 Financial concerns are often a major obstacle for disabled people finding work. Evidence from
interviews with IBPAs154 found that they saw the Return to Work Credit and Adviser Discretion Fund as
important in removing major barriers to work, especially for customers with debts and those moving into
part-time low paid work. These findings mirrored those from the research which looked at the views of IB
customers.155

6.4 Risks: moving intowork involves enormous risks for someonewhohas been out of the labourmarket
for any length of time. Emotional risks, health risks and financial risks all loom large and can becomemajor
barriers. The Government has begun to recognise this but more needs to be done to remove or reduce risk.

6.5 Moving from one benefit regime to another presents a financially risky period for anyone on a low
income. Good and comprehensive better-oV calculations and advice are essential. We are aware of people
who were led to believe that they would be significantly better oV with a tax credit, only to find much of the
increase clawed back through the housing benefit taper. Others were not told they would lose eligibility to
free prescriptions. In the examples we came across people would probably still have taken the job on oVer
but would have been clear about their financial position and better able to plan ahead.

6.6 People also fear that taking a job will prompt an automatic review of their Disability Living
Allowance (DLA) award. This fear is particularly severe amongst people who have fluctuating conditions,
such as ME, or are getting benefit on grounds of mental ill-health. In fact the first few months in a new job
are often more stressful than being on benefit. People have to cope with many new and stressful situations:
travelling on crowded public transport; travelling for long periods; interacting with large numbers of other
people; the need for increased stamina; coping with conflicting demands; learning a new job, a new
workplace, new people and a new culture.

6.7 We would argue strongly that that people moving into a job after a period on an incapacity benefit
should be given a “settling-in guarantee” that their DLA will not be reviewed for at least six months.

6.8 Part-time work: disabled people and those with health problemswho have been out of work for some
time need the opportunity to build up confidence and stamina as well as updating, and learning, new skills.
Formany people themost realistic way of doing this is to start with a few hours work aweek.Unfortunately,
the current incapacity benefit system has been poor at supporting people who want to try out work while

153 DWP quarterly statistics for period May 1995 to May 2005.
154 IncapacityBenefit Reforms: PersonalAdviser roles and practices—qualitative research byTimKnight, SarahDickens,Martin
Mitchell and Kandy Woodfield for the DWP 2005.

155 DWP—Incapacity benefit reforms pilot: findings from a longitudinal panel of clients (Research report 259) by Anne Corden,
Katharine Nice and Roy Sainsbury, 2005.
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on benefit. A recent, very positive development has been the extension of eligibility for “permitted work”
but it is still generally the case that the system does little to support people who cannot work as much as 16
hours a week (the threshold for eligibility for tax credits as a disabled person).

6.9 Earnings disregards: For people on means-tested benefits, like income support, there is a maximum
weekly earnings disregard of £20. With the (very welcome) increase in the minimum wage this equates to
less than four hours a week. Yet there is much evidence to show that maintaining a link with the world of
work is an important factor in both facilitating an eventual return to the labour market and in promoting
social inclusion. When earnings disregards were first introduced they were worth a great deal more and did
play a role in allowing people to keep in touch with work. Had it maintained its value over the years the
disregard would now be worth about £40 pw.

6.10 It is incongruous if one year someone can do a certain number of hours a week and keep a certain
level of earnings but be unable to do the same the following year. This is exactly the position disabled people
have found themselves in with the recent increase in the minimumwage. Up until October a disabled person
could have done four hourswork aweek at theminimumwage (£19.40) and kept their wages. FromOctober,
when the minimum wage goes up, they either have to drop their hours to three a week or lose benefit.

6.11 We would like to see the earnings disregard increased at least to £40 pw and then up-rated annually
in line with the minimum wage.

6.12 Information: there is general confusion amongst benefit recipients, the media and the general public
about the fact that it is possible to undertake paid work while on benefit. If Government is to be successful in
persuading people on incapacity benefits to undertakemorework-related activities wewould suggest there is
scope for a booklet “Why we allow you to work and claim benefit at the same time” explaining the various
rules. This would help reassure IB recipients and educate the media and public.

6.13 Return to work activity and action plans: we believe that the new system will need to recognise the
importance of a wide range of return to work activities, tailored to meet the needs of individuals. It
specifically needs to cater for those for whom full-time work would never be a realistic option, and those
with diminishing or fluctuating work capacity. It should also recognise the needs of those disabled people
who have never worked before. Full-time work, part-time work, voluntary work, starting work and work
retention activities all need to be included in the scope of the system.

6.14 A return to work framework should cover the traditional work-related activities such as CVwriting,
interview preparation, work-focused training and education. It will also need to encompass developmental
skills training such as motivation and confidence building, and less obvious training such as assisting people
with learning disabilities in using public transport independently.

6.15 We believe it is important that disabled people have the choice to develop their own return to work
activity programme—not necessarily using a DWP approved provider agency. There needs to be scope for
self-help, with progress being monitored by the personal adviser.

6.16 Importantly we believe that citizenship activities other than paid work need to be valued and we are
concerned that this has been insuYciently recognised so far.

6.17 StaYng: we believe that the system needs to be based on eVective staV training which recognises
that there will be many people who will have a combination of conditions—both physical and mental.

6.18 A number of people will find it diYcult to be consistent in their approach to work-related activities.
This is most likely to include those with mental health conditions but the diYculties are shared to an extent
by other groups of disabled people. The side eVects of medication or treatment, adjusting to changes in
dosage levels, or fluctuating/deteriorating physical health, will all aVect an individual’s ability to be
consistent in their approach to work-related activities. There needs to be flexibility around targets and an
understanding of reasons for non-compliance by people in these groups.

6.19 Transport: We know that transport inaccessibility is a barrier for a great many disabled people.
Indeed, the DWP’s own research156 highlighted the number of people who saw transport costs and
diYculties as barriers to their taking up employment. It is all the more important therefore that the “fares
to work” element of the Access to Work scheme is highlighted within any promotional campaigns. We
would suggest that personal advisers are encouraged to use theAdvisersDiscretion fund to pay for transport
related costs such as monthly travel cards or driving lessons.

6.20 We would also support the creation of an interest-free transport loan service which enabled people
to buy a car. Many disabled people cannot use public transport and a car would be an essential element of
a back-to-work package. There are also people living in rural areas where public transport is extremely
limited.Whereas non-disabled people might have the option of walking or cycling, many incapacity benefits
recipients would need a car in order to take up employment.

6.21 As well as transport any system needs to recognise that support to help people back into work needs
to consider restrictions such as the need for childcare and care for elderly or disabled relatives.

156 Short-term eVects of Voluntary Participation in ONE, DWP Research report 126.
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7. Involvement of Healthcare Professionals

7.1 This is not an area we have much knowledge about. However, initial evidence from the Pathways157

indicates that the Condition Management Programme was well received by IB recipients, particularly the
one-to-one sessions. Disabled people tell us that they often feel their conditions are not taken seriously.
Because their disabling condition is “invisible” they feel the pain and diYculties they face are not understood
or appreciated. Rather than undermine people by appearing not to believe them the advantage of the
Condition Management programme is that it starts from the point of taking the disabled person seriously.
They are believed, and are then helped to cope. We believe that it is this diVerent approach that is eVective.

7.2 We would be happy to see non-medical health care professionals such as osteopaths/chiropractors,
primary care nurses, A&E nurses, physiotherapists, clinical psychologists and occupational health nurses
involved in providing employment assessments and advice on fitness for work. It is our view that these
professionals often have a closer relationship with the disabled person and a better, more holistic,
understanding of how a person’s impairment might aVect their employment capabilities.

8. The Employer’s Perspective

8.1 We believe Government needs to adopt a comprehensive strategy to tackle the employer side of the
equation.

8.2 One of the findings of the research158 done with IB Personal Advisers was that they identified the need
for more work to be done with employers to improve their willingness to take former IB customers.

8.3 It is our view that employers feel they are taking a risk when employing someone who has previously
been on an incapacity benefit. The perceived risk will be greater if the person has been oV work for mental
health reasons. In addition, employers’ limited knowledge of impairments and of disabled people’s abilities
lead them to be particularly resistant to employing those with impairments such as blindness. There is also a
widely held view that taking on a disabled personwill be expensive in terms of adaptations to the workplace.

8.4 For an employer taking on someone new there need to be mechanisms in place to reduce the risk they
feel they are taking. Publicity about the availability of the Access to Work scheme would help in reducing
the fear employers have about the potential additional costs of employing a disabled person. In practice the
average cost of a reasonable adjustment, adaptation or specialised equipment is relatively low so it is
unlikely that further advertising of ATW would put too much financial pressure on the system.

Lorna Reith

3 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Age Concern

1. Introduction

1.1 Age Concern England (the National Council on Ageing) brings together Age Concern organisations
working at a local level and 100 national bodies, including charities, professional bodies and
representational groups with an interest in older people and ageing issues. Through our national
information line, which receives 225,000 telephone and postal enquiries a year, and the information services
oVered by local Age Concern organisations, we are in day to day contact with older people and their
concerns. Age Concern is a provider of training and welfare-to-work services, through Age Concern
Training, and through local initiatives such as the Back on Board pilot operated by Age Concern North
Tyneside.

1.2 We are pleased to have the opportunity to make a written submission to the inquiry. This submission
is accompanied by two attachments which we hope will be useful for the Committee. The first is the report
of a joint seminar organised in July byAgeConcern and theDepartment forWork and Pensions on “Health
and Older Workers”. The second is a pack of “Background Information” presenting key data on older
workers and health issues.

2. Summary

2.1 We believe the Government’s proposals for Incapacity Benefit need to respond to the following key
questions:

2.2 Will the proposals be “age-proofed” to fit with the overlapping policy agenda for extending working
life? The targets and language adopted need to reflect this overlap. For people over 50, greater emphasis is
needed on very early intervention, while for older long-term claimants the department should prioritise new
incentives and support, rather than new obligations which may achieve little.

157 DWP—Incapacity benefit reforms pilot: findings from a longitudinal panel of clients (Research report 259) by Anne Corden,
Katharine Nice and Roy Sainsbury, 2005.

158 IncapacityBenefit Reforms: PersonalAdviser roles and practices—qualitative research byTimKnight, SarahDickens,Martin
Mitchell and Kandy Woodfield for the DWP 2005.
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2.3 Will the communication of the reforms minimise anxiety among clients and reaYrm the vital
contribution of incapacity benefits? This can be achieved by highlighting the new personalised support that
will be available and avoiding rhetoric about a “tough system”, “sanctions” or “crackdowns”.

2.4 Will new obligations be fair, eVective and proportionate, for diVerent groups of claimants? Is it
appropriate to expect claimants either to do nothing or participate in extensive activity, rather than
personalising responsibilities according to individual circumstances?

2.5 Will there be the resources to recruit suYcient Jobcentre Plus and NHS professionals, develop
systems and training, and provide realistic, sustainable contracts for voluntary and private contractors?Will
capacity be built before 2008, through the roll-out of Pathways to Work, during the current Spending
Review cycle?

2.6 Will the supply of skilled workers be suYcient to respond to the demand the Government wishes to
stimulate—especially in the health sector? Will there be long-term investment in training and career
development?

2.7 Will the choices promoted to clients include quality training and volunteering options? This would
respond to the poor skills and employability of many older incapacity benefit clients, value the steps people
take towards work (the “distance travelled”), and reassure clients about the intentions of the programme.

2.8 What balance will be struck for long-term claimants—that does not write anyone oV, but also avoids
everyone being required to go through a counter-productive cycle of repetitive, compulsory activities? Could
advice be more “holistic” covering health, finances, caring, lifestyle and work?

2.9 Will there be suYcient focus on prevention so that numbers moving onto the benefit are reduced?
Options include early access to enhanced New Deal support for JSA clients at risk of ill-health; and
reviewing in-work support, including access to tax credits for people with health conditions, the statutory
sick pay regime, and employers’ obligations to people with ill-health.

2.10 Will support be available to secure sustainability of employment? Will Jobcentre Plus advisers
provide ongoing support and should employers play a role?

2.11 How will the reforms take account of the geographic concentration of clients in areas of industrial
declinewithweak local labourmarkets?Will options such as training and volunteering be prioritised in areas
where there are few vacancies matching the profiles of clients?

3. Context

3.1 The employment agendas relating to health and ageing overlap very strongly. Around half of
incapacity benefit claimants are over 50, and around half of early departures from work are because of ill-
health.159 We believe it is wrong to address each issue in a “silo” without reference to the other.

3.2 The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) has gone some way to acknowledging the interplay
between the health agenda and demographic change. The department’s FiveYear Strategy andOpportunity
Age set out the aspiration of an 80% employment rate (for the equivalent of “adults under State Pension
Age”) as an explicit response to population ageing. TheDWP calculates that achieving the aspiration would
cancel out the impact of ageing on employment participation. This analysis mirrors Age Concern’s 2004
research which suggested that an extra 700,000 to one million older workers would be suYcient to sustain
the current share of the population in work up to 2021.160

3.3 Nevertheless the DWP needs to be more explicit about the overlap and interplay between its policies
for extending working life and reforming incapacity benefits. This can be illustrated by three examples:

Targets—the DWP needs to clarify the extent of overlap between its “aspirational” targets to help one
million more older people and one million more people on incapacity benefits into work.

Language—most older people receiving incapacity benefits do not identify themselves as “disabled” or
as amember of a particular group defined by their health condition. The use of language and brands relating
to disability should be avoided, following the example of many providers of New Deal for Disabled People
who have developed their own service brands.

Addressing specific barriers facing older people with health conditions—DWP policy needs to recognise
that older people can perceive or experience particularly high barriers to returning to work (eg age
discrimination; low basic skills; caring for other adults) and have a tendency to rapidly feel detached from
the workplace. They may consider that these barriers are not worth overcoming, because of their
expectations about the duration and quality of the work they will find. In response some older people with
ill-health identify themselves as “early-retired” and may be particularly unresponsive to eVorts to support
them back to work. The DWP needs to build this knowledge into its proposals, and seek further evidence
on the social and psychological processes linked to ill-health in later working life. Firstly there needs to be
a particular focus on very early intervention for people in their 50s. Secondly the DWP needs to accept that

159 DWP Incapacity Benefit statistics, Spring 2005; Factors AVecting the Labour Market Participation of Older People,
DWP, 2003.

160 The Economy and Older People, Age Concern England, 2004.
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for some long-term older claimants extensive new obligationsmay achieve little, while causing great distress.
For these people, the department should consider placing emphasis on new incentives and support rather
than new “responsibilities”.

3.4 Since 2002 the Department for Work and Pensions deserves credit for attempting to introduce
reforms to incapacity benefits in an incremental and transparent way. The focus has been on a personalised
system, with quality support tailored to individual circumstances. There has been: ongoing dialogue with
stakeholders; a commitment to learning from pilots and academic research; and clear explanation of
intentions and reassurances about protecting vulnerable people.

3.5 But this approach—as articulated in the 2002 Pathways to Work green paper and this year’s Five
Year Strategy—has not always been reflected in the messages emerging from the Government as a whole,
particularly in oV-the-record briefings to the media and in the tone sometimes adopted by politicians. For
example the fact that many people on incapacity benefits could be working, in the right circumstances, has
been used to give the impression that people are claiming incapacity benefits fraudulently. Little eVort has
beenmade to explain that the Personal Capability Assessment is extremely rigorous and there is no evidence
of widespread fraud or abuse.

3.6 These media messages are extremely counter-productive. They undermine public confidence in a
system which protects vulnerable people, at a time when the Government wants to build a case for
investment, in the shape of increased benefit levels and enhanced support packages for claimants. Vulnerable
people on incapacity benefits feel great distress and anxiety when there is media discussion about people not
deserving to be on benefits, or about “tough” reforms to “crackdown” on the system. This language risks
causing stigmatisation and isolatation for people with little prospect of work. For those who could be
moving towards work, portraying the reforms in this way inevitably creates suspicions, which will prevent
people having the confidence to engage positively with the new support that is available.

4. Pathways toWork

What lessons can be learned from the Pathways to Work pilots in shaping the direction of the reform of
incapacity benefits? How successful have the Pathways to Work pilots been? Does the current design need
adapting for national rollout? What are the implications of a rollout of Pathways on a new system of
incapacity benefits?

4.1 Recent DWP publications such as the Five Year Strategy indicate that the initial outcomes from the
Pathways to Work pilots have been extremely positive. The Government’s answer to a 2004 Parliamentary
Question suggests that people over 50 are sharing in these positive outcomes.161 Our discussions with the
DWP and other organisations involved in the trials suggest that the success is due to three key elements.

4.2 NHS-led Condition Management Programmes. The programmes appear to have been successful
because of their focus on overcoming social and psychological barriers, rather than on underlying medical
conditions. The NHS’s involvement as a trusted brand has given individuals confidence. It is suggested that
“generic” rather than “condition-specific” programmes work better because individuals’ needs are not
closely correlated to their health condition.

4.3 The Return toWork Credit—although it is too early for an economic analysis of the credit, the early
evaluations have indicated it is popular with claimants and acts as a transparent incentive. We believe the
similar Employment Credit available through New Deal 50 (before April 2003) was responsible for up to
half of that programme’s job entries. This is because job entries for New Deal 50 Plus have fallen by close
to half since the credit was replaced by Working Tax Credit. Our conclusion is that flat-rate, visible
payments should be retained as part of the reform package (although they might need to be classified as tax
credits to keep them oV the public spending “balance sheet”).

4.4 Role of adviser interviews—Jobcentre Plus staV seem to have responded to their new roles with great
enthusiasm. The department has also made a major investment in training advisers and in providing them
with support and suYcient client contact time. The quality of interviews is probably one of themain reasons
why many claimants have been willing to participate in activities from the Choices menu, even though they
are only voluntary. Two lessons can be drawn. Firstly, in rolling-out Pathways and introducing the reform
package this commitment to quality must be maintained (for example by limiting the size of advisers’
caseloads). Secondly, if take-up rates for the Choices options remain high—when the right advice is there—
there may be no need for compulsory participation in activities (as envisaged in the Five Year Strategy).

4.5 It is important to note however that the evaluation for Pathways is still in its early stages, and a
number of questions remain unanswered:

— Are new jobs sustainable and what is the impact on long-term employability?

— What are the impacts on clients’ health and wellbeing?

— Which elements of the programme are responsible for success?

— Is success an initial “spike” or will it continue over time?

161 See Attachment 2 “Background Information”.
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— Is support being targeted disproportionately at people nearest to work, at the expense of
improving the employability of those facing multiple barriers?

— What has been the impact of extending Pathways to Work to longer-term clients?

— What works for people with diVerent characteristics? (eg age; gender; caring status; occupational
background; people with mental health conditions).

4.6 We would support a national roll-out of Pathways to Work for new claimants on its present basis.
There is however insuYcient evidence available to comment on what model should be adopted for existing
claimants (voluntary participation in the interview programme seems to work well, but results are not
available for the pilots that include compulsory interviews and access to an out-of-work credit as an
incentive for enrolling). For long-term claimants we think other models should also be tested, for example
using voluntary sector outreach services as a trusted gateway into Jobcentre Plus (this is being tested for
people over 50 in an unconnected pilot, as part of the roll out of the 2002 Pensions Green Paper).

4.7 We believe it is necessary to roll-out Pathways nationally before 2008 when the new benefit is
introduced so that Jobcentre Plus capacity can be developed in every locality. National roll-out must not
involve compromises on the resources available per client, otherwise the success of the programme is likely
to diminish. See Section 6 for our comments on resources.

4.8 It is possible that Pathways to Work interventions come too late for many clients. The DWP argues
that its aim is to prevent long-term detachment from work by intervening before clients become
accommodated to living on benefits. But claimants entering the programme have usually been out of work
for at least eight months by the time of their first interview (because they have previously been receiving
Statutory Sick Pay or another benefit). Evidence suggests that once older people have been out of work for
more than six to 12 months there is a very high risk that they will never work again.162 This suggests that
the DWP should not see Pathways to Work as a “magic bullet” but also focus on interventions for people
out of work with health conditions who are not claiming incapacity benefits.

5. Incapacity Benefit Reform

What are the implications of DWP’s proposals for the new structure of incapacity benefits? Do they address
the complications inherent in the existing incapacity benefits system? Is a dual benefit the right approach? Could
it be improved?

5.1 The extension of an “active labour market” approach to people receiving incapacity benefits is
welcome. But it is important to make a distinction between tweaking the “rights and responsibilities” of a
benefit (eg programmes like Pathways to Work) and reforming the design of the benefit system itself. The
Government clearly believes that the intrinsic design of incapacity benefits are a major barrier to labour
market participation. This may be a contestable view, given the success of Pathways to Work. What is
certain is that there are risks in embarking in wholesale reform:

— Focusing on the design of the benefit could distract policy makers and practioners from enhancing
the support available for clients.

— Sweeping changes risk causing anxiety and confusion for clients, limiting their confidence to
engage with the new support.

— A “big bang” approach limits the scope for incremental, evidence-based change, where diVerent
combinations of “rights and responsibilities” can be tested to strike a balance that minimises the
risk of obligations that are ineVective or detrimental to clients’ health.

— Introducing major new systems is expensive and diYcult to administer. Recent experience such as
the implementation of tax credits or child support payments demonstrate the risks.

5.2 The Government’s specific proposals for the reform of the benefits raise some significant issues.

5.3 The integration of contributory and means-tested benefits—The indications are that the new benefit
will combine Incapacity Benefit and Income Support for people with health conditions, in the sameway that
Job Seekers Allowance includes “contribution based” and “income based” elements (but importantly there
will be no time-limits for contribution based entitlement). This could be a helpful simplification and would
certainly help those on Income Support without a recent record of contributions. But “leveling-down”must
be avoided. There would be great disquiet if the contributory, earnings replacement element was seen to be
evolving into a means-tested benefit. For example the “contribution based” benefit rules should not take
account of a partner’s earnings and should continue to disregard income from modest occupational
pensions.

5.4 A dual benefit system—The Five Year Strategy suggested that there would be two benefits, Disability
and Sickness Allowance (DSA), for the minority with the most severe conditions, and Rehabilitation
Support Allowance (RSA), for the majority of people who have a reasonable prospect of working again.

162 Nigel Campbell, The Decline of Employment Among Older People in Britain, London School of Economics, 1999;Winning
the Generation Game, Cabinet OYce, 2000; Factors AVecting the Labour Market Participation of Older Workers—
Qualitative Analysis, DWP, 2005.
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People claiming DSA might be entitled to a higher rate of benefit and would not face the full range of
obligations to engage with Jobcentre Plus. RSA would be greater than the current higher rate of Incapacity
Benefit, but on the condition that clients participate in activities aimed at supporting them back to work.
The DWP has since indicated that they might amend this policy and brand the benefit as a single allowance,
but retain the concept of DSA and RSA as separate categories within the benefit. This change would resolve
one concern with the dual benefit approach—that it would lead to DSA clients being ignored by Jobcentre
Plus or “writing themselves oV”. It does not tackle other major issues: what criteria should be used to divide
claimants; how would these by accurately applied; and what obligations should be placed on people in the
two categories. These questions are discussed below.

5.5 Another particular problem associated with a dual benefit system arises if the allowances are paid at
diVerent rates (the Government has implied that DSA may be paid at a higher rate than RSA, although no
decisions have been taken):

— The commitment to increasing benefits for people with long-term ill-health is very welcome.163 But
under the new system most long-term claimants are likely to receive RSA, since the large majority
of all claimants will be in this category. It is not obvious why the financial needs of, for example,
an manual worker with moderate health problems who is nearing State Pension Age, will be less
than those of DSA clients.

— If the rate of the benefit is higher for DSA clients this would create counter-productive incentives
for people to move from RSA to DSA (mirroring the distinction between JSA and IB which
created the current high caseload for inactive benefits).

Will the reforms help to improve work incentives for sick and disabled people?

5.6 The Government argues that stepped increases in Incapacity Benefit over time encourage people to
stay on the benefit. It therefore believes that replacing it with a flat-rate systemwill improve incentives.While
this claim is plausible, it would be helpful to see modeling or statistics to support it. One of the major
concerns with the diVerential rates of benefit has already been resolved through the introduction of “linking
rules” so that claimants are not fearful of returning to a lower rate of benefit if a job comes to an end.
Promoting these rules eVectively needs to be a priority. Some improvements are still needed to the
guarantees oVered to people who are worried about what will happen if they lose their job, particularly a
system for rapidly restoring Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit.

5.7 Financial incentives for moving into work also need to be better marketed, for example tax credits,
back-to-work credits and “permitted work”. As discussed above, the evidence indicates that the most
eVective incentive is to oVer a flat-rate, transparent weekly payment. For accounting purposes, the
Government will prefer to include any back-to-work incentives as part ofWorkingTaxCredit, alongside the
existing disability element. But this should not prevent it from designing andmarketing a simple, guaranteed
weekly payment. The DWP should also review the promotion and take-up of the “permitted work” system,
which probably has more potential as a transition route into work, allowing clients up to a year of working
for limited hours prior to stepping-up to 16 hours per week. The Government should also consider, as part
of a wider review of the tax-benefit system, what support could be available for people who are only able
to work for just under 16 hours per week (eg people working two days a week or three hours a day).

Is it possible to distinguish between those who are able to return to work and those who cannot?

5.8 This is the greatest area of controversy in the Government’s proposals. The thinking behind the Five
Year Strategy is that DSA clients would be a small minority—either those who are currently exempted from
the Personal Capability Assessment or others who are assessed to have very severe functional incapacity.
Both these ways of identifying clients pose challenges. Defining exempt categories risks creating bias in
favour of people with some health conditions compared to others (eg severe physical rather than mental
incapacity). The option of designing, within the PCA, a new higher threshold of incapacity creates the risk
of incorrect or marginal decisions (perhaps not made with full information) that would have a great impact
on people’s lives (replicating the problems with the existing PCA threshold separating IB and JSA clients).

5.9 This problem is particularly acute because theGovernment seems to envisage dividing clients between
an exempt minority and a majority who will face quite extensive obligations. This does not reflect the
continuum of incapacity experienced by clients, nor the likelihood of health conditions varying over time.
It also only takes a medical or functional approach to whether people should be moving towards work,
which may not be appropriate. This is because people’s distance from work is determined by social and
psychological factors that are basically unrelated to their health condition.164

163 We believe that a starting point to setting benefits levels is to establish the minimum income levels people with long-term
health conditions need for a reasonable living standard. In looking at pensioner poverty the then Social Security Select
Committee welcomed work commissioned by Age Concern indicating the minimum income needed to avoid poverty and
recommended Government research on minimum income standards. Age Concern’s research may have been influential in
subsequent increases in benefit levels for older people.

164 See Attachment 1 “Health and Older Workers—Seminar Report”.
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5.10 These tensions will be much easier to resolve if the system is designed so that the division is not
between clients with extensive obligations and those with none at all. Instead the split could be between those
with no ongoing obligations and those who have to do something. There is a sliding-scale of potential
responsibilities:

1. No obligations.

2. Initial Work Focused Interviews.

3. A programme of Work Focused Interviews.

4. Participation in any activity, chosen by the client from a menu (with potential for further
variations in obligations about the intensity or duration of participation).

5. Participation in a designated activity, chosen by the adviser for the client.

The Five Year Strategy suggested that people on DSA would fall into category 1 or 2, and RSA clients
would fall into category 4 or 5 (it is ultimately the adviser’s decision to make a referral and they can overrule
a clients’ preferred option). In contrast category 3 is the standard Pathways toWork model. The evaluation
from the pilots suggests that advisers are using their discretion to permit some clients not to complete the
interview programme (ie returning them to category 2).

5.11 In developing its proposals we believe the Government should design a system of obligations by
identifying requirements that are:

— Fair—ie not risking detriment to health.

— EVective—ie improve the client’s short or long-term employability.

— Proportionate—ie represent a sensible allocation of resources.

5.12 If this test is applied we believe that the Government will conclude that there is a strong case for
varying the extent of obligations:

Incrementally over-time and through pilots—on the basis of the evidence of Pathways to Work the case
for requiring all RSA clients to participate in activities has not been established. Pathways to Work has
demonstrated considerable success just by requiring participation in a programme of interviews where a
major focus is to win “hearts and minds”. Forcing people to participate in activities against their will might
be ineVective and unfair, if it does little to improve employability while potentially harming mental or
physical health. Compulsion could initially be limited to programmes of interviews until it can be shown
that these are not succeeding. Pilots of compulsory activities could be carried out in a few localities to see
if they produce better results with few adverse impacts.

Between diVerent clients—If compulsory activities are introduced a sliding-scale approach should be
adopted, with advisers able to assess the circumstances of RSA clients and then decide what level of
obligation would be appropriate (choosing from categories 2 to 4). This approach could take account of
the client’s medical condition, functional capability, caring responsibilities, social and family circumstances,
and psychological wellbeing. It would also be possible to personalise obligations to take account of the
length of time spent on the benefit (avoiding the counter-productive repetition of unfruitful activities).
Finally special account might need to be taken of the circumstances of people approaching State Pension
Age, some of whom will not feel able to consider working, no matter what support is available.

5.13 While the Government may eventually be able to make a case for requiring people to participate in
activities (category 4) we would oppose proposals to move to category 5, with advisers having control over
referrals. This would strip choice out of the system (in a package called “Choices”) and undermine the
individual’s sense of control and respect, implying a less client-centred, empowering philosophy.

5.14 There are risks in moving from an objective, criteria-based regime to a personalised system where
obligations are determined by individual advisers (for example there could be unfair variations without
standardised training, procedures and management). Advisers would need to have a sound understanding
of mental and physical health conditions as well as social and psychological factors. Sanctions would need
to be applied with extreme caution, taking account of some clients’ genuine diYculties in complying with
requirements. But on balance we think these risks are likely to be more manageable than those inherent in
a system where clients either do nothing or face extensive obligations, following the application of a rule-
based test.

What are the implications of the reforms on levels of fraud and error?

5.15 Levels of fraud associated with incapacity benefits are currently low, reflecting the tough and
objective nature of the Personal Capability Assessment. We would not expect the reforms to eVect this.

5.16 There are risks of an increase in errors or arbitrary decisions as the system becomes more
complicated. First there could be errors in the allocation betweenDSAandRSA. This would be particularly
likely early on, during the introduction of a new test. There are also risks in increasing the responsibilities
of advisers to personalise obligations and packages of support.
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Will the reforms address the main areas of concern with the current system?

5.17 It is not clear from the Government’s current proposals whether the reforms will address a number
of key concerns with the current system.

5.18 Will they promote options like training and volunteering, rather than just employment related
activity? Half of people over 50 who have health conditions and want to work have low skills.165Many suVer
multiple barriers including long-term detachment from the workplace. In these cases the aim of the
programme should often be to support claimants towards employability, rather than immediately into
work. As the National Employment Panel has recommended, a “distance travelled” ethos must be designed
into the system, with incentives for advisers to support all clients, rather than only those who are likely to
find work quickly.166 The availability of a wide range of options including training and volunteering is likely
to reassure claimants about the intentions of the programme. In developing these options the Government
should consider what role voluntary organisations could play, as agencies with a people-centred ethos which
could build up the trust of clients.

5.19 Will there be suYcient support for long-term claimants—both existing claimants and those of the
future? The current proposals do not discuss either of these groups in detail. It is essential that long-term
clients are not ignored simply because they represent a poor investment in resources. But a balance also
needs to be struck, which avoids long-term claimants with complicated needs and limited prospects of work
being required to go through a counter-productive cycle of repetitive, compulsory activities. As discussed
above, it will not be suitable to require all older long-term claimants to participate in compulsory activities
in order to receive RSA. The Government should also review the wider package of information and support
available to people on long-term inactive benefits, including advice on health, finances, caring, lifestyle and
work. It could explore the value of integrating services aimed at this group, in an initiative similar to Link
Age. Voluntary organisations might have a particular role to play in delivering this “holistic” support,
including acting as a trusted gateway into Jobcentre Plus services.

5.20 Will there be suYcient focus on preventing people moving onto the benefit? There are two main
routes onto incapacity benefits—from other benefits, and directly from work.

Fromother benefits—JSA clients need enhanced support to prevent themmoving onto incapacity benefits
(especially at-risk groups, such as those with current health problems and people aged over 55). The
Government has delayed the roll-out of “Building on New Deal” mainly for financial reasons. But reform
of IB cannot be separated from the development of more personalised support for JSA clients. We think it
is essential that access to New Deal is available as of right to all clients in “at-risk” groups and includes a
wide range of support, possibly including options similar toConditionManagement Programmes for people
with health problems. Enhanced support for JSA clients is also important for people who are required to
transfer oV incapacity benefits after a Personal Capability Assessment.

From work—Only a minority of IB claimants move directly onto the benefit from statutory sick pay, but
preventing health-related exit fromwork will feed through into reduced number of recipients in the medium
term. The DWP, along with the Department of Health and the Health and Safety Executive, have been
focusing considerable attention on these issues, for example with the Framework for Vocational
Rehabilitation. But there is still insuYcient co-ordination between initiatives and not enough government
leadership and promotional activity. The Government should also review the case for specific policy
proposals. These include making the “disability element” of Working Tax Credit available prior to long-
term sickness absence; providing improved support to people on statutory sick pay (as is being tested by the
JobRetention andRehabilitation Pilot); and reviewing employers’ obligations for employees with disability
or ill-health.

5.21 Will support be available to secure the sustainability of job outcomes? The reform package will not
be credible if it moves people with health conditions into unsustainable work and then back onto benefits—
the “low pay-no pay” cycle. The availability of in-work credits is one proven way to enhance job
sustainability. Another promising approach is to create seamless transitions from training while on benefits,
to employer-led training, through the proposed National Employer Training Programme. Jobcentre Plus
advisers could play a role in brokering this training with employers. Advisers may also need to provide
ongoing support and reassurance once people are in work (as is currently being tested through the
Employment Retention and Advancement scheme) particularly as some employees will be reluctant to
discuss health concerns with a new employer.

5.21 How will the reforms take account of the geographic concentration of clients in areas of industrial
decline with weak local labour markets? The geographic concentration of incapacity benefit claimants is a
well known phenomenon—indeed it is one of the main arguments advanced for reforming the system, since
variations in claimant numbers are greater than geographic health inequalities. There is debate about
whether concentrations are caused by a mis-match in the labour market (ie insuYcient vacancies that fit the
profile of claimants), insuYcient incentives or other factors such as a culture of worklessness (although there
is no firm evidence to support this explanation).167 Where there are insuYcient suitable vacancies a focus on
improving employability through options like training and volunteering may be particularly relevant.

165 See Attachment 2 “Background Information”.
166 A New Deal for All, National Employment Panel, 2004.
167 Understanding Workless People and Communities—A literature review, DWP, 2005.
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6. Resources

Is Jobcentre Plus suYciently resourced to deliver the Pathways pilots, both in terms of staYng and finances?
Are they equipped to deal with a reform programme for Incapacity Benefit? What has been the eVect of the
DWP eYciencies agenda?

6.1 Jobcentre Plus resources will be critical to the success of the reforms. There are risks in both the short
and long term. In the long-term there needs to be well-resourced national support, with spending per client
at least at the level of the Pathways to Work pilots. There is also the related issue of delivering a suYcient
supply of skilled professionals within Jobcentre Plus, the NHS, and contracted providers to meet the
demand the Government wishes to stimulate. This will require further long-term investment. We believe a
sound “invest to save” case can be made for a well-resourced reform package. DWP should work together
with the Department of Health and the Department for Education and Skills to ensure that financial
projections capture the potential benefits of improved health, employability and productivity, as well as
immediate job outcomes.

6.2 In the short-term, the financial challenges are acute, because of the outcome of SpendingReview 2004
for the Department for Work and Pensions. As well as reducing headcount (ostensibly of backoYce staV
rather than advisers) the DWP is currently making major cuts in out-sourced provision of training and self-
employment support. This risks undermining the capacity and confidence of partners from the voluntary
and private sectors. The department is also unable to make further investment now to build capacity prior
in preparation for 2008. The most obvious example is the roll-out Pathways to Work to the whole country,
so that interview programmes and Condition Management Programmes are well established before any
further compulsion is introduced. But the delay in piloting “Building on NewDeal” is also relevant because
of the role it can play in preventing people moving onto incapacity benefits. In the normal course of things,
there is little that can be done to increase spending before Spending Review 2007 (the delay in the spending
review may cause particular problems since 2007–08 will be the key year for capacity building prior to the
launch of the new benefit). We recommend that a special case is made to the Treasury for significant ring-
fenced investment within the current spending review cycle.

Andrew Harrop

3 October 2005

1. Characteristics of OlderWorkers

There are seven million workers over 50 and 870,000 people who want work.
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Among people out of work over 50, 1,450,000 report being out of work on health grounds, including
480,000 who want to work.
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Source: Great Britain, LFS, Spring 2003.

Note: Poor health defined as limiting long-standing health condition; poor skills defined as being without
a Level 2 qualification.

Employment rate for people with and without health conditions.
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2. Health Inequalities Among People Aged 50–74

Long-term limiting health condition
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Specific Health Conditions
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Arthritis
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Symptoms of Depression
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Heart disease
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Source: English Longitudinal Survey of Ageing, wave 1, 2002.
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3. Demographic Change and OlderWorkers

With static employment rates there will be a sharp fall in the share of the population in work. This can
be prevented through supporting an extra 700,000 to one million extra older people into work (over and
above growth in the cohort).

‘Total employment rate’ as the population ages - 3 scenarios
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4. Employment Growth Since 1997

Since 1997 there are 1.5 million more over-50s in employment (over two-thirds of all new jobs). This
includes ® million people over State Pension Age.

Source: LFS, UK, Spring quarters
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Estimate 40% of 50 - SPA job growth not due to larger cohort (ie. ½ m jobs)
Only small share of ¼ m new post - SPA jobs due to expanding cohort

Source: LFS; Spring quarters
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Impact of Welfare to Work for People Over 50

Source: DWP (March 2005).  Notes: (1) annual average for life of each programme; (2) job entries as a share of programme 
enrolments; (3) not all elements of ND25 Plus are compulsory for over 50s; (4) data not published. 
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New Deal 50 Plus
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Andrew Harrop

3 October 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Age Concern after the publication of the
Welfare Reform Green Paper

1. Introduction

1.1 There are few surprises in the Green Paper with most of the proposals widely trailed. We welcome
many of the new but relatively small-scale proposals, for example: enhanced support for JSA clients with
ill-health; further pilots of employment support via GPs; and simplification of Statutory Sick Pay. We also
welcome the Green Paper’s major spending announcement, the national roll-out of Pathways to Work.
There is much that theGreen Paper does not say, partly because there are no spending commitments beyond
March 2008 prior to the 2007 SpendingReview. The overall focus of theGreen Paper is on preventing people
becoming long-term claimants in the future rather than helping the millions who are on the benefit today.

2. Targets and State Pension Age

2.1 The Department has headline targets of one million fewer incapacity benefit claimants and one
millionmore older people inwork. These targets initially appearwelcome but we have a number of concerns:

2.2 Double-counting—if all the reductions in numbers claiming incapacity benefits were among people
who are over 50 by the target date, theDepartment could hit both its targets but only help onemillion people
into work. Ministers have assured Age Concern that double-counting is not intended but have not stated
this publicly.

2.3 Ignoring today’s over 50s—setting targets formore a decade’s time oVers little incentive to help today’s
over-50s since so many will have retired by that time. Over 10 years almost a million people now claiming
incapacity benefits will reach State Pension Age; each year there are about 100,000 new claims from this age
group. We support action to prevent future cohorts of older people but targets need to provide incentives
for the Department to help everyone who wants to work.

2.4 Equalisation of State Pension Age—the Green Paper proposals for incapacity benefit reform do not
mention the increase in State PensionAge for women. This will mean the age of eligibility for Pension Credit
will rise for both men and women so more people in their 60s will claim incapacity benefits. By 2020 there
could be up to 370,000 extra incapacity benefit claimants (based on the pessimistic scenario that the
proportion of new incapacity benefit recipients aged 60–64 is the same as the share claiming Pension Credit
today).168 The Department needs to clarify whether the equalisation of State Pension Age has been taken
into account in its incapacity benefit target for the next decade (in which case it is more challenging than it
appears).

168 Age Concern calculations, based on All Ages Client Group Analysis, DWP, 2005.
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2.5 Transparency and Challenge—the target for older workers appears to be extremely un-demanding.
Today there are 1° million extra older workers compared to 1997. Over the next decade this trend is likely
to continue because of the ageing of the workforce and the gradual increase in women’s State Pension Age
from 2010. By 2015 there will be one million more older workers than today if employment rates for older
workers simply remain constant.169 On top of this the ONS estimates that by then there could be up to
150,000 extra women in the labour force as a result of the increasing State Pension Age.170 We are therefore
puzzled by the Green Paper’s statement that the target of one million extra workers is for the long-term,
beyond 2020. Such a long time-frame only make senses if employment gains resulting from the ageing of the
population, the equalisation of State Pension Age, and reductions in the numbers receiving incapacity
benefit are all to be disregarded from the target. But such a non-transparent target, over such a long time-
frame, would hardly seem worth having at all.

2.6 Clarification on the Department’s approach to targets is clearly needed. We recommend that the
Department adopts interim targets and also sets goals in terms of percentages of diVerent age-groups
working and/or claiming benefits.

3. Prevention and Intervention in Employment

3.1 We welcome the range of initiatives outlined in the Green Paper (as first outlined in the October 2005
strategy Health, Work and Wellbeing). The package deserves support while it is being implemented and
evaluated, although it is possible that further actionwill be needed to improve retention at work. Other steps
the Government should take include:

— Improve access to tax credits for people who become ill while in work. In most circumstances it is
not possible to claim disability elements of tax credits without first leaving work. A long-standing
HM Revenue and Customs review has been delayed pending the outcome of the Green Paper.

— Use the Discrimination Law Review to review employers’ responsibilities to employees who
become ill. The existing model where the onus is on an employee to request adjustments may not
be suYcient to prevent people leaving work.

— Enhance the support available to people claiming Statutory Sick Pay, after evaluating the Job
Retention and Rehabilitation pilots. This could be delivered through specific programmes for
people receiving SSP or through targeting the proposed employment support via GPs’ surgeries.

4. Employment and Support Allowance

4.1 The proposals for Employment and Support Allowance are broadly as expected. We wish to make a
number of comments:

4.2 “Conditionality”—The Department has postponed the controversial decision on whether to extend
conditionality beyond the Pathways to Work model to include participation in activities—although the
Green Paper states this is the long-term intention. Age Concern believes that compulsory activity will not
be fair or cost-eVective for some clients, and that levels of conditionality should be personalised. We are
pleased that the reforms will be implemented incrementally while evidence is gathered (even though this is
largely driven by lack of resources). Any further compulsion should be carefully piloted prior to roll-out.

4.3 DiVerent rates of benefit for the components—we are not convinced it is fair to pay a higher rate of
benefit to people who are most functionally impaired. Regardless of how successful the support regime
proves, a proportion of people who receive the “employment and support” component will become long-
term claimants, particularly people in their 50s and 60s. We believe all claimants are entitled to an income
that prevents poverty, calculated on the basis of what is “low cost but acceptable”. Additional support for
the costs of disability should be paid through other parts of the benefits system like Disability Living
Allowance.

4.4 Decision making—There are currently concerns about the quality of some decisions made by DWP-
contracted doctors and Jobcentre Plus advisers. Under the proposals the volume of diYcult decisions will
increase. The proposals also seem to entail new groups making decisions that will aVect claimants’ incomes:
non-medical health professionals in determining whether work-related activities are possible; and voluntary
and private sector contractors in recommending sanctions for non-compliance. The new system will only
be fair and eVective if decisions really reflect the individual needs and circumstances of clients. There needs to
be major investment in training and support for decision-makers. Involving new groups in decision-making
should be carefully piloted.

4.5 The choice of activities—When participation in activities becomes compulsory, we believe the choice
of which activity to take part in should be the client’s alone. The Department has not made a commitment
on this but it would be in-line with the thinking in the paper. The Green Paper says that Pathways to Work
has been popular because of the level of control people have in selecting options from the “Choices”
programme. It also states that clients will not be required to participate in health programmes.

169 Age Concern calculations, based on GAD Population Projections for 2003 and Labour Force Survey 2003.
170 Age Concern calculations, based on Labour Force Projections 2006–20, ONS, 2006.
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4.6 Early support—the support on oVer will come too late for many older claimants, who are unlikely to
return to work once they have been out of a job for more than a few months. We believe the reforms should
include voluntary access to support from day-one of a claim, through the oVer of an immediate Work
Focused Interview and the marketing of support options during the claim process. For older people this
should include promoting NewDeal 50 Plus, which is available but rarely used by incapacity benefit clients.

5. What the Green Paper Doesn’t Say

5.1 Jobseeker’s Allowance—there is next to no mention of Jobseeker’s Allowance or the JSA NewDeals,
despite theGreen Paper’s ambition to set out a comprehensive package ofwelfare reform. The 2004Building
on New Deal proposals for piloting streamlined New Deal programmes are not referred to. Older people
who leave work often make an initial claim for JSA while they are reasonable hopeful of finding a job only
to become increasingly dispirited and detached from work. It is at this point that they may transfer to
incapacity benefits. Providing early intensive support to JSA clients should be a key element of preventing
new claims for incapacity benefits.

5.2 Long-term claimants of the future—The proposals focus almost entirely on the expectations that will
be placed on people when they first claim the new benefit. But it is inevitable that some of those on the
“employment and support” component will become long-term claimants, particularly older people. The
paper does not say how the Pathways to Work pilots for long-term claimants will be taken forward in the
new system. Support and training should be actively promoted to all clients, but we question whether it will
be fair or eVective to compel long-term claimants (particularly those near State Pension Age) to take part
in activities.

5.3 Long-term claimants today—most decisions about existing incapacity benefit claimants are
postponed to a later strategy. There is also no discussion about the extent to which Pathways to Work and
other policies have benefited today’s long-term clients. This approach may have been taken to avoid anxiety
among today’s clients. But there is a risk that existing clients will simply be forgotten while all the focus and
money is on new claimants (see comments on the incentive eVects of targets).

5.4 Financial incentives from 2008—the paper does not comment on the future of the credits being trialled
as part of Pathways to Work (the return to work credit for all claimants and the job preparation premium
for longer-term claimants). There is a risk that these will either be scrapped or merged into the tax credit
system from 2008. In the case of New Deal 50 Plus, job entries declined by a half when the £60 weekly
Employment Credit was replaced by a “50 Plus” element to Working Tax Credit.

5.5 Skills—themajority of people over 50 who are out of work because of ill-health also have low skills.171

We are surprised the proposals for incapacity reformmake so little reference to training. Later in the Green
Paper there is a brief mention of skills and the pilots for skills coaches (which are notmentioned in the “menu
of activities” for Employment and Support Allowance). There is also no mention of Further Education fees
which are a barrier to training for people on contributory benefits.We believe that training should be a third
pillar of Pathways to Work alongside Condition Management Programmes and job brokerage.

5.6 Resources, Capacity and Delivery—Apart from announcing the national roll-out of Pathways to
Work the Green Paper says very little about resources either now or after 2008. The level of expenditure
that will be available for future support will depend on the outcome of the 2007 Spending Review. The level
of funding for some of the initiatives is unclear (eg the pilots for GP-based employment services; enhanced
support for JSA clients with health conditions). Similarly there is no comment on the cost of the proposals
outlined in the chapter on older workers (if the pilots described were rolled-out nationally they could be very
expensive). The Green Paper does not comment on the need to develop capacity over the medium-term by
investing in recruitment and training of staV in the NHS and Jobcentre Plus (the decision to role-out
Pathways toWork through contractors does not avoid capacity problems since voluntary and private sector
providers will face similar skills shortages in the short term). Out-sourcing the provision of Pathways to
Work may restrict Jobcentre Plus’ ability to begin developing capacity to deliver the new support under
Employment and Support Allowance.

Policy Unit, Age Concern England, Astral House, 1268 London Road, London SW16 4ER. Registered
charity no 261794

Andrew Harrop

February 2006

171 Labour Force Survey, 2002–04.
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Memorandum submitted by Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB)

— Who we are

RNIB is the foremost organisation in theUK in terms of knowledge of and support for blind and partially
sighted people of working age.We are also the leading charity working for the twomillion people in the UK
with sight problems of all ages. Our staV and volunteers work to empower blind and partially sighted people
and remove the disabling barriers they face, as well as preventing sight loss. We work to:

— Influence policy makers through our campaigning work.

— Provide expertise and support, Talking Books and a wide range of products and training.

— Encourage the direct involvement in our work of our 10,000 blind and partially sighted members.

RNIB has contracts for Work Preparation, NDDP, Access to Work, various ESF co-financed projects
with Jobcentre Plus, LSC and local authorities and IAG contracts with Connexions. In 2004–05 our
employment staV provided advice services to 2,240 people, trained 294 employers and supported 419 blind
and partially sighted people to gain or retain work. We also have two training colleges that support people
with sight loss, many of whom have additional disabilities.

We also have a specialist welfare rights team accredited to the Community Legal Service Quality Mark.

Introduction

RNIB’s “Beyond the Stereotypes” report (2004) showed that 73% of the estimated 140,000 blind and
partially sighted people of working age are not in work.

At least 25% of unemployed blind and partially sighted people would like to work if the opportunities
and support systems were in place to help them move back towards the labour market.

However, 50% of the 140,000 people, in addition to visual impairment:

— Are older than 40.

— Have learning diYculties.

— Have complex needs.

These figures certainly do show that it will require significant support and training to assist these people
in their return to the labour market, and we believe that current provision is not meeting these needs.

We have attempted to answer as many questions as possible as set out by the Committee in its original
announcement on this Inquiry.

What Lessons can be Learned from the Pathways to Work Pilots in Shaping the Direction of the Reform of
Incapacity Benefits?

Individual support, where the adviser is close to the client is essential in tailoring packages of support and
training tomeet individuals’ needs and ensure that they receive appropriate training relative to their distance
from the labour market.

In terms of how this can shape the direction of the reform of IB it is clear that the purpose of the benefit
should change from one that sets out to establish that someone is unable to work, to one that establishes
what someone’s needs are and then puts them in touch with appropriate support and advice depending on
their distance from the labour market.

What are the Implications of DWP’s Proposals for the new Structure of Incapacity Benefits? Do they Address
the Complications Inherent in the Existing Incapacity Benefits System? Is a Dual Benefit the Right Approach?
Could it be Improved?

We have some concerns around the proposed names for the two new benefits. However, we understand
that these are not, as the Five Year Plan makes clear, the final names to be used.

We welcome the name “Rehabilitation and Support Allowance” for a benefit designed to assist people
who may manage a return to work. It gives the message that benefit entitlements are linked with provision
of rehabilitation to enable people to get back into work and the support required throughout the period of
rehabilitation, and, we hope, beyond that and into the workplace.

Regarding “Disability and Sickness Allowance” (DSA), we have some concerns about this name. It does
not give any association with work, a return to work, training or re-training.

We would like to see a name that recognises the long term support that many claimants will need, but that
also demonstrates that help and support, which we would argue must be made available, is available for
those people who, on a voluntary basis, wish to try and take steps towards training or supported
employment and who, with the right support, may be successful in moving towards work.
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Security and Inclusion

We believe that a better balance needs to be struck between guaranteeing security and promoting
inclusion. We are concerned that blind people, and other disabled people who will remain exempt from the
Personal Capability Assessment, will be put directly on to Disability and Sickness Allowance and left there
without access to the rehabilitation and support opportunities that are being made available under the
Pathways to Work programme.

We welcome the recognition in the Five Year Plan that blindness is a severe impairment and therefore
requires specialist support. However, blindness need not stop people, with the right training, support and
equipment, performing most jobs to a high standard. However, employers, service providers and to some
extent government still do not recognise this. In addition, people with sight loss themselves may also believe
the misconception that they are unemployable, especially if tailored and accessible services are not made
available to people on DSA, and they are made to feel that their only course of action is to claim DSA in
perpetuity and be perceived as being unemployable.

Comments on how we Would like to see the new Benefits Helping Different Groups of Blind and

Partially Sighted People

— Condition Management Programmes

Whilst these programmesmay be of great benefit to people with back pain ormental health problems they
are unlikely to benefit blind and partially sighted people, who in most cases will not face an improvement
in their level of sight, and may in fact experience a deterioration. Therefore it needs to be recognised that
these programmes will not be well suited to people with sight loss.

— People who have been away from the Labour Market for Three Years or More

It is important that the new benefits do not give long term unemployed blind people the message that they
cannot be helped and that there is no way back into work. The automatic availability of Disability and
Sickness Allowance could give this message unless it is tempered with a strong message that assistance and
support are available to those people who wish to engage with it on a voluntary basis.

— People who have Recently Lost Their Jobs due to Sight Loss

Each year 25% of those people who become registered as blind or partially sighted whilst in work will
leave their jobs either because they themselves can see no way of staying on or because employers ask them
to leave. This is not surprising when our research (Beyond the Stereotypes, 2004) shows that nine out of ten
employers rate blind and partially sighted people as either “diYcult” or “impossible” to employ. In addition,
74% of employers are unaware of the help available under the Access to Work scheme (AtW). So, a
combination of a lack of awareness on the part of employers about help available under AtW because of
lack of publicity around the scheme, and low awareness of what jobs blind and partially sighted people can
do, means that people with sight problems face huge challenges in remaining in or finding work.

Will the Reforms Help to Improve Work Incentives for Sick and Disabled People?

As we outlined in our comments above, we are concerned that those people allocated to Disability and
Sickness Allowance, such as blind people, are not passed over in terms of help and support. We believe that
the exemption from the Personal Capability Assessment for blind and partially sighted people must be
combined with comprehensive voluntary access for claimants to training and work related activities. For
people onDSA to be excluded from this support would clearly fail to provide themwith improved incentives
to undertake training and move towards work.

We believe that a balanced approach which oVers support, combined with voluntary opportunities to
engage in work focussed activities is the best way to gain the confidence of and participation of blind people
who have been away from the labour market for a number of years.

Is it Possible to Distinguish Between Those who are Able to Return to Work and Those who Cannot?

We are concerned that people who are blind are not automatically regarded as being unable to return to
work. However, we also recognise that for some severely disabled people security of their entitlements is
vital in terms of being able to ensure long term stability and meeting of their needs. We therefore recognise
that in limited cases it will be possible to distinguish between people who will be unable to work and indeed
desirable to do so in terms of ensuring that people who are very unlikely, if at all, to experience any change
in their impairment(s), are not unnecessarily subjected to re-assessment of their work capabilities potentially
leading to unnecessary anxiety, distress and uncertainty.
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What are the Implications of the Reforms on Levels of Fraud and Error?

With levels of fraud currently so low, the only impact that we can see resulting from the reforms will be
even lower levels. This is because of the additional assessment (on top of the PCA) that will be introduced
through the “Employment and Support Assessment”, leading to the allocation of a person to Disability and
Sickness Allowance or Rehabilitation and Support Allowance.

Will the Reforms Address the Main Areas of Concern with the Current System?

We have concerns that the new IB proposals will be implemented for new claimants from 2008, but
Pathways will not cover all of the country by then. As far as we know, government funding has only been
allocated for the roll-out to a third of the country. This leads to the question ofwhatwill happen to those new
claimants onRSAwho are subject to new terms and conditions of receiving benefit, but forwhom additional
support under Pathways is not locally available. For the terms of receiving the new benefit to change, with
those people on RSA being potentially required to engage in work focussed interviews, we believe that
government needs to ensure the additional support is in place.

The Future Rollout of Pathways toWork

What are the Implications of a Rollout of Pathways on a new System of Incapacity Benefits?

The specialist support that is beingmade available under Pathways is clearly having an impact in the pilot
areas, with six times as many people claiming Incapacity Benefit having taken up support from the New
Deal or other rehabilitation programmes (DWP Press Release 11 October 2004).

However, we are concerned that Jobcentre Plus must provide support through welfare to work
programmes on a pan-disability basis.

RNIB has found that our NDDP customers with sight loss generally require long-term support as few of
those placed have arrived on the programme with job ready skills at the time of registration.

Every stage of the process, from job search, through interview support, through starting and retaining a
job generally involves far more of our input than with any other customer group, including clients with
mental health problems (although we refer on people with bi-polar conditions). This is due to inaccessible
systems and the need for a greater degree of advocacy to tackle employers’ misconceptions regarding the
abilities of people with a sight problem.

There is an assumption in NDDP that a job broker can support a customer with one or two job
applications so the customer can learn how to complete applications on their own. Customers with sight
loss need assistance with every application because recruitment and selection processes are not accessible to
them. Referral to mainstream Programme Centres where people can carry out job search, use Internet
facilities etc. is usually not appropriate because of accessibility barriers.

So a lack of specialist support for people with sight loss means that staV are not trained to meet their
specific needs and that programmes are not flexible enough to provide the kind of ongoing support needed.

Greater understanding of the needs of this group is clearly essential in the provision of employment
services. For example, of some 23,000 disabled people in the Workstep programme in 2000, only 600 were
visually impaired. We know of no evidence that this position has improved. Therefore, if the Government
is to maximise success in releasing blind and partially sighted people from IB, it must do much more to
ensure that services fully meet their needs.

An Employment Continuum

We also believe that job placements and on the job experience should feature more, getting large
employers to take on disabled people, providing on the job training that may be of greater use than that on
the NDDP schemes.

Such a range of options (what we have called an employment continuum) is essential. For blind and
partially sighted people to successfullymake themove back intowork the labourmarketmust oVer jobswith
the support needed. Not everyone will be able to move straight into the open labour market and therefore a
range of options is needed to allow progression through the employment continuum with appropriate help
and support.

We would especially like to see, on the demand side, provision of centres for supported employment in
which disabled people who are very distant from the labour market can undertake on the job training,
receive mentoring and proceed to work experience.

Social skills training also needs to be an integral part of vocational training, especially for people with
sight loss who may need support with mobility training, day to day living activities and communication and
assertiveness skills. Support in areas linked to employment such as access to information, mobility, the use
of assistive technologies and specialised rehabilitation and training services, should be central to any
programme which intends to help blind and partially sighted people.
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Funding

Funding is fragmented, short term and inadequate to meet current needs. Funding streams can be unclear
and would benefit from clear identification and being refocused. For example, there is a lack of strategic
direction on provision for people who can work less than 16 hours. There is an urgent need for some
mainstream provision for this group, with a clarification of funding and who is responsible for delivery of
services.

Undertakingwork for less than 16 hours is wheremany people will enter the labourmarket and the benefit
and support system should make it easy for them to take the first tentative steps. There must also be
progression—allowing and encouraging people to take steps relevant and appropriate to them.

The Experience of Sick and Disabled People

Are People with DiVerent Disabilities and Health Conditions, in both Pilot and Non-Pilot Areas, given
Appropriate Support by Jobcentre Plus? Is there a Tendency to Help Those Perceived as Closer to the
Labour Market?

Return to Work Activities

In our report “Beyond the Stereotypes” we identified a number of barriers that blind and partially sighted
people face in relation to accessing and benefiting from return to work activities.

Work Preparation

Our research revealed that many of the contractors bidding to run the programmes fail to take into
account the costs of equipment, such as Access Technology, that is needed to enable blind and partially
sighted people to participate.

RNIB has a Work Preparation contract for certain areas of Scotland and our proposal for the contract
fully included provision for the needs of blind and partially sighted people. However, almost all of the other
contractors in Scotland have gained their contracts by submitting low-cost bids that cannot provide the
funds for this equipment. As a result blind and partially sighted people are often excluded from
participating.

NDDP

In relation to the NDDP we have experience of providing such a service in the South West of England.
Our experience suggests that nationally blind and partially sighted people are not getting specialist support
in areas such as access to information, mobility, use of assistive technologies, or specialist rehabilitation and
training services.

For example, a recent application by RNIB to provide specialist job search support in Lincolnshire was
rejected on the basis that this service is already provided under the remit of NDDP. However, further
investigation revealed that not one of the main agencies providing existing job search services in the Lincoln
area had actually assisted a blind or partially sighted person in the previous 12 months.

Our experience shows that it is vital that return to work activities, if run by contractors, have contracts
that specify that the access needs of all groups, including blind and partially sighted people, are met. We
believe that if blind and partially sighted people are to achieve greater inclusion in return to work activities,
then government must ensure that services are sensitive to their needs and develop contractual agreements
with specialist organisations such as RNIB.

We are concerned that there also needs to be additional focus on the quality of programme delivery. This
is particularly important given the recent capping of NDDP providers which we would argue has the eVect
of curtailing the services of those who have been most successful.

We also believe that a review of the DEA network is needed as there is a high turnover, which can lead
to poor specialist knowledge and a lack of communication between agencies and stakeholders, which clearly
undermines the eVectiveness of return to work activities.

How will the Reforms Help Those who are not Able, or not yet Ready, to Work?

We are not convinced that the reforms will necessarily help blind, partially sighted or indeed many other
disabled people into work who are some distance from the labour market. This is because of the following:

— The issue we have outlined above in relation to people who are allocated toDisability and Sickness
Allowance not having access to the training and support opportunities available to those on
Rehabilitation and Support Allowance.
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— We are also concerned that the government thinks through issues around whether it will be
possible to move from one benefit to the other. This is because we know that many disabled people
may be some way from the labour market, perhaps too far to immediately benefit from Pathways,
but that does not mean that with the right support and investment they cannot develop and
potentially move into work focussed training and therefore from DSA to RSA.

In relation to this questionwewill take up the Committee’s oVer to submit a supplementarymemorandum
once the Government’s Green Paper on the reform of incapacity benefits is published.

Jobcentre Plus Resources

What has been the EVect of the DWP EYciencies Agenda?

We are concerned that the cutbacks within DWP may be impacting on the quality of services oVered to
disabled people. We have taken calls from blind and partially sighted users of Jobcentre Plus who have
complaints about the lack of time DEAs have to spend with them and the diYculties they experience with
accessing print and computer screen based information about training and job opportunities.

Resourcing issues will clearly be key in determining the ongoing consistency in the quality of Pathways
pilots that we have seen, and we hope that current standards will be maintained in the light of eYciency
savings required from DWP overall.

Local LabourMarkets

Are Local Labour Markets Able to Provide the Jobs Needed?

We have concerns that in establishing the ability of a disabled person to make a return to work or enter the
labour market through the “Employment and Support Assessment”, the individual’s personal circumstances
and the local labourmarketmust be considered, as opposed to just general occupational information. It would
be unfair to deny a disabled person access to the higher rate of benefit because they are judged not to be
complying with the work focussed approach of the new benefits when they reasonably judge that a move into
work is not possible due to the limited nature of the local labour market or other specific local barriers.

For example, a blind person living in a very rural area with no adequate public transport will be in a very
diVerent situation in terms of getting to and from interviews or work than a similarly disabled person living
in an urban environment with good transport. Opportunities will therefore have to be judged in relation to
external factors, such as the availability and accessibility of transport. We do not think this is unreasonable
bearing in mind that it will not be until 2020 that all trains will comply with Rail Vehicle Accessibility
Regulations and therefore be accessible.

We therefore hope that a holistic approach, taking in the principles of the social model, will be used, where
barriers beyond the individual’s impairment will be considered in terms of undertaking the Employment and
Support Assessment and setting realistic goals around what can be expected of someone in relation to their
locality and local labour market.

What is the Experience of Employers?

We believe that DWP needs to address evidence highlighted in Report No 202 (“Employers’ and Service
Providers’ responses to the Disability Discrimination Act in 2003 and Preparation for 2004 changes”)
highlighting that nine out of 10 employers think blind and partially sighted people are “diYcult” or
“impossible” to employ. This has serious implications for the ability of blind and partially sighted claimants
of IB to enter the labour market, regardless of training and abilities, due to the barriers to their employment
perceived by potential employers.

We also found that the vast majority of employers (74%) are not aware of the vital support that is available
through the Access to Work scheme, with extra costs incurred as a result of adaptations for a disabled
employee.

Parliamentary questions have revealed that the Government budget spent on the promotion of NDDP
schemes is in the region of £300,000. We estimate that if evenly divided amongst the schemes, this leaves a
promotion budget of around £30,000 per year for Access toWork. This is, we believe, inadequate considering
the vital part in the chain of support that AtW plays and is leaving thousands of employers totally unaware
of the support that would address their concerns about employing a disabled person.With the level of concern
amongst employers in terms of employing a blind or partially sighted person that our research has shown we
believe that widespread publicity of AtW is essential to ensure that disabled people’s talents and skills are not
passed over because of employers’ concerns about the cost of adaptations needed to the workplace.

Dan Scorer

3 October 2005
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by RNIB after the publication of the Welfare Reform Green Paper

1. Overview

1.1 The Green Paper is full of promise and promises. The opening sentence of the Executive Summary
refers to “the right to enter the world of work” whilst the title “A new deal for welfare: empowering people
to work” contains an implicit promise of a range of robust new measures that will deliver support and
training to enable disabled people to realise this right.

1.2 There is certainly much in the Green Paper’s analysis of where we are with which we can agree. For
example, the concerns set out in the Executive Summary regarding lack of employment related support for
people on IB, the inappropriate name of the benefit itself and the restrictions it places on trying out
volunteering or other options when trying to move towards work. RNIB and others have made all of these
points over the years.

1.3 Yet, the promises (or commitments) in the Green Paper are many:

“We will reduce the number of people who leave the workplace due to illness . . .”

“We will facilitate better absence management and early intervention to help employees who do
become ill to stay in work or, where this is not possible, support recovery and return to work at
the earliest opportunity.”

“We will increase support for claimants to return to work, replacing the old one-size fits-all model,
whichwrites people oV as completely incapable of work, with a tailored, active system that address
each individual’s capacity.”

1.4 All of this sounds very promising, but raises a number of unanswered questions. How will this
ambitious range of goals be delivered? Also, crucially, to what extent will the measures in the Green Paper
meet the needs of blind and partially sighted people who currently experience an unemployment rate of
around 75%? And where do employers feature in these reforms in terms of changing their (often negative
and ill informed) attitudes towards the potential employability and skills of disabled people?

2. DecidingWhoMay be Able toWork

2.1 We have welcomed the recognition in the Green Paper that blind people should not automatically be
regarded as being unable to work for the purposes of the successor to the PCA.

2.2 However, it is clear from the Green Paper that little detail around the new assessment has been
finalised. There is a commitment (para 2.64) to work with disability groups and others “to ensure that the
transformed assessment process is fair and equitable in application and operation”. We are concerned that
such a fundamental part of the new system has not yet been designed in great detail, leaving disabled people
to wonder what they will face, when the PCA is already recognised as being one of the most stringent
gateways to benefit in the western world.

2.3 We are also concerned that no information is given in the Green Paper regarding the rates at which
the “Employment Support” and “Support” components of ESA will be paid. We would be very concerned
if the “Employment Support” component were to be significantly below the “Support” component in value.
This is because we do not believe that blind and partially sighted, or other disabled people, should be
financially disadvantaged through being included in the group of people judged able to move towards work,
seeing as the government intends to substantially widen the range of disabled people who may be expected
to enter the work focussed programme. Many of these people will have substantial additional costs to meet
resulting from their impairment and should therefore not face a lower level of benefit.

3. The Role of Employers

3.1 We have concerns relating to the statement that with the right level of support, virtually anyone
can work.

3.2 The Green Paper is full of optimism as to the prospects of disabled people finding paid employment.
For example, in paragraph 2.66; “Everyone who wants to work, whatever their health condition or
disability, should get the necessary help and support to enable them to work as soon as they are able to do
so. For the majority of people, the prospects are good with the right advice and help.” It is therefore only
those in the new exempt group who are expected to face real diYculties in entering work.

3.3 But with 90% of employers rating blind and partially sighted people as either “diYcult” or
“impossible” to employ, coupled with an unemployment rate of 73% for visually impaired people, we do
not share this optimism. This is particularly so when theGreen Paper oVers little in the way of newmeasures
to assist blind and partially sighted people move into work.
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4. The Role of Employers

4.1 TheGreen Paper is strongly focused on the supply side of the “disability employment problem”.Most
of chapter 2 discusses sick and disabled people, the changes they need to make to secure paid employment
and conditionality is to be applied to them. No new requirements are to be placed on employers, for example
to oVer sixmonths of job security to a newly disabled employee (as is the case withMaternity Leave) in order
to retain them in work whilst allowing time for rehabilitation and training.

4.2 Admittedly, at the end of chapter 2 (paragraph 117) there is a reference to the barriers that disabled
people face when looking for work; “discrimination, policy design and delivery, physical and environmental
barriers, and a lack of empowerment”. However, we had hoped that a challenge would be set down to
employers, making them look at their attitudes towards disabled people, their role in supporting disabled
people into work and improving job retention rates of disabled people.

4.3 The DDA is seen as playing a major role in ensuring greater opportunities for disabled people to
work, by tackling discrimination in recruitment and wider employment. The government has indeed made
huge advances in extending disabled people’s civil rights and should be commended for doing so. However,
in the case of recruitment, particularly with regard to discrimination at the stage of shortlisting for interview,
it is very hard to prove that discrimination has occurred, even though this is clearly where disabled people
are often screened out of contention for jobs. We therefore do not see the DDA as the sole solution to the
discrimination disabled people face. Only attitudinal change will improve this situation, and legislation is
only one element of securing such change.

5. Pathways toWork

5.1 The Green Paper does contain a commitment to roll out Pathways across the whole country. A date
of 2008 is given but it is not clear whether this would be a roll out of the full Pathways package or just certain
elements of it. Given the cuts in DWP’s budget through to 2009, we believe the latter to be more likely than
the former. Also it is unclear whether a roll out of Pathways will be especially useful to blind and partially
sighted people since we understand few have been assisted to date.

5.2 The Green Paper also contains a commitment “to use private and voluntary sector expertise to
provide personal advice and support for individuals to help them back to work” (para 2.84) This is welcome.
RNIB has, for a long time, stressed the need for specialist support if people with sight problems are to be
assisted back into work. The litmus test will be whether adequate funding is made available by DWP to
purchase this support from private and voluntary sector providers.

5.3 It is vital that these contracts recognise and reward a range of outcomes and not just getting someone
into paid employment and keeping them there for three or six months. Particularly in the case of blind and
partially sighted people, many of whom have been away from the labour market for years, training and
support will be vital in getting them to the point of being able to move towards volunteering or work. These
needs, as well as progress in meeting them, must be recognised in the way that contracts are constructed.

6. Job Retention: Rehabilitation Leave

6.1 The Green Paper states that it is the Government’s first priority in prevention and pro-active
intervention “to reduce the likelihood of people developing health problems that may result in them having
to give up work.” Where people do develop health problems, the objective is seen as helping people to
manage them “so that they can stay in work and achieve their potential.”

6.2 There is a very detailed discussion of policies to develop healthy workplaces. In as much as these
policies are focused on the prevention of injuries and reducing sickness at work, they have very little
relevance to people experiencing the onset of sight loss, who are not sick, but have an impairment that for
25% of the 4,000 people each year who lose their sight when in work, causes them to leave the labourmarket.

6.3 No new measures are proposed to support job retention, although the Green Paper does ask:
“Question 1: What else should we consider to give the right incentives to employers to provide increased
health support to their workforce?”

6.4 We believe, in answer to this question, that a statutory right to Rehabilitation Leave is needed for
disabled people, allowing:

— Time away from work for rehabilitation and training.

— Access to Work assessments and implementation of support packages.

— A guaranteed return to work, either to the same job or an equivalent post.

6.5 Only by implementing this type of scheme will we be able to improve job retention rates and stop
disabled people leaving work and moving onto benefits, which in most cases is entirely avoidable.
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7. The Intermediate LabourMarket

7.1 Just as there is no explicit reference to Rehabilitation Leave, neither is there any discussion of policies
to assist those who are some way away from being ready to enter the open labour market. For example,
there is no mention in Chapter 2 of sheltered or supported employment and no discussion of the role that
social firms might play in boosting the employment of disabled people.

7.2 The only possible reference to intermediate labour market interventions is in the list of “activity
suitable for inclusion in claimant’s action plans”. Under the heading “Work tasters” we find “permitted
work” and under “Improving employability” we have “undertaking a basic skills programme” and
“Jobcentre Plus or external training programmes.” The basic assumption is that the individual will be
moving (quickly) into open employment. It does not take account of those who will find it diYcult or
impossible to work in this type of environment.

8. Linking Rules and Trying OutWork

8.1 We welcome the discussion of how to ensure that the new ESAmakes it easy for people to move from
benefits into work. For example, the Green Paper notes that there needs to be assurance that if a job does
not work out it will be straightforward to return to the same level of benefit.

9. Extra Costs Benefits

9.1 The Green Paper recognises the important role that DLA plays in meeting the additional costs of
disability. It states that “we do not intend to make changes to Disability Living Allowance as part of these
reforms” and therefore fails to recognise the discrimination that blind people face in not being able to access
the higher rate mobility component, despite the severe impact that blindness has on independent mobility.

10. Conclusion

10.1 Whilst we welcome the recognition in the Green Paper that visually impaired people can work and
should not be excluded from the labour market, we do not believe that the current proposals address the
need to change employers’ attitudes towards the employability of blind and partially sighted people.We also
remain to be convinced that the proposals will provide adequate tailored support for visually impaired
people to enable them to move towards work. And finally, we are disappointed not to see further moves
towards a Rehabilitation Leave scheme to prevent disabled people leaving work because of a change in an
existing impairment, or the onset of a new impairment.

Memorandum submitted by RNID

Introduction

— RNID is the largest charity representing the nine million deaf and hard of hearing people in the
UK. As a membership charity, we aim to achieve a radically better quality of life for deaf and hard
of hearing people. We do this by campaigning and lobbying vigorously, by raising awareness of
deafness and hearing loss, by providing services and through social, medical and technical
research.

— RNID has a number of concerns regarding the proposed changes to Incapacity Benefit and the
continued expansion of Pathways to Work, and we welcome the opportunity to draw these to the
attention of the Select Committee.

— We believe that whilst every disabled, deaf or hard of hearing person should be given the
opportunity to work and to enjoy the benefits that work brings, a system of benefits that provides
a decent basic standard of living for those unable to work for whatever reason is vital in ensuring
human dignity and social inclusion.

— We further believe that the initial and very encouraging results from the Pathways to Work pilots
are evidence of a renewed eVort to findwork for disabled people, but have concerns over the ability
of this programme to provide equality of opportunity for all.

1. Reforms to Incapacity Benefits

1.1 RNID believes that the early indications from Pathways to Work are positive. The numbers of
disabled people volunteering for the scheme and the relative success rate when compared to other
programmes here and abroad are very encouraging. However, we have doubts as to whether these results
are enough uponwhich to basewidespread benefit reform. The Pathways pilots have not yet thrown up long-
term results proving that those people who are helped into work manage to retain that work over a period
of time, rather thanmaintain an intermittent relationship with the labourmarket. Therefore, we believe that
more research is needed before we can begin to understand the long-term eVects of Pathways to Work.
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1.2 Until the final proposals for the new structure for incapacity benefits is revealed in the forthcoming
Green Paper, it remains diYcult to provide detailed comments. However, one overarching principle appears
to be that any new benefit will embrace the notion of conditionality whereby a claimant will have to prove
that they are engaging in work-related activities in order to continue to receive the full rate of benefit. This
is a source of considerable concern. For many disabled people at key points in their lives, engaging in such
activity will be diYcult or impossible; people with newly-acquired impairments or with intermittent,
fluctuating, degenerative or terminal conditions; people in areas of high unemployment and economic
deprivation and people with children or other caring responsibilities may all have problems in engaging in
such activities. Any conditional benefit must ensure above all that vulnerable claimants are protected from
penalty because of matters beyond their personal control.

1.3 The current rate of Incapacity Benefit is itself incentive enough to look for work where possible. The
vast majority of disabled people want to work, but find the process of looking for employment very diYcult.
It has often been claimed that the fact that current Incapacity Benefit increases with time is a disincentive
to work, but a typical current claimant will receive less than £4,000 a year to live on. Life on Incapacity
Benefit is harsh and degrading. RNID argues that it is not so much amatter of increasing incentives to work
for disabled people, but improving job-searching opportunities and providing interventions that work. We
are disappointed that the two main incentives highlighted so far (conditionality and ending the increase of
the benefit over time) are both negative incentives, potentially penalizing disabled people.

1.4 We believe that there will always be some disabled people for whom undertaking paid workwill never
be a viable option, and that these people should be provided with a decent standard of living by the state.
There will also be other groups of people whose ability to engage with the labour market will fluctuate with
time, either through variations in their condition or in the external environment. Our stance, therefore, is
that any assessment of an individual’s ability to work should be based on a broad understanding of their
circumstances and not simply on amedical assessment of their condition. Any assessment of ability to work
must also take account of such factors as a person’s family structure and responsibilities, the local job
market and employment opportunities and local transport and communications. Assessments should be
carried out regularly and the categories of able/unable to work should be fluid.

1.5 RNID has concerns about potential error in any new incapacity benefits. The current decision-
making processes in key benefits for disabled people (specifically Disability Living Allowance and
Attendance Allowance) are poor, and in the wake of the recommendations of the Gershon report and its
implications for DWP staYng levels, we believe that mistakes can only become more commonplace. For
someone claiming incapacity benefits under the proposed two-tier system, the results of suchmistakes could
be devastating. RNID seeks assurances that any new system is adequately resourced in both economic and
human terms so that the number of potential administrative and decision-making errors are kept to an
absolute minimum and that the impact is negligible.

1.6 The proposed reforms as they currently stand will serve only to address some of the current areas of
concern. RNID welcomes the emphasis on ensuring that no disabled person is left without support and
without the opportunity to find work, and believes that such an enabling environment will prove eVective.
Similarly, the simplification of the linking rules couldmean a greater safety net for disabled peoplewho leave
incapacity benefits only to return after a period in work. Apart from those areas of concern listed above, a
particular issue is that of the concentration on work as the only activity undertaken by an individual that
has social currency. Many disabled people contribute significantly to society in ways other than paid work,
yet which have positive economic consequences. Growing numbers of disabled people are themselves carers
for others, including children, partners and spouses and parents. There is also a significant contribution
made in the area of self-care on a daily basis by disabled people, something that can be both time-consuming,
but which also saves public money. RNID believes that these responsibilities undertaken by many disabled
people should be seen as a core part of their continuing contribution to society. A further concern is with
the permitted work rules as they currently stand. Permitted work allows an individual claimant to earn a
certain amount of money before they begin to lose their benefits; this amount has not deviated from £30 for
some time, despite rises in the national minimum wage, meaning that disabled people can actually work
fewer hours under the system. RNID believes that the permitted work rules should be expanded to allow
for disabled people to undertake more paid work without being penalized.

2. The Future Rollout of Pathways to Work

2.1 RNID believes that Pathways to Work and the proposed changes to incapacity benefits are
inextricably linked, and would want to see any changes to the benefits system delayed until after the
Pathways rollout has been completed. Without the structure that Pathways to Work provides, disabled
benefits claimants may find it more diYcult to engage in prescribed work-related activities.

3. The Experience of Sick and Disabled People

3.1 RNID believes that not all disabled people are being given the appropriate level or type of support
in Jobcentre Plus. Deaf people in particular can find it extremely diYcult to obtain the correct level of
support and advice with Jobcentre Plus because of problems with communication and with accessing the
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relevant information in their preferred format. This not only applies to staV at Jobcentre Plus and contact
centres, but also to Disability Employment Advisors. RNID recommends that all Jobcentre Plus staV
should have a far greater level of deaf and disability awareness training. As a result of communication issues,
deaf and hard of hearing people may be regarded as diYcult to help, placing them towards the back of the
queue. RNID has a significant body of evidence of the problems faced by deaf and hard of hearing people
and we would welcome the opportunity to share this with you.

3.2 RNID is also worried that the driving force behind benefit reform is the need to bring one million
people oV Incapacity Benefit and into work; we are concerned that the majority of this million will be those
regarded as easiest to assist. Already, there is a tendency for Jobcentre Plus tomore readily help those people
who are already closer to the labour market, in order that their targets to be met. We believe that the best
way to provide appropriate support and opportunity to deaf and hard of hearing people is to work in close
partnership with those organisations that have specialist experience and a proven track record in helping
these people, both within the private and voluntary sectors.

4. Jobcentre Plus Resources

4.1 As intimated above, RNID has concerns that Jobcentre Plus does not have suYcient resources to
manage either the national rollout of Pathways to Work or the eYcient introduction of a new system of
incapacity benefits. The available evidence suggests that the existing Pathways pilots have been resource-
intensive to an extent that is unlikely to be repeated across the country in the wake of the recommendations
of the Gershon review, and we further understand that no financial commitment currently exists for the
national expansion of Pathways.

5. The Role of the Private and Voluntary Sectors

5.1 RNID believes that the voluntary sector in particular has a major role to play in shaping reform. Our
own Employment Training and Skills Service has an excellent track record in finding employment for deaf
and hard of hearing people, people whom Jobcentre Plus has traditionally found diYcult to place. We hope
that Pathways to Work will seek to develop the employment opportunities of diVerent groups of disabled
people by working in partnership with those organisations that have the necessary experience and skills.

5.2 In terms of benefit reform, a more radical step would be to allow the voluntary sector to play a part
in developing action plans for individual claimants. The expertise of the sector in specific impairments would
allow the proposed plans to be based more on an appreciation of what an individual is capable of doing
rather than the limitations imposed by impairment as is the case with the current Personal Capability
Assessment system.

6. Employers

6.1 RNID is disappointed that the proposals from the Department of Work and Pensions are directed
almost exclusively at disabled people, and would like to see more detail of how the Department will be
working with employers to encourage them to take onmore disabled workers andmake them aware of their
duties under theDisability DiscriminationAct.Without employers, and particularly small employers, being
willing to take on disabled staV, schemes such as Pathways to Work will only have a limited eVect.

6.2 RNID would also like to see more explicit mention of the Access to Work scheme. This scheme has
proved vital to many deaf people with communication support needs, and we believe is a vital tool in
working alongside small enterprises in alleviating the fear of the extra costs associated with employing
disabled people.

Dr Mark Baker

3 October 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by RNID after the publication of the Welfare Reform Green Paper

Introduction

— RNID is the largest charity representing the nine million deaf and hard of hearing people in the
UK. As a membership charity, we aim to achieve a radically better quality of life for deaf and hard
of hearing people. We do this by campaigning and lobbying vigorously, by raising awareness of
deafness and hearing loss, by providing services and through social, medical and technical
research.

— Following on from the publication of the Green Paper,A new deal for welfare: Empowering people
to work, RNID maintains a number of concerns regarding the proposed changes to Incapacity
Benefits and the expansion of Pathways to Work in addition to those raised in our previous
submission of September 2005.
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— RNID believes that the Green Paper as it stands omits too much important detail about how the
proposed Employment Support Allowance will work, about the relationship between this benefit
and existing incapacity benefits, and on how Pathways to Work will be extended nationally.

— We believe that being deaf or hard of hearing alone should be no barrier to employment, and want
to see the opportunity to work extended to all disabled people. Whilst the initial results of the
Pathways to Work programme are encouraging, we have reservations regarding the resources
available for the proposed national expansion of the programme.

— Further concerns have to be expressed about the large numbers of existing claimants of Incapacity
Benefit and Severe Disablement Allowance who may not have the opportunity to work extended
to them in the same ways as new claimants.

— Finally, RNID believes that more should be done in engaging and supporting employers to recruit
and retain disabled workers. In particular, the Access to Work scheme should be promoted and
expanded to cope with the expected additional numbers of disabled people seeking paid work.

Resource Issues

— The Secretary of State has announced that there will be a further £360 million pounds invested in
the Pathways to Work scheme to enable its expansion across the country. We have reservations
as to whether this will prove adequate if all disabled people are to be given the necessary support
to get into work.

— To date, Pathways to Work has cost £320 million. The original £100 million to set up the seven
pilots was increased by £220 million in December 2004. Pathways now covers one third of the UK
at a cost of £320 million.

— The £360 million announced (to come from within DWP) is meant to fund the rollout to the
remaining two thirds of the country. It is obvious that the current level of investment in the scheme
cannot be maintained as it becomes national.

— The current Pathways scheme, whilst successful, has been very labour- and resource- intensive,
with a great deal of financial and staV investment involved in making it work. RNID fears that
planned cuts in the numbers of Job Centre Plus staV will reduce the operational capabilities of
those at the front line of delivering Pathways to Work.

— The Green Paper outlines the Government’s proposals to have future Pathways to Work schemes
delivered by the private and voluntary sectors, yet provides little detail for how thesemight work or
be funded.We are concerned that proposals to have outcomes-based funding will mitigate against
people with complex problems or perceived barriers to the labourmarket, as these people are likely
to prove more costly in terms of the time and nature of the interventions they may need to become
work-ready.

— RNID is concerned, therefore, that many disabled people perceived as being capable of work, and
who want to work, may be denied the opportunity to access the support they require because of
the economies of scale inherent to outcome-based funding. Pathways to Work must operate on
the principle of equality of access for all disabled people irrespective of the additional financial
costs that some peoplemay have associatedwith their needs, and any partner involved in delivering
Pathways projects must be confident of receiving full recompense for their costs.

Existing Claimants

— RNIDhas specific concerns relating to existing claimants and the proposed new benefits structure.
Much of theGovernment’s argument for reform is predicated on the basis of removing onemillion
people from incapacity benefits and into work. However, the Green Paper fails to set out how any
of the current stock of existing claimants will be assisted.

— The proposed Employment Support Allowance, with its increased levels of benefit, will only be
paid to new claimants from2008. Thismeans that those peoplewho start a claim after this date and
who comply with the ESA conditions, will receive more money than those who may have similar
conditions but whose claim for incapacity benefits started earlier. This is clearly iniquitous. RNID
believes that there can be no justification for penalizing people financially for no reason other than
when they became disabled.

— Existing claimants who do not have to comply with conditionality will be encouraged to volunteer
for work-focused interviews and Pathways to Work projects, but they will not be the main targets
for such assistance. Given that many long-term claimants will be those with the most complex
needs, we are worried that many existing claimants may be ignored by opportunity, and that the
proposals risk the creation of a sizeable number of disabled people who will be abandoned to exist
on an outdated and obsolete system.
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The Role of Employers

— Nothing can be done about the employment opportunities for disabled people unless employers
are prepared to recruit and retain them. We recognise the important role played by occupational
therapy in allowing people who develop health problems whilst in employment to stay in work.
However, such professionals can do little to assist those people who are either already disabled
when they reach employment age, or who develop serious health problems or disabilities that
require long-term and intensive support. RNID is disappointed to find that theGreen Papermakes
little mention of the vital role of employers in this equation.

— It is a stark fact that many employers will simply not engage disabled people, or those people
coming straight from incapacity benefits. If the national rollout of Pathways toWork is successful,
work needs to be done to ensure that there is suYcient demand for the skills and experience that
disabled people have to oVer. There is no sense in increasing the skills base if nothing is done to
convince employers to recruit disabled people. The argument that the Disability Discrimination
Act will ensure equality of opportunity is at best specious and is not borne out by the evidence;
since its inception there has been no appreciable rise in the employment rate of disabled people.

— RNID believes that the potential increase in the numbers of disabled people who are work-ready
must be married to an increase in the budget for Access to Work. Access to Work provides vital
assistance for disabled people in terms of equipment, adaptations and personal support. We argue
that for some disabled people with high support needs—particularly deaf people who need
communication support—Access to Work is fundamental. Without an Access to Work system
that is fully prepared for increased demand, those people with higher support needs are likely to
find that opportunities to work are denied them, something that fundamentally contradicts the
bases of the current welfare reform proposals.

Practical Support in FindingWork

— RNID is concerned that many deaf people are hindered in their search for work by the diYculties
they face in receiving information, support and advice from key professionals. We submit that no
deaf person should be denied access to training or support on the basis of their communication
needs, and ask that Job Centre Plus and their agents in providing Pathways to Work ensure that
a deaf person has timely and appropriate access to communication support (be it British Sign
Language, speech-to-text or lipreading/lipspeaking) wherever necessary.

— The forthcoming Disability Equality Duty for the Public Sector will mean that all organisations
involved in delivering publicly funded employment programmes will have to have drawn up a
Disability Equality Scheme by December 2006. RNID would expect to see specific mention of the
provision of communication support in all service providers’ plans. Failure to provide the
necessary support could render a service provider liable to litigation.

— We also believe that every Job Centre Plus oYce should have one member of front-line staV who
has received, at the very least, comprehensive disability awareness training, and preferably deaf
awareness training from a reputable source. Such provision is fundamental if deaf people are to
be fully supported in finding work.

— This need for appropriate communication naturally extends to the enhanced role to be played by
GP surgeries and to any employment advice located within them.

Employment Support Allowance

— The proposals for ESA are sketchy and lacking significantly in detail. As a result, RNID has a
number of questions of clarification that we feel must be addressed satisfactorily.

— There is currently insuYcient detail regarding the diVerent levels of the new benefit. It is stated that
those people engaging in work-focused activity will receive a benefit higher than the current long-
term rate of Incapacity Benefit, and that those with the most server disabilities will receive a rate
higher than this. No indication has been made of the values of these benefits relative to the current
rates of Incapacity Benefit.

— RNID welcomes the reform of the PCA, and trusts that in future, a person’s ability to work will
be based on a realistic and holistic assessment of their condition and environmental factors
aVecting them.

— Similarly, wewelcome the introduction of individually tailored and agreedworkAction Plans, and
trust that appropriate communication support will be available at all time during their creation.
RNID believes that such Action Plans should involve an assessment of an individual’s personal,
family and environmental circumstances in creating a reasonable set of expectations. Factors such
as an individual’s access to transport, their geographical location, the local and regional job
markets, and any caring and familial responsibilities should be an integral part of anyAction Plan.
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— There has been no detail as to how people maymove between the two highest benefit rates. People
with fluctuating, intermittent and degenerative conditions may find themselves having to move
between the rates, sometimes more than once. RNID would like to know what the intended
triggers for such movement would be, as the intervals between scheduled PCAs may not be
suYcient.

— RNID is concerned about the establishment of a “dedicated team” established to identify
individual cases of deliberate fraud. We believe that such measures are largely unnecessary
regarding a benefit that traditionally has had negligible fraud problems, and that measures that
are designed to assure the taxpayer may also function to reify existing prejudice against disability
benefits claimants.

— RNID is also seeking more clarification concerning the proposed leeway that pilot City Consortia
may be allowed with regard to the setting of localized conditionality and incentive structures.
Whilst we support the notion of local solutions to local problems, we do not believe that disabled
people in some areas of the country should be placed at an economic disadvantage to others
elsewhere.

Dr Mark Baker

Supplementary note from RNID after their evidence session

In clarification of the point I made yesterday, any confusion may have resulted from my giving the
impression that £320 million had already been spent on Pathways to Work. I should have been clear that
£320 million had already been allocated to the scheme in advance of the £360 million announced in the
Green Paper.

The initial £100 million was announced in the DWP document “Helping people into employment: The
Government’s response and action plan”, June 2003, p 27 (herewith attached http://www.dwp.gov.uk/
publications/dwp/2003/pathways2work.pdf).

This money was designed to take the seven initial pilots through the first two and one half years of their
existence. This time (and presumably the money) has all but run out.

A further expansion of £220 million was announced in the Chancellor’s Pre-Budget report of 2 December
2004 (press release attached http://www.dwp.gov.uk/mediacentre/pressreleases/2004/dec/fram-
pathpbr21204.asp). This money was to fund the expansion of the scheme, and, I believe, to cover the
continued work of the original seven pilots fromApril 2006. This money will not yet have been spent, as the
expansion pilots will start later in the year (some in April, others in October).

This, then, is the source of the £320 million, new money from the Treasury allocated to allow the roll-out
of Pathways to Work across one third of the country, compared to the £360 million of “existing” money
allocated by DWP for the remaining two thirds.

I hope this clarifies my position that future funding does not match that which has already been allocated,
and that any roll-out of the scheme runs the risk of under-investment.

Witnesses:Ms Lorna Reith, Chief Executive, Disability Alliance;Mr Andrew Harrop, Policy Manager, Age
Concern;Ms Philippa Simkiss, Head of Employment and Lifelong Learning, RNIB; and Dr Mark Baker,
Head of Social Research and Policy, RNID, gave evidence.

Q148 Chairman: Good afternoon, and welcome andwant towork and that exemption does not allow
them access to support that would enable them to doeverybody to this session of evidence. Could you

briefly introduce yourselves? that. Therefore, we are prepared to accept the
suggestion that blind people no longer be exemptMr Harrop: I am from Age Concern England.

MsReith: I am chief executive ofDisability Alliance. from the personal capability test but we would like
some assurance from Government that the systemsDr Baker: I am from RNID.

Ms Simkiss: I am head of employment and lifelong will be in place to support blind people to work as a
result of the exemption being removed, and I can golearning at RNIB.
into some more detail about that if you would like
me to.Q149 Chairman: Thank you for giving evidence

today. Now that the Green Paper has finally been
published, what are your views on the new benefit Q150 Chairman: Are there particular issues around

access to work, for instance?structure?
Ms Simkiss: The main point that RNIB need to Ms Simkiss: That is one of the issues, yes, certainly.

Access to Work needs to be extended if we are goingmake in response to the Green Paper is to reply to
the specific reference to blind people and the to be supporting more people into work. The budget

is an issue; we need more money to pay for moreexemption from the personal capability test. RNIB
welcomes the recognition that blind people canwork equipment and more people. But also blind people
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require particular support and we would like to see disabilities, whose extra needs should be picked up
through support for disability costs rather thanan impairment sensitive contract regime rather than
support for basic living costs. The other area ofpan disability contracts which at the moment do not
concern, which is about the overlap between this setsupport the needs of blind and partially sighted
of proposals and the ageing of the workforce, is thepeople. We would also like support for those who
lack ofmention of the raising of state pension age fortake longer to reach the labour market, support for
women between 2010 and 2020, which also meansthose who are not yet job ready and not yet
that pension credit age will rise. That will bring anappropriate for Pathways toWork, so we would like
extra five year cohort with considerable laboura programme to address their needs as well.
market disadvantage into the new benefit, and it isMs Reith: I think in general, in terms of the
disappointing that there was absolutely no mentionstructure, we are quite pleased that the option of
of that in the Green Paper.having one benefit rather than two separate ones has

been gone for, but we are a bit worried that a
proposal that was meant to simplify the system will Q151 Chairman: Disappointing, but not surprising
mean that we end up with one benefit paid at three perhaps?
diVerent rates and then existing claimants on their MrHarrop: It is interesting that there is a chapter onexisting benefit, people on Incapacity Benefit and older people and on Incapacity Benefit with no crosspeople on severe disablement allowance and people reference between them, even though there is a 50%on income support with a disability premium, so overlap either way between two client groups.there is a worry that an opportunity to simplify has
not been taken. There is quite an absence of detail in
the Green Paper. I think it is quite strong on the Q152 Michael Foster: You raise this question about
underlying principles but there is nothing, for too many rates. Would you be prepared to accept a
example, on which bits of the benefit will be simplification to move immediately to the new
contributory, which will be means tested, whether regime? Is there any other way it could be done other
any of it will be taxed or not, how it would be treated than SDA? There is an attractiveness in that but I
in relation to other benefits like child tax credit, will would guess some clients may find that diYcult.
it be counted as income for child tax credit Ms Reith: I suppose our view would be I am not
calculation purposes or not. Things like what really sure why there is a need for the holding benefit
happens to young disabled people because at the rates, having people on a very depressed level.
moment they can go on to Incapacity Benefit Particularly people on statutory sick pay would see
without a contributory record, and I am talking their income drop after six months before they then
about 16, 17, 18 year olds; it is not at all clear go through the personal capability assessment, so I
whether they will be passported into the new benefit think there is scope there for not having quite such a
or not, and then I think there are issues around complex system. But one other thing I think could be
people being able to do work while being on benefit looked at is at the moment you have people on
that are flagged up but there are no specific Severe Disablement Allowance which was abolished
proposals, and I think again, although obviously we for new claimants in 2001. By definition that group
are all going to be feeding in ideas, there is a bit of a are severely disabled with an 80% disablement test.
missed opportunity there to have said something You could transfer all of those on to the new benefit
more about permitted work and earnings disregards. and most of them would move straight on to the
Mr Harrop: The broad philosophy of the new higher rate, and I suppose that begs the question that
package has been widely welcomed, but that does if Government believes that the amount that people
not mean that there are not a lot of details to work live on is not enough and they are proposing a higher
out. The devil is in the detail because the detail is rate of benefit, why is it only applicable to new
where vulnerable people may be aVected in really claimants when there are existing claimants in a
disadvantageous ways, and the best example of that similar position? So again, you could simplify by
is the impact of the new binary arrangements of the removing SDA altogether and bringing that group
benefit where, in eVect, it sounds like there is going of people into the new regime, because most of them
to be an all or nothing arrangement. Either you have would go straight into the higher level.
no expectations placed on you, or they are really Dr Baker: RNID sees benefit reform as an
quite heavy with engagement in a programme of opportunity to get more disabled people into work
activities eventually. Age Concern would see that and there are not many jobs that deaf people cannot
withmany older clients who are quite detached from actually do. However, with regard to the structure,
the labour market, it is appropriate to have some there is a great deal of detail missing, and one of
conditionality, certainly to oVer them new those parts is the relationship between the diVerent
opportunities that they would not necessarily be tiers of benefit. Some people with fluctuating
exposed to otherwise, but not necessarily a full conditions will, over time, move between higher and
programme for everyone. We have also got some lower rates of the benefit, but so far we are unaware
concerns about proposals for two diVerent rates of as to how that is going to happen, how that process
benefit. The reason for that is that there will bemany is going to be controlled. Will it be done via the
long-term benefit claimants on the new employment capability assessments, by a GP or non medical
and support component. We believe everyone intervention? There is a great deal of detail there and
should have an adequate income if they are on long- we would like to see some more explanation of that

in particular.term benefits, rather than just those with the greater
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Q153 Chairman: In Age Concern’s evidence you Ms Simkiss: Not directly to fairness but I have a
question about what would happen to somebody ifwelcome a simplified benefit structure combining a

contributory element and means assisted benefits they have been on the lower rate for, say, three years
and the system has not delivered a job despite thebut one contributory element must not evolve into a

means tested benefit, which seems to me convoluted. best eVorts of the individual in seeking a job as to
what point does it become clear they are not goingAre you content with the suggested revisions in the

Green Paper? Do they go too far, or not far enough? to get a job and will they be allowed to progress on
to the higher rate of support?Mr Harrop: I think the short answer is that there is

not enough detail yet. We understand that the
contributory arrangements today will be more or Q157 Miss Begg: I have a number of questions but
less rolled forward with a few small exceptions. can I just be clear on the response you gave, Lorna,
That’s fine, but we need to see these statementsmade to Michael with regard to existing and new
in public rather than in the fringes of explanation claimants? My understanding based on the
and interpretation around the Green Paper. experience of a constituency MP is that one of the

reasons why Government is saying they are not
going to change for existing claimants is becauseQ154 Chairman: To what extent do you think the
otherwise they get terrified and immediately phonenew employment and support allowance would be
people likeme up saying “You are going to be takingan adequate benefit?
my benefit away from me”, and in order toMr Harrop: Our position is that benefit adequacy
counteract some of the negative stories in the pressshould be worked out for everyone requiring long-
this was one of the reassurances. Are you now sayingterm benefits based on the cost of living. It should
that the Disability Alliance would welcome alllook at that through detailed research rather than
claimants going on to the new system, if we get itthrough the historic arrangement of annual
right, and there should not be a protection?uprating. That is exactly what has happened with
Ms Reith: It is diYcult to answer that withoutPension Credit very successfully, and we do not see
knowing the detail of the winners/losers, what theany major reason why that approach should not be
rates of benefit will be, because in fairness to theapplicable for people under the age of 60 just as for
people on existing benefits it is what is the trade-oV,those over the age of 60.
and certainly we are very concerned about the
sanctions and compulsory elements that areQ155 Chairman: Have you any thoughts as to what
proposed within the new set-up. But I think there isyou think the benefit level should kick in at?
an element of unfairness in that all of the publicityMr Harrop:We have not done detailed research on
has been around existing claimants and then athis but what information there is available suggests
system comes in which proposes to leave themthat the living expenses of people in their 50s and
exactly where they are; none of this is going to aVectearly 60s do not diVer very greatly from those people
existing claimants, though no doubt they will bein their late 60s and 70s. So I think the pension credit
used in the press at some point in the future; it is allbenchmark would be an appropriate place to start
about new people coming on to the benefit. Well, ifthe discussion.
the benefit is not enough to live on for new claimantsMs Reith: We concur with that. We did some
it is not enough to live on for existing claimants. Ifresearch funded by the Joseph Rowntree
extra help can get new claimants into work, thatFoundation looking at budget standards for
same extra help should be available to existingdisabled people. They were not looking at benefit
claimants, surely? What is the justification forrates but at how much someone needs to live a life
treating those people diVerently? I am not sayingthat is comparable with a non disabled person, and
automatically you would bring those people across,that flagged up gaps of around £200 a week for
but you could oVer people a choice of moving intodiVerent categories of people, but certainly in the
the new system.past the old invalidity benefit was tied to the

retirement pension on the basis they were both
Q158 Miss Begg: If you bring everybody across atearnings replacement benefits doing a similar job,
the beginning then you have problems of capacity?and that link was broken when Incapacity Benefit
Ms Reith: Yes.was introduced, but I think it is a fair thing to say

that the needs of people living for a length of time on
a fixed income are not that diVerent if you are Q159 Miss Begg: So you are not proposing that on
someone in your 50s or early 60s as compared with day 1 everybody should go on to the new benefit?
somebody who is in their late 60s or early 70s. Ms Reith: But there would be no reason for
MsSimkiss:One of the things that wouldmake a big withholding existing claimants from being able to
diVerence to blind and partially sighted people is access the help through Pathways to Work and the
enabling them to access the higher rate of mobility other possible parts of the programme.
component of disability living allowance, because
transport and mobility issues are a big barrier for Q160Miss Begg: The question I was going to ask on
blind people in accessing employment. the personal capability assessment is this: I still

remember the old test, and the criticism of it was that
it assessedwhat people could do andwhat they couldQ156 Chairman: I remember when it was reduced. I

was there! RNIB, you have questioned the fairness not, so we brought in the personal capability
assessment which assesses what people cannot do,of having two rates of benefit. Can you add to that?
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not what they can. How confident are you that what you not think that when it is not even somebody
within the medical profession, and althoughis proposed in the Green Paper will separate out the

disability or illness or whatever it is that qualifies for disabled people want a model of disability, actually
with people coming into that category possiblythe benefit from the ability to work, or in this case

work? through an illness or accident it is the doctor or the
medical profession who has been their first port ofMs Simkiss: The details of the tests are not clear yet

in the Green Paper. However, a concern that we call, so they will see the problem they are faced with
as being a medical problem? In other words, it ishave is an implied continued reliance on medical

assessment, not suggesting medical models exacerbated by the fact that it is someone who does
not know anything about the medical professionnecessarily butmedical practitioners do not have the

tools to hand to understand the local labour market, that is making that judgment that they are fit for
work. Is it likely we will make that suspicion evento assess people’s likelihood of finding a job within

that context, and even functional capacities in a worse that somehow the Department of Work and
Pensions is trying to make it so that no one getslabour market context; they lack tools to assess that

as well, and I would like to seemeasures to introduce benefit because they are not ill enough?
personal development programmes for people in the Ms Reith:Medical evidence would be part of that. I
voluntary sector, and Jobcentre Plus, public sector, do not think any of us are saying you take medical
who work in the disability field and also the evidence out of the equation altogether; it is that you
rehabilitation field for them to progress into that place it in context.
kind of assessment work. Mr Harrop: Returning to the point I made earlier

there is a lot of load being placed on the decisions of
potentially non medical assessors because it is aboutQ161 Miss Begg: Does everybody agree with that,
two diVerent rates of the benefit. If it is aboutthat doctors should be out of the equation inmaking
whether or not you should go forward for workthat assessment? Is that the feeling from all of you?
focused interviews and then for later decisions aboutDr Baker: I do not think we could quite go down
the degree of activity you should be taking part inthat route entirely, no, but I do agreewe need amuch
that means you can have a more tailored personalmore holistic assessment of the person’s ability to do
approach, but obviously people will be very worriedpaid work and how much paid work they can do, as
about what level of income they are placed on, andwell as the local job market. We know other
that is where the most acute concerns can arise inconsiderations that ought to be taken into account
terms of who is making the decision and the qualityas well, including local transport infrastructure for a
of decision-making.person getting to and from work, or whether a

person has parenting or caring responsibilities as
well. Q163 Miss Begg: But the quality of the decision-
Ms Reith: I would go along with the more holistic making is also going to determine those who are
approach because you are looking at labour market going to get the higher rate, and if we do away with
disadvantage—that is probably a more helpful term the exempt categories will there therefore be a rush
than the functional side of things, because what the for people to prove that they should be in the higher
individual brings is that mixture of the impairment rate category and therefore cannot work, and in fact
they have and whatever limitations that might or will there be a higher imperative on them to prove
might not place on the range of jobs they can do, but the inability to work than as present at the moment
also their own educational background, their under the exempt categories, because it is harder to
employment background, their issues to do with say, “Well, I belong to an exempt category, it is not
transport, caring and other responsibilities they clear if they are blind or not”?
might have outside work, and all of those things Ms Reith: That is only an issue if the proposals go
make up the possibility and the options that are ahead and you have conditionality and sanctions.
going to be available to that individual. Otherwise there is no reason to have those two
Interestingly, under the old invalidity benefit going diVerent rates of benefit. You can say, “Well, there
back some years, that was amore holistic assessment is one group of people on this rate of benefit and we
in that it did not just look at the impairment and the will not be expecting them to look for work”, and
functional limitations that someone might have; it there is another group where we will have that
did also look at educational, employment expectation but it will not be enforced, and they
background, availability of jobs in the locality and could be on a similar rate of benefit, and then there
so on. If we are going to be fair to people and come will be the holding benefit before people go through
up with help that is appropriate, then we do need to the test itself. You only need to start introducing
be looking at all of those packages that make up the these things if you have accepted that there is going
picture about whether or not somebody faces a huge to be some form of conditionality and sanctions and
amount of labour market disadvantage or not. the ability to reduce people’s level of benefit, and

that is what sets up the additional problems. The
other issue is that you have the personal capabilityQ162Miss Begg:You already have quite a degree of
assessment and that is done by doctors or a range ofsuspicion of the Department’s own doctors with the
other professionals, but the other thing that is goingseparate medical examination which is diVerent
to happen is somebody has to do the policing offrom the one that an individual’s own doctor does,
whether somebody is engaging in their work-relatedand plenty of people have said, “But my doctor says

I cannot work and this other doctor says I can”. Do activities or not, and at the moment as far as I can
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tell it is proposed that that is going to be personal disabled people you cannot ignore the needs of some
people whose disability may manifest itself inadvisers, either at the job centre or in private or

voluntary sector providers, who will be making an communication and there is also the issue of leaflets
and forms.Many people who are educated in Britishassessment about whether someone has drawn up an

appropriate action plan with the right kind of things sign language do not have very good English literacy
skills and it is eVectively a foreign language to them.in it and, secondly, are they carrying that out and co-

operating and engaging. I think we all have a whole We need more trained staV in Jobcentre Plus and if
Pathways is going to roll out across the country andrange of concerns about that bit of the decision-

making because that will be the decision about going to be eVective, if the Government is serious
about getting more disabled people into work andwhether someone is sanctioned and has their benefits

reduced, and that is not within the appeals process giving them as much access to opportunity as
possible, then we need to see people who have beenor within the proper framework that you do have for

the personal capability assessment. So there is a lot trained in dealing with the needs of deaf people and/
or disabled people in Jobcentre Plus oYces.of concern about how that level of policing is going

to be done, by whom, what the redress will be if Ms Simkiss: I support everything that Mark has
somebody feels they have been wrongly categorised. said. The answer to the question whether Pathways
How do you tell if somebody is not co-operating or pilots have supported blind and partially sighted
whether it is a manifestation of the mental ill health people has to be no, I amafraid.We have an example
that put them on the benefit in the first place? of the pilot in Bridgendwhich 3,000 people accessed.

Of those, 1,000 went on to access the condition
management support and one of themwas a visuallyQ164 Miss Begg: Have any of your organisations
impaired person, and our oYcers on the groundbeen invited into the Department to work on what
have been liaising with the staV there to try to makethe new son of personal capability assessment is
sure that if somebody did get referred to thegoing to look like?
programme we could work with them to oVerMs Simkiss:We would be delighted to be asked.
support. For some reason that did not happen and
we linked up with the individual several monthsQ165Miss Begg: But you have not been up till now?
down the line and have been oVering supportMsSimkiss:We have sought that kind of discussion.
through one of our ESF funded programmes. TheyUntil the Green Paper was published it was diYcult
did not receive support through Pathways, and thatbecause issues were sensitive and we were invited to
is echoed across the country. But Pathways was notwait until after publication.
designed to support blind and partially sighted
people but people with heart conditions, back pain

Q166 Miss Begg: I know there has been a lot of and mental ill health, so if we are going to use
consultation within your organisations but are you Pathways to support blind and partially sighted
hopeful that you will play an important part in people we need to think about how they can be
shaping how it is going to go forward? changed in order to be relevant and accessible to this
Ms Reith: Yes. group. RNIB would welcome involvement in a pilot
Ms Simkiss: Yes. to test that concept.

Q167 Natascha Engel: I wanted to ask a double
Q168 Mr Dunne: On the back of that, how manyquestion about the Pathways to Work areas. You
registered deaf and how many registered blindhave mentioned personal advisers. How do you
people are currently the recipients of IB nationally?explain the relatively high oV-flow rate from
Can you give us some scale on that?Incapacity Benefit in those Pathways areas, and
Dr Baker: It is not a massive number of deaf people;which elements of Pathways do you think are most
it is somewhere in the region of about 15,000. We dohelpful to your client group in your organisations?
not see the numbers as the issue; it is theDr Baker: Pathways is not necessarily always that
opportunity.helpful to our client group quite simply because
Ms Simkiss: I know there are about 1,000 newJobcentre Plus is inaccessible to deaf people. We
claimants every year. I cannot remember oV the tophavemany instances,many cases of peoplewho have
of my head how many visually impaired peoplehad to wait many weeks to see a disability
currently claim.employment adviser because an interpreter cannot
Ms Reith: Saying something maybe a bit morebe arranged to give them an interview. Many
positive on Pathways for the kind of client group itJobcentre Plus oYces are moving over to more use
has been aimed at, I think for the first time we see aof telephony, the so-called warm front oYces—
programme that is beginning to make a diVerence,again, not very useful if you cannot use the
and the fact that there is quite a large volume oftelephone. We are finding there is a complete lack of
people who are volunteering to go on thetraining among disability employment advisers
programme and have not been oYcially called up isabout the particular needs of deaf people as they go
very positive, and gradually word spreads that this isinto Jobcentre Plus, and also we find that when
something that is positive and oVering help andpeople do have training there is a high turnover of
support. We are pleased that Government isstaV so their expertise moves on and is lost. There is
proposing to roll out Pathways nationally. I supposealso a reluctance to pay for communication support
we have a little bit of a worry around the level ofon a regular basis. I am not pretending it is a cheap

thing to do but if you are going to oVer a service to resourcing and that we will not see a “Pathways
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Lite” version of the programme. Having read all the implement reasonable adjustments, and that is
various evaluations, the things that seem to stick out something we have been talking to ministers and
as being particularly helpful are the return to work oYcials about for a long time, and this is an
credit, and the condition management programme. opportunity I think to raise that—
One of the reasons the condition management
programme is successful is that for years we had

Q170 Miss Begg: I am glad you did because I was apeople contacting us saying, “My disability is
co-sponsor of the Ten Minute Rule Bill!invisible, people do not know the level of pain I am
Ms Simkiss: Thank you for that. Second Reading isgoing through, they do not understand, I do not
in a couple of week’s time, I think.look disabled”. People feel they are not believed.
Dr Baker: With regard to deaf people, profoundlyWhat the conditionmanagement programme does is
severely deaf people will have been deaf from birthto take people where they are and say, “We do
or a very young age rather than develop deafness inbelieve you, we understand that you are undergoing
the workplace, so we would need some support forpain or fatigue or whatever and we will work with
those people coming through that system. Whetheryou”, and it is not just about work but about coping
Pathways to Work as it currently stands is the bestwith everyday life, so it becomes something helpful
model we doubt. We do have a very successfulfor that person as an individual rather than just as a
scheme running ourselves in a number of areasmeans to an end, and it says to people: “We believe
across the country which has a much higher successyou”. It does not take away their pain but it is one of

the reasons why it has beenwell received and helpful. rate than Jobcentre Plus of getting deaf people into
work, and we would welcome the opportunity toMr Harrop: Can I endorse what Lorna says? Of the

million plus over 50s on the benefit, most would not work alongside Pathways to Work in delivering a
define themselves as disabled with a capital “D” but service on a more national level. We have a system
ill. Taking a personal approach to each of them as an that works; why reinvent the wheel? This is an
individual not as a condition is extremely important. opportunity for us as the voluntary sector to engage
The other thing that is extremely important for with the clients that we have the expertise in working
people over 50 is the access to personal advisers. Just with. We believe we are the best people to get deaf
having that gateway of sensitive support is really people into work.
helpful. This has been shown in the past with New
Deal 50 Plus as well as with Incapacity Benefit

Q171 Natascha Engel: This is really interestingclaimants. The final point worth flagging is financial
because this highlights actually where the flaws aresupport. The Green Paper does not say anything
which is that condition management programmesabout financial support after 2008 for peoplemoving
are not necessarily the best way to deal with peopleinto work, and it is worth drawing your attention to
who have hearing or sight loss, not necessarily thethe melting away of New Deal 50 Plus. Since
best way forward but could be in certain situations.financial support was scaled down for that
I think it is interesting also to look at how yourprogramme the number of jobs it has helped people
organisations are doing things that are alreadyinto over two years. There is a real risk that exactly

the same would happen if Pathways to Work was proving successful and that we need to link that
rolled into the new benefit regime but without the in- muchmore carefully into the whole of the IB reform.
work financial support that goes with it at the But specifically going to Age Concern andDisability
moment. Alliance, both of you in the evidence have singled

out personal advisers in Pathways as being
something that is a bit more positive but, in yourQ169 Miss Begg:With regard to the Pathways, is it
opinion, how do you think that the future roll-out ofthe most appropriate way of helping people who are
Pathways more nationally and the DWP’s eYciencydeaf and blind, because in most cases they will be in
challenge will aVect the work of personal advisers, ifwork and will have become either blind or deaf
you think it will at all?gradually, and Pathways perhaps is about getting
Ms Reith: We have raised this with ministers onpeople into work but obviously with regard to your
every possible occasion and have been given allclient group it would be better if it was in work help
kinds of reassurances that the job cuts within DWPcoming at an early stage, access towork and all those
are all happening somewhere in this back oYcesorts of things, a more appropriate way of dealing
where there seem to be all these excess people. I thinkwith a high proportion of your client group as
it is very hard to believe that there will not be anopposed to the born deaf and born blind who are
impact on what is a very labour intensive service.going to come in as youngsters into the labour
With Jobcentre Plus the personal advisers workmarket.
because it is labour intensive. There is always aMsSimkiss:Yes.RNIB has been lobbying for a long
danger with a roll-out of something that you lose thetime for additional support for people who are in
edge that you had when it is a pilot. Pilots are well-work so they keep their job as they develop sight
resourced, get lots of ministerial visits, the staV wholoss. We have been asking for additional legislation
work there are often staVwho volunteered to go andin the form of disability leave or rehabilitation leave
work on this exciting new programme so quite oftenso that when people develop a condition there is a
they are successful and that is part of it, and you loseperiod of assessment and a time oVwork to readjust
that as you roll it out nationally, so you do have toto the new working methods and new equipment

they have to get used to, and for the employer to be careful about resourcing and training and so on.
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But I thinkwe just have very real concerns that in the thinking of specifics rather than generally you would
like Jobcentre Plus and DWP to work more closelycontext of that level of job cuts it will be impossible
with you, but the reference to you.to deliver that kind of service across the country.
Dr Baker: In terms of working more closely with usMr Harrop: Looking at the proposals for the roll-
I think we would want eventually to provide theout, on a pro rata basis it does look as if there will be
service for all deaf and hard-of-hearing claimants.less money for the national programme. There is
There would be problems of course with how thealso the concern that roll-out exclusively through the
conditionality element is going to be policed, andvoluntary and private sector is being done for the
there are issues to do with outcomes-based fundingwrong reasons. Is it about just minimising head
which would be how voluntary sector programmescount for the DWP rather than happening for
would be funded under the proposed scheme. Thatpositive reasons like experimenting with new service
brings me on to another point that we have notmodels that work better? The concern is that this is
touched on yet which is that it is all very well gettingcontracting out is about keeping it cheap rather than
a person ready for work, and getting them to thequality for the client.
doorstep with all the skills and the knowledge they
need, but unless the employer is prepared to engage

Q172 Natascha Engel: To RNIB and RNID them it does not work. With outcomes-based
specifically, you have been quite critical here about funding, unless you get somebody into work you are
the lack of support that is provided by Jobcentre not going to get the money you have spent in getting
Plus directly for deaf people and partially sighted them work-ready, and that is a concern for us. Also,
people, people with sight loss. You were talking obviously, we would seek full cost recovery for the
about programmes that you yourself have that are people we work with.
more successful, but what specific action would you
like to see at Jobcentre Plus level that would improve

Q174 Natascha Engel:We have had a lot of evidencethe service for your client group?
about educating employers about disabilities andDr Baker: I think I would like to see that if a deaf that kind of thing, but in terms of the specificperson goes into a Jobcentre Plus they know they improvements you would like to see at Jobcentre

can have an interview with somebody who speaks Plus level—
their language within a set amount of time and as Ms Simkiss: The best way to answer that is by
short a time as possible. We need that kind of talking you through the kind of process we go
guarantee. Or, as I mentioned earlier, that they get throughwith clients who come to us. First, wewould
referred to us andwe provide the service. The danger undertake an assessment with them done by a
with the funding, the £360 million that has been disability employment specialist who understands
allocated—which is not new money interestingly as blindness and visual impairment, is not medical but
well, I am not sure where it is coming from—the fact understands the world of work, the possibilities of
that it is £360 million for two thirds of the country reasonable accommodation and what that means in
when the roll-out so far to one third of the country terms of potential for individual. We would
has cost £320 million1 suggests it is going to be done probably do some sort of confidence building work
slightly on the cheap, relatively speaking, and the with them and then we would be looking for work
danger for that is that people with less complex experience or vocational training in a mainstream
needs, particularly deaf people with communication college with support. We might have an adviser to
needs and also blind people and other people with accompany the individual, work with them on
physical disabilities, are going to be more expensive mobility and, crucially, try and sort out equipment
to get into work. The danger therefore is that and any adaptations in the workplace to make that
Pathways will continue to concentrate on those possible. We have very small loan stocks in RNIB
people who are perceived as being nearer the labour that we can use but it is nowhere near big enough at
market, merely as an eYciency exercise or numbers the moment. If people want to undertake work
exercise to getting the most people into work. The experience and voluntary work, steps towards
Green Paper talks a great deal about access and permanent employment, it is very diYcult to get
equality and rights and responsibilities. Yes, deaf support in place to ease that passage. It sounds
people have the right to work but Government has simple but blind people cannot read application
the responsibility to ensure the support is there forms, the newspaper, websites that are not
irrespective of what that costs, otherwise we are in a accessible, so somebody sitting beside them to write
unequal situation. application forms that they dictate on their behalf—

it is very labour intensive but it is nitty gritty stuV

like that that makes the diVerence to people gettingQ173 Natascha Engel: To pursue that, you said you the job.
would like to either get them to have an interview in
their own language, at some point, presumably as

Q175 Greg Mulholland: I would like to focus on thequickly as possible, or to refer them to you. As an
conditionality in the Green Paper, if I may. First, Iorganisationwould you have the capacity to do that,
would like your views on the increasedto help Jobcentre Plus, or would you be able to
conditionality, but I would also like you to give us anprovide communication with support workers? I am
idea of whether you think the increased
conditionality has been balanced by increased rights1 This point was clarified following the evidence session. See

RNID supplementary evidence Ev X and suYcient support for people.
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Ms Reith: Our general view is that Government has presentation in the media. It has been suggested that
this is “a big stick” package when actually it is farnot produced the evidence that shows that sanctions
more balanced than the impression some elements ofand conditionality are necessary. What they will say
the Government would perhaps like to give. Thatis, “Well, the compulsory work focused interviews
said, there needs to be quite a lot of caution in goingare proof”. We had a lot of misgivings about the
beyond the Pathways to Work model intocompulsory nature of those work focused interviews
compulsory activity as opposed to compulsoryand I think what is interesting is if you read, which I
interviews. There is an argument for Jobcentre Plusam sure you have, the evaluations that have been
having the opportunity to sell its wares to clients.done in discussions with Incapacity Benefit personal
But people are so diVerent in their needs at diVerentadvisers, what they are saying is that when these
stages of their claim, with diVerent levels ofletters go out to people inviting them for their
incapacity and diVerent distance from retirement,compulsory work focused interview, the personal
that to expect everyone to be mandated on toadvisers ring people at about the time they get the
programmes (and the Green Paper implies it couldletter to reassure them it is not really a threat and
mandating to a specified activity), is clearly notthat the interview is going to be very helpful and so
going to be very productive or good value foron, and you think why send the letter in the first
money. If people do not feel able and ready to beplace? Why not send a friendly letter inviting
part of that activity it will not deliver results forsomebody for an interview and then ring them up
them.and tell them how useful it is going to be? There is no

evidence that it is necessary to cajole people or have
a big stick. All the evidence is that people do Q176GregMulholland:That was very useful but can
desperately want to work; that when they first come I try and get an idea of how you all view this because
on to the benefit they are expecting to go back to I know there are diVerences, so a yes or no answer,
work, and it is that historical lack of support that please, which I know are unusual! Simply, do you
means they have been left on the benefit, unable to think that the increased conditionality in the Green
access help and then worried if they are seen to look Paper could make the system work less well than
for work they will be breaking the rules. You better?
probably do not read The Sun but you can ring their Ms Reith: Yes.
Shop-a-Skiver Hotline and grass up anyone on Dr Baker: Yes.
Incapacity Benefit looking like they might be Ms Simkiss: Yes.
interested in work. Well, if that is the atmosphere Mr Harrop: Yes.
people are having to cope with then it is not Ms Reith: Flagging up one other thing on
surprising that people are reluctant to take the conditionality, which is one of those things where
plunge, and if you can change that whole the detail is not very clear, there is a concern that you
atmosphere so it becomes acceptable that you can do may well have diVerent regimes operating. If you
little bits of work and get your benefit, you can do took a lone parentwho also had a health or disability
permitted work, there is a decent earnings disregard, problem, they could be on income support caring for
that there are stepping stones people can take and their child and not be subjected to a conditionality
the idea of being on benefit and continuing work is regime, but if that lone parent had been in work but
acceptable, you will remove that fear. I just do not had then found their job too diYcult or their health
see that the kind of conditionality and sanctions had deteriorated in some way and they had to stop
helps at all. It seems to me it creates that barrier. It work then they would be subjected to the

conditionality regime, and it seems to me that iswas interesting, looking at the qualitative interviews
hardly the incentive to somehow subject the personwith personal advisers, that a number of them were
who has been out at work, which is what we want toreally worried that the trust relationship they have to
see, to a harsher regime than the person who has not.build up with customers would be undermined if

they were also going to have to introduce sanctions
and conditionality. I suppose it is partly the way in Q177 Greg Mulholland: On another area we have
which it adds I think to the demonising of people on touched on of existing claimants, can you give your
Incapacity Benefit, the fact that it is being suggested views on whether you think the Green Paper
that they need this big stick to force them into work. adequately deals with the situation that existing
It is incredibly counterproductive. If you are an claimants are in or not?
employer and you are a bit iVy about taking on Mr Harrop: This is Age Concern’s major area of
somebody and all you see is stuV in the press about concern simply because there are over a million
how everyone on Incapacity Benefit is a skiver, a existing claimants over the age of 50 and the Green
cheat, a layabout, sits around all day watching Paper really does not oVer anything for them. It is a
daytime television and has to be beaten and cajoled paper entirely about what will happen after 2008.
into interviews, you are not going to touch that Obviously the Pathways to Work programme is
person with a barge pole, are you?All it does is make available for existing clients but given our concerns
the job of getting people back into work so much about the resourcing of Pathways to Work there is
more diYcult, so we are not convinced this is not a huge amount on oVer. There is an issue of
necessary. unfairness in terms of not oVering intensive support
Mr Harrop: It is very important to make a to people already on the benefit, but it is also not a
distinction between the rights and responsibilities sensible short-to-medium-term strategy to only

focus attempts at helping people oV benefit to peoplethat are actually in the package as opposed to the
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claiming for the first time. Many people would like Ms Simkiss: The things not on that list—voluntary
work, work experience placements, jobto get back into the workforce and want support but

are not getting it at the moment. shadowing—all of those would need support,
possibly a support worker, possibly equipment. If
the job involves a computer, for example, the blindQ178 Greg Mulholland: Any other comments?
person cannot use it unless there is access technologyMs Simkiss: I agree. Do we not have an ethical
in place. All of that is tried and tested and can bemoral responsibility to people already on benefit to
made towork provided that the support is there, andoVer them support rather than say “You are not
that is an example of what we oVer. Oureligible”?
programmes would include those elements.

Q179 Greg Mulholland: Yes or no: would you say
you are concerned with the fact that theGreen Paper Q183 Michael Foster: Does the same apply for
at the moment simply says that existing claimants deaf people?
will be involved as resources allow? Dr Baker: Very much so, and there is another
Mr Harrop: Yes. element as well in getting people ready to work
Ms Reith: Yes. which is building up links and networks of local
Dr Baker: Yes. employers in a particular area and being able to
Ms Simkiss: Yes. engage with them about employing a deaf person

and showing them that it is not just possible but is
actually quite easy.Q180 Harry Cohen: Following up an earlier point, if

RNIB or RNID were called on by the Government
to a Jobcentre Plus to run the programme for Q184 Michael Foster: What about the general? We
particular clients, but they then said “We still want have talked about blind and deaf people and I
the conditionality in it”, would you be able to take understand that, but what about those who have
on that job? other disabilities? Is this programme suYcient?
MsSimkiss: I think whether we are able or willing to Ms Reith: I think it would be useful if we were to
apply the kind of sanctions that we are talking about meet with oYcials to be able to explore a range of
at the moment is a diVerent question. We would other options because for someone with a learning
have to discuss and agree whatwewould be expected disability, for example, one of the first things they
to do in terms of checking on what people are might need to do is learn about travelling on public
undertaking. If people take part in our programmes transport independently, and that is a precondition
at the moment we agree an action plan. If the client for getting to work but it would not necessarily come
is not undertaking the action plan they are not up as a work-related activity. The same with
buying into the programme and there comes a point somebody who maybe has had agoraphobia. There
where we can no longer help them, andwe agree with will be things important for that individual as part of
the client that if that point is reached they are no their progress into work that you would not want to
longer in a position to take up a place on the apply across the board. So part of it is going to be
programme that somebody else is queuing up to making sure there is quite a wide range of things that
take. But that does not quite answer your question, can count towards work-related activity that meet
I think! the needs of that individual and the barriers they face
Dr Baker: We would be reluctant to involve rather than, “Well, here is a check list of six and if
ourselves in regulating benefit, and we do not see you do not tick one of those . . .” There is a separate
that as our job. range of issues to do with students and education

and education being seen as a legitimate form of I
Q181 Michael Foster: On the work related activity suppose work-related activity in a more general
that is envisaged in the Green Paper, as you know sense, maybe for people who have missed out on
the Green Paper makes clear that some sort of education at earlier stages.
activities are going to be necessary in helping people Mr Harrop: I would certainly agree with that. Well
prepare for work, such as the work tasters, the over half the people claiming the benefit over 50 have
condition management programmes, managing poor basic skills and the Green Paper says nothing
healthy work, basic skills courses and so. What do about the skills agenda except for one tiny
you say about the adequacy and depth of those sorts paragraph. There is no interaction between
of programmes? Are they going to be suYcient, or is Incapacity Benefit and the skills agenda, to the
there something missing? extent they do not even mention in the menu of
Ms Simkiss: None of those are accessible to blind options one careers guidance and skills advice which
people. Unless particular provision has been made is currently being piloted by Jobcentre Plus. There is
by an individual provider, in general the list you that little join-up. I think the menu is quite
have just given would not be accessible to blind or comprehensive. There are some omissions you could
partially sighted people—or even relevant. quibble with like supporting caring needs, but what
Condition management is just not relevant. I really want to get into detail about is how that

menu is promoted in practice. If you look at the early
evaluation of Pathways you see that in reality onlyQ182 Michael Foster: How do you prepare then a

blind person for work? What are the essential two elements are being taken up in a big way—job
brokers and condition management programmes.elements? We are not just going to abandon blind

people, so what is it? So in practice it may not be as flexible and diverse a
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menu as it looks, and I particularly would flag up limitation of that. What is your experience in how
useful that has been? Would you consider anskills. I think it should be seen as a third pillar of

Pathways to Work in addition to those two I just enhanced adviser discretion fund would meet some
of your reservations?mentioned, because without work on basic skills or

retraining if your skills are outdated people have Ms Reith: I have not seen that much evidence but it
seems to me it is a useful addition to have the fundvery low prospects of getting back into their work

place in their 50s. with a range of things that suit the individual that
can be paid for, whether it is a travel loan or a suit
of clothes of whatever, so it seems to me it is a usefulQ185 Justine Greening: I very much wanted to come
part of the resources.back to the earlier discussion we had about people

on long-term Incapacity Benefit. I am pleased to
Q187 Michael Foster: I do not want to press you onhear the evidence you are giving because I felt when
that but what I do want to ask you about is theI read through the proposals there was a huge hole
people that drop out of work after they are in, andin it which was for people already on Incapacity
the figures are that even in the Pathways 14% fallingBenefit, many for quite a long time now, and I want
out within the year, 11% within 6 months, anotherto hear from you what you think some of the key
3% within 12 months, and it is particularly that 11%issues are that you would have liked to have seen in
within 6 months. Are they wrongly placed, or notthe Green Paper to address specifically long term
being adequately supported? Why is thatIncapacity Benefit claims rather than just new ones
happening? How can we avoid it?coming on.
Mr Harrop: It is a phenomenon you get with allMr Harrop: As I just said, skills are very important.
benefits and particularly Job Seekers’ Allowance,It can make a huge diVerence to give people the
the familiar low pay/no pay cycle. I do not think it isoption of a fresh start in terms of quality careers
specifically an issue about people’s sickness orguidance and qualifications (that they want to buy
disability although obviously varying conditions areinto andwhere they can see the benefit they are going
on issue. The real challenge facing Jobcentre Plus isto get out of them). Also the role of personal advisers
that it has not made that cultural shift to being anis important it is about contact time. At the moment
organisation that helps people with their work issuesthere just are not the resources to give people the
as opposed to getting a job. Although there haveopportunity to work through their personal
been a series of pilots they have not made muchcircumstances and issues with someone who can
progress in taking those lessons and applying themhelp them into the right programmes or back into
to mainstream services. Personal advisers seework.
themselves as helping people to that first day inworkMsReith: I would concur with all of that. It is partly
rather than being there to provide longer termtrying to change the culture and atmosphere that
support.people come to Jobcentre Plus in, so that they do not

feel they are kind of demonised before they walk in
through the door, and that takes time for a personal Q188Michael Foster: Is there any special issue there
adviser to build up that level of trust. But it is when it comes to people with visual impairment and
interesting that the Pathways to Work approach is deafness? Do you know if the figures are equal for
working with existing claimants, that they are those dropping out?
coming forward, so there is an evidence base that Ms Simkiss: On our New Deal for Disabled People
says that if you oVer that kind of individual one-to- programme, which is pan disability although
one support with a package of things that people can obviously we focus on people with visual
take advantage of then people will come forward impairment, the retention rate is just over 70% and
and will do that. What is in the Green Paper about the issue of on-going support for people when they
changing the culture of GPs and their willingness to have found a job is key. New Deal for Disabled
start talking to people about work is also very People does not provide funding for that and
important because those are the people who stop although we oVer telephone support and visit from
because their GP told them it would be bad for them the adviser it is not on-going, and that is what people
to continue, and it is a question of moving them on, need to sustain the placement.
but the GP is going to be fairly important in Dr Baker: We do not have the available figures
reinforcing that message. I suppose the other thing ourselves but a lot of reasons why people will move
is the whole question about doing bits of part-time in and out of work is to do with in-work support,
work and gradually getting people used to the world particularly access to work which is vital for many
of work again, letting them start to build up their deaf people, and we are finding that access to work
skills and their kind of social confidence as well. If is currently being applied in a really random way.
you have been oV work on benefit you are isolated People in diVerent parts of the country get diVerent
from the world in general, and our disappointment levels of support and it appears as though policies
that there was not more in the Green Paper that are changing. If you do not get the communication
made it possible for people to do bits of work and be support as a deaf person you are going to find work
on benefit at the same time. a very alienating place.

Q189 Mrs Humble: A lot of the discussion aboutQ186 Michael Foster: You mentioned personal
advisers and, of course, there is the adviser discretion work-related activity and in-work support is

predicated on the assumption that there are jobs outfund and we have heard evidence about the
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there and employers willing to take people. Are think a lot of stuV in the Green Paper about
occupational health—not Health Direct but thethere? What is the role of the employer in this? You

talked to Philippa about 70% job retention. Is that kind of health line—is all very positive and a move
in the right direction, but I think job retention isbecause employers are engaging?

Ms Simkiss:Government research, DWP research going to be the other way of doing that because
quite a lot of employers do have disabled peopleshows that 9 out of 10 employers think it is diYcult

or impossible to employ a blind person and that on their staV, it is just that they do not recognise
them as such, and persuading the employer towas when David Blunkett was Minister! So there

is a huge issue about persuading employers to take make a few adjustments to keep someone in work
may be easier to achieve than getting them to takepeople on, and our experience is that the only way

is to get one of our oYcers through their doors and on someone new. As they become aware that they
do have those people on their staV already justtalk on a one-to-one basis with employers. That is

the only thing that works in terms of getting them getting on with the job, so it becomes easier to
persuade them to take on someone else, but therejobs to keep and that is labour intensive.
is no easy answer.
Mr Harrop: One specific issue not mentioned inQ190 Mrs Humble: There are a lot of heads
the Green Paper is people already with annodding. Is that general agreement?
employer being able to access tax credits whenMr Harrop: I think for people over 50 and
they become disabled. At the moment youparticularly in their late 50s or early 60s you have
eVectively have to leave work and then findthe double eVects of age and disability
another job to get disability-related tax credits.discrimination interacting. People will just assume
Obviously, if there was a transparent system forthat someone with a moderate health condition
being able to get it, particularly if you are reducingwho is heading towards retirement is not even
your hours because of your poor health that wouldworth considering. Obviously we have age
be extremely helpful. Inland Revenue nowdiscrimination legislation coming in but there is a
Revenue & Customs has been talking about thishuge cultural issue for employers to face up to as
since the new tax credit system came in there haswell, and that will not change this year; it will take
been absolutely no action.years and years.

Q193 Mr Dunne: I would like to ask about howQ191 John Penrose: For example, in Holland they
realistic the Government is being in its attempts tohave a system where eVectively the employers’ NI
roll-out the Pathways and the amount of moneyin British terms is reduced for someone taking on
they have set aside to do that, and you havea disabled person. Is there enough in this Green
touched on this already, and also in terms of howPaper to give incentives to get over these cultural
realistic they are being in the target of taking aproblems, or are we going to be stuck with the need
million people oV Incapacity Benefit. Mark, youto send in on a one-to-one basis to educate
referred to a figure of £320 million as the cost ofemployers for ever more, because I suggest that is
implementing Pathways for a third of the country.not ever going to deal with the scale of the
I do not want to put you on the spot particularlyproblem. Is there enough in this to break that
about this but we have had a memo from thecultural bias?
Department which suggests that the cost for aDr Baker: There may be for some people. The
third of the country is more like £170 million. Canquestion is even if you persuade employers in that
you explain that discrepancy?way to take on disabled people they are going to
Dr Baker: The figures were taken from theoVer posts to those people whom they regard as
Department’s website.easiest to employ, and that is not going to be deaf

people, and probably not blind people. So in terms
of our client group going into the workplace Q194 Mr Dunne: Perhaps you might point me to
schemes like that are not really going to help them that afterwards because it would be quite useful
at all. for me to know. Generally on funding I am
Ms Reith: Quite often you will have companies particularly interested in how we can access some
who are signed up at chief executive level but in of the more rural areas with Pathways roll-out
practice it is the line manager who does the given the concentration of Jobcentre Plus on
recruiting, the hiring and firing, and they are under urban areas with the closure of a lot of rural
pressure and have their outputs to reach and all oYces.
the rest of it and are risk averse in that sense, so Mr Harrop:We are in agreement that it would be
part of the task is to make people see that taking extremely challenging to deliver the quality of
on a disabled person is not a risk. Pathways toWork that has developed so far to the

whole country on the resources. There are also real
issues of capacity that are not just financial-inQ192 John Penrose: Is there enough in the Green

Paper to do that? terms of investment in staV and skills and systems.
I think is again returns to the point about whetherMs Reith: I do not think it goes far enough. It is

not just about financial incentives—that might it is appropriate to have an entirely contracted-out
model, because I do not think the voluntary andhelp but would not necessarily get over that

barrier. It is about Jobcentre Plus repositioning private sector today have the capacity to suddenly
set-up two thirds of the country’s provision of thisitself to being there to go back to all the time. I
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programme. The issue of rural areas would only goal is to achieve work outcomes for people who
heighten these problems because where you have can. However, not everybody that we work with
centres that can deliver a fairly high throughput can. Everybody that we work with wants to
with a uniformmodel it is obviously easier to make develop but not everybody can achieve a
eYciency savings than elsewhere. permanent job in the open labour market, so our
Ms Reith: I concur with all of that. I think there is concern with the system promoted in the Green
another question about the million people that Paper of Pathways is where do these people fit who
Government is aiming at. My understanding is cannot achieve that outcome, and what do we get
they are not expecting to get a million people oV in terms of remuneration for supporting them but
Incapacity Benefit because they are not touching not achieving the job outcome?We need to be able
existing claimants. What they are hoping to do is to measure progress in diVerent ways. Soft
reduce the number of people on those benefits over outcome measures, for example, need to be
a 10 year period so it is stopping people coming on, recognised as useful and valid and important for
and if part of that is done through job retention people’s personal development. Achieving work in
and so on then the costs of doing that will be voluntary settings or work experience settings or
reduced and there are benefit savings in there. social firms are stepping stones that people can

take.
Dr Baker: Likewise, we are outcomes-focusedQ195 Justine Greening:What is interesting about
when we are dealing with employment services.what you are saying is that some of the statistics we
We do not want to see any of our clients nothave got from the Department said that they are

expecting 60,000 people each year to leave achieve work, and as I said before there are not
Incapacity Benefit purely because they will reach many jobs that a deaf person cannot do. Again, the
retirement age, so that would suggest over the next problem is once a person gets into the labour
five years you will lose 300,000 people purely market it is again the attitude of the employers to
because of their age—nothing to do with the employing a deaf person. They are scared they will
Government’s policy on the existing incapacity not know what to do; how will they be able to tell
claimants. the person what their job is; how they can fit into
Ms Reith: Yes. the oYce culture, the workplace culture.
Mr Harrop: Putting that diVerently, those Employers are scared of employing deaf people.
300,000, do not count for the Government’s Working with employers on an individual basis is
targets, and that means there is a risk they will be very intensive but it is the way to work. With
written oV. If we are talking about a target for regard to outcomes, again we would favour soft
around 2015–16, that means that anyone over 55 outcomes such as giving people a skills base,
is not of interest from its perspective. It shows that getting people into a state of work readiness where
short and medium term benchmarks along the way they are able to undertake work. What we cannot
are really important. I would also like to highlight do is influence the employer every time.
the point I made at the beginning about the
increase in women’s state pension age and how
that is going to bring a large number of new Q197 Chairman:Does anybody have any idea how
claimants onto the benefit. The Government has many employers there are in this country? From
not made it clear how this interacts with the one memory it is around 1.5 million, so the sheer
million target. Obviously there will be a larger capacity problem of visiting 1.5 million employers
group of eligible people. The Government may and educating them—where does the lead come
have to do more work than it thinks to reach that from? Where do you target? Where do you focus?
million. Finally, I would like to highlight the Ms Simkiss: The public sector for us, and larger
potential overlap with the target for a million employers so we can develop national
additional older workers. You could see the programmes with them. Those tend to be the
potential for there to be overlap between the two avenues we take.
groups, so they are not a total of 2.3 million extra
in work but rather less. Now, privately the

Q198 Chairman: So to twist what you were sayingministers and oYcials have said that this is not
earlier, you go for the easy targets not the hardtheir intention but there has not been any public

statement that they do not intend to have overlap, ones? Sorry—that was unfair!
or double counting. Ms Simkiss: Yes, because we are limited in terms

of our resources and funding. If we can get people
into jobs in an easier way, we will.Q196 Mr Dunne: Mark and Philippa, could you
Ms Reith: There is the Employers’ Forum oncomment on the concept of using the private and
Disability which is a group of employers who havevoluntary sector to find placements and rewarding
committed themselves to increasing thethem on the basis of outcomes? In the case of both
participation of disabled people in employment.of your groups I imagine that would not be
There is the Beginnings Group which we are partsuYcient.
of and, again, there are a number of big employersMs Simkiss: RNIB recognises that we need to be
involved in that who have also committedoutcome-focused, that we are working with
themselves to good practice, so it does seem to meindividuals in order to support personal

developments and progress towards work, and the that you work with those who are willing because
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they are part of showing that it can be done, and employers getting together in consortia and then
buying in occupational health and rehabilitationthey are big employers and influential in that
services from other people because they are not bigsense.
enough to supply them themselves? Is that a way
of trying to get into educate employers?
Ms Simkiss: Possibly. For SMEs job retentionQ199 Mrs Humble: Because most people are
would be a key issue and they will want to keep theemployed in SMEs rather than the big employers,
staV they have.would there be any opportunity for doing this

education work with employers through the
Chairman: Thank you very much.development that is just starting up now as part of

the rehabilitation and developing occupational The Committee suspended from 5.36 pm until
6.01 pm for a division in the Househealth departments for employers, small

Memorandum submitted by Mind

Mind’s vision is of a society that promotes and protects good mental health for all, and that treats people
with experience of mental distress fairly, positively, and with respect.

The needs and experiences of people with mental distress drive our work and we make sure their voice is
heard by those who influence change.

Our independence gives us the freedom to stand up and speak out on the real issues that aVect daily lives.

We provide information and support, campaign to improve policy and attitudes and, in partnership with
independent local Mind associations, develop local services.

We do all this tomake it possible for people who experience mental distress to live full lives, and play their
full part in society.

Being informed, diversity, partnership, integrity and determination are the values underpinning Mind’s
work.

Mind welcomes this opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee on this key area of welfare
benefits policy.

Reforms to Incapacity Benefits

1. What Lessons can be Learned from the Pathways to Work Pilots in Shaping the Direction of the Reform
of Incapacity Benefits?

1.1 The first report on the progress on Pathways to Work Incapacity Benefit pilots was published in
November 2004. Their statistics suggest that the rate at which people are leaving IB is up by 10%. When
looking at these figures it must be borne in mind that claimants taking part in the pilots are either new
claimants or long term claimants who have volunteered to take part in the pilots. By definition these two
groups are respectively, close to being job ready and/or self-motivated. Other claimant groups may not have
these features. In addition these figures relate to the numbers of people leaving IB, not the number of people
moving into work. Nor do we know how many of those that do move into work have sustained their
positions.

1.2 The Return to Work Credit and Adviser Discretion Fund had made a diVerence in motivating
claimants and overcoming barriers to returning to work such as lack of suitable clothing or tools.

1.3 As identified in DWP research into the Incapacity Benefit Personal Adviser role (IBPA), key skills
needed for the job include communication skills, having a non-judgemental attitude, having patience and
empathy.172 Essential knowledge centred on the referral options open to the IBPA eg the Condition
Management Programme. Yet IBPAs are provided with a mere three months training before beginning to
work with claimants. Indeed IBPAs in Pathways toWork areas themselves recognise that they are provided
with insuYcient training. This DWP research found that one of the core areas that IBPAs needed more
training in includes “more challenging” health conditions including mental health problems and
information about other benefits.

1.4 Further still, IBPAs workloads had increased by 100% since they were last surveyed a year before.
IBPAs also reported that staV and accommodation resources were already being stretched. They also felt
that targets that place too much emphasis on job entries do not recognise other types of progress that
claimants make. IBPAs believe that this has skewed the focus of some IBPAs such that claimant’s who are
closer to the job market and thus more likely to gain work and help meet those targets, are prioritised above
those “harder to help”. This in combination with an expectation amongst IBPAs that longer-term IB

172 Knight T et al (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the personal adviser role and practices: stage two DWP.
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claimants were likely to have severe long-term health issues suggests that as the pilots progress resource will
simply not met demand. These factors in combination can only result in a slowing down of results for people
leaving IB.

1.5 IBPAs also report that the standard wording of the letter informing claimants that they would have
to attend aWFI “terrified” some recipients. The negative impact this initial letter has on claimants has also
been reported by local Mind associations working in the Pathways areas. There is recognition amongst
IBPAs that people with mental health problems may have diYculty attending work-focussed interviews
(WFIs).

2. What are the Implications of DWP’s Proposals for the new Structure of Incapacity Benefits? Do they
Address the Complications Inherent in the Existing Incapacity Benefits System? Is a Dual Benefit the Right
Approach? Could it be Improved?

2.1 It is inappropriate for people who are unwell to be compelled to focus on returning to work at risk
of losing a proportion of their benefit.

— compulsion causes claimants with mental heath problems distress;
— compulsion can and has lead to claimants taking up work that is unsuitable which they

subsequently lose, causing deterioration in mental health;
— without compulsion there would be no need for distinction between RSA & DSA which would

make administration of the benefit easier; and
— DWP have not presented any evidence that compulsion and sanctioning are more eVective than

then the use of incentives in motivating claimants.

Case study

Workers at Mind in Derby report a female claimant took an unsuitable job out of fear of a total lose of
income, only to become too unwell to continue working. Her health deteriorated to such an extent that she
had to engage with secondary mental health services where previously she had only needed to work with
primary mental health services.

Case study

Derby Mind also reported another claimant with a diagnosis of bi-polar disorder called in for WFI,
believed that she had to get a job, which she did. She was only able to remain in post for two days before
being dismissed. The claimant then abandoned her children and left her home town in search of other work.

2.2 The proposed reform system will still pivot around the Personal Capability Assessment (PCA) as
carried out by the agency contracted to provide medical services to the DWP, Atos Origin. It is the results
of a claimant’s PCA and the Jobcentre Plus Decision Maker’s (DM) view of these results which determine
benefit entitlement. This year’s report by the President of Appeals Tribunals found that 50% of IB appeal
cases surveyed were found in favour of the claimants. In almost 80% of these cases the PCA information
was found wanting. The most common criticism that Tribunal Chairs made of the evidence presented to
them was that medical reports under-estimated the severity of the claimant’s disability. The assessment of
claimants with mental health issues are highlighted as a particular cause for concern. More specifically the
report talks of instances of medical reports not fully exploring a claimant’s mental health problems, medical
assessments being insuYciently thorough and DMs not pursuing matters relating to mental health.173
Evidence fromwelfare rights advisers is that medical assessment are often carried out in a formulaic manner
with one adviser reporting only one out of 50 PCAs she had attended with claimants had been conducted
with understanding, compassion and at a pace appropriate for the claimants. The system is totally
inadequate as a way of imposing a decision of such profound consequences.

2.3 As we understand it, the Government has no plans to use its reform agenda to overhaul the PCA.
Given this we fear that many people with mental health problems will continue to be found ineligible for
IB, simply as a result of the paucity of DWP’s medical assessment process. It is entirely unjust for people
with mental health problems who “fail” the PCA to be shunted onto JSA, a benefit designed for people who
are fully fit to work that has no scope for recognising the health needs of claimants.

2.4 We suggest that the medical basis for eligibility is removed and replaced with a test of disadvantage.

Sanctions

2.5 According to the OECD, the UK has one of the most stringent disability benefit gateways.174 This is
borne out by the fact that the IB fraud rate is less than 0.5%. Claimants in receipt of IB are, by definition,
incapacitated to some degree. It is inappropriate for people who are unwell to be compelled to focus on
returning to work at risk of losing a proportion of their benefit.

173 Report by the President of Appeal Tribunals on the standards of decision-making by the Secretary of State 2004–05 (July
2005) The Appeals Service.

174 Stanley et al (2004) Fit for Purpose IPPR.
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2.6 The sanction for not taking part in an interview is a benefit deduction of £11.24. This is deducted from
a claimant’s benefit until such time as they either show good cause for not attending an interview, or re-
schedule and attend an interview, at which time the sanction will be reversed. Usually good cause for not
attending an interview must be shown within five working days of the date of the interview.

2.7 DWP have promised that, where sanctions are applied, claimants’ RSAwill not be reduced as a result
of sanctions below the basic JSA rate. Whilst this reassurance is welcome, deductions as a consequence of
sanctions, in combination with repayment of Social Fund loans and/or direct payment from benefit for fuel
costs, can theoretically leave claimants with only 10p per week.

2.8 Even where this isn’t the case, the consequence of being sanctioned, especially where other deductions
are made from a claimant’s benefit, could mean that claimants do not have suYcient income to maintain
their health.

2.9 The impositions of sanctions across the pilot areas remains very low, although in some pilot areas
IBPAs were given clear direction to make more use of sanctions.175 Despite this, IBPAs recognised that the
use of sanctions would undermine the adviser-claimant relationship and thus the potential for enhancing
claimants’ prospects for moving towards employment. What also needs to be borne in mind is the fact that
use of sanctions could increase at any time with a change of staV or targets or political. Dormant though
sanctions may at the moment, the risk of their increased use and the consequent severe cut in an individual’s
income is a danger the Government should eradicate from its reform proposals.

2.10 Mind does not agree with the principle of deducting from, or restricting welfare benefits in an
attempt to promote certain types of behaviour in claimants. Benefits are set at a rate deemed suYcient for
a claimant to live on, taking into account their personal circumstances. Notwithstanding Mind’s view that
current rates are inadequate, there can be no justification to reduce income levels to belowwhatGovernment
has already decided is the minimum. Claimants have a right to the full applicable amounts of benefits they
are eligible for. We believe it is wholly inappropriate to erode this right in an attempt to manipulate
behaviour. Sanctions are not required and should be scrapped. Rather, there should be an adequate
minimum benefit which is added to if claimants engage with work focussed interviews (WFI) and other
aspects of the proposed reforms.

PermittedWork

2.11 Whilst DWP are carrying out separate research into permitted work, it is not envisaged that any
review of permitted work will be part of Pathways to Work. Currently the rules governing permitted work
are complex and are often not understood by DWP staV, much less claimants. Additionally, the earnings
limit for unlimited permitted work is £20.Where a claimant engages in “supported work” they are able to
earn no more than £78 a week as long as they do not work over 16 hours per week. In October the national
minimum wage will increase to £5.05 an hour. This will mean that claimants entitled to work “unlimited”
hours will be limited to working for less than four hours a week. Those engaging in “supported work” will
not be able to work up to the full 16 hours without their pay rate dropping below the minimum wage.
Research conducted by the Institute of Employment Studies has found that permitted work is an eVective
route to sustained employment, particularly for people with mental health diYculties and musculo-
skeletal issues.176

2.12 Given this, it is Mind’s view that the earnings limits under permitted work should be increased to
£80.08 for claimants engaged in supported work. This would enable claimants to work for 16 hours at the
national minimum wage. In addition, the limit for claimants about to work “unlimited hours” should be
increased to £70. This would allow those claimants to work a two day week earning the minimum wage,
giving them a real opportunity to experience the work environment. Permitted work earnings limits should
be index linked to the minimum wage.

2.13 Mind welcomes changes to the IB linking rules due to come into force in October 2006. From that
date, people reclaiming IB will be entitled to their previous rate of benefit at the point of their reclaim, there
will be a “linking period” of two years rather than one and people who have returned to benefit via the
linking rules route will be able to do so without having to wait the current six months before doing so. This
change goes a long way to dismantling one of the most significant barriers that prevent people on IB trying
out work. That barrier is the fear that when their employment comes to end, they would have to renegotiate
the IB claims process and, if successful, return to a much lower rate of benefit. These changes support
claimants to try out work.

175 Knight T et al (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the personal adviser role and practices: stage two DWP.
176 Dewson S et al (2004) A Stepping Stone to Employment? An Evaluation of the Permitted Work Rules—Wave 2 Institute
for Employment Studies.
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Work-Focussed Interviews

2.14 We believe that work-focussed interviews should not be compulsory and that a pattern of contact
with claimants should be established that suits the claimant’s needs and circumstance. This could include
telephone contact, particularly at times when it would not be helpful or worthwhile to meet in person
(especially if the Jobcentre is at a distance and/or the person has diYculty travelling). A more voluntary
approach would allow the individual more ownership of the process and control of their destiny, something
that was valued by clients in the New Deal for Disabled People evaluation and recognised by advisers as
important.

2.15 We believe that the initial meeting, which is part of claiming, should focus on the benefit claim and
any other support service signposting that Jobcentre Plus can oVer. This meeting (assuming the person is
able to attend) could provide the basis for establishing a positive relationship between Jobcentre Plus and
the claimant, indicating the kind of help that will be available, and making provisional arrangements for
future contact. Further meetings would then be by mutual agreement. Only if a person fails to engage, and
the causes and/or reasons have been considered, should any mandatory element apply.

Dual Benefit

2.16 DWP current plans are that claimants deemed to have severe functional limitations would qualify
for Disability and Sickness Allowance. It is doubtful that IBPAs will receive adequate training to be
suYciently skilled tomake such a determination. Not only that, but the evidence available to them onwhich
to base their decision may be insuYcient. As we understand it the main evidence will be the results of a one
oV medical assessment, information from their GP and possibly other supporting information from, for
example, CommunityMental HealthNurse. The reality of situation for people withmental health problems
is their condition will fluctuate. Therefore the snap shot assessment that DWP Medical Services make on
the day of a claimant’s PCA will not reflect that person’s day to day experience. In addition, many people
with mental health problems simply don’t see their GPs often enough for him/her to give any meaningful
opinion on the claimant’s state of health and/or ability to work.

2.17 IBPAs will only be able to make an informed assessment of a claimant if they have a full and
regularly updated understanding of the nature of mental health problems so that they properly weight the
snap shot assessment carried out by Medical Services. IBPAs would also have to seek supporting evidence
from sources that the claimant identifies as being most knowledgeable about how their mental health
condition aVects their ability to carry out day to day activities.

2.18 Making a judgement about a claimant’s functional limitationswill be particularly diYcult in the case
of people with mental health problems due to the fluctuating nature of these problems. There is much scope
for claimants, especially those with mental health problems, to be inappropriately referred to either
Rehabilitation and Support Allowance or Disability and Sickness Allowance.

2.19 If the split is to remain, movement between Rehabilitation and Support Allowance and Disability
and Sickness Allowance must be subject to appropriate safeguards and thorough, appropriate assessment
procedures. Claimants must have the right to review any re-assessment and to appeal any final decision.
Notwithstanding these procedures and safeguards, the process of transition from Rehabilitation and
Support Allowance to Disability and Sickness Allowance and vice versa must be administratively seamless.
Worryingly, DWP has a poor record on eYcient administration of benefit.

2.20 It is not clear whether full Rehabilitation and Support Allowance and Disability and Sickness
Allowance will be paid at the same rate. If not, transfer between Rehabilitation and Support Allowance and
Disability and Sickness Allowance and consequent changes in income will impact on other means-tested
benefits, for example Housing Benefit (HB) and Council Tax Benefit (CTB). This will also be the case where
sanctions are applied.

2.21 The main route for qualifying for Disabled Persons Tax Credit is through Disability Living
Allowance. We should like to see a more comprehensive test of disability to ensure that people who do not
qualify for or claim this benefit can still be considered for the tax credit.

2.22 We recommend the DWP consider the following:

— increasing the earnings disregard for means-tested benefit;

— reducing the taper in housing benefit;

— merging the help with housing costs that is available in income support with housing benefit so
that owner-occupiers get some help with accommodation costs when moving into work;

— allowing people in receipt of means-tested benefits undertaking permitted work to earn up to the
maximum permitted without loss of benefit; and

— introducing a simple disability test in Working Tax Credit that is inclusive of people with mental
health problems.
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3. Will the Reforms help to Improve Work Incentives for Sick and Disabled People?

3.1 Advisers need to be able to give reliable information and advice about the financial consequences of
coming oV benefits and starting work, so that people can be confident about what they can do within the
rules. This requires a good understand of the linking rules and permitted work rules, tax credits and
passported benefits such as exemption from prescription charges (a very important consideration for people
with mental health problems).

3.2 “Capacity forwork” is inherently linked to the demands ofwork and theworking environment.While
one person’s road to recovery is “being able to do a full time permanent job” another’s is “lifestyle changes
and giving up a stressful job”.177 A local Mind adviser writes that in her experience, “people whose mental
distress has been caused by work overload, bullying at work etc, or whose conscientious work ethic drives
them into unacceptable levels of stress, have needed between six months and five years before they recover
suYcient confidence to be able to consider a return towork goal. Thenwith help and support, such as current
labour market information, opportunities for voluntary placements in order to build up work stamina and
provide references, followed by job searching and application assistance, a successful return to work is
almost always achieved.”

3.3 Asmentioned above, theReturn toWorkCredit andAdviserDiscretion Fundhavemade a diVerence
in motivating claimants and overcoming barriers to returning to work such as lack of suitable clothing or
tools.

3.4 Government should promote use of Access to Work (AtW) for people with mental health problems.
AtW is a DWP scheme via which costs of additional employment-related support can be met. Examples of
types of support AtW can be used to fund include:

— support worker;
— confidence boosting courses; and
— CBT treatment.

3.5 In thinking about incentives; consideration needs to be given to prescription charges and access to
concessionary rates (for example to cinema tickets or adult education). Access to these should be able to be
maintained, including during transition between diVerent benefits/tax credits.

4. Is it Possible to Distinguish Between Those who are able to Return to Work and those who Cannot?

4.1 As discussed in answer to question two above, the current process for determining eligibility for IB
is flawed, both in terms of evidence gathered and the level of skill of decision makers making that
determination. The fluctuating nature of mental health problems means that it is impossible to make a one
of judgement on whether someone will be able to return to work. It is entirely possible for an individual with
a mental health problem to present on one day as functional and able to return to work, experience a mental
health crisis which comprises their functionality to the extent that they would be unable to return to work,
the next day. The risks associated with mistakes in assessment are high: claimants might deemed able to
carry out WFIs and work-related activities, but actually be unable to do either of these. In that instance,
claimants would be sanctioned and distressed caused could well result in a significant deterioration in
mental health.

4.2 Incapacity Benefit Personal Advisers (IBPAs) are being asked to carry out a very skilled job that will
require sensitivity, ability to establish trust and build rapport, understand various physical and mental
health issues. Training of IBPAs must be comprehensive and regular. IBPAs should be paid at a rate that
will attract the calibre of staV needed to carry out this diYcult role.

4.3 Currently Jobcentre Plus staV work to targets. There is a danger that IBPAs will adopt a target-
focussed rather than claimant-centred approach. IBPAs may concentrate eVorts on more job-ready
claimants to increase chance of meeting targets. May also move claimants into work at too fast a pace and
without suYcient support for the same reason. The target regime creates a perverse incentive to IBPAs to
move people oV benefit and into work at the quickest speed possible and into jobs that are available, whether
or not they are commensurate with the claimant’s skills, knowledge or experience. We are concerned that
this factor will overtake patient and thorough assessment of claimants’ capabilities.

5. What are the Implications of the Reforms on Levels of Fraud and Error?

5.1 As mentioned above, the UK has one of the most stringent disability benefit gateways.178 IB fraud
rates are less than 0.5%. Claimants in receipt of IB are, by definition, incapacitated to some degree. As
mentioned above, this year’s report by the President of Appeals Tribunals found that 50%of IB appeal cases
surveyed were found in favour of the claimants. In almost 80% of these cases the PCA information was
found wanting. The most common criticism that Tribunal Chairs made of the evidence presented to them
was that medical reports under-estimated the severity of the claimant’s disability.179

177 S Baker and S Strong (2001) “Roads to Recovery”. Mind.
178 Stanley et al (2004) Fit for Purpose IPPR.
179 Report by the President of Appeal Tribunals on the Standards of Decision-making by the Secretary of State 2001–02 cited in
Haddad M (ed) (2005) The Incapacity Trap Social Market Foundation London.
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5.2 It is Mind’s view that the reforms would have little impact on an already low rate of fraud, but that,
worryingly, there is much potential for an increase in the rate of error and, as described above, the
implications of error would be very significant for the individual claimant.

6. Will the Reforms Address the Main Areas of Concern with the Current System?

6.1 The benefits system is notoriously complex. According to Citizens Advice, their network of Bureaux
saw over 1.8 million people with benefit and tax credit problems in 2002–03. The most common diYculties
identified were the complexity of claim forms, administrative issues and delays in processing.180 The IB
reforms will do nothing to address these issues, indeed the creation of a dual benefit and associated
administration for claimantsmoving between the two elementswill only serve to complicatematters further.

6.2 A further feature of the current system is the reliability and style of communication of DWP agencies
with people. IBPAs have reported that the standard wording of the letter informing claimants that they
would have to attend a WFI “terrified” some recipients.181 The negative impact this initial letter has on
claimants has also been reported by localMind associationsworking in the Pathways areas. Communicating
with claimants in a manner that they find threatening does nothing to foster the positive, supportive
relationship that is necessary between IBPAs and claimants if the apparent philosophy underlying Pathways
to Work is to be realised.

6.3 The DWP’s five year strategy document makes nomention of the impact that the reforms might have
on claimants’ other benefit such as housing benefit or council tax benefit. IBPAs need to be better equipped
to advise claimants clearly and accurately on how a move into work will impact on these and other benefits.

6.4 A central fear of claimants when considering a move into employment is that they will be worse oV

financially. DWP could go some way to minimising the likelihood of this by ensuring that IBPAs are fully
versed in all benefits that claimants may have an entitlement to and work with claimants to maximise their
benefit income. Presently IBPAs report having insuYcient knowledge of other benefits and tax credits that
might be claimed.182

6.5 Disability Living Allowance (DLA) is paid to recipients to cover the costs associated with their
impairment, costs which often don’t change if the claimant takes up work.ManyDLA claimants report that
a move into employment, and consequent reporting of this change in circumstances to DWP, results in a
review and withdrawal of DLA. There is no legal requirement that DLA be reviewed when a recipient takes
up employment—support needs and associated costs will often remain the same (ormay even increase) when
a claimant moves into work. In order to remove the fear that DLA will be cut as a result of taking up
employment, we believe taking up a job should trigger a six month amnesty period during which DLA
reviews do not occur. This would remove the fear of an instant loss of DLA when taking on a job.

6.6 We also have a number of concerns about the PCAwhich we set out above in answer to question two.

The Future Rollout of Pathways toWork

7. How Successful have the Pathways to Work Pilots been? Does the Current Design need Adapting for
National Rollout?

7.1 The first report on the progress on Pathways to Work IB pilots was published in November 2004.
Their statistics suggest that the rate at which people are leaving IB is up by 10%. When looking at these
figures it must be borne inmind that claimants taking part in the pilots are either new claimants or long term
claimants who have volunteered to take part in the pilots. By definition these two groups are respectively,
close to being job ready and/or self-motivated. Other claimant groups may not have these features. Further
we have no information on the types of jobs that former claimants move into or whether they are
sustainable.

8. What are the Implications of a Rollout of Pathways on a new System of Incapacity Benefits?

8.1 Mind has no view on this question.

The Experience of Sick and Disabled People

9. Including: the Experience of Those who have Taken part in DiVerent Aspects of the Pathways to Work
Pilots; Barriers in Accessing Support OVered Through Pathways; Awareness of the Support Available; and
Views on Further Reform.

180 Cullen L et al (2004) Out of the picture Citizens Advice.
181 Knight T et al (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the personal adviser role and practices: stage two DWP.
182 Knight T et al (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the personal adviser role and practices: stage two DWP.
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10. Are People with DiVerent Disabilities and Health Conditions, in both Pilot and Non-Pilot areas, given
Appropriate Support by Jobcentre Plus? Is There a Tendency to help Those Perceived as Closer to the
Labour Market?

11. How will the Reforms Help those who are not Able, or not yet Ready, to Work?

11.1 If support provided is delivered by appropriately qualified and committed individuals, people who,
at the time of their initial contact with Jobcentre Plus are unable to work, could be supported to achieve a
greater degree of independence. However, this goal would only be achieved if support is claimant-focussed,
the claimant has a choice about whether or not to engage and the support is delivered at an appropriate
pace. This support should be made available on a voluntary basis only.

Support for Sick and Disabled People toMove Back intoWork

12. Can the Reformed Systems Support those with Variable and Manageable Medical Conditions, or those
who are Able to Work Part-Time? Are those with Mental Health DiYculties Adequately Supported?

12.1 According to Pathways to Work Green Paper 35% of claimants have mental health conditions.
However, according to research carried out in the Renfrewshire pilot area, 53% of claimants have mental
health problems only, whilst 26% mental health and physical problems, indicating that two thirds of IB
claimants have a mental health problem.

12.2 Particular mental health problems do not preclude working and no-one should be permanently
written oV in employment terms on mental health grounds. However this is very diVerent from saying that
anyone with a mental health problem can think about working at any given time, or that they will in fact
obtain or sustain work. As individuals point out, wanting to work is not the same as being capable of it and
in a survey of people with mental health problems living on benefits almost a third said (often very
emphatically) that they were too unwell to work.

12.3 The fear of benefit review and loss of benefits is perhaps the single biggest problem in enabling people
with mental health problems to try work. Although there have been improvements in flexibility and in-work
benefits/credits the tax/benefit system still does not meet the needs of people with fluctuating conditions and/
or uncertain health.

12.4 The underlying threat of a personal capability assessment is a continuing anxiety and can deter
people from undertaking any activity that would jeopardise their entitlement. Linking rules, unlimited
volunteering and the promise of help through the New Deal for Disabled People can never be fully eVective
if people are afraid that their capacity status will be reviewed and they will be prematurely deemed fit for
work and disallowed benefit. This fear is reinforced by negative experiences of assessments. It directly
counteracts the aims of recovery and return to work.

12.5 We have particular concerns about how the proposed dual benefit will aVect people with fluctuating
conditions, including people with mental health problems. For example someone with depression may
present to their IBPA as being functional and able to work, with support. In this case, the claimant would
be routed along the Rehabilitation and Support Allowance pathway. However, that same person may well
enter a period of crisis which could result in them withdrawing from social contact, having for example,
reduced self-confidence and self-esteem and experiencing disrupted sleep patterns and associated tiredness.
Such a crisis may last for a number of weeks or months. During such a period, a claimant may not be able
to engage with the regime imposed upon people claiming Rehabilitation and Support Allowance. Crucially
the claimantmay well also be unable to communicate the deterioration of their mental health to their IBPA,
nor respond to communication from their IBPA. It is easy, and worrying, to imagine such a claimant being
subject to sanctions as they will not have been able to show “good cause” for disengaging from the
Rehabilitation and Support process within the requisite five days.

12.6 It is not clear what the procedure would be for a claimant to be transferred fromRehabilitation and
Support Allowance to Disability and Sickness Allowance and vice versa. Would this necessitate a further
PCA and all the diYculties associated with this test, or would it be the decision of the IBPA or Decision
Maker? In both cases we are concerned that the person charged with making this decision will not have
suYcient insight in the issues of mental health to be able to make an appropriate judgement or be aware of
the communication diYculties experienced by some people with mental health problems, as outlined above.

12.7 A characteristic common too many people with mental health problems is a lack of self-confidence.
This can mean that, though willing to return to work, people with mental health problems may experience
a degree of mental distress on returning to work beyond that which might be experienced by someone
without mental health problems. Given this we are concerned that current in-work support is limited to only
the first six months of a work. We would advocate open-ended in-work support as is being tried out in the
Working Neighbourhood pilots (see section 20.4 below).
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12.8 A major cause for cause is the level of training on mental health issues that IBPAs receive. IBPAs
themselves report feeling unable to provide appropriate advice and support to claimants with mental health
conditions.183 Mind welfare rights workers also report IBPAs displaying a paucity of knowledge about
mental health conditions, a range of conditions common to two thirds of IB claimants.

12.9 However one of the greatest factors that severely limit’s the chances of a successful move into
employment by peoplewithmental health problems is the attitudes of employers. This issue is exploredmore
fully in section 22 below.

13. Does the Condition Management Programme Provide the Right Level of Support?

13.1 As we understand it, diVerent types of Condition Management Programme (CMP) are oVered in
the diVerent pilots areas. Mind would advocate the provision of the cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
model being tested in Renfrewshire that is delivered by a senior multi-discliplinary team which adopts a
holistic, claimant-focussed approach. Whilst this type of programme may not be suitable for all, we believe
it should as least be made available for all. In addition, we feel CMP support should be made available for
longer than the current three months. However, this way of working is expensive and we are concerned that
further reforms will simply not have suYcient funding to provide CMP to the Renfrewshire standard.

Involvement of Healthcare Professionals

14. Has Pathways Successfully Worked with Healthcare Professionals, Including GPs, particularly in
Rehabilitation Initiatives such as the Condition Management Programme? How can Healthcare Professionals
be Further Engaged in the Reform of the Incapacity Benefits System?

14.1 We are concerned that Pathways to Work and the reforms that flow from it, may compromise the
doctor-patient relationship. We would welcome a move towards health care practitioners recognising
mental health service users’ abilities rather than their incapacity. However, we feel move towards having
Jobcentre Plus advisers placed in GP surgeries may lead to service users not attending those surgeries for
fear of contact with advisers. We also have a concern that health care practitioners might find themselves
policing the new IB system which will again result driving service users away from the services they need.

Jobcentre Plus Resources

15. Is Jobcentre Plus SuYciently Resourced to Deliver the Pathways Pilots, both in Terms of StaYng and
Finances? Are they Equipped to deal with a Reform Programme for Incapacity Benefit?

15.1 Reform of IB as described in the five-year strategy will only go ahead once Pathways to Work is
rolled out across the whole country. At the moment DWP has only secured enough revenue to roll out to
a third of the country by 2006. DWP budget is to be cut by 5% and the department to shed 40,000 jobs by
2008. According to IPPR national roll out of Pathways to Work would cost £500 million. Given this, we
are not confident that Jobcentre Plus will be suYciently resourced to take forward the full roll out of
Pathways to Work nor further reforms with the necessary standard of service quality.

16. What has been the EVect of the DWP EYciencies Agenda?

16.1 Jobcentre Plus is moving to ever-greater use of telephone contact centres and e-communication.
Mind would welcome an increase in communication routes between Jobcentre Plus and claimants.
However, this expansion into tele- and e-communication is mirrored by the reduction in the opportunities
for claimants to talk face-to-face with informed Jobcentre Plus staV in their own area. Often call centre staV
will have little knowledge of the claimant or the benefits they are claiming. It can be distressing to have to
repeatedly communicate information to a serious of diVerent call centre workers, particularly where this
information is of a sensitive nature.

16.2 The eYciencies agenda has played a part in the planned closures of at least twenty of the medical
centres used by DWP Medical Services. These changes will result in some claimants having to travel up to
an hour and a half in order to get to their PCA. Many people with mental health problems will find that
length of journey diYcult to cope with. In addition, people with mental health diYculties can find the use
of public transport problematic. We can only imagine that having to travel for 90 minutes possibly using
public transport will cause a number of people with mental health problems increased distress.

183 Knight T et al (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the personal adviser role and practices: stage two DWP.
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Existing Employment Initiatives

17. What has been the EVect of the Pathways Pilots on Existing Programmes and Support, such as the New
Deal for Disabled People and Work-Based Learning for Adults?

17.1 Mind has no view of this question.

18. How do Personal Advisers work in Collaboration with other Jobcentre Plus StaV such as Disability
Employment Advisers and with Job Brokers?

18.1 Mind has no substantive view on this matter. However, the smooth collaboration of all these players
is critical if claimants are to be successfully supported into suitable employment and sustained in that
employment.

The Role of the Private and Voluntary Sectors

19. Have the Private and Voluntary Sectors been Successfully Involved in the Pathways Pilots? How can they
be Further Involved in the Reform of Incapacity Benefits?

19.1 Mind has no view on this question.

Local LabourMarkets

20. What type of Jobs are Participants of Pathways Moving into? Are they Receiving Appropriate in-work
Support to Enhance Job Retention?

20.1 The recent Health Care Commission survey of mental health service users found that 79% of
respondents were not in work and that half of those that said they wanted help to get back to work did not
receive that help.

20.2 There is no comprehensive evidence on the types of job that IB claimants are moving into, but civil
servants leading on the Pathways pilots report that most people go into jobs that pay at or around the
national minimum wage.

20.3 In work support provided via DWP New Deal for Disabled People (NDDP) scheme only lasts six
months. NDDP is due to come to an end inMarch 2006. In-work support specific to the Pathways to Work
pilots is also limited to six months. Whilst support of any sort is welcome, the period of availability is too
limited. A lack of in-work support when an individual needs it can result in deterioration in mental health
and consequent loss of employment. A number of local Mind association employment projects, such as
those oVered by Islington Mind and City and Hackney Mind provide open-ended in-work support. Both
Islington and City and Hackney report that, whilst most of their service users engage with the in-work
support they provide for around six months, the reassurance of having that support available for a longer
period can play an important role in keeping someone with mental health problems in work.

20.4 Else where in its reform programme, DWP has also recognised the value of open-ended in-work
support. Working Neighbourhood Pilots (WNP) which aim to get the long term unemployed back into
work, oVer open-ended in-work support to those who move of benefit. In addition, Retention payments of
£500 after 13 weeks of remaining in a job and a further £750 at 26 weeks are paid to those taking part in the
WNPs. These latter payments are in addition to any other financial incentives available to WNP
participants.184

20.5 TheDWPfive-year strategy has a commitment to introduce new arrangements to replace the current
NDDP in 2006, but there is little detail on what form this replacement will take.

21. Are Local Labour Markets able to Provide the Jobs Needed?

21.1 Mind has no substantive view on this question. However, as noted below, people with mental health
problems are subject to discrimination by employers, both when looking for work and in the workplace.
Given that people with mental health problems are often the last to be taken on; local labour markets will
only really provide suitable work for people with mental health problems if those markets are buoyant.
Pathways toWork is expanding to cover both existing IB claimants and greater swathes of themost deprived
areas of Britain. It is diYcult to see how these areas of depressed labour markets will generate enough work
to meet the, albeit fairly small, demand created by the Pathways to Work.

184 www.jobcentreplus.gov.uk/cms.asp?Page%/Home/Partners/WorkingNeighbourhoods/2411
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22. What is the Experience of Employers?

— Only 24% of people with mental health problems in work.185

— Of students who graduated in 2003, less than 30% of graduates with mental health problems were
in full time paid work, compared with 48% of disabled graduates and 55% of non-disabled
graduates.186

— 69% of people with mental health problems were put oV applying for a job because they thought
they would be unfairly treated.187

— 52% had had to conceal their psychiatric history for fear of losing their job.188

— 38% had been teased or harassed at work.189

— 34% had actually lost their job because of a mental health problem.190

— 47% people with mental health problems reported discrimination in the workplace.191

22.1 A 2001 study found that only 37%of employers said theywould in future take on people withmental
health problems. This compared to the 62% who would take on physically disabled people, 78% who would
employ long-term unemployed people and 88% who would appoint lone parents.192 More recently the
Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development’s found that, more than 60% of 755 employers surveyed
disregarded applications from people with drug or alcohol problems, criminal records, a history of mental
health problems or incapacity. 55% of respondents said nothing would persuade them to recruit from these
“core jobless” groups.193

22.2 Research into claimants’ experience of the pilots found that changes in employers’ attitudes would
make a key diVerence to level of success of the pilots. Yet IBPAs report that frequent and extensive contact
with employers is rare and this is not seen as a core part of the IBPA role and is likely to be squeezed out
of Advisers’ work schedules as time pressures increase.194

22.3 The only reference in the DWP five year strategy to employers’ responsibilities is around using
Statutory Sick Pay in a way that incentivises employers tomaintain contact with employees who are oV sick.
Detail on how this might be achieved is not provided.

22.4 98% of companies surveyed said they thought the mental health of employees should be a company
concern: less that one in ten had an oYcial policy on mental health.195 Further, the UK is one of the few
countries in Europe, which does not have a law requiring employers to have an occupational health policy
in place.196

22.5 Solutions to the increased numbers applying for IB are more likely to lie in enhancing the role and
responsibility of employers in recruiting and retaining people with mental health problems and past
experience of mental health problems. This entails the development of more healthy workplaces along the
lines suggested by the Public Health White Paper, making reasonable adjustments where appropriate, and
introducing a more open and supportive culture.197 Government could facilitate this by oVering tax breaks
to small and medium businesses that oVer in-work support beyond their Disability Discrimination Act
responsibilities.

22.6 In his speech to the Brookings Institution, the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions talked of
“shared social justice goals”. Margaret Hodge, Minister for Employment and Welfare Reform, talks of the
“right to a job” being a civil right. These goals and rights will only be achieved when the DWP invests in
suYcient training for all staV involved in determined a person’s benefit claim and supporting that person
whilst in receipt of benefit.198 In addition, employers need to be motivated to engage with the Government’s
80% employment rate target. If Government does not exercise its power to bring employers into line with
its welfare reform agenda, then a sanction-laden, target-driven IB regime can only result in fear and misery
amongst some of society’s most vulnerable people.

Sue Christoforou

30 September 2005

185 Social Exclusion Unit (2004)Mental Health and Social Exclusion ODPM.
186 Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (2005)What Happens Next?
187 Read and Baker (1996) Not Just Sticks and StonesMind.
188 Read and Baker (1996) Not Just Sticks and StonesMind.
189 Read and Baker (1996) Not Just Sticks and StonesMind.
190 Read and Baker (1996) Not Just Sticks and StonesMind.
191 Mental Health Foundation (2000) Pull Yourself Together.
192 Department for Work and Pensions (2001).
193 www.cipd.co.uk/news/—articles/employersexcludecorejobless.htm
194 Knight T et al (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the personal adviser role and practices: stage two DWP.
195 Cited in Mind (2005) Stress and mental health in the workplace.
196 http://www.bohrf.org.uk/content/news.htm
197 Department of Health (2004) Choosing Health: making healthy choices easier.
198 www.dwp.gov.uk/aboutus/2005/12 09 05.asp
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Mind after the publication of the Welfare Reform Green Paper

Mind’s vision is of a society that promotes and protects good mental health for all, and that treats people
with experience of mental distress fairly, positively, and with respect.

The needs and experiences of people with mental distress drive our work and we make sure their voice is
heard by those who influence change.

Our independence gives us the freedom to stand up and speak out on the real issues that aVect daily lives.

We provide information and support, campaign to improve policy and attitudes and, in partnership with
independent local Mind associations, develop local services.

We do all this tomake it possible for people who experience mental distress to live full lives, and play their
full part in society.

Being informed, diversity, partnership, integrity and determination are the values underpinning Mind’s
work.

IB Green Paper

The Green Paper confirms that any roll out of Pathways to Work to the entire country will have to be
“more cost-eVective” and “innovative”, than the pilots agreed until October 2006. It is the Government’s
intention to contract out delivery of “innovative” Pathways toWork contracts to private or voluntary sector
agencies. This may mean that private firms or voluntary organisations, rather than Jobcentre Plus, would
take on working with claimants to get them back to work. DWP is considering oVering these contracts on
an outcome-based payment basis.

The Government intends to publish a cost-benefit analysis of Pathways to Work in 2007. The analysis
will be based on both new and repeat customers in the first seven pilot areas.199

TheGovernment says it may use an outcome-basedmethod to pay organisations delivering back-to-work
contracts. This might mean that the amount organisations get paid for these contracts would be determined
by the number of benefit claimants moved into work. Support elements such as back to work credit of
£40/week and condition management programmes may not have to be provided by contractors.

In its five-year strategy, published in February 2005, the DWP set out its plan for the future of the welfare
state.200 In it the DWP states that reform of IB as described in the strategy would only go ahead once
Pathways to Work was rolled out across the whole country. According to IPPR national roll out of
Pathways to Work would cost £500 million a year.201 Over the next two years DWP will be investing £360
million to extend Pathways to Work to every part of Britain by 2008.202

Mind welcomes many of the Government’s proposals which appear to be a welcome step forward in
empowering sick and disabled people to remain in, or return to work, although details in key areas of policy
regarding employment and employability are vague.

However, Mind is concerned that the roll out of Pathways toWork beyond October 2006 will not benefit
from the same level of funding as previously and that consequently service standards will drop.

We are also worried that outcome-based contracts will mean contractors focus on getting people oV

benefit, as opposed to supporting people into suitable employment at a pace that suits them.

Reducing Number of People Going onto IB

Government intends to work in “partnership” with employers, employees, health professionals and
insurers to develop healthy work places, retain employees in work and maximise eVective rehabilitation.
Government hope that this will take the form of:

— People taking responsibility for their own health as per Choosing Health White Paper.203

— Ensuring access to occupational health advice and support for all employees.

— Engaging health care professionals so they recognise importance of work for well-being.

— Making interventions for health problems accessible so people can remain in work.

— Identifying ways to improve provision of and access to interventions for common mental health
problems.

199 Hansard 6 February 2006 : Column 597.
200 DWP Five Year Strategy—Opportunity and security throughout life (2005) Department for Work and Pensions.
201 Stanley K and Maxwell D (2004) Fit for Purpose: The Reform of Incapacity Benefit IPPR; London.
202 Hansard 24 January 2006 : Column 1307.
203 Choosing Health; Making healthy choices easier (2004) Department of Health.
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Employers

Government has worked with the Association of British Insurers to ensure that healthier workplaces
result in lower premiums for Employers’ Liability Compulsory Insurance.

Statutory Sick Pay will be reformed by:

— Simplifying SSP assessments.

— Abolishing linking periods of sickness.

— Abolishing rules that prevent employers from paying SSP where IB has been paid previously.

— Shifting central Government resources from compensating employers with high rates of sickness
to supporting employers in better sickness management.

Mind is concerned that scrapping compensation for high levels of sickness, and other changes to SSP,
may result in employers pressurising staV to return to work before they are ready or moving to dismissing
staV. We are also disappointed that this appears to be the only action Government is taking to incentivise
employers to engage with the welfare reform agenda. This is despite acknowledgement from Government
that it is essential for employers to change their culture and attitudes if the Government’s proposals are to
be successful.

Engaging Health Care Professionals

Plans include:

— Identifying specific interventions that improve outcomes with direct link to IB.

— Rewarding primary care staV who take active steps to support people to remain in or return to
work.

— “Supporting”GPs to record sickness certification and providemore robust fitness-to-work advice.

— Evaluation and audit of primary care trust staV’s ability to limit movement onto IB.

— Piloting occupational health line for GPs.

— National education programme for GPs on health and work.

— Trial placement of employment advisers in GP surgeries.

Mind is concerned that rewarding primary care staV in this way may alter the practitioner-patient
relationship and skew the primary motivation of staV from being patient-centred to target-driven. The
placement of employment advisers in surgeries may mean that some patients are disinclined to attend their
surgery if they feel that they will be pressured back to work. Any placement should be of advisers able to
give comprehensive advice on employment, welfare benefit/tax credit entitlement, housing issues etc. Amore
practical issue is that of available space in GP surgeries. Any advice must be delivered in confidential areas.

Changes to JSA

— Enforce rules whereby JSA claimants must exhaust two permitted spells of short-term sickness
within a 12 month period before moving to IB.

— Introduction of return from illness interviews.

— More proactive sickness management of JSA claimants.

Mind is concerned that the primary motivation for this change is to prevent movement from JSA to IB,
rather than providing appropriate support for people to get back to work where they can do so. These
proposed changes should only go ahead if JSA staV are provided with comprehensive, ongoing training on
mental health issues.

Route to New Benefit

Holding Benefit at
Jobseekers 
Allowance rate. 
Medical certificate 
required.

Conditional or 
unconditional 
ESA

Statutory 
Sick Pay

Jobseekers’ 
Allowance/
Income 
Support

Eligibility Gateway.
Assessment of
functionality and
whether a claimant
is capable of taking
part in work - 
related activity
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Building on Pathways to Work, Government’s plans for further reform are as follows:

— New claimants will initially receive what is currently being termed a “holding benefit”. This benefit
will be paid at the same rate as Job Seekers’ Allowance (JSA).

— After eight weeks, claimants will be asked to attend a Work-Focussed Interview (WFI).

— After 12 weeks claimants will be subject to a medical assessment and an assessment of
employability and related support needs.

— These assessments will be the gateway to a longer-term benefit, Employment and Support
Allowance (ESA). Receipt of ESA will be either conditional or unconditional depending on an
applicant’s assessed functionality.

— Conditional ESA will require claimants to engage in work-focussed interviews and agree to an
action plan focussed initially on rehabilitation and then return to work activities in return for
which they would receive a conditional extra payment. It is expected that the vast majority will be
assessed as being suitable for the conditional ESA route.

— If claimants do not comply with the conditions associated with their benefit, their income will be
cut “in slices” and can be cut by up to 25%.

— People with “severe functional limitations” will receive unconditional ESA. These claimants
would be encouraged to engage in some work-focussed interviews. This benefit would be paid at
a rate higher than conditional ESA.

Mind is concerned that staV charged with deciding whether a claimant should receive conditional or
unconditional ESA, will not be adequately trained on mental health issues.

Conditionality and Sanctions

There is a clear statement that the benefit structure and conditionality requirements will only apply to new
claimants. However, DWP propose to “work more proactively” with existing claimants “balancing their
responsibilities to prepare for a return to work with the need to treat them fairly.” Existing claimants in
Pathways to Work areas will, over time, be required to attend more frequent work focussed interviews.

“As resources allow” DWP want to subject existing claimants in non-Pathways to Work areas to Work
focussed interviews.

The number of sanctions imposed in Pathways to Work areas equates to 0.4% of applications for IB in
those areas.204

Mind is concerned that there is no evidence that conditionality is a necessary element of the reformed
benefit regime. We have also been contacted by a number of mental health service users who get IB, who
are alarmed by the Government’s proposals and fear that they will be pressurised to return to work when
they are not able to do so, at the risk of losing up to 25% of their income.

Work Related Activities

— Government expects “most” claimants will be capable of and benefit from some form of activity
or employment.

— Only people deemed to have severe functional limitations will be exempt from mandatory work-
related activities. All others will be obliged to engage in these activities or lose a proportion of
their benefit.

— At the moment, work-related activity is defined quite widely, but does include “independent job
searches”.

— Government intends to use private and voluntary sector agencies to provide back-to-work advice
and support.

Mind is concerned that people with mental health problems will be obliged to sign up to action plans of
work-related activities that, were they to experience a deterioration in their mental health, they would not
be able to fulfil. It is Mind’s view that full entitlement to benefit should not be dependent on engagement in
work-related activities. Further, if action plan sign up is to be imposed, there must be flexibility around
reviewing the plan to avoid people with mental health problems being locked into plans they cannot fulfil
and being sanctioned as a consequence.

We are very concerned that “independent job search” may be included in claimants’ actions plans, as this
will, in eVect, require claimants to actively seek work in order to receive their full benefit entitlement.

204 Blyth Bill (2006) Incapacity Benefit reforms—Pathways to Work Pilots performance and analysis DWP; London.
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Fluctuating Conditions

DWP see three scenarios in relation to fluctuating conditions:

— Health condition has varying impact on person on daily/weekly basis.

— Health condition worsens, but is likely to improve or person needs period of hospitalisation.

— Health condition is progressive.

In relation to the first two cases Personal Advisers should agree action plans which reflect these variations.
DWP acknowledge that there might be cause to suspend action plans until the condition improves
suYciently to enable claimant to re-engage with plan, but expects this will only be the situation in a small
number of cases.

Mind is concerned that both medical and non-medical DWP staV are insuYciently trained on mental
health issues to make the necessary nuanced assessments envisaged above.

Review ofMedical Assessment

Green Paper states that the new medical assessment should “reflect the type of [mental health] conditions
prevalent today.”

Government plans to reform benefit gateway to include:

— Professional assessment of eligibility for financial support based on functional capability. This will
be evidence provided by medical practitioners.

— Assessment of capability to take part in work-related activities and benefit from interventions.
Other health care professionals may carry this out.

— Identification of people with severe functional limitations.

Mind is concerned that DWP staV, including doctors carrying out medical assessments of claimants, will
not have suYcient knowledge ofmental health issues.More broadly, we fear thatGovernment does not have
suYcient understanding of the causes of mental health problems nor an accurate view of the supposed ease
with which people are signed oV sick and receive IB.We fear this indicates a worrying lack of understanding
about how stigmatising mental health problems are and the powerful impact that they have on
individual’s lives.

PermittedWork

— From October 2006 people reclaiming IB will be entitled to their previous rate of benefit at the
point of their reclaim, there will be a “linking period” of two years rather than one.

— People who have returned to benefit via the linking rules route will be able to do so without having
to wait the current six months before doing so.

The Green Paper also refers to changes to permitted work to “ensure that we oVer the clearest possible
incentives into work” in the ESA system. This will include improved support from personal advisers and
opportunities for people to try out self-employment.

Mind very much welcomes improvements to the permitted work system that better facilitates claimants’
ability to take up part time work whilst still receiving benefit. However, we await details of the proposed
incentives to work before making our welcome unreserved.

Fraud and Appeals

— According to the OECD the UK has one of the most stringent disability benefit gateways in the
world.205

— According to the DWP fraud rates are less than 0.5%.

— Last year’s report by the President of Appeals Tribunals found that 50% of IB appeal cases
surveyed were found in favour of the claimants. In almost 80% of these cases information from
the medical assessment, known as the Personal Capability Assessment (PCA), was found wanting.

— In half of overturned cases medical reports under-estimated the severity of the claimant’s
disability.206

DWP’s view is that more frequent engagement with future claimants will reduce fraud and error.

DWP also want to randomly check IB cases to identify people who “prolong unnecessarily their time on
the protected level of incapacity benefit.” DWP will create a dedicated team to carry out these checks.

205 Stanley et al (2004) Fit for Purpose IPPR.
206 Report by the President of Appeal Tribunals on the Standards of Decision-making by the Secretary of State 2004–05 (2005).
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DWP intend to review appeals procedure as they believe the high rate of overturned IB decisions indicates
that there is something wrong with the appeals system.

In the longer term, DWP plans “use of the proposed identity card across all DWP businesses”.

Mind is concerned that the proposed fix to the high claimant appeal success rate is mistaken. This high
success rate does not necessarily indicate a problemwith the appeal system. Rather, it highlights deficiencies
in the front line assessment and/or decision-making by DWP doctors and Jobcentre Plus staV.207 Instead of
introducing another layer of bureaucracy into the system, there should be investment in good quality and
ongoingmental health training for all staV involved in carrying out assessments andmaking decisions about
a claimant’s entitlement to benefit.

We are also very worried about the proposal to carry out spot checks on claimants who are getting benefit
having fulfilled all eligibility criteria. Currently, someone receiving IB who is not exempt from the Personal
Capability Assessment (PCA) will have their eligibility for benefit reviewed via further PCAs, on a regular
basis. To add to this seems unnecessary and will introduce fear and uncertainty into the lives of those
claimants, which may well result in the deterioration of some claimants’ mental health.

We note the proposal on ID cards and fear that this may well cause diYculties for people with mental
health problems.

Age Additions

Currently people aged under 35 and 45 at the time of their incapacity for work get £16.05 and £8.05 per
week respectively on top of their long term IB, once they become entitled to it.

ESA will not contain age additions as these “send the message to young people who are disabled early in
life that society does not think it is a worthwhile aim for them to aspire to participate in the world of work.”

Adult Dependants

Currently, subject to mean-testing of dependants, IB recipients get £45.70 per week for that dependant.

ESA will not contain an adult dependency element.

Expected Reform Timetable

Close of consultation 21April 2006; welfare reformbill tabled July 2006; enacted February 2007; enforced
from 2008.

On the basis on the proposals put forward Mind is concerned that Government does not appear to have
suYcient understanding of the causes of mental health problems nor of the diYculties of living with mental
health problems. It also seems that Government has a skewed perception of how diYcult it is for people to
be signed oV sick and receive IB.We fear this worrying lack of understanding about how stigmatisingmental
health problems are and the profound impact that they have on individual’s lives, may result in a reformed
benefit that, in eVect, works to the detriment of some claimants’ mental health.

Sue Christoforou, Policy OYcer

Memorandum submitted by Rethink

Executive Summary

For years, the Incapacity Benefit system has failed people with mental illness in a number of diVerent
ways. Some people wish to get back to work, but fear losing their income entirely if they become unable to
work and lack training opportunities. Others are unable to work, but do not receive the benefit which they
are entitled to, due to ignorance of mental health problems among both assessors and DWP staV. All are
caught in a paradoxical situation whereby if they take steps to becoming more capable of work, they risk
losing their benefit. Finally, the benefits system is complex and consequently diYcult for claimants to
understand.

The proposal to overhaul Incapacity Benefit radically hence represents a great opportunity to create a
system which promotes work opportunities for people with mental illness, allays their fears about loss of
income and guarantees a decent level of income when they feel unable to work.

Rethink believes that the Pathways model has some positive aspects in providing support to people with
mental illness, notably the inclusion of ConditionManagement programmes specific to people with mental
illness. However, the inclusion of conditionality and sanctions in the Pathways model is of little relevance

207 Report by the President of Appeal Tribunals on the Standards of Decision-making by the Secretary of State 2004–05 (2005)
The Appeals Service.
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to people with mental illness, the vast majority of whom already wish to work, but simply lack the support
and guarantees they need to do so. Pathways pilots have also failed to address the critical problem of
employer discrimination.

Resources should be focused on addressing the real problems of people with mental illness in accessing
work:

— Employer discrimination.

— Lack of knowledge of mental illness and mental health services among DWP staV.

— Lack of qualifications for work.

— Low confidence and self esteem, partly due to mental health professionals’ negative
characterisations of people’s potential.

— Disincentives to work within the benefits system, particularly relating toHousing Benefits, Income
Support, Disability Living Allowance (DLA) and passported benefits such as prescription charges
and free school meals.

The proposal to introduce a two-tiered benefit is inherently flawed.We do not believe that a clear division
can be made between people with “more severe” and “less severe” health conditions. Current assessments
for eligibility for Incapacity Benefit fail to capture people’s real capabilities and disabilities. There is no
proven tool for further dividing those receiving Incapacity Benefit. The two-tiered benefit proposal is of
particular concern to people with mental illness, who generally have fluctuating conditions and hence may
need to move between the two tiers at diVerent times. Current administrative delays within the DWP do not
suggest that an immediate movement between two tiers would be easy to achieve.

The voluntary sector has an important role to play in supporting people with mental illness to find and
remain in employment. Amongst users of mental health services, voluntary sector services are viewed with
less suspicion than DWP services. Voluntary organisations with particular expertise in mental illness are
well-placed to provide holistic support to individuals wishing to find employment, including:

— Condition management programmes focused specifically onmental illness (and, where necessary,
support prior to participation in programmes).

— Advice on job searches, suitability of employment opportunities, completion of application forms
and interview technique.

— Information about the Disability Discrimination Act and its relevance to people with mental
illness.

— Support to plan for the future once a job has been found, so that actions have been agreed in
advance should a person be unable to continue working.

— Advice on how to discuss mental health conditions with an employer and colleagues.

These services could also advise employers on best practice in employing people with mental illness.

The reform of incapacity benefit represents an important opportunity to eliminate the contradictions of
the current system and provide the support that people with mental illness need to help them to recover a
better quality of life.

Introduction

Over one third of people claiming Incapacity Benefit (IB) have a mental health problem and the
proportion is even greater among young people (DWP, 2005b). Any reform of Incapacity Benefit must
therefore take account of the particular experiences, needs and aspirations of people with mental health
problems.

Rethink is a well-established mental health charity and now provides almost 400 services across England
and Northern Ireland, including 33 employment services. We also have over 7,000 members, including
people who have mental illness and their carers, and a 30-year history of campaigning on their behalf.

It is essential that the views and experiences of people withmental illness receiving incapacity benefit form
part of the policy debate about how to reform the benefit.

A. Lessons from Pathways toWork

(a) Need for further evaluation

1. Extensive evaluation of the experiences of people with mental illness in the Pathways to work pilot
areas has not yet been undertaken. Our remarks below are hence constrained by the lack of substantive data
on the success of Pathways.

2. We understand that further research on claimant experiences’ is due to be published in early 2006.
Given that a national roll-out of Pathways would be extremely expensive, costing around £500 million
(Stanley et al, 2004), we believe it is essential that scrutiny of this research informs the reform process.
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Further information breaking down the aggregated oV-flow from IB in the Pathways areas is of particular
importance, including information about what kind of jobs people with mental illness moving into
employment are taking.

(b) Role of the Personal Adviser

3. Pathways evaluation has revealed how critical the individual’s relationship with the Personal Adviser
and his/her understanding of the claimant’s situation and health condition is to positive experiences of the
scheme. Particularly close relationships are formed with Personal Advisers who understand a claimant’s
situation and health problems (DWP, 2005a).

4. Where good relationships are formed, Personal Advisers become trusted supporters of claimants, who
can exercise influence over claimants’ decisions. Personal Advisers can be influential in persuading claimants
to take up services external to Jobcentre Plus if they have a good relationship with the claimant (DWP,
2005a).

5. There seem to be a number of factors influencing whether a good relationship is formed on not. Firstly,
the Personal Adviser’s understanding of the claimant’s situation and health condition, especially in relation
to the type of jobs suggested, seems to be critical. People with negative perceptions of participation in the
pilots tend to be those who believe they have been oVered unsuitable jobs by their personal advisers (DWP,
2005a). Some Personal Advisers do not seem to have this understanding currently—some often look at jobs
that seem to claimants to be unsuitable for their health condition (DWP 2005a). There seems to be a
particular lack of understanding of mental health problems—symptoms are often dismissed as “laziness”
and claimants perceived as requiring “a kick up the backside” rather than support and understanding.
Personal Advisers themselves report that they lack experience and knowledge about mental illness and
mental health services (NatCen Social Research, 2004).

6. Secondly, the degree of personalisation seems important. Focusing on individual needs and aspirations
is a valuable aspect of the work-focused interview scheme (DWP, 2005a).

7. Thirdly, there is an important dynamic between the relationship with the Personal Adviser and the
perceived use of compulsion. Personal Advisers are more valued when they are perceived as “supportive”,
“not pushy” and “sympathetic” (DWP, 2005a). Where there is a perception of force or pressure, this may
generate a feeling of “mixed messages” being given, as “IB doctors” have seemingly said that someone is
unfit for work, but subsequently an IB Personal Adviser has encouraged or forced that person into work
(DWP, 2005a). Not feeling pressured and having a choice are valuable aspects of the work-focused interview
scheme (DWP, 2005a).

(c) Sanctions

8. Initial evaluation of the Pathways pilots makes a case for participation beyond the first work-focused
interview being optional. An emphasis on voluntary participation helps tomake an impression on claimants
(DWP, 2005a). We have heard anecdotal reports that Personal Advisers do not like using sanctions as a way
of forcing attendance at work-focused interviews.

9. Perversely, sanctions seem only to work for those who already feel ready for work and only serve to
alienate those who do not feel ready for work and cause a deterioration in health, rather than motivating
them. Those who are already focused on returning to work respondmore positively to the loss of incapacity
benefit than those who are not ready for work (DWP, 2005a). For those who are not ready for work, a
withdrawal of incapacity benefit may serve only to focus attention on regaining benefit rather than finding
work, worsen existing mental health problems and reduce trust in the Personal Adviser (DWP, 2005a).

10. In fact, circumstances external to Pathways may be the most important factors motivating claimants.
External factors are important in motivating people to consider a return to work, for example finding a new
source of support or starting new activities (DWP, 2005a). Work-focused interviews may be perceived more
positively by claimants whose aspirations and circumstances change independently of the Pilot (DWP,
2005a). Those who did not feel ready to work resented attendance at a series of work-focused interviews,
but not one alone (DWP 2005a). Those who feel ready for work have more positive experiences in work-
focused interviews, contact their Personal Advisers more frequently in an informal way, feel more involved
in the creation of action plans and are more likely to use services or take up opportunities (DWP 2005a).
As the evaluation report states, “it seems that personal motivation to get back to work, and perhaps changes
in circumstances, may be needed first before people are ready to seek help” (DWP, 2005a)

11. Positive experiences in the pilot seemed to be dependent on timing. Some claimants in Pathways areas
felt that work was discussed with them at the wrong time, eg as they were coming to terms with a physical
or mental health problem or diagnosis (DWP 2005a). Claimants seem to be happy when they are given
information perceived as relevant to their circumstances and aspirations (DWP, 2005a).

12. Hence, the most eYcient and eVective system may be one which allows people to approach services
at a point when they feel ready, rather than requiring people to attend at a point which may not be
productive. Client initiation in accessing services helps to ensure that services meet their needs (DWP,
2005a). As the evaluation report says: “There is support for the argument that benefit recipients are best
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placed to decide how and when continued support through work-focused interviews occurs . . . It could be
that once people are aware of what options they can take and what services or opportunities are available
to them they are best placed to decide when that help is most usefully employed, having taken account of
other factors in their lives” (DWP, 2005a).

13. How people are made aware of the options available is an important issue.

(d) Communication and Information

14. There is an information gap for claimants in Pathways areas. Claimants feel that there is not enough
advice available in making a claim and on benefit entitlements more generally (DWP 2005a). People are
disappointed that Personal Advisers cannot oVer advice on Housing Benefit, Council Tax benefit, Income
Tax rebates, free prescriptions and DLA claims (DWP, 2005a). It is essential that claimants’ needs are
perceived holistically. Given the important role of the Personal Adviser and his/her understanding of an
individual’s needs and aspirations, it seems sensible for claimants to receive information on job
opportunities and benefit entitlement from him or her rather than expecting claimants to visit many diVerent
professionals in order to receive this information.

15. This lack of information about other benefits is particularly important for people with severe health
conditions. Even taking steps towards voluntary work, for example, can lead to a re-assessment of
entitlement to Disability Living Allowance (DLA). This is significant, given that almost one third of people
receiving Incapacity Benefit also receive DLA (Strategy Unit, 2004). In order to become trusted advisers,
Personal Advisers need to be able to give some information and guidance in relation to knock-on eVects
such as this, which will aVect an individual’s income enormously. A failure to provide such advice and
information will lead to distrust between Personal Adviser and claimant.

16. There also seem to be major communication problems, with new initiatives not being understood by
claimants. Misunderstandings persist among Pathways participants about the eVect of Return to Work
Credit on liability for council tax and rent (DWP, 2005a).

17. Many IB claimants in Pathways areas believe that the purpose of the first work-focused interview is
to investigate their benefit eligibility and possibly withdraw their benefit and force them into work (DWP,
2005a). Explanation of how benefits could be aVected by non-attendance at the fist work-focused interview
was “threatening” (DWP 2005a). StaV at Rethink services in Pathways areas have reported that letters sent
to claimants to invite them to an initial work-focused interview are unclear and seem threatening to people
with mental health problems. If an initial meeting is considered necessary to inform people of the options
available to them, the wording of this letter needs to be sensitive, to avoid making claimants fearful and
worsening mental health conditions.

18. People with severe mental illness, in particular, may be unlikely to open letters—this method of
communication may therefore be inappropriate for some. Amore flexible approach to communication with
claimants, especially where failure to understand could lead to sanctions, is essential.

19. Claimants experience more general problems with the format and content of DWP literature.
Administrative ineYciency and error, the pace of proceedings and the size and “confusing” nature of
application forms are experienced by those claiming IB (DWP 2005a).

20. There is little consistency in language used. Disability Rights Commission language, used to explain
theDisabilityDiscriminationAct, is seen as too legalistic and is particularly confusingwhen compared with
the language used by Jobcentre Plus (DWP, 2005a).

21. For some claimants, there is a problem of privacy in Jobcentre Plus (DWP 2005a). This may
particularly be a problemwhere people are discussingmatters they consider very sensitive and personal, such
as mental health problems.

(e) Services

22. There is evidence of services’ success in helping claimants to find work: those who find work may be
more likely to have used either Pilot or external services (DWP, 2005a).

23. The intervention of certain professionals seems particularly valuable to claimants, including work
psychologists, occupational therapists and job brokers (DWP, 2005a). Some claimants would turn to job
brokers first for help in finding employment (DWP, 2005a), because of their oVer of continued support and
“back up” and the ability to contact them at any time. The support oVered by Job brokers seems to be
especially important for those concerned about not coping with work.

24. Training is also valued because of flexible attendance and opportunity to socialise (DWP, 2005a).
However, there seems to be a lack of opportunity for work trials and work experience (DWP, 2005a).

25. However, barriers to accessing some services persist and Pathways does not seem to have addressed
this issue. Stigma is a major barrier to people accessing mental health services in Pathways areas, whether
specialist services or counselling or medication services in primary care (DWP, 2005a).
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(f) Financial Support

26. The financial support oVered to claimants in Pathways areas seems to be eVective for some. Return
to Work credit and the Adviser Discretionary Fund not only motivate some people to return to work, but
also allows those already focused on returning to work to work fewer hours, thus putting less pressure on
themselves and risking a deterioration of their health condition (DWP, 2005a). The Adviser Discretionary
fund may be particularly important in motivating people to start their own businesses (DWP, 2005a).

27. However, there are some areas where increased financial support has not been provided to facilitate
a return towork and this seems to be necessary. Loss of free prescriptions is a reason for some people’s belief
that they would not be better oV in work (DWP, 2005a).

28. The Return to Work credit piloted in Pathways areas is currently only paid for one year. Whilst this
is a useful incentive for people to return to work, the time period seems too restricted. People working in
low-paid jobsmay find that after a year, they are worse oV financially thanwhen theywere receiving benefits.
This disincentive to work may be discouraging to people with mental illness and should be addressed.

29. Furthermore, individual motivation also plays a role here. “The use and helpfulness of financial
support appears to be dependent on the benefit recipient first deciding that they are ready to return to work”
(DWP, 2005a)

(g) Condition Management

30. Condition management appears to be most eVective when it is condition-specific and includes one-
to-one support and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT). Condition-specific programmes based on CBT
help at least some people to return to work, through improving mental health, confidence and encouraging
people to look for work (DWP, 2005a). Condition management programmes not focused on specific
conditions may have less impact—participants feel frustrated with what is perceived as basic and general
help; some feel they need individual sessions with a psychologist (DWP, 2005a).
31. One-to-one support for people with mental health problems, prior to involvement in condition
management programmes, may be necessary (DWP, 2005a). Rethink has experience in running a Condition
Management programme in one of the Pathways areas and on the basis of this experience support the
provision of such support. For people lacking confidence and social skills, the prospect of engaging in group
sessions in an unfamiliar environment is daunting—hence one to one support in a familiar setting, perhaps
the claimant’s home, should be available.

(h) Health Services

32. The importance of the role of health professionals and health service provision has been highlighted
in the Pathways evaluation. GPs can be influential in persuading claimants to take part in Condition
Management Programmes (DWP, 2005a). Occupational Therapy services are found to be beneficial by
some, as an adjunct to ConditionManagement Programmes and may be more useful as such sessions focus
on specific needs (DWP, 2005a).

33. However, lack of service provision impact on an individual’s ability to participate in Pathways. This
particularly relates to areas where service provision has long waits to see an NHS psychologist (DWP,
2005a).

(i) Other Jobcentre Plus StaV

34. StaV at Jobcentre Plus are seen as generally “rude” emotionless or judgemental, even where
relationships with a Personal Adviser were positive (DWP, 2005a). However, as with Personal Advisers, an
understanding of claimants’ individual situations can improve the relationship: other staV’s support is
helpful where they understand people’s needs (DWP, 2005a). Disability Employment Advisers are
important if they understand people’s needs and are proactive in looking for work opportunities (DWP,
2005a).

(j) Prioritisation of Support

35. Our experience is that in Pathways areas, there is a tendency to focus support on those perceived as
closest to the labour market or those who seem easiest to deal with. This seems to be a problem for people
with mental illness. Personal Advisers themselves report that they find people with mental illness the most
diYcult group to work with (NatCen Social Research 2004). StaV time seems to be lacking for those who
are furthest from the labour market, even if these individuals are motivated to take steps towards work.

36. StaV time is further focused too heavily on achieving the goal of full-time employment, rather than
also supporting other important steps taken by claimants, such as part-time work and volunteering
opportunities. Personal Advisers’ targets still focus solely on the outcome of full-time work. Whilst some
people with severe mental illness may wish to work full-time, others may feel that they are not currently
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ready for this, that full-time work may risk a deterioration in their mental health, or that they will never be
able to achieve this goal. It is essential that Jobcentre Plus staV being to value more highly other activities
undertaken by people with mental illness which contribute to the social capital of the local community.

(k) Supply-Side Interventions

37. The preliminary evaluation work has revealed that claimant-focused interventions need to run in
tandem with work with employers. Without supply-side interventions, work-focused interviews may create
frustration among claimants. Some claimants become frustrated and demoralised after ongoing failure to
find employment andmake progress and the perceived failure of Jobcentre Plus to help them (DWP, 2005a).

(l) Specificity of Need Among People with Long-Term Disability

38. People who have been out of work for long periods due to ill-health or disability are more likely to be
indiVerent to their involvement in the pilot and whilst wanting to work, feel that jobs may not be financially
worthwhile, are uncertain of their ability to cope with work or are unable to find suitable work (DWP,
2005a). The Pathways model may not be useful for this group and specific services may be necessary.

39. Furthermore, people who have a history of ill-health and experience of Jobcentre Plus may be
sceptical of employment services’ staV ability to “follow through” (DWP, 2005a). Hence, it may be more
eYcient for services for these groups to be tailored more specifically to their needs.

B. A New Structure for Incapacity Benefit

(a) A Dual Benefit—Lack of Mechanism

40. We are concerned by the proposal to introduce a dual benefit which attempts to distinguish between
those who with more severe and more manageable conditions.

41. We have seen no evidence of mechanisms by which a clear distinction could be made between these
two groups. The Personal Capability Assessment used currently is a bad indicator of severity of condition
(see paragraphs 64–67 below). A workable mechanism would at the very least need to be based on a more
holistic model of disability, rather than the medical model currently used. The assessment process would
need to involve a far wider variety of health professionals, including occupational therapists and advocates.

42. Even if both groups are paid the same rate of benefit, a failure to assess accurately someone’s condition
would result in unfairness. Some people being asked to fulfil conditions that they can’t and some people
being exempted from conditions that they could fulfil. This is unfair for the former group and may even
contravene Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, which stipulates the need to avoid
imposing unnecessary and undue hardship. The latter group would also be disadvantaged and feel that their
potential is not being recognised, running the risk of decreasing their confidence in their ability to find
employment.

43. This system also runs the risk of creating significant geographical variations, as individual assessors
in each locality may interpret guidance diVerently. This is a particular danger in the area of mental illness,
which is understood far less well by health professionals and DWP staV than physical conditions.

44. The proposal for an assessment to take place within the first 12 weeks of a new claim seems unrealistic
with regard to mental health conditions. People with mental illness often find that their diagnosis changes
frequently in the first stages of illness.

(b) Conditionality and Public Support

45. There seems to be little public support for conditionality in relation to Incapacity Benefit (Dwyer,
2000). Public support for conditionality in relation to any benefit is contingent on any scheme taking into
account social circumstances and being well implemented (Dwyer, 2000). There does not currently seem to
be a mechanism to do this in a suYciently accurate manner.

46. Support for policies which encourage people into work, rather than imposing conditions seems to be
far more widespread. 43% of the public oppose conditionality for any benefit and would prefer policies that
assist people into work, believing that compulsion is counter-productive (Dwyer, 2000). In relation to
incapacity benefit, there does not seem to be support among the public for compulsion, but instead for
encouragement (Dwyer, 2000).We hence believe that resources should be invested in these measures, rather
than in enforcing conditions.
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(c) Fluctuating Conditions

47. There is a major problem for people who have fluctuating conditions. The proposals ignore the
dynamic nature of disability, which is nowwidely understood. This is particularly important for people with
mental illness.

48. It may be assumed that people with severe mental illness would automatically be placed in the “severe
conditions” group and hence have little or no conditions attached to their benefit entitlement, we should not
make this assumption. Currently, people with mental illness are in theory exempt from the Personal
Capability Assessment (PCA), but in practice ignorance of mental health problems and the restrictive
definition of “severe mental illness”, relating to inclusion in the Care Programme Approach, often leads to
people being required to undergo PCAs. Rethink has identified at least 50,000 people living in the
community with severe mental illness who are not included in the Care Programme Approach. Any system
which relies on contact with mental health services to define who is in reality experiencing severe mental
illness runs the risk of failing to provide support to those who already have least support from the health
service.

49. People who seem to have more moderate mental health problems may in fact experience even more
extreme fluctuations. People with reactive depression or stress-related disorders may find taking steps
towards work frightening and stressful and hence adhering to conditions imposed may in fact trigger a
deterioration in mental health. A perverse situation may therefore arise, whereby those perceived as having
more manageable conditions and hence “ready for work” are in fact propelled into a worse condition and
become less “ready for work” through adherence to conditions.

(d) Stigma

50. Stigma is a major problem for people with mental illness: it is both a barrier to accessing services and
to finding employment. Stigma, prejudice and discrimination are themost significant reasons for peoplewith
mental illness being unable to return to work (Cullen, 2004). Proposing a benefit which divides people into
two groups, one “more” and one “less” able to work risks further stigmatising those placed in the latter
group.

C. Support for People withMental Illness to Return toWork

51. The reform of incapacity benefit presents a real opportunity to improve the lives of the thousands of
people with severe mental illness currently receiving incapacity benefit, who wish to do some form of work
but lack the support necessary to do so. The current structure is failing many people with severe mental
illness.

52. However, the Pathways pilots seem to be of little relevance to people with severe mental illness. As
previously mentioned, preliminary evaluation has indicated that people with a long-term disability or health
condition did not benefit from participation in Pathways as much as other claimants. This finding confirms
previous research: if people with disabilities and health problems claim benefits within a regime that doesn’t
support their particular needs, they remain inactive (IPPR). Hence, for example, disabled people moved
from IB to Jobseeker’s Allowance had the worst record of all health groups (Stanley, 2004).

53. There is no evidence that the problem of unemployment among disabled people is one of motivation.
People with mental illness have the highest “want to work” rate of any disability group (SEU, 2004). Hence
the suggestion that such unemployment should be tackled through the application of sanctions and the
imposition of conditions on benefit entitlement is unsound. The application of sanctions and conditions is
particularly unhelpful for people with severe mental illness and may create fear and worsen their health
conditions. It is important to remember that the majority of people with severe mental illness will at some
point have experienced compulsory treatment in hospital for their condition. The use of sanctions is hence
particularly unhelpful for this group.

54. There is good evidence, however, of employer discrimination and some evidence of a lack of skills
amongst people with mental illness—this is where resources should be focused.

55. There are a number of issues aVecting people with mental illness, which the Pathways pilots have
failed to address.

(a) Claimants’ Fears

56. People withmental illness claiming IB have historically experienced a number of fears. First, they fear
taking any steps towards work, in case this triggers a review of their benefit entitlement (Work and Pensions
Committee, 2003). This particularly applies to voluntary work, as capacity to engage in voluntary work is
often perceived by Jobcentre Plus staV as an ability to engage in the competitive labour market, despite the
obvious diVerences (particularly flexibility) between voluntary work and full-time paid employment. This
perception of voluntary work by the DWP needs to be challenged.
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57. Due to these fears, we have heard reports of people with mental illness overmedicating prior to work-
focused interviews or personal capability assessments in an attempt to overcome their nervousness. Hence,
people may not present their usual condition when in attendance at these appointments. In order for staV
to be able to conduct accurate assessments of people’s capacity for work, it is hence essential to take steps
to allay claimants’ fears and certainly not compound them through threatening communication.

58. Media messages about conditionality put out by the DWP press oYce add to the fears of claimants.
There is a need to moderate language of press releases and politicians’ “talking tough” or there is a danger
of compounding fear among people with mental illness. We have already received a significant number of
calls regarding reform to IB, even before precise proposals have been announced. People with mental illness
may experience relapse if their anxiety levels are heightened. Over-strong media messages risk leading to a
deterioration in claimants’ mental health and hence adding to health costs.

(b) Social Exclusion and Low Confidence

59. IB claimants with mental health problems are particularly likely to be socially isolated and excluded
(SEU, 2004). There are consequently low levels of confidence among people and low skill and qualification
levels, often because the onset of mental illness has disrupted education. 40% of people on IB have no
qualifications, 15% have poor basic skills and one third have been out of work for at least two years before
claiming IB (Strategy Unit, 2004). Disabled people are twice as likely as non-disabled people to have no
qualifications; 15% have problems with numeracy and literacy (DWP, 2002).

60. Provision of training is essential, which the Pathways Pilots did achieve. However, for many people
with mental illness, support to access and attend training may also be important, due to low levels of
confidence, self-esteem and social skills.

61. People with mental illness may also need special help to understand how to access the job market.
Thismay include help with job search skills, application forms, CVwriting as well as computer skills. Advice
should be provided to determine what sort of jobs they might apply for—many people with mental health
problems have self-esteem problems. This is sometimes as a result of negative characterisations by health
professionals of their potential. As a result, specific services which aim at raising levels of confidence,
through counselling, anxietymanagement andmentoring are necessary. Aminoritymay have unrealistically
grandiose aspirations. Such support could be oVered through drop-in services or through peer support.

(c) Risk Minimisation

62. As a result of long-standing fears and social exclusion and low confidence, people with mental illness
are often particularly fearful of the consequences of leaving benefits for employment. Few have knowledge
of linking rules (Cullen, 2004) and hence few feel confident that they would return to the same level of benefit
if they are unable to continue with employment due to health problems. Part of this relates to a lack of trust;
part relates to ineYcient administration and experience of delays in receiving arrears payments.

63. A well-advertised mechanism to ensure that people receive a guaranteed level of income is essential
in order to give people confidence to take the risk of entering employment rather than receiving benefit.
Given that knowledge of tax credits is poor among the general population as well as among people with
mental illness, it may be easier to guarantee a certain level of income through a system where people keep
their benefits whilst in work, but then pay more tax on their earnings to compensate for this. Under this
system, earnings and taxwould fall in periods of relapse or unemployment, but a basic level of incomewould
be maintained. This may require a change in ICT processes.

(d) Gateway into IB

64. The UK Personal Capability Assessment represents one of the most stringent disability gateways in
the world (OECD 2003), though there is no correlation between the stringency of the gateway and the
number of claimants (theUS has the tightest gateway in the world, but numbers of claimants have risen even
as the employment rate of disabled people has fallen—Stanley 2004).

65. Mental health descriptors in the PCA are not described in the same detail as the physical health
descriptors and hence eVects of mental illness are not properly taken into account (Cullen, 2004). Points
awarded to physical disabilities seem easier to obtain than those awarded to mental health indicators. Each
physical descriptor is allotted between three and 15 points, with 15 points being necessary to be deemed
“incapable of work”. The mental descriptors are allotted only one or two points each, with 10 points being
necessary to be deemed “incapable of work”. Yet many of the descriptors allotted one point are very serious
symptoms indeed, which would severely impact on an individual’s ability to perform work. Being “too
frightened to go out alone” is rated as one point, similarly preferring to “be left alone for six hours or more
each day”, sleep problems interfering with daytime activities, being “unable to cope with changes in daily
routine” or unable to “concentrate to read a magazine article or follow a radio or television programme”.
Those allotted two points represent even more severe barriers to work eg “often sits for hours doing
nothing”, “needs encouragement to get up and dress”, “needs alcohol before midday”, “gets upset by
ordinary events and it results in disruptive behavioural problems”, “mental problems impair ability to
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communicate with other people”, “cannot answer the telephone and reliably take a message”. The PCA
needs a radical re-design so that it is less focused on the medical model of disability. (A copy of the PCA
and physical and mental health descriptors is attached as Appendix 1).

66. Aside from the design of the form itself, there is a further problemwith the lack of knowledge of PCA
assessors. The poor level of knowledge is demonstrated in the high success rate of appeals against decisions:
in 2003, nearly 48% of appeals against the refusal of incapacity benefit were successful (DWP, 2003); 68%
are successful if the appellant and a CAB or other advisers attend (CAB, 2003). Many lack knowledge in
particular of mental illness. A wider variety of professionals need to be involved in the PCA process,
including occupational therapists. Advocacy should also be oVered to those undergoing assessment, so that
the claimants’ feelings and views are not misinterpreted.

67. Exemptions from the PCA process need wider elaboration. Currently, there is an exemption for
people with “severe mental illness”, but the definition of this is too narrow, given the generally low level of
knowledge about mental illness among healthcare professionals and DWP staV.

(e) Lack of Knowledge of Mental Illness

68. This lack of knowledge does not only impact on the eVectiveness of the PCA.A lack of understanding
ofmental illness alsomeans that Personal Advisers often suggest unsuitable job opportunities to people with
mental illness research shows that, in order to be eVective, work-related options for disabled people need to
be closely matched to individuals’ needs (Stanley et al, 2004). It also risks people with mental illness being
labelled “uncooperative” by DWP staV, as their symptoms and diYculties are not as visible as those with
physical disabilities. This is a particularly important issue, given the high level of staV discretion in
application of sanctions.

69. The failure to understand symptoms of mental illness results in unhelpful, inappropriate language
being used in communication with people with mental illness, whether written or verbal. It also translates
into a failure among DWP staV to be suYciently flexible in arrangements to meet people with mental illness
specific needs: for example, staVmay refuse to visit claimants in their homes as they do not perceive anxiety
as a major barrier to attendance at Jobcentre Plus; staVmay also schedule appointments at times which are
inconvenient for people with mental illness, given the frequency of disturbed sleep patterns among this
group; staV may not give enough advance notice of appointments, which makes it diYcult for people with
anxiety problems to adjust to the idea of attending Jobcentre Plus.

(f) Interaction with Other Benefits/Permitted Work

70. The Pathways pilots and proposed reform to IB do not provide solutions to the issue of interaction
with other benefits, including passported benefits. Unless these issues are addressed, disincentives will
remain for people with mental illness.

71. Due to these knock-on eVects, it is estimated that only half of those on IB (or income support with
a disability premium) would experience gains of more than £40 per week if they started working for 30 hours
per week at the minimum wage and received Working Tax Credits (Strategy Unit, 2004). This disincentive
to work seems to have persisted, despite the Return to Work credit oVered in Pathways areas. Some people
informed about Return to Work credit and had their income calculated still felt that they would be worse
oV if they worked, because of losing other benefits like Housing Benefit (DWP, 2005a). It is essential that
the DWP and the Treasury devise an integrated approach so that some of these other benefits continue to
be paid whilst people are working at minimum wage level.

72. Knock-on eVects need to be investigatedmore widely, to cover passported benefits such as free school
meals and prescription charges.Many people with severe mental illness are on regular medication and hence
the cost of prescriptions is of great relevance here. A Citizens Advice Bureau study showed that amongst
their clients, 50% of people paying prescription charges had diYculty aVording them and 28% fail to get all
of part of a prescription dispensed because of the cost (CAB, 2001). Significant damage may be done to a
person’s mental health if they feel forced to return to work and then, due to a lower income, feel unable to
aVord prescription charges—this could result in relapse and further unnecessary cost to the health service
in treatment. Again, an integrated approach by the DWP and the Treasury is essential to ensure that those
on low incomes, but in work, are able to receive prescriptions for medications they require.

73. The question of the interaction of other benefits also has bearing on the issue of permitted work.

(g) Permitted Work, Work Experience and Voluntary Work

74. Currently, permitted work is not financially rewarding for many people claiming Housing Benefits
or Income Support, with or without IB. The restriction of 52 weeks applying to permitted work in a non-
supported environment also fails to allow people to “try out” work over an extended period. People with
severe mental illness who have been unemployed for some time may require longer than a year of permitted
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work before they feel confident enough to take the risk of return to full-time work and loss of benefit. Self-
employment and the consequent need to respond to clients’ demands and schedulesmay not fit the permitted
work model. The interaction with other benefits means that permitted work currently is not achieving its
intended purpose of allowing IB claimants the opportunity to try out work.

75. Sometimes, the permitted work rule means that people with mental illness cannot be paid for
participating in initiatives run by the Department of Health. Service user involvement is a key principle of
the Department of Health’s mental health service improvement work, yet people with mental illness who
claim IB may be unable to receive payment for speaking at NHS conferences or sitting on NHS bodies like
Local Implementation Teams. Given that there is a disregard for people serving as local councillors, it seems
inconsistent and unfair that these other activities, promoted by a Government department, are also not
disregarded in calculation of income.

76. Opportunities for work experience exist within public sector bodies, such as the NHS, and should be
extended. Resources for managers with advice on how to support people with mental illness undertaking
such work experience should be circulated widely.

77. Volunteering opportunities need to be more widely promoted. Many Jobcentre Plus staV do not see
it as their role to discuss or encourage volunteering (Gaskin, 2004), despite oYcial Jobcentre Plus literature
emphasising the advantages of volunteering (Jobcentre Plus, 2004). A recent study suggests that Jobcentre
Plus staV do not routinely discuss the impact of volunteering on benefit entitlement: only a minority of
people (8%) in receipt of benefits had been informed of the impact that volunteering could have on their
benefits; those with a disability and those on incapacity benefit were among those least likely to have this
information given to them (Ramsay, 2005). Misinformation still appears to be common (Ramsay, 2005).
The lack of information about the interaction between benefit entitlement and volunteering seems to be a
particular problem for people with mental health problems (Clark S, 2003).

(h) Stigma of Employers

78. Stigma, prejudice and discrimination are the most significant reason for people with mental illness
being unable to return to work (Cullen, 2004). 70% of line managers do not have adequate information
aboutmental health (TheWorkFoundation, 2003). Employers need information, advice and training about
best practice in employing people with mental illness. Employers should be encouraged to develop policies
on flexible working, confidentiality and compliance with the Disability Discrimination Act. Resources on
all these issues need to be circulated by the Department for Trade and Industry. Particular attention should
be given to the issue of how the DDA relates to mental illness as this may be less obvious to employers.

79. There seems to be suspicion of the eVectiveness of campaigns focused on changing employer
attitudes—such campaigns, it is said, may only serve to highlight the diYculties of employing people with
a disability, which at present employers are often not aware of. We do not know of any evidence to back
this up.

80. Smaller employers may have more diYculty developing and implementing flexible working patterns
and making DDA adjustments. They may hence require subsidies to take on employees with mental illness,
in order to compensate for initial diYculties. These could be paid through the Access to Work scheme.
Current take-up of Access to Work for employees with mental rather than physical disabilities is low. This
should be promoted by the DTI and DWP.

81. Larger employees could get tax breaks for providing support to workforce through, for example,
Employee Assistance Programmes.

82. The UK spends only 0.02% of GDP on active labour market programmes; the European average is
0.11% (2001–02 figures).

83. It seems to be particularly diYcult for people with mental illness who were part of a profession, such
as teaching, nursing or the police force, prior to the onset of their illness, to return to these jobs. Given that
most jobs in these professions are within the public sector, the Government is in a good place to tackle
barriers to a return to work in these sectors, through stigma-reducing campaigns, introduction of more
flexible working patterns and specific recruitment drives of people with mental illness with the necessary
qualifications. Again, a joined-up strategy from the DWP, DoH, the Home OYce and the Department for
Education and Skills is necessary.

(i) In-work Support

84. People with mental illness require specific in-work support in order to enable them to retain
employment and flourish in it. This in-work support should start from the time a job is accepted, with
claimants and staV together devising plans tominimise triggers ofmental health problems and arrangements
should a crisis occur.
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85. People with mental illness fear exposing the full extent of their illness to colleagues, but in the long-
term this does not help their situation. Advice on how to broach this subject with colleagues should be given
prior to the commencement of employment. People may also be encouraged to discuss their condition more
openly where they have knowledge of their rights, particularly under the DDA.

86. Buddying schemes would help people with mental illness to maintain employment, as they could
discuss their experiences with others in similar situations. Occupational services could also provide support
to avert crises.

87. For people to maintain employment, they need access to mental health and clinical services which do
not conflict with their working hours. Many mental health services operate restricted opening hours.

(i) Those who Cannot Work

88. The average IB claimant receives £84.01 per week (DWP, 2004). The poverty line is defined as 60%
of median income, which equates to £178 per week after housing cost. Hence the average IB claimant
receives an income far below the poverty line. Yet research suggests that people with disabilities incur
significant extra costs, in areas from housing to recreation (Smith, 2004). People with mental illness may
experience relapse and short- to medium-term stays in hospital or supported accommodation, subsequently
residing in unfurnished accommodation and hence incurring significant costs. A decent level of incomemust
be guaranteed to those who are unable to work long-term due to health problems.

(k) Administrative Problems

89. Administrative diYculties continue to pose a problem to people with mental illness, who may not
have the confidence or skills necessary to complete complex forms. Problems seem to be even more severe
when dealing with Inland Revenue staV over tax credit issues. Training for these staV may also, therefore,
be necessary.

90. Even where people have appealed against a decision to end payment of IB, they have diYculties or
experience delays in payment of arrears following a successful appeal—this may result in rent arrears,
threatened eviction and homelessness. We hence believe that IB should continue to be paid at the previous
rate if a personmakes an appeal against a decision to end payment until the outcome of that appeal is know.

(l) Healthcare Professionals

91. Negative messages about ability to work and general potential given out by mental health services
have already been alluded to (see part b). It is essential that mental health service staV are educated about
the value of work opportunities for people withmental illness and the benefits of work for social integration,
quality of life and health generally.

92. Primary care staV may also need to be educated about these benefits.

93. This training is likely to be most eVective if it involves people with mental illness who have had
positive experiences of working in the delivery of the training.

D. The Role of the Voluntary Sector

94. Given the poor levels of knowledge of mental illness among DWP staV, the fears among claimants
of DWP staV, and the specific needs of people with mental illness, it seems that bodies outside the statutory
sector could play an important role in facilitating a return to work for people with mental illness.

95. Traditionalmental healthwork schemes have had a very low transition rate into external employment
of perhaps 3% per annum or less. Job brokerage schemes under the New Deal for Disabled People achieved
increased rates, with about 25% at best.

96. The Individual Placement and Support model would, in our experience, is the most eVective model
for services to support people with mental illness into work. The identifying features of this model are:

— Competitive employment in a community setting is the goal.

— Service users find and obtain jobs directly, rather than following pre-employment training.

— Vocational rehabilitation services are continuous and based in real work rather than sheltered
settings.

— Follow-up is continued indefinitely, as required.

— Services are based on users’ preferences, rather than providers’ and professionals’ judgement.

— Voluntary organisations can provide advice on alternative roles to employees if necessary.
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97. Referral to such services could come from a wide variety of sources, including GPs, specialist mental
health services, Jobcentre Plus as well as accepting self-referral. Such services would also be well placed to
provide advice and support for employers as they have particularly good understanding of the issues facing
employers.

98. Funding for these services may need to be divided between by local Health and Social Services, as
well as grants centrally from DWP.

99. Further support could be provided more widely within the voluntary sector, through provision of
volunteering opportunities. However, promotion of these opportunities through Jobcentre Plus is essential
if people with mental health problems claiming IB are to be attracted into them.

100. The voluntary sector could consider developing more opportunities for part-time work and reserve
such opportunities for those re-entering the labour market. This may present operational diYculties, but
should be investigated further.

E. Conclusion and Recommendations

(a) Pathways to Work

Rethink believes that Pathways to Work needs modifying to take account of the needs of people with a
mental illness.We believe resources would be better focused on solving the real problems confronting people
with mental illness who feel ready to and want to work.

Recommendation 1

Any roll-out of Pathways aVecting people with a mental illness should be postponed until after the
completion of further evaluation of the pilots’ success.

Recommendation 2

Personal Advisers should receive more training on mental illness in particular. This should include
training delivered by people with mental illness, to reduce stigma.

Recommendation 3

Guidance to Personal Advisers should include content on the problems people with mental illness may
have with attending appointments at short notice, to avoid people being labelled “uncooperative”.

Recommendation 4

Guidance to Personal Advisers should include advice on the wording of letters inviting people to work-
focused interviews, to ensure that such letters are not perceived as threatening.

Recommendation 5

Specific advice and materials should be provided to people with mental illness regarding the Disability
Discrimination Act and “reasonable adjustments”. These materials should be written in non-legalistic
language, which is accessible to people from a wide variety of educational backgrounds and which is
consistent with the language used by DWP staV.

Recommendation 6

Attendance beyond the first work-focused interview should not be compulsory; after this meeting, which
would advise claimants of the range of services available to them, claimants should be free to approach
services as and when they feel in need of support.
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Recommendation 7

Information about the impact of working on all benefits, including passported benefits, should be
available within Jobcentre Plus.

Recommendation 8

Job broker, work psychologist and occupational therapist services should be particularly promoted to
people with mental illness and investment in these services should be increased.

Recommendation 9

Prescription charges should not be applied to people with a mental illness in receipt of IB.

Recommendation 10

In order to ensure that it represents a real incentive to work, the Return to Work credit should not be
restricted to a one-year period, but instead should continue to be paid until a person’s income is above the
real level of benefit they previously received.

Recommendation 11

Condition Management programmes should be condition-specific and include one-to-one interventions
and CBT.

Recommendation 12

One-to-one support should be provided to people with mental illness prior to participation in Condition
Management programmes.

Recommendation 13

The provision of psychological therapies within theNHS should be increased, so that IB claimants’ return
to work is not delayed purely due to long waits for treatment.

Recommendation 14

Jobcentre Plus staV in general should receive mental health awareness training, to avoid people with
mental illness encountering a hostile or threatening atmosphere when attending Jobcentre Plus.

Recommendation 15

More subtle targets, which do not focus purely on full-time employment as a goal, should be developed
for Personal Advisers, to prevent an over-concentration on those people who are perceived as closest to the
labour market.

Recommendation 16

Guidance to Personal Advisers should stress the importance of individual motivation in finding work, so
that people who may be perceived as further from the labour market, but who feel ready and willing to start
work, receive appropriate support.

Recommendation 17

Work with employers to decrease discrimination against people with mental illness and promote
knowledge of the Disability Discrimination Act should be an integral part of Pathways. This work should
be fully co-ordinated with the National Institute for Mental Health in England’s anti-stigma programme
SHIFT.

Recommendation 18

Specific services for people with mental illness, to provide support prior to participation in condition
management programmes, the condition management programmes themselves, advice on job searching,
applications and preparation for interviews as well as in-work support to be developed.
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(b) A Dual Benefit

We do not believe that a dual benefit provides a workable or fair structure for Incapacity Benefit. If it
were introduced, it would be necessary for the following recommendations to be implemented:

Recommendation 19

A highly sophisticated mechanism for rating capabilities should be developed and piloted. This should
be based on a holistic model of disability, rather than a medical model.

Recommendation 20

A wide range of health professionals should be involved in decisions as to which tier of benefit a person
is entitled to. Occupational therapists, in particular, should play a significant part in this process. Advocacy
should be available to claimants prior to, during and after the assessment process. Involvement of a wider
range of professionals in assessment of capabilities should be piloted, prior to implementation on a wide
scale.

Recommendation 21

A quick and eYcient mechanism should be developed for people with mental illness to move between the
two tiers of benefit.

(c) Real Support for People with Mental Illness to Find Work

Resources, we believe would be better targeted at those interventions which would make a real diVerence
to the lives of people with mental illness who feel ready for work, want to work, and feel let down by the
current system, which does not help them to take the risk of starting work.

Recommendation 22

Media work by the Department ofWork and Pensions should place less of an emphasis on conditionality
and sanctions to help reduce the fears of people with mental illness and the risk of deterioration in health.

Recommendation 23

Vocational training and pre-training confidence boosting sessions should be provided to people with
mental illness, in areas in which they themselves have an interest.

Recommendation 24

A new system should be devised, to allay claimants’ fears of risk-taking by moving into work, whereby
claimants are guaranteed a certain level of income if they move in and out of work, without the need to re-
apply for benefits and hence run the risk of experiencing delays in payments. This system should be
promoted widely.

Recommendation 25

The tool for the Initial assessment of eligibility for IB (the PCA) should be radically overhauled, so that
it does not concentrate so heavily on the medical model of disability and it gives equal weight to mental and
physical health conditions. A new tool should be piloted prior to widespread implementation. Awider range
of professionals should be involved in assessments, including occupational therapists and advocates.

Recommendation 26

All DWP staV should receive mental health awareness training to ensure that people with mental illness
trying to access work opportunities do not encounter stigma or discrimination within Jobcentre Plus.

Recommendation 27

The Department for Work and Pensions and the Treasury should develop a joint strategy, looking at the
impact of full-time, part-time and permitted work on entitlement to all benefits, including passported
benefits, and remove all remaining contradictions in policy and disincentives to work.
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Recommendation 28

Earnings through involvement in NHS services should be disregarded in calculations of Housing Benefit
and Council Tax rebates.

Recommendation 29

Opportunities for work experience should be extended within all public sector bodies. Resources for
managers with advice on how to support people with mental illness undertaking such work experience
should be circulated widely.

Recommendation 30

The Department for Trade and Industry should produce a disseminate resources for employers about
employing people with mental illness, specifically focusing on flexible working, confidentiality and the
relevance of the Disability Discrimination Act and “reasonable adjustment”.

Recommendation 31

The Department for Trade and Industry and the Department forWork and Pensions should promote the
Access to Work programme more widely and particularly highlight its relevance to employing people with
mental illness. Through this scheme, subsidies should be oVered to small businesses who employ people with
mental illness.

Recommendation 32

Tax breaks should be oVered to employers who invest in Employee Assistance Programmes, which oVer
advice and assistance to people with mental illness to retain their employment.

Recommendation 33

Investment in anti-stigma campaigns should be particularly focused in public sector bodies, such as the
NHS, the police force and the education system.

Recommendation 34

Jobcentre Plus staV should give advice to people with mental illness about possible ways to discuss their
health condition with colleagues and their employer before they start work.

Recommendation 35

People with mental illness should be oVered help and support in planning for future ill-health prior to
taking up work.

Recommendation 36

Buddying schemes should be commissioned and participation advertised to people with mental illness
starting work, to allow them to access peer support and discuss and develop coping strategies.

Recommendation 37

Mental health services should operate more flexible hours, to allow people to work full-time and access
the support they need to maintain their health.

Recommendation 38

The rate of IB to increased to reflect the real cost of living for people with a disability who have been
unemployed over a long period and who may move in and out of hospital services and unfurnished
accommodation.
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Recommendation 39

IB should not be withdrawn if a person makes an appeal against a decision to withdraw it, but should be
continued until the outcome of the appeal is known.

Recommendation 40

A full programme of education and training on the benefits of work for people with mental illness to be
delivered to staV within mental health and primary care services. This should include training directly by
people with mental illness.

Recommendation 41

Voluntary organisations with expertise in mental health should be commissioned jointly by Health and
Social Services departments to provide employment services on the Individual Placement and Support
model nationwide. Such services should work with people with mental illness who are unemployed and on
a variety of benefits, giving them help and advice on job searching, filling out applications, interview
techniques as well as providing Condition Management programmes and interventions to improve
confidence and self-esteem. Services should also provide support to peoplewithmental illness once they have
found work, giving information on the Disability Discrimination Act, advice on how to discuss mental
health conditions with colleagues, and help to plan for ill-health in the future. Services should also provide
advice to employers who employ people with mental illness.

Recommendation 42

Voluntary organisations should increase in-house opportunities for work experience and volunteering
and promote these more widely.

Recommendation 43

Voluntary organisations should consider developing part-time roles specifically targeted at people with
mental illness attempting to re-enter the labour market after long-term unemployment.
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APPENDIX 1

THE PERSONAL CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT

The Physical Assessment—Descriptors and Scores

Descriptors Points

Sitting

I have no problems with sitting 0
I cannot sit comfortably at all 15
I cannot sit comfortably for more than 10 minutes without having to move from the chair 15
I cannot sit comfortably for more than 30 minutes without having to move from the chair 7
I cannot sit comfortably for more than 1 hour without having to move from the chair 3
I cannot sit comfortably for more than 2 hours without having to move from the chair 0

Rising from sitting

No problem with rising from sitting to standing 0
I cannot rise from sitting to standing 15
I cannot rise from sitting to standing without holding on to something 7
Sometimes I cannot rise from sitting to standing without holding on to something 3

Bending and kneeling

I have no problems with bending or kneeling 0
I cannot bend to touch my knees and straighten up again 15
I cannot either, bend or kneel, or bend and kneel as if to pick up a piece of paper from the floor 15
and straighten up again
Sometimes I cannot either, bend or kneel, or bend and kneel as if to pick up a piece of paper 3
from the floor and straighten up again

Walking*

I have no problems with walking 0
I cannot walk at all 15
I cannot walk more than a few steps without stopping or feeling severe discomfort 15
I cannot walk more than 50 metres without stopping or feeling severe discomfort 15
I cannot walk more than 200 metres without stopping or feeling severe discomfort 7
I cannot walk more than 400 metres without stopping or feeling severe discomfort 3
I cannot walk more than 800 metres without stopping or feeling severe discomfort 0

Walking up and down stairs*

I have no problems walking up and down the stairs 0
I cannot walk up and down one stair 15
I cannot walk up and down a flight of 12 stairs 15
I cannot walk up and down a flight of 12 stairs without holding on and taking a rest 7
I cannot walk up and down a flight of 12 stairs without holding on 3
I can only walk up and down a flight of 12 stairs if you go sideways or one step at a time 3

* Only one score (the highest) from these two sections can be counted

Standing

I have no problems with standing 0
I cannot stand unassisted 15
I cannot stand for more than a minute before needing to sit down 15
I cannot stand for more than 10 minutes before needing to sit down 15
I cannot stand for more than 30 minutes before needing to sit down 7
I cannot stand for more than 10 minutes before needing to move around 7
I cannot stand for more than 30 minutes before needing to move around 3

Using your hands

I have no problems with using my hands 0
I cannot turn the pages of a book with either hand 15
I cannot turn a sink tap or the control knobs on a cooker with either hand 15
I cannot pick up a coin which is 2.5cm (1+) or less in diameter with either hand 15
I cannot use a pen or a pencil 15
I cannot tie a bow in laces or string 10
I cannot turn a sink tap or the control knobs on a cooker with one hand, but can with the other 6
I cannot pick up a coin which is 2.5cm (1+) or less in diameter with one hand, but can with the other 6
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Descriptors Points

Reaching

I have no problems with reaching 0
I cannot raise either arm as if to put something in the top pocket of a coat or jacket 15
I cannot raise either arm to my head as if to put on a hat 15
I cannot put either arm behind back as if to put on a coat or jacket 15
I cannot raise either arm above head as if to reach for something 8
I cannot raise one arm to his head as if to put on a hat, but can with the other 6
I cannot raise one arm above his head as if to reach for something, but can with the other 0

Lifting and carrying

I have no problems with lifting and carrying 0
I cannot pick up a paperback book with either hand 15
I cannot pick up and carry a 0.5 litre (about a pint) carton of milk with either hand 15
I cannot pick up and pour from a full saucepan or kettle of 1.7 litre (about three pints) capacity 15
with either hand
I cannot pick up and carry a 2.5 kg (about 5lbs) bag of potatoes with either hand 8
I cannot pick up and carry a 0.5 litre (about a pint) carton of milk with one hand but can with 6
the other
I cannot pick up and carry a 2.5 kg (about 5lbs) bag of potatoes with one hand but can with the 0
other

Seeing

I have no problems with my sight 0
I cannot see the shape of furniture in the room 15
I cannot see well enough to read 16 point print at a distance greater than 20cm 15
I cannot see well enough to recognise a friend across the room at a distance of a least 5 metres 12
I cannot see well enough to recognise a friend across the road at a distance of at least 15 metres 8

Speaking

I have no problems with speech 0
I cannot speak 15
My speech cannot be understood by family or friends 15
My speech cannot be understood by strangers 15
Strangers have great diYculty understanding my speech 10
Strangers have some diYculty understanding my speech 8

Hearing

I have no problem with hearing 0
I cannot hear well enough to follow a television programme with the volume turned up 15
I cannot hear well enough to understand someone talking in a loud voice in a quiet room 15
I cannot hear well enough to understand someone talking in a normal voice in a quiet room 10
I cannot hear well enough to understand someone talking in a normal voice on a busy street 8

Fits or something similar

I have no problems with fits or something similar 0
I have a fit or something similar at least once a week 15
I have a fit or something similar at least once a month 15
I have had a fit or something similar at least twice in the six months 12
I have had a fit or something similar at least once in the six months 8
I have had a fit or something similar at least once in the three years 0

Coping with toilet needs

I have no problems with continence 0
I have no voluntary control over my bowels 15
I have no voluntary control over my bladder 15
I lose control of my bowels at least once a week 15
I lose control of my bowels at least once a month 15
I lose control of my bowels occasionally 9
I lose control of my bladder at least once a month 3
I lose control of my of bladder occasionally 0

TheMental Health Assessment—Descriptors and Scores

The mental health assessment is a separate part of the personal capability assessment. Like the physical
assessment it involves scoring points from descriptors but you are not shown or directed to address these
on the questionnaire. Even if you are asked to attend at a medical examination you will still not be directly
asked about all the descriptors shown below.Which descriptors are satisfied and howmany points you score
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will be based on the opinion of the doctor at the examination, together with any other evidence available,
such as the details you give on the form and notes from yourGP or anyone else helping you. The descriptors
are divided into four main areas of diYculties that you may have. Points can be scored and added together
from any of the areas and questions shown below.

Descriptors Points

Completion of tasks
I cannot answer the telephone and reliably take a message 2
I often sit for hours doing nothing 2
I cannot concentrate to read a magazine article or follow a radio or television programme 1
I cannot use a telephone book or other directory to find a number 1
My mental condition prevents me from undertaking leisure activities that I previously enjoyed 1
I overlook or forget the risk posed by domestic appliances or other common hazards due to poor 1
concentration
Agitation, confusion or forgetfulness has resulted in my having potentially dangerous accidents 1
in the three months before the day the benefit is claimed for
My concentration can only be sustained by prompting 1

Daily living
I need encouragement to get up and dress 2
I need alcohol before midday 2
I am frequently distressed at some time of the day due to fluctuation of mood 1
I do not care about my appearance and living conditions 1
Sleep problems interfere with my daytime activities 1

Coping with pressure
Mental stress was a factor in making me stop work 2
I frequently feel scared or panicky for no obvious reason 2
I avoid carrying out routine activities because I am convinced they will prove too tiring or 1
stressful
I am unable to cope with changes in my daily routine 1
I frequently find there are so many things to do that I give up because of fatigue, apathy or 1
disinterest
I am scared or anxious that work would bring back or worsen my illness 1

Interaction with other people
I cannot look after myself without help from others 2
I get upset by ordinary events and this results in disruptive behavioural problems 2
My mental problems impair my ability to communicate with other people 2
I get irritated by things that would not have bothered me before I became ill 1
I prefer to be left alone for 6 hours or more each day 1
I am too frightened to go out alone 1

Paul Corry

3 October 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted to Rethink after the publication of the
Welfare Reform Green Paper

Executive Summary

A third of people receiving Incapacity Benefit have a mental illness (DWP, 2004). It is essential therefore
that in people with mental illness are at the heart of any reform of Incapacity Benefit.

Rethink welcomes the Government’s initiative to invest further in employment support for people with
disabilities. However, we believe that additional work is essentially to ensure that people can take steps
towards work, namely measures to:

— Challenge discrimination by employers.

— Change attitudes of DWP staV towards people with mental illness.

— Educate Mental health professionals about the value of work.

— Make work pay, especially for those in debt and those able to work part-time but not full-time.

— Ensure services receive suYcient funding to provide a quality service.

We continue to be concerned about the levels of conditionality proposed in A new deal for Welfare.
Imposing conditionality on people with mental illness is likely to cause worry, anxiety and a deterioration
in mental health. This is in no-one’s interests. In an era of joined-up Government, it is essential that DWP
assesses the impact that its work may have on health and wellbeing as well as employment levels.
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1. Introduction

Rethink is a campaigningmembership charity involving people with severe mental illness and carers, with
a network of mutual support groups around the country. Rethink is also the largest voluntary sector service
provider in mental health, helping 7500 people each day.

Rethink previously submitted evidence to the Committee in September 2005. Our evidence here relates
to the detailed proposals contained in the Green Paper A new Deal for Welfare, published January 2006.

Stigma and employers

We are disappointed that the Green Paper contains so little on the issue of the stigma faced by people with
disabilities and people with mental illness in particular, even though it states that the DWP will “continue
to challenge any discrimination in employment that exists against long-term sick and disabled people” (A
new Deal for Welfare, p 30).

Currently, only 40% of employers say that they would employ someone with a mental illness (Manning,
1995). This is a clear market failure which needs to be addressed pro-actively by Government.

Successful anti-stigma campaigns are running in Scotland and New Zealand, with significantly higher
budgets than equivalent work in England—the Scottish campaign has a budget nine times higher per head
of the population than its English equivalent; the New Zealand campaign budget is 25 times higher
(SEU, 2004).

We believe that challenging employment discrimination forms an important part of work towards
Objective IV of the DWP’s Public Service Agreement target, namely:

— further improve the rights of disabled people and remove barriers to their participation in society,
workingwith other government departments, including through increasing awareness of the rights
of disabled people;

— increase the employment rate of disabled people, taking account of the economic cycle; and

— significantly reduce the diVerence between their employment rate and the overall rate, taking
account of the economic cycle.

The Strategy Unit recommended in 2005 that “employers should lead a campaign on the business benefits
of employing disabled people with input from DWP and DTI” (Strategy Unit, 2005) and that this should
follow the recommendations from the Employer Engagement Project . We have not yet heard of any
concrete plans from Government.

There are specific initiatives that need to be undertaken in relation to employers. Application forms for
employment now often ask whether a person has been detained under the Mental Health Act. Employers
must be discouraged from asking this question of applicants—it is not relevant to their capability to do any
job, nor is it an indicator of risk. Aside from enabling employer-side discrimination, this practice also deters
people with mental illness from applying for such posts.

In the absence of action to tackle stigma and discrimination, it is in our view unreasonable to put pressure
on people withmental illness to find employment through threatening cuts in benefits. It is also unnecessary.
People with mental health problems have the highest “want to work rate” but the lowest “in work rate” of
any disability group (ONS, 2003). It is conceivable that people will face continued rejection, because of their
health condition. This will be demoralising and have a detrimental eVect on health, which is in no-one’s
interest.

In the context of the disability equality duty applicable fromDecember 2006, which requires public bodies
to be proactive in promoting positive attitudes about disability and participation by disabled people, we
believe the Government’s proposals should include initiatives to encourage both Government departments
and public bodies such as schools and health care services to actively seek to employ people with disabilities,
including people with mental illness. St George’s andWest LondonMental Health Trust runs an admirable
scheme to do this.

Work-Focused Interviews and action plans

We are concerned by the proposal that:

“During the assessment phase, wewill notmake any judgement about themost appropriate benefit
for that individual. That said, we will ask all claimants to undertake awork-focused interview after
eight weeks—as is the case at present.” (A new Deal for Welfare, p 42)

The DWP has confirmed to us that Personal Advisers will continue to have discretion to waiver or
postpone these initial WFIs if they are inappropriate. They will also be able to agree adjustments to action
plans if a claimant’s condition worsens.
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Making a decision on whether to waiver or postpone claimant’s WFI or to adjust an action plan requires
good judgement. Given the low level of knowledge about mental illness among JobCentre staV, we are
concerned that incorrect decisions will continue to be made. With the introduction of tele-claiming, there
are possibilities of making incorrect judgements in this case—we are unsure as to how staV in call centres
will be able to judge whether a claimant’s initial WFI should be waivered or postponed.

There is not enough training on this issue for JobCentre staV either generally about when waivers are
appropriate or specifically about mental health issues. Personal Advisers themselves say that they lack
knowledge of and experience in mental illness (DWP, 2005).

Making work pay

A New Deal for Welfare states that one of its aims is to create: “tax and benefits policies that ensure that
work pays”.

We do not believe that the proposals do enough to ensure this. A key issue which is not addressed in the
Green Paper is debt. Peoplewith disabilities have high levels of debt, not because of profligacy but because of
their increased living costs and low levels of benefit which, in particular, do not cover one-oV costs (Leonard
Cheshire, 2005). Debt is acknowledged to be a major barrier to work, as creditors demand higher payments
of people in employment. This matter will be of particular significance to those who are only marginally
better oV in employment. The proposals need to address this barrier to work.

We are also concerned that too little thought has been given to part-time work. Many people are unable
to work full-time, but would make a valuable contribution to the economy and to their community if the
benefits system were designed so that they could more easily work part-time whilst receiving some form of
benefit or tax credit to ensure they received a decent level of income rather than remaining unemployed and
on benefit.

Service provision

We welcome the Government’s proposals for voluntary-sector involvement in the provision of
employment services. Our experience is that claimants are better able to relate to advisers from the voluntary
sector as they are not perceived as having the authority over entitlement decisions.

However, it is essential that funding for such services is at a suYciently high level to ensure a good quality
service. The added value of voluntary sector provision will be reduced if funding is too low. This is
particularly worrying given the reduced funding for the rollout of Pathways—at £360 million, the spend per
head is significantly lower than in the pilots.

If outcome incentives for service providers are put in place that fail to measure beyond simple return-to-
work and retention figures, perverse incentives will be created to target those people who are closest to work,
contradicting the Government’s statement that:

“everyone who wants to work, whatever their health condition or disability, should get the
necessary help and support to enable them to work as soon as they are able to do so.”

We welcome the introduction of employment advisers in GP surgeries—we think this will ensure that
people get access to back to work services more easily and promptly. In our view, the introduction of
employment services intoGP surgeries renders the proposal forGPs to be rewarded for their patients getting
back to work redundant. This proposal could radically undermine the relationship betweenGPs and people
with mental illness. Often, people with mental illness have a poor relationship with GPs and are suspicious
of healthcare services generally, often because of experiences of compulsory treatment. This proposal would
only make the situation worse, at a time when the Government is trying to promote primary care
involvement in mental health care.

Personal Capability Assessment and appeals

A lot depends on the redesign of the Personal Capability Assessment (PCA). Rethink believes people with
disabilities, includingmental illness, should be involved in the redesign—they knowbetter than anyonewhat
it is like to have a disability. However, the tool itself can only achieve so much—professionals using it need
more extensive training on mental health issues.

Health care professionals

The Green Paper includes proposals to conduct an awareness campaign aimed at GPs about the health
benefits of working. In our experience, many mental health staV may need the same sort of campaign,
highlighting the benefits of some work for people with mental illness. Mental health staV can be very risk-
averse andmay not promote recovery, but recommendmaintenance strategies to service users. It is essential
that they too understand the potential benefits of work for service users. Otherwise, somemay advise against
taking even voluntary steps towards work for fear of provoking relapse.
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Mental health services need to bemore accessible rather than limited to 9-5 hours in order to allow people
with mental illness to work and yet access the services they require. The Green Paper does not make
provision to ensure this.
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Supplementary note submitted by Rethink after the evidence session

I am writing further to evidence we gave to theWork and Pensions Committee on 27 February on IB and
Pathways to work. I wanted to update you with what has happened regarding the redesign of the PCA and
the involvement of mental health and other disability organisations in this.

During this session, we were asked if we had received invitations to be involved in the expert group
redesigning the PCA. At a subsequent session on 6March, you brought up this issue with John Hutton and
pointed out that many disability organisations had said that they had not yet received such an invitation—
he reassured you that letters were in the post.

Since then, we have had it confirmed by DWP that in fact we will not be invited to be part of the expert
panel—this is to consist of medical professionals such as psychiatrists, experts in occupational therapy and
occupational health. Disability groups are to form a second group, which will meet about a month later. I
am not sure of the exact remit of each group, but the sense that I got was that the expertmedical panel would
formulate possible options, which the second group would then be consulted on.

As you might imagine, we are very disappointed by this process. The most striking problem with the
current PCA is that it is overly medical and does not represent a social or holistic model of disability. Whilst
medical input is important, we think organisations representing claimants themselves—especially those with
a mental illness diagnosis—need to be involved from the start of proposals rather than in a secondary body.

I thought you should be aware of how the process seems to be turning out in practice. Please let me know
if you would like any further information or would like to meet to discuss the Green paper proposals more
generally.

Memorandum submitted by The Royal College of Psychiatrists

Summary

Principles for the new Benefits System Relevant to People with Mental Illness

— The system must be fair.

— The system must provide security.

— The system must be socially inclusive.

Employment Rates and Mental Illness

— Unemployment rates for people with all mental disorders are high.

— The largest single group of people receiving Incapacity Benefit have a common mental disorder,
which may be complicated by substance misuse.

— People with Severe Mental Illness have exceptionally high rates of unemployment—between
60–100%.

— People with long-term psychiatric disabilities are even less likely to be in employment than those
with long-term physical disabilities.

— The high rate of unemployment in those with mental illness is as much a product of social factors,
as of the personal consequences of mental illness.

— Barriers to work for people with Mental Illness include structural factors, the benefits system,
stigma and prejudice, attitudes and approaches of the health services and the lack of well run
employment schemes.

— The overwhelming majority of mental health service users want to be employed, or at least be
engaged in meaningful activity.
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— Disincentives to work include: the medical review process, permitted work rules, disruption of
income, fear of drop in income, 52-week linking rule, diYculties in getting financial support for
practical needs at work, lack of expert, independent benefits advice on return to work.

The Importance of Work

— Work is important in maintaining and promoting mental and physical health and social
functioning. Being in work creates a virtuous circle; being out of work creates a vicious circle.

— Work is important in promoting the recovery of those who have experienced mental health
problems and is a key factor in social inclusion.

— The longer that a person is oV work for illness reasons, the less chance they have of returning to
work.

Work for People with Mental Health Problems

— It is important to consider two matters: keeping people in work and getting people back to work.

— The attitudes of employers, the issuing of sickness certificates, the personal capability assessment
and incapacity questionnaire (IB50) all require examination to assist in keeping people in work.

— Aspects of the benefits system may inhibit a return to work: linking rule, permitted work,
incentives to return to work, work focused interviews, moving back to work, medical reviews,
losing out on means-tested benefits.

Services: Key Components and Research Evidence

— Overall there is a paucity of good vocational schemes in England for people with any form of
mental illness.

— For people with Common Mental Disorders there is a paucity of good quality evidence for
prevention, retention and rehabilitation of these disorders, but among the existing evidence: brief
individual therapy (mainly CBT) is beneficial and booster sessions may be subsequently needed.
When people are oVwork due tomental disorders an early return towork is aided by linemanagers
keeping in touch at least once every two weeks.

— Employers, line managers, occupational health professionals, Jobcentre Plus, GPs and mental
health professionals need to work together. There is a need to commission services that require
joint schemes between these agencies.

— Results from the Pathways to Work pilot projects are promising. Two matters require attention:
the selection of claimants taking part in the pilots and the longer term outcome of the projects.

— There is strong evidence that Supported Employment schemes (particularly Individual Placement
and Support (IPS)) are eVective in getting people with severe mental disorders into open
employment.

— The extent of work schemes in the UK is not known for certain, but there are few Supported
Employment schemes and the availability of schemes varies across the country.

— A “spectrum of opportunity” for work, training and support should be available in a
comprehensive mental health employment service in a given locality. This spectrum may include:
Prevocational Training, Supported Employment, Sheltered employment, Social Firms.

— Jobcentre Plus Advisors require training to deal with people with severe mental health problems,
better knowledge of the highly complex benefits system and disabilities and better working
arrangements with Community Mental Health Teams.

— The commissioning of vocational rehabilitation services needs to be improved and to include cross
agencies working and partnerships.

1. Mental Health Problems and Incapacity

Mental health problems are the largest single reason for people being in receipt of Incapacity Benefit,
representing some 29% of all IB claimants (this is an underestimate since many other individuals on IB will
have co-existing or unrecognised mental disorders). Mental health services receive approximately 12% of
theNHSbudget, themajority ofwhich is devoted to funding inpatient services for those with themost severe
illnesses and in acute distress.

2. Scale ofMental Illness

For the purposes of considering employment and mental health problems, it is instructive to divide those
with mental disorders into two groups: those with common mental health problems (mainly depression,
anxiety and adjustment disorders that are reactions to psychosocial stress) and those with chronic and severe
mental health problems (for example severe and chronic depression and anxiety, schizophrenia and bipolar
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disorders). Whilst these groups overlap, the latter group is more likely to have contact with secondary
mental health services and may require diVerent approaches to get into work. The problems of those with
substance misuse and learning diYculty will be considered separately.

Common Mental Disorders

Figures from both National Survey of mental disorder in GB (Meltzer et al, 1995a; Singleton et al, 2001)
show a prevalence of common mental disorders in working age adults of about 16%. Thus about 5,000,000
people in this age group in England suVer from these problems at any one time.About 6%of this population,
1,900,000 people, will develop one of these disorders in the course of a year (Singleton and Lewis, 2003).

There are significant levels of unemployment and sickness absence in thosewith commonmental disorders
(Meltzer et al, 1995b):

— Adults with neurotic disorder were four to five times more likely than the rest of the sample to be
permanently unable to work.

— Overall, 61% of men with one neurotic disorder and 46% with two disorders were working,
compared with 77% of those with no disorder. The equivalent figures in women were 58%, 33%
and 65%.

— The lowest rates of employment among people with neurotic disorders were found in those with
phobias. 43% of men and 30% of women with phobias were working.

— Among the sample with any neurotic disorder who were unemployed and seeking work, 70% had
been unemployed for a year or more (that is 7% of all people with a neurotic disorder).

— Compared to the general population, adults with neurosis were twice as likely to be receiving
Income Support (19% compared to 10%) and four to five times more likely to have invalidity
benefit (9% compared to 2%)

The vast majority of those receiving Incapacity Benefit as a result of an identified mental health problem
will be suVering from a common mental disorder, not uncommonly complicated by substance misuse. In
addition many individuals who are identified as being incapacitated by a physical illness or complaint will
have co-existing or primary mental health problem. Somatisation disorders and conditions such as Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome are an important cause of disability.

Chronic and severe mental health problems

Figures from the Labour Force Survey, suggest that the long term disabled with mental health problems
as the main diYculty represent 8% of the long-term disabled of working age. This represents about 2.5
million people of working age in England. About 1% of the population suVer from Schizophrenia, about
320,000 people.

People with long-term disability due to mental health problems are much less likely to be economically
active than those with physical or sensory impairments. 18% of the former group were in employment in
2000, compared to 52% of the latter group (Labour Force Survey—Great Britain Spring 2000).

Of the students who graduated in 2003, less than 30% of graduates with mental health problems were in
full time paid work, compared with 48% of disabled graduates and 55% of non-disabled graduates.
(Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (2005)What Happens Next?)

Figures from the OPCS survey of adults with psychotic disorders living in the community support these
findings (Foster et al, 1996). Half the sample of people surveyed was classified as unable to work, one in five
was in employment and one in eight was unemployed. These rates do not improve over time, for example
in one London Borough, unemployment rates for residents with long-term mental illness increased during
the 1990s from 80% in 1990 to 92% (Perkins and Rinaldi, 2002). For those with schizophrenia the rates of
unemployment increased from 88% to 96% during the same period. These changes occurred despite an
overall fall in unemployment rates during this period.

These low rates of employment should be considered against the facts that at least 30–40% of people who
are significantly disabled by enduring mental illness are capable of holding down a job (Ekdawi and
Conning, 1994). Many wish to be in some form of employment and more have a need for meaningful
activity, which will often include working in a voluntary capacity.

3. SubstanceMisuse

2.1% of the population suVer from Alcohol Dependence, 30% of men and 15% of women drink above
recommended limits Meltzer et al (1995a; 1995b). 1.5% suVer fromDrug DependenceMeltzer et al (1995a).

Drugs of misuse include: opiates (eg heroin and illicit methadone); stimulants (eg amphetamines, cocaine
and crack-cocaine); and alcohol misused by drug misusers. Many drug misusers, however, take a cocktail
of drugs and alcohol including hallucinogens, cannabis and prescribed drugs such as benzodiazepines. The
use of heroin together with cocaine or crack-cocaine is also becoming increasingly common.
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Drug misuse may be a chronic relapsing condition (Task Force to Review Services for Drug Misusers
1996). While many drug misusers do successfully recover from drug dependency or addiction, most make
several attempts to do so, lapsing or relapsing into drug misuse in intervening periods.

Deprivation and social exclusion are likely to make a significant contribution to the causes, and
complications of drug misuse. Similarly, poor housing, or lack of access to aVordable housing, educational
disadvantage, criminal involvement, unemployment and low income (ACMD 1998).

Alcohol problems have an impact on ability to work productively and hold down a job. Alcohol problems
contribute to problems at work and unemployment. A one day census (2003) noted of 10,000 receiving help
36% were unemployed.

In England many people with neurotic disorders are also likely to have alcohol problems Meltzer et al
(1995b):

— Adults with neurotic disorder were more likely than those without disorder to have used drugs in
the past year, including misuse of prescribed medicines.

— Men with neurosis were more likely to drink over 50 units of alcohol a week than those with no
disorder.

— Among regular drinkers, alcohol dependence was twice as common among those with a neurotic
disorder than those with no disorder.

— Regular drinkers with a neurotic disorder were more likely to have experienced an alcohol related
problem in the past year than those without.

— Drug dependence was twice as common among drug takers with neurotic disorder than among
those with no disorder.

Thus a significant proportion of those with common mental disorders who are receiving IB may have
substance misuse. This may be apparent, but in many may be undetected. These problems in this group will
require detection and appropriate treatment in addition to that of their mental disorder.

4. Learning Disability

Studies of the employment situation of people with learning disabilities in the UK have revealed results
which are profoundly disappointing.

For most people in the general population, the transition to adult life is characterized by a diminution of
parental control and parental involvement in the child’s life. But for many people with learning disabilities,
“reality suggests a greater reliance on parental resources”, rather than any reduction of the dependence on
the young person on their parents (Thorin et al 1996). Furthermore, for most people of normal intelligence,
the transition period from education onwards is not so much a shift from child to adult services, as it is a
move from school life to the workplace. Most studies of the extent to which this is true for people with
learning disability have yielded disappointing results, in that the employment levels among people with
learning disability are not high (O’Brien 2001). Given the clear association which has been found, between
a successful employment placement and a better quality of life for people with learning disability (Kraemer
et al 2003), this is a most disappointing state of aVairs.

In their long term follow up of young adults growing up in the Aberdeen area of Scotland, Richardson
and Koller (1996) noted that times of high employment in that locality—when the oil industry was at its
peak—resulted in high employment rates for young men with learning disability, but that, as soon as the oil
boom began to wain, these people were first to be laid oV. This set of findings speaks clearly of the negative
attitude which sadly prevails in the employment of people with learning disability.

5. Evidence for Effective Treatments

Against the scale of the problem should be considered the availability of eVective treatments. Many
people with common mental disorders do not have access to treatments, such as Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy (CBT), that are known to be eVective. Probably less than 10% of those with common mental
disorderswill receive psychological therapies. About 30%of people attending theirGPswith depressionwho
need CBT have actually received it (Boardman et al, 2004). The currently understood eVective means of
treating common mental disorders are enshrined in NICE guidelines and guidance. These cannot be
implemented within the current level of resources of people and money devoted to mental health services.
Perhaps 10,000 additional CBT therapists are needed to deliver adequate access to psychological therapies
(Layard, 2005). Psychological treatment services for people with physical complaints are particularly poorly
developed.

NICE guidelines for the treatment of schizophrenia and bipolar disorders also exist, but their
implementation is incomplete and variable across the country.
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6. Social and Health Benefits ofWork

Employment provides a monetary reward and is inseparable from economic productivity with its profits
for the employer and its material benefits for society. In addition employment provides “latent benefits”,
non-financial gains, to the worker. These additional benefits include social identity and status; social
contacts and support; a means of structuring and occupying time; activity and involvement; and a sense of
personal achievement (Warr, 1987). Work tells us who we are and enables us to tell others who we are; it is
typically the second question we ask when we meet someone—“What is your name?”, “What do you do?”

While work is important for everyone, it is particularly crucial for people with mental health problems.
People with such diYculties are especially sensitive to the negative eVects of unemployment and to the loss
of structure, purpose and identity which work brings (Bennett, 1970; Rowland and Perkins, 1988). Consider
the additional burden that lack of meaningful activity brings to those with mental ill-health: unemployed
people do not exploit the extra time they have available for leisure and social pursuits. Their social networks
and social functioning decrease, as do motivation and interest, leading to apathy. Social isolation is often
particularly problematic for people who experience mental health problems and work is more eVective that
occupational therapy in increasing social networks.

Being in work enhances quality of life (Hatfield et al, 1992; Hill et al, 1996). Work links the individual to
society; already socially excluded as a result of their mental health problems, this exclusion is aggravated by
unemployment.

Unemployment has been linked with increased general health problems, including premature death
(Brenner, 1979; Bartley, 1994). There is a particularly strong relationship between unemployment and
mental health diYculties (Warr, 1987; Warner, 1994), with increased use of mental health services (Wilson
and Walker, 1993; Warner, 1994) and increased risk of suicide (Platt & Kreitman, 1984).

For many people, work is a vital part of therapy and of the recovery process. In addition, despite the high
rates of unemployment among people with mental health problems studies indicate that as many as 90%
would like to go back to work (Grove, 1999; Rinaldi and Hill, 2000; Secker et al, 2001). There is increasing
policy emphasis on the importance of service users’ preferences and wishes in the provision of services and
mental health service users clearly say that they want to have the opportunity to work. Assisting people to
gain and sustain employment should be considered a valid “treatment” in its own right which assists in
achieving many of the targets for mental health services (Posner et al, 1996).

7. Barriers toWork

Mental health service users face more significant barriers to work than other disabled people. Only people
with a severe learning disability find it more diYcult to get paid work. The high rates of unemployment in
those with mental illness, coupled with the desire to obtain work, suggests that work projects that do exist
are only providing a limited and restricted service.

Barriers to employment for mental health service users include:

— Historically, the employment of disabled people has depended on economic growth, overall rate
of employment and times of labour shortage (Warner, 1994).
At present there may be a lack of available jobs. There are about 600,000 jobs presently available,
but about 800,000 people with identifiedmental health problems receiving incapacity benefit. Thus
there are not suYcient jobs to move this entire group receiving IB into jobs. In addition many of
those who have been out of the job market for a considerable period will require some retraining:
they will commonly lack both confidence and appropriate skills for the contemporary labour
market.

— The impact of mental health problems on the individual.
The personal, family and social problems associated with mental illness are considerable and
should not be underestimated.

— The welfare system has built in disincentives to returning to work—the so-called “benefits trap”.
People will often gain little or nothing by returning to poorly paid work. The “benefits trap” has
particularly adverse consequences for an individual with a recurrent, relapsing disorder as opposed
to a stable level of disability, however severe this may. This is a consequence of the diYculties
people experience should their attempts to return to work fail.

— The disadvantages faced by peoplewith a history ofmental illness in the open employmentmarket.

These include stigma, a reluctance to employ them, the risk of failure faced by them and the
“benefits trap”.

— A tendency for mental health professionals and others to underestimate the capacities and skills
of their clients and to possibly overestimate the risk to employers.

This extends to GPs, employers and Occupational Health professionals, who may give insuYcient
attention to helping people return to their jobs. The vast majority of individuals who leave the
labour market due to mental health problems do so before they have any contact with mental
health services.
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— The dominance of a model of mental illness that emphasizes episodes and “cure” as opposed to
one that focuses on overcoming the disabilities of people with long-term mental illness.
A social model of disability and a rehabilitation philosophy may be more beneficial.

— Lack of expertise in business development among mental health professionals

— The limitations of evidence relating to the types of services and approaches that are eVective in
getting those with mental illness back to work and keeping them in employment.

8. Disincentives toWork

These include:

— Medical review process.

There are concerns that engagement in voluntary work, education and training—which can help
get back to work—may trigger the medical review process.

— Permitted work rules.

These may deter people, who will be at risk of losing incapacity benefit and associated benefits.

— Transition to work may disrupt income.

People returning to work will lose housing benefit. Should the return to work fail they will be at
risk of losing their home.

— Fear of drop in income.

— 52-week linking rule.

The time period may not be long enough for people whose illness has a relapsing and remitting
course. (For example the average time to clinical relapse for people being treated for schizophrenia
is approximately two years.)

— DiYculties in getting financial support for practical needs at work.

Access to Work system may be diYcult due to delays.

— Lack of expert, independent benefits advice on return to work.

9. Work for People withMental Health Problems

Twomatters should be considered: First keeping people in work and second getting people back to work.
The implications of these two matters are diVerent and may be linked to the two general groups of people
with mental health problems outlined above.

Keeping people in work

When a person goes oVwork for sickness reasons they are likely to visit their GP for a sickness certificate.
The decision to issue a certificate of incapacity may have profound long-term consequences for the patient
and their family.

After some months on certified sickness absence the risk to the patient of losing their job increases greatly
with consequences for self-esteem, confidence and motivation. The longer that a person is oV work, the
lower the chance of returning to work (Clinical Standards Advisory Group, 1994; Niemeyer et al, 1994).
After sixmonths of certified incapacity for back pain there is about a 50% chance of returning towork, which
falls to 25% at one year and 10% at two years. Few individuals return to work after one to two years absence,
irrespective of further treatment.

Apart from dealing with certificated sickness absence, theGP also intervenes by responding to employers’
queries about illness and disability. Medical responses to these queries can make a significant diVerence to
the outcome of the negotiation between worker and employer. Most GPs have received little training in
dealing with these demands appropriately and evidence research suggests that as a consequence the advice
given may be often inadequate and sometimes even unhelpful (Hiscock and Ritchie, 2001).

These medical reports may also be given by secondary care doctors who are also asked to comment on
return to work. Important in considering return to work are not only appropriate therapeutic interventions,
but also the suggestions for a strategy for return to work and the provision of “reasonable adjustments”.
There is little agreement as to what these strategies and adjustments may be and studies are required to
delineate these.

In addition the attitudes of employers need consideration:

— Fewer than four in ten employers would consider employing someone with a history of mental
health problems (Manning and White, 1995).

— 98%of companies surveyed said they thought themental health of employees should be a company
concern: less that one in 10 had an oYcial policy onmental health. (Mind (2005) Stress and mental
health in the workplace.)
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— 69% of people with mental health problems were put oV applying for a job because they thought
they would be unfairly treated (Read and Baker, 1996 Not Just Sticks and StonesMind).

— 52%had had to conceal their psychiatric history for fear of losing their job (Read andBaker, 1996).

— 38% had been teased or harassed at work (Read and Baker, 1996).

— 34% had actually lost their job because of a mental health problem (Read and Baker, 1996).

— 47% people withmental health problems reported discrimination in the workplace (Mental Health
Foundation, 2000 Pull Yourself Together).

There is a need to:

— Enhance the role and responsibility of employers in recruiting and retaining.

— Improve the links between employers and health services.

— Improve the capacity of Occupational Health services to provide appropriate advice and (if
necessary) treatment in relation to mental health problems.

— Question the assumptions of health professionals about the value of keeping people in work when
they have suVered a mental health problem.

— Consider measures to maintain people in work after they have returned and if they suVer a further
episode of illness.

Attention needs to be given to employers’ fears about taking on people with a mental health history and
should look at both how these fears can be minimised and if there is a role for incentives for employers

Claiming benefits

The first 28 weeks of incapacity are assessed under the “own occupation test” which looks at a person’s
ability to do their usual job and is based on medical certificates from a GP. After this time, the personal
capability assessment (PCA) applies which involves completing an incapacity questionnaire (IB50) that
assesses ability to do any work.

Forms are diYcult to understand and complete. There may be an “institutional bias” against people with
mental health problems in the incapacity benefit questionnaire which does not establish information about
fluctuating conditions. The DWP uses a system that allocates points to certain activities and tasks, with 10
points needed to determine a person’s eligibility on grounds of mental incapacity.Mental health descriptors
are not itemised in the same detail as physical descriptors and a client is therefore less likely to answer in the
way most helpful to a successful outcome in their case.

The Incapacity Benefit Questionnaire (IB50) should be Redesigned to ask Specific Questions on Mental
Health Problems.

Getting back to work

Many people with chronic mental health problems will not have worked for many years and many with
severe mental illness may never have worked, especially if the disorder began in the early adult years, as is
common for people with schizophrenia. The prospect of returning to work or beginning work is daunting
and the provision of skills and opportunities is important.

In addition, aspects of the benefits system may inhibit a return to work:

1. Linking Rule

People with mental health problems have diYculty getting benefits reinstated if their return to work fails.
They are often not treated sympathetically by the benefit system, in spite of the linking rule 51 allowing
people back onto incapacity benefit. They also fear disability living allowance (DLA) will stop if they
begin work.

Thus:

— People considering moving back into work are always and clearly advised about linking rule
entitlements and how to secure them.

— People need not fear the consequences for their benefit income should their move back into
work fail.

— Re-instatement to benefit entitlement under the linking rules is prompt.

— Joining and completing training courses as a first step to work should not aVect people’s
entitlement to benefits.
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2. PermittedWork

Many people with mental health problems cannot return directly to full time work, and undertaking
permitted work whilst continuing to claim benefits is a route back to employment. Permitted work allows
people who receive incapacity benefit or income support on the basis of being incapable of work, to work
without losing entitlement to their benefit. The rules and “in work” benefit entitlements are complicated and
clients depend on advice and help to understand and use them.

Permitted work rules assume that people will move into full or part time work after 52weeks. After a year,
an individual has to take on suYcient work to meet their income needs or reduce their work to something
paying less than £20 per week, the permitted work lower limit, perhaps losing out on any progress they have
made. People with mental health problems may need more time.

Permitted work rules also fail to recognise that some people will never be able to move into full-time work
and would benefit from doing a small amount of work on a part time basis indefinitely. The DWP might
consider making permitted work rules into transitional arrangements that are not finite and which allow
people to earn up to the limit for a two year period after which they could apply for a one year extension
at a time. People who can gradually move into full time employment could be allowed to earn above the
limit and have their incapacity benefit income tapered to take account of earnings.

The permitted work rules lock people into returning to work via very low paid work. Thought needs to
be given to helping people back to part time skilled work with higher rates of pay.

3. Incentives to Return toWork

These are often poor especially as many people return to work part-time and, for example, lose their
additional benefits (see vi below). Working Tax Credits are open to those working 16 hours a week or more,
but are often complicated. These may need to be available for those working less than 16 hours per week.

4. Work Focused Interviews

People with severe mental illness are exempt from these, but not those with less severe illness.

5. Moving Back toWork

Low benefit income means people with mental health problems usually have no spare funds to cushion
themselves through the transition back to work and the gap between benefits ending, which are paid on a
weekly basis, and work pay starting, usually on a monthly basis. The piloted Adviser Discretion Fund will
help with travel costs and buying clothes but it will not help address the diYcult interim period between
benefit payment and employment income. The Return to Work credit does not help people who need help
to cover the transitional period from benefits to employment income, which a run-on of benefit would
achieve. It does not benefit to people who continue working beyond 52 weeks and who have little prospect
of higher rates of pay because they lack training and skills, which may be the case for many people with
mental health problems.

Maintaining Incapacity Benefit Payment for People with Mental Health Problems for a Month During
their Move Back into Work should be Considered.

6. Medical Reviews

The problems clients face with personal capability assessments conducted by Medical Services fall into
the following areas:

— doctors not listening to clients;

— poor recording of clinical findings;

— incorrect assumptions based on information from the client and from the medical examination;

— eVects of mental illness not appropriately taken into account by the scoring system employed; and

— diYculties in arranging home visits for some clients.

Regular Training should be a Priority forMedical Services and theAssessment Tool Currently used needs
Revision.

7. Losing out onMeans-tested Benefits

Other benefits including means tested benefits can provide people with assistance at times of extreme
hardship so that people are able to keep a roof over their head and pay for the essentials of daily living.
These include:

— housing benefit;
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— the social fund;

— income support; and

— prescription charges.

10. Evidence for the Effectiveness of Vocational Schemes

The present evidence for getting people into work or keeping them in work may again be divided into
evidence for those with common mental disorders and for those with severe mental illness.

Evidence for vocational schemes for people with common mental disorders

A recent review of workplace interventions for people with common mental health problems,
commissioned by the British Occupational Health Research Foundation (BORFH), revealed the there is a
paucity of good quality evidence for prevention, retention and rehabilitation of these disorders, but among
the existing evidence:

— Stress management techniques improve people’s ability to cope with stress and to avoid stressful
situations at work. Useful techniques are: teaching problem solving skills, exercise and
rehabilitation.

— For people who have common mental disorders that are aVecting their work, brief individual
therapy (mainly CBT) may be beneficial. Booster sessions may be subsequently needed.

— There is insuYcient evidence that organisational approaches are eVective.

— There is no firm evidence that stress management techniques can help once people have developed
common mental health problems.

— When people are oVwork due tomental disorders an early return towork is aided by linemanagers
keeping in touch at least once every two weeks.

This evidence combined with the observations about health services and employers outlined above
suggest that employers, line managers, occupational health professionals, GPs and mental health
professionals need to work together on these matters. To this we may add the input of Job Centre Plus. This
points to the need to commission services that require joint schemes between these agencies.

In addition there is a need for more research in this area, particularly work using job retention as a main
outcome variable, examination of other interventions and organisational approaches and the eVects on
diVerent members of the workforce.

At present the results from the Pathways to Work pilot projects are promising, the statistics suggesting
returns to work are up by 10%. The pilot projects wisely target the organisations that need to liaise:
employers, health services and Jobcentre Plus, but two matters require caution. The first concerns the
selection of subjects for the pilots. It must be borne in mind that claimants taking part in the pilots are either
new claimants or long term claimants who have volunteered to take part in the pilots. By definition these
two groups are respectively, close to being job ready and/or self-motivated. Other claimant groups may not
have these features. The second is the longer term outcome of these projects, for example do the people who
return to work remain in work?

Evidence for vocational schemes for people with severe mental disorders

The strongest evidence for vocational schemes for people with severe mental disorders comes from
Supported Employment schemes. These schemes place clients in competitive jobs without extended
preparation and provide on the job support from employment specialists or trained “job coaches” (Becker
et al 1994). A person is hired and paid by a real employer. The employee is entitled to the full company
benefits and from the beginning the employee and the employer receive enough help from a support
organisation to ensure success. The core principles of supported employment are:

— The goal is competitive employment in work settings integrated into a community’s economy.

— Clients are expected to obtain jobs directly, rather than after lengthy pre-employment training.

— Rehabilitation is an integral component of treatment of mental health rather than a separate
service.

— Services are based on client’s preferences and choices.

— Assessment is continuous and based on real work experiences.

— Follow-on support is continued indefinitely.

There are several types of supported employment programmes, for example, the Assertive Community
Treatment Model, transitional employment (for example, the clubhouse approach) and the Job Coach
Model (Bond et al, 1997). The model that emerges from the literature as the most promising programme so
far is known as Individual Placement and Support (IPS) (Becker et al, 1994). In IPS the emphasis is on rapid
placement in work with intensive support and training on the job.
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There have been several reviews of the eVectiveness of work schemes and most evidence comes from
studies conducted in the USA (Bond et al, 2001; Crowther et al, 2001). Several randomised controlled trials
have compared prevocational training to supported employment. Prevocational Training assumes that
people with severe mental illness require a period of preparation before entering into open employment.
Supported Employment places people in competitive jobs without extended preparation, and provides on-
the-job support from employment specialists or “job coaches”. In general, supported employment is more
eVective than prevocational training at helping people with severe mental illness to obtain and keep
competitive employment. Sheltered employment schemes have been largely unsuccessful at achieving open
employment for those with severe mental illness.

More work needs to be done on the eVectiveness of such schemes, particularly in the UK as most of the
studies have been carried out in the USA. As yet we do not know how eVective these approaches will prove
to be within theUK, which has both a radically system of social welfare and amarkedly diVerent jobmarket
to the USA. Of particular importance are the cost-eVectiveness, the clinical and social outcomes, and job
retention of Supported Employment schemes.

There are several critical components of successful employment schemes:

— The agency providing supported employment is committed to competitive employment as an
attainable goal for those with severe mental illness.

— Supported employment programmes use a rapid job search approach to helping clients obtain jobs
directly (rather than providing lengthy pre-employment assessment, training and counselling).

— StaV and clients find individual job placements according to client preferences, strengths and work
experiences.

— Follow-up supports are maintained indefinitely.

— Supported employment programmes are closely integrated with mental health teams.

It is uncertain as to how many diVerent types of work scheme operate in the UK and how many people
are receiving services. Recent surveys of provision estimate that there are at least 135 organisations oVering
sheltered employment, 77 providing open employment and about 50 Social Firms. A survey in the northwest
of England found high variation in provision and a poor relationship between the schemes identified and
the needs of the areas in which they operated. There was amore than forty-fold variation in provision across
health authority areas, and the highest level of provision was in the area with the lowest deprivation and
unemployment levels.

11. The Role of Jobcentre Plus

Jobcentre Plus should have twomain objectives for all disabled people, including those with or those with
mental health problems:

— to help people get work or improve their chances of getting work, including advice on in-work
financial help; and

— to make sure that people are aware of all the benefits and other help available, are helped to access
them and receive their entitlement quickly and accurately.

We are aware that Advisors are not suYciently trained to deal with people with severe mental health
problems, they often have an inadequate knowledge of the highly complex benefits system as it aVects people
with disabilities and there are inadequate working arrangements with Community Mental Health Teams.
These issues must be addressed.

12. Health ServiceManagement and Commissioning

The introduction of new commissioning arrangements involving Primary Care Trusts are yet untested,
but may provide potential threats to the delivery of services for those with SevereMental Illness. In thinking
about local strategies for commissioning vocational rehabilitation services the following need to be included:

— principles of non exclusion and active employment of users of mental health services;

— support for local social economy (eg using local catering social enterprise, or printing service);

— benchmarking of services available;

— examining the interface with day activity services;

— obtaining user feedback throughout planning and service delivery;

— funding support to social firms especially early on; and

— participation with other stakeholders in joint provision (discussed below).

There is always a danger in pan-disability initiatives that people withmental health needs will be forgotten
or excluded from the definition of disability.
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11. Role ofMental Health Services

Mental Health Trusts have a role to play in getting people back to work. This may be as exemplar
employers with clear policies and schemes to employ mental health users, such as the St Georges Mental
Health Trust. In addition, their work places may be designed to be conducive to mental health and to
supporting those who develop mental health problems. The organisation of their services, such as the
Community Mental Health teams (CMHTs) and rehabilitation services need to develop systems aimed to
introduce users to benefits advice, employment opportunities and pathways into meaningful activities.

12. Principles for the new Benefits System

The systemmust be fair. It must recognise the importance of a wide range of return to work activities and
must be tailored tomeet the needs of individuals. In addition to examining the needs to retain people in work
and help in returning to work, it specifically needs to cater for those for whom full-time work would never
be a realistic option, and those with diminishing or fluctuating work capacity. It should also recognise the
needs of those disabled people who have never worked before. Full-time work, part-time work, voluntary
work, starting work and work retention activities all need to be included in the scope of the system. The
system must not prejudice one disabled group over another. This may be a reason for re-examining the
assessment for benefits system to ensure that people with mental health problems are not unjustly
prejudiced.

The system must provide security. The risks associated with moving into work, or even just trying out
work, can be a major disincentive for people with mental health problems. For example, many disabled
people report that one of their biggest fears is that trying out work will result in their Disability Living
allowance (DLA) being reviewed. DLA is payable to people in paid employment but for some groups of
people with mental ill-health, a move into work can be taken by the DWP as a signal that their condition
has improved, and prompt a review of their DLA. For some people this may be true but for many others
the first few weeks or so in a new job can be more stressful that remaining on benefit. The possibility of loss
of DLA, during this period, can be a major disincentive, especially if people are worried about their ability
to cope with paid employment. A period of say, six month as a “settling-in guarantee” may be necessary
under which disabled people are guaranteed that their DLA will not be reviewed. This allows time to settle
into a new job, and to ensure that it is going to be sustainable.

The systemmust be socially inclusive. People with mental health problems require a decent income, good
social and health care, as well as access to education, and training, in order to play their full part in society
according to their abilities. Comprehensive benefits advice is crucial to this. Consideration must be given to
those who do not get into work and chances and opportunities must be open to them that allow them to
participate in other ways.

A number of the problems experienced by people with mental health conditions are shared to an extent
by other groups of disabled people. The side eVects of medication or treatment, adjusting to changes in
dosage levels, or fluctuating/deteriorating physical health, will all aVect an individual’s ability to be
consistent in their approach to work-related activities. There needs to be flexibility around targets and an
understanding of reasons for non-compliance by people in these groups.

Agnes Wheatcroft

28 September 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by The Royal College of Psychiatrists

In addition to commonmental health problems, such as depression and anxiety, many individuals receive
incapacity benefit for conditions such as chronic fatigue syndrome, chronic low back pain, and irritable
bowel syndrome. Co-existing mental health problems are extremely common in these conditions.Medically
unexplained symptoms (MUS) are a major cause of days oV work, incapacity and retirement through ill
health. Almost one third to one half of patients attending clinics in the UK for either chronic fatigue
syndrome or irritable bowel syndrome have overt mental health problems which impede recovery.
Depression and anxiety are also common in patients with chronic physical disease with one quarter of
patients suVering from significant mental health problems at any one time. The estimate of total working
days lost in Britain through back pain is 52 million (with 95% confidence intervals of 35–69 million days)
(Epidemiology Review).

Research carried out for the charity “Action forME” suggests the total cost to the UK regarding chronic
fatigue syndrome runs to £3.5 billion annually. This represents almost £15,000 for each person with chronic
fatigue syndrome. The figure is based on the cost of medical treatment, loss of earnings and the cost of state
benefits. According to Action for ME, an estimated 240,000 Britons have chronic fatigue syndrome.

In the UK, around eight million people have irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). On average, each of them
has 17 days oV work a year, at an annual cost to the country of £500 million. Average work days missed in
the USA per year were 14.8, compared with 8.7 in those without symptoms of IBS. Indeed, IBS ranks close
to the common cold as a leading cause for absenteeism from work as a result of illness.
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Despite recent investment by the UK government in providing some additional treatment resources for
chronic fatigue syndrome, most individuals with medically unexplained symptoms do not receive
appropriate treatment and management. Mental health resources are focused upon patients with severe
mental illness, and physical health resources rarely fund mental health treatment for patients with MUS. A
multidisciplinary approach to treatment is required with rehabilitation which focuses upon both physical
and mental health.

There needs to be greater collaboration and interdisciplinary working between rehabilitation services and
liaison psychiatry teams (mental health workers who have expertise in the psychiatry of physical illness). The
NHS has an important role to play in facilitating the return to work for people with medically unexplained
symptoms.

There is a problem currently experienced by young adults who are ineligible for Incapacity Benefit because
they have not paid three years’ NI contributions continuously. There is provision for an “incapable of work”
youth under the age of 25, who has been in full time education, to receive Incapacity Benefit. However, a
young person who became ill during or after a period of education, whose studies and entry into work was
delayed, and is over age 25, will not be entitled. Young women who have also had career breaks to have
children and fall into this category, may be particularly discriminated against. This is an important issue,
particularly for people with severe mental illness.

16 November 2005

Supplementary note submitted jointly by Mind, Rethink and The Royal College of Psychiatrists
after their evidence session

Further to the evidence session of 27 March 2006, there are some additional points which we would like
to draw to the attention of the committee, as time limitations at the evidence session prevented us from fully
exploring these issues.

1. PCA

1.1 The redesign of the Personal Capability Assessment is not likely to be successful unless all
stakeholders are involved from the outset. Themajor criticism of the current PCA is that it is overlymedical,
yet themembers of the expert panel are all from amedical background. People withmental health problems,
their carers and organisations representing these groups need to be involved in the expert panel rather than
consulted at a second stage in order to ensure that the new PCA is holistic in approach.

1.2 To our knowledge, there are no definite plans to pilot the newly designed PCA before it is
implemented. Piloting the new tool is essential to ensuring that it is successful in accurately identifying
people’s ability to work and support requirements to do so.

2. Outcomes-based Contracts

2.1 Rewarding service providers according to measurements of outcomes is likely to result in services
focusing on those closest to the job market and ignoring people with needs perceived as more complex.

2.2 Outcomes-based contracts are likely to result in only one outcome being valued: full-time
employment. A variety of outcomes are valuable.

2.3 Crude targets measuring movement into full-time employment will not necessarily measure services’
competence in helping people to sustain employment. There is a real danger that people will move into
unsuitable jobs, but that this outcome will be short-term only, yet services will be rewarded for achieving
this unsatisfactory outcome.

3. Mental Health Services

3.1 Mental health services are often risk averse and may discourage people from contemplating a return
to work, for fear of provoking a relapse. The campaign aimed at GPs on the potential benefits of work needs
to be accompanied by a similar campaign aimed at mental health service staV. Training for staV within
mental health services needs to emphasise the recovery model of mental illness.

3.2 Mental health services often operate only restricted hours. Access needs to be widened beyond oYce
hours in order to allow people to take oYce-based jobs and continue to have contact with mental health
services.

4. Evaluation of Pathways

4.1 The evaluation of Pathways has not, to our knowledge, been peer-reviewed. Given the Government’s
insistence on “evidence-based policy”, the evaluations so far conducted need to be submitted for peer review
and further Government pilots should be subject to more rigorous evaluation processes in order to obtain
best value for money for Government projects.
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5. People Unable to Enter Open Employment

5.1 There needs to be a recognition that open-employment is not the only goal to which people should
aspire. A spectrum of opportunities should be available to people, as there is likely to be a group of people
who cannot find employment in the open market. Often the problem cited with the current approach to IB
claimants is that people are “written oV”. ESA claimants who are unable to find jobs in the open market
must not become a new “written oV” group, for they could contribute in other ways to social capital and
to building communities. So far, we have seen no proposals to create such a spectrum of opportunity for
people, though it would benefit both those individuals and the communities in which they live.

5.2 Currently, provision of employment services for people with severemental illness is extremely patchy.
Such services are not seen as a priority by local or national Government. Provision must be increased to
ensure that a new “written oV” group is not created.

6. Role of Health Services

6.1 Advisors located within GP surgeries need to take an approach which is consistent with the
therapeutic, non-coercive ethos of health services and hence should not only provide employment advice,
but also advice about welfare rights.

6.2 Rewarding GPs for encouraging people towards work would conflict with the therapeutic ethos
which health professionals strive to maintain. We support the BMA and GMC’s conviction that the trust
between doctor and patient must be paramount.

7. Funding and Costs

7.1 We are very concerned about the proposed funding for the roll-out of Pathways, which will not allow
replication of the current programme. There is a marked disparity between the £500 million per year
estimate by the IPPR necessary for national roll-out of Pathways and the £360 million over two years that
is currently proposed for rollout by the Government.

7.2 One possible way to reduce the cost of Pathways would be to remove the plans for sanctions, as
policing compliance with sanctions will inevitably carry a cost implication.

8. ConditionManagement Programmes

8.1 Rethink’s Condition Management Programme in Derbyshire Pathways area has recently been
subject to internal evaluation. The evaluation report indicates that:

— The programme should be preceded by one-to-one sessions for people with mental health
problems, building people’s confidence so that they feel able to attend the programme.

— Participants feel that a longer programme would be useful.

— The specificity of the programme (it deals only with mental health problems) is valued by
participants.

— Links between volunteering agencies and Condition Management Programmes need to be
strengthened.

— Training in mental health awareness, on a Recovery-based model is essential for all Job Centre
Plus stuV, including IB Personal Advisers and should be provided by a specialist mental health
organisation.

— A peer support system for participants of Condition Management Programmes would be valued
by participants.

— Wellness and Recovery Action Plans need to be developed by participants, to plan ahead for
periods of illness.

— A specialist self-management programme is necessary for people with severe and enduring mental
illness, which people could complete prior to attendance at a ConditionManagement Programme

— Carers of people attending Condition Management also need training on recovery.

— An information resource explaining the components of the Condition Management Programme
needs to be created andmade availablewithinGP surgeries,Mental Health services and JobCentre
Plus services.

— Information specific to people with mental health problems on the application of the Disability
Discrimination Act to employment is lacking.
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— Independent evaluation and tools which measure the soft outcomes of Condition Management
Programme are lacking.

8.2 A copy of the evaluation report is available on request.

Mind
Rethink
Royal College of Psychiatrists

March 2006

Witnesses:Ms Natasha Peter, IB Claimant, andMs Sue Christoforou, Policy OYcer, Mind;Mr CliV Prior,
Chief Executive, and Mr Shaun Hallam, Area Service Manager, Rethink; and Dr Jed Boardman, Royal
College of Psychiatrists, gave evidence.

Q200 John Penrose: I want to ask all of you level. It does not consider how to deal with
conditions that fluctuate from day to day, and thatquestions about the personal capability assessment

to begin with, and wondered if in your view the is I think not such a great problem to deal with as one
might think. Some of the assessment ratings are setchanges which theGreen Paper proposes to the PCA

are a step forward, a step in the right direction, or no far too high as well and others are set at a much
lower level, but because of lack of coverage they arehelp at all?

Mr Boardman: I think it is the entire PCA process disproportionate. For example, one of them is about
“agitation, confusion, forgetfulness that has resultedthat needs to be reviewed in this instance, and

particularly the content of the PCA which itself is in potentially dangerous accidents in the past three
months”. Now, it is a pretty high level of lack ofnot up to the task at hand. The circumstances in

which the PCA takes place needs to be looked at, functioning to get to that, and you can imagine in
order to work you can still not be able to work atand I think the timing and the time taken to arrange

the PCAs is particularly important. I think in the much lower levels. To add to that, some of the
ratings do not apply in certain circumstances. ForGreen Paperwe are saying that the pledge to put new

claimants on JCA up to 12 weeks until the PCA example, “Cannot look after themselves without
help from others”. Well, if they have not got othersprocess is completed, so it is not just the PCA ratings

and interview itself but the entire process that needs there it is rather diYcult often to judge that and, of
course, many people will be able to give themselvesto be looked at.
some help but still not be able to be readily
functioning to go to work. So I think it is those sortsQ201 John Penrose: Very briefly, you mentioned
of things. It needs to be at least reliable and valid,content, circumstance and timing. Particularly on
and I think it does not cover that.those first two what do you think the shortcomings

are?
Q202 John Penrose: You mention the circumstanceMr Boardman: At present, and I am particularly
of the assessment as well. Where are the problemstalking here about people with mental health
in that?problems, we have a system where there are I think
Mr Boardman: One of the great complaints that14 areas of specified activities for people with
comes over is the way in which often the assessmentsphysical health problems, and I think they have to
are done, and people who have PCA assessmentsget 15 points in order to be accepted as incapable of
often complain how inappropriate the assessor is,work. Within the mental health component of the
how uncaring, unregarding they are, and how littlePCA there are four areas where you have to get 10
they seem to be listening to them and understandingpoints in order to be incapable of work. Now, that
the nature of their own complaints. That comesdoes not seem to be correctly balanced in that
readily across many complaints from people whoinstance.When you actually look at the nature of the
have been exposed to this and it is probablyratings, the assessments that have to be made on the
reflected, I think, even when you get the appealsmental health component, I think there are several
tribunals, which I think in their own report wereproblems. One is I think that the coverage of those is
saying that something like 80% of the cases theynot suYciently comprehensive; it does not cover the
found at appeal had PCA information which wasrange of capabilities for specified activities that I
found wanting, and it is probably not surprising ifthink should be covered for a more comprehensive
you are not paying due regard to what the individuallook at somebody with a mental health problem
claimant is saying.because, of course, they are not a homogeneous

group and they have a lot of diVerent symptomatic
and incapacity experiences. Secondly, it does not, Q203 John Penrose:Would any of the others like to

add to that, or contradict, or broaden any of that?for example, have a hierarchy of problems but it
would be clear to me from my own experience that Ms Peter:As a former Incapacity Benefit claimant I

had a PCA in August last year, and it was not untilcertain things, even looking at symptomatic
components, would trump things lowering the I received the documentation stating why I had had

my Incapacity Benefit stopped that it was evidenthierarchy because of the severity and nature of that
particular problem, and this is what we are looking that the doctor I had spoken to had no

understanding of mental health issues and had notat in terms of functioning here. A certain lack of
functioning really ought to trump things at a lower taken anything I had said into account. He had not
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taken into account that I had to leave work due to consequent perhaps on whatever disorder they are
suVering from, and my argument previously wasstress and that I found it diYcult if my routine was

disrupted and he did not take anything into account really that you have to do that in a reliable manner,
and I do not think that is done in any way at theofmy background. Because of the way I come across

it may not necessarily be evident that I am an present time. But you have to add two more things
to this. One is that, of course, people’s disability isanxious person and he did not take into account the

fact that it would take quite a lot of eVort for me to not just a matter of their functioning but it is what
access and aids they might encounter and barriersattend the PCA in the first place and present myself.

I found the whole experience quite stressful and they might encounter within the wider social context
and, of course, that is what I think people’s disabilitydetrimental really.

Mr Hallam: I would like to add how diYcult it is to is about but it is also what is not taken necessarily
into consideration in this sort of approach. The thirdassess sometimes the more severe mental illnesses,

particularly a mood disorder like bipolar. I have thing is that, of course, alongside many people with
mental health problems are a lot of otherthat, and I have not been through a PCA but I was

finished through the Social Services many years ago disadvantages that they might suVer in relation to
the job market which again are not necessarily takenthrough occupational health. I passed the

assessment of being fit to work four times because at into consideration by just focusing on their levels of
functioning, and I think we know from research justthat point I was in a grandiose, fairly manic mood

where you can be quite cheerful, quite chatty, with a published by the DWP that many people who are
movers from JSA to Incapacity Benefit will havegrandiose attitude, and it was only because my

employers refused to have me back, saying “Have mental health problems, often associated with
physical problems, but also they will have a series ofyou seen him?” that on the fifth time they actually

said, “No, you are ill”, and they finishedme so that is other diYculties that cause them problems within
the job market, like being older, being less skilled,the diYculty with a stand-alone meeting, a one hour

assessment. being out of work for longer, not having access to
easy means of transport and so on.

Q204 John Penrose: Have we covered that?
Mr Prior: I think those two illustrations Q208 John Penrose: Dr Boardman, you mentioned
demonstrate how important it is that people with the diYculty of speed and how one can arrive at a
mental illness themselves are involved in the redesign reasonable assessment over a 12-week period. In
of the mental health component of the PCA. The your view, or in the view of the rest of panel, is 12
other thing it perhaps highlights to an extent is that weeks too short? How would you change that
the PCA assesses the individual as though the period? What would you do to alter it?
individual lives in an ideal world where there is no MrBoardman: It is rather diYcult to answerwhetherstigma, prejudice ormisunderstanding about mental it is too short or long. If that was the decided periodillness, and sadly that is not the world in which we then one would have to make sure that the availablelive. information was there in a form that a decision, or a

fair decision, can be made, and that information is
Q205 John Penrose: Have any of you or your not just about the actual PCA component but also
organisations been approached, to your knowledge, about the other information that people have to get
by theDepartment to take part in the redesign of the from GPs and other doctors in order to make the
personal capability assessment? assessment as to whether they should go on to have
Ms Christoforou:Mind has not. a PCA interview in the first place.
Mr Prior:We are told we will be at some juncture. Mr Prior: In terms of timing there may be problems
Mr Boardman: That is exactly the message I had. with particular conditions. Typically, for example, if
John Penrose:But you are expecting to be consulted, somebody were developing schizophrenia, the
to have a chance to make these points in detail? average length of time between the onset of

symptoms and first receiving specialist care from a
Q206 Chairman:Will Mind accept that invitation? psychiatrist or a mental health trust is over 12
Ms Christoforou: Yes. Definitely. months, so for DWP to expect a 12-week assessment

point they are beating all the health people quite a bit
Chairman: I just wanted to be clear. to do that. That is partly to do with factors to do

with diYculty of accessing services or to do with the
stigma and the feeling that people have that they doQ207 John Penrose:Anumber of you havemade the
not believe this is happening to them; they do notpoint in your written evidence that you are intrigued
recognise the symptoms in themselves; or they areor uncomfortable in some cases by the shift from
fearful of going for help if they do recognise theassessing an impairment to assessing the impact of
symptoms because of what they have read mentalan impairment as the basis for benefit eligibility. Can
health services will do to them, but it is also just thatyou expand a little bit on your thoughts on that, any
these conditions evolve over time and very oftenof you?
psychoses have a slow onset, so the 12-week pointMr Boardman: I would like to start by saying one
may tell you very little about what will happen at thething. One has particularly to consider that things
12-month point. So we need a system that is flexible,like diagnosis do not necessarily reflect people’s
ideally because, particularly in this area we arefunctioning, and I thinkwhat one is looking at in this

sort of assessment is people’s functioning that is looking at problems of health and social care and
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employment, and one would have a joined-up training of the assessors to deal with mental illness
and, if there is an issue, how large an issue is it? Howassessment that took account of what the doctors on

the health side were saying, took account of what the long will it take to fix?
Ms Christoforou:The majority of doctors who carrycare plan was saying and took account of the

employment status together. out PCAswill be locums.Mostwill beGPswho have
done a day’s work and will do PCAs in addition.Ms Christoforou: Mind would have to agree with
They do get some condition-specific training but it isthose points. Whether or not 12 weeks is the
very limited. They certainly do not have much in-optimum amount of time depends on whether or not
depth knowledge of mental health problems in theJobcentre Plus are going to be investing all that
experience of our advisers who work with peopleneeds to be invested to carry out a thorough and
with mental health problems—and, indeed, inproper assessment of a person’s functionality, and
Natasha’s experience. I spoke recently to one of ourwith all the social factors that Jed mentioned how
welfare rights advisers who attended I think 50employable they will be in the given area they
PCAs with various clients and in only one case didhappen to be. So it is diYcult to judge what the
she find the person to have any understanding ofoptimum is because that has not been done yet.
what the issueswere, to treat the personwith respect,
and to conduct the assessment at a pace that could

Q209 Michael Foster: With mental illness it would give the person the opportunity to discuss as much
be impossible anyway, would it not, to determine a as needed to be discussed in order for the assessment
period of any nature so would it be fair to say that to be thorough. So I think, given the 40% of people
the 12-week period would be suYcient to decide in receipt of Incapacity Benefit at the moment have
whether the someone had already become seriously a primary diagnosis of mental health problems, not
ill but, in fact, that for most people who were simply to mention whatever per cent there is of the rest of
oV with stress or something of that nature, or had the caseload who have a secondary diagnosis, it has
lost their jobs perhaps, that they will not be seriously to be the case that the doctors conducting PCAs
ill but will recover after a period of 12 weeks, three have to have a thorough, possibly NVQ level three
months, 6 months or something? mental health training at the very least, as indeed
Mr Prior: There is a diVerence here between the should decision makers, in order to make proper
conditions that mental health trusts see and treat judgments.
people with, which tend to be severe mental illnesses, DrBoardman:What Imight want to add to that, and
mainly psychoses, very severe depression, very I think that is entirely correct, but there is the other
severe anxiety, obsessional compulsive disorder, component which is that it is quite possible, for
things of that sort—something like 630,000 people example, to train anybody to do a perfectly good
on the books of secondary mental health trusts, one interview with somebody with a mental health
set of people—and themajority of themillion people problem and come up with a reliable judgment. This
claiming Incapacity Benefit by reason of a mental is used in research all the time. When we look at the
health problem who, in the main, have conditions results, say, of the OPCS survey of Psychiatric
which are clinically not considered as serious. The Morbidity in Great Britain, a national survey, this
fact they are not clinically considered as serious does was all done by lay interviewers using a particular
not mean that they are not disabling. They become form of structured interview.
so if people’s confidence is knocked out of them by,
for example, long periods out of work, hostility in Q211 John Penrose: So it is a widespread problem
the work place, problems with relationships that but not a particularly hard one to solve?
may relate to their mental health status and so on, so Mr Boardman: It is one which there are potential
frequently you end up with a group of people who solutions to.
you might say have quite a common mental health
problem—not a severe one but a very enduring one,

Q212 Miss Begg: I am interested that Mind saysand one which has almost trapped them in a high
there should not be a medical test for eligibility butlevel of disability. I suppose that is the larger number
a test for disadvantage. How would that work, andof people on Incapacity Benefit. However, setting
be diVerent from what we have at present?rules which do not work for the smaller number of
Ms Christoforou: It is as Jed has just said. Is therepeople with severe mental illness may cost the state
really a need for somebody with a medicala great deal more because obviously something that
qualification to assess somebody’s functionality as ittriggers a relapse in a psychosis will cost the state
applies to the workplace? It is questionable whetherenormous amounts of money in treatment, care,
there is a need. Certainly the employment advisershospitalisation and so on, quite apart from the
that deliver our local Mind association employmenthuman pain. The rules are trying to design for very
services are not doctors and they will need to makediVerent circumstances.
an assessment in order to determine whether people
are appropriate for the services that they provide,

Q210 John Penrose: Several of you mentioned the and they will look at factors that witnesses have
fact that a number of the assessors seemed not to be mentioned earlier today such as educational
interested and would not be listening, and that the background, employment background, etc, and, as
circumstance and the skill with which the assessment CliV has very rightly mentioned, the whole issue
was being done was not that great. How much of a about stigma and discrimination. I know that in

Natasha’s experience, when she has tried to work inproblem is there with satisfactory levels of skills
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other organisations, she has been reluctant to speak work when I knew I was not capable of doing that,
about her mental health problems and has been and even now I am still not capable of full-time
anxious as a consequence. So there are all those work. It was not until I managed to get access to a
social factors. So it is not necessarily about having disability employment adviser through a jobs broker
the label of depression or bipolar disorder; it is about that I was involved with that I was able to re-
how all the relevant factors impact on a person’s negotiate my Jobseeker’s Allowance contract so I
ability to move into the work place. did not feel under such pressure to apply for work

that was completely unsuitable.
MrHallam:Myexperience is that I was diagnosed atQ213 Miss Begg: This is a wide generalisation but I
about 15 years of age, and I did not disclose it when Iknow that a number of people who have mental
went into work because I semi knew that that wouldhealth problems often do not have a great deal of
be a bar from going to work particularly for Socialconfidence in the medical profession—I apologise to
Services, and they would see it as quite diYcult tothe doctor at the end of the table but generally that

is very often the feedback I get. Do you believe you employ someone with that diagnosis, and so when I
have a lot more confidence in someone who is eventually did disclose it to them they said they
looking at the functionality rather than their mental would rapidly finish with my occupation, so it was
health problems in determining whether they can not my choice. I was not oV sick; I was told, “You
work or not? are going for one”. That was after eight years of
Ms Christoforou: It depends how the service is working with them. There was no concern over
delivered. As you say, there is a bit of a PR issue conduct or anything; they just finished me. So when
between doctors and people with mental health I went oV I had a bit of money behind me; I was on
problems—not exclusively, obviously. It depends Incapacity Benefit, but there was no real push from
how the service is delivered. Certainly the services the GP or anyone who supported me to go back to
that our local Mind association delivered are work because they left it to me. It was my choice and
provided by a voluntary organisation and they will decision, and I am capable enough and intelligent
say there is nomedical input and they will talk about enough to make that decision when I want to go
the focus of their service, ie looking at how that back. I had the finances to support myself for a few
person can move into work, at what pace, what months and then I went back to work after 12
assistance, needs, and it is all client-focused. That is months of being on Incapacity Benefit, but during
more key as opposed to the job title that an that time I was actively seeking work after four
individual might have, and if that is communicated months of being oV, and again, despite myto the service user I think that is more significant. experiences within Social Services I was within the

challenge of being a unit care manager, so quite high
Q214 Miss Begg: In terms of mental health does level profile jobs, but nobody in care would take me
there really need to be a distinction between people on, and I was applying for jobs with a lot less money
on Incapacity Benefit and JSA because very often and less responsibility than I was initially on, and
the constituents I have who come to me have not got even then it was only by chance when I came across
their 10 points under the PCA therefore they are an organisation like Rethink which was actively
forced to sign on for JSA, and refuse to because they promoting people who had used services that I came
have to declare they are fit for work. But perhaps back to work. I suppose if that had not come about
that is a false distinction, and everybodywithmental I do not really like to think where I would be now. I
health problems should be signing on in order to get probably would not be doing the job I am now
their benefit, and then it is up to the Jobcentre Plus doing, which is an areamanager, and the chances are
and others to see whether they can get them a job, I would have been caught in the benefits trap or
rather than worrying about the medical side of having to take a job in a factory or something just inthings and the mental health side of things. Is that a order to bring money in. So the big point I wantedway forward or would there be pitfalls in a single

to make today was as well as the Pathways to Workbenefit for all people of working age unless you have
and getting people back into employment, we reallyhad a physical disability?
need to be oVering choice. A chap earlier on wasMs Christoforou: There still has to be recognition
talking about the training aspects and jobthat mental health problems are not entirely social.
qualifications to skill people back up so they can goThose factors must be taken into account if you are
back in and make a real choice. My example is notgoing to make an accurate assessment of a person’s
unique. There are thousands of peoplewho have hadability to move into the workplace. However, it is
very hard jobs and lost them due to ill health whonot entirely a social phenomenon. Shaun might talk
just cannot get back into the field they are trained inabout his experience with his own condition and
and are expert in.Natasha may speak about her own, and I think it

would probably make more sense for them to
comment on that.

Q215 Miss Begg: I suppose my question is is thereMs Peter: When I went for my assessment for a
anything in the Green Paper that makes you hopefulJobseeker’s Allowance I was asked how long it
that in the future the assessment, whether medical orwould be before I would get better and it was evident
not, or the test of disadvantage, is going to be betterthat the adviser I spoke to had no understanding
than we have at present, and is it going to be moreagain of mental health issues because I felt

pressurised into specifically applying for full-time responsive to individual clients?
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Mr Prior: There is an opportunity. They are problems. If you can imagine a society in which there
redesigning the system; there is a recognition that it were no wheelchair ramps and the state did not
is not working at the moment, particularly in mental provide people with wheelchairs; it rather thought
health. Jed earlier was saying how that current that people who could not walk were slackers and
system works and this odd business that you have to shirkers; that they probably brought it on
score an awful lot of points in things that sound themselves and frankly it was their own
pretty serious. For example, somebody who says responsibility to—not get on their bike but get
that their experience is they are too frightened to themselves to work. They were thought of as
leave their house alone scores one point. You need dangerous people, always at risk of causing some
to get 10 to be eligible on the PCA, so it is not trouble or maybe even serious violence, and 80% of
surprising at the moment on appeal 48% of cases are the newspaper headlines were about supposed
successful and 68% where there is a professional connections with violence. Now, in that sort of
adviser advocating for the individual. So it has gone world you could not just assess somebodywho could
massively wrong at the moment. The review has to not use their legs; you would have to take into
be an opportunity to improve on those figures account all those diVerent social constructs, all those
recognising that it will always be diYcult to assess various stigmas and prejudices, and that is what we
the employability impact of the mental health have in mental health. So just to concentrate on
problem which is not visible; there is no blood test; getting the test right for mental illness or mental
it is fluctuating; it will always be more diYcult. health problem, or to try and join up with mental

health care services, those things you can improve,
but unless you take the other side as well—theQ216 Miss Begg: I have questions to ask you about
stigma, the discrimination, the prejudice and lack ofthe Employment and Support Alliance but this
understanding about mental health problems,series of questions you have just been answering now
including employment, then we cannot solve theunderpins thewhole of the debate, and I do not think
problem, so we have to see the DWP take muchwe have got the definition right. The Green Paper
more seriously responsibilities for enforcing thetalks in general terms about mental health. Well,
Disability Discrimination Act as it applies to peoplemental health is a very, very broad spectrum. CliV,
with mental health problems, to advise and assistyou outlined the people at the acute end dealt with
employers to understand what are mental healthby the acute trust, and there is another range of
problems, what is themental health equivalent of thepeople, but even with this crossover and the people
wheelchair ramp, what reasonable adjustments canwho are not ordinarily dealt with by the acute sector

nevertheless can have acute symptoms and serious be made—we have in mental health the highest
mental health problems. Back in 1998–99 our want-to-work rate, people on Incapacity Benefit,
predecessor Committee did an inquiry into the and the lowest level of in-work, and that is not
medical assessments for IB, and we made because of the nature of mental illness but because
recommendations about mental health including of the nature of the prejudice, stigma, discrimination
looking at non clinicians being involved, and we and so on.
talked about approved social workers and various
other groups.How can we get it right this time?How

Q217 Mrs Humble: We are going to have furthercan we ensure that there is a proper definition of
questions about employers and barriers to work so Iterms so that mental health is not just one sentence;

that we ensure there are subdivisions that are treated want to put you oV at this point. Jed, is it really as
appropriately, because if somebody has a physical easy as you were saying earlier to address this
illness you ask, “Is he going to get better? What problem so there is a workable solution for the
medication, help, do you need?” Is that question DWP?
asked about mental health? If not, why not? What Mr Boardman: Notwithstanding what CliV has just
recommendations can we make to Government? said with which, I completely agree. But if one were
What recommendations do you think we should to look at somebody’s ability to function, to
make? concentrate maybe on their illness, I think there are
Mr Prior: In terms of the definitions you can start solutions to that because I think we have experience
from trying to look at the mental illness, and I am in other areas that can make reasonable ways of
sure Jed can tell you about diVerent tools that will approaching that that can be generally reliable and
enable you to get the best possible handle on the valid. I do not think the present set of areas covered
degree of disabilities that are being experienced is at all suYcient to allow people to assess a person’s
because of the mental health problem. There is function and reliably in that area.
another way of coming at it which is to say that the
state spends an enormous amount of time and
energy assessing people in the health and social care Q218Mrs Humble: In your written submission have
system under the care programme approach. But the you listed some of those alternative ways?
DWP completely disregards all of that risk Dr Boardman: It is not in the written submission at
assessment and says “We will do our own thing, all. It is not covered.
thank you.” There could be a greater join-up there
and that will get a longer term understanding of the

Q219Mrs Humble: Is there any chance of you givingperson’s condition and the disability it brought. A
third area is how society sees mental health us some pointers?
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Dr Boardman: I would be happy to. to the Jobcentre Plus because of the fear implicit and
inherent in the letters sent out, inherent in the idea of
conditionality and sanctions. To expand theQ220 Mrs Humble: Thank you. Finally on this,
sanctions further, again, there is no evidence. Thewhen we were in the Netherlands we were told as
cost benefit analysis of Pathways to Work is not yetpart of their rehabilitation services that people assess
to take place until next year, so I am not quite surenot just the individual but the workplace. If
how the Government is in a position to say, “Wesomebody is oV sick with stress that is often nothing
need more of this conditionality and sanctions”,to do with them but to do with what they experience
even though they have not yet carried out the fullin the workplace; their interaction with their
assessment of the pilots they are conducting at thecolleagues, the pressure of their work. Is there any
moment.way we could pick up on that and try to have

something here that would operate in a similar way?
Mr Prior: Yes. There is a proposal I think in the Q224 Mrs Humble: Could the pressure to engage in
Green Paper for workplace health connect which is work-related activities, the conditionality clauses,
meant to advise small and medium sized enterprises make mental health problems worse? Natasha, you
on exactly that. Unfortunately, reading the outlined some of the pressures you felt under when
specification for it, it seems to be amental health free you were claiming JSA. What can be done about it?
zone, and it is written much more in terms of things What flexibility should there be to advisers? Whatcausing back pain or RSI or physical symptoms. It discretion should they have? The Government isis a golden opportunity to look at workplace design proposing that the advisers can pause work-relatedin terms of stress and other mental health related activity if it is causing stress and anxiety, makingfactors.

mental health conditions worse. Is that suYcient?
Will that answer the problem?

Q221 Mrs Humble: I read that and it was easy Ms Christoforou: It goes back to a longstanding
adaptations in the workplace, but what needs to be problem. We have been saying repeatedly to DWP
addressed are actually those other personnel matters over the years about the issue of training of staV, and
which will be much more diYcult. given the going rate outside of London for an
Ms Christoforou: It is not beyond the realms of Incapacity Benefit adviser is £12,000 a year and
possibility forGovernment to issue some regulations given that the training they are getting at the
attached to the Health and Safety Act that are moment in the Pathways toWork area lasts 13weeks
mental health specific and addresses all these points, and covers the IT systems, the benefit systems, the
or indeed the compulsory employers’ insurance. main health conditions, one wonders whether the
That could be looked at and could be used to money is attracting the right calibre of staV and
encourage employers to be more mental health whether their training is adequate, and I cannot help
aware and to establish healthy work places that do but think that neither of those two things are the
not result in people having to leave the workplace case; that the right calibre of staV are not going to bebecause they have no control over their workload or attracted and suYcient training is not going to bebecause their employer says, “You cannot do provided and will not be provided particularly asflexible working and you will have to work through Pathways is going to have to be rolled out on a cutlunch”, etc. So I do not believe it is beyond the

price basis. In theory, if one had a properly trained,realms of possibility and regs could be put in place
committed individual who is working closely withthat could be developed oV the back of them.
the claimant and understood the condition, it could
be appropriate to give that person the power to

Q222 Mrs Humble: Moving on to work-related suspend work-related activities, but the reality is
conditions for the new employment and support that the funding that is going to be available with the
allowance, are they going to make things better or amount of training the Government are talking
worse? about, etc, makes me fear that it is just not going to
Ms Christoforou: Conditionality? be like that.

Q223 Mrs Humble: Yes.
Q225 Harry Cohen: We heard in an earlier sessionMs Christoforou: As earlier witnesses were saying,
with RNIB that basically if you have lower level ofthere is no evidence that there is a need for
benefit, if they were in a programme with them, thisconditionality and for the Pathways to Work areas
is their ideal situation, then they perhaps would gosanctions and conditions are used in 0.4% of cases.
up in levels of benefit; that they were actually co-There are no parallel pilots that look at everything
operating. On this point about co-operating, is thatthat Pathways to Work has but without the
a factor with people withmental health to say, “Yousanctions, so we have no evidence that they are
are either co-operating or not”, notwithstandingneeded at all. What we do have evidence of at Mind
their actual health? That perhaps somebody couldis letters which detail the fact that people may have
assess whether they are actually co-operating or not,their benefit cut if they do not comply with, at the
and that would mean whether they were on amoment, work-focused interviews. There have been
particular level of benefit or not? Is that a factor thatpeople who have gone out immediately to get a job
could operate?because they feel that is what that letter is saying to
Ms Christoforou: Making the judgment as tothem, completely inappropriate jobs, and after a

number of days the job fails and they have to return whether somebody is unwell or being awkward?
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Q226 Harry Cohen: Yes. Could that decision be now arranging their own peer group meetings where
they are meeting outside and not being supported bymade?

Dr Boardman: That is a rather diYcult question in any agency, taking things up oV their own bat. So
that has been a really positive element of thethe sense that anybody could be labelled as being

awkward because they will not take part in Pathway.
something for good reasons to themselves which are
related to their anxieties, their poor motivation Q229 Jenny Willott: Is that in a number of
because of their depression problems and so on. It is diVerent pilots?
really a question of how you label that unco- Mr Hallam: This is the Derbyshire one, which has
operativeness. It is something I have to engage with been outsourced into voluntary into private
with patients most days. Are they doing this because companies. So that has been a really big positive,
they do not want to, because they are being having the mental health specific component to the
awkward, or because they simply cannot? Now, in programme, a big support. Also, the big thing that
the context that I work in, I almost always have to has come back from that is people now saying, “I
take the assumption that it is something to do with know I am not on my own. There are other people
their illness and what I have to do is try to engage who have suVered, others have gone through what I
them in some level in order to try and help them have gone through”, and it seems to have been really
move along. In a sense that is the whole process of positive experience. There has been no real evidence
trying to engage people to do something to help yet, and we do not collate the hard outcomes of who
themselves and allow whoever their therapist is, in is going into employment, so there are no real figures
the broader sense, to help them as well. of howmany have gone through Pathways and have

got employment, so I suppose that would be a deficit
on the evaluation side, how we measure it. Equal toQ227 Harry Cohen: So the question of co-operation

or non co-operation is not a very good factor in that is how do we measure soft outcomes round it,
and a lot of positive and consistent feedback is notconditionality?

Dr Boardman: It tells you nothing, and to me that is now, “Well I, feel able to get a job”, it is, “I feel more
confident; I can say no; I like myself, I can now goone of the great problems of this conditionality

debate in some cases. Firstly, I think we have got out the house,” so really soft things to capture and
measure but without having those elements builtevidence that levels of conditionality within those

Pathways projects are suYcient, because in a way we into the programme how can anybody sustain
employment? It is not about getting a job; it has tohave people telling us all the time that those

Pathways projects are successful. They use a level of be the skills associated with it. So that has been a
tremendous positive, the increase in quality of life,conditionality that is relatively low, and yet we seem

to be getting outputs from that which are acceptable which from looking at a lot of literature there has not
been a big focus or priority on. Going back to that,under those Pathways projects. If you apply a model

which is concerned with people forcing people to do how do we sell the product? Are we selling it, as the
media portray it, as scrounging and draining thethings, these things will not work well because the

model is wrong. The correct model is to try and system, or are we going on to this because we want
to support people to make real choices and realengage people tomove on, to give them information,

to help them understand what things are on oVer, benefits to mental and physical health?
and so on. It is a much more therapeutic model, and
there is a lot of information in terms of what works Q230 Jenny Willott: Are there any elements that
in therapy that might help here, but also a lot of have been counterproductive that you have come
information from the addictions field that accepts across?
that at certain stages in a person’s, if you like, career Mr Hallam: From listening to the people who have
towards moving on you cannot actually expect them done quite a lot of stakeholder events, and the peer
to want to give up their addictions; there are certain groups that have been established and are now
pre stages to do that, and I think those sort ofmodels sending their minutes through, the big element
will be much more helpful than ones that expect to which is not provided and which we wish was
force people into taking things which they are not provided was an educational pathway, which has
able to accept at that point in time. been talked about quite a lot, I think I have

mentioned it, about having choices, “Can I retrain?
I have been out of work for three years. Before thatQ228 Jenny Willott: Going on to the Pathways

pilots, what have been the most useful and the least I was a teacher, I want to do some refresher classes”,
and it is to give that real choice. Again, it goes backuseful services in the pilots for clients with mental

health conditions? to how the product is sold. Is it to save the
Government money and to get the scroungersMr Hallam: I would say as the area manager at the

Pathways toWork for the pilot in Derbyshire one of working, or is it a real healthcare systemwith benefit
built on all-round choice and opportunities? If we dothe things which has been fed back consistently from

people who have gone through that the thing that not get things right in the first place, when somebody
goes back to work it will be diYcult to retain themworks is keeping the mental health specific side to

the programme which has proven really eVective. A in work because their value and confidence will still
be low. The confidence course that we providelot of the people who have been through it have

found the peer support, commonality, and the should be an integral part not only for the mental
health specific side but also people with respiratory,history of issues has been really eVective. They are
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cardiac and so on. At themoment inDerbyshire that because they are done in a particularly good way but
is not provided to people; the confidence course is also because they are taking a group of people who
mental health specific. may well be easier to move into work at that stage
Ms Christoforou: The two things that stand out before getting on to long-term benefits. But the
across all the Pathways areas according to DWP’s proposed high level of JSA may well be problematic
evaluation studies is the Condition Management people with, say, long-term mental disorders, who
Programme is popular with claimants. whilst at many stages in their illness may well not be

able to work need to be given the opportunity to do
that when they are well and able to do so. The sameQ231 Jenny Willott: Does that apply to mental
goes I think with people who are on long-termhealth claimants as well?
benefits. The problem is, I think, that if you were toMs Christoforou: Yes, and the £40 a week back to
just look at getting people into open employmentwork credit, which oVers an individual moving into
here that causes enormous problems because that isthe workplace perhaps at a lower paid job the
not going to be easily accessible to many of thosereassurance that they will not be significantly worse
people, but when extending this into the notion ofoV once they do, so that oVers a bit of extra security
work or occupation, or meaningful activity, that inwhen one is making a decision about what to do
itself may be very useful and very therapeutic andabout that. I know, Natasha, when you moved into
gets them out of, if you like, that vicious circle ofyour current post, the pre and in-work support was
being in no occupation, particularly with the natureimportant.
of some of those disorders, which people get into. IMs Peter: Very important. I get on-going
think what one might want to be looking at, whichcounselling and have an excellent line manager who
is sorely lacking in this country, is a much greatergives me support but also support from outside
emphasis on vocational rehabilitation for that grouporganisation called Richmond Fellowship which
of people with long-term mental disorders thatmeant, because I did not know how I would react to
addresses a spectrum of opportunities and serviceswork, if I had any problems then I could ring them
within any one area, and also respects I think the factup and they would take me out but I have never
that people will move between those services but willneeded that because I had such excellent support at
move also between diVerent opportunities for work,work, and also I have had support of the DEA at the

Jobcentre which has helped enormously. Without be it voluntary work or part-time work or even at
that I would not have continued work and I would one level attending some sort of training or day
have gone back to square one really. facility, up to the point of being perhaps ready at

some point in their career to enter some form of open
employment.Q232 Jenny Willott: So the on-going support is

really important?
Ms Peter: Definitely. Q234 Jenny Willott: Finally, on claimants on

Pathways who have ended up in jobs, are they being
Q233 Jenny Willott: You have referred in your matched into suitable jobs or is there a suggestion
submission to voluntary work being really that they are being placed in any old job?
important as a step towards possibly going into Mr Hallam: Again, there has been no evidence
work later on.Do you all feel that has enough profile collected in Derbyshire to say how many people are
in the Green Paper, and has been given enough going into jobs. There is another private agency
importance? business on case managers and also it is going
Ms Christoforou: There is some mention of through the PCT but no one provider can say that X
volunteering but the whole document—even the title amount have gone into work, so it is a bit diYcult to
of the document is telling—is all about moving into say. But based on anecdotal experiences people are
paid employment, but there has to be a recognition not going in at the level they would choose to go into
on the part of the Government that there are many work, and have to take—
other occupations that one could engage in, one of
those being volunteering, one being further
education, one being part-time work, etc, and if the Q235 Jenny Willott: Lower level jobs?
Government is truly committed to supporting Mr Hallam:—maybe 2 or 3 steps. It is not even just
people who are currently out of work and receiving a case of a job below what it is normally.
Incapacity Benefit into the workplace then it has to
be at that individual’s own pace and has to include

Q236 Jenny Willott: So that is still a problem?stepping stones such as voluntary work, otherwise if
Mr Hallam: Yes, and because of the limit ofthings are moved too speedily it is highly likely that
opportunities, and I am thinking of a particularit can result in deterioration in somebody’s mental
group who came from business who are city sort ofhealth problem. If you look at the hard financial
folk, some people have now said, “Well, I am notfacts of that then there is cost to the Department of
going back into a factory and not taking a low paidHealth and the DWP as a person returns to benefit,
job”, so what they are looking to do, and thisso yes, there is mention of volunteering but there
touches upon the vocational frameworks, isshould be more emphasis, we feel.
establish social firms, and again there needs to beDr Boardman: We have mentioned the Pathways
that support and the resources available for peopleproject which is targeting people moving on to

benefits, and part of the success of that is not just to set up social enterprise and social firms.
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Ms Christoforou: One also has to consider that the about this, about cities taking the lead in this. If you
roll up the Social Services costs, the NHS costs, theoV-flows, in DWP speak, are people leaving the
Jobcentre Plus costs and the benefits and set up anbenefit as opposed to people going into work, and
organisation—not necessarily a local authority, itthat needs to be borne in mind when we look at the
could be something else—and say that this personstats. Additionally, you may have read recently that
will cost us £30,000 in the next year and you go awaythe DWP are working with Tesco to provide people
with that individual and spend it in their bestwith the opportunity to take up taster courses, and
interests, is this a route you think we could do down?people in receipt of Incapacity Benefit can be
Ms Christoforou: You mean amalgamating allguaranteed interviews for permanent posts, which is
those budgets?marvellous if you want to work in retail, but not

everybody does. If the Government were doing the
Q238 Chairman: Yes. Would you like to thinksame thing with a whole range of industry types that
about it?would be more encouraging, but it feels as though it
Ms Christoforou:Yes. I do not know—I would havemay be the case that people’s aspirations and skills
to give that some more thought. As you know, thereand knowledge are not necessarily being matched,
is talk about drawing together budgets such asand the Green Paper itself talks a lot about what the
supporting people and there are individualisedlocal labour market needs as opposed to looking
budgets being trialled for disabled people as wewhat an individual’s aspirations might be and
speak so it feels as though there is movement in thatwhether one could work with them to achieve those
direction, but if the scenario you describe allowsaspirations so they could return to work, but people
more flexibility about how one engages withdo not.
somebody in receipt of Incapacity Benefit Benefit
with a view to moving them towards an appropriate

Q237 Chairman: I am conscious of the time so can I type of occupation, the flexibility would be very
close with this, particularly talking about the client welcome.
group that you represent. The Government has
talked, and I do not know how much you know Chairman: Thank you very much.
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Memorandum submitted by Department for Work and Pensions

Summary

1. This memorandum is submitted by the Department for Work and Pensions. As the Committee
recognises in announcing this inquiry, the Government will set out its vision for the welfare state in the 21st
century, based on its principles for reform, in the forthcoming Welfare Reform Green Paper. It would be
inappropriate to pre-empt the content of the Green Paper in this memorandum, but the Department hopes
that the Committee will consider the Green Paper in the course of this inquiry. The Committee’s
recommendations will, of course, be considered in the usual way and as part of the Green Paper
consultation exercise.

2. The Government believes that everyone who wants and is able to work should be helped to do so,
whilst maintaining a balance between rights and responsibilities. In moving forward to meet the challenging
aspiration of an employment rate of 80% it is crucial to help people who are economically inactive and
extend opportunities to them so they can return to work. The benefit system should encourage and promote
work wherever this is possible, as well as providing greater security for those where work is not an option.
This means refocusing the Department’s attention and support on a person’s abilities, rather than their
incapacity. And it means working in partnership across Government, for example with health professionals
and social services, and with the voluntary and community sector, building an holistic and
complementary service.

3. Building on the Pathways toWork pilots, the next stepwill be to reform further the benefit and support
on oVer, working in partnership with employers, health professionals, social services and local
organisations, to create a system which recognises a person’s ability, oVers timely and structured support
and incentivises activity and work. Given the evidence on the damage that long term periods on Incapacity
Benefit inflict on someone’s employment prospects, the Department, working in partnershipwith others will
do everything it can to intervene early, retaining individuals in employment wherever possible.

4. This memorandum covers the following:

— the background to the reforms to incapacity benefits;

— the implications and future of the Pathways to Work pilots;

— the experience of people with health problems or disability in the pilot areas;

— how support for people with health problems or disability can help them move back into work;

— the crucial benefits of involving healthcare professionals;

— the Department’s eYciency challenge has no direct eVect on the pilots;

— the increase in those taking advantage of existing employment initiatives;

— the central role of various sectors, including the voluntary sector; and

— the type of work open to people with health problems or disability in local labour markets.

1. Introduction

1.1 The Government will be setting out its vision for a welfare state for the 21st century, based on its
principles for reform, for consultation in the forthcoming Welfare Reform Green Paper.

1.2 The reform of incapacity benefits is a key element of the first stage of this reform.

1.3 Incapacity benefits provide a source of income for those of working age with health problems or
disability. A background note on the history and the contributory conditions of Incapacity Benefit is
provided at Annex A to this Memorandum. People without suYcient contributions may receive Income
Support on the basis of being incapable for work. The proposed reforms cover groups included in this wider
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definition.208 Disability Living Allowance is a separate benefit providing financial help to people who are
severely disabled relatively early in life with the extra costs they face as a result of their disabilities.209

Disability Living Allowance will not be included as part of the benefit reforms.

1.4 Since 1979 the number of people of working age on incapacity benefits has nearly quadrupled.
However, around 85% of the increase occurred before the mid-1990s; the number of claimants increased
from 700,000 in 1979 to 2.5 million in May 1997. Since then growth in the caseload has slowed significantly
and has now stabilised. The latest figures show a small but significant fall in the incapacity benefits’ caseload.
Overall, the number of working age economically inactive benefit claimants has fallen by 43,000 in the last
year and by 164,000 since 1997. This is the first reduction in more than two decades resulting from a
combination of successful labour market help for all benefit claimants and a strong economy.

1.5 This rise in claims for incapacity benefits since 1979 had nothing to do with failing health across the
nation since life expectancy has been increasing by two years every decade and medical advances are such
that recovery rates and recovery times have been transformed. Moreover, being disabled is not necessarily
a bar to employment, since the Labour Force Survey shows that there are over three million disabled people
who are in employment.

1.6 Worse, once an individual received incapacity benefits they were eVectively removed from the
assistance provided to help people back into the workplace. As a consequence, after a year of claiming
incapacity benefits, the average duration of a claim is eight years, and after two years the individual is more
likely to die or move into retirement than return towork. This happens despite the fact that the vastmajority
of people, at the outset of their claim, want and expect to work, given the right support.

1.7 The impact of long-term benefit receipt upon the individual’s future prospects (declining health and
declining wealth) is now known. However, the impact is not solely upon the individual but also on their
family and their community.

1.8 Early indications are that the Pathways to Work pilots210 are having a positive impact. For the first
time ever, a comprehensive package of support for people with health conditions is being provided by
linking employment and health advice. The pilots’ success provides valuable pointers to how the
Government might best extend opportunity to all recipients of incapacity benefits.

2. Reforms to Incapacity Benefits

What lessons can be learnt fromPathways toWork in shaping the direction of the reform of incapacity benefits?

2.1 The policies that underpin the Pathways to Work pilots were built around three key evidence-based
principles and, in light of the lessons being learnt from the pilots, they will continue to shape the next stage
of reform:

— People want to work. Nearly everyone coming onto incapacity benefits expects and wants to get
back to work.

— People can be helped to work. The conditions reported by the large majority of this group should
not be an overwhelming obstacle to working if the right support is given.

— Work can improve health. Working supports improved health and well-being; inactivity worsens
health and social isolation.

2.2 Pathways to Work’s policies were also based around the clear evidence that, despite these positive
contexts, people on incapacity benefits frequently faced a range of institutional barriers to actually trying
to gain employment. These were both within Jobcentre Plus and amongst other stakeholders, including the
health service and employers. These barriers reinforce the individual barriers many people experience and
strongly suggest the need for a multi-pronged approach.

208 Incapacity benefits include (a) Incapacity Benefit ı a taxable, contributory benefit for people who are unable to work because
of health problems or disability; (b) Severe Disablement Allowance (SDA was abolished for new claimants on 6 April 2001,
however, certain people entitled to SDA before that date can continue to receive it); (c) Means-tested Income Support—if
claimed on the basis of being incapable of work; (d) the disability premium within Income Support ı where entitlement to
the premium depends on someone showing that they have been incapable of work and (e) National Insurance credits for
incapacity.

209 Disability Living Allowance is non-contributory, not income-related and tax-free. Entitlement is based on the eVects of
disability on the person’s care and mobility needs as there is a close correlation between these two needs and extra costs.

210 In November 2002 the Government published the Green Paper on Pathways to Work: Helping people into employment,
(Command Paper 5690) setting out proposals for supporting people claiming Incapacity Benefit. In particular, the paper
proposed the provision of more skilled advisers to help and support claimants alongside easier access to specialist
employment programmes plus new work-focused rehabilitation programmes, oVered jointly by Jobcentre Plus and NHS
providers. In response to the consultation the first Pathways to Work pilots were set up. The Pathways to Work pilots are
operating in seven areas; the first three started operating in October 2003 and these are Bridgend, Renfrewshire and
Derbyshire. Pilots in Gateshead & South Tyneside, Somerset, Essex and East Lancashire started in April 2004. Fourteen
additional pilot areas will begin roll-out from October 2005: these are Durham; Tees Valley; Lancashire West; Lanarkshire
andEastDunbarton; StaVordshire; Barnsley andRotherham (to bemergedwithDoncaster);Manchester (to bemergedwith
Salford and TraVord); Cumbria; Greater Mersey; Liverpool (to be merged with Wirral); Eastern Valleys; Swansea Bay (to
be merged with West Wales); Glasgow; and City of Sunderland.
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2.3 The consequence of these barriers was that, despite their aspirations, very few people claiming
incapacity benefits were being supported to get back to work.211 This supported the case for a radical step-
change and a diVerent culture and environment across clients and all stakeholders so that a significantly
greater proportion of people claiming incapacity benefits realised that returning to work was feasible and
that they could try to achieve that goal. With its focus on working; its oVer of skilled personal support;
mandatory work-focused interviews with personal advisers;212 high quality employment and NHS
rehabilitation provision and good financial incentives, Pathways to Work213 has started to create such an
environment. The early results from the Pathways to Work pilots are very encouraging (see response to
section 3 below) and the pilots are engaging significantly greater numbers and amuch wider range of people
than under previous initiatives. It is also increasing the numbers leaving benefit. It is proving very popular
with clients and with Jobcentre Plus and NHS staV.

2.4 In addition, the positive response from both staV and clients shows that the time is now right to
fundamentally reform incapacity benefits themselves. As the welfare to work regime within the Pathways
to Work pilots focuses people on what they can still do rather than what they cannot, it is time incapacity
benefits do that as well.

2.5 The quantitative and qualitative evidence from the Pathways to Work pilots, which will continue to
emerge over the next few years, provides useful findings for the future direction of policy in numerous, more
specific ways. For example lessons:

— from the mandatory work-focused interview process in Pathways to Work pilots can help in the
design of the future work-focused interview and work-related activity regime to ensure successful
support for an extremely varied caseload and ensure sanctions only come into play where
absolutely necessary;

— about return-to-work activity, about the popularity and eVectiveness of current provision;

— about which groups of people are not yet engaging in back-to-work activity and to ensure that any
gaps in provision can be filled as well;

— about the attitudes of clients and how they can be most eVectively helped back into work;

— about how Jobcentre Plus can engage with the NHS most eVectively and vice versa; and

— about implementation and management.

What are the implications of DWP’s proposals for the new structure of incapacity benefits? Do they address
the complications inherent in the existing incapacity benefits system? Is a dual benefit the right approach? Could
it be improved?

2.6 The proposals in the five-year strategy214 have already prompted extensive consultation with
stakeholders. Their key concerns are that the proposed changes should not create false boundaries between
client groups and eVectively “write-oV” people with severe impairments. The Government has taken
account of these comments and they will be reflected in the forthcomingWelfare Reform Green Paper. The
basic principle is that no one should be excluded from the right support. The Government is committed to
simplifying the existing regime, on the way to simplifying the entire range of benefits.

Will the reforms help to improve work incentives for people with health problems or disability?

2.7 Many people expect and want to work again and do not require incentives other than timely and
quality support and assurance that they will not be financially worse oV. However, it is important to provide
the right package of support not just to those receiving benefits, but also to those entering employment. The
Department’s analysis of Pathways toWork pilots, and its ongoing analysis of theDepartment’s widermenu
of employment programmes, will provide pointers on what works.

Is it possible to distinguish between those who are able to work and those who cannot?

2.8 TheGovernmentwould like to get away from this simplified view and remove the focus on incapacity.
The aim is to identify what individuals are able to do based on individual conditions and capabilities and
what support theywill need to realise their potential. For themajority of people, the prospects are good,with
the right advice and help. However, there are a very small number of people with the most severe functional
limitations who cannot at this moment take up the option of work.

211 For example, surveys show 80 or 90% of new claimants expect to work again but only around three or 4% were joining the
key back to work programme New Deal for Disabled People (NDDP).

212 Personal Advisers oVer a professional, individually tailored service designed to encourage and support people to move from
welfare dependency to active participation in society and, wherever possible, paid employment. They may be Jobcentre Plus
staV, or voluntary or private sector partners.

213 It also oVers support to people on Jobseeker’s Allowance with health conditions and works with other key stakeholders to
change the culture away from “incapacity”.

214 The Department for Work and Pensions’ Five Year Strategy: Opportunity and security throughout life, published in
February 2005.
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What are the implications of the reforms on levels of fraud and error?

2.9 Central to the proposed reforms are simplification of the benefits’ structure andmore regular support
from personal advisers. This is likely to improve claimants’ understanding of benefit rules and increase their
contact with their Jobcentre Plus oYce. This places clear responsibility on individual claimants to provide
the necessary and correct information and to notify DWP promptly if there is a change in circumstance.
This in turn will help theDepartment tomake sure that the correct level of entitlement is always in payment.

Will the reforms address the main areas of concern with the current system?

2.10 This is the Department’s intention and will be covered in the forthcoming Green Paper.

3. The Future Roll-Out of Pathways toWork

How successful have the Pathways to Work pilots been?

3.1 Early results from the Pathways to Work pilots are extremely promising. For the first time, the
Department is engaging significantly greater numbers of people in returning to work. To the Department’s
knowledge, no other country has had similar success with a comparable group.

3.2 Compared to other areas, and pre-Pathways to Work, in the Pathways to Work pilot areas:
— substantially more people are involved in return-to-work activity. Following the initial work-

focused interview, take-up of elements of the Choices package215 is recorded as around 20% (these
figures do not capture those encouraged into further voluntary contact with their adviser or people
undertaking permitted work or work trials). There have now been around 11,700 “starts” on to the
various elements of the Choices package, with over 4,900 referrals to the condition management
programmes;

— the proportion of people leaving benefit, and the number of recorded job entries is far higher. There
is clear evidence that the pilot is having a significant impact on the number leaving incapacity
benefits. Evidence is now available comparing those who have come oV incapacity benefits within
six months in Pathways pilot areas and in non-pilot areas. There is an increase of around eight
percentage points in pilots compared to other oYces nationally. All the indications are that the
increase in those likely to leave incapacity benefits has wholly or largely been caused by an
increased movement into employment. There has also been a significant increase in entries into
jobs recorded by Jobcentre Plus.

3.3 The emerging evidence from the pilots shows that Jobcentre Plus personal advisers are now significantly
more willing to focus incapacity benefits clients on getting back to work. A significant part of this change is
their understanding that there is a radically better package of support. This appears to be driving the improved
results and is equally important with other stakeholders, especially employers and GPs.

Does the current design need adaptation for national roll-out?

3.4 The Department is clear that lessons need to be learnt from implementation to maximise eVectiveness
and value for money.

What are the implications of a rollout of Pathways on a new system of incapacity benefits?

3.5 The design of a new system of incapacity benefits and the menu of assistance oVered to claimants goes
hand-in-hand. Most people expect to work again and the Department wants to help them realise their
aspirations. The benefit system should support individuals to engage in activity to improve their chances of
returning to work by providing the right incentives to try things out and to manage their condition. The menu
of assistance oVeredmustmeet the needs of individuals in their attempts to get back towork and to stay there.

4. The Experience of People with Health Problems or Disability
216

Initial reactions of customers to Pathways to Work and the Work Focused Interviews:

4.1 Clients made a clear link between Jobcentre Plus and work and understood that the purpose of the
work-focused interview was to discuss work. They thought it was fair to attend a meeting, though not
necessarily a series.

4.2 People perceived their barriers to work to include their health condition, the nature of the local labour
market and employers’ attitudes.

215 Provides early frequent support to those receiving Incapacity Benefit from skilled personal advisers; direct access to a range of
comprehensive specialist programmes, including joint programmes with the NHS, to mitigate the impact of a person’s health
condition on their return to work and provide clear financial incentives to work.

216 Evidence source: early findings from qualitative research with customers and Incapacity Benefit advisers in the first three pilot
districts- interviews conducted in February–March 2004. Report published September 2004. Reference: Dickens, S, Mowlam,
A andWoodfield, K (2004) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—early findings from qualitative research, DWPResearch ReportW202
(SheYeld: Department for Work and Pensions).
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4.3 Clients who thought theywere least likely to benefit included: thosewith an existing contract of work;217
those who were awaiting further medical treatment/investigation; those who thought their health condition
was too severe and those who had experienced problems with their claim for incapacity benefits.

Barriers in accessing support oVered through Pathways

4.4 Evidence from the evaluation is that clients make extensive use of the services oVered through the
Pathways toWork pilots and value them. Those not accessing such support are those who either feel they are
unable to work, or do not want to work. Some clients are also using similar services provided independently
of the Pathways to Work pilots.

4.5 While themajority of clients engagewillinglywith the initial work-focused interview process, for a small
proportion there were some issues. These included some clients who had diYculty in attending an oYce, and
some who were concerned at a lack of privacy for their interview. The Department will continue to identify
and promote good practice, for example, for carrying out telephone interviews; using locations other than the
Jobcentre Plus oYces; and anticipating when it might be appropriate to arrange additional privacy for an
interview.

Awareness of the support available

4.6 People’s awareness of the requirement to attend six mandatory interviews varied and views about this
were mixed. People who felt their first interview was useful and that they were moving on were quite happy
to attend further interviews.Whereas those who felt their situationmade discussion of work inappropriate did
not feel they would gain from further interviews.

4.7 Early evidence shows that as personal advisers have gained more knowledge of the range of provisions
oVered under the pilots, and built up relationships with local providers, for example, through the condition
management programmes, they have been able to provide better advice to clients. It also shows that where
someone has frequent contact with an adviser they become more aware of all the possibilities open to them.

Experiences and views of the Work Focused Interview regime and services received 218

4.8 The first work-focused interview was a positive experience for those who felt help was available and
accessible to them. Particularly for those who were close to returning to work. A range of services and
opportunities were presented to people throughout the series of work-focused interviews, including: help to
take action in looking for work; advice and help on making work financially viable and preparation for work
in the longer term.

4.9 Advisers were generally appreciated for being helpful, supportive and “not pushy”. Most people felt
reassured that they could move at their own pace and not be pushed into work.

4.10 A significant factor in the eVectiveness of the interview was the timing in relation to other
developments in the lives of the claimants. The intervention seemed to be most positively received by those
who were already looking to return to work or felt able to consider work. In those cases work-focused
interviews were helpful in supporting and developing individual’s aims.

4.11 Help and advice through the condition management programmes was mostly positively received.
Financial assistance was generally very welcome, although there was a perceived gap in the giving of wider
financial information. Help with finding jobs was not always felt to be met through the personal adviser or
New Deal for Disabled People job broker. This is not a criticism of the service on oVer but reflects the fact
that some people are able to manage their situation without external help. Whilst other people may have had
unrealistic expectations of the service, for example, such as expecting the job broker to apply for jobs on
their behalf.

What diVerence did Pathways make?

4.12 For some claimants their health condition changed during the time they were on the Pathways
Programme. Some people whose health condition improved said that the conditionmanagement programmes
had helped, and some of these had returned to work. However some people who went back to work said there
had been no change in their health condition. Some people’s views about working changed during the course
of the research interviews. There was evidence that information about options from a personal adviser can
make people more positive about working in the future.

217 If a person is employed and experiences health problems their employer is liable to pay them Statutory Sick Pay (SSP) for the
first 28weeks.However, if the employer cannot payor has stopped paying SSP anemployeemay claim IncapacityBenefitwhilst
they are not working because of their health condition or disability.

218 Evidence sources: DWPAdministrative Data: Qualitative panel study of a cohort of clients interviewed three times, published
2005. Published 7 July 2005.Reference:Corden,A,Nice,K andSainsbury,R (2005) Incapacity BenefitReformsPilot: Findings
from a longitudinal panel of clients, DWP Research Report 259 (Leeds: Corporate Document Services).
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4.13 Information about and practical help to use Return to Work Credit and tax credits had been useful
to some people. This was particularly so in smoothing the path for those already focused on returning towork,
rather than motivating those who initially did not want to work.

4.14 Not everyone judged the service they received on how far it helped them into work. Some attached
equal or more value to the way they were dealt with or made to feel about themselves. There was evidence of
the pilot making some big diVerences in helping people towards work in the first few months after contact.
This occurred most amongst those already motivated to return to work, and also amongst those who had an
aspiration to work in the future, but with perceived barriers in the short or medium term. The service was less
helpful for those who did not see work as desirable or helpful. As mentioned above, however, the great
majority of new claimants want and expect to return to work. The challenge lies in helping them to be able to
do so and to see it as a practical reality. (See also comments in 4.16 below.)

4.15 Suggestions from clients and personal advisers for what would help people move towards work
included: improvements in health services; greater access to self-help groups and changes in employers’
attitudes.

Key messages from this analysis include

4.16 Good communications and the timing of information are important; the principle of attending work-
focused interviews was accepted and there was evidence that a series of interviews allowed relationships
between clients and advisers to develop constructively. The range and quality of services and other types of
help is crucial and the Department needs to consider how it should approach that group of people who do not
accept that they should be expected to work at all.

Are people with diVerent disabilities/health conditions given appropriate support? 219

4.17 The objective of the reforms is to reduce the numbers on benefit through providing appropriate help
and overcoming barriers to work. Through the Choices package individual’s needs and requirements, no
matter how diVerent or challenging, can be met with more flexibility and tailored resources by the personal
advisers.

4.18 Each client received an individual approach to their claim from the personal advisers, merited upon
their circumstances. There was evidence that the personal adviser training had increased their confidence in
managing the introduction of work during discussions. Typically clients with the most severe conditions had
their interview waived, though they were still told about the incapacity benefits reforms. Some clients’
interviewswere deferred for a number of reasons, for example, if undergoing/awaiting treatment; the condition
was expected to be temporary; or a client was not making progress in health improvements.

4.19 An awareness that diVerent services were appropriate for diVerent clients was key to giving
appropriate support to those with diVerent disabilities/health conditions. Those who particularly required
extra support were referred to disability employment advisers and work psychologists.

4.20 The extent to which clients were referred to other local services varied. Some advisers reported that
there was a gap in provision for those clients with drug and alcohol problems.

4.21 In non-Pathways to Work pilot districts, clients are referred to national provision such as New Deal
for Disabled People, or to specialist disability programmes/services. Fully rolled-out Jobcentre Plus oYces
have specialist advisers to deal with the incapacity benefits client group.

Is there a tendency to help those perceived as closer to the labour market? 220

4.22 The target group for the Pathways to Work pilot was understood by advisers to be those requiring
specialist input rather than clients likely to return to work without support. To achieve this, those attending
a first work-focused interview, other than those with themost severe conditionswho are not required to attend
further interviews, are screened to identify those most likely to return to work without additional help. This
group (around 30%) are not required to attend further work-focused interviews, although they are entitled to
further personal adviser support, and to access any part of the Choices package. The aim is to focus help on
those whomost need it. However, experience of the pilots showed that advisers were working in diVerent ways
with clients. For example some advisers displayed more tenacious behaviour with challenging clients than
others. Advisers felt that clients were at diVering points on a spectrum onmoving into work, and could move,
in either direction, to varying degrees. They typically saw helping someone overcome key barriers as being as

219 Evidence source: qualitative research with Advisers and Work Psychologists in first three pilots. Report published November
2004. Reference: Dickens, S,Mowlam, A andWoodfield,K (2004) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—The Personal Adviser Role and
Practices, DWP Research Report W212 (SheYeld: Department for Work and Pensions).

220 Evidence source: second stage of Qualitative research on Personal Advisers Role and Practices—carried out with Advisers in
all seven pilots in second phase pilots publication date 1 September 2005. Reference; Knight, T, Dickens, S, Mitchell, M and
Woodfield, K (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms—the Personal Adviser Role and Practices: Stage Two, DWPResearch Report
278 (Leeds: Corporate Document Services).
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important and valid as moving someone immediately into work. Voluntary clients (those from groups for
whom participation in the pilot was not a requirement) were typically closer to work; those further away often
needed help to overcome key barriers before considering work.

4.23 The experience of the pilots showed that there were a number of factors influencing the extent to which
a client progressed, such as the behaviour of advisers in referral to provision and their personal adviser’s pro-
activity. Some advisers spent significant amounts of time working with harder to help clients, while others
tended to focus on those who were easier to progress. Finally, the client’s attitude towards moving on was
important.

How will the reforms help those who cannot immediately work, or not yet ready to work?

4.24 Personal advisers in the Pathways to Work pilots gave a wide range of examples of clients who had
progressed closer to the Labour Market as well as those actually moving into work. Progression was helped
where someone had experienced an empathetic and tailored work-focused interview; where any referrals were
client-led and appropriate financial incentives were taken up. For example, some clients were referred to job
brokers for help whilst others were interested to hear about the support available through the Return toWork
Credit. Some harder to help clients benefited from the persistent approach taken by advisers and the time they
were able to give clients who needed greater attention. There is also evidence that some clients, who were
initially unable or unwilling to think about returning to work, changed their view over time, as a direct result
of frequent contact with their personal adviser. In such cases it was a question of helping someone to overcome
key initial barriers, for example, low self-confidence or a belief that their health condition precluded them from
working. The intention is that the reforms will build on these findings to ensure that those who are unable to
contemplate returning to work in the short term are given advice and guidance on the types of activities which
will support them for an eventual return to work.

5. Support for Those with Health Problems or Disability toMove Back intoWork

Can the reformed systems support those with variable and manageable medical conditions?

5.1 Pathways to Work pilots’ evaluation has identified examples where people with variable and
manageablemedical conditions, thosewanting toworkpart-time and thosewithmental health diYculties have
been helped. Incapacity benefits personal advisers have developed strategies to help this group. There is also
evidence to show that some advisers felt less confident about helping some people who fall into these groups.
However, personal advisers typically felt that they were being given the scope to work with clients to achieve
whatever type of progression was right for them.

5.2 It is worth noting that one of the primary purposes of the condition management element in the
Pathways programme was to help people with potentially variable conditions manage these more eVectively
in a work setting, increasing the likelihood that the individual can work.

5.3 The underpinning approach that the service should be client led mean that sensitivity to diVerent
conditions was built in from the start.

5.4 Personal advisers said that in some cases clients were forced as a result of a physical setback towithdraw
temporarily from any progress they had made. One adviser gave the example of a client who was about to
return to work, but then suVered “serious” back spasms. As a result she was put on a waiting list for an
operation and did not think she would be able to return until she had had the operation. The extent to which
advisers felt able to anticipate and tackle such setbacks varied.

Those who are able to work part-time?

5.6 Evidence from the Pathways to Work pilots suggests the programme supports those who are able and
wish to return to work part-time, particularly with financial incentives such as PermittedWork Rules and the
Return to Work Credit.

5.7 Information given to clients during work-focused interviews enabled them to think diVerently about
their situation andwork prospects. For example, some clients who felt they couldmanage a few hours of work
considered new options regarding to stay on incapacity benefits whilst working or going to college, having
discussed financial support options such as working within the Permitted Work rules. As clients wanted to
increase their working hours some moved from Permitted Work to the more than 16 hours work using the
Return to Work Credit to maintain financial support.

5.8 Extra money through the Return to Work Credit also made an impact on those who wished to return
to work on a gradual basis, through allowing people to return to work at reduced hours to better suit their
current health situation.
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Are those with mental health diYculties adequately supported?

5.9 There are a number of examples where advisers have successfully helped clients with mental health
conditions. When asked to talk about those whom advisers felt were particularly diYcult to progress, one of
the groups identified were those with “moderate to severe” mental health conditions. But, it is important to
note that these were advisers’ perceptions which may not have been borne out in reality. Personal advisers
were often keen to emphasise that there could be exceptions who did not fit the more usual pattern and who
did progress. Key explanatory factors for achieving progress were described as having an empathetic and
understanding adviser, timely advice from “experts”, for example condition management programme
providers or Work Psychologists, or a client’s willingness to move forwards and making use of appropriate
referral options. The cognitive behavioural therapy element of the condition management programme was
mentioned as being particularly valuable.

5.10 To be as eVective as possible in the future there is a need to ensure that in-depth support is available
for those with more severe mental health conditions.

Does the Condition Management Programme provide the right level of support?

5.11 Condition management programmes are a new concept and the Department clearly needs to use
emerging evidence to further shape the service. That said, clients have given positive feedback on the impact
of the conditionmanagement programmes. Some felt an improvement in their physical or psychological health
condition; others had gained knowledge about managing their condition; and, felt they had undertaken some
preparation for work.

5.12 In particular, clients reactions to the level of support provided to the condition management
programme were positive for those programmes which were focused on a particular condition where they
received one-to-one support. This type of provision was considered to provide better individual support
than group sessions, not tailored to a particular condition. However, clients valued the option of taking part
in group sessions alongside or following their one-to-one sessions.

5.13 Research with personal advisers suggests that clients fall into four main groups depending on their
proximity to the labour market. When thinking about those who could be described as “not ready to
consider work, but prepared to receive help and support to overcome initial key barriers” personal advisers
described the condition management programme as the “heart” of the Choices package either on its own or
in combination with other interventions. Typical barriers for this client group included moderate to serious
depression, a long period of time outside the labour market, serious physical impairments or a drug or
alcohol problem.

6. Involvement of Healthcare Professionals

Has Pathways to Work successfully worked with health care professionals, including GPs, particularly in
rehabilitation initiatives such as the Condition Management Programme?

6.1 In most Pathways to Work pilot areas the initial communications and presentations to General
Practitioners (GPs) and other health care professionals were made via liaison with the local Primary Care
Organisation or Local Medical Committee. The concept of working closely with Jobcentre Plus and other
stakeholders (primary and secondary care and voluntary sector organisations) to help clients with a health
condition or disability wishing to return to employment fits well with the “care pathway” approach to
rehabilitation.

6.2 In some Pathways to Work pilot areas local communication arrangements were developed to ensure
that GPs were made aware of and involved in the pilots. GPs needed to know that their patients were not
being disadvantaged and that they received high standards of care. This was demonstrated by an improved
quality of life for people engaged in a condition management programme, with less dependency on
medication and an ability to accept greater personal responsibility for their own future.

6.3 Healthcare professionals were very aware of the physical and psychological benefits of being in work.
The ethos of Occupational Therapy is based on structured, meaningful activity, giving patients a work goal
and providing support to reach that goal. The additional assurance that clients would not be financially
disadvantaged was a very attractive proposition for healthcare professionals.

6.4 Healthcare professionals have found thework in the Pathways toWork pilot programme challenging,
but enjoyable. Some typical (abridged) comments from them are:

“The district has experienced positive partnership working at all levels both strategically and
operationally.”
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“Personal advisers have responded positively to developing links with primary care practices.
Advisers have attendedGP practice visits to raise awareness of the scheme (conditionmanagement
programme) and each practice has a named adviser to contact regarding Incapacity Benefit
queries.”

“It is good to work with other professional groups both within the NHS and in partner agencies.”

“The concept of supported self help and application of the principles of cognitive educational
interventions to assist people to become more independent is welcomed by all healthcare staV and
can be applied at all stages of the illness cycle.”

“As a practicing physiotherapist for eight years I thought I was very capable and thorough in my
assessment.However, within the conditionmanagement programme I have learned how to explore
people’s beliefs, listen to their fears and assist them to overcome these barriers themselves, in such
a way that they feel truly empowered, motivated to change and positive about the future.”

“Inmy previous NHS experience, I had never considered the importance work has on our physical
and mental well-being. Being a part of the condition management programme has given me the
opportunity to understand the value of work in its widest sense and to appreciate its value as an
integral part of the healthcare system, not as a separate entity.”

“The multidisciplinary team approach has been beneficial to the customer who can access a broad
range of knowledge and skills.”

How can healthcare professionals be further engaged in the reform of the incapacity benefits’ system?

6.5 GPs, hospital specialists and other healthcare professionals have a key role to play in helping patients
remain in and return to work. The Department already engages them by providing a range of educational
material for GPs, both in hard copy and electronic format. Examples of current educational material are:

— IB 204 booklet and Desk Aid, advising about medical certification;

— Website with advice and guidance on certification;

— Accredited online learning module on certification;

— Papers and articles published in medical and nursing journals.

6.6 A further range of innovative initiatives is being developed, and expect to be implemented during
2006, these include:

— development of competencies in the area of work and health to include in the training curriculum
of medical students;

— discussions with the medical Royal Colleges about including such competencies in postgraduate
training programmes for GPs and specialists;

— a series of initiatives in partnership with the Royal College of General Practitioners (which has
been extremely supportive) to help bring about a change in culture and behaviour amongst GPs;

— joint working with the Royal College of General Practitioners and the Faculty of Occupational
Medicine to improve working relationships between GPs and Occupational Health professionals;

— work with the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges to influence behaviour amongst hospital
specialists; and

— placing employment advisers in GPs surgeries.

7. Jobcentre Plus Resources

Is Jobcentre Plus suYciently resourced to deliver Pathways pilots, both in terms of staYng and finances? Are
they equipped to deal with a reform programme for Incapacity Benefit?

7.1 Within the Department’s overall eYciency plans are measures to re-deploy 10,000 posts to
frontline roles.

7.2 Jobcentre Plus has been given both the finance and the staV “headcount” for the current Pathways
toWork pilots untilMarch 2006, whichwas the original timewhen the pilots were due to end. Consideration
is now underway for these pilots to retain their (pilot) status to align with the next stage roll-out of the
Pathways to Work pilots.

7.3 The funding and the staYng is available to March 2008 for the next stage roll-out of Pathways to
Work pilots to a further fourteen districts. The staYng “headcount” has been ring-fenced and will be
unaVected by the Department’s eYciency challenge. Decisions on any further roll-out have not yet been
made.

7.4 The other significant work on reforms of incapacity benefits within Jobcentre Plus is the new benefit
regime project. Given the embryonic nature of this work, it is diYcult at this stage to determine the level of
resources required to reform incapacity benefits.
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What has been the eVect of the DWP eYciencies agenda?

7.5 The eYciency challenge facing the Department has had no eVect on the Pathways to Work pilots as
headcount in this area has been ring-fenced.

7.6 For the new benefit regime project, it is too early to determine what the impact of the eYciency agenda
will be, especially given that the level of resources required to deliver reformed incapacity benefits is yet to
be established.

8. Existing Employment Initiatives

What has been the eVect of the Pathways pilots on existing programmes and support, such as the New Deal
for Disabled People and Work Based Learning for Adults? How do Advisers work in collaboration with other
Jobcentre Plus staV such as Disability Employment Advisers and job-brokers?221

8.1 Registrations on the New Deal for Disabled People (an explanation of the New Deal for Disabled
People is provided in Annex B of this Memorandum) have increased dramatically in the Pathways to Work
pilot districts. Since the launch of the pilots there have been 13,000 registrations in the Pathways districts,
with almost 7,000 by thosewho have taken part in the pilots. Since the launch of the pilots around 770 people
in the pilot districts are registering with a broker eachmonth, compared to 450 prior to their launch. Around
10% of clients register with New Deal for Disabled People following their work-focused interview.

8.2 Particular aspects of the job broker service which were identified as helpful included continuing
support, in particular, where people felt there was a possibility that they may have to return to benefit. Job
brokers were perceived to move at the pace desired by the client, and had easy access to newspapers and
a phone.

8.3 There have been over a thousand “starts” on other Jobcentre Plus provision by Pathways to Work
customers, including “starts” on the Work Based Learning for Adults (England and Wales), Training for
Work (Scotland), ProgrammeCentres,WorkTrials,Work Preparation,Workstep andAccess toWork. (An
explanation of these programmes is provided in Annex B.)

8.4 People felt that Disability Employment Advisers222 were helpful where they understood their needs
and hence were proactive about looking for suitable job opportunities. Involvement in training courses
could be a boost to confidence and self-esteem. Working towards qualifications had helped some people
improve their knowledge, skills and prospects for finding work in the future. An intervention described as
having had a big impact was the support of a work psychologist. One respondent who had expected to be
medically retired, but who had returned to work following the intervention of the work psychologist, said
he would not have been able to do this without this support.

9. The Role of Various Sectors Including the Voluntary Sector

Have the various sectors including the voluntary sector been successfully involved in the Pathways to Work
pilots?

9.1 Various sectors, including the voluntary sector are key to the success of Pathways toWork pilots. The
only element delivered by Jobcentre Plus is the work-focused interview(s).

9.2 All programme provision is contracted to various providers, including providers from the voluntary
sector. Condition management programmes are contracted through the local NHS Trust(s) and in some
pilots the Trust assumed direct responsibility for delivery rather than contracting to third parties.

9.3 Advisers also refer people to a range of local organisations with specialist expertise, such as Citizens
Advice. Engaging these organisations is critical to successful implementation and delivery.

How can they be further involved in the reform of incapacity benefits?

9.4 Extensive consultation with the full range of stakeholders is already underway. At the local level a
key element of preparing for Pathways to Work pilots has been building a picture of the local support
network and involving partners in the planning stage. This approach will continue.

221 Evidence sources: DWP Administrative Data: Qualitative panel study of a cohort of clients interviewed three times,
published 2005. Published 7 July 2005. Reference: Corden, A, Nice, K and Sainsbury, R (2005) Incapacity Benefit Reforms
Pilot: Findings from a longitudinal panel of clients, DWP Research Report 259 (Leeds: Corporate Document Services).

222 Disability Employment Advisers are specialist advisers within Jobcentre Plus provide advice and support to employers, and
to disabled people who may be facing barriers to work associated with disabilities.
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10. Local LabourMarkets

What types of jobs are participants of Pathways to Work moving into? Are they receiving appropriate in-work
support to enhance job retention?

10.1 On Pathways to Work pilot job entries,223 the following points can be made:

— There have been over 13,400 job entries by Pathways to Work pilot clients.

— Clients who were initially focused on working have mostly moved back in work with the majority
finding jobs themselves or returning to self-employment.

— Among those who worked shortly before their claim to benefit but wanted to return to a less
stressful job, many had moved into part-time employment.

— Amongst those who had returned to work, some had increased their hours since entering
employment, either due to financial pressures, because of knowledge about the Return to Work
Credit, or because of having heard about a new opportunity.

— The quantitative evaluation will identify the types of jobs obtained by Pathways to Work pilot
clients and will investigate sustainability and progression within employment.

10.2 On in-work support:

— There is a comprehensive package of in-work support involving regular contact through an
aftercare service; help from a job-coach; support from a mentor; occupational health support;
increased in-depth personal support and financial advice and debt counselling.

— Evidence on the eVectiveness and use of the in-work support elements is being collected as part of
the Pathways to Work pilot quantitative survey.

Are local labour markets able to provide the jobs needed?

10.3 Nationally around 10,000 new vacancies are notified to Jobcentre Plus everyday. At least this many
again come up through other recruitment channels. There will be some variation, but in general vacancies
are spread fairly evenly across the country.

10.4 In each of the current pilot areas there aremany vacancies available, although there is some variation
in the level of vacancies from place to place. The types of vacancies range across all industrial groups,
although the majority tend to be in service-related industries. However, in most areas there are at least some
vacancies available in every industrial group.

What is the experience of employers?

10.5 In Pathways to Work pilot areas there is no evaluation of the impact on employers. First because it
is unlikely that there will be any direct impact on them, such as a subsidy, and it is diYcult to canvass
employer views other than in a general way. Secondly, the Department is already carrying out a substantial
amount of research with employers about the incapacity benefits client group, as part of the New Deal for
Disabled People evaluation (NDDP), and this has a direct read-across to the Pathways to Work pilot
evaluation. It would not be cost-eVective to commission a further general survey of employers about this
group of people. For this reason, the evidence cited below comes from NDDP employer research.

10.6 Employer perspectives and experiences:

— Most employers knew of the Disability Discrimination Act, but the depth of knowledge about
disability varied.

— Recruitment of disabled people was mainly concentrated in low- level skilled or semi-skilled work,
and non-manual or light manual work.

— Employers reported that they would normally learn about disabilities/health conditions during the
application process.

10.7 Benefits and constraints of employing disabled people:

— Perceived advantages were generally expressed in terms of business benefits and ethical practices.
Specific benefits included reflecting the diversity of the community, providing a wider range of
skills and perspectives and having a wider labour market from which to recruit.

— A good proportion of employers reported no discernible disadvantages. Where disadvantages
were mentioned they were specific to a particular situation or type of disability and role, rather
than general.

223 Evidence source: DWPAdministrative Data (June 2005) Longitudinal panel study of clients—cohort from the first phase pilot
districts interviewed three times in a 9 month period. Reference; Corden, A, Nice, K and Sainsbury, R. Incapacity Benefit
Reforms Pilot: Findings from a longitudinal panel of clients (published 7 July 2005) DWP Research Report 259 (Leeds:
Corporate Document Services).
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10.8 Employer awareness of NDDP:

— There was a low level of conscious involvement in NDDP as a named initiative. Knowledge of the
job brokers who delivered it was higher, as was knowledge of the NewDeal brand (NDDP is often
delivered under the name of the job broking organisation, rather than explicitly as NDDP).

— Also many job brokers focused their eVorts on clients and did not have direct involvement with
employers.

10.9 Relationship between job brokers and employers:

— Contacts had often been generated through NDDP, although some of the best relationships
already existed.

— The nature of these relationships varied.

— A number of employers reported ongoing contact, following recruitment.

— Job brokers were seen as a useful intermediary point of contact for clients and employers.

10.10 Results of involvement in NDDP:

— Employers reported that recruitment assistance, particularly pre-selection was an important
benefit.

— Several employers said it was the provision of suitable candidates for the job, rather than helping
them recruit disabled people which was key.

— Many of the appointments would not have been made without the support of the job broker.

Annex A

INCAPACITY BENEFIT—HISTORY

1995

Incapacity Benefit (IB) introduced, replaced Sickness Benefit and Invalidity Benefit.

1998

TheGovernment’s proposals for modernising Incapacity Benefit by strengthening the link to recent work
and taking a more positive approach to peoples’ capabilities outlined in the consultation paper, A New
Contract for Welfare: Support for Disabled People, published October 1998.

1999

Welfare Reform and Pensions Act gives eVect to the Government’s Welfare Reform Measures.

2000

AllWorkTest replacedwith the Personal CapabilityAssessment so that aswell as establishing entitlement
to benefit it provides constructive information about capabilities to help people plan to return to work.

2001

IB reforms implemented:

— first NI contribution condition revised so that contributions have to be paid in one of the last three
tax years before the benefit year instead of any tax year;

— if the IB recipient gets an occupational or personal pension of £85 a week or more their IB will be
reduced by half the amount which exceeds £85;

— people whose illness begins before age 20 (or 25 if in education or training before age 20) will be
able to receive IB without having to satisfy the contribution conditions; and

— all people making new and repeat claims to Incapacity Benefit in Jobcentre Plus pathfinder oYces
are oVered a work-focused meeting as a condition of receiving benefit. These changes are
implemented by The Social Security (Jobcentre Plus Interviews) Regulations 2001.

2002

New Permitted Work Rules were introduced from 8 April new permitted work rules for those in receipt
of incapacity benefits. People can work for:

— less than 16 hours a week for up to £78 a week, for a 26 week period. This can be extended for
another 26 weeks if a Personal Adviser, Job Broker or Disability Employment Adviser agrees that
an extension will help them towards work of 16 hours or more a week; or

— up to £20 a week, at any time, for an unlimited period; or

— up to £78 a week for an unlimited period if the work is supervised by someone who works for a
public or local authority or voluntary organisation whose job it is to arrange work for people with
disabilities. This could be work done in the community, a sheltered workshop. Similarly, anyone
working under medical supervision as part of a hospital treatment programme can work
indefinitely for earnings of up to £78 a week.
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— People doing therapeutic work before 8 April 2002 were transitionally protected until 6 April
2003.

— Severe Disablement Allowance recipients who were under 20 on 6 April 2001 transferred onto the
long-term rate of IB on 6 April 2002. From 8 April new permitted work-rules came into force for
those in receipt of incapacity benefits.

2003

Pilots testing the new approach outlined in Pathways to Work start in three pilot areas in 2003.

2005

There are currently seven pilots operating in Jobcentre Plus districts and these will be extended from
October 2005 to an additional 14 districts, to cover around one-third of the country based on benefit
recipiency.

Annex B

NEW DEAL FOR DISABLED PEOPLE (NDDP)

NDDP supports people with disabilities and health conditions into employment. Organisations oVering
Job Broker services come from the public, private and voluntary sectors, some of which specialise in
supporting people with particular disabilities or health conditions. However, all job brokers tailor their
services to meet the needs of individual clients.

Since July 2001, a network of job brokers across Great Britain have been providing services and support
to people on disability and health-related benefits whowant towork. The aim is to address the labourmarket
disadvantage issues faced by people with disabilities and health conditions by oVering work-focused help,
and to continue to identify what works in helping them into work.

NDDP focuses on achieving sustained employment and job brokers are paid on an outcome-related basis.
Job brokers receive payment for registering customers, job entries and achieving sustained employment.

A voluntary NDDP gateway oVers qualifying benefit recipients an interview with an adviser which
signposts them to job brokers. In Jobcentre Plus areas, NDDP information is issued to clients as part of the
initialmandatory work focused interview.Clients can also contact theNDDPHelpline or visit theNewDeal
website for information and approach job brokers directly.

Job brokers are made up of various sectors, including the voluntary sector organisations or combinations
in partnership. They agree with each client what is the most appropriate route into employment for them,
and work closely with providers of training and other provision where the client needs additional help. They
are constantly developing their expertise and using diVerent ways of helping people with disabilities and
health conditions to progress into work. Job brokers also work with local employers to identify their needs,
match these with the skills of their clients and to support the client during their first six months of
employment.

Budget

Around £29 million was spent on the NDDP Pilots which ran from 1998 to 2001.

Funding for NDDP job brokers was £120 million over the three years 2001–02 to 2003–04.

A further £30 million has been made available for NDDP for 2005–06.

Current Issues

NDDP performance is currently very strong, and the programme is making an important contribution
to helping people with health conditions and disabilities back into work.

As a result of this and because some job brokers would have reached their Maximum Indicative Contract
Value before March 2006, Jobcentre Plus ran a limited procurement exercise to allocate the new funds.

The limited procurement was open to existing NDDP job brokers only. It was intended to supplement
remaining contracts in 2005–06 and aims to ensure continuity of service and suYcient provision in all
Jobcentre Plus Districts throughout 2005–06.
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Published Evaluation Reports

Employers and the New Deal for Disabled People: Qualitative Research: First Wave (2003) J Aston et al,
DWP Research Report WAE 145, March 2003.

NewDeal for Disabled People National Extension: Findings from the FirstWave of Qualitative Research with
Clients, Job Brokers and Jobcentre Plus StaV. A Corden et al, DWP Research Report W169, October 2003.

New Deal for Disabled People Evaluation: Eligible Population Survey Wave 1 byWoodward, C, Kazimirski,
A, Shaw, A and Pires, C. DWP Research Report W170, October 2003.

NewDeal for Disabled PeopleNational Extension: FirstWave of the First Cohort of the Survey of Registrants,
(2003) K Ashworth et al, DWP Research Report W180: December 2003.

New Deal for Disabled People: First Synthesis Report, by Bruce StaVord et al, DWP Research Report
August 2004.

New Deal for Disabled People: Report of the Survey of Job Brokers, by Siobhan McDonald, Abigail Davis
and Bruce StaVord, DWP Research Report W197, August 2004.

Tests of Nonexperimental Methods for Evaluating the Impact of the New Deal for Disabled People, by Larry
Orr, Steve Bell and Robert Kornfeld, DWP In House Research Report W198, August 2004.

Work Based Learning for Adults (WBLA)

WBLA (launched in 1998) is a voluntary programme available to people unemployed for six months or
more and claiming one of a range of qualifying benefits, including Jobseeker’s Allowance, Incapacity
Benefit, Severe Disablement Allowance, Income Support, Maternity Benefits, Invalid Care Allowance and
widows/widowers on bereavement benefit.

People in the following categories can be considered for early entry to WBLA, from day one of
unemployment, if they are considered by anAdviser to be at a significant disadvantage in the labourmarket:

— Disabled people;

— Ex-oVenders;

— Refugees;

— People recovering from drug addiction;

— Homeless people;

— Ex-regulars of HM Forces;

— People for whom English is not their first language;

— People with basic skills needs;

— Returners to the labour market;

— Victims of large scale redundancies;

— Lone parents;

WBLA has four elements:

Short Job-focused Training (SJFT)—training of up to six weeks. This is available to people after they have
been on qualifying benefit for six months. It provides work-based training in occupational skills (eg Public
Service Vehicle licence, food hygiene certificate) and/or soft skills (eg communication, attitudinal problems,
basic IT skills), provided by local providers matching the skills needs in the local labour market. Training
is underpinned with job search support.

Longer Occupational Training (LOT)—training of up to 52 weeks. This is available to clients after 12
months on qualifying benefit. It provides longer work-based training for those requiring a greater
investment in their soft or occupational skills. The training must be relevant to the needs of the local labour
market and includes job search support.

Basic Employability Training (BET)—provides help to people identified as having basic skills needs below
Entry level (equivalent to a reading age of seven) regardless of length of time spent on benefit. It provides
basic skills help alongside occupational skills training and other basic employability help, such as positive
work-related behaviour and attitudes.

Self-employment support—is available after six months of unemployment. It consists of a one day
introductory session on self-employment leading to a business planning stage, and “test trading” for up to
26 weeks.

The training provision is planned and contracted for locally and reflects the needs of the local labour
market.
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Work Preparation (Employment Rehabilitation)

An individually tailored programme administered by Jobcentre Plus, designed to help disabled people or
those with health conditions return to work following a long period of health problems or unemployment.

WORKSTEP

WORKSTEP is a programme administered by Jobcentre Plus which provides supported job
opportunities for disabled people facing complex employment barriers.

Access toWork

Access to Work provides information and advice to people with disabilities and their employers and may
provide grants to cover additional costs arising through disability. It can assist with costs such as support
workers, specialist equipment or the cost of travelling to Work.

DWP

3 October 2005

Witnesses: Rt Hon John Hutton, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, gave
evidence.

Q239 Chairman: Good afternoon, and welcome to an argument that I hopeMembers of the Committee
you, Secretary of State. The Government has set will feel able to support that the system is currently
very ambitious targets to reduce the incapacity failing; there are literally hundreds of thousands of
benefits caseload by a million and also to move 1 people who are sick and disabled. For that reason I
million older people into work. Can you say how do not think we should continue with a failing
you diVerentiate between those two targets, system. I think we should approach this reform from
particularly for the over 50s, and if somebody is over the basis of tackling poverty and social exclusion,
50 on Incapacity Benefit and moves into work will which essentially is what happens if you have been
they count against both targets? on incapacity benefits for a long period of time. That
Mr Hutton: It is an incredibly ambitious target, you it is the role and responsibility of a modern, active
are quite right, Terry, particularly if you look at the welfare state, to try and provide more support, help
last 20 years of what has happened on incapacity and encouragement to people who in the vast
benefits. We have seen very significant increases. I majority say they want to work again to try and
think I am right in saying it has trebled since the late realise that ambition. I think it is going to be tough
70s. We all have probably got a very good sense of but it is absolutely the right thing to do.
why that has happened but I think the target of a
million oV in 10 years is the right general approach
that we should set for ourselves. It is what we think

Q240 Chairman: Do those targets reflect the almostwe can achieve if we are successful in the national
certain increase in numbers on incapacity benefitsroll-out of the Pathways toWork schemes, and if we
following equalisation of state pension?can provide more help to keep people staying at
MrHutton:They will have to take that into account.work when they are sick for as long as possible. It is
Potentially this could add maybe 200,000, maybegoing to be a really tough call to get to the million.
more, on to the target that we have to meet havingWe have not set about this exercise with a strict sense
set it for ourselves. But yes, they will have to takeof “Every year we ought to set ourselves a particular
into account the eVect of equalising the state pensionindividual annual target”, I really do not think we
age, which I think, as everyone recognises, is goingcould properly do it that way, but I think it is the
to see more working age, because they will beright thing to do. It enshrines the ambition we have
working age, adults staying on the benefit system,for these reforms. We do believe, based on the
particularly Incapacity Benefit and its successor, forsuccess of the Pathways to Work pilots, that it is an
longer than would otherwise have been the case ifachievable objective for us to set, but I am certainly
SPA, state pension age, had stayed at 60 for women.not going to try and pretend to the Committee today
But again, I do not think there is any question of usthat it is going to be anything other than an
trying to torture the data until it confesses here. Itincredibly tough challenge for us to realise. But I
will be a million oV incapacity benefits starting fromthink we have a choice really on all these things. We
where we are now over the next 10 years, and duringcould have chosen to continue as we were, and we
that period of time from 2010 onwards, as stateare seeing now significant change. The numbers
pension age begins to increase gradually for women,coming into incapacity benefits have come down by
that will have an eVect on the numbers we areabout a third over the last few years, and we are
dealing with. But that is the objective that we set forseeing now the first fall on an annual basis of the
ourselves and yes, it does take into account thenumbers on incapacity benefits, but that is all very
potential increases for the numbers on working ageincremental. Our analysis, basically, and the reason

we have brought forward these reforms, is rooted in benefits, yes.
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Q241 Chairman: Looking at the role of GPs and Sick Paymore easily understood bymore employers
and, together with the wider changes we are trying toprimary care in this process as outlined in the paper,

the BMA said “the central purpose of the primary introduce, that will have the combined eVect of
keeping more people in work than automaticallyhealthcare team in managing the sick is restoration

of health, or where this is unrealistic ensuring the assuming that the best place for them is to come out
of work and on to the benefit system. So there willbest possible strategies for the patient to manage the

chronic illness.” Can you square that statement with clearly need to be a continuing role for GPs in that
system; I think that is taken as read. But I think wethe role that you envisage for GPs and primary

healthcare teams in getting people back to work that are right to look at the relationship between
Statutory Sick Pay and incapacity benefits. There isyou have set out in the Green Paper?

Mr Hutton: I think we can. I think the principal an obvious connection between the two and the
Green Paper has tried to make that connection andresponsibility here of the general practitioner is to

secure the best possible outcome for the patient. We propose some changes. It is important to bear in
mind here, as in other parts of the Green Paper, thisknow in some cases that that would mean that it is

the right thing to do to try and keep someone in the is a paper for consultation. We are proposing a
number of changes to Statutory Sick Pay on whichwork place, and I think there is a significant body of

medical evidence and research that confirms that, we would be interested to hear the views not just of
employers but others as to whether they make senseand I would be very happy to share that with the

Select Committee. We are not trying to ask GPs to or not, but I am convinced that we have to look
seriously at the relationship between Statutory Sickperform roles that are not consistent with their

primary and over-arching responsibility to secure Pay and incapacity benefits, and we are proposing in
particular, for example, that there should not be anthe wellbeing of their patients; I do not think that is

true, and I think crucially, in relation to the automatic transition. I think it is absolutely essential
before someone qualifies in future for the newincapacity benefits reforms and the replacement of

the incapacity benefits with the new Employment Employment and Support Allowance, which will
replace Incapacity Benefit, that there is a properand Support Allowance, we are saying that we think

it is better for decisions about whether people should assessment of that person’s health and eligibility for
that benefit, and I think this is one, and there arequalify for the benefits to be made by the benefit

system, as it were. It is our responsibility to make other areas, where I think we can, as it were, make
sure that the gateway into the new Employment andthose determinations and judgments, and to that

extent I am at one with where I think the BMA are, Support Allowance is properly controlled and
accessed, not just for the benefit, clearly, ofbut I think it is perfectly possible to reconcile the two

statements because I believe very strongly that the taxpayers and businesses and the wider community
but for those people themselves as well.vast majority of GPs do see their responsibility as

being to secure the best possible outcome in the
general sense of wellbeing in the wider sense of the Q244 Mr Dunne: Just before we get into too much
word for their patients. That is principally about more of the detail, could I take you back, Secretary
their medical condition, of course, they are of State, to the overall target you were referring to at
physicians, doctors, that is their principal the beginning? Can I be quite clear that the one
responsibility, but we know, for example, in relation million reduction target is a net target, that you are
tomental health the importance of keeping people in not just coming oV but also coming on?
contact with the work place in terms of tackling Mr Hutton: Yes.
depression and social exclusion that can often be the
consequence of people being away from the work

Q245 Mr Dunne: Can you confirm to us how manyplace, the isolation that sometimes follows from
people the Department are estimating will come oVthat. I do not believe that the Green Paper reforms
naturally through progressing from incapacityin any way compromise the role of GPs, no, and I do
benefits into pensions?not think it is right to say that we are trying to do
Mr Hutton: I will have to give the Committee somesomething that is fundamentally at odds with the
detailed figures on that. I do not have those with me.wider responsibilities that GPs I know have and feel
I think it is true, it is a net figure, so we are startingand demonstrate towards their patients.
from 2.7–2.72million. By 2015–16 Iwould like to see
that figure down to 1.72 million, so it is a net figure.

Q242 Chairman: What future role do you see for We are not trying to do any clever statistical sleight
what some would call the “infamous” sick note? of hand on this. The reduction will come principally
Mr Hutton: I do not know who uses the word from two sources. Certainly in the majority of cases
“infamous”. the reductions will come from the roll-out of the

Pathways to Work-type scheme, so we can do more
in placing people who are currently on incapacityQ243 Chairman: I will, then!

Mr Hutton: I am glad it is not a speech of mine that benefits and on the Employment and Support
Allowance in the future back into work where theyyou were quoting at me. I do not think I have ever

used that word. Look, there is an obvious and want to be, and that is where I think themajority will
come, but I think there will be some who we canproper role for GPs in relation to that process, and

the Statutory Sick Pay scheme obviously, in prevent coming into the benefit system altogether,
through better occupational health, the work of theparticular. We are proposing a series of changes in

the Green Paper that we think will make Statutory employment advisers, for example, whom we would
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like to see in GP surgeries as well. We have to do it seven years from now having exactly the same
debate about the need to get the measurementfrom both ends of the curve, so to speak. Yes, more

active help from people on benefit to get back into process properly calibrated. What is diVerent this
time, I hope, is that we are going to set aboutwork, but also providing more help at the beginning

of that process so they do not come into the benefit this task of designing the Personal Capability
Assessment in a diVerent way, and the Green Papersystem altogether and, if we can be more successful

at both ends of that curve, we have every prospect of made it very clear that we would, and we are going
to, involve disability organisations, the voluntaryrealising that aspiration of getting a million people

oV incapacity benefits. I would be happy to share the sector and others; the medical profession obviously,
and the BMA is welcome to be part of this; to makedetails of figures on, for example, the numbers who

currently leave IB and retire, because clearly there is sure we draw on the lessons of the last few years that
the PCA is currently structured; internationalan element of that too—but that happens now.

Clearly, we are talking about going significantly evidence if that is appropriate; the best medical and
occupational health evidence that is available to us,further than the current trends. Roughly 650,000 of

people a year come onto incapacity benefits. Last to design the newPCA to do the jobwewant it to do.
So, as we intend to, if we do it in that consensualyear we moved about 700,000 oV, hence the net

figure of just over 50,000, but clearly, if we are going way, get people around the table who have a critique
and analysis of the current system that is relevantto get a million oV in 10 years we are going to have

to systematically improve our performance right and that we can draw on, we can get it right, but it is
really important for the success of these reforms foracross the range, so it will not be achieved simply by

relying on the current exits from incapacity benefits. people to have confidence that the PCA process, the
newone, is going to treat them fairly and reasonably,I cannot change that; that is a demographic trend.

We will come on to pensions reform at some point in and that they have themselves—andwe should have,
all of us here in this House and in the country, all ofthe future, thankfully not today, so there is a

statistical movement in that regard but that is not us as citizens and taxpayers—confidence that the
system is doing things we want it to do. That is, in agoing to account for the minimum reduction. If we

are going to get the million oV, primarily it will be rather longwinded way, how I hope we will get it
right.because we are more successful in getting people oV

benefit and back into work.
Q247 Miss Begg:What is the timescale for starting
the process of the redesign? When we had theQ246 Miss Begg: I have questions on the Personal
charities in front of us last week they said they hadCapability Assessment, the new proposed one.
not received an invitation to get involved in theWhen Incapacity Benefit was introduced, the
process you have just mentioned.gateway to get on to the benefit was the old work
Mr Hutton: We have to crack on with this prettytest, and it was rightly criticised as being an all-or-
soon, so if they have not got the invitations yet, theynothing judgment that either somebody could do
will be getting them very soon.full-timework or nothing at all and concentrated too

much on what people could not do and not on what
Q248 Miss Begg: You are not going to wait until allthey could do. So the Personal Capability
the submissions are in for the Green Paper beforeAssessment was introduced to try and emphasise or
you start that process? You will start that process asconcentrate on what people’s capability of work was
soon as possible?but, unfortunately, that has not worked because it
Mr Hutton: I think we should start as soon asdoes not operate terribly diVerently from the old
possible.work test, or in practice it does not. What is going to

be diVerent about the new PCA that is being
proposed in the Green Paper that will in fact Q249 Miss Begg: There is also reference to other
concentrate on a person’s capability for work rather health professionals. What other health
than just the negative connotations? professionals do you envisage being involved in the
MrHutton:That is the ambitionwe have for the new process, and are they going to be involved from the
Personal Capability Assessment. It is a more NHS or the voluntary sector or contracted out to the
accurate and more robust assessment of the private sector?
capabilities of a person to, for example, perform Mr Hutton: We have a contract, obviously, with
tasks that could lead to employment eventually, and Atos Origin to perform the Personal Capability
the analysis and the critique of the Personal Assessments, and I think that contract does not run
Capability Assessment we did try and set out in the out until 2012, so I think it will be Atos Origin who
Green Paper. I think there is a general sense, a will be delivering the Personal Capability
consensus, that the current system does not work Assessment. In terms of the range of healthcare
terribly well and you can look at all sorts of evidence professionals that need to be involved in it, I think
about that and particularly, for example, what that is going to have to be something that we discuss
happens on appeals, so I think it is perfectly right with people. I think it is sensible; generally, my
and sensible for us to have another look at this. understanding is that people agree that we should
Given the criticality of this part of the benefit system, involve the skills and expertise of a wider relevant
this fundamental assessment of a person’s range of healthcare professionals to help us do this.
capabilities, it is critical that we get this right because There will be a list of people, I am sure, occupational

therapists and physiotherapists and others, but whootherwise we are going to find ourselves five, six,
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actually is involved in individual assessments I think The way the PCA operates for those with mental
is going to have to be something we discuss with health problems is diVerent from those with physical
people over the next few months. disabilities. Somehow—and I can say this as

someone with a physical disability—it is easier if you
have a physical disability because you can quantifyQ250 Miss Begg: If you are already tied into a
exactly the eVect it has, but when it is a variablecontract for the delivery of this, will they be able to
condition, as with mental health, sometimes it isfulfil the 12-week target to get the PCA done? Do
dependent on perceptions and how the individualyou think they will?
feels about themselves. Are you confident that it isMr Hutton: I am confident they will, yes.
possible to come up with a PCA that will take
account of variable, fluctuating mental healthQ251 Miss Begg: What about contingency plans if
conditions, where the points system really does notthey cannot? That obviously has implications for
always give a proper indication of what anwhat happens further down the line, particularly in
individual may be capable of one day as opposed toregard to level of benefit.
the next? With mental health, if someone has 9Mr Hutton: Yes. We will have to operationalise,
points, they are capable of full-time work and 10obviously, the delivery of this part of the reforms
points they are capable of no work, and somehowsensibly and seriously. I am advised that we can
the inability to go out on your own only gets onedeliver the Personal Capability Assessment within
point but that may be the big barrier that stopsthe 12-week target that we set out in the Green
someone from entering the work place. What extraPaper. On a general level, obviously we have to get
work are you going to do on the mental healththe details right but it is absolutely essential that
assessment to make it more responsive than thesomebody coming into benefit and claiming this
present one is?benefit gets their case dealt with promptly and
Mr Hutton: We have again in the Green Paper setquickly. There are lots of other ways we could do it.
out howwe intend to do this. Clearly, this part of theWe could say we will do it in 26 or 52 weeks or
PCA process has been the subject of sustained andsomething—that is totally unacceptable.We have to
longstanding criticism, particularly from the mentaldo this and we should be able to swiftly, eYciently
health organisations and many of the disabilityand promptly.My advice is that we will be able to do
movements, and we have tried to respond to thosethat and, obviously, I regard that as a fundamental
concerns by saying again, very much in relation topart of these reforms and I will be doing all that I can
my previous remarks about the wider tests, that weto make sure that happens.
should be able to sit down, andwe intend to sit down
and talk to people about what these criticisms areQ252 Miss Begg: RNID, when they were giving
and how we can, if we can, respond to them. I thinkevidence last week, came up with quite an interesting
it is perfectly possible to devise a sensible test intake on the PCA, that it should not be just about an
relation to mental health, of course. It will need toindividual’s capability but actually a much more
rely very heavily, of course, on expert medicalholistic approach, where you looked at what the
opinion but I am sure it will need to go wider thanlabour market was, the chances they might have
that, and those are, again, discussions we will needwithin the context of their lives, whether they have
to have with mental health interest groups andcaring responsibilities and things. Is that the kind of
others who have an interest in this. I suspect we willroute that you are likely to go down when you are
see in the responses to the Green Paper moreredesigning the PCA, or will it be much more of the
suggestions that will come forward; I very much“tick box” that we have seen in the past?
hope that is what happens, and we can then sit backMr Hutton: I do not think the “tick box” approach
and reflect upon them. In relation to my earlieris a brilliant one to go down, but I think what
remarks about the wider PCA processes, I really doemerges is that it is too early to tell, and I do notwant
want to try and get to a point where these are historicto sit here and pre-empt the outcome of that exercise
arguments. Maybe there will always be an argumentbecause I think it is very important that the
about this, and I suspect that probably is true, but IDepartment goes into it with an open mind. We
thinkwe should be able to tackle head on some of thewant the new assessment process to be right and to
more fundamental criticisms in this redesigntreat people fairly and reasonably, and at the end of
exercise. Just as it is important in relation to physicalthe process for the person who is claiming benefit to
disability, it is just as important in relation to mentalfeel that they have been treated properly, and their
health thatwe get a broad consensus about a sensiblecondition has been fairly assessed. That is an

important thing to strive for and that is essentially way forward. You are quite right too, and I think
the objective that I have asked my oYcials to make this is a fundamental challenge to all of us, and it
sure comes out of this. What that means in relation became very clear to me going through this in the
to specifics, and the specific point you have raised, I run-up to the Green Paper, that we may have a
think it is quite diYcult for me to give you a concrete stereotype of what it is to be on incapacity benefits.
answer on this afternoon. I think we should lose that because the picture is

changing very quickly. We are seeing, for example,
declining numbers on incapacity benefits in theQ253 Miss Begg: The in-flow on to incapacity
traditional areas where we know there was abenefits is quite a diVerent make-up from those who
problem in the 80s and 90s. We are seeing anare sitting on stock. The majority is now mental

health problems and their younger cohort as well. increasing number of people getting mental health
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problems, we are seeing rising numbers and under the Atos Origin contract, or would you look
at having another company perhaps do it if it wasincreasing pressure on incapacity benefits in some

areas not traditionally associated with incapacity specialised enough that it needed skill sets that Atos
Origin did not have?benefits—London is a very obvious example—and

increasingly it is much more likely that the person is Mr Hutton: I do not know the answer to that. My
assumption at the moment is that it would be Atosa younger womanwho has picked up either amental

health problem in an oYce-based work place or Origin because they have the principal contract
working for us.incapacity relating to work in the oYce, and we have

to take account of that too. The situation is changing
very quickly in relation to incapacity benefits and we Q257 Jenny Willott: Moving on now to the
have to try and stay ahead of it. Employment and Support Allowance, although the

allowance would be paid at a higher rate than
currently, not everyone would benefit; it dependsQ254 Miss Begg: There is one particular thing with
what they currently would be on. Has theregard to mental health where there will have to be
Department made any assessment of how manyan element of trust in any PCA because it will be the
winners and losers there would be under the newindividual’s own perception of their condition as to
benefit when it is introduced in comparison with thewhether they think they can work or not, and it is
current system?very diYcult for an outsider, even though they may
Mr Hutton: That will depend on what the actualbe medically trained or have an insight into mental
benefit rate for the Employment and Supporthealth, to judge whether that individual is capable or
Allowance actually is.not if they themselves believe they are definitely not

capable of work.
Mr Hutton: Those are going to be the hard cases, Q258 Jenny Willott: Any clue?
and there are probably quite a few of them.Yes, I am MrHutton:Wehave notmade a decision about that.
sure that is true, and we probably all know from our We were consulting in the Green Paper about that
own constituency work that not everyone agrees proposal so I am sure people will come back with
with the diagnosis and assessment made in this some specific recommendations to us. We have said
process, so I think we all have to be honest about it will be above the current long-term rate, which is
this. I do not think we are ever going to get to a point about £76.50, and it will go up in April to over £78.
where we are going to have 100% of the cases 100% We have said it will be fixed at a point above that
of the time properly analysed. I think that is unlikely rate, and clearly any calculation about winners and
to be the case. Remember, medical science is a losers will depend onwhat that calculation is. I think
human science, not a divine exercise. There are it is important to bear a couple of things in mind,
mistakes made in that process, and that is always however. There are going to be no real cash losers
going to be so. We have to have a system that deals because this is a new benefit claim for at some point
with the obvious mistakes and so on, and I think the after 2008, and we have made it very clear,
appeals system, properly functioning, can deal with Chairman, that we are not changing entitlement to
that, but it is our ambition to try and respond to the benefit under the current system for the existing
principal criticisms and concerns that have been claimant, so there is going to be no actual cash
expressed about this, to have a dialogue, particularly lowering, and it is very important to be clear about
in this case, with the mental health organisations that.We have also signalled, secondly, that for those
and specialist interest groups who have been who clearly have no prospect of a return to work, for
longstanding critics of the current arrangements to the type of people who are terminally ill or who have
see if we cannot reach a sensible agreement about serious disabilities, we want to pay on top of that a
this, about the way this test should be constructed in more generous allowance through the support
the future. We certainly go into this exercise with component of the new Employment and Support
that intention, very much so, and to the fore. Allowance benefit for the people in that category, so

I can say very clearly this is not about cutting
people’s benefits. If anything, we are trying to makeQ255 Justine Greening: I think everybody welcomes
sure those who have the greatest need get more, andthe fact that the mental health test will be more
we treat people fairly and reasonably, as we will docomprehensive and hopefully reach a better
in the new system, as we should.outcome.When do you think you will come out with

more detail? When we had the evidence sessions,
some of the charities involved in this area expressed Q259 Jenny Willott: Will you be doing an
concern about the lack of detail. You said there was assessment when the new level has been determined
a review happening. When do you expect to be able as to whether people would have gotmore on the old
to come back with more facts about what the new system and how many winners and losers there
test will look like? would be?
MrHutton: I think we should be able to do that later Mr Hutton: Yes.
this year.

Q260 Jenny Willott: It has been pointed out to us in
some of the evidence sessions that under the currentQ256 Justine Greening: Secondly, would that be

something that Atos Origin, as an assessment plans somebody could be on Statutory Sick Pay at
£68 a week, then go down to the holding allowancecompany involved with a contract, would also

continue to do?Whatever the new test is, would it be of £56 a week, and after 12 weeks possibly go up
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again. That is quite a dramatic drop in somebody’s Q262 Jenny Willott: Has there been any assessment
done on the number of claimants who may opt toincome. Why did you decide to fix the holding
stick on the holding benefit and continue to claimbenefit level at Jobseeker’s Allowance rather than at
benefit at the Jobseeker’s Allowance level ratherthe Statutory Sick Pay level?
than go on to the Employment and SupportMr Hutton: Entitlement to Statutory Sick Pay is a
Allowance?matter of statute. At the end of a period of a person’s
Mr Hutton: I do not think they can. I do not thinkstatutory entitlement to Statutory Sick Pay they are
you can elect, choose to stay on the holding benefitnot entitled to Statutory Sick Pay. I think in relation
rate and not undergo a PCA process. That is notto the benefit, the decision that we make, we felt it
possible.was appropriate really not to make a judgment at a

point where somebody is applying for Employment
Q263 JennyWillott: That was flagged up by some ofand Support Allowance about what their level of
our witnesses.disability was or is or might be. That is why wemade
Mr Hutton: I do not think that is possible buta decision to have, as it were, a neutral holding rate,
obviously I need to check that with my oYcials andand the obvious rate to fix that at was Jobseeker’s
come back to you on that but no, it will not beAllowance. So that is broadly the thinking, the
possible to do that because you are applying for therationale behind that. It is true, clearly, that
Employment and Support Allowance benefit andtherefore somebody on Statutory Sick Pay will come
there is not another option in between just applyingdown to the new holding rate for Employment and
for the holding rate and just staying on that, and notSupport Allowance but then has the prospect,
being subject to the Jobseeker’s Allowanceassuming they come through the PCA process, of
conditionality requirements. Absolutely not.getting the long-term rate for Incapacity Benefit as it

currently is paid up to 12 weeks and not wait 52
Q264 Jenny Willott: Another concern that wasweeks to get it, which is what they would have to
raised in evidence that we have taken was about thecurrently do under the existing system. With all of
fact that the contributory based element of thethese things I am sure there will be people around
Employment and Support Allowance might evolvethis table who have a diVerent view and would have
into means tested benefits over time. Can youdone things slightly diVerently, and people, I am
confirm that that is not going to happen?sure, will propose that in the consultation and we
Mr Hutton: Yes.will look carefully at what people say, but I think

there is a rationality about having the whole thing
Q265 JennyWillott:Good! I like one-word answers!set at that neutral rate which does not predetermine
Mr Hutton: Maybe I should just add the provisoany outcome from the assessment process, and I
“under this Government” because I cannot committhink the JSA rate is the obvious rate to fix it at.
anyone else.

Q266 JennyWillott:Do you think there is a risk thatQ261 Jenny Willott: If it appears that it is causing
the proposed benefit structure builds an incentive forsignificant hardship, given that everyone going on to
people to try to get on to the higher rate ofthat holding rate prior to going on to the
Employment and Support Allowance similar to theEmployment and Support Allowance presumably
growth of numbers of people in exempt categorieswill have previously been on Statutory Sick Pay, or
we have currently seen over time on incapacitya lot of them will, would you reconsider the holding
benefits. Do you think that is likely to be happening?benefit rate?
Mr Hutton: It is possible, yes, of course, because weMr Hutton: We will look at that, but I think the
know that is what happens now and I think we havepoint to bear in mind about the holding rate is that
a fundamental judgment to make here. The questionthere will be some people who will qualify, we asked ourselves was, in relation to people whononetheless, for the Enhanced Disability Premium have no prospect of returning to work because of the

or the Severe Disability Premium ahead of their extent of their sickness or disability, should we, that
outcome of the Personal Capability Assessment is all of us, take the view that if you are in that
process, and the Green Paper makes that clear too. position, then you need some more help, and in this
So that is not being aVected because entitlement to case more financial help, to get by, because we know
those Income Support-related benefits is down to, how diYcult it may well be for you in that condition,
for example, whether one meets the eligibility rules and we came to the view that it would be right to
for medium or high rate of a care component to provide people who are so seriously disabled and are
DLA, and that is a completely separate process. A in that position with more financial help. Now, if
person may well qualify for those benefits as and that is the decision that you come to, and that is the
when they apply, but I think for everyone else it is decision we came to, then you have to have a way of
important that the initial holding group which will making that happen inside the new benefit system
last for 12 weeks is set at a neutral rate which does that wewant to bring in, and it does create a problem
not pre-empt or assume anything about their because it may well be the case that there is now an
condition or entitlement for the higher rate until argument about where the lines should be drawn. So
there has been a proper medical assessment of that I think really it just comes back to this fundamental
situation. That is absolutely essential to manage this question that we all need to ask: is it right for people

who are seriously disabled to get more than otherswhole benefit system fairly and reasonably.
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who are not? I think the answer is yes, and that is Q269 Jenny Willott: Finally, if somebody is on the
lower rate of Employment and Support Allowancegenerally reflected right the way across the way we

have approached disabilities using the benefit system because their disability is not considered serious or
severe enough to be on the higher rate, however, theyfor a long time. So the challenge is for us to find a

context in which the PCA process can properly carry out all the aspects of their work activity plan
and they still fail to get a job because of factorsdistinguish between these two broad categories of

benefit claimants. I am confident we will be able to outside of their control, such as discrimination or a
dodgy labour market, is it going to be possible fordo that and we should do it without doing what we

currently do, which is to designate people simply them to be classed as unable to work and therefore
move up to the higher level, or is it only going to bebecause of the condition theymight have, so blind or

deaf people automatically assumed to be currently based on their medical condition?
incapable of work and treated accordingly. I think Mr Hutton: I think it is primarily a medical
that is absolutely appalling. David Blunkett came assessment, yes.
into that category, quite obviously so, and hewas the
former Secretary of State forWork and Pensions. So

Q270 Jenny Willott:One of the things that has beenI think the welfare system, in addition to making
raised as a concern with us is the fact that there aresure that we do treat people who are seriously
always other factors other than medical conditionsdisabled more fairly and generously, also the
that alter and the fact whether somebody is going toDepartment says: “We are not in doing so going to
be able to get a job or not. If somebody, just becausesimply label you as being incapable of ever
they have a more severe medical condition, is able toworking.” Clearly in all these things there is a
get a higher level of benefit than somebody else whobalance to be struck but I do believe very strongly—
is trying very hard to work but is unable to workthat is why it is in the Green Paper—that it is worth
because of factors outside of their control, they willhaving a go at this because of the over-arching
be on a lesser level of benefit. You do not foresee aprinciple that we want to apply, which is that we
change in that in any way?want to provide more generous financial help for
Mr Hutton: People can make the argument, I canpeople with more serious disabilities. If you take a
see, but the way we have thought about it and thediVerent view about that basic premise, then fine,
way we have presented these reforms in the Greenyou are not going to have an argument and
Paper is very much trying to provide extra financialeverybody is going to be in the same category and get
help for people because of the specific care needsexactly the same benefit, but I do not think that is
arising out of their disability, and that is the basis.how people should be treated. I think there is a way

of making the system more refined and more
discerning and discriminating but yes, it does create Q271 Jenny Willott: Is that not what DLA is for?
a problem and create potential for an argument MrHutton:Yes, but the Incapacity Benefit currently
aroundwhere the line should be drawn.Wewill have tries to reflect this now and we have decided that we
to try and get that right as far as we possibly can, and should do this as well with the newEmployment and
I suspect this is something that we will have to reflect Support Allowance, so I think it is perfectly sensible.
on very carefully in the Green Paper consultation, We did look, incidentally, at whether we should do
and obviously, I am sure it will be a concern of the this all through DLA, but we took the view—and
Select Committee as well. again, I am sure there is a corner of my brain that

remembers the argument—that we should do it
through an enhanced payment throughQ267 Jenny Willott: Is it going to be possible for
Employment and Support Allowance. Again, wepeople with fluctuating conditions to move between
have not fixed the detail of what this additionaltwo diVerent levels of the Employment and Support
payment is going to be yet, there are still discussionsAllowance depending on the state of their condition?
under way about that, but generally, and I want toMr Hutton: Yes.
come back to what I said a few minutes ago: you
have two ways of dealing with this problem. You

Q268 Jenny Willott: Has there been an assessment either say everybody is going to get exactly the same
made of the amount of resources it is going to take flat rate benefit, irrespective of their care needs. That
to police the boundary between the two diVerent is one perfectly sensible approach, so there is no
categories? boundary to police between those who get the higher

rate and those who get the standard rate. That is aMr Hutton: Probably in some dark corner of the
Department there are some numbers but I have not perfectly logical position; it is not the one we decided

because we wanted to provide more generousseen anything specific. I am very happy to share all
of our own thinking with the Committee about this. financial help for people with more serious

disabilities. The only way you basically remove thisClearly these are the reforms we want to see
happening. We have to make it sensible dilemma is you either pay everyone exactly the same

or you have some way of discerning andoperationally and we have to budget accordingly to
make sure we do that, and we will. I do not have any discriminating between two categories of benefit

claimants. I think you should do that primarily onnumbers to give to the Committee right now but I
am very happy to keep the Committee informed of medical and other grounds, and that is the

argument. I am sure we will see whether that workshow this bit of the policy develops over the next few
months and to share that with you. out through the consultation on the Green Paper.
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Q272 Natascha Engel: I want to ask you about the Q273 Natascha Engel: You were just talking about
managing change. As you are aware, the DWP issimplifying of benefits in the Green Paper and the
under enormous pressure to deliver eYciencyproposals. In the Green Paper it states: “We
savings at the same time as piloting through theseconsider there may be advantages in moving
welfare reforms. What makes you sure that yourtowards a single system for benefits for all people of
Department can cope with the introduction of a newworking age”. There have been lots of organisations
benefit and not just buckle under the strain?that have come and spoken to us about their
Mr Hutton:We will see about all of that. I think theconcerns that the proposed reforms will actually
Department is right to make these eYciencycreate a two-tier benefit system which will be even
changes. We are a huge department: we spend £120more complex to administer, so you have the two-
billion a year; we employ well over 100,000 civiltier benefit, the holding benefit and the existing
servants and we have to be able to run thearrangements at the same time. Is there not a danger
organisation more cost-eYciently and costthat the proposals will costmore to administrate and
eVectively, and that is essentially what underpins thewill in the end be far less eVective?
Comprehensive Spending Review Settlement ofMr Hutton: That depends what comes out of this
2004 and the variety of changes that are under waylonger term study of how we can make the benefit
across the Department, whether it is reduction ofsystem simpler. That is essentially whatwe are trying
head counts, more intelligent use of IT, moving toto do in Chapter 8 of the Green Paper. There are
benefit processing, use of call centre technology andmany committees of this House who have criticised, so on. These are sensible and rational things we haveprobably rightly, the complexity of the benefit to do and we have to do them right. Managing this

system, so people have been saying to us and to new benefit is going to be a major operational
previous Secretaries of State and other governments: challenge for the Department, for sure. You just
“Make the system more simple, more streamlined”, need to mention the dreaded words, “information
and we were trying to set out a programme of work technology”. We will need to develop a new IT
that might deliver those objectives. But, look, we are system around this, and I just want to crawl into the
not talking about there simply being one working foetal position whenever I am presented with these
age benefit. Some people have looked at this part of submissions and people say “Minister, we need a
the Green Paper and have assumed that there will new IT system”, but we do. It is going to be diYcult;
only be one working age benefit; that is not what I we do not have a brilliant track record, we have to
think is likely to come out of this. We are talking get it right on this occasion, and I think we have, in
about a more streamlined, more coherent system, Jobcentre Plus in particular, and its new Chief
and I think everybody will probably sign up to that. Executive, an exceptionally able public servant who
The argument will be about what that means in I think, with her organisation, are getting themselves
relation to specific benefits, to how disability is tooled up for this major job, and it is the job of
treated, how low pay is treated and so on, but it is myself and my ministers to make sure that this
very much at the beginning of that exercise. It would exercise goes via the numbers. Right now, at the

beginning, it is premature to say how it is all goingbe terribly depressing if people had really leaped into
to end up, of course, but we are going to try to applythe two-tier argument straight away, because it is the
our professional skills in government to thisonly vocabulary people have to describe any reform
challenge, and I know civil servants in the DWP willin my experience. It is either privatisation or two-
be aiming to do that themselves.tier, and I think we should be a little bit more grown

up about it. It is a complex issue but it is not about
a two-tier system or anything like that. Managing
change from the current system, where there are lots
of working age benefits, for example, to a more
streamlined system clearly presents major Q274 John Penrose: Following on from the earlier
transitional problems. Any benefit reform does that. questions about why not use DLA as opposed to
Previous governments found this and so have we. two-level Employment and Support Allowance,
Invalidity Benefit, for example, is still being paid given your desire for simplicity and robustness, and
even though it was scrapped years and years ago. It given the fact that DLA is comparatively stable as a
is a complicated exercise to manage this sort of payment system, I know you said you have it at the
change but all I am saying is that I think it is utterly back of your brain as to why you decided not to go
premature for people to leap in now, a week, two, through using DLA as the vehicle for this, but could
three weeks after publication of theGreen Paper and you send a written explanation to the Committee at
say, “Oh, we know what the outcome is going to be. some point?
Two-tier”. That is preposterous. We are right at the Mr Hutton: I am happy to. If my memory is right,
beginning of this exercise. There is going to be plenty the decision revolved around an analysis of the
of opportunity for further work, further eligibility rules, Employment and Support
consultation—there will have to be consultation in Allowance and DLA. We wanted everyone in the
relation to any substantial benefit change, as you Employment and Support Allowance to get this
know.We are not proposing any detailed changes at extra payment, and there was some concern about
this point, and this is a piece of work that is going to whether that would have been the case if it was all
take years not months to reach fruition; of that I am done through theDLA. But I will follow that up and

come back to you.quite sure.
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Q275 Natascha Engel: I genuinely do not want you without trying to punish people. This is a radical set
of proposals; it is not being punitive, and in theto collapse into the foetal position but I want to press

you on the IT systems. Given that there has been a context of the clients, the customers, that DWP are
trying to deal with, that is entirely the right approachhistory of disasters with IT systems and delivery,

how are you going to make sure that introducing a we should take, and it is partly why I believe the
broad thrust of these proposals has been generallynew benefit with the IT system will not be a disaster?

How will you make sure that is delivered properly? very warmlywelcomed, particularly by the disability
organisations themselves. Of course, there areMr Hutton: How long have we got? Look, it is not

true to say that every IT system, certainly every IT important issues of detail to get right, and that is why
it is a Green Paper rather than a White Paper, and Isystem in the DWP, has been a disaster; that is

absolutely not true. I think the Committee has been think we can get the details of much of the concerns
that people have raised resolved during the course ofto see the work the Pension Service is doing. It is a

superb service, delivering a tremendous service for the consultation period and then when we put
forward our proposals.the public. You can apply for your basic state

pension over the phone line and get the whole thing
done over the phone without needing to sign any Q278 Justine Greening: Just a brief follow-up to the
form at all. We have made significant progress in question Natasha raised. Obviously, a single
relation to the Pension Service in relation to benefit gateway is, a little bit, build-up language in some
payments. The modernisation and transformation respects, so there may be an issue about what is
programme has been a huge success story, and meant by a gateway, but going back to the earlier
because it has been largely a success, no-one writes discussion about a two-tier system, I just want some
about it, but it has been a success. So the DWP is clarification from you on exactly what the
perfectly capable of implementing successful IT chronology of changes will be. At the moment we
projects and, again, we have some exceptional civil have, obviously, existing claimants who I think will
servants who run this part of the DWP’s activities. stay on the existing benefit levels. From 2008 new
Wehave started this exercise nowabout planning for claimants will be on the Employment and Support
the new benefit and, again, I am very happy to try Allowance, so at that stage there will be two groups
and keep the Committee informed, Chairman, of the of people on diVerent benefits. Are you saying that
work that is being done on this, because it is the Government’s long-term vision is then to
absolutely critical that we get it right. somehow merge those two groups on to a single

benefit structure and, if you are saying that, will it be
in the form of the Employment and SupportQ276 Natascha Engel: Finally, the Green Paper is

quite clear about being the Government’s vision for Allowance?Will it be like the existing benefits or will
it be somewhere in between that is as yet undefined?welfare and welfare reform, and about being a single

gateway to financial and back-to-work support for MrHutton: It is marvellous to be able to say this but
I do not know, is the short answer, because thatall claimants. The proposals in the Green Paper,

though, do not actually go so far as to create a single assumes where we end up with from this wider piece
of work in the Green Paper, which talks about agateway, so is this kind of an interim measure, the

Green Paper, or is there a reason why we cannot go more simplified streamlined benefit system, and I do
not know the outcome of that exercise so, with theall the way now?

Mr Hutton: I think it pretty well is a single gateway. greatest of respect, it is not possible for me to say
today whether the various alternatives we sketch outWhy do you say it is not?
will be the ones that emerge. I do not think, however,
it is true to say that, because we have incapacityQ277 Natascha Engel: There are no specific
benefits continuing and a new Employment andproposals in the Green Paper that create a single
Support Allowance coming in from 2008, that ingateway, which outlines that that is what our
itself represents a two-tier system. It certainlyvision is.
represents two diVerent benefits being paid out butMr Hutton: The Employment and Support
what I hope will join the whole system together, theAllowance will be the gateway into the whole suite
whole way of supporting people who are either sickof services and additional help and support that we
or disabled from 2008 onwards, will be the morewant to provide through, for example, the roll-out of
extensive help and support packages available tothe Pathways to Work schemes across the country.
people either on incapacity benefits or EmploymentIt is very much designed as a single gateway into this
and Support Allowance to help that person get backportfolio of improved help and support services for
into the labour market. I think it is that approachdisabled people. If we have missed something in the
that underpins the way that we think systems shoulddesign of that gateway, then hopefully it will come
be fundamentally reformed. It is about reformingthrough in the consultation of the Green Paper, but
the help and support, not about blaming individualsit is very much an attempt to try and bring things
for the way they are.together in the new benefit regime, to take away

from it the things we know are not right about the
current incapacity benefits, the lack of help and Q279 Justine Greening: I think everybody

understands, if you like, the broader thrust of whatsupport, some of the perverse incentives that are in
the system which mean more people are staying on is trying to be achieved from this. I think what I am

trying to get some clarification from you on is thebenefit rather than taking active steps to get back
into the labour market. We have done that, I think, steps undertaken to get from where we are today to
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the long-term vision, as you have called it, of where lower than today, but the system is designed, and has
we want to get to. I appreciate you may not know been, to manage incapacity benefits. There is a
what the end destination may look like exactly, and perfectly coherent system of managing the existing
that work will be done to understand what that will claimantswho are on incapacity benefits.We need to
look like, but can you confirm that the Employment put in place a similarly eYcient system for managing
and Support Allowance could potentially just be an the new Employment and Support Allowance. We
interim stepping stone to a unified benefit system for can do that, but you have a simple choice when you
people out of work as a result of being incapable make these changes. You eithermove everyone on to
of work? the new benefit, but then you have potentially real
Mr Hutton: We are not constructing Employment losers and that has never been done before, and I do
and Support Allowance from the beginning as an not advocate that approach now because I do not
interim stepping stone. That has not been part of my think you should set about these sorts of reforms, as
thinking; it has not been part of the advice I have it were, by tearing up people’s entitlement to
received, and is not set out in those terms in the benefits. Absolutely not. You have to treat people
Green Paper, clearly. The Employment and Support fairly and reasonably, and people on incapacity
Allowance is a long-term reform of incapacity benefits, let us be absolutely frank, are not rich; their
benefits and provides a much more straightforward, standard of living is low. I do not think it should be
streamlined, simpler form of supporting people on part of our agenda to retrospectively change benefit
incapacity benefits, and is in itself an example of the entitlement, and certainly not to reduce it, so I
sort of wider reforms that I would like to see right rejected that approach entirely. It is a perfectly
across the benefit system in the direction of the sensible way to manage change in a benefit system;
change that many people have argued for for some it has been done before; it does not in itself represent
time, particularly the Public Accounts Committee, a two-tier benefit system; clearly it represents two
the NAO, and others. So Employment and Support diVerent benefit rates but, as I said earlier, what I
Allowance itself I would cite as an example of the think will be common between Incapacity Benefitlonger term direction of change and not something and Employment and Support Allowance will be athat is likely to be cast out five, six, 10 years down the

wider and more extensive portfolio of help andtrack. However, it all comes with a caveat, does it
support packages designed to get these people backnot, because I do not know how long I am going to
into work. What is also undeniably true is thatbe the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions and
clearly, the longer one stays on benefit, the harder itI do not know what view other people have of these
is to reconnect with the labour market; we knowmatters either, what other governments in the future
that. That is the one shining story that sings out frommight have? But Employment and Support
our previous, our current experience with incapacityAllowance is not a temporary interim halfway
benefits, and it is likely to be the case in two or threehouse.
years’ time that the claimants whowill be the hardest
to reach and to place in the labour market will be

Q280 Justine Greening: Thank you for that. So it people on old incapacity benefits, not people coming
sounds like Employment and Support Allowance is into new Employment and Support Allowance. But,
probably at best certainly a medium-term strategy again, I cannot see any alternative way of managingfor the Government. What will happen to those this process of change other than the waywe have setpeople on existing benefits? Is the aim and the vision

out in theGreen Paper. If people have an alternative,to translate them on to the Employment and
if you have an alternative, let us hear it.Support Allowance at some point?

Mr Hutton:No, we are not going to do that. We are
not going to compel people to move on to Q282 Chairman: Not today!
Employment and Support Allowance, no. Mr Hutton: Maybe not today but at some point in

the consultation.
Q281 Justine Greening: Then you will end up with
two groups of people on diVerent benefits. Going

Q283 Justine Greening: Your answer immediatelyback to talking about the fact that this may be a two-
leads us into the next series of questions about thistier system, you can debate whether the tiers are
broader package of choices that people can use viahigher or lower than one another but you have to
Pathways to Work to help them get back into work.accept that there will be more complexity by the fact
One of the fundamental aspects of the Green Paperthat at the moment there is one system, and going
is the roll-out of Pathways to Work, which up untilforward in the medium term there will be two.
now has been carried out as a pilot study. Some ofMr Hutton: Yes, but that is the same approach that
the evidence we have had so far particularly focusesprevious Conservative governments took to welfare
on successful aspects of it in terms of the Conditionreform. For example, when Incapacity Benefit was
Management Programme and also the Return tointroduced in the 1980s, Invalidity Benefit was left
Work Credit. The Condition Managementwhere it was, and we still have people on Invalidity
Programme is quite a specialist form of assistanceBenefit now. I do not think it is true to say that it will
given to people, and a number of mental healthbemore complex because, by definition, from, in this
organisations we talked to praised this cognitivecase, April 2008 there will not be any new claims for
behavioural therapy. Do you think we have enoughincapacity benefits; they will be an historic legacy.

Significant numbers, of course, I hope significantly capacity of those sorts of therapists in this country
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to be able to roll out Pathways to Work nationally getting the Return to Work Credit, do not just go
back on to benefits? Can anything be done toand provide a Condition Management Programme

nationwide, and not just in the pilot areas? prevent that?
MrHutton: I am not sure that anything can be doneMr Hutton: There are undoubtedly capacity

shortages in CBT; there is no doubt about that. I am legally in the sense of the construction within the
benefit system; I think not. The Return to Worksure that is the view of everyone who has given

evidence to the Committee, and I concur with it as Credit has been a very important component of the
Pathways scheme and it is frequently cited by manywell.
people who have been through Pathways as being
the one thing that made a big diVerence. It made itQ284 Justine Greening: Do you know what the
possible for them to make this leap from benefits toaverage waiting time is for somebody on the NHS
work, and so it is a very important part of it and Iwaiting for behavioural therapy?
am very committed to it. Fifty-two weeks is what weMrHutton: I personally do not but I suspect it would
have set out in the original Pathways scheme and itbe fairly long. It would not be covered by the six-
seems to be working; it seems to be a significant partmonth waiting time guarantee because CBT
of the success story of Pathways. I think that thetherapists are not consultants in theway thatwaiting
rationale, at least part of it, in relation to the timetime figures are configured. It is waiting time to see a
limiting—because there would have to beconsultant that is measured in the NHS, not waiting
reasonably some limit on the extent of help that wetime to see a therapist, so I do not know. I am not
can provide through this Return to Work creditsure what the data is. But in my own experience
route—is that it is important to ask them to get awhen I have met people on the Pathways to Work
foothold in the work place, and it is related toschemes—I do not know whether the Committee
income. If that person coming in at, presumably, anwere in Derbyshire but you probably heard what I
entry level job, because that is where they wouldheard—people coming into the Pathways were told
qualify for Return toWorkCredit, is able, hopefullythat it might be up to a year before they could see a
togetherwith theReturn toWorkCredit but also thecognitive behavioural therapist. That is completely
in-work support, to make a progression in that newhopeless and if the whole purpose is to get people
employment above entry level, then that isback into work quickly, that is not a starter. So they
ultimately what we have to try and aim for, becausehave used their Pathways money to employ CBT
there is always going to be a limit to how muchexpertise from the private sector. Bring it on; that is
ongoing financial support the DWP itself canexactly what they should do. I think there a
provide people with. But the evidence so far is thatpossibility—and I would not put it higher than that;
52 weeks is a reasonable limit, and it seems to bewe have to tackle this problem, I agree, as a
working. I am not aware; maybe somebody hasGovernment—that if there is additional resource for
approached the DWP and said that it should bethis particular strand of the ConditionManagement
longer—having said that, somebody is bound nowProgramme, it will encourage people in the private
to do that—but I am not aware of any pressure fromand voluntary sector to provide that service to us,
outside to extend the Return toWork Credit period,and I would be delighted if one of the consequences
but we would need to look very carefully at that ifthat comes out of the roll-out to Pathways is that
those arguments were put to us.there is more of a market capacity to provide this

type of service. We will obviously have to track this
very carefully indeed but using the private sector has Q286 Justine Greening: Finally from me, in the

initial pilots—and obviously a report was done bybeen one way of fast-tracking access to this type of
help, and I think that is entirely the right thing to do. your Department to look at that first pilot cohort

that came through—of the 148,000 starts in
Pathways areas, there were 19,500 job entries. ThatQ285 Justine Greening: One thing that would be
is an incapacity benefits oV-flow rate of 48%helpful to the Committee in preparing our report is
compared to an average normally of 40%. Do youif there is any analysis within the DWP about what
feel that that 8% improvement is enough to justifythe current shortage might be with respect to rolling
the resources pumped into Pathways to Work?out Pathways toWork, and the current potential for
Mr Hutton: I think I had better say “Yes” to that.supply and what the gap is between the two, that

would be helpful, and if there is any proposal to close
this gap, as you say, it may be that more people will Q287 Justine Greening: You do not have to. We

would like the honest answer, obviously.enter the private market. It would be helpful to see
any work already happened in the Department Mr Hutton: I say yes, absolutely. The break-even

pointwould have been about four percentage points.around understanding this risk, because, as you say,
it clearly is one of the issues that you could run up We have doubled that. That is the score so far. So it

is definitely a cost-eVective intervention from theagainst in successfully rolling out Pathways to
Work. The second question is around the Return to taxpayers’ point of view, and we are right now to

proceed with a national roll-out. What I would sayWork Credit, which I think people felt cushioned
them in terms of income levels when they went back about the national roll-out is this: that we are going

to do this second, very significant roll-out throughinto the work place and gave them some confidence,
if you like, about their earning capability. You drop the private and voluntary sector. That is the

principal focus, and I think we should clearly learnoV that after 52 weeks. How can we ensure that
claimants after that year, when they have stopped from the roll-out of Pathways through Jobcentre
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Plus in the first phase in the last couple of years to to say all the diVerent things that need to be said.
Clearly, we are gathering and learning experiencessee if we cannotmake the roll-out more cost-eYcient

and cost-eVective as well, and that is part of the all the way along with the roll-out to Pathways. It is
a learning process for us and I am quite sure it willdiscipline. I personally think it is important to see

howwe canmake sure there is flexibility in the range evolve and there will be more flexibility built into the
system, but I am equally sure that those who will beof services on oVer to people locally, because there is

not one part of the country that is identical to doing the evaluationwill know fromme that they are
at large and free to say whatever they think, andanother part. There are diVerent labourmarkets and

so on, so I think we should have flexibility. But I am whatever their evidence points to is the conclusion
that we should all be aware of in relation toabsolutely convinced—and it is not just my view but

the view of the OECD and many others—that the Pathways. So there will be no burying of unwelcome
information; absolutely not.Pathways toWork is the leading internationalmodel

for how we can provide more eVective interventions
for disabled people, and I think we are perfectly Q291 Greg Mulholland: Moving on to what we all
entitled to draw on that evidence and to say now is agree is probably the crux, which is the money
the time to extend the benefits of it to a wider cohort involved, government figures estimate that the pilots
of people. That is the right thing to do, in equity and works out about £400 per claimant in terms of the
social justice. cost and that totals £220 million a year. As we all

know, the Government has currently allocated £360
Q288 Justine Greening:On the break-even point and million to the new scheme, so by the Government’s
how that is calculated, is it purely the cost of own figures that is an £80 million shortfall, so you
Pathways versus benefits saved or is it something can perhaps see why some people have termed the
more complex and, if so, is it possible to get the Green Paper proposals as “Pathways Light”. Do
details to the Committee? you therefore deny the charge that that is
Mr Hutton: I do not have the details of that cost underfunding and that services will be watered
benefit analysis but I am happy to share it with the down, which I think is the main concern? If that is
Committee. the case, people will think it will not work.

MrHutton: If that were the case, then that would be
a matter of genuine concern. The first roll-out toQ289 Greg Mulholland: Carrying on talking about
Pathways to a third of the country cost us £150evaluation, obviously the roll-out is 2008, and
million, incurred by the Department in rolling outalthough the Department has said that the
Pathways toWork for a third of the country.We areevaluation will be done by then, I believe the full
now spending, providing an extra £360 million overevaluation will not be able to have taken place till
and above, if you like, the initial costs of roll-out toafter that time, so does it make sense to do the roll-
a third for the remaining two-thirds of the country.out while there has not been a full evaluation?
I do not think anyone can fairly say we are not fullyMr Hutton: I may be wrong but I think the full
funding the roll-out of Pathways. The total annualevaluation will be done next summer, so wewill have
cost will be over £500 million, £150 million in thethat before the full nationwide roll-out of Pathways.
first third, £360 million in the remaining two-thirds.I do not want to repeat everything I have just said. I
I do not think it could be fairly claimed we arethink the evidence is clear that Pathways is a
underfunding the roll-out to Pathways. I do notsuccessful intervention; that is not just my view but
accept that.the view of others. It has been the most successful

approachwe have developed in theUnitedKingdom
and it is producing significant results. Of course, we Q292 Greg Mulholland: You must be aware that
could choose to delay the national roll-out but that people are saying that, fairly or unfairly? The TUC,
is essentially the choice we have to make if we Child Poverty Action Group, and Disability
wanted to wait until the full extensive evaluation, Alliance have pointed out that pilots often work
and my view is that if we were to delay the roll-out, when roll-outs do not because of the intensive nature
we would be delaying the benefits of Pathways to of the schemes of the people involved. If the services
literally hundreds of thousands of disabled people are not to be watered down, then, with the figures I
who, by and large, and their organisations, have gave you, where are the savings going to come from?
been saying to us: “Move on, do the national roll-out Mr Hutton: I am not entirely sure that the figures
as quickly as possible”, and that is what we have you have quoted me point to this £80 million deficit.
tried to do and what we have set out in the Green It is not my view or the Department’s view of the
Paper. I think it is a perfectly sensible response, yes. roll-out of the Pathways. It is going to be fully
We are not just sticking our finger in the air, hoping; funded and, particularly in relation to the key areas
it is based absolutely on firm, bankable results that where we know it has made a significant diVerence,
have come in from the Pathways pilots. namely the ConditionManagement Programme, we

are not going to cut any corners with the funding
available for those sorts of elements of Pathways.Q290 GregMulholland:Are you confident there will

be enough meaningful evaluation by the time of the They are absolutely fundamental. Once Pathways
ceases to be a pilot, the £40 a week Return to Workroll-outs?

Mr Hutton: Yes. The fact we have committed Credit becomes part of the Department’s annually
managed expenditure and not part of itsourselves to the national roll-out I will not allow in

any way to restrict the opportunity in the evaluation Department expenditure limit, and at the moment
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with the Pathways it is currently scored against my Q296 Jenny Willott: Moving on now to
conditionality and the mention of it in the Greendepartmental expenditure limit. Maybe that is the

reason why somebody has discovered this illusory Paper, it says that the Employment Support
Allowance will be conditional on drawing up agap in funding, but there is not going to be a gap in

funding. This is not doing anything on the cheap— personal action plan for rehabilitation and work-
related activity. Will it only be necessary to draw upabsolutely not. We are going to roll-out Pathways

and the key elements of Pathways in exactly the same the action plan or will it be necessary to take the
actions as well?way, and I have tried to make that repeatedly clear,

not just today but in other settings as well. This is not Mr Hutton: Going further will depend on having
additional resources available to us in terms of“Pathways Light”.
providing awider range of help and support services,
and what we have said in the Green Paper is that the

Q293 Greg Mulholland: But are you saying the conditionality regime, until we are clear about
amount per claimant in the roll-out will be resources in the next Spending Review and beyond,
equivalent to the other areas, pilot areas, or cannot go further at this point than requiring people
significantly less? to do the work-focused interviews and to prepare the
Mr Hutton: I do not know the answer to that but I action plan. I want it to be the case later on that there
can certainly tell you that it is £150 million for the will also be a requirement to undertake the work-
first third of the country and £360 for the remaining related activity that arises from the action plan but
two-thirds, and I do not accept on those figures that we will not be there, I think, yet.
anyone could reasonably claim that we are
underfunding the national roll-out of Pathways. We

Q297 Jenny Willott: You expect there to be benefithave made significantly extra resources available to
sanctions attached to that in the future?do that.
Mr Hutton: There could be, yes.

Q294 Greg Mulholland: Finally, you mentioned
Q298 Jenny Willott: What safeguards are thereyourself thatwhen the roll-out happened, youwill be
going to be in place to make sure that claimants arelooking to make the scheme more cost-eVective,
not required to do activities that are inappropriatewhich is entirely sensible. Can you give us an idea of
for their condition or disability?some of the things you will be doing to make it more
MrHutton: I think this has to be an iterative process.cost-eVective?
What we are proposing at the moment is aMr Hutton: I think this is something that we will
compulsorywork-focused interview regime, which ishave to talk to the voluntary sector providers who
important and part of the something-for-somethingare going to deliver the roll-out Pathways about. It
approach that we want to embed in these reforms,may well come down to choice of partners,
and then the action plan that comes out of it. We areprocurement from the private sector as opposed to
not proposing at the moment to sanction failing tothe public sector. These things are all possible. But I
take work-related activities; that is not part of thethink the search for cost-eVectiveness, let me just
reforms. It might become so in the future, as I said.make this clear, is not going to be confined to the
What are the safeguards around the imposition oftwo-thirdswhere Pathways are going to be rolled out
sanctions in the current regime, the actual regime?to, but is going to continue to be applied to the third
You remember this is happening now in relation toof the country that already has Pathways. I think we
incapacity benefits claimants, the work-focusedhave to learn from all of this and make sure the
interview requirement and so on. There is a properprogramme is cost eVective. I think it is very likely
process of appeals. In relation to people, forwe will be able to make eYciency savings and cost-
example, who suVer from mental health complaintseVective savings as we roll out Pathways, but how
we have further safeguards built into the system inthat is going to be done very much depends on the
relation to home visits, advocacy and so on, and thedialogue and the procurement process that now
number of cases in the Pathways areas whereneeds to kick oV with the private and voluntary
sanctions have been imposed since last year are verysector.
few; at most there has been a couple of hundred
where there has been a benefit sanction. There is an
appeals process, it can be challenged, and as soon asQ295 Greg Mulholland: And without watering

down services? someone becomes compliant, then the sanction is
removed from their benefit entitlement. So I thinkMr Hutton: No, without watering down services.

There would be no point in doing that. We would be the system is fair and reasonable. I think it is
absolutely essential that there is follow-through onspending money ineYciently and ineVectively if we

watered down the help and support we were this and there should in some appropriate cases be a
sanction imposed if people are not complying withproviding for people on incapacity benefits. Why on

earth would we want to do that? It runs the risk that their statutory obligations, but it is perfectly
possible, as I think is the case now, that thosethe expenditure itself does not produce the result we

want.Wemust not in the roll-out of Pathways dilute sanctions regimes are imposed sensibly and carefully
and as a last resort. I think that is an important partto any extent the actual help and support we provide

for people on incapacity benefits, otherwise there of the whole process. So it should not necessarily be
the first consequence. There needs to be a processwould be no point in providing the roll-out. It would

simply not be eYcient and eVective. and a sequence but, at the end of the day, there has
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to be, in appropriate cases, the right to sanction if Q304 Jenny Willott: So the Condition Management
Programme is not going to be included as part of thesomebody is not complying their statutory

requirements. elements of conditionality?
Mr Hutton: No.

Q299 Jenny Willott: So the safeguards are basically
Q305 Jenny Willott: So it would specifically bethe appeals process?
entirely work-related activity, so job searching?Mr Hutton: The appeals process and also the
Mr Hutton: I think we have to be very careful abouttraining of the personal advisers as well, judging
sanctioning medical treatment. We are notwhen it is appropriate to impose the sanction. As I
sanctioning that type of thing now. We will have tosaid, if you look at the evidence, it is actually applied
be very careful about saying to a competent adultas a sanction in fact very infrequently. What is
that they have to undergo a particular type ofimportant is, I think, that it is there as a sanction and
treatment, particularly mental health treatment, orpeople know it is there, and I think it is a sign
face a benefit sanction. That is a very diYcult step toultimately of the success of that approach when you
take because of the right of an individual to decidedo not have to impose the benefit sanction because
their own medical treatment. You have to be verypeople are in compliance with their obligations in
careful in that regard.the system.

Q306 JennyWillott: So are saying it will not happen?
Q300 Jenny Willott: Is it possible on appeal for Mr Hutton: No, it should not happen.
somebody’s sanctioned benefit to be backdated and
repaid? One of the issues, for example, we have had Q307 Jenny Willott: Thank you. In the Pathways toraised in some of our previous evidence has been that Work pilots, there is a lot of evidence that existingthere are cases where people have mental health claimants, the stock, horrible expression, arediYculties where they are wrongly classed as being volunteering in enough numbers to show thatnon-compliant when actually it is a factor of their compulsion is not actually necessary. There is alsoillness. evidence from the initial evaluation of the PathwaysMr Hutton: I am obviously disappointed to hear to Work pilots that shows that compulsion can bethat has happened because in relation to mental counter-productive to existing claimants and alsohealth we do take extra safeguards to make sure that that compulsion can specifically have a particularlywe do understand, for example, the reason why negative impact on mental health conditions. Whysomeone has not attended awork-focused interview. do you feel it is necessary to introduceSo there is a home visit programme built into the conditionality, and potentially sanctions, given thatprocess that leads up to an eventual sanction, butmy so many people are already volunteering?understanding is that if the person wins the appeal, Mr Hutton: Remember, in the Pathways areas newthere is a retrospection element to that so the benefit claimants have to be part of the work-focusedwill be restored to the level it should have been. interview regime.

Q301 Jenny Willott: Are you aware of health Q308 Jenny Willott: I am talking about the existing
professionals raising concerns about the claimants?
implications for medical ethics if it is made Mr Hutton:Right. In all these things you have to be
compulsory to participate in medical interventions clear about what your ultimate end purpose is, what
like, for example, the Condition Management it is you are trying to do. I think it is entirely
Programme? reasonable for us as a society to say we are prepared
Mr Hutton: I am not really quite sure what the to make a very significant investment in providing
concern is there. I am aware some concerns have extra help and support for people on benefit, but we
been expressed, but is there anything specific you do expect people to be part of that process of getting
want to raise with me? back to work, where that is possible. Were we not to

take that view, most ordinary members of the public
would find our stance utterly incredible, but there isQ302 Jenny Willott: Just whether that had been
a world of diVerence between taking that reasonablebrought up as an element of concern and how far
stance, which is what we have done in relation to thecompulsion should go and how far sanctions should
New Deal, very successfully in the last few years,be able to be spread?
between saying we expect people to attend a work-MrHutton:The decision to sanction is not a decision
focused interview and start to plan their return toof a health professional; it is a decision of the
work—I think that is an entirely reasonable thing forJobcentre Plus personal adviser.
society to say to people on benefit, for example—and
saying on the other hand we are going to behave like
aNazi state in relation to people when they are in theQ303 Jenny Willott: Certainly, but the compulsion

element might be determined by somebody within benefit system. The problem with this whole area is
that quite often it is automatically assumed that ifthe Jobcentre Plus requiring a claimant to undertake

some medical intervention or some medical action. you are going to apply any level of conditionality, it
is going to be applied inappropriately, and I do notMr Hutton: No. We will not do that. We cannot

compel people to undergo medical treatment. That accept that. It is the hallmark of a fair and balanced
welfare system that there are proper rights andis not part of the sanctions regime.
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responsibilities within the system, and I really would sanctions, because there is going to be an in-built
cost, particularly if you have to have an up andquestion whether it is unreasonable to say to people

coming into benefits “We expect to see you. We running appeals process and so on to deal with those
who are going through the conditionality?expect to sit down and plan with you your return to

work.” The whole system of the Employment and Mr Hutton: Like all these things, the choice comes
SupportAllowance is going to be geared around that down to this, basically: is it all going to be entirely
basic premise that it is wrong and utterly unfair to voluntary or is there going to be an element of
disabled people to assume that, because they are conditionality? I think it is entirely right for there to
claiming an Employment and Support Allowance, be an element of conditionality, as long as that is fair
they are not capable of working ever again. That is and reasonable, and I think attaching it to the work-
a nonsense. focused interviews is a fair and reasonable point to

attach it. It is a perfectly credible argument to say
there should be no compulsion at all; there should beQ309 Jenny Willott: I do not think any of us have
no conditionality whatsoever in the system, but Isaid that this afternoon.
seriously doubt whether that is a sustainable long-Mr Hutton: No, but what is underpinning this
term position. I think in relation to existingargument that there should not be any level of
claimants we have said it is a voluntary approach,conditionality at all is that really, people are not
and that is perfectly fair and reasonable, butcapable of working, and therefore it is wrong to go
specifically in relation to new claimants, we havethrough this exercise of requiring people to come in
taken the view this will be a conditionality approachand plan their return to work. I just reject that
that we will adopt and I think it is working. I thinkabsolutely. I think if there is one thing, one claim I
the evidence there is that it is working, and that iswouldmake for these reforms, which is an important
equally true of the international evidence, and Iissue, it is that ultimately I think this is an issue here,
think we should basically go with what works, Iand the reforms enshrine this basic premise, that
think we should be fair and reasonable to people, Idisabled people have exactly the same right to work
think that is absolutely essential, but I think the ideaas able-bodied people and it is the job of a welfare
that you could really do all of this from an entirelystate to support and find a way of making that right
voluntary approachwith no conditionality regime atto work a reality for disabled people. That has never
all I struggle with. I think that would be incoherentbeen achieved in the welfare state so far. Quite the
to the public at large.opposite. You look at the figures. If you are on

incapacity benefits for more than two years, you are
more likely to die or retire than ever get back towork Q311 Jenny Willott: Finally, in the existing
again. That is a wholly unacceptable state of aVairs, Pathways to Work pilots, the number of work-
and I really do not think it is unreasonable or focused interviews for existing claimants is three
Draconian to say to people coming into the benefit rather than six. Can you tell us what the rationale
system “Now that we are going to provide this extra was behind that decision?
help and support, we do expect to see you regularly MrHutton: It was our first stab at trying to work out
to plan with you your return to work, and that will what the right balance was, and again, for existing
be a condition of your entitlement to benefit.” I claimants—and I think you are talking about people
think in relation to Pathways, as I said, it is quite who have been claiming incapacity benefits for up to
wrong to say that it has all been based on a purely two years—there was a recognition that they are
voluntary approach. That is not true. For new probably in a diVerent space and place than people
claimants it has been a requirement to be part of the coming into the benefit system ab initio, so to speak,
work-focused interview arrangements, and if you with an originating application. So they are a
look at the success, the vast majority of the diVerent bunch of people if you like, and we were
successes, the job entries, have come from people trying to do it gradually, to understand what works
who have entered Pathways through that particular and how to treat people fairly and reasonably. For
route. So I would take issue with those people who new entrants coming into the system, the one thing
say we do not need a conditionality regime here. I we have learned is that you have to engage quickly,
think it is an absolutely essential part of these and you have to be decisive and clear about the help
reforms. and support packages you put in place, and that is

why we have gone for more proactive intervention
with the new claimants, because of that basicQ310 Jenny Willott: The issue I am raising with
understanding that we have about the need forrespect to what you have just said, what you were
primacy and immediacy in your response to a newsaying as the arguments, is not what we have been
claimant. People who have been on the system for asuggesting this afternoon. The point is that for
while longer I think are in a diVerent place and weexisting claimants, absolutely we identify that there
wanted to try andmake this bridge between virtuallyare a significant number of people who are disabled
no contact with Jobcentre Plus, which is basicallyand on incapacity benefits who want to return to
what most people on long-term IB have, minimalwork anyway, and who are volunteering to take part
contact, to the pointwhere they are getting graduallyin the programme. The issue is why was a decision
more and more regular and frequent contact, andmade, rather than to invest in publicising the
fromOctober this year that regime, that requirementpositive outcomes of the pilot and doing it in a much
to attend for three work-focused interviews, ofmore positive and proactive way, instead to put

resources into conditionality and potentially course, as you know, will be extended to people who
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have got up to six years of claiming incapacity to do the very diYcult job that we ask them to do.
benefits. We need to re-establish contact with a large Can we improve on that? Yes, I am sure we can and
number of peoplewhowe have not heard of, inmany we should always be prepared to look at ways of
cases, for a very long period of time so we can sit improving the training that we provide, and we do
down and start to plan with them how we can help that. We do make a major eVort to try and get this
them get back to work, if that is what they want. right. It is a very diYcult field, certainly in relation

to mental health, to make sure we have given our
advisers the full range of competences they need. ItQ312 Jenny Willott: So is it envisaged that they

would have more work-focused interviews but they is very diYcult.
just would not be compulsory, or that they would
only have three?

Q318 Michael Foster: The reason I ask the questionMr Hutton: No, we are not planning to make any
is that under the Green Paper, of course, they willchanges to the number of compulsory work-focused
have the powers to agree appropriate actions. Ininterviews for existing IB claimants. We have drawn
fact, they have already under the Pathways to Workthe line where we have drawn it, and it may be it is
projects. What we are being told by groups such asnot the most scientific distinction.
the Disability Rights Commission is that personal
advisers appear to waive or defer WFIs moreQ313 JennyWillott: I was not meaning in the future
frequently for those with mental health problemsin terms of your planning. I was meaning, do you
than they do for others, which may suggest a lack ofenvisage that when an existing claimant goes into the
understanding of the condition that they areJobcentre, they have three compulsory work-
looking at.focused interviews, and after that that they are able
Mr Hutton: It might mean a number of things. Thatto take itmore at their own pace on a voluntary basis
might be one possible explanation. The otherwith their adviser?
explanation might well be what we have just beenMr Hutton: If you are a new claimant, and unless I
discussing. I made it clear there are additionalhave it wrong, you will have six.
safeguards that we try and follow in relation to
someone on incapacity benefits who has a mentalQ314 Jenny Willott: Existing claimants?
health problem. So there is a home visit, there is aMr Hutton: You will have three work-focused
proper eVortmade, rightly so, to establish the reasoninterviews, yes. That is the deal for existing
why a person failed to attend a work-focusedclaimants.
interview, and we need to be sure about the reasons
for the non-attendance before we could considerQ315 JennyWillott:Yes, and are you expecting that
applying a sanction, and that may well be the otherthey then have more that are not compulsory?
equally plausible explanation as to why, like for like,Mr Hutton: I think that is perfectly possible, yes. I
there seem to be less sanctions being applied indo not think their sole contact with an Incapacity
relation to people on incapacity benefits who have aBenefit personal adviser would just revolve around
mental health problem than those who do not.the three compulsory work-focused interviews, no.

Q316 Jenny Willott: Can I just clarify one other Q319 Michael Foster: In a sense, personal advisers
thing? You were saying that in October it will be are relatively low-paid individuals. I am not saying
extended to people who have been on incapacity they are not competent but they are not professional
benefits for up to six years. Will there be an element in the sense of having any experience in dealing withof compulsion, conditionality, applied to them

mental health conditions except through experienceparticipating in the system as well?
of the work they do. Do you not think it is really aMr Hutton: For the work-focused interviews, yes. I
role for health professionals to make judgmentsthink that is in the Pathways areas, but I can write to
when they are talking about the conditions of thosethe Committee with the details.
with mental illness?
Mr Hutton:We do, as I said, try and make sure thatQ317 Michael Foster: I think you have
our personal advisers have the necessary training toacknowledged the particular challenges that those
allow them to discharge their functions, one ofwith mental health problems sometimes have in
which is to make a determination in some cases of areturning to the work force, and in the Green Paper
decision to sanction. I think it is entirely reasonablethe role of the personal adviser, as they have in the
to place the responsibility at that point. It has to bePathways to Work projects, has been an important
clearly matched by the appropriate level of training,part. Do you think those personal advisers have
and we do, as I said, try very hard to do that. We dosuYcient training, particularly in dealing with
not ask Atos Origin to make benefit sanctionmental health issues?
decisions; that is not the contract we have with them.Mr Hutton: That is a very moot point. We provide,
I am not persuaded that it would be sensible toI think, up to about 26 days of specialist training for
employ, as it were, medically qualified people toIncapacity Benefit personal advisers, and again, the
make decisions about whether it is right to sanctiondetails of the training, if the Committee would be
in relation to non-attendance for a work-focusedinterested, I would be very happy to make available
interview. That is four square within theto you, but we do try very hard tomake sure that our

personal advisers are properly trained and equipped responsibilities of Jobcentre Plus to resolve.
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Q320 Michael Foster:Would there not be a case for is clearly the responsibility of the employer. We do
provide ongoing active help and support in someat least having specialist advisers, who dealt

particularly with those who had mental health cases where we think that can be important and
make a diVerence, but I think essentially this is aboutproblems as opposed to the generalities of others? I

appreciate that it is not always as clear-cut as that, our responsibilities versus the employers’
responsibility. We are reasonably clear what oursbut where mental health is the issue and is clearly

identified, could that not be dealt with by specialist, are: Pathways to Work to work, more active help
and support, ongoing support, Return to Workspecial advisers, in that sense?
Credit, that whole suite of services designed to getMrHutton: That is something we can certainly look
people back into work, but once someone is in work,at, but it is part and parcel of the personal advisers’
the primary responsibility for that person is clearlytraining programme to have exposure to issues
the employer who has taken them on, and if that isaround mental health, and if we can or should
about occupational health or in-work training orimprove the level of that training, and if that is what
whatever it is, career development, that is where thepeople would like us to do, I would be prepared to
employer has to do the business. Our job is to helplook at that.
support that person get themselves ready to take on
and hold down a job, and once they have succeeded

Q321 Michael Foster: I think we also recognise that in doing that and have been employed, then clearly
people with mental health problems often have we have some ongoing responsibilities, but the
variable abilities to work. You mentioned that a principal responsibility then is with the employer.
moment ago. Itmaywell be that the patterns ofwork
are also something that need to be looked at. I

Q322 Michael Foster: Do you think you have givencannot see anything—maybe I have missed it—in
enough support to employers to deal with that sortthe Green Paper which suggests that there is an
of spasmodic work? Somebody can arrive Monday,approach at looking at diVerent forms of work.
Tuesday, may need to be oV till the Thursday week,Some of us heard evidence in Holland, where at the
and then come back again? You see, that sort ofend of the day they say it is down to the state; it has
employment, which is often the sort of employmentto be a public service job when you cannot always
that those with mental illness can cope with, thefind the answer in the private sector. Is that
average employer is not going to do that unless hesomething that the Department may well want to
has an awful lot of support and back-up. Is that adevelop with other departments and so on, to look
possibility?for work that is appropriate to people with mental
Mr Hutton: It is very diYcult. Do we do enough?illness who can do work, probably at a very high
Probably not. We should always be looking to dostandard, but they cannot consistently do work that
more to help people in that situation, and we will beenables them to do the nine till five which the average
doing that as part of Pathways. That has been partprivate sector employer and most public sector
and parcel of our approach to date and it willemployers would require?
continue, and it obviously is harder to do that inMrHutton: I thinkwe should try and support people
relation to acute psychotic illness, of course, byinto appropriate employment, whether that is in the
definition. All I can say really in relation to that—private or the public sector. The public sector clearly
and it is a generalisation; I accept that, but I do nothas a set of responsibilities, but so too do all
think I can be more specific—is that, as I said, ouremployers under the Disability Discrimination
job is to help that person to be in a position wherelegislation and so on. We have a variety of
they can actually hold down a job successfully, andprogrammes—Access to Work is simply one—
it may well be in those circumstances that the bestwhere we try and provide that little bit extra, that bit
sort of job for that person would be flexible, part-more proactive help and support that a person with
time employment, flexi-hours or whatever, and ita disability might need if they are to hold down and
will be our responsibility in Jobcentre Plus to try andretain employment, but I do not think we would
match the actual capacity, the functionalapproach this, Michael, simply from the point of
capabilities, of incapacity benefits recipients with aview of saying that we are going to carve out a set of
job vacancy that we think will best meet their needs,unique and discrete responsibilities that we are going
and that is very much what Jobcentre Plus and theto place upon one type of employer in relation to
personal advisers try and do all the time in relationincapacity benefits. One thing that has struck me—
to people with mental health problems.and I do not know whether this is the view of the

Committee as well—is I think there is evidence that
employers now are certainly much more prepared Q323 Michael Foster: I am sorry to keep pressing
than they were to consider employing people who you on this matter, but can we therefore look for
have been on incapacity benefits, some of them for some models of that sort of work by the time the
long periods of time. This is a very important White Paper appears?
development. Some big companies are co-operating Mr Hutton: We are not planning a White Paper as
very successfully with Jobcentre Plus in helping to such, so I would not wait for that, but this issue
place people who have been on incapacity benefits about how we can best support people with a mental
into work. I have met some of these success stories, health problem I agree is a fundamental issue for us.
and it is fabulous to see it being done. Once you have We will continue to discuss with the mental health
made that connection with the world of work, it is lobby, the organisations who are interested, the

doctors and all of the representative organisationspossible to make progress and to develop, and that
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the best way we can continue to support the needs of provide the very important face-to-face contact on a
regular basis that is key to the success of these typespeoplewith amental health problem.We reallywant
of support packages.to do this, and we, I think, have a platform in

Pathways to Work that we can build on, and that is
one of the reasons why I said earlier, in relation to Q325 Mr Dunne: Are the current personal advisers
what Justine or Greg was asking me, that we should ring-fenced from the eYciency-saving work force
look at Pathways as an evolving journey. I do not reduction?
want it to become a highly prescriptive, process- MrHutton:As I said, we are clear that we can do the
driven exercise where there are certain things that head count reduction and build up at the same time
have to happen in a mechanical way. You have to our personal adviser network, our range of contact
have your conditionality arrangements properly services between ourselves and our customers. To
defined, because that is absolutely essential in terms that extent you could say that that is true; they are
of legal clarity and so on, but in all of these areas we ring-fenced, yes.
should—and I hope this is what comes out of our
involvement in the private and voluntary sector, by Q326MrDunne:One of the things I always bring up
the way—be able to develop a more sophisticated at these sessions, I am afraid, is that I represent a
model that in relation to mental health provides very rural constituency where, for example, in the
more ongoing post-employment help and support as town of Ludlow the Jobcentre Plus has just been
part of the package that we provide, and I think, closed, and there is a particular issue. I hope you will
looking at the expertise of the mental health forgive me for bringing up a constituency matter,
organisations, the mental health charities, the but it came tome by e-mail on Friday. The 12 people
voluntary sector, we have a unique opportunity. It formerly working in the Ludlow oYce, of whom a
will be a big collaboration between the public and number were personal advisers, have shrunk to
the private and voluntary sector, a great opportunity three, now operating out of the local library. I
to build into our successful Pathways programmes received an e-mail from a claimant on Friday and, if
more of the expertise of the voluntary sector. That is you will bear with me, I will just read it to you to
one way that I hope we can provide more eVective illustrate the problem. It says that “everyone going
and tailored support for people with mental health the library can see who is attending the Jobcentre.

Often there are a line of people. Secondly, there areproblems.
private matters discussed clearly within earshot of
other people. I cannot understand why the centre is
not positioned in a private room.” This is an issueQ324 Mr Dunne: I would like to ask one or two
which I have brought up with the Chief Executive ofquestions about the practicalities of roll-out of
Jobcentre Plus previously, but it just illustrates onePathways at the same time as the eYciency savings
of the problems that I see, this clash. You are tryingprogramme is going through theDepartment, and in
to do so much in the Department to be able toparticular in Jobcentre Plus. With the move to
provide suYcient access to people in remote areascontact centres and the much-reduced oYce
for their initial interviews, their work-focusednetwork, do you think there are going to be suYcient
interviews, and I can see that it is going to give risepersonal advisers in the right place to be able to carry
to problems for claimants who feel embarrassmentout the roll-out across the country?
at having to discuss their personal aVairs in front ofMrHutton:Yes, I do, and I say that for two reasons.
other people?There is a head count reduction programme under
Mr Hutton: I do not like the sound of thatway in the Department and we have lost nearly
arrangement and I think that will need to be looked15,000 staV through it, and another 15,000 still to go,
at again. On a broader level—and I will certainlyas it were, over the next two years or so. Alongside
have a look at that—I think it is perfectly possible tothat head count reduction, Jobcentre Plus is trying do this restructuring exercise through a combinationto make a major shift of emphasis and focus within of eYciency measures like centralising the benefit

the organisation to more people actually doing face- processing function, using call centres as a method
to-face work with our customers in Jobcentre Plus. of contact, as well as reinforce the front line, which
So I think something like 10,000 staV in Jobcentre is really important, that people actually do the face-
Plus are being moved from one part of the to-face contact work, and that is very much what
organisation into our front oYce, and that is entirely Jobcentre Plus are trying to do through this
right, so they can providemore of this proactive help reorganisation exercise. I think it is really important
and support. The second reason why I think we will that we focus on the front line here. Many other
be able to do this is that Jobcentre Plus is currently organisations, both in the public and the private
involved in delivering a third, essentially, of the sector, have been through these sorts of change
Pathways exercise. Two-thirds of it will be delivered exercises, and I thinkwhat you have to be really clear
by the private and voluntary sector, and there will about is the outcomes that you want, what you do
clearly be a commissioning and procurement process not want to see knocked on the head or
established to do that, and clearly, it will be part and compromised by these changes, and I think what
parcel of that procurement exercise that the private that means in terms of Jobcentre Plus is an
and voluntary sector provider establishes that absolutely rigid and clear set of priorities about our
capacity and capability within the service that it is front line, about the need to support people on

incapacity benefits with proper face-to-face advice,running. So I am confident that we will be able to
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and everything I see convinces me that we are Q328 Mr Dunne: Is there any evidence from
Pathways that it improves the reduction of long-capable of doing that, we are doing this in the right
term incapacity benefits claimants from coming oVway, and I am sure this is what the private and
and getting into work?When we were in Holland wevoluntary sector will want to do as part of the roll-
saw some particularly good evidence that the greaterout of Pathways to Work over the next two years.
the amount of time that personal advisers and
voluntary groups were able to devote to longer-term

Q327MrDunne:One of the issues that was raised by claimants, the higher the success rate they appeared
some of the groups giving evidence was the to have in getting people back into work.
workload of an individual personal adviser, and in Mr Hutton: The roll-out of Pathways initially, of
particular the diYculty as the number of claimants course, was Jobcentre Plus. We have not had a huge
increases, given the pressures that we have been amount of opportunity to test the private and
talking about, with the length of claim. Put simply, voluntary sector-led exercises, but in the
it takes longer to deal with somebody who has been Employment Zone, for example, the private and
on incapacity benefits for a longer period of time. voluntary sector providers have a very good track
We also had evidence from some of the specialist record in improving outcomes for incapacity
voluntary groups that they do not feel they are being benefits claimants and Jobseeker’s Allowance
used properly to address some of the specific issues claimants. I think their performance actually
of some client groups. In particular, we had the exceeds Jobcentre Plus in a number of very
RNIB and the RNID saying that they could deal important respects. So there is some evidence there
with people who are, respectively, blind or deaf to that eVect.What I do not have is any evidence, for
much better than any of the people who are likely to example, in relation to Pathways that says the
be less trained in the specific requirements of those critical moment of trajectory lift-oV is after, say,
claimants. What steps are you taking to try and three work-focused interviews or four or five. I do
address clients groups being referred properly to the not know the answer to that question. I would like

to find out.most appropriate voluntary groups to help get them
into work?
Mr Hutton: I agree. This is an area where we should

Q329 Mr Dunne:When you do, if you do, perhapsbe prepared to think some new thoughts. In relation
you could let us know. On outcomes—I am sorry toto the Pathways roll-out, again, organisations like
labour the point—do you have any evidence fromthe RNID and RNIB are perfectly capable, and I Pathways that providing a greater incentive forhope they do say to us, “Look, we would like to outcomes assists, again, those who are the most

work as a partner in delivering the roll-out of diYcult to get back into work?
Pathways.” That would be a tremendously good MrHutton: I do not think we do from the Pathways
thing to happen for our welfare state. That sort of because it is not outcome-based funding that we
broader partnership, where we involve the public have applied. We certainly do have evidence from
sector but with the expertise of the private and the Employment Zone that outcome-based funding
voluntary sector, would be a good thing for the can really make a diVerence, and the one thing that
welfare state, not a bad thing, particularly, I suspect, we have notmentioned today in relation to this point
in this case, for the reason you are alluding to, that is that we have a twin-track approach. We have
it will be in those parts of the voluntary sector where talked essentially about Pathways. I do not know
some of the expertise is very especially concentrated, whether anyone wanted to mention the city strategy
and we should use that for the benefit of incapacity that we outlined in the Green Paper, but we have
benefits claimants. I think the roll-out of Pathways another tool in the locker here which I think
gives an opportunity for the voluntary sector in the potentially could be very significant. In our so-called
example that you have given to become amuchmore city strategy we are proposing to try and mobilise
proactive partner with Jobcentre Plus, and I really not just our resources in DWP but resources across
do hope that happens. In relation to the wider the public sector, and some in the private and
question about personal advisers, in relation to IB, voluntary sector, in wagingwhat I hopewill be a new
we are seeing a very significant fall in the number of war on worklessness in some of our big cities. It is a
new claimants coming into the system, down by a major problem. We have tackled unemployment
third in the last two years, and I hope that will help very successfully but economic inactivity in some of
ease some of the pressure on some of the front line, our big cities is still chronic and is a serious problem
particularly the personal advisers, who do a brilliant for us, for our economy and for the health and
job actually, but again, I think with the personal wellbeing of those communities. The city strategy is
advisers, you will find quite a variation in contact an attempt to try and pool the resources, as I said,
and interviews and so on that they have across the right across the public and private and voluntary
week or the month or even the year with other parts sector, using outcome-based funding where we can,
of the country. There is not, I think, a standard to incentivise particular outcomes, and of course, in
operating model, and neither should there be. It will this case it will be getting people into work and
depend on horses for courses and everything else. I keeping them in work. There is certainly evidence
think the Green Paper oVers us the opportunity, in that those sorts of contractual models can be
simple terms, to join up the public sector with the eVective and that is why we are interested in
private and voluntary sector in a very dynamic and exploring in the city strategy how much further we

can go.important way, and that will benefit everyone.
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Q330 Mr Dunne: Does that mean you will be generally become frustrated about this, because it is
extending Employment Zones? I think it is possible to do this, and I am hacked oV

Mr Hutton: No, it is not really an extension of when people say “It is too diYcult, we cannot do
Employment Zones. The city strategy is slightly this. Let us just give up.” We should never give up,
diVerent. A lot of them will be local authority-led, and the success of Pathways to Work, with 21,500
they will involve consortia of other parts of the job entries, many of them people who had been on
public sector and the private and voluntary sector, IB for some considerable time, many with mental
and they will be certainly in the general area of back- health problems, shows that it can be done, and I
to-work help and support services, but they will think we should approach this problem from that
involve a broader and wider partnership than the perspective, not say it is too diYcult, it can never
Employment Zones. In terms of outcome funding, it happen and employers will never be interested. In a
is not a totally diVerent model. changing labour market and with the process of

demographic change that is under way, more and
more employers are going to be looking at whetherQ331 Mr Dunne: But in relation to Employment

Zones, is that programme going to be left to wither? this is a potential source of new recruits for their
Mr Hutton: We have not made any decisions with business. They will not do that, however, if we
regard to Employment Zones. They have had some cannot provide people with proper help and support
success, and I think it is usually a good idea to so they are job-ready. It is a bit of a chicken and egg,
promote success, not to strangle it. but we have to do our bit. Our bit is the job
Mr Dunne: I would agree with that. readiness, and I think if we can do that, we can break

through this barrier. It is a barrier. It is probably the
last great social emancipation issue of our time, theQ332 John Penrose: Minister, having talked about
rights of disabled people. We have to make progressyour job as getting people prepared and closer to the
here. We have to keep driving it and not say it is allworld of work as the main thrust of what you are
too diYcult and we should not bother.trying to do, having got them as ready as they can be

to re-enter work, can we talk about whether the
barriers of getting employers to agree to employ

Q333 John Penrose: I completely accept it isthem and, having employed them, keeping them in
important not to say it is all too diYcult. I am justwork once they are there? A number of the charities

we spoke to last week were saying they had huge concerned that you are focusing, in economics
diYculties convincing employers to take on terms, on the supply side of the problem rather than
potential employees with disabilities of one sort or the demand side and, from what you are saying, you
another, so much so that one of them said the only recognise that there is a very long way to travel on
way they could make it happen was to personally go the demand side tomatch that up. Is education going
and talk to the hiring managers and convince them to be enough, and is it going to get us there fast
over a period of time that this was not a terrible thing enough?
they were asking them to do. Do you have any plans MrHutton:No, I think we have to do both. I do not
to introduce more carrots or more sticks to get more knowwhether you have heard any evidence from the
employers to accept people with incapacity issues as Disability Management Employer Coalition. These
employees? guys are doing a really good job for us up and down
MrHutton: There are a number of things. There is a the country in explaining the benefits of recruiting in
process of education that we need to be involved in this area and making sure employers themselves
and we are involved in. The Disabilities Rights understand the issues and the diYculties. There is a
Commission I know does a lot of work in this area, very well-established network now of employers
and so do we. We have run a number of campaigns who are prepared to co-operate with Jobcentre Plus,
around disability awareness, and we are actually in nearly 1,000 across the country, some very big, whothe middle of the final phase of that campaign. That are willing to sit down and talk through these issueswill last for several more months. I think we should

with us, and I think we need to domore of that. I amcontinue to do that energetically, because I think
confident that is the right way to tackle theseeducation is a very important part of it. I think we
problems. But there is no silver bullet. I wish therehave to move people on from the stereotypes, as I
were. I have been annoyed to hear what I havesaid earlier about incapacity benefits. It is diYcult. I
picked up from some sources and some employershave met employers, and I am sure you have as well,
saying, “Oh no, I could not possibly have someonewho will say, “I am not interested. It is not right for
on Incapacity Benefit working for me.” We have tomy business, I cannot have people like that
challenge that and we have to be absolutely clear inworking.” We have to really tackle that. Our
this modern society that that sort of attitude is notfundamental responsibility, however, through
acceptable. Clearly, an employer is not going toPathways to Work and these other schemes is to
employ someone if they do not believe that person ismake sure when we are providing people for
capable of doing the job that they have on oVer.employers to consider that they are job-ready. That
That is our job, that is fully our responsibility tois the most important single contribution we can
respond to, and that is what Pathways, the wholemake in this process. Beyond that it is diYcult butwe
Green Paper is all about trying to do. It is ourhave the backdrop of Disability Discrimination
oVering, it is our part of the equation, and we arelegislation. I know that is obviously a last resort, not

a first resort. The other thing I would say is that I do determined to try and deliver it properly.
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Q334 John Penrose: Finally on this, you said you rapidly improving the turn-around of applications
under Access to Work for help and support; that ishave roughly 1,000 employers in this network. Do

you have a target or figure in mind for what you going exactly in the right direction, and we are
planning to spend more in each of the subsequentwould regard as a success to expand that network to

indicate that you are making enough progress on years of the Spending Review on providing access to
work. We have Workstep and we have othergetting the demand side of that equation right?

Mr Hutton: I would like more employers involved, programmes in that area that are making an inroad
into this. I think it is a very important part of theof course, but we are working with the employers

themselves on this. The CBI and others have overall component of the support we should provide
andwe should bewilling, if the case can bemade thatprovided very good support to us on this and we are

going to continue to work through that network of the evidence is there for doingmore in this area. Yes,
absolutely.employers. Often, the messages that employers need

to hear are best heard from other employers.
Q337 John Penrose: I was going to ask you about
Access to Work but I think you have answered myQ335 John Penrose: But no target on that?

Mr Hutton:We do not have a target for that, no. question about extending the funding of that,
because it sounds as if you are going to need to ramp
up the amount of money you are spending on thatQ336 John Penrose: Having got people into work,

obviously it is important tomake sure they stay there quite substantially.
MrHutton:We have published plans for howwe areif at all possible, so can we talk about job retention?

We have had a number of people who have given us going to extend Access to Work.
evidence saying that various kinds of in-work
support either could be extended to provide, for Q338 John Penrose: A final query on retention. The

RNIB came up with the idea of rehabilitation leave,example, personal advisers to remain in touch with
people after they got jobs, or alternatively to extend rather like, I suppose, parental leave or something

for people who were becoming sick or ill, developingthe existing sorts of in-work support which you are
providing beyond the six months that you are incapacities while working. Is that extension of

employer responsibilities and working withproviding it in the Pathways areas for a longer
period than that. Do you have any plans to extend employees who are becoming ill something you have

considered?in-work support either in duration of time or in
terms of type? Mr Hutton: It is not. I think we have to be careful

about imposing additional cost and burdens onMr Hutton: I think this is something that probably
will emerge through the evaluation of the Pathways employers in that regard, but if the RNIB have

specific proposals that they would like us toto Work through pilot schemes. There may be more
we need to do here. I accept that, and we should be consider, we would obviously look very carefully at

that. You would expect me to say that, but if thatopen-minded about that. The help and support that
we provide for people in work is not just confined to emerges from the Green Paper as an issue of

concern, again, we would have to carefully reflectthat sort of service. There is the Access to Work
programme, which is a very important part of this. on that.

Chairman:Thank you verymuch, Secretary of State.There we have more than doubled the numbers of
people getting help under that scheme. We are You have escaped alive!
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Response from the Department for Work and Pensions to questions raised on the Committee visit to Derby

1. The Differences in Performance Between Pathways and Non-Pathways Areas in Terms of

Getting People Off Incapacity and intoWork

The following chart illustrates the diVerences in performance between Pathways and non-Pathways areas;
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2. The Performance of Each Pilot Against the National Average

To date there have now been over 19,500 job entries from Pathways to Work customers. Furthermore,
the number of Jobcentre Plus Target job entries for people with health conditions and disabilities in the pilot
districts has increased at a greater rate than in the rest of the country.

3. TheCosts of the Pilots and the SavingsGenerated byGettingAdditionalNumbers of People off

Benefit Compared to Non-Pathways Areas (Expressed in both ¡ and % terms)

The costs of the Pathways pilots are as follows;

— £40 million pa for the original seven Districts;

— £107 million pa for further rollout to 14 Districts (as announced in PBR04—taking the coverage
of Pathways to a third of the country); and

— £20 million pa to roll out WFIs to some existing customers in the original seven districts (those
who claimed in the two years before the start of the pilots in 2004–05, those who claimed in the
three prior years in 2005–06). In addition we have the money to roll out to all existing clients
(whatever their duration on benefit) in 1 pilot area—Somerset—this costs £2.5 million.

4. Whether ThereWas a Financial Break Even Point For Pathways, andHowWe Are Performing

Against That

Current evidence suggests that even conservative estimates of the impact of Pathways will result in
significant fiscal savings and substantial economic benefit. Benefits assessed only include those where
emerging evaluation evidence is available while costs broadly reflect all the costs of Pathways to Work.

Early cost benefit assumptions held that Pathways would break even if there was a four percentage point
increase in IB oV-flows. Evidence to date shows that there is an eight percentage point increase in benefit
oV-flows, if performance continues at this level Pathways is expected to be cost-beneficial.

The full cost benefit analysis will be published in summer 2007 once a full impact assessment of the pilots
running in steady state has been completed.
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Supplementary evidence from the Department for Work and Pensions

Incapacity Benefit Off-flows

Our estimate of the number of Incapacity Benefit claimants (both payment and Credits Only cases) that
will transfer from receiving Incapacity Benefit to receiving Retirement Pension in each of the next 10 years
is 60,000. But this is only a part of the overall story on inflows and oV flows. In order to reduce the overall
numbers we need to take account of all flows and the reason for the changes in flows.

Relationship between Incapacity Benefits and DLA

DLA and incapacity benefits fulfil two very distinct purposes: DLA is an in and out of work benefit which
provides a contribution towards the extra costs of disabled people. It is not means-tested and is designed to
meet the additional costs arising from an individual’s disability. In contrast, incapacity benefits are earnings
replacement benefits, designed to support people whilst they are unable to work. It has been a longstanding
aim of this government to reform incapacity benefits because there are problems with their design which
mean that peoplewith disabilities and health conditions are constrained in trying to return towork.Wewant
to change that. The new ESA maintains the purpose of incapacity benefits—helping to replace a person’s
earnings when they are unable to work—but will also provide support and incentives for people to return
to work when they are able to do so. We do however think that for those with the most severe health
conditions and disabilities, it is right to provide a higher level of support, without requiring them to move
towards work, in recognition of their condition.

Supply of Healthcare Professionals

One of the keys to the success of our welfare reform proposals will be the availability of the right mix of
healthcare professionals to assist in the rehabilitation and return towork of our customers.We are conscious
that current resources are likely to be insuYcient tomeet our needs and have been working on this issue with
colleagues in Department of Health.

However, we have not carried out any detailed analysis of demand and supply. We are planning to set up
a working group to examine the availability of healthcare professionals and to look at innovative ways of
dealing with resource gaps. We are certainly not ruling out using resources from the private sector or from
any other source.

Cost Analysis of Pathways toWork

Definitions and concepts

There are two possible break-even measures:

— cumulative break-even% point at which cumulative costs and savings equate from a position were
cumulative costs exceed savings; and

— annual break-even% point at which annual costs and annual savings equate from apositionwhere
annual costs exceed savings.

To determine the break-even point we have to establish separately the costs and benefits (savings) from
a given intervention like Pathways.

Costs of Pathways

— Costs are driven by the rollout profile (how much of the country is covered and how quickly) and
the costs per person; for example, of providing the WFIs for all of them and also of the relevant
support services (egNDDP). Beyond complete rolloutwe hit “long run” costs, which is where costs
plateau out on a year by year basis.

— For example, the costs of the original Pathways are shown in the table and the long run cost is
£148 million.

Table

COSTS OF ORIGINAL PATHWAYS FOR NEW CUSTOMERS

2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09

Total £19m £41m £66m £131m £148m £148m
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Benefits of Pathways

Savings are driven by:

— the additional numbers of people Pathways helps oV IB. Our evaluation of the Pilots shows that
Pathways delivers an extra eight percentage points in the numbers flowing oV IB within six months
of starting a claim; and

— the savings per person helped oV IB by Pathways, from benefit savings and additional NI and tax
revenue if they go into work. For example, the IB-only benefit savings from one person oV the
benefit over a year would be around £3,500 on average.

The break-even point:

— However, savings don’t materialise straight away because of lagged eVects. For example we have
to pay the costs upfront of WFIs and support services, but the benefits might only be seen after,
say, six months when people leave benefit to start a job as a result of the Pathways intervention.

— The breakeven point is therefore determined by the extent to which long run savings exceed long
run costs, and by the time it takes for the intervention to have an impact (before the impact,
everything is a cost and savings are zero).

Work-Focused Interviews

Currently—In areas where Jobcentre Plus is rolled-out

— New customers are required to attend a Work Focused Interview (WFI) at week eight of their
claim and work with their personal adviser to prepare an Action Plan.

— Existing customers are required to attendWFIs at certain trigger points in their claim eg following
a repeat PCA or when clients notify the Jobcentre that they have taken up part time work.

Currently—In Pathways to Work pilot districts

— All new customers are required to attend the initial WFI at week eight.

— This is followed by a series of five further WFIs at monthly intervals. Customers must both attend
and participate in drawing up an action plan setting out steps they will take to move closer to the
labour market.

— Two groups are not required to attend the follow up series ofWFIs—the small groupwho are PCA
exempt and a group who are considered to be the most likely to leave benefit and get back to work
within 12 months anyway. (Both groups can participate voluntarily in any relevant Pathways
provision.)

— In February 2005 we extended mandatory WFIs to existing customers who had been on benefit
for up to two years before the beginning of Pathways pilots.

— In PBR 04 we announced we would extend this further from April 2006 to customers who had
been on benefit for up to eight years. In one pilot district, Somerset, we plan to extend to the whole
caseload. These customers are expected to attend three mandatory WFIs.

Non-compliance

— Currently, if customers fail to attend and participate in aWFI, in all of the circumstances described
above, and are unable to show “good cause” they can be sanctioned.

— The amount deducted for non-compliance is equivalent to 20% of the IS personal allowance for
over 25 year olds (roughly £11).

— If a customer continues not to comply, further successive sanctions of the same amount are
imposed cumulatively down to a level where only 10p is left—to allow for passported benefits (eg,
HB/CTB) to continue to apply.

— Benefit is restored to the full amount as soon as the customer complies.

— A range of safeguards are in place to ensure that sanctions are not applied to customers who are
unable to comply.

— Experience from the Pathways pilots suggest that sanctions are highly eVective in that compliance
is very high and sanctions are very rarely used.

In the future

— Initially, the Pathways conditionality outlined above will be extended to new claims across the
country, ie, mandatory attendance and participation in a series of six WFIs and the drawing up
of an action plan.
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— Apart from those identified by the PCA process as in “reserved circumstances”, claimants would,
as resources permit, be asked to engage both in WFIs and in activity that helped them prepare for
a return to work, including work preparation, training or basic skills support.

— For existing customers, the Green Paper explained that as resources allow, we will, over time,
consider extending work-focussed interviews to ensure that they are aware of the opportunities
which are available to them.

— TheGreen Paper proposals also float the idea that we will pilot further conditionality with existing
customers as part of the City Strategy.

— TheGreen Paper also proposes that future Pathways toWork provisionwill be delivered primarily
by the private and voluntary sector with an outcome based contract.

Training for Personal Advisers

— Learning for Incapacity Benefit Personal Advisors (IBPA’s) has been thoroughly reviewed and
reworked over the last year and a new range of learning products is now available for all IBPAs.

— Each IBPA gets 26 days training, which is consolidated through linemanager coaching, mentoring
and the use of learning sets (small groups of IBPAs learning together).

— The estimated cost of training a specialist IBPA in Pathways activities is £8,690

The programme comprises:

1. An induction at work to introduce the IBPA to their role. 1 Day

2. A learning induction event 1 Day

3. An IB process workshop 2 Days

4. 4 x 5 day workshops 20 Days

5. Set aside learning time, with the advisors learning set, and line manager coaching and observation
in between each of these workshops to consolidate the learning

6. A final workshop three months after completion of the above 2 Days

The five day workshops (listed at 4) cover the following topics;

— Session one focuses on developing Interviewing skills.

— Session two focuses on developing knowledge and understanding of the client group and Health
Conditions.

— Session three focuses on case conferencingwith the ConditionManagement Programme and other
NHS professionals.

— Session four focuses on successful engagement with employers, work-place support, working with
the Disability Discrimination Act, disclosure and advocacy.

Feedback so far from IBPAs has been very positive.

Response from the Department for Work and Pensions to additional questions raised by the Committee

Additional Questions

The Committee has raised a number of further questions regarding, mostly, Pathways to Work. Our
responses are provided below.

1. Can you confirm the on-flow and oV-flow rates for IB, nationally and in Pathways areas, for the past three
years (obviously, Pathways figures won’t be available for the full three years, so figures for however far back
the Pathways statistics go) and also future projections, if they have been done?

Response

Outturn inflows and oV-flows National v Pathways in last three years (where applicable)

Our Pathways to Work programme is intended to increase the oV-flow rates, not the decrease on flows.
OV-flows comparisons for the original pilots are as follows:

In flows OV flows [within
6 months (% of

inflows)]

2002–03 2004–05 2002–03 2004–05

Pathways 7* 60,234 55,440 21,241 (36%) 22,561 (41%)
National 673,714 612,075 231,770 (35%) 206,969 (34%)
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*Essex, Gateshead & S Tyneside, Lancashire E, Somerset, (Renfrewshire, Inverclyde, Argyll & Bute),
Bridgend.

[See also attached charts.]

Latest future projections* of inflows/oV flows and caseload nationally

We are currently working on our baseline (that exclude Green paper policy impacts) forecasts and will
have these finalised for the Budget next month. One way we are looking to improve the forecasts is to make
them comparable with 100% administration rather then a 5% sample of the administration data currently.

2. Have any forecasts been carried out on the likely IB caseload in 10 years time, using current oV-flow rates
and projections based on Pathways performance? If so, can we have the figures?

Response

Likely IB caseload in 10 years time

Once we have finalised the baseline forecast for Budget we will be in a better position to say what the likely
caseload will be in 10 years time.

3. On-flow and oV-flow figures with an age breakdown. [We’re particularly interested in the over 50s here.]

Response

ANNUAL INFLOWS INTO INCAPACITY BENEFITS BY AGE

2005 (year to May)

Under 25 115,700 (18%)
25 to 49 339,600 (52%)
50! 193,900 (30%)

ANNUAL OFF FLOWS FROM INCAPACITY BENEFITS BY AGE

2005 (year to May)

Under 25 97,000 (14%)
25 to 49 321,000 (45%)
50! 292,000 (41%)

4. By how much will the IB caseload reduce as people move from IB and into retirement?

Response

How much the IB caseload will reduce as people move from IB into retirement?

We estimate the number of incapacity benefits claimants (both payment and credits-only cases) that will
transfer from claiming incapacity benefit to receiving retirement pension in each of the next five years is
60,000.

5. Can you confirm when the full evaluation of Pathways will be available?

Response

Evaluation of the current Pathways to Work pilot areas is expected to be completed by 2008.
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6. Can the Committee have details of the costs of the current Pathways pilots, both for the first stage of the
pilots and the roll-out to a third of the country?

Response

Cost of Pathways pilots

— £40 million pa for the original seven Districts;

— £107 million pa for further rollout to 14 Districts (as announced in PBR04—taking the coverage
of Pathways to a third of the country);

— £20 million pa to roll out WFIs to some existing customers in the original seven districts (those
who claimed in the two years before the start of the pilots in 2004–05, those who claimed in the
three prior years in 2005–06). In addition we have the money to roll out to all existing clients
(whatever their duration on benefit) in one pilot area—Somerset—this costs £2.5 million.

7. The statement from Secretary of State said that £360 million from the existing DWP budget will be used
to fund full roll-out of Pathways. From where in the Department’s budget does this come and which, if any,
services will be aVected?

Response

The £360 million question…

The £360 million is to cover a range of welfare reforms as set out in the Green Paper, primarily Pathways.
The exact breakdown will depend in part on contractual negotiations with potential providers.

8. To reach the 80% employment aspiration the Department is tackling inactivity among IB claimants, lone
parents and older workers. Can you confirm whether the aim is to reduce the number of IB claimants by one
million, or to get one million disabled people into work?

Response

The aim is to reduce the number of IB claimants by one million.

I.B. six month off-flow rates by district 
2002-03 benefit claims 
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I.B. six month off-flow rates by district 
2004-05 benefit claims 
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Total costs of Pathways for each year, starting from 2003–04?

Agreed allocations to Pathways

Where When agreed? Description 2003–04 2004–05 2005–06 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09

Original Spending Compulsory 19 41 41 41 (41) (41)
“Pathways 7” Review 2002 flow, voluntary

existing cases
interventions

Expansion PBR 2004 Compulsory - - 25 90 107 107
from flow, voluntary
“Pathways 7” existing cases
to 1/3 of interventions
country
“Somerset” PBR 2004 Compulsory - - 2.5 - - -

existing cases
interventions
for all

Original Budget 2004 Compulsory - 5.6 19.4 19.4 19.4 19.4
“Pathways 7” existing cases

interventions
for longer
duration cases

Total 19 46.6 87.9 150.4 167.4 167.4

The 1st two rows give as a long run cost of £148 million for 1/3, this is our comparator in the context of
the long run costs of rollout out to the remaining 2/3.

Points of Clarification

Note the £100 million previously provided by Mark Baker is over three years—and referring to 1st row;
19 plus 41 plus 41.

And the £220 million referred to in the PBR which costs rollout to a third of the country at £220 million;
25 plus 90 plus 107 (the original seven having already been accounted for).

Response from the Department for Work and Pensions to request for clarification

Clarification on Numbers Leaving IB through Retirement Pension

The two figures are not directly comparable due to the diVerent methodologies that were used. We
therefore cannot directly apply our proportional figure of 60,000 moving from IB to retirement pension
annually over the next 10 years, to the CESI figure of one million people being within 10 years of retiring.
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DWP Figure (60 Thousand Annually)

We used the quarterly termination dataset which essentially tells the number of people transferring from
IB to RP and another category “Other”.

We then used these numbers (2004–05 figures) to work out a proportion of people who will be leaving IB
using our caseload forecasts.

A constant proportion of all cases transferring to RP was applied to the existing forecast caseloads from
2005–05 to 2014–15, which resulted in around 60k per year estimate of those transferring onto RP.

This was our best estimate but has some caveats. For example, it ignores the changing age profile of the
population during the forecast period.

The above methodology is quite diVerent to that used by Cesi. Our figure measures those transferring
directly from IB to RP. The Cesi figure looks at the number of people who are on IB and within 10 years
of retirement, and assumes that they will stay on IB until retiring, which of course not all of them will.
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